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LEAD POISONING

THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room
2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting of the subcommittee will come to
order.

I'd like to welcome everyone to this hearing today.
Today's hearing is our second focusing on indoor environment.

We will address a grave and pervasive health threat that is eating
away at this Nation's greatest resource, the minds of our children.

The threat is the potent neurotoxin lead. Millions of American
children are exposed to dangerous levels of lead in old paint and
contaminated drinking water and numerous other sources. Lead
poisoning is the most common and societally devastating environ-
mental disease of young children according to the Centers for Dis-
ease Control.

Even as we are engaged in a national debate over how to im-
prove education we are needlessly wasting the brainpower of our
youth. One American child in six is afflicted by blood levels high
enough to impair intellectual and neurological development. In
most cases these children are unwittingly poisoned in their own
homes by exposure to lead paint and-lead in drinking water.

This week health experts advising the Centers for Disease Con-
trol recommended that the threshold for lead poisoning be lowered
by 60 percent. This change increases dramatically the number of
children suffering from lead poisoning from 1 percent of the Na-
tion's children under the old standard to a staggering 15 percent
under the new standard.

There is human tragedy behind the numbing statistics on lead.
Childhood expoaure to lead can impair learning ability, retard tile
development of language skills, create serious behavioral disorders
and even stunt physical growth.

Studies indicate that children with high levels of lead are seven
times more likely to drop out of high school and six times more
likely to have learning disabilities.

Testimony today will describe a new and particularly insidious
aspect of this problem: the effects of lead on fetuges.

Fetuses can suffer lead poisoning as a result of the mother's ex-
posure to lead. A lifetime's worth of lead exposure is stored in the

(1)
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bones of adults. We now know that this lead can be released during
the pregnancy leading to miscarriages or retarded neurological de-
velopment in the fetus itself.

Lead paint is the source of many of the most serious exposures.
It was outlawed for residential uses in 1978 but it's still in place in
over 50 million homes. EPA estimates that at this moment 2 mil-
lion children have been poisoned by lead paint.

A great deal can be done to reduce exposure to lead paint. As
documented in the CDC report, the central step is abatement of
lead-based paint from older housing. We need testing and disclo-
sure requirements, better lead screening programs and worker
training and certification. The State of Massachusetts, which will
be testifying today, has adopted many of these measures.

Unfortunately, the Environmental Protection Agency is not
taking these steps. Instead, it will spend just $4 million, less than
one-tenth of 1 percent of its budget to study lead paint issues fur-
ther.

The other major lead source is of course drinking water. The con-
tamination of drinking water is the single most pervasive source of
lead exposure in this country, afflicting 30 million of the Nation's
children. The contamination comes from lead drinking water distri-
bution pipes and home plumbing and it is entirely avoidable.

EPA's failure to deal with this problem under the Safe Drinking
Water Act is a national disgrace. Fifteen years ago the National
Academy of Sciences recommended that EPA cut in half the per-
missible level of lead in drinking water. In 1986 a frustrated Con-
gress mandated that EPA revise the lead standard for drinking
water within 3 years but the Agency has continued to delay. Now
almost 2 years after the statutory deadline, EPA is at last under
court order to revise the lead standard by the end of this month,
within a few days of this hearing.

Incredibly, this action will be of little help and may even make
matters worse. The Agency now intends to eliminate entirely the
tap water standard for lead. The Agency will replace the standard
with a treatment technique requirement. This new regime leaves
us with no enforceable limit on the level of acceptable lead con-
tamination in drinking water. Children could legally be exposed to
lead levels even higher than the current standard.

Compounding the problem of lead exposure is the small scope of
Federal programs for screening and treatment of lead poisoning in
children. In 1988 this committee recreated the Childhood Lead Poi-
soning Program at the Centers for Disease Control. That program
has received the most nominal support for funding. Relatedly, the
President's budget for 1992 proposes doubling the current effort to
$15 million, but even that effort will reach only two dozen of the
worst sites, leaving most cities and States with no Federal funds.

Moreover, the Medicaid's program guaranteeing treatment for
lead poisoning has been broken in most places in this country.
Under current law, a State Medicaid program must provide screen-
ing and care for lead: Any State that does not may lose its Federal
matching payment. Unfortunately some States are shortchanging
these programs and failing to treat lead poisoned children. Litiga-
tion has been necessary to correct these failings and meanwhile
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children become disabled and the opportunity for prevention has
long passed.

We can't continue such negligence. The time has come for the
Federal government to change course and move aggressively to
eliminate lead contamination of drinking water, to initiate a pro-
gram to abate lead-based paint in homes and to broaden lead
screening and prevention programs.

This morning we have an excellent group of witnesses to provide
testimony on this problem and the need for such actions.

I want to welcome all of them and I want to thank everyone who
has come this morning to participate in this hearing.

Before calling on our witnesses, I do want to recognize members
of the subcommittee for their opening statements and call Mr. Dan-
nemeyer first.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I understand we're going to hear this morning from CDC on the

prospect of reducing the level of lead that would be tolerated in
terms of a standard that would be toxic to humans and I'll look for-
ward to that testimony.

I think it is also important as we go through a hearing of this
type that we focus on getting the science ahead of the plolitics. I am
not suggesting that politics is a part of this hearing but when we
look back on what we did with the amendments to the Clean Air
Act last year we found that the politics was far ahead of the sci-
ence in what we did with the problem of acid rain.

We also know that the Alar scare statistically speaking we citi-
zens have a greater risk of harm riding in an automobile to a gra
cery store to buy an apple than*e do eating an apple sprayed with
Alar. That's the science. That'inot the politics.

I am not attempting to minimize the significant adverse health
risk to humans from consuming lead. If the science says it's harm-
ful then we need standards. If the standards need to be lowered
and the science says that, and there is a consensus in the scientific
community to do that, then that is what we need to do because
nobody in this country wants to see any person, adult, child or oth-
erwise, harmed from the consumption of a product that many of us
believe is necessary, such as water or food.

I am a little saddened that no witnesses from industry have been
invited to come to this hearing this morning. I think that they
could have supplied some balance and hopefully at a future time
representatives from the industry that utilizes lead in our economy
will have an opportunity to come and testify.

I think it also would have been appropriate for a representative
of HUD to have been called to testify today. They maybe haveI
think they would have something to add because housing is an im-
portant element in the environment in which we live. If we are
going to be adypting or moving to a policy for instance suggesting
to the American public that the plumbing in their homes has to be
removed and replaced by another form or pipes so as to provide a
water source free of lead, I think it is important that the American
public understand what the risks are involved because that calls to
mind something I have learned in life. In the next world, whenever
that comes, if you believe in reincarnation, I've always said I
wanted to be a plumber and the reason I say th,..4c is because
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plumbers have a way of really getting to we consumers when they
want to repair our houses.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dannemeyer.
You will be interested to know that the Association of Metropoli-

tan Water Agencies, which is the industry group, is going to be tes-
tifying on that last panel.

Mr. Richardson, I think you were here first among the three wit-
nesses. Is that not correct? Mr. Richardson, I would like to hear
from you in your opening statement.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to commend you for holding this hearing and focus-

ing on this important issue. Obviously, we have children at risk; we
have a need for a more proactive policy.

I especially want to commend Congressman Wyden and Con-
gressman Sikorski for their leadership on this issue, and my good
friend Jim Scheuer, who have been leaders in this area along with
you.

Mr. Ciairman, again, I thank you very much.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Richardson.
Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Lead has been identified by the American Academy of Pediatrics

as the most serious topological threat to America's children. That
is the science. That is the expertise.

Millions of America's young children suffer long-term neurologi-
cal and developmen:al disorders associated with high blood lead
levels. Pregnant women, unborn children, Mr. Dannemeyer, are at
special risk. Four hundred thousand babies are born each year
with high blood lead levels.

Lead poisoning is directly related to school failure, reading dis-
abilities, attention deficits, and hyperactivity. There is a direct cor-
relation between lead poisoning and criminal activity and social
failure. This crippler of young minds and bodies rivals the prolif-
eration of mind-numbing drugs in our schools, but there is no local
dealer to blame. You cannot just say no. We can blame only the
water fountains, the batteries, painted walls, and apathy.

So what is the Federal response? Well, we are forming all kinds
of cross-Agency task forces, interagency clusters, subcommittees,
and working groups on lead. The administration has held joint
press conferences and heralded its plans to deal with this terrible
threat. It has announced that the alphabet Agencies are ready to
march. Strategic plans for the elimination of childhood lead poiEon-
ing, HHS; strategies for reducing lead exposures, EPA; plans for
abatement of lead paint, HUD. We're coordinating, or caucusing,
strategizin*, planning, ruminating, researching, and considering.
The rhetoric has never, ever been better.

Unfortunately, the funding does not match the rhetoric. The rel-
atively minute commitment of resources is insufficient to deal with

4the magnitude of threat. The CDC concluded, "lead poisoning is the
most common and societally devastating environmental disease of
young children." This is the Centers for Disease Control, Mr. Dan-
nemeyer. "Lead poisoning is the most common and societally dev-
astating environmental disease of young children." Yet, the admin-
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istration is only proposing very little to help States and schools and
cities to screen our children for lead.

This is somewhat personal to me. With the encouragement and
generous support of Chairman Waxman's subcommittee staff, and
the vigorous opposition of the administration, I authored the Lead
Contamination Control Act of 1988 to protect our kids, one of the
most vulnerable and easy to reach groups, by removing lead in
school drinking water and testing kids for elevated blood levels.

I am pleased the administration has finally recognized the prob-
lem of lead poisoning in our kids must be dealt with comprehen-
sively and stopped fighting us on the threat, it is continuing to
fight us on the contaminant levels. I am also pleased that the ele-
ments of the Lead Contamination Control Act have been incorpo-
rated in both HHS and EPA's strategic plans, I am disheartened
and a little angry at two things: the continued opposition by the
administration on the contaminant level, and this idea of develop-
ing a technique that will somehow deal with the threat; and
second, that the EPA has failed to effectively enforce the Contami-
nation Control Act of 1988. You do not have to believe me, just look
at the EPA IG's own assessment, not mine.

I do agree that the Contamination Control Act needs to be
strengthened. It would have been a lot stronger 3 years ago, and
since, if we had not had the opposition of the administration.

I intend to carefully review the testimony from the hearing, and
in the next few weeks I will introduce a tougher, expanded reau-
thorization of the Lead Contamination Control Act.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your work on lead pre-
vention, and continued efforts and hard efforts and that of the ex-
cellent staff. I look forward to the testimony.

I just want to leave one thought, and I have to apologize for leav-
ing. I am flying back to Minnesota for a commitment there.

Most of us, if given the chance, would prefer that if there were
injury to our kids or ourselves, we would take it on ourselves. Most
of us, if given an opportunity, a choice between injury to our brain,
our mind, or our body, we would take it on our body. That sums up
the terrible nature of lead contamination. It threatens adults, but
it goes after the kids much worse. It cripples the body, but it really
goes after their mental development and their IQ's.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sikorski follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. GERRY SIKGRSKI

Lead has been identified by the American Academy of Pediatrics, as the most se-
rious toxicological threat to America's children. Millions of America's young chil-
dren suffer long-term neurological and developmental disorders associated with high
blood lead levels. Pregnant women and unborn children are at special risk-400,000
babies are boen each year with high blood lead levels. Lead poisoning is directly re-
lated to school failure, reading disabilitie',, attention deficits, and hyperactivity.
There is a direct correlation between lead poisoning and criminal activity and
school failure. This crippler of youry; minds and bodies rivals the proliferation of
mind numbing drugs in our schools, ix.* there is no local dealer to blame: just water
fountains, batteries, and painted walla and apathy. And as we've seen from our
Children, Youth and Families hearing, we're not just talking about lead poisoning
affecting a few poor members of our society, the less educated and marginal stu-
dents. We're talking all Americans and we're talking American competitiveness.
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Were talking about the loss of a couple million of super Americansgeniuses who
mtky very well hold the key to solving many of the problems of today and the future.

Those of you in this room probably know the statistics. But, ril enter them for the
record and keep repeating them until we can say we've significantly reduced the
number of American kids who are shorter, dumber and more hyperactive because of
lead poisoning.

Because our children remain at risk: Forty-two million Americans, including 3.8
million children under the age of six, drink water that exceeds the EPA's old, too
high lead standard; every year, a quarter of a million American kids suffer an IQ
loss due to lead in their drinking water and that number will skyrocket when the
MCL is decreased; 82,000 children risk growth impairment--:their bodies; and an-
other 82,000 risk impaired blood cell formationtheir health; 17 percent of all chil-
dren, more than three million under the age of seven have levels of lead that are
neurotoxic; and one in eleven of America's children under age 6-1.5 million chil-
drenhave blood lead levels that meet the U.S. Centers for Disease Control's [CDC]
definition of acute lead poisoning.
So what is the Federal response to the lead threat?

We're forming cross-agency task forces, interagency clusters, subcommittees, and
working groups on lead. The Administration has held joint press conferences and
heralded its plans to deal .with this terrible threat. The alphabet agencies are ready
to march: The Administration has announced strategic plans for the elimination of
childhood lead poisoning EMS] and strategies for reducing lead exposures [EPA],
and plans for abatement of lead paint (HUD]. We're coordinating, caucusing, strate-
gizing, planning, ruminating, researching and considering. The rhetoric has never
been better. Unfortunately, the funding doesn't match the rhetoric. The relatively
minute commitment of resources is insufficient to deal with the magnitude of the
threat, The CDC concluded that "Lead poisoning is the most common and societally
devastating environmental disease of young children." Yet the Administration is
only proposirg very little to help states and schools and cities to screen our children
for lead. It s mply doesn't make sense. Despite growing evidence of lead's insidious
and pervasive effect on our children we're still talking about paltry funding.
The Lead Contamination and Control Act

This is personal to me. With the encouragement and support of Chairman
Waxman and the subcommittee staffand the vigorous opposition of the Adminis-
tration, I authored the Lead Contamination and Control A-ct [LCCA] of 1988, P.L.
100-572. LCCA sought to protect schoolchildren, one of the most vulnerable and
easy to reach groups by removing lead in school drinking water and testing chil-
dren for elevated bloOd levels.

Specifically, the act directs the EPA to assist local educational agencies in th2ir
efforts to remove lead sources from schools. These efforts involve the replacement of
lead-contaminated drinking water coolers and the identification and removal uf
other sources of lead in facilities controlled by these agencies. The Act also estab-
lished a grant program under the Director of the Center for Disease Control to fund
lead poisoning prevention programs. Those programs were to screen blood levels in
infants and children, refer children at risk for treatment and environmental inter-
vention, and provide public education on the risks of childhood lead poisoning. Pri-
ority was to be given to communities with high incidence of elevated blood levels in
children.

..inistration's Inaction on LCCA
While I am pleased the Administration has finally recognized the problem of lead

poisoning our children must be dealt with comprehensivelyand stopped fighting
us on the threatand pleased that elements of the Lead Contamination and Control
Act have been incorporated in both FMS and EPA's "strategic" plans, I am dis-
heartened and a little angry at 2 things: (1) that the EPA has not issued MCL, levels
and (2) that the EPA has failed to effectively enforce the LCCA. That's according to
the EPA IG's own assessment, not mine. Last fall, the EPA Inspector General af-
firmed that there was still much work to be done on LCCA. The IG concurred that
EPA needs to do mere to encourage schools to test for high levels of lead and work
more aggressively to identify water coolers that are not lead free. As well as provide
better public education efforts about the danger of lead in drinking water and tell
Americans the truth about the dangers of lead- in drinking water.

The EPA; Administrator has told the Subcommittee that the EPA has "gone far
beyond the requirements of the LCCA" in trying to reduce public exposure to lead
in drinking water in schools. I disagree. Publishing guidances, testing protocols, and
listing water coolers that are nonlead free is hardly above and beyond. Access to a

t
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video and a Drinking Water hotline that virtually no one knows about is not going
to significantly reduce the threat of lead poisoning in our kids.

I do agree that the LCCA needs to be strengthened. The LCCA requires states to
establish programs to assist schools in testing their water coolers, however out of
the $90 million that has been authorized in this bill, not one single penny has been
appropriated to take remedial action or help pay for testing. Furthermore, states
need only take action to alleviate the lead contamination that is discovered. If there
is no testingno lead is discovered. What incentive do states have to test? If they
testthey pay. If they don't test there is no penaltyexcept to America's kids. Con-
gress must mandate the testing and appropriate accordingly.

I intend to carefully review the testimony from this hearing and in the next few
weeks I will introduce a tougher, expanded reauthorization of the Lead Contamina-
tion and Control Act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for your work on lead preventionand that of your
excellent staff. I look forward to the testimony. I am particularly interested in the
testimony about notification proposals for leada kind of Community Right to
Know About Leadfor homebuyers and renters. I look forward to working with you
on this issue.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. Scheuer.
Mr. &HEUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will be brief, be-

cause I know we want to listen to the witnesses.
I want to express my thanks to you for having this hearing, Mr.

Chairman, and for your leadership on the lead issue. I wish to con-
gratulate Mr. Sikorski for his fine work over the years, and Con-
gressman Ron Wyden.

There has been a great deal of attention by a number of thought-
ful Members of Congress on this issue, and it is high time we did
something. There is a feeling out there that we have faced up to
the problem and done something about it. This is not true. We
have not. That we could be ignoring such a clear health hazard to
our kidsfrom paint, pipes, wall toyssomething that affects them
to dramatically, in such a tragic waydecreased IQ, decreased at-
tention span, coma, and death in some instances.

We have 4 million kids with lead poisoning. We have only tested
15 percent of all the kids. There is a disproportionate effect on mi-
nority kids, on their health, on their mental ability, on their capac-
ity to work and study and be productive in our society. It is a dis-
grace, Mr. Chairman. Doing something about this is long overdue.

On April 11, I introduced H.R. 1750, the Lead Exposure Reduc-
tion Act of 1991. It is a companion to a bill that Senator Harry
Reid just introduced in the Senate. It restricts the use of lead most
likely to cause poisoning. It restricts it in paint, in pesticides, in
plumbing fixtures, toys, game pieces, curtain weights, and so forth.
It prohibits the use of lead solder by plumbers. It bans the use of
lead completely in food packaging, and places further restrictions
on the sale of leaded gasoline, and mandates the recycling of lead
batteries.

Mr. Chairman, we should get on with it. There is enough wisdom
and enough guts and enough determination to stop punishing our
kids by this awful inattention, this awful disdain that we are show-
ing in the field of lead, where the results are so painful and tragic
it boggles the mind.

Let us get on with it and pass some legislation, and remediate
this tragic, pitiful problem.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Scheuer follows:1

1 9
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PREPARED STATEMEM OF HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, lead poisoning is the most severe environmental
thrlat to the health and well being of our children Lead from paint, pipes, walls,
and toys are poisoning our children every day. The fact is that children are vulnera-
ble to lead and the poison muses irreversible brain damage, brain damage that will
lead to a decreased IQ, decreased attention span and, in extreme cases, even coma
and death.

Lead poisoning is a serious problem for all Americans. Over 15 percent of b" chil-
dren have elevated blood lead levels. That's 4 million kids. The problem is spread
throughout the country. Up to one-half of urban minority children suffer from lead
poisoning. Nearly 10 percent from the least susceptible demographic group suffer
from the disease as well. No family is immune.

Each year the Congress deals with many different environmental problems, all se-
rious, but none of them have such a disproportignate effect on children. Lead poi-
soning is the environmental problem with a child's face.

As serious a problem as lead poisoning is, only 10 percent of all children are
tested. Lead poisoning takes its toll slowly over time, so if the problem is spotted
early, something can be done. We can't reverse the damage that has already been
done, but we could eliminate the source of the hazard before more damage is done.

There is a common misconception that we have tackled the lead problem. Well
that is just plain wrong. Lead paint is still used in commercial buildings and on all
sorts of outdoor structures like bridges and highways. We still pump over one billion
gallons of leaded gasoline each year. We have not adequately addressed this prob-
lem, we must do more.

On April 11 I introduced H.R. 1750, the "Lead Exposure Reduction Act of 1991", a
comprehensive bill to reduce lead poisoning in our society.

The bill is rompanion legislation to S-391 introduced by Senator Reid. It would:
Restrict the uses of lead most likely to cause poisoning like paint, plumbing fixtures
and fittings, pesticides, toys and games pieces, and curtain weights; prohibit the use
of lead solder by plumbers; ban the use of lead completely in food packaging; place
further restrictions on the sale of leaded gasoline; and mandate the recycling of lead
batteries.

The bill also has product labeling requirements and provisions for research and
data collection on lead poisoning. The bill contains some well thought out exceptions
for products such as collectors items and artist supplies.

Mr. Chairman, before I close I just want to commend you for having this hearing
and pay homage to two of my colleagues on the subcommittee who have been lead-
ers in the fight against lead poisoning, Mr. Sikorski and Mr. Wyden. Gentlemen,
you have done this country a great service by heightening the nation's awareness of
this problem and pressuring the Congress to move forward.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Scheuer.
Let me ask unanimous consent that other members may have an

opportunity, if they wish, to insert a statement in the record at this
point in the hearing.

We are pleased to have for our first group of witnesses Dr. John
Graef, who is associate in medicine, director of the lead and toxicol-
ogy clinic at Children's Hospital; and June and Krystle Fandel are
here from Massachusetts as well. We would like to ask you, if you
would, to please come forward, and have seats at the table.

We are pleased to welcome you to our hearing this morning.
If you have presented prepared testimony in advance, we will

have that all in the record, so you do not have to feel like you have
to read it when you make your oral presentation.

We would request that the oral presentation be kept to around 5
minutes, because we have a long schedule of witnesses, and we
want to give everybody a chance to talk.

We are pleased to have you here and we thank you very much
for coming.

Dr. Graef, why do we not start with you.

13
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STATEMENT OF JOHN W. GRAEF, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS; ACCOMPANIED BY JUNE AND KRYS-
TLE FANDEL, ROSLINDALE, MASS.

Mr. GRAEF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee.

My name is John Graef, M.D. I am a pediatrician, with more
than 20 years experience in the treatment of childhood lead poison-
ing. I am the chief of the lead and toxicology clinic at the Chil-
dren's Hospital in Boston, and I am associate clinical professor of
pediatrics at the Harvard Medical School. I also serve as consultant
for the Centers for Disease Control and to the Massachusetts
hood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program. In 1987, I was honored
to receive the first Lead Poison Prevention Award of the Conserva-
tion Law Foundation.

I am here today representing the American Academy of Pediat-
rics and its 41,000 members who are dedicated to the health and
well-being of infants and children. We express our strong support
for an enlarged Federal effort to prevent lead poisoningan entire-
ly preventable disease.

Lead poisoning is an ancient disease, but this form of it, child-
hood lead poisoning, was first described in Australia by an Austra-
lian physician who discovered that a group of people developed
kidney disease, and it was found that they had in common the in-
gestion of lead-based paint from their homes in Queensland, Aus-
tralia. That was at the turn of the century.

In 1926, the story was put together by Dr. Guy McKhann of the
Children's Hospital in Boston, who first described the association of
the childhood form of this disease with the ingestion of lead-based
paint chips.

By World War II, lead poisoning was the number one cause of
death among children with poisonings of any kind. Eighty percent
of children who presented to the hospital with symptomatic lead
poisoning died of the disease. There was no treatment. By the
middle 1950's, when lead was replaced with the cheaper titanium,
it was thought that the problem was probably solved. What people
forgot was that the lead paint does not decay. If we do not remove
it, it remains in homes. In addition, the use of lead in gasoline
turned out to have contributed significantly to the problem by cre-
ating contamination of household dust, soil, and air.

In addition, the problem of plumbing was observed to contribute
significantly to background lead levels by the use of initially, lead
pipes, and subsequently, solde.ed pipes, in which corrosive water
coming through soldered pipes, which might have lead solder,
which was inside the joints, contributed significantly to the inges-
tion of lead through common usage.

Lead can also be found, as you probably are aware, in foodstuffs,
and a variety of relatively uncommon sources, such as cosmetics,
ceramic pottery, and so forth.

Those kinds of uses do occur, and they do plague us from time to
time, and the control of those uncommon sources is an important
part of the regulatory capacity, both of the Congress and the Con-
sumer Products Safety Commission, as well as FDA.
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In 1943 and again in 1959, Dr. Randolph Beyers, who was profes-
sor of neurology at the Harvard Medical School and at the Chil-
dren's Hospital, described for the first time the fact that even
though children were treated for lead poisoning, they would ulti-
mately suffer ill effects. The most important point that he made
was not only that after having survived an episode of lead poison-
ing that a significant number of children would be badly damaged,
but that if those children were reexposed to a lead hazard, the
chances of their suffering significant neurological deficits was vir-
tually certain.

Thus, the removal of the lead paint hazard from the environ-
ment of that child became the cornerstone of prevention as a pri-
mary requirement of an adequate prevention program.

In 1970 the Str.te of Massachusetts as well as the Federal Gov-
ernment 13egan t address this problem, and since that time, some
progress has been made. However, for example, in Massachusetts
alone, there are 1 million homes painted with lead-based paint. We
have perhaps succeeded in deleadirig 50,000 of them, with one of
the most aggressive deleading programs in the country. That leaves
a mere 950,000 to go.

In addition, the fact that there are 40 million homes built before
1960 in the United States means that the problem is pervasive
throughout the countu, but particularly in areas where lead-based
paint has been applied since 1875. Many homes may contr.in lead-
based paint in concentrations as high as 50 percent lead by weight.
In addition, soil concentrations and household dust concentrations
are significant enough to poison children indirectly, even those who
do not ingest paint chips directly.

Thus, paint itself contributes either directly or indirectly to a
substantial amount of the poisoning we find.

In addition, we have examined the problem of lead poisoning in
infancy recently in our program. My colleague, Dr. Michael Shan-
non, who shares responsibility for the lead clinic with me, recently
examined the histories of 50 cases of infants who were referred to
our clinic over the last 3 years. Of these infants, of these 50 cases,
20 percent were poisoned by water used to prepare their formula.
Three of them, the water contamination came from the vessel
itself. One, an antique copper kettle; another an imported kettle;
and the third, a commercial kettle in which there was lead con-
tamination in the solder or joint, between the dome of the kettle
and the base.

In the other seven, however, the contamination occurred at the
tap water source. By boiling the water in preparation of formula,
the parents unwittingly did what the Romans did many, many cen-
turies ago. They concentrated the lead. What the Romans did was
make something called Sappa, in which they took wine and boiled
it in lead-containing vessels until the wine was distilled down to a
very, very concentrated, extraordinarily highly leaded sap, which
they then added to their own drinking wine in order to make it
taste sweet. I do not think these parents had that in mind, They
were simply boiling the water because there were instructions on
the can to do so. If they boiled it for 10 or 20 minutes, they concen-
trated the lead contamination in the formula and these children
were poisoned significantly enough to require hospitalization.

1 5
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I am honored today to be joined in my testimony by Krystle
Fandel and her mother, June. Krystle is now almost 7 years old.
She was found to have a very high level of lead in her body on rou-
tine screening shortly after her third birthday. By the time her
lead elevation was discovered, she had already suffered some signif-
icant damage.

Despite aggressive therapy, including several weeks of hospitali-
zation and a prolonged period of outpatient management, including
painful injections of medicine, not to mention blood tests, Krystle
was already found to be significantly delayed by the age of 4 years,
and is presently considered to be a year or two behind in her cen-
tral nervous system development. She is accompanied by her
mother, who will make a brief statement, and will be glad to
answer questions about Krystle's experience.

I know that the American Academy of Pediatrics feels very
strongly about this problem. As Mr. Waxman indicated, the Acade-
my has stated that this problem is the most significant toxin facing
America's children. Some 12 million American children are esti-
mated to have lead levels above that which the CDC presently con-
siders defining the toxic effect of lead. If these children are not
identified, and if the hazards are not removed, we will significantly
blunt the intellectual development of our children, and any kind of
educational proposals or any kind of other efforts that are made
are not going to be able to correct that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad to answer questions,
and I would like to introduce Mrs. Fandel and Krystle.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Graef follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN W. GRAEF, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
PEDIATRICS

My name is John W. Graef, M.D. I am a pediatrician with more than 20 years
experience in the treatment of childhood lead poisoning. I am Chief of the Lead and
Toxicology Clinic at the Children's Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts and Associate
Clinical Profet ;or of Pediatrics at the Harvard Medical School. I am a consultant to
the Centers e Disease Control and to the Messachusetts Childhood Lead Poison
Prevention Program. In 1987, I received the first Lead Poison Prevention Award
from the Conservation Law Foundation.

I am here today representing the 41,000 physician members of the American
Academy of Pediatrics who are dedicated to the health, safety and well-being of in-
fants, children, adolescents and young adults. We express our strong support for an
enlarged federal effort to prevent childhood lead poisoningan entirely preventable
disease.

It has been 21 years since I first testified before the Massachusetts legislature on
this issue and 20 years since Massachusetts passed the fir3t statewide lead poisoning
prevention act in the country and the Congress passed the Comprehensive Lead Poi-
soning Act. Since that time, progress has been made. In 1969, the acceptable lead
level was 60 mcg/dl of whole blood. In 1970, that was lowered to 40, in 1978 to 30, in
1985 to 25 and soon it will be lowered further to 10. In 1978, the average lead level
in this countrY was 15 mcg/dl.

We are told that when the new national survey data is published in 1991 or early
1992, our current average lead level will be under 10, possibly as low as 6 or 7.
Much of that reduction is credited to the removal of lead from gasoline, thanks to
the Clean Air Act. Thus, Congress, in one courageous step, lowered the lead levels of
millions of American children.

But the other side of the coin is the fact that increasingly sensitive measures of
the effects of lead indicate that we have not yet found a level at wi,ich poisoning
does not occur. Nor have we made any meaningful progress in identifying and re-
moving the single most devastating source of lead poisoning in America's children,
lead paint.
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Applied to American homes in layer after layer for one hundred years since 1875,
the most conservative estimates are that more than 40 million homes in America
contain leaded paint. In Massachusaiti, where we have one of the most aggressive
deleading programs in the nation, 40,000 homes have been deleaded since 1971 when
the state lead law was passed. Based on the number of homes built before 1970 in
Massachusetts alone, that means we have only 960,000 homes to go.

Speaking for my program, despite the reduction in overall lead levels, last year
we admitted almost 30 children to the hospital for treatment and an additional 200
new patients to our clinic.

This is twice the number of children admitted to the hospital during the previous
year, and our clinic visits have increased from 1100 in 1989 to 1400 in fiscal 1990
and for fiscal 1991, we are projecting 1800 clinic visits.

There are at least two reasons our numbers have increased. The first is that in
March of 1990, Massachusetts implemented mandatory lead screening for all pre-
school children in the state beginning at a minimum of age one but for those consid-
ered at high risk, at age 6 months. Second, our populatio.i is suffering with the
downturn in the economy and, when that happens, diseases that may be associated
with poverty such as poisoning of children through deteriorated lead paint increase.

However, not all of our cases are due to poverty. We have found a considerable
number of cases from two other sources which are not related to socioeconomic
status. One is from families who have purchased older homes and, attempting to
renovate them, have unwittingly created large amounts of lead dust by sanding old,
painted surfaces. This has become so common among young families that the televi-
sion program "This Old House" shown on PBS recently devoted an entire program
to the subject of the importance of extensive precautions and the need for profes-
sional workers to remove a substance as hazardous as lead paint. Secondly, my col-
league, Dr. Michael Shannon and I have reviewed 50 cases of infants, seen in our
program in the past four years and discovered that 20 percent of them were poi-
soned by the ingestion of lead contaminated water used to make up their formula.
Of these, three were caused by lead from the vessel used to boil the water and seven
were poisoned by boill:.g and thereby concentrating lead from contaminated tap
water. Another 40 percent of these infants were poisoned simply because they were
present in the home during a period when renovation work was occurring. Only 24
percent of the infants actually ingested paint chips directly.

More than 15 of the children referred to our program in the last four years were
poisoned while residing in federally subr:dized housing which was supposed to have
been inspected for lead hazards.

Regardless of the means by which these children were poisoned, they were all
subjected to significant and unacceptable risk of permanent, irreversible damage to
their developing brains. Were it not for our extensive surveillance program, they all
might have gone undetected. In some cases, I'm sorry to say, detection came too late
to prevent significant toxic effects of their exposure despite treatment.

What these cases illustrate is that lead remains an ubiquitous toxin in the envi-
ronment of America's children. We cannot afford to produce yet another generation
of children in which a significant portion will have their intellectual capacities
blunted by lead exposure in early childhood.

On behalf of both the nation s children and the nation's pediatricians, we urge
Congress to provide adequate resources for screening of children at risk for lead in-
toxication. However, of what use is screening if we do not move forward to address
systematically the cause of this problem? We urge Congress to provide a significant
effort to identify and safely remove lead hazards in housing, and regulate other
sources of childhood lead poisoning including drinking water. These efforts will re-
quire substantial funds and a long-term commitment. However, as a pediatrician,
know of no more precious resource than the intellectual potential of our children.

I am honored to be accompanied in my appearance before the committee today by
Ms. Krystle Fandel ..)fRoslindale, Massachusetts. Krystle is now almost seven years
old. She was found to have a very high level of lead in her body on routine screen-
ing shortly after her second birthday. By the time her lead elevation was discovered,
she had already suffered significant damage. Despite aggressive therapy including
several weeks of hospitalization and a prolonged period of outpatient management
including painful injections of medicine, Krystle was already found to be significant.
ly delayed by the age of 4 years and is presently considered to be one to two years
behind in her central nervous system development. She is accompanied by her
mother, June Fandel who, will make a brief statement and will be glad to answer
questions about Krystle's experience.

To my mind, Krystle's story illustrates the suffering of America's lead poisoned
childrenall innocent victims of a problem we created ourselves. We note that the

17'
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Administration has recently proposed a program intended to improve America's
education system. But how can any proposal succeed if as many as 15 percent of our
children, enter school with their intellectual potential impaired by this insidious
toxin?

I trust that issue will receive the highest priority in your deliberations.
Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JUNE FANDEL, ACCOMPANIED BY HER
DAUGHTER KRYSTLE

MS. JUNE FANDEL. Thank you.
My daughter has lead-paint poisoning. We have gone through a

number of different things to get the lead out of her. To this day,
we still go for blood tests.

Her worst medication was having shots to her leg, which stung,
and she could not walk on them, at the age of 3. For a child to go
through that, I do not think they understand why they have to go
through that.

She has a hard time comprehending people. She does not know
what they want from her. She has a hard time expressing herself.
She knows what the word is, but instead of saying the word, she
goes into a long detail of describing what the word is. Then you
have to try to figure out what she is trying to say to you.

Krystle is a very happy-go-lucky child. She is very active. I wo
not have known she had lead-paint poisoning. She had none of the
symptoms whatsoever. I just took her for her regular checkupind
that is when I found out that she had lead-paint poisoning, and it
was devastating to me, because I knew nothing about lead-paini
poisoning at the time.

She is still kind of confused about it. She asks me every time we
have to go to the hospital, why do we have to go; why do I have to
get that blood drawn out of my arm? It bothers her a lot, not just
ph7sically, but mentally I know it does bother her. She knows it
hurts, and I do not like to see any child besides my own go through
what my child has to go through because of lead-paint poisoning.

That is about it.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for sharing your experi-

ence.
Did you know the Krystle had some lead problem, or was this

the result of a screening? Did you see some evidence of something?
Ms. JUNE FANDEL. None whatsoever. She had no symptoms what-

soever. I took her for her regular checkup at 3 years old, and that
is when they drew the blood and called me and told me she had a
high level of lead-paint poisoning.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Graef, in Massachusetts, is there a law that
requires when children go in for checkups, they are tested fbr lead?

Mr. GRAEF. Yes, there is.
Mr. WAXMAN. And so as I understand it, this is the only State

that requires screening of all children?
Mr. GRAEF. That is correct. At the time that Krystle was

screened, it was prior, actually, to the inception of the mandatory
screening requirement. At that time there was voluntary compli-
ance and already participation by approximately 1,200 pediatric
providers in the State.

18,
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Mr. WAXMAN. Do you know what the situation is in other States?
Are children being screened for lead poisoning?

Mr. GRAEF. It is my understanding that there are no other States
with statewide screening. There is isolated screening in various
communities in other States, but there are no other statewide
screening programs, with the exception of Rhode Island, which in
essence uses the Massachusetts model.

Mr. WAXMAN. ID fact, we are going to get testimony from the
next panel that as many as 15 percent of all children under 6 may
be lead poisoned, and that only 5 percent of all children are
screened for lead poisoning.

Do parents come to you or to doctors because they notice a prob-
lem? Why should they worry about lead poisoning? Would not a se-
rious problem be detectable to a parent?

Mr. GRAFF. It usually is not detectable, particularly at the levels
that we are talking about. These children experience no symptoms
at all, and in order to detect some of the effects, we have to do
some specialized neuro-developmental screening in order to find
the imprint of lead.

When children are symptomatic, that is not a problem so much,
and those children in a sense are lucky, because they get identified
without screening.

Unless we look for these children in areas where they are at
risk, we will not find them.

Mr. WAXMAN. Krystle is lucky, because she has been tested, and
you know the situation with her. What is the prognosis for children
who are unwittingly lead poisoned like Krystle but who are not for-
tunate enough to live in Massachusetts where there is universal
screening?

Mr. GRAEF. It is really grim. I think that what we have basically
done is produce a generation of children whose intellectual devel-
opment is blunted by lead. The issue often is obfuscated by raising
the question of whether or not these children might have, let us
say, average IQ's. Within the range of average IQ, there is a rela-
tively broad range of normal; but for an individual child, the differ-
ence 'of perhaps 10 IQ points, while they might still remain in the
broad definition of average, would have blunted that child's intel-
lectual potential.

I presume you will hear testimony from other witnesses today
about this particular neuro-developmental effect, but I would like
to make the point that, for any given child, the fact that that child
might not necessarily have been overtly affected so that they have
to be institutionalized does not mean that they were not perma-
nently blunted.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Fandel, when you found out that Krystle had
high blood levels of lead, what steps did you take?

Ms. JUNE FANDEL. Her doctor at the time turned around and got
in touch with Dr. Graef to make appointments for her to go into
the hospital for 2 weeks, which she stayed for 2 weeks, and I was
not allowed to go back to the apartment, because it was full of lead.

Mr. WAXMAN. So you moved out of the apartment?
Ms. JUNE FANDEL. Yes, I did. I moved out of the apartment. I

stayed with my sister, and then 7 months after that I got an apart-
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ment on my own. I never went back to that apartment that had
the lead in it.

Mr. WAXMAN. Did you have any reason to suspect there was lead
paint in your apartment before Krystle was diagnosed?

Ms. JUNE FANDEL. No.
Mr. WAXMAN. Was there peeling paint on the walls or paint

chips on the floor?
Ms. JUNE FANDEL. Mostly she played by the window sills, and

the dust from opening and closing a wooden window, you get the
dust from it; and she is a thumbsucker. So from her sitting there
watching the kids outside, the only way I figure she got it under-
neath her thumb, then sucking her thumb, and that is how it got
into her system.

Mr. WAXMAN. Sometimes we think about slum homes, paint
peeling, paint chips all over the place. Was your home like that?

Ms. JUNE FANDEL. No.
Mr. WAXMAN.Well taken care of?
MS. JUNE FANDEL. Yes.
Mr. GRAEF. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to add a point

here.
There is in the discussion, in public discussion of lead poisoning,

often a tendency, and I have heard it suggested publicly, that the
problem really is that the child is not adequately supervised.

On behalf of the Academy of Pediatrics, I believe I can say with
reasonable certainty that some degree of oral behavior is normal in
children, that it is up to us to make sure that the environment that
these children have is safe, rather than altering their behavior in
such a way as to produce some sort of abnormal developmental out-
come for them in order to protect them from an environmental
hazard that we control.

Mr. WAXMAN. If someone had told you that the apartment had a
lead paint problem, would you have rented that apartment?
MS. JUNE FANDEL. No, I would not have stayed in that apart-

ment.
Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Graef, Krystle's problems are caused by expo-

sure lead paint; but another major source of lead exposure is
from drinking water. We usually think of drinking water as con-
tributing to widespread low-level exposure in a very broad popula-
tion, but you indicate that you have treated cases in which the lead
poisoning is caused by infant formula made from water contami-
nated by lead.

Do you mean to say that in some households a mother may be
unknowingly poisoning her infant every time she gives the baby a
bottle?

Mr. GRAEF. Indeed.
Mr. W.tXMAN. And how does that happen?
Mr. GRAEF. As I indicated, I think in the boiling process, what-

ever lead contamination occurs is concentrated in the water. The
formula manufacturers, for reasons that are not entirely clear, rec-
ommend boiling for 5 minutes. I presume because it is because they
can be a little bit uncertain about the quality of the water from a
bacteriological point of view. In any case, they recommend 5 min-
utes of boiling. Rarely do parents stick to the 5 minutes. They will
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often boil the water for 10 or 20 minutes, and that will concentrate
the water considerably.

Mr. WAXMAN. The boiling concentrates the amount of lead that
is left?

Mr. GRAEF. The lead itself will not be boiled off at 212 degrees
Fahrenheit, so that the water will concentrate and the amount of
lead will be further contaminated, or the concentration of lead in
the water will be higher. Then daily intake that with formula,
and many parents will make up the day's formula with the first
morning supply.

Mr. WAXMAN. Is there a lead problem more from drinking water
than paint?. Do you know what proportions; do you have any esti-
mate of how big a risk there is from drinking water as compared to
paint?

Mr. GRAEF. I do not think we have as specific data about water
as we do about paint. For one thing, we have had much more expe-
rience dealing with the paint situation. I think that the water situ-
ation is far more pervasive than we thought it was.

I guess we consider paint to be a high dose source, when chil-
dren's lead levels climb very, very rapidly. Although here might
be specific circumstances where contaminated water might do that,
by and large that is more likely to be paint. I think what struck us
is that in infants who are not particularly ambulatory, so they are
not walking around going to windowsills, we are talking about 8
month olds and 9 month olds, we had to be thinking about some-
thing other than paint, because it was apparent that paint was not
easily going to get into their environment unless it was falling off
the ceiling. That might happen, but it is relatively rare. So that
made us consider the water issue, and water is not routinely
screened for. We do not have an easy mechanism for doing water
analysis. I do not mean to say that it is not chemically easy, but it
is not readily availa'ule to everybody, it tends to be an afterthought.
The possibility of available standardized water screening would be
a big boon in reducing this hazard.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I want to call on my col-
leagues to ask question they may have.

Mr. DANNEMEVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Graef, if you were testifying in a court of law and you were

asked a question of approximate cause as to what the causative
factor of this little girl having lead in her system was, could you
answer?

Mr. GRAEF. In her case?
Mr. DANNEMEVER. Yes.
Mr. GRAEF. Yes.
Mr. DANNEMEVER. And you believe it is paint?
Mr. GRAEF. This was paint, yes.
Mr. DANNEMEVER. I am not questioning that. Just, how do you go

about making the determination?
Mr. GRAEF. By the concentration of lead in her blood, which in

her case was over 70 micrograms per deciliter. In order to achieve
a concentration of that type, one would have to postulate a high
dose source. It is remotely possible in her cae that water might
have contributed, but in fact she had paint chips in her belly,
which we could see on the x-ray.
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Mr. DANNEMEYER. Paint chips?
Mr. GRAEF. Yes. They were visible. I have a slide with me that

shows that phenomenon. Unfortunately, we were not able to show
it today. But we can see this on an x-ray.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Based on your work there in Massachusetts,
have you calculated what percentage of children are involved with
lead as Krystle is?

Mr. GRAEF. It has changed considerably since we have instituted
the kind of surveillance that we have. In 1975, 8 percent of the
children in the Commonwealth had lead levels greater than 40.
Since the surveillance programs and the very extensive effort that
we have now in Massachusetts where more than 300,000 children
are screened annually, and I know you will hear from the Massa-
chusetts program director, the incidence of the disease has dropped
now to a little bit under 1 percent, and that is with lead levels over
25. So we halm made a significant dent in the problem.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Do you have any idea whether this is a simi-
lar number across the country?

Mr. GRAEF. I would doubt that it is a similar number across the
country, because across the country I do not think they have as ex-
tensive a program as we do. In isolated communities in certain
areas where there has been some extensive work, I am not famil-
iar, for example, with the data out of Louisville, but I would not be
surprised to see if Louisville has made a dent on its problem as
well. Individual communities may see this, but I do not think that
individual States have done so.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. You have indicated that there has been an in-
crease in children admitted to your clinic in the last year.

Mr. GRAEF. Yes.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Do you have any estimate as to what the

reason for that is?
Mr. GRAEF. Yes, I do. I think there are two reasons. The first

reason is that with the mandatory screening in effect in Massachu-
setts, and I am not here speaking for the Academy of Pediatrics,
because I believe the Academy has yet to comment on mandatory
screening and would probably prefer to see screening programs
remain voluntary at this time; however, with the institution of
mandatory screening in Massachusetts, where the lead paint prob-
lem is so pervasive that we felt that it was warranted, and was by
the way, supported by the Massachusetts chapter of the Academy
of Pediatrics, with that in effect we essentially widened our net
considerably. So we began to pick up an additional group of chil-
dren from the middle class, from other classes where the assump-
tion of lead poisoning was not being made, so that children who
were not previously been screened now were being screened.

The second reason frankly is the nature of the economy at the
present time. Lead poisoning has sometimes been felt to be one of
the market diseases of poverty, and although it knows really no
specific class and no race or any other specific characteristic, it cer-
tainly is more pervasive in the poor, and in this situation where
the economy has been hurt, I think we are seeing just an increase
in cases on that basis alone.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. What is the prognosis for this young lady?
Will she come out of it, with treatment, in the future?

9 9
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Mr. GRAEF. Well, she is a lovely kid, and I think she is going to
be a fine human being. I wish I could be as optimistic about her
intellectual prognosis as I can be about her humanity. I think that
she has gotten off behind the eight ball. She is already a year
behind, a year-and-a-half behind. We do hope that remedial educa-
tion can help some of these children, but there is evidence from my
colleague, Dr. Bellinger at the Children's Hospital, that whatever
reversibility there is appears to be only related to very early expo-
sure and is associated, frankly, with economic class, so that unless
you can mobilize very substantial resources on behalf of these chil-
dren, the chances of reversing any kind of effect of this are virtual-
ly nil.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. We know that the minerals nature has a need
for minerals of many types in the human system to have balance.
Is lead in the group that we need routinely for balance in our
system? A certain quantity?

Mr. GRAEF. We know of no biological value of lead whatsoever.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. SO it's something that we don't need in our

farce with science today we don't need it all then, huh?
Mr. GRAEF. As far as we know we don't need it at all.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Education, wouldn't you say, is an important

element to this whole issue, I mean I agree with your observations,
parents have responsibility to watch for their kids rather than re-
stricting the environment of children. Having raised--

Mr. GRAEF. I don't think that was my observation, Mr. Danne-
meyer. If I may.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. I thought I heard you say that we have a re-
sponsibility as parents to watch what our kids are doing rather
than try to change their environment.

Mr. GRAEF. No, it was the opposite, I'm afraid. I felt that the
idea of modifying the children's behavior as a means of protecting
them against this, particularly the hand to mouth activity which
we feel is normal behavior for children that that is not the ap-
proach that should be taken. We felt that the environment should
be addressed rather than the child's behavior.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Oh, well, but education On the part of the
public of the awareness of what you are describing is an important
element in this struggle, isn't it?

Mr. GRAEF. It is.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Dannemeyer. Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Krystle, thank you for

coming andI'm over here.
Thank you for coming and you're a beautiful and charming

young lady and you and your mother have by coming here and
helping us accomplish much and for standing up for a lot of kids
younger than you are and older than you are. So, thank you for
your accomplishments.

Dr. Graef, while I have you, all the Agencies affected, including
the Office of Management and Budget, and the Consul of the Eco-
nomic Advisory to the President signed off on a proposal by EPA to
require incinerators, usually municipal incinerators and especially
the bigger ones who think they can burn everything and take care
of their problem. The smaller ones tend to separate.
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Requiring these incinerators to separate out lead batteries, about
60 percent of the lead that gets into the incinerator goes up into
the air. I know your specialty is not the air, but the Vice President
of the United States took it upon himself to veto that under the
guise of action by the Council for Competitiveness.

And that's my question to you. How, when we know that nothing
clearsnothing naturally clears this out; when it's burned it gets
into the air and it is not destroyed, it gets into the air and comes
down to pollute. Once it gets into a little kid's body or someone
else's body, it gets into the bone marrow, it gets into the organs, if
it's not taken out by treatment it discharges and gets into other
parts. It can free itself and run around and do more damage.

The point on competitiveness is that we're talking about a lot of
poor people, a lot of less educated people who don't have the pro-
tection, that they should have from lead. But we're not talking
about them. We're talking about all income levels, all education
levels and the impacts are equal opportunity as well. We not only
don't have average kids who are average, but below average, but
we don't have above average kids, above average, they're a little
bit lower and near geniuses are a little bit lower, and geniuses are
a little bit lower, and super geniuses are a little bit lower and com-
peting with kids from Japan and Germany and around the world
who don't have the lead threat. We're at a disadvantage, are we
not from a competitiveness standpoint?

Mr. GRAEF. Well, I wish I could be sure that those children also
don't have a lead threat. Unfortunately, from that point view I'm
not sure that's the place where we should be looking at competi-
tiveness.

I think it's important to recognize--
Mr. SIKORSKI. I'm not suggesting that. I'm just saying that from

the Council for Competitiveness perspective and I don't want to
measure this environmental or health threat from that perspective,
but here they are telling the professionals, including the budget-
eers that we can't do this for some guiseunder some guise of com-
petitiveness. I find that very strange. But just looking at this issue
from a competitive standpoint, we'l.e loosing the super geniuses as
well as the average kids.

Mr. GRAEF. I think I can speak for the Academy of Pediatrics
and suggesting that while we recognize that lead and its use has a
place in the economy of our industry and lead can beindeed, it's
such a useful metal it's been used for so many purposes it's one of
the reasons we have a problem.

But that is not a reason to permit children to be exposed to it in
ways that are going to alter their intellectual development and we
would certainly agree that any appropriate economic use of lead
should take into consideration the hazards to environment and to
children in particular.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you. I want to thank you Dr. Graef, thank
Krystle, thank Ms. Fandel and all the other panelists and apologize
for having to leave early, but will followup working with you.
Thanks.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thanks, Mr. Sikorski. Mr. Scheuer.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and thank you Ms.

Fandel for your fine, very touching testimony. And thank you
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Krystle for behaving so beautifully. Okay? Sitting there and smil-
ing.

KRYSTLE FANDEL. You're welcome.
Mr. SCHEUER. I wish my grandchildren could be here to watch

you Krystle, they would want to make friends with you right away.
Dr. Graef, can I ask you a couple of questions? If I wanted to put

out a sort of a health .warning in my newsletter, and tell my
500,000 people, hey, those of you who have kids, there's a real
hazard out here. For those of you have bought a new home or
rented a new apartment, here's what you ought to do. What would
I tell them?

Mr. GRAEF. I think you would suggest to them that lead is an
ubiquitous hazard, it's really found--

Mr. SCHEUER. What do they do? Let's I assume I tell them it's an
ubiquitous hazard, not only that, but it's everywhere, okay?

Remember, this is a newsletter to 500,000 people, they don't all
have PhD's. What do I tell them? What do I suggest that they do?
Now, this is part of the public education program. You can design
a national education program for 535 Congressmen and Senators.

Mr. GRAEF. I think they should familiarize themselves with ways
in which lead could enter their environment and by all means dis-
cuss with their pediatrician--

Mr. SCHEUER. Dr. Graef, they've just bought a new home. My
daughter just bought a new home in Riverdale, she's got three won-
derful grandchildren--

Mr. GRAEF. Are you saying it's a new home, Mr. Scheuer, or are
you saying--

Mr. SCHEUER. No. It's about 40 years old.
Mr. GRAEF. I see, thank you.
Mr. SCHEUER. Great big beautiful new home, 40 years old, what

do I tell her to do?
Mr. GRAEF. First have it inspected for lead hazards.
Mr. SCHEUER. Now, we're getting there. Where would she find an

inspector? Would she call the local hospital?
Mr. GRAEF. She may have to call Massachusetts.
Mr. SCHEUER. Now you've got my New York dander up.
Mr. GRAEF. I don't mean to have your New York dander up, Mr.

Scheuer, but indeed because of the extent of the program in Massa-
chusetts, as you'll hear, there is a private industry that has really
set up a fairly extensive network of available led screening as well
as the availability of State facilities. So that's an important part of
the element of the program.

Mr. SCHEUER. Does that not exist in New York, to your knowl-
edge?

Mr. GRAEF. Not to my knowledge. I don't know that there aren't
private lead inspectors, but I don't believe that there's a certifica-
tion program in any other State. In Massachusetts all the inspec-
tors and the 1etter3 have to be certified.

One of the problems that we ran into was that in the deleading
of homes by fly-by-night contractors, in fact, children were getting
into worse situations than they were before because lead chips
were now being left around the house rampantly or dust was raised
and so forth. So that in the process of setting up a safer program

e;
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for these folks to have a certification program as part of the new
Massachusetts lead requirements.

That would be one piece of advice that I would certainly give
your daughter and the other is periodically to have her child have
lead testing.

Mr. SCHEUER. And that happens routinely in Massachusetts?
Mr. GRAEF. It does.
Mr. SCHEUER. But not in New York or any of the other 49

States?
Mr. GRAEF It's available in New York. I think when requested,

but I don't beheve it happens--
Mr. SCHEUER. Okay, where is it available?
Mr. GRAEF. I understand that theyou would have to really ask

somebody from New York, but I understand that Albany has a lab
and New York City does very extensive lead screening.

Mr. SCHEUER. Okay. That's very helpful. Is this lead poisoning
caused most often by long-term exposure or by an intensive short
time exposure? In other words, is it an acute problem or a chronic
problem?

Mr. GRAEF. For most children it is a slow insidious ingestion of
relatively small amounts of lead over time. Usually from dust, pos-
sibly from soil and indeed the addition of contaminated water as a
consideration.

Mr. SCHEUER. Tell us why this is a kid's disease? Why don't
adults who move into a lead infested apartment or house, why
don't they come down with this?

Mr. GRAEF. There are three reasons. The first is that biologically
children absorb a substantial amount more ()Head for any given
exposure.

The second reason is that the toxic effects of lead on the central
nervous system are not the same in adults. Unfortunately, I'm
afraid ail of us have our brain development is pretty much as far
as it's going to go and we probably finished learning in the fifth
grade or something to that extent. But the fact is that the impact
of lead on the developing brain is where it's impact is both most
toxic and irreversible.

And the third reason is that the natural behaviors of children,
the exploratory behavior, the tasting behaviors of children which I
would reiterate are normal behaviors and are not the problem. But
unfortunately in an unsafe environment they can become a part of
the problem so that of those two variables, as I will again state, the
environment is the one we can control and should con:rol rather
than these rather normal exploratory behaviors of children.

Those three factors are the major ones that coaribute to the tox-
icity of lead in children. The developing issuesthe development
issues are overwhelming because of the rapidity with which chil-
dren are growing and it takes a very small amount of lead to blunt
those effects.

Now, it does occur in adults, but we can fix that in adults provid-
ed they don't become so severely ill that they have major problems.
But we can help adults. But children, once the horse is out of the
barn, that's it.
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Mr. WAXMAN, Thank you, Mr. Scheuer, and all these points that
you have raised, we're going to hear from other witnesses who are
going to share their expertise with us.

But I want to thank the three of you very much for being here
and Ms. Fandel and Krystle for sharing your experiences.

Krystle, we wish you the very hest. We look for great things
from you. You're a lovely young lady and I thank you for coming
all the way from Massachusetts to share your experience and tell
us, with your mother about lead.

Thank you for being with us.
Mr. GRAM'. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MEI. JUNE FANDEL. Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Before I call in the next group of witnesses I want

to acknowledge that we have a group of students from John Mar-
shall High School in Los Angeles, most of these students, if not all
of them, are not only visiting Washington for the first time, but
have r.mly been in this country for a relatively short period of time.
And we want to welcome you to this congressional hearing.

For our second panel of witnesses, we have Dr. Vernon N. Houk,
Director for the Center for Environmental Health and Injury Con-
trol, Centers for Disease Control; Linda J. Fisher, Assistant Admin-
istrator, Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances, U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Apncy; William Hiscock, chief, program initia-
tive branch, Medicaid bureau, Health Care Finance Administra-
tion; Dr. John F. Rosen, Chairman, Centers for Disease Control Ad-
visory Committee on Childhood Lead Poisoning and also professor
of pediatrics at Montifiore Medical Center, Albert Einstein College
of Medicine;* Brad Prenney, State of Massachusetts, director of
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program.

We are pleased to welcome you all to this hearing this morning.
Your prepared statements will be in the record in full. We would
like to ask, if you would, to limit the orai pl.asentation to no more
than 5 minutes and we'll have to be strict about the time limit be-
cause we have such a long list of witnesses and we want a full op-
portunity to hear from everyone aod to have questions and an-
swers from the members of the subcommittee.

Dr. Houk, why don't we Ftart with you?

STATEMENTS OF VERNON N. HOUK. DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR EN-
VIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND INJURY CONTROL, CENTERS FOR
DISEASE CONTROL; LINDA J. FISHER, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRA-
TOR, OFFICE OF PESTICIDES AND TOXIC SUBSTANCES, ENVI-
RONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; WILLIAM HISCOCK, CHIEF,
PROGRAM INITIATIVES BRANCH, MEDICAID BUREAU, HEALTH
CARE FINANCE ADMINISTRATION; JOHN F. ROSEN, PROFESSOR
OF PEDIATRICS, MONTIFIORE MEDICAL CENTER, ALBERT EIN-
STEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE; AND BRAD PRENNNY, DIREC-
TOR, CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING PIONENTION PROGRAM,
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC RILALTH

Mr. HOUK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before I begin my pre-
pared remarks, may I support something that Dr. Graef said be-
cause that has been one of my major irritants since 1972 in dealing
with this issue.

27
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There are people in this country who blame the child and blame
the parent because the child has lead poisoning. The reason a child
gets lead poisoning is because it incorporates an environmental
contaminant, lead, into its system that we put into the environ-
ment, by doing the things that a child is supposed to do as part of
its normal development, the hand and mouth activity.

I am pleased to testify before this subcommittee today on behalf
of the Department of Health and Human Services on the subject of
lead-based paint poisoning.

The Department strongly supports efforts to prevent lead poison-
ing and also supports reauthorization of the screening program.

Lead poisoning remains the most common r xietally devastating
environmental disease of young children. Its tragic consequences
on our children are even more deplorable because they are pre-
ventable.

The risks of lead exposure are not based upon theoretical calcula-
tions. They are well known from the studies of children them-
selves. Lead is a poison that affects virtually every system in the
body. Children and the fetus are especially vulnerable because lead
causes neurobehavioral problems, learning disabilities and deficits
in IQ.

Studies over the past 20 years uncover a consistent trend, the
more that is learned about lead effects on the child and the fetus,
the lower the blood level at which adverse effects could be docu-
mented. The current CDC reassessment is likely to place a new
threshold of concern at 10 to 15 micrograms per deciliter.

Despite substantial progress in reducing lead exposure in the
population over the last 20 years, in 1984 at least 3 to 4 million
children, or 17 percent, had blcud leads above 15 micrograms per
deciliter.

The large number of children with blood leads in the toxic range
show that existing environmental lead levels in the United States
provide no margin of safety for the population of children.

Childhood lead poisoning is entirely preventable. We believe that
a concerted societywide effort could eliminate this disease in the
United States within 20 years. The Secretary recently released our
strategic plan outlining the first 5 years of this effort.

The plan describes actionE to be taken at all levels of government
and the private sector. The overall benefits to the society are incon-
troversia! and submit a copy of the plan for the record. [The ma-
terial may be found in the subcommittee files.]

The plan includes both a program and a research agenda. The
program agenda is expanded childhood lead poisoning preventicn
programs and activities; the effective and safe abatement of lead-
based paint in housing; reduction in sources of lead exposure in ad-
dition to lead-based paint; and a national surveillance program.

Increased childhood lead poisoning prevention activities are es-
sential parts of the national strategy. Children should be screened
for elevated leads so thé affected child will receive appropriate
medical attention and environmental followup. Screening and sur-
veillance data are also important for defining the areas in greatest
need of intensive interventions and for evaluating the success of
the efforts to eliminate the disease.
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Effective and safe lead-based paint abatement is essential. It is
the most concentrated source of lead for our children and histori-
cally, the source most closely linked to poisoning and the high dose
lead poisoning in the child; both from the ingestion of the paint
chips and the dust.

Any plans to eliminate childhood lead poisoning must focus on
other widespread sources and pathways of lead exposure to chil-
dren. Lead in water, food, soil and air, in particular, may affect
large numbers of children and may contribute to the overall levels
of lead in the population. Continued efforts to provide these sources
and pathways of lead exposure will result in lower average blood
lead levels in the United States and thereby further reduce the
likelihood of lead poisoning developing in our country.

The development and the release by HHS, EPA, and HUD of
their plans in a coordinated matter is a major milestone in public
health. And we hope it will initiate a determined effort to elimi-
nate childhood lead poisoning. However, plans in and of themselves
will not achieve our goal. It is how we implement plans that will
determine our success.

We have a landmark opportunity to make a major impact on the
lives of the children of this country. We can eliminate one of the
major diseases of children. Through coordinated efforts at the Fed-
eral and State level, and the local governmental levels, with the
private sector and individual citizens, we can have an impact on
the future of millions of our children and indeed the future of our
society. Our childrenthe most important resource for the
futuredeserve nothing less. We at HHS are committed to provid-
ing nothing less.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 48.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Houk follows:]

2.9
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Testimony by

Vernon N. Houk, M.D.
Assistant Surgeon General

Director
Center for Environmental Health and Injury Control

Centers for Disease Control
Pdblic Health Service

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. I am

Dr. Vernon N. Houk, Director, Center for Environmental Health and

Injury Control, Centers for Disease Control (CDC). I am pleased

to testify before this Subcommittee on tho subject of lead

poisoning prevention. The Department strongly supports efforts

to prevent lead poisoning and supports reauthorization of CDC's

lead screening program.

REALM EFFECTS

Lead is the number one environmental poison for children. The

risks of lead exposure are not based on theoretical calculations.

They are well known from studies of children themselves and are

not extrapolated from data on laboratory animals or high-dose

lccupational exposures. The Department and others have testified

previously before this Subcommittee and others emphasizing the

adverse health effects of low-level lead exposure. I will only

summarize the data and not repeat them in detail.

Lead is a poison that affects virtually every system in the body.

It has been linked to kidney disease and hypertension in adults

and is particularly harmful to the developing brain and nervous

system; therefore, lead exposure is especially devastating to

children and fetuses because it can cause neurobehavioral

problems, learning disabilities, and deficits in IQ. Very severe

lead exposure can cause coma, convulsions, and death; and until

twenty years ago, deaths in children from lead poisoning were not

uncommon.
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These deaths have been almost eliminated as a result of increased

awareness of lead poisoning, screening, and inverventions to

reduce blood lead levels. Significant disease, however, has not.

We currently estimate that there are about 250,000 children under

6 years of age whose blood lead is 25 pg/dl and greater. This

estimate for 1984, however, is based on 1976-80 data from a CDC

survey of the nutritional and health status of the U.S.

population. This survey, the National Health and Nutrition

Examination Survey (NHANES), will be updated in 1992 arid is

expected to show that blood lead levels in the United States have

decreased dramatically by abolt two-thirds since the 1976-1980

NHANES. The primary contributors to this decrease have been the

phaseout of lead in gasoline and the reduction of lead levels in

food.

The adverse effects of blood lead levels of 25 pg/dl and higher

are serious. The top priority of our strategic plan for the

elimination of childhood lead poisoning, which I will describe in

more detail, is to identify as soon as possible those children

with these high blood lead levels and to remove them from the

source of lead and provide appropriate medical care.

The widely cited Needleman studies documented that children

exposed to moderate levels of lead in preschool years as

indicated by tooth lead levels were seven times more likely to

fail to graduate from high school and six times more likely to

2
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have a significant reading disability than children who had lower

lead exposures.

While we know that blood lead levels above 25 pg/dl are the most

dangerous, studies on the health effects of lead over the past

twenty years uncover a consistent trend: the more'that is

learned about lead's effects on children and fetuses, the lower

the blood lead level at which adverse effects can be documented.

A current CDC reassessment may place the new threshold for

concern at 10-15 pg/dl.

Blood lead levels as low as 10 pg/dl, which usually do not cause

distinctive symptoms, are associated with subtle developmental

effects, such as decreased intelligence and slower

neurobehavioral development. For example, blood lead levels of

10 pg/dl and above at age 2 years have been shown to result in a

reduction of the General Cognitive Index -- especially one

component of this test (the visual perception component) -- when

later tested at the age of 57 months. The majority of these

children had blood lead levels below 15 pg/d1. Other effects

that begin at blood lead levels as low as 10 pg/dl include

behavioral disturbances, reduced stature, and effects on

vitamin D metabolism. Studies show that maternal and cord blood

lead levels of 10 to 15 pg/d1 are associated with reduced

gestational age and reduced weight at birth.

3
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Although researchrs have not yet completely defined the impact

of blood lead levels below 10 sg/d1 on central nervous system

function, we may larn that ven these levels are associated with

adverse effects as our research instruments become more precise.

Lead poisoning is the most common and devastating envitonmental

disease of young children in the United States. Over the last

twenty years, we as a society have made substantial progress in

reducing lead exposure in the population. The decline in blood

lead levels has been in part aided by government and private

steps to reduce lead exposure, such as the removal of lead from

gasoline, from paint manufactured for interior residential use,

and from food. In 1984, at least 3 to 4 million children in the

United States (17 percent of all children) had blood lead levels

above 15 sg/d1, as was documented in the 1988 Report to Congress,

The Natureand Extent of_imad_r_oisonino_in_Children_in_the_United

states, prepared by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease

Registry of the Public Health Service. The large number of

children with blood lead levels in the toxic range shows that

existing environmental lead levels in the United States provide

no margin of safety for the protection of children.

The adverse effects of lead in children are pervasive and long

lasting. Most of them are probably not reversible, although some

of the learning disabilities possibly can be overcome with
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special, very expensive educational efforts, including

individualized curricula and intensive tutoring.

STRATEGIC PLAN

Childhood lead poisoning is entirely preventable. We believe

that a concerted, society-wide effort could eliminate this

disease in the U.S. in the next 20 years. The Secretary has

recently released a Strategic Plan for the Elimination of

Childhood Lead Poisoning, outlining the global objectives of this

20 year plan. The plan describes actions that can be taken by

all levels of government and the private sector. Health and

Human Services will play a major role in the leadership and

guidance of this effort, but I cannot over emphasize the public-

private collaboration that is imperative if we are to succeed in

ridding our nation of the scourge of lead poisoning. The costs

of the plan will be spread across the public and private sectors,

and the overall benefit to society, in terms of human

productivity, will be incontrovertible. The Strategic Plan

outlines the first 5 years of this 20-year effort. The plan

describes actions that can be taken by all levels of government

and the private sector. The costs described reflect the amount

of money needed to implement the program agenda and a shared

commitment of the public and private sectors. This plan was

developed in consultation with other Federal aqencies, state and

local childhood lead poisoning prevention programs and housing

agencies, and private sector consultants.

5
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The Strategic Plan includes both a program and a research agenda.

The program agenda which will target efforts first to children

with the highest blood lead levels, calls for the following:

o Expanded childhood lead poisoning prevention programs

and activities.

o Effective and safe abatement of lead-based paint in

housing.

o Reduction in sources of lead exposure in addition to

lead-based paint.

o National surveillance for elevated blood lead levels.

The research agenda is discussed on page 10 of this statement.

PROGRAX AGENDA

Increased childhood lead poisoning prevention activities are

essential parts of a national strategy to eliminate childhood

lead poisoning for several reasons, not the least of which is the

adverse effect lead poisoning has on school readiness. Our

effort to reduce lead poisoning is totally complementary with

'resident's education goals for the nation's children. We must,

as / have said before, use our resources to the greatest

advantage, which is why we are concentrating on screening,

detection, treatment and surveillance. Children should be

screened for elevated blood lead levels so that affected children

will receive appropriate medical attention and environmental

follow-up. As I said before, emphasis will be placed initially

on those areas where children whose blood lead is 25 mg/d1 and

6
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greater. An increase in the blood lead of these children would

be devastating. Screening and surveillance data are also

important for defining those areas in greatest need of intensive

interventions and for evaluating the success of our efforts to

eliminate this disease.

Current childhood lead screening efforts tend to occur at fixed-

site facilities, like clinics. It is not unusual, however, to

find three to four times the rate of lead poisoned children

through intensive door-to-door efforts compared to fixed site

screening. In addition, door-to-door screening serves as the

entree into the health care system for many children. On the

basis of 1988 data from CDC's National Center for Health

Statistics National Health Interview Survey, it has been

estimated that 8 percent of children less than five years of age

do not have a regular source of medical care. Some preliminary

data from a pilot study in Philadelphia that suggest children

using an inner city walk-in emergency room clinic for primary

care also had higher rates of lead poisoning than are typically

found at fixed sites. Thus, childhood lead poisoning prevention

programs will need to develop more intensive and innovative

approaches for identifying these children most at risk for lead

poisoning.

In addition, specialjefforts will have to be made to increase

screening by private health care providers. This will be

7
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accomplished by educating providers about childhood lead

poisoning and its prevention, working with professional

organizations, and educating the public so that they request lead

screening.

Effective and safe lead-based paint abatement is essential for

the elimination of childhood lead poisoning. Lead-based paint is

thi most concentrated source of lead to children and,

historically, is the source most closely linked to lead poisoning

in children. Many sources of lead, for example, food, water,

soil,.and dust, contribute to overall exposure of U.S. children

to lead. For children witn the highest blood lead levels, that

is, children with overt lead poisoning, lead-based paint is of

particular importance because of both the dontribution of lead

paint ingestion and the ingestion of soil and dust contaminated

by leaded paint. The average 3-year-old child can excrete about

125 micrograms of lead per day. The average 3-year-old child

absorbs about 100 micrograms per day from soil and dust

uncontaminated by lead paint and from food and water. The

abatement of lead paint will markedly reduce high dose lead

exposure from the environment of most children.

We cannot undertake this massive strategy at once. To maximize

our resources and expertise, we have identified three high

priority groups of homes for abatement. The first high priority

is the homes of children identified with lead poisoning. This is

8
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important not only to protect these children from Continued

xposure, but also to prevent children who will live in Lome

dwellings in the future from being poisoned.

The second high priority for abatement is the homes with a

serious potential for poisoning children.

Opportunistic abatements, the third high priority, involve those

homes that can be efficiently abateg because they are being

worked on anyway or have other special characteristics. An

example of opportunistic abatement is the removal of leaded paint

from public housing in the Department of Housing and Urban

Development's Comprehensive Modernization Program.

The strategic plan focuses heavily on lead-based paint because of

its key role in lead poisoning and because of the limited nature

of previous efforts to reduce this source of lead. The plan's

strength is its direction and guidance; it must not be confused

with a detailed implementation plan, for it is not that. Any

plans to eliminate childhood lead poisoning, however, must also

focus on other widespread sources and pathways of lead exposure

to children. Lead in water, food, soil, and air, in particular,

may affect large numbers of children and may contribute to

overall levels of lead in the population. Continued efforts to

reduce these sources and pathways of lead exposure will result in

lower average blood lead levels in the United States and will

9



thereby further diminish the likelihood of lead poisoning

deieloping ven in children xposed to a high-dose source.

TIN SMARM AGENDA

Although basic research has provided the scientific underpinnings

of this plan, the research agenda focuses on the applied research

needed to carry out the program agenda in the most cost-effective

way. Three immediate researdh needs are apparent: (1) new,

inexpensive screening methods for children whose blood lead is

below 25 mg/d1, (2) paint abatement techniques that are the most

cost effective and least hazardous to workers and occupants of

the houses, and (3) ways to accurately determine the lead content

of paint already applied.

ANNIFIT ANALYSIS

There are benefits to society of preventing lead exposure in

children and fetuses, particularly from increased abatement of

lead paint.

In the strategic plan, we examine those benefits which result

when children are prevented from getting poisoned, since poisoned

children often need medical treatment to lower blood lead levels

and special education. Benefits are achieved even at blood lead

levels not currently considered to indicate that a child is

poisoned. We have calculated the expected decrease in lifetime

productivity that could be expected for each pg/d1 increase in

10
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blood lead level in a child. In addition, we have calculated the

expected fetal mortality that could be prevented by reducing

maternal lead exposure. Our estimate of benefits was

conservative; we did not factor in benefits that we were not able

to quantify -- for example, those related to hearing acuity and

stature in children and blood pressure in adults -- which would

make an even stronger case for increasing the amount of abatement

being conducted.

I would now like to update you on current and future HHS

activities in lead poisoning prevention and the Administration's

FY 1992 request for reauthorization of the CDC Childhood Lead

Poisoning Prevention Grant Program.

CHILDHOOD LZAD POISONING PRHVENTION PROGRAMS

,-tveral programs in HHS fund childhood lead screening activities.

These programs include the Maternal and Child Health (NCH) Block

Grants; Medicaid's Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and

Treatment (EPSDT) Program; Head Start; and the Centers for

Disease Control (CDC) Lead Poisoning Prevention Grant Program.

These programs work together at the Federal, state, and local

levels. We also work with the Department of Agriculture's

Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC).

We have documented that to be successful, extensive outreach

efforts are needed for programs which screen children for lead

poisoning.

11
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The NCH Block Grants serve as the principal means of Federal

support to states to maintain and improve the health of mothers

and children. Although not all states use NCH fund:: for

childhpod lead screening, these funds can be a major source of

support for this activity.

HBACIMAXt

Head Start provides a comprehensive developmsntal program for

low-income children between the ages of 3 and 5 years. Although

Head Start is mainly known as an early childhood development

program, 99 percent of the enrolled children receive government-

supported medical screening, which can include screening for

childhood lead poisoning.

Or,_._01110.4SNLINASLECtil2Lliag_PSILYBIltign Grant Program

I would like to highlight the newest of our programs that fund

screening, the CDC Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Grant

Program. The Lead Contamination Control Act of 1988 authorized

this program of Federal categorical grants, administered by CDC,

to @tee and local agencies for childhood lead screening,

referral of children with elevated levels for treatment and

environmental intervention, and education about childhood lead

poisoning. In FY 1990, $2.84 million were awarded to *ix states

snd olle city. In addition to continuation funding for these

seven programs, approximately seven additional programs will be

12
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funded in FY 1991. As you know, the President's 1992 budget

recommends that the funding of this CDC program.be increased

86 percent from $7.79 million for FY 1991 to $14.95 million.

With regard to reauthorization of this grant program, draft

legislation proposing a simple 3-year reauthorization is being

reviewed within the Administration.

The requested increase will allow a significant expansion of

CDC's childhood lead poisoning prevention program activities.

Firwt, the number of state and local health agencies funded with

categorical grants for childhood lead poisoning prevention

programs will be increased to up to 23. The categorical grants

to state and local agencies are for screening children for lead

poisoning, ensuring appropriate and timely medical and

environmental follow-up of lead-poisoned children, and educating

the public about lead poisoning. Second, CDC will be able to

provide an expansion of laboratory, data management, and other

support to both CDC-funded programs and programs not funded by

CDC. Third, CDC will be better able to evaluate the

effectiveness of interventions to decrease blood lead levels and

to expand collaborative efforts with other Federal agencies.

Activities in communities likely to have the most severe

childhood lead poisoning problems will be emphasized.

CDC has the lead for HHS in childhood lead poisoning prevention.

Although nut all states receive CDC funding, staff from CDC have

13
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improve data collection and management of childhood lead

poisoning cases. Mach of the development of the strategic plan

took place at CLZ. CDC also has the lead for HHS in coordinating

efforts with other Federal agencies, aost notably the

Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Housing and

Urban Development.

CDC LEAD STATEMENT

Because of recent scientific evidence for adverse effects 0! low-

level lead exposure, CDC convened a committee of outside experts

to help revise the CDC statement, preventina Lead Poisonina in

Youna Children. 1985. This document is used extensively and

provides guidance to physicians and public health programs

concerning screening, management, and primary prevention of

childhood lead poisoning. We xpect the revised statement to be

published this summer. In the new statement, CDC is likely to

lower the blood lead level of concern from the present 25 ng/d1

to 10-15 ng/d1 and will place an increased emphasis on the need

for primary prevention of childhood lead poisoning.

LASORATORY MMASURENSMT OF LEAD SEPOSURN IN CIUDAD!

CDC, the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health of the Health

Resources and Services Administration, and the University of

Wisconsin collaboratively administer a proficiency testing

program for blood lead and erythrocyte protoporphyrin (EP)

measurement. Through this program, on a monthly basis, several

14
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hundred participating laboratories evaluate how wall they measure

lead and EP levels. In a typical month over.90 percent of the

participating laboratorisi meet proficiency standards for blood

lead.

As we become concerned about the adverse effects of lower blood

lead levels, there is an increased need for more accurate blood

lead measurement at lower levels. The lower blood lead levels of

concern are very close to the limits of detection of most

laboratories. When the proficiency testing program began in

1972, only a few laboratories in the country could accurately

measure blood laad. Now, several hundred can do so at levels

down to 12 pg/dl. Through our assistance to states we hope to

expand this proficiency to levels of around 5 pg/dl within the

next year.

Both the Agency for Toxic Substance and Disease Registry (ATSDR)

and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

(NIEHS) are sponsoring studies to develop and evaluate potential

biomarkers of low level lead exposure. In addition, NIEHS is

funding work on measurement of bone lead levels using the X-ray

fluorescence techniques. This approach promises to be extremely

important in assessing body burdens of lead.

15
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NATIONAL EULTH AND NOVAITIOM REANIMATION SURVEY

The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES),

conducted by NCHS is an evaluation of the nutritional and health

status of a representative sample of the United States

population. This survey provides the only national data on blood

lead levels in U.S. children. Data from the NHANES III, which is

ongoing, will be available starting in 1992 and are expected to

show that blood lead levels in the United States have decreased

dramatically by about two-thirds sincis !MANES II was conducted in

1976-1980. The primary contributors to this decrease have been

the phaseout of lead in gasoline and the reduction of lead levels

in food. We may have already experienced most of the benefits to

expected from these interventions. However we now believe

it efforts focusing on lead in the home environment will be

needed to further reduce blood lead levels substantially in the

United States population, particularly for those children with

the highest levels.

NATIONAL SURVEILLANCE

The data collected in NHANES are essential for providing unbiased

estimates of blood lead levels nationally. However, they cannot

be used to monitor short-term trends over several months, to

characterize geographic distributions of poisoning in the

community, or to target interventions where they are most needed.

Therefore, CDC is continuing to work with representatives of

state health departments, the Council of State and Territorial

16
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Epidemiologists (CSTE), and the Association of State and

Territorial Public Health Laboratory Directors to promote

national surveillance for elevated blood lead levels.

With CDC participation, CSTE has passed a resolution strongly

encouraging its member agencies to institute surveillance of

elevated blood lead levels in all age groups. CDC is also

assisting CSTE in surveying state health departments to ascertain

current surveillance activities for elevated blood lead levels in

children. CDC's National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health (NIOSH) has already begun to develop a system for state

reporting elevated blood lead levels in workers. In 1988 seven

states reported to NIOSH a total of 4,804 workers who had blood

lead levels of 25 pg/d1 and greater. The number of states

reporting to NIOSH has since doubled. In addition, in FY 1990

CDC awarded cooperative agreements to five state health

departments to develop the capacity to conduct surveillance for

elevated blood lead levels in workers and children.

WRIER SAFETY

Adults are not immune from the effects of lead. NIOSH continues

to work with the Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) to define the risks to abatement workers, recommend safe

work practices, assist in the development of guidelines for

workers involved in testing and abatement, and develop a

curriculum for training abatement workers. NIOSH has also been
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working to develop and disseminate information about effective

control technology and other measures to reduce lead xposure

from bridge reconstruction, radiator repair, battery recycling,

and other industries which have historically resulted in

occupational lead poisoning cases.

ESIDEXIOLOSIC STUDIES

HMS has a long history of epidemiologic studies relating blood

lead levels tn sources of lead exposure, such as soil and dust

cont.minated by lead smelting. Current CDC efforts are focusing

on collaboration with screening programs to evaluate routinely

collected data and assess screening efficiency, sources of lead

exposure, and effectiveness of interventions. The Agency for

Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) is working with

state health departments in Kansas, Missouri, and Illinois on

studies of the amount of lead absorbed by children residing in

areas with high concentrations of Iead in soil.

The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (MIENS)

of the National Institutes of Health has pioneered research on

lead's health effects. NIEHS-funded studies include evaluations

of the mffects of lead on the kidney and the effects of lead on

mental development in children exposed to lead in the womb and in

the early years after birth.

18
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NIEHS is currently funding clinical studies to evaluate the

effectiveness of pharmacologic agents in reducing the effects of

lead on cognitive functioning in children and an evaluation of

the effectiveness of environmental abatement on childhood lead

poisoning.

NIONINITIOS OF LEAD EXPOSURE AND IFTECTS

NIEHS is also funding work to investigate lead transfer from the

mother to the fetus and the metabolism of lead in bone. Several

NIEHS-funded studies deal with toxicity of lead, for example, the

effects on male reproduction, neurodevelopment and behavior,

blood production, and immune function. In addition, NIEHS

toxicologists are comparing the bioavailability of several

different lead compounds and other factors that may affect

absorption of lead. The outcomes of these studies are expected

to provide a basis for future activities developing and targeting

interventions to reduce blood lead levels.

LEAD IN FOOD

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has undertaken several

efforts to reduce the dietary intake of lead. Infant food

manufacturers, working with FDA, have voluntary switched from the

use of lead solder cans to glass in packaging their products.

Furthermore, domestic canners of adult foods have indicated that

the use of lead solder in cans will be almost eliminated by mid-

1991. FDA has proposed a new regulatory limit for lead release
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from ceramic pitchers which could be used to store beverages.

The FDA's Total Diet Study has shown a decline in lead exposure

from food in recent years, primarily from decreased use of lead

solder in cans. FDA is also assessing the importance of other

sources of dietary lead exposure, such as various types of

housewares, lead foil seals on wine bottles, and calcium

supplements.

PEARMACOLOGIC TREATMENT OP LEAD POISONING

Recently, FDA approved a promising new oral chelating agent,

CHEMET (succimer), for treatment of children with moderately

severe lead poisoning. This agent is very specific for lead,

unlike other chelators, and appears to have a low incidence of

side effects. NIEHS is funding studies of the neurotoxicity of

chelating agents. However, clinical experience with CHEMET has

been limited. Consequently, the full spectrum and incidence of

adverse reactions, including the possibility of hypersensitivity

or idiosyncratic reactions have not been determined.

LEAD AT SUPERFUND SITES

In 1990 ATSDR determined that 43 percent Of the 1200 Superfund

sites on the National Priorities List (NPL) contain lead.

Following a review of its public health assessment database for

NPL sites, ATSDR identified 62 sites in which the potential for

exposure to lead might pose a hazard to children living nearby.

ATSDR will work with state and local hearal departments to
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determine whether community exposure assessments and medical

education or other more active interventions are needed around

these sites.

EDUCATION ABOUT CRILDNOOD LEAD POISONING

Education about childhood lead poisoning is an integral part of

most childhood lead poisoning prevention programs. Funds from

the MCH Block Grants and the CDC Lead Poisoning Prevention Grant

Program are used at the state and local levels to develop

educational materials and to educate the public and health care

providers about what can be done to prevent childhood lead

poisoning.

The National Center for Education in Maternal and Child Health,

funded primarily through the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health,

provides information services, educational materials, and

technical assistance-to organizations, agencies, and individuals

about maternal and child health issues. Among the materials

available from this Center are a resource directory of childhood

'ead poisoning prevention programs and books and pamphlets about

childhood lead poisoning.

The Bureau of Maternal and Child Health also supports the model

training program in Louisville, Kentucky. This program teaches

methods of assessing lead exposure in high-risk populations.

Participants in this training program learn about the importance
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of integrating lead screening with basic child health services

and are taught the technical and management skills needed for

effective childhood lead poisoning prevention programs.

In 1990 ATSDR released the Znvironmental Case study on Lead, one

of ATSDR's Case Studies in Environmental Medicine. This

publication describes the health ffects of lead and appropriate

evaluation and clinical management of childhood lead poisoning.

It has been distributed to over 30,000 pediatricians.

CONSULTATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES AND ORGANISATIONS

HHS agencies are working closely with the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), HUD, the National Institute of Science

and Technology, and other Federal, state, and local agencies, as

well as the American Public Health Association, the American

Academy of Pediatrics, the media, parent groups, and others in

the private sector on issues relevant to childhood lead poisoning

prevention and environmental lead abatement. HHS agencies have

participated in a Task Force on Lead-Hased Paint for over

2 years, and we are looking forward to participating on the new

policy-level task force being established by Secretary Kemp.

We Wave the tools to eliminate childhood lead poisoning in the

next 20 years. We do not need new technology to complete this

task. However, new technology, which is now being developed,
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will enabl us to complete the task more efficiently, more cost-

effectively, and, hopefully, sooner.

We have a landmark opportunity to make a major impact on the

lives of the children of this country. We can eliminate one of

the major diseases of children. The Federal Government or any

single Federal agency cannot solve this problem alone. No state

government or single agency within a state can solve this problem

alone. The private sector cannot solve this problem alone.

Individual citizens cannot solve this problem alone. However,

through continued coordination at the Federal level, and work

wlth state and local governments, the private sector, and

individual citizens we can have an impact on the future of

millions of children, and, indeed, the future of our society.

Our children, the most important resource for the future, deserve

nothing less. We at HHS are committed to doing our part.

This concludes my testimony. I am happy to answer any questions.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Dr. Houk.
We will now hear from Ms. Fisher.

STATEMENT OF LINDA J. FISHER

MS. FISHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I too appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to

discuss issues related to indoor lead exposure. EPA has worked
very closely with CDC and shares completely their assessment of
the health risks posed to children and other members of society.

The Federal Government has been concerned for many years
about the health risks from lead and we have taken a number of
successful actions to reduce exposures. We have almost completely
removed lead from gasoline. We have eliminated its use in house
paint, we have banned the use of lead to solder pipes in public
drinking water systems, and we have issued a comprehensive
standard to protect workers in general industry from hazardous
lead exposures. We have also encouraged the phaseout of solder in
food cans.

These efforts have lead to dramatic reductions in blood lead
levels. However, although we have made a lot of progress in reduc-
ing lead exposures, it clearly is not enough and we must 'continue
our efforts to do more. Science has demonstrated that harmful ef-
fects may occur at blood lead levels previously considered safe. Our
threshold level of concern for lead toxicity has decliried steadily
over the past decade and experts. agree that a large number of chil-
dren are still at risk.

We believe most of the risk to children results from three princi-
pal sources of exposure; deteriorated lead-based paint, urban soil
and dust, and drinking water supplies. Our most severe and imme-
diate problem is with paint and dust exposure in the home. Urban
soil is thought to contribute as much as 30 percent to children's ex-
posure. Concentrations of lead in drinking water vary widely, but
virtually everyone is exposed to some lead in drinking water even
though the average exposures are low.

Other sources such as stationary point sources, sewage sludge
disposal sites and Superfund sites tend to affect relatively small
populations or involve uncertain exposures.

Lead is a true cross-media contaminant. The lead problem is both
indoor and outdoor. It is present in soil, in air, in water and in
dust. Most exposures stem from past uses of lead, but not all.

Thus, EPA has developed a lead strategy which takes a compre-
hensive cross-media approach to the problem and is designed to
bring to bear all of the Agency's existing authorities and activities
to reduce lead exposure.

The goal of our strategy is to reduce lead exposure to the fullest
extent practicable with particular emphasis on the risks to chil-
dren. To achieve that goal we have set forth two objectives. The
first is to significantly reduce the incidence of elevated blood lead
levels above 10 micrograms per deciliter in children. And second to
significantly reduce, through voluntary and regulatory actions, un-
acceptable lead exposures that are anticipated to pose risks to chil-
dren, the general population or the environment.
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The challenge we fni in trying to reduce lead risks is that the
largest exposures result from past uses of lead, uses which are by
and large now illegal,. but which have already contributed a great
deal of lead to the environment. Millions of homes still have lead
paint on their walls deteriorating into chips and dust both indoors
and outdoors even though lead is no longer used in paint. Much
urban soil contains lead deposited from paint and from motor vehi-
cle emissions, even though lead is virtually gone from gasoline.
Drinking water often contains lead made from solder and pipes, de-
spite the fact that these uses of lead are now illegal.

Under the EPA strategy we are involved in a number of activi-
ties to reduce these exposures. Let me first focus on the ones that
will address lead paint. My written statement does list a number of
activities in regard-to-paint. Essentially we are working very close-
ly with HUD to provide the technical support for the development
of a national lead-based paint abatement program. Some of our ac-
tivities are designed to build the necessary infrastructure for a
.lead-based paint program. These include the development of model
training courses for lead inspectors and workers so that abatement
activities are undertaken properly and reduce, not increase expo-
sure.

EPA also believes that we should accept the responsibility to de-
velop an accreditation program so citizens will know when they
hire people to do abatement that they are properly trained.

We are also engaged in a number of research activities. We are
trying to improve the tools to identify geographic hot spots so we
can target the children that are most vulnerable. We are develop-
ing a lab certification program to be sure that testing accurately
assesses the levels of lead in pair t.

We are evaluating test methods for their effectiveness in deter-
mining the existence of lead levels. We are also investigating the
relative efficacy of various abatement techniques.

Our primary activity to address exposures from urban soils is a
$15 million study to evaluate children's blood levels when lead con-
taminated soil and dust are removed.

As part of our strategy we are also going to focus on other
sources of exposures. In the area of drinking water, we are consid-
ering how to reduce risks through regulations and other means.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Fisher, the rest of that statement is going to
be in the record and we thank you very much.

Ms. FISHER. Okay.
[Testimony resumes on p. 73.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fisher follows:]
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TESTIMONY OP
LINDA J. FISHER

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
OPTICS OP PESTICIDES AND TOXIC UBSTANCES

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
BUM TEO

SUBCOMMITTEE ON MEAUX AND TEX ENVIRONMENT
OP TEE

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE
UNITED STATES NOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 25, MI

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I want to

thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to talk

about the impacts of lead exposure in the indoor environment. I

will describe the health effects associaLed with exposure to

lead, and the extent, sources, and economic impacts of this

exposure. Then I will turn to the Agency's comprehensive control

strategy and activittes to reduce these risks. Specifically, I

will emphasize our program t. Address lead in paint, drinking

water, and urban soil and dust -- three areas that have

significant impacts in the indoor environment.

glum EPPECTI

As you have heard, and will no doubt hear again from the

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and other health experts here

today, lead poses a substantial public health threat -- and our

children are the most vulnerable. Fetuses and young children are

particularly susceptible to lead. Since human bodies store 'mad

which can be mobilized in the system, fetuses can be adversely

affected by lead stored in their mothers' bodies. Considerable

data suggest a correlation between elevated blood lead and delays

in early neurological and physical development, cognitive and
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behavioral alterations, alterations in red blood cell metabolism

and vitamin D synthesis, and kidney impairment. Lead exposures

occurring in and around the home do evere and permanent damage

to the intellect of large numbers of our children. Experts have

testified that lead exposures to infants and young children are

particularly widespread and serious, and demand attention from

federal, state and local governments, health care and

environmental professionals, and concerned parents and citizens.

Adults also face health risks. Lead is a known poison and

has been linked to kidney disease and hypertension in adults.

Lead has also been associated with increased risk of

cardiovascular disease. Lead exposures also may play a role in

miscarriages and in damage to the male reproductive system.

In 1984, CDC estimated that there were about 250,000

children under six years of age with blood lead levels of 25

ug/d1 and above. Using the Agency for Toxic Substance and

Disease Registry's (ATSDR) 1988 report, Nature_and_Extent of Lead

poisonina in Children in the Unitd States, and the most recent

available information on lead occurrence in various exposure

media, EPA staff estimate that blood lead levels in U.S. children

have declined by a factor of three or four since those estimates

were made. CDC expects to revise its earlier survey, and its

ongoing National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey III

(NHANES) in 1992, and we expect to sea that blood lead levels in

the United States have decreased dramatically.

Thus our efforts to reduce lead exposure to children have

lt
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paid off. However, continuing scientific research has

demonstrated that harmful ffects may occur at blood lead levels

previously cOnsidered saf. Based on this new information, our

threshold level of concern for lead toxicity has declined

steadily over the past decade. Experto agree that a large number

of children are still at unacceptable levels of risk.

11.011011LaLIZENIMI

The principal sources of immediate hazard to children today

are a legacy of past uses. For decades, lead was a common

constituent of paints, gasoline, and solders. Since leal is

indestructible in the environment, exposure to previously

deposited lead continues to cause a broad array of health and

environmental problems. There is general agreement that these

sources of highest risk demand priority attention. The principal

pathways of these exposures are: (1) deteriorated lead-based

paint, present as chips and dust in buildings; (2) remaining

sources of loW-lvel but widespread exposures, particularly from

drinking water supplies, because of in-place lead in plumbing and

distribution systems; and (3) soil and dust contamination, most

commonly from previous deposition of motor vehicle exhaust and

exterior paint, specially in urban areas. Lead-laden particles

blow into buildings and contaminate ducts, cracks, and surfaces.

Soil is tracked into buildings. These routes contribute to

bringing an outdoor problem indoors.

It is important to note that the bulk of the current problem

comes from exposures to high levels of lead previously 'deposited

5 7
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when lead was used more extensively. Therefore, reducing

elevated blood lead levels in children requires that we turn our

efforts first toward management and abatement of in-place lead.

The extent and severity of lead exposures from other sources

are either limited to relatively small populations or, in other

cases, are uncertain. Such sources include stationary point

sources such as primary and secondary smelters, sewage sludge

disposal sites (especially incinerators), Superfund National

Priority List sites, municipal waste combustors, and mining

sites. Elevated exposure can also result frcm certain products -

- for example, imported food cans, hobbyist paint and solder

uses, and remaining small uses of leaded gasoline. Finally,

occupational exposures can result in elevated lead levels in the

home. In any case, contributions from these sources add to the

total lead body burden and may cause high blood lead levels in

relatively small populations; they are therefore of potential

concern.

=NOM= IMPACTS

Exposure to lead in the human environment has substantial

economic costs, and EPA has been in the forefront in estimating

those costs. Children with elevated blood lead levels are at

increased risk of reading disability and behavioral disorders

which require special reading classes, use of school

psychologists, and other compensatory education. In addition,

children with overt lead toxicity may need medical attention and

children with blood lead levels above 25 ug/dl may require
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hospitalization.

Exposure to even lower levels of lead has been linked to

cognitive losses, such as reduced IQ. Reductions in IQ in turn

reduce the earnings potential of the child in the future. These

costs are borne by large numbers of children.

Low level lead exposure is also linked to small increases in

blood pressure in adult males. Because blood pressure is the

major risk factor for cardiovascular disease, these changes may

increase medical care costs, heart attacks and deaths. While the

individual risks are low, the numbers exposed are in the

millions, resulting in significant total risks. The benefits of

reducing these risks are substantial.

EPA first performed a quantitative cost-benefit analysis for

lead as part of its 1985 rulemaking which essentially eliminated

lead from gasoline. The estimated benefits of that rule were

approximately $6 billion dollars per year greater than its costs.

In 1986 an EPA analysis of a proposed drinking water standard

showed net benefits of several billion dollars a year as well.

The draft regulatory impact analysis for the actual water

standard we will promulgate soon also shows significant net

benefits. We will be glad to provide the Committee with these

analyses.

ONTROL ACTIONS

Over the last two decades the federal government has taken a

number of key actions to reduce risks associated with lead

exposures. It has banned the use of lead in house paint and in

5 9
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tho solder and pipes used in public drinking water systems. It

has issued a comprehensive itandard which protects workers in

general industry from hazardous lead exposure. It has encouraged

the phaseout of solder in food cans. It has virtually removed

lead from gasoline.

These actions have been very ffective in reducing major

sources of xposure. As a result, there have been dramatic

reductions in average blood lead levels over the past 10 to 20

years from about 15 ug/dl to about 5 ug/dl. Deaths from lead

poisoning, which up to 20 years ago were not uncommon, have been

almost eliminated. However, as we mentiomd earlier, the concern

level has declined as we learn more about the health effects of

low levels of lead exposure. while much has been accomplished,

clearly much remains to be done.

TALAMITILLIAILITRATZU

In ordr to reduce lead exposure, the Agency has a number of

ongoing efforts that cut across EPA program offices and often

involve our regional offices, other federal agencies, and the

states. Today, I would like to outline the Agency's compre-

hensive, cross-media strategy for lead, which was developed last

year in consultation with other federal agencies, such as CDC and

the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

W. realized that an xtraordinary effort to coordinate

Agency activity would be necessary in this case, because in

addition to its severe toxicity, lead is truly a multi-media

contaminant. Accordingly, the Agency plans to address
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unacceptable lead exposure by coordinating the use of its

authorities across programs to further reduce risks from lead.

This strategy will ensure that the efforts conducted by EPA in

cooperation with other federal agencies, state and local

governments, and the private sector will control lead pollution

problems in a unified and coherent way.

The Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances (OPTS) has

been designated to coordinate the developeent and implementa-

tion of this Agency-wide strategy. Under their various statutory

authorities, the Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances, the

Office of Water, the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency

Response, and the Office of Air and Radiation, supported by EPA's

Office of Research and Development, are Working together to

implement a consolidated plan for significantly reducing lead

exposures from different media. In addition to traditional

regulatory and enforcement programs, EPA offices ars coordinating

non-regulatory activities, including integrated risk management,

public education, and research efforts.

EPA is also working with other agencies to implement a

coordinated federal program to control risks from lead efforts

which are particularly important because many of our activities

are highly interdependent. This coordination will ensure that

risks are not just shifted from one population group to another.

EPA and HUD have established a 1,W, lndum of Unde.rstanding to

govern EPA technical support to HUD in the detection,

measurement, and abatement of lead-based paint hazards in

61
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housing. EPA is also working closely with CDC, the Consumer

Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHA), the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (HIST) and others, through an interagency task

force, which we co-chair with HUD. There is a general consensus

that paint and dust exposure in the home are the most severe and

immediate problem we face.

The Agency has focused its strategy on the goal of reducing

lead exposure to the fullest extent practicable, with particular

emphasis on reducing the risk to children. To achieve this goal,

we have set two obiectives: Our first objective is to

significantly reduce the incidence of elevated blood lead levels

above 10 ug/dl in children, while taking into account the

associated costs and benefits. (The 10 ug/dl level is subject to

revision in light of a forthcoming CDC report.) We estimate that

approximately 15 percent of U.S. children have elevated blood

levels above 10 ug/dl, and one percent above CDC's current

intervention level of 25 ug/dl. EPA supports CDC's efforts to

identify, through surveillance programs, individual children with

blood lead levels above 25 ug/dl. These children must have the

sources of lead exposure in their environment abated on a

priority basis. Our second objective is broader: to

significantly reduce, through voluntary or regulatory actions,

unacceptable lead exposures that are anticipated to pose risks to

children, the general population, or the environment. This

second objective focuses attention on ways to cut emissions,
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expand recycling, and reduce risks from uses of lead. This

approach also recognizes that background levels will bcome more

important as we btter control existing pathways of exposures.

EPA has identified several cross-media activities that will

help focus our planning and future risk reduction efforts. These

activities will improve the public's understanding of risk and

how to minimize that risk, and also help our state, local, and

private sector partners improve their capabilities to identify

hazards and reduce risk. These action elements are:

Develop methods to identify geographic ltaid "hot spots".

Our asbestos experience tells us that the federal government

cannot abate the risks from diffuse sources effectively or

efficiently. However, it can play a vital role in

developing the necessary tools to identify priority areas

requiring attention. An important part of EPA's lead

strategy is to develop techniques that will assist other

federal agencies, and state and local governments, to locate

and map the regions, cities, neighborhoods, and homes with

high lead concentrations or elevated blood lead levels. To

accomplish this, EPA will work with other agencies, e.g.,

with CDC, on its planned lead screening initiative for

children. EPA's Region 5 has begun a multi-year project to

collect and map information on lead exposures from multiple

pathways to target high-risk neighborhoods. This project

represents a pilot effort to develop new identification

methods, including coordination with state and local

63
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authorities, and to promote abatement and in-place

management activities.

Develop and transfer abatement technology. In order to

ensure that safe, ffective, and cost-efficient technical

tools are available, we have to develop, evaluate, and

disseminate cost-effective methods and tools to abate in-

place lead exposure sources. This element includes

assessment of methods for in-place management, including

their costs and long-term efficacy. In this area, EPA's

initial effzirts have been focused primarily on lead-based

paint. We have been coordinating our efforts with HUD,

DIST, CDC, and OSHA. I will discuss that cooperation in

more detail later in this testimony.

Develop and implement a public information and education

program. Informing and educating the public about ources

of lead exposure, how to reduce or avoid exposure, and

approaches to preventing additional lead from being

introduced into the environment are essential to overall:

risk reduction. EPA is particularly concerned that,

whatever activities the government implements with regard to

in-place lead, we need to inform people about how to reduce

exposure and avoid actions that will increase risk.

Implement a lead pollution prevention program. Given the

major sources of lead exposure, the Agency's principal tasks

are to abate and control lead that is already in the

environment. However, as evidenced by the second goal of
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our strategy, we'think it is also prudent to direct

attention to reducing lead production and consumption which

are likely to add to futur exposures and unacceptable

risks. One aspect of this activity is the Administrator's

33/50 Project, which aims for dramatic voluntary emissions

reductions over the next few years for 17 chemicals,

including lead. Other aspects of EPA's pollution prevention

approach include exploring market-based incentives,

promoting recycling, identifying and encouraging cleaner

technologies, and using regulatory mechanisms to reduce the

lIC4 of lead in current and future products where risks

outweigh the benefits.

Encourage the availability of environmentally-sound

recycling. In order to reduce risks to populations and

ecosystems from lead, the Agency seeks to encourage

environmentally sound recycling. This element is also meant

to ensure that the various pollution control activities do

not cripple our ability to recycle lead.

Minimise lead pollution through traditional control
..

mechanisms. This element involves EPA's traditional "end-

of-pipelm regulatory approaches. It focuses on cross-program

planning within EPA to ensure that offices are using

compatible assumptions and approaches, and that program-

specific activities are coordinated to maximize risk

reduction. These activities pertain primarily to drinking

water issues.
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Coordinate research programs. A focused, integrated

research program is critical to developing sound regulations

and a balanced approach to risk reduction. EPA programs are

working to sat priorities for research and coordinate

activities within and outside the Agency. It is

particularly important to coordinate with other government

agencies (federal, state and local) and the private sector

on matters relating to testing and abatement.

Integrate enforcement. EPA is initiating a cross-media

approach to enforcement activities, including coordinated

inspections, analysis of data, and filings for noncompliance

cases.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Let me now describe our efforts to address the three major

sources of lead associated with past practices -- lead-based

paint, drinking water, and urban soil and dust. These three

sources contribute heavily to indoor exposures to lead. I then

will outline otner important elements of our control program

insofar as they affect indoor pollution.

A. linatimia_phin
Lead-based paint is the most significant source of lead

exposure to children. It is responsible for a large percentage

of elevated blood lead levels in children (i.e., > 10 ug/dl), and

most very high levels (above 25 ug/dl) in children are due to

this source. EPA is working very closely with HUD to provids

technical support for the development of a national lead-based

f' f%)
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paint program. An interagency task force, co-chaired by HUD and

EPA, provides a mechanism for coordination and communication

among federal agencies involved in lead paint issues. This task

force also includes participants from CDC, OSHA, NIOSH, CPSC,

HIST, ATSDR, and the National Institute for Environmental Health

Sciences (NIEHS). In addition, the task force is exploring ways

to integrate key components of EPA, CDC, and HUD strategic plans

in order to develop a more efficient, coordinated approach toe%
.t

reducing exposures.

Last December, with the release of dUD's rissamphinalnd
Workable Plan for the Abatement of Lead-ballad piint_injinlyitily
Owned Houjing, Secretary Kemp invited EPA and other agencies to

form a federal task force to help HUD implement the plan.

Creation of this policy level task force underscores the

continuing close coordination and communication among federal

agencies on these issues.

EPA is aware that the recognition of this potential health

hazard is not sufficient to protect the public; the technical

means and the infrastructure to support a national lead-based

paint control and abatement effort must be available. EPA, in

its support rule to HUD, has a number of initiatives planned to

ensure that efforts to reduce exposure to lead-based paint are

technically sound and feasible. Lessons learned through our

experience with the asbestos program are particularly important

to our rsearch planning and our nationwide exposure reduction

effort for lead-based paint.
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In FY 1991, Congress provided EPA with $4 million for lead-

based paint abatement, control, and compliance activities, of

which $1.5 million was earmarked specifically for worker training

in techniques to ensure effective removal operations. Working

closely wifl HUD, wa have developed an agenda that complements

initiatives underway at HUD, including:

1. Investigation.of the long-term efficacV oL the various

abatement techniques (including encapsulation, removal,

enclosure, and replacement) as performed by HUD in their

Federal Housing Administration (FHA) Demonstration Project.

This work will tell us how abatement methods hold up over

time in reducing exposures.

2. Investigation of the long-term efficacy of other control and

abatement methods, including repair and maintenance as

performed in Baltimoreo and low-cost abatement techniques as

performed in other urban areas. These techniques, in

contrast to the full abatement approach used in HUD's

demonstration projects, have been applied in such a way that

we can evaluate their individual efficacy, and thereby set

priorities to give preference to extreme health hazards.

3. EvalUation of various lead measurement methodologies,

including spot test kits and portable and non-portable

x-ray fluorescence analyzers for measuring the lead content

of paint. We are working closely with NIST in these

efforts.

4. Development of a laboratory accreditation implementation
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plan, including the development of protocols and standard

reference materials for different analytical methods. NIST

ls involved in this effort, especially in the development of

standard reference materials.

5. Development of testing protocols to evaluate the

effectiveness and durability of certain ncapsulants.

6. Continued consideration of the applicability of the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) to wastes generated

from abatement. A report to Congress is currently.

undergoing Agency review and is expected to be released this

summer. We will collect additional data to estimate the

cost of treating abatement waste as hazardous, and to

evaluate how costs will affect the number of abatements that

can be undertaken.

We have several concerns about indoor exposures related to

abatement activities that include, but go beyond worker

protection (OSHA and HUD are developing written guidelines to

protect workers who ar removing lead-based paint from public

housing). EPA's Asbestos experience convinced the Agency that in

addition to improperly conducted abatement activities, we also

have to prevent unnecessary abatements. Dust and debris from

unnecessary or improperly conducted abatement results in a net

incrase in human exposures and risks. To avoid these problems,

we are planning carefully with other federal agencies.

Other activities that are necessary to develop the

infrastructure for a nationwide lead-based paint program include:
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1. Completion of model training courses that establish state-

of-the-art abatement practices and procedures for lead

inspectors (completed this summer), abatement supervisors

(completed by the end of the calendar year), project

designers (completed by the summer of 1992), and workers

(completed early in FY92).

2. Establishment of training centers to disseminate the

training courses. These centers would provide a

geographically diverse network to help provide training

courses where they are needed. One center should be funded

and operational during this calendar year.

3. Development of a risk communication strategy to get accurate

information to the public. Many aspects of exposure to

lead-based paint are currently unknown, and our research

efforts will help answer some of these questions. We

realize that getting the correct information to the public

is a primary responsibility of the Agency.

4. Development of a community-based primary prevention guide

for lead poisoning, that will be developed through an EPA

grant to the Alliance to End Childhood Lead Poisoning. This

work should be completed by the fall of 1992.

Of the $1.5 million that was ear-marked for worker training,

EPA will use a large percentage of the funds to provide worker

training grants to labor and contractor groups for the delivery

of the new model courses with the goal to train workers in lead

abatement techniques for lead- d paint removal. In addition,

7 (1
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the Agency is considering the establishment of a flagship lead

center to foster information transfer and stimulate quality

training by other institutions. We are also considering seed

grants to help develop state lead training programs.

B. MIMEO WATER

While virtually everyone is exposed to some lead in drinking

water, average exposures from drinking water are not very high.

We estimate the Average contribution to a child's blood level to

be approximately 1.0 to 2.0 ug/dl, but a small fraction of the

population may be exposed at much higher levels. As with soil

and paint contamination, exposures caused by drinking water are

due primarily to pas', practices, especially the use of lead in

solder and pipes in household plumbing and water distribution

systems and the continued use of lead solder. In addition, new

brass and bronze plumbing fixtures may leach lead into drinking

water and result in a significant exposure to lead. EPA is

considering how to reduce risks through a regulatory control

program as well as additional research and education efforts.

Lead occurs in drinking water primarily due to corrosion of

lead-bearing materials in water supply distribution systems and

in household plumbing. The highest exposures occur in areas with

corrosive waters, and in buildings with lead solder, brass

faucets, or drinking water coolers containing lead. Concentra-

tions vary widely.

In 1988, EPA proposed revisions to the National Primary

Drinking water Regulation for lead under the Safe Drinking Water

71
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Act (SDWA). The major provisions of our proposed revisions

required water suppliers to monitor lead levels in high-risk

homes, under conditions expected to produce the highest

concentration of lead (i.e., in first-flush, standing water).

The proposal also required water suppliers to lower the

corrosivity of the water and to conduct public education if lead

concentrations were above target levels. EPA plans to promulgate

the final rule by this spring. We estimate that actions by water

suppliers to comply with the new rule will result in reduced lead

exposure for millions of Americans, including half a million

children whose blood lead levels will be brought below 10 ug/dl.

EPA's Office of Drinking Water conducted a pilot public

education program in Raleigh, North Carolina, that resulted in

simple behavioral changes that can help people avoid elevated

lead exposures from drinking water. As part of the final

rulemaking, EPA is developing brochures and other communication

materials from this pilot study for use by water suppliers. In

addition, EPA'will use university-based centers to train water

suppliers, engineers, and regulators on practical ways to

minimize the corrosiveness of water and reduce lead levels in

drinking water.

EPA's Office of Drinking Water developed an extensive

program to help schools correct lead contamination problems in

accordance with the Lead Contamination Control Act (LCCA) of

1988. This program includes: distributing guidance and a

testing protocol to monitor for and remedy excessive lead levels
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in drinking water; conducting training on proper testing and

remediation procedures; publishing brands and models of water

coolers that contain lead; and listing certified analytical

laboratories. Our guidance and training have been disseminated

to thousands of schools across the United States.

To further assist action by schools, EPA recently completed

a video on testing and remediation of lead contamination in

school dr. .nking water. We are evaluating the sensitivity of

field test kits that can reduce the costs of monitoring lead in

water for schools, as well as the general public. EPA's Office

of Drinking Water also was instrumental in the consent agreement

between CPSC and a leading manufacturer to recall water coolers

that failed EPA's recommended action level; the Office of

Drinking Water also continues to oversee state implementation of

the 1986 ban on lead plumbing products. Finally, a safe Drinking

Water Hotline has been established to provide information to

hundreds of callers each month on the LCCA, the lead ban, and

other aspects of lead in drinking water.

In addition to efforts by EPA's Office of Drinking Water,

EPA's Office of Toxic Substances is considering TSCA rulemaking

to reduce the unreasonable risks posed by lead exposure in

drinking water. One potential rulemaking would limit the amount

of lead that is leached from brass and bronze plumbing fixtures.

Studies indicate that these fixtures can be a significant source

of lead in drinking water. The second area of potential

rulemaking would limit the sale of lead solder, or use other
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mechanisms, in order to support the Safe Drinking Water Act ban

on lead solder used to join pipes.

C. URBAN BOIL AND DUBT

Another area of concern is lead-contaminated urban soil.

Soil may be contaminated by non-industrial sources of lead, such

as paint, motor vehicle emissions, and household wastes, or by

industrial sources, such as battery recycling sites, mining and

milling sites, and smelters. Lead-laden particles become both an

indoor and an outdoor problem, EPA estimates that this source

might contribute as much as thirty percent of exposures leading

to elevated blood levels in children.

EPA's Office of Emergency and Remedial Response is

conducting a $15 million study of soil contaminated by non-

industrial sources in Boston, Baltimore, and Cincinnati. With

advice from CDC, the Department of Agriculture, and other

agencies, EPA is conducting this pilot study to evaluate the

effect on children's blood lead levels when lead-contaminated

soil and dust are removed, In addition, EPA intends to establish

a joint effort Irith HUD, CDC, and ATSDR to promote and assist a

broader effort to identify the locations, extent, and severity of

lead-contaminated snil.

D. MILIIIIIMMLIE_TITLIXOULATORY MOAK

Through its various statutory authorities, EPA is pursuing

other traditional regulatory mechanisms (aside from those in

drinking water). Because lead presents risks through a wide

range of media, the Agency has clustered the rules and policies

71
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addressing lead risks from these various media. This approach

will allow the Agency and the public to review the regulatory

programs of each of EPA's program offices as a whole, and it will

help ensure that lead pollution is not simply transferred from

one medium to another.

I would like to discuss a few of these individual program

activities.

The Toxic Substances Control_Act MCA)

In addition to the rulemakings for the lead-in-drinking

water program and for limitations on the sale of lead solder,

which I have already discussed, EPA's Office of Toxic Substances

is assessing other products and uses of lead in order to

determine if the health or environmental risk are munreasonable

and should be regulated under TSCA. One use under investigation

is industrial lead paint used on bridges, water towers and in

many other industrial settings.' The Agency will investigate a

rulemaking to restrict the use of lead paint in industrial

settings where feasible substitute products are available. The

Agency also is exploring a rule to require advance notice from

anyone intending to manufacture or process lead for a new use,

thu giving the Agency an opportunity to review the intended new

use and, if appropriate, limit or ban it.

Another initiative under TSCA is to investigate how to

encourage the availability of environmentally-sound lead

recycling. In January 1991, EPA began a regulatory negotiation

process to further investigate lead battery recycling. Recycling
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lead acid storage batteries is important because of the sheer

volume of lead involved -- 80 percent of domestic lead is used in

batteries. Moreover, even though most lead acid batteries are

recycled, batteries still contributed 65 percent of all lead in

municipal solid waste in 1988.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAA08)

Current EPA activity under the NAAQS falls in two general

categories: ensuring compliance with existing standards, and

revising the standards. Reducing lead in gasoline, placing

controls on categories of stationary sources, and imposing

controls on individual industrial sources through state

implementation plans have been EPA's principal mechanisms for

widespread attainment. We have seen major reductions in air lead

emissions and children's blood lead levels. However, available

data indicate that near some primary and secondary lead smelters,

refineries, and remelters, the NAAQS are not being attained.

The number of children exposed in these non-attainment areas

is small compared to the number of children at risk from the

major lead sources discussed earlier. However, for these

children, non-attainment of the NAAQS can add significantly to

their blood levels. Consequently, EPA'S Air Office has developed

a compliance strategy to bring these areas into attainment, which

in some cases requires enforcement action, and in other cases

requires revisions to the state implementation plans. EPA

estimates that the number of affected children with blood lead

levels greater than 10 ug/dl would be reduced about 50 percent if

71;
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the current NAAQS were attained in all areas of the country.

In addition, EPA is considering revisions to the existing

standard. The Clean Air Act requires EPA to review the NAAQS

every five years and make appropriate revisions. We expect that

our analysis and reviews will be completed by October 1991.

Como/nog

EPA has done a great deal over the past two decades to

address lead pollution. Much more needs to be done, and we have

many efforts underway. In order to move efficiently to higher

levels of protection for public health and the environment, EPA

has undertaken a comprehensive assessment of the problem and

formulated a strategy that will bring together both our

traditional pollution control authorities across the Agency and

new concepts of pollution prevention.

This strategy also will result in a coordinated effort to

reduce harmful exposure to lead in our society. As I have just

explained, it focuses a lot of attention on indoor sources of

exposure. Many states have already become quite active in the

area of lead. For example, Maryland and Massachusetts both

currently have comprehensive lead programs in place. As state

activity increases, these programs can serve as models. In

addition, we are aware that more states are beginning to develop

regulatory programs, as well as lead initiatives. EPA is looking

forward to working closely with these states as they move into

the lead area.

EPA also recognizes the need for close coordination and

cooperatico with the other federal agencies involve'd in this

important effort to protect public health and the environment.

Thank you again for the opportunity to speak before this

subcommittee.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Hiscock.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HISCOCK

Mr. HIscom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. I am pleased to be here this morning to discuss lead
poisoning prevention from the respective of the Medicaid Program.

The Health Care Financing Administration's principal means for
helping prevent or reduce lead poisoning is through the Medicaid
program's preventive and comprehensive Early and Periodic
Screening, Diagnostic, and Treatment program [EPSDT]. It's a
mandatory service, all States are required to inform families about
it, and make it available to all Medicaid-eligible individuals under
age 21.

States establish their own specific EPSDT program standards
and protocol. However, these must provide for service content and
intervals which meet reasonable standards of medical and dental
practices established after consultation with recognized medical
and dental organizations involved in child health care.

OBRA 1989 amendments codified EPSDT program requirements
to include: screening services; vision, dental and hearing services;
and other necessary medical services whether or not they are cov-
ered under the State's Medicaid plan.

The five components of "screening services" are defined in law
as: a comprehensive health and developmental history; comprehen-
sive unclothed physical examination; immunizations appropriate to
age and health history; health education; and, laboratory tests in-
cluding lead blood level assessment appropriate to age and risk fac-
tors.

In April 1990 we published the State Medical Manual Instruction
which repeated the lead blood level assessment requirement. This
irstitution states: "Where age and risk factors indicate it is medi-
cally appropriate to perform a blood level assessment, a blood lead
level assessment is mandatory."

Three months later, in July 1990, after consulting with the Cen-
ters for Disease Control Lead Poisoning Prevention Branch, HCFA
added a clarification to that manual. It referenced defining lead
poisoning, and we recommended testing as follows: "Screen all
Medicaid-eligible children ages 1 to 5 for lead poisoning. Lead poi-
soning is defined as an elevated venous blood level of 25 micro-
grams per deciliter." Perform venous blood level measurements on
children with elevated erythrocyte protoporphyrin EP levels."

Our instructions further state that: "Children with lead poison-
ing require diagnosis and treatment which includes periodic eval-
uation and an environmental evaluation to identify the source of
lead." These are reimbursable services under Medicaid.

Now, should CDC's reassessment place the new threshold at a
lower level, HCFA would ccnsider a further revisio4 to the State
Manual Instructions.

HCFA's interest does not stop with screening. Since 1978, we
have made it clear that the cost incurred for the epidemiological
investigation necessary to identify the sources of lead contamina-
tion for individuals with undue lead absorption is a reimbursable
service under the Medicaid program.
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Our manual guidance is consistent with statements of the Acade-
my of Pediatrics which reported in Pediatrics in March 1978 and
included in the Academy's periodicity schedule which we use as a
guide.

According to State reports of EPSDT program performance in
the last fiscal year, of 11.5 million children enrolled in the Medic-
aid program, 4.8 million were under age 5. Of these children, we
estimate that over 3 million received EPSDT screening services.
However, although the blood level assessment is an EPSDT compo-
nent, we do not disaggregate EPSDT data to the level of specificity
which would show either the lead screenings performed or the find-
ings nationally.

Now, Mr. Chairman, the subcommittee expressed an interest in
litigation about the provision of lead screening services. We are
aware of only one lawsuit. Last December, a coalition of environ-
mental, poverty law and civil rights groups filed a lawsuit against
the California Department of Health Services contending the State
had not complied with Medicaid program requirements on lead poi-
soning detection. Beyond this information, HCFA is not aware of
any further action taken either in that suit or in others.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear. I will be pleased to
answer any questions you may have.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you Mr. Hiscock. We will now hear from
Dr. Rosen.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. ROSEN

Mr. ROSEN. I'm the current chairman for the Centers for Disease
Control's Advisory Committee that is looking into revising CDC's
1985 Statement on t e Prevention of Childhood Lead Poisoning.
Today, I am pleased to accept your invitation to testify as Professor
of Pediatrics at Montefiore Medical Center in the Albert Einstein
College of Medicine.

Given the medical scientific knowledge of lead's impact on
human health at remarkably low concentrations and the pervasive-
ness of these effects widely throughout the U.S. population from
the developing fetus to workers in lead industries, I must charac-
terize lead exposure and poisoning in the United States today as a
national health crisis.

Approximately 10.5 million children less than 7 years of age are
at great risk, because they live in pre-1959 housing that contains
the highest concentrations of leaded paint. Young children live in
at least 40 million residential housing units where there is an
extant inventory of at least 3 million or more tons of highly leaded
paint. These households, on average, each contain approximately
110 pounds of leaded paint.

An additional 4 million U.S. children less than 5 years of age live
in old housing, where the highest potential risk for exposure to
leaded drinking water is also present. Collectively, approximately
400,000 pregnancy outcomes annually are also at risk, as a result of
impairments of fetal development, when maternal blood lead
values exceed 10 micrograms per deciliter. Therefore, approximate-
ly 20 percent or more of this Nation's children less than 5 years of
age are at high risk for developing adverse health effects of lead.
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This already large number of the Nation's children will increase
significantly because CDC's advisory committee has recently rec-
ommended a downward revision of from 25 to 10 micrograms per
deciliter as a new definition of risk, namely lead poisoning.

EPA's Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee has already
placed itself on record as indicating that this is the maximum
blood lead level for an individual child to achieve in the United
States. And a forthcoming document from the National Academy
of Sciences will further endorse this new cutoff.

It's important to point out that lead is a multimedia toxicant and
provides significant toxic risks even when source specific inputs, by
themselves, appears to be relatively modest. All sources of lead are
integrated systematically into critical target tissues and the
margin of safety is noted earlier, unlike virtually every other pol-
lutant known to man is extremely narrow. Increasingly lower and
lower levels of lead are now recognized as posing unacceptable
risks of toxicity to the developing fetus and young child. Despite
the global effects of lead in diverse groups, I will focus the rest of
my testimony on the pediatric age group.

Lead has marked effects on early childhood development demon-
strated by deficits in scores in the Mental Development Index and
in the Bayley Scales of Infant Development. Pre- and postnatal ef-
fects of lead have been shown to have detrimental effects as low as
seven micrograms per deciliter. These studies have yielded consist-
ent results in identifying the link between low level lead exposure
during early development and later neurobehavioral performance.
A downward shift in the internal distribution of IQ scores for a
population of children will result in approximately 50 percent more
children scoring in the borderline range of IQ's of approximately
80.

Studies have demonstrated that preterm deliveries are signifi-
cantly related to maternal lead concentrations. For each 10 mi ro-
grams per deciliter increase in material blood lead values, birth
weight decreases from a low of 58 to a high of 601 grams. Further-
more, the duration of gestation is affected by lead exposure at
blood lead concentrations well below 15 micrograms per deciliter.

In addition, toxic biochemical effects of lead on hemoglobin and
vitamin D production have been demonstrated unequivocally as
low asat blood lead values as low as 10 micrograms per deciliter.
Furthermore, in a study at our own center we have shown that the
blood lead values themselves may underestimate markedly the
body burden of lead. We have been using a new state-of-the-art
type of instrumentation referred to as x-ray fluorescence which
measures directly and quantitatively and safely the concentration
of lead in the superficial area of the shin bone and we have shown
that very mildly elevated blood lead values in children are that
their bone lead values are very similar to those of lead workers in
industry.

Based upon this summary, I have the following recommenda-
tions:

The lead paint problem is nationwide and strategies must be de-
veloped promptly and given the highest priority to address this
issue directly through national legislation. Though the Lead Paint
Poisoning Prevention Act was passed 20 years ago, which reduced
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substantially introduction of new lead into the environment, the
Federal Government has failed, almost completely to reduce old
lead exposure from tons of leaded paint that currently exist in resi-
dential housing. This national program should include and expand
upon initiatives focused on public health, the environment and
elimination of leaded paint in high risk housing as recently pre-
sented by Secretary Sullivan and promulgated in CDC's recent
Strategic Plan.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Rosen, the rest of that statement will be in the
record.

Mr. ROSEN. Fine.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosen. followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN F. ROSEN, PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS, MONTEFIORE
MEDICAL CENTER, ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

I am the current Chairman of the Centers for Disease Control's Advisory Commit-
tee that is collaboratively 'revising CDC's 1985 "Statement On The Prevention Of
Lead Poisoning In Young Children." Today, I am pleased to accept your invitation
to testify as Professor of Pediatrics at Montefiore Medical Center and The Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in New York.

Given the knowledge of lead's impact on human health at remarkably low concen-
trations and the pervasiveness of these effects widely throughout the U.S. popula-
tion, from the developing fetus to workers in lead industries (Mushak et al., 1989A;
Mushak et al., 1989B; Crocetti et al., 1990; Bellinger et al., 1987; Davis and Svends-
gaard, 1987; Dietrich et al., 1789; Bornschein et al., 1989; McMichael et al., 1988;
McMichael et al., 1986; U.S. ATSDR, 1988A; U.S. ATSDR, 19888; U.S. EPA, 1986), I
must characterize lead exposure and poisoning in the United States today as a na-
tional health crisis.

About 10.5 million children less than 7 years of age are at great risk, because they
live in pre-1959 housing that contains the highest concentrations of leaded paint
(U.S.ATSDR, 1988; Mushak et al., 1989B). Young children live in at least 40 million
residential housing units, where there is an extant inventory of 2 million of more
tons of highly leaded paint (U.S.CDC, 1991). These 40 million plus households, on
average, each contain about 110 pounds of leaded paint. An additional 4 million U.S.
children less than 5 years of age live in old and new housing, where the highest
potential risk for exposure to leaded drinking water is present. In the aggregate,
about 400,000 pregnancy outcomes annually are at risk, as a result of impairments
of healthy fetal development, when maternal blood lead values exceed 10 ilg/dl
(U.S.ATSDR, 1988B; Crocetti et al., 1990; Bellinger et al., 1987; Dietrich et al., 1989).
Collectively, therefore, about 20 percent of this nation's children, less than 5 years
of age, are at high risk for developing adverse health effects of lead.

Lead is a multimedia toxicant and provides, collectively, significant toxic risks
even when source specific inputs appear, by themselves, to be relatively modest
(U.S.ATSDR, 1988A; Mushak et al., 1989A). All sources of lead are integrated sys-
tematically into critical target tissues; and the margin of safety, unlike other pollut-
ants, is extremely narrow. Furthermore, increasingly lower and lower levels of lead
are now recognized as posing unacceptable risks of toxicity to the developing fetus
and young child. Despite the global effects of lead in diverse groups within the U.S.
Population, the rest of this discussion will focus on adverse health effects of lead in
children, the most common. and totally preventable disease in the pediatric age
group (U.S.CDC, 1991; U.S.ATSDR, 1988A, 1988B).

Lead has marked effects on early childhood development demonstrated by deficits
in scores on the Mental Development Index and Bayley Scales of Infant Develop-
ment (Bellinger et al., 1987; McMichael et al., 1988; Dietrich et al., 1989). Prenatal
and postnatal affects of lead have been shown at blood lead values as low as 7 Ag/dl.
These studies have yielded remarkably consistent results in identifying the link be-
tween low level lead exposure during early development and later neurobehavioral
performance. A downward shift in the internal distribution of Mental Developmen-
tal Indices for a population of children will result in 50 percent more children scor-
ing in the borderline range of 80 (Mushak et al., 1989A).

Several studies have demonstrated that preterm deliveries are significantly relat-
ed to maternal blood lead concentrations (McMichael et al., 1986; Dietrich et al.,
1989; Bornshchein et al., 1989). For instance, for each 10 p.g/dl increase in maternal
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blood lead, birthweight decreased significantly from 58 to 601 grams. Davis and
Sverdsgaard (1987) concluded that the duration of gestation is affected by lead expo-
sure during pregnancy at blood lead concentrations below 15 ag/dl. Later growth in
childhood, in terms of height, weight and chest circumference, is also adversely af-
fected by lead at concentrations between 5 to 35 ag/dl (U.S.ATSDR, 1988A).

Besides these early childhood toxic effects of lead on neurobehavioral indices and
other parameters of growth and development, toxic biochemical effects of lead on
hemoglobin and vitamin D production and liver detoxification mechanisms have
been observed at blood lead values as low as 10 ag/dl (Mushak et al., 1989A; Rosen
et al., 1988; Saenger et al., 1984). Furthermore, it is important to point out that
blood lead values in mildly lead poisoned children can markedly underestimate the
magnitude of body stores iiilead-paint-poisoned children (Rosen et al., 1989, 1991). In
a prospective study at our Center, we have shown that lead poisoned children less
than 7 years of age have already achieved body burdens of lead, measured by the L-
x-ray fluorescence method for quantitating bone lead stores safely and noninvasive-
ly, similar to those in adults and in workers in lead industries (Rosen et al., 1989,
1991).

Based upon this summary, the following recommendations are considered to be
necessary and timely:

(1) The lead paint problem is nationwide; and strategies must be developed
promptly and given the highest priority to address this issue directly through na-
tional legislation. Though the Lead Paint Poisoning Prevention Act was passed 20
years ago, which reduced substantially introduction of new lead into the environ-
ment, the Federal Government has failed, almost completely, to reduce old lead ex-
posure from the tons of extant leaded paint in residential dwellings. This national
program should include and expand initiatives focused on public health, the envi-
ronment and elimination of leaded paint in high risk housing as recently presented
by Secretary Sullivan and promulgated in CDC's Strategic Plan For The Elimina-
tion Of Childhood lead Poisoning (U.S. C.D.C., 1991).

(2) Lead in drinking.water, already a significant source of exposure, becomes even
more important to control as thresholds for lead exposure and toxicity endpoints are
adjusted downwards. Therefore, I recommend that EPA be compelled by Congress to
adopt a maximum containment level [MCI.] of 5-10 parts per billion, measured at
the tap, coupled to the recognized benefits of corrosion control.

Based upon cost benefit analyses carried out by CDC (U.S. CDC, .1991) and EPA
(U.S. EPA, 1990). a Congressionally mandated Federal effort to eliminate childhood
lead exposure from leaded paint and water will yield, conservatively, an annualized
benefit of at least $4.2 billion in terms of net medical and societal savings. Stated
differently, for each delay of 24 hours to initiate desperately needed federal pro-
grams, about $11.5 million dollars of net medical and societal benefits are lost for-
ever (see Table 1). Not to invest these net benefits in the minds and bodies of Ameri-
ca's children, our most cherished future resource, indicates that a choice was made
to sacrifice the full growth potential of millions of U.S. children.

TABLE 1.-NET BENEFITS OF LEAD PAINT ABATEMENT PROGRAMS AND ADOPTION OF
CORROSION CONTROL AND A TAP WATER MCL OF 10 PARTS OR LESS PER BILLION

I. Net Benefits of Abatement (Total of abatement minus total costs of abatement)
of all pre-1950 lead painted units (80 percent of Pre-1950 Housing Contains LeadedPaint).

(A) If Carried Our Today: $48.6 Billion; (B) If Carried Out Over Next 20 Years: $28
Billion (present i alue U S.C.D.C., 1991).

Benefits include: Relationship between lead exposure and IQ (Needleman and Gat-
sonsis, 1990), Effeos of IQ on wage rate, Impact of lead on education attainment,
Impact of education on wage rate, links between education, labor force participation
and earnings, Lifetime earnings, Benefits of preventing prenatal lead exposure and
Actual costs of abatement (U.S. CDC, 1991).

II. New Benefits of Corrosion Control And Source Water Reduction To Achieve A
MCL Of 10 PPB (EPA, 1990).

Annual National Benefits. Lower Bound: $1.0 Billion; Upper Bound: $6.3 Billion.
(1) Benefits associated with avoidance of: medial treatment of children, deficits in

child IQ (remedial educational/lost earnings, changes in adult blood pressure [medi-cation)).
(2) Includes benefits associated with reduced risk of cardiovascular outcomes asso-

ciated with reductions in lead exposure: heart attack, stroke, and death from heart
disease.
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Mr. WAXMAN. We have to move on. Mr. Prenney, I would like to
hear from you next.

STATEMENT OF BRAD PRENNEY

Mr. PRENNEY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Brad Prenney, I'm the
director of the Childhood Lead Poisoning Program in the Massa-
chusetts Department of Public Health and I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to come down here today to testify about the Massachusetts
program.

Childhood lead poisoning and lead paint in housing are serious
problems in Massachusetts. Sixty percent of housing stock, over 1
million housing units are estimated to contain lead paint. In some
of our cities 90 percent of the housing, mostly rental property was
built prior to 1950, a period when lead paint was widely used.

Ezrth year we identify about 1,000 children with lead poisoning in
MassaOlusetts. Now, despite the considerable work ahead of us
Massachwetts have achieved tangible results over the past decade
in dealing with the problem of childhood lead poisoning.

First, we have reduced the incidence of theof lead poisoning to
less than 4 cases per 1,000 children screened. And we have the abil-
ity to provide prompt and adequate followup to the vast majority of
children who have been identified with lead poisoning.

Second, we have achieved widescale screening of children for
lead poisoning.

Third thee is a general awareness by the public of lead poisoning
and the requirements of the State's lead law.

Fourth, there is general acceptance by the public of the intent in
mandate of the lead law to prevent childhood lead poisoning.

Fifth, there has been abatement of a relatively substantial and
growing number of housing units compared to other States and lo-
calities.

Sixth, we've established an infrastructure on which to promote
widescale preventive abatement of housing.

And finally, there is the existence of a developing partnership be-
tween public and private interests in the State of Massachusetts to
deal with this problem.

And we have accomplished this because of the State's commit-
ment to carry out, I think, two broad mandates contained in our
comprehensive State Statute whica was passed in 1971 and most
recently amended in 1988. These are first to find and treat children
who are already lead poisoned and second it's to prevent further
cases of childhood lead poisoning.

Massachusetts commits over $2 million in State and Federal
funds each year to the State's lead program to find and provide fol-
lowup services to cases of lead poisoning.

Last year 234,000 children were screened for lead poisoning, 53
percent of the entire childhood population. A mandatory universal
screening requirement and the provision of comprehensive case
management services helps insure that lead poisoned children are
both identified and properly treated.

Over the past several years we have begun to make real progress
in fulfilling our second mandate as well, the prevention of lead poi-
soning. Changes to the State's lead law in 1988 have laid the
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groundwork for the establishment of both programs and require-
ments which have, and will, promote preventive abatement of lead
paint in housing in the future.

First, the establishment of formal training and licensing pro-
grams for lead paint inspectors and abatement contractors has re-
sulted in both improved quality and increased quantity of services
being available to the public. Over 300 lead paint inspectors and a
comparable number of contractors are currently licensed in Massa-
chusetts.

Second, a deleading technology program has been established to
evaluate and promote safer and less expensive methods of abate-
ment. Over the past 9 months we have been evaluating polymer
coatings as a method of abating lead painted surfaces.

Third, a property transfer notification requirement in effect
since 1988 has assured that buyers and sellers are informed about
lead poisoning and the requirements of the lead law at the most
opportune time, the point of transfer of property.

And finally, financial assistance to property owners is slowly be-
coming a reality in a State that is facing a severea severe down-
turn. Coupled with the State tax credit of $1,000, an additional $5
million in resources will be available, we hope by early next year
which could conceivably leverage an additional $20 to $30 million
in private funds.

Now, beyond the public health benefits, there are other concrete
benefits to our efforts to foster preventive abatement. First, energy
savings are found through window replacement, the most common
method of abatement of windows.

Second, abatement creates jobs and provides opportunities for a
transition into the general construction trades.

Third, lead paint abatement stimulates the economy, especially
in the depressed areas.

Fourth, abatement and compliance lowers insurance costs and
decreases liability.

And finally, abatement improves housing and represents a rein-
vestment in our innercity communities.

Federal programs can assist States such as Massachusetts in sev-
eral different ways. First, direct support for activities is needed. By
supporting States ir the forefront of program development and im-
plementation the Federal Government not only advances that
State's efforts, but also creates model programs which can be trans-
ferred to other States and localities.

Second, Federal programs should be leading the way in research
and development of improved testing and lead inspection and
abatement technologies.

And finally, Federal programs should be taking the lead role in
educating and informing other States and localities about what
works and what doesn't. State programs represent laboratories in
which successes and failures become important learning tools.

I brought along a number of supporting documents, Mr. Chair-
man, I would be happy to share them with the committee and
thanks again for the opportunity to come down here to testify.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Prenney follows. Attachments re-
ferred to may be found in subcommittee files.]
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Testimony of Brad Prenney, Director of the Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program
Massachusetts Department of Public Health to the Health and the Environment Subcommittee

April 25, 1991

In Massachusetts 60% of the housing stock, over one million housing units, are estimated
to contain lead paint. In some Massachusetts cities over 90% of the housing, most of it rental,
was built prior to 1950, a period when lead paint was widely used.

About 1,000 Massachusetts children are identified with lead poisoning each year. We expect
that thousands more children will be diagnosed with the disease when the Centers for Disease
Control issues its Statement lowering the threshold at which children are considered poisoned.
The effects of the disease can be both serious and long-term. In areas of the state in which
lead poisoned children are routinely referred for developmental evaluations, about half of the
children end up requiring at least some services. Although urban children are at highest risk,
the disease is found throughout the state. About 25% of cases are in owner-occupied homes
and 30% of cases are in rural and suburban communities. For poor, inner-city children the disease
adds insult to injury in that many of these children and families suffer from a host of other
health and social problems including poor nutrition, lack of access to medical care, other illnesses,
unemployment, poor education, etc.

Over the past two decades Massachusetts has strived to address this problem. The cornerstone
of its efforts has been a strict and comprehensive statute, first passed in 1971 and most recently
amended in 1988. Purther changes in the State's Lead Law are anticipated which we hope will
improve and advance it.

The Massachusetts Lead Program, created by statute, was established in 1974. It has had
two fundamental goals; first, the identification and treatment of children who are already lead
poisoned and second, the prevention of further cases of lead poisoning. For most of the program's
history its focus has been on the first goal. Over the past several years efforts have increased
in primary prevention. Amendments to the Lead Law have laid the foundation for the establish-
ment of programs and requirements which have already resulted in an increase in preventive
lead paint abatement. These programs, which will be described in detail later include:

1. The training and licensing of lead paint inspectors and contractors;
2. establishment of a process for evaluating new lead paint abatement technologies;
3. widespread education through notification at the time property is transferred;

and

4, financial assistance to property owners to help finance the cost of deleading.

Massachusetts commits over $2 million in state and federal funds to identify and treat cases
of lead poisoning. Screening children for lead poisoning is one of the more important activities.
Last year 234,000 children were screened for lead poisoning, 53% of the entire childbood
population. Testing of children for lead poisoning in Massachusetts is succesbful in large part
because of the commitment of the health care provider community. Samples are drawn by
hundreds of different health care providers. Testing is done primarily at the State's Lead Labo-'
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ratory free of charge. Widespread and routine testing has been assured by the establishment
of a mandatory, universal screening requirement in 1990. This regulation requires that health
care providers screen children at specified time intervals and that they determine the risk status
of children to determine if certain high risk children should be screened more frequently, Man-
datory screening will not help children who do not regularly see a health care provider, however.
Children who do not regularly receive health care are often those most at risk for lead poisoning.
Massachusetts has attempted to reach these children by supporting door-to-door screening efforts
in urban areas. This will be accomplished this year through funding provided by a Centers for
Disease Control grant.

Once identified with lead poisoning, children are provided with medical and environmental
followup services coordinated through an extensive and comprehensive case management system.
Nurses, environmental lead paint inspectors, family lead counselors, visiting nurses, and social
workers often are involved in providing services to these children and their families. Regulations
and specific safeguards have been established to help ensure that children already poisoned
are not further exposed to dangerous levels of lead by way of the lead paint abatement process
itself.

The identification and abatement of lead paint in housing is driven by the State's Lead Law
which requires that all residential property where young children reside be in compliance, that
is, have no lead paint that is accessible to young children. Property owners are strictly liable
for any damages which result from their failure to abate lead paint hazards. Not knowing that
there was lead paint in the dwelling is no defense should a child become lead poisoned and suffer
damdges. Therefore, liability is a primary incentive to identify and abate lead paint in housing.
Although property owners are responsible to abate lead paint hazards, concern over liability
is also felt by financial lenders, insurers, and realtors.

To promote compliance with the State's Lead Law Massachusetts passed a series of statutory
amendments which has formed the basis for future preventive abatement of lead paint in housing.
A cornerstone of this effort is the property transfer notification requirement established in
1988. Sellers and real estate agents are required to inform prosPective purchasers about any
knowledge they may have regarding lead paint in the dwelling, provide a copy of a notification
package prepared by the State about the Law and lead poisoning, and afford the prospective
purchaser at least 10 days to have a lead inspection performed on the property. This requirement
has ensured that the issue of lead paint is brought up at the most opportune time, the point
of transfer.

Massachusetts has further attempted to promote abatement by developing an infrastructure
upon which widescale lead paint abatement can take place. The establishment of formal training
and licensing programs for lead paint inspectors and abatement contractors has resulted in im-
proved quality of services being available to the public. About 250 lead paint inspectors and
a similar number of contractors are currently licensed in Massachusetts. Regulations have
been promulgated that attempt to protect workers and occupants during abatement without
imposing unnecessary costs and requirements.

A De leading Technology Program has been estabhshed to promote safer and less expensive
methods of abatement. To that end, a Task Force established last August has been evaluating
encapsulants (e.g, polymer coatings) as a means of abating lead paint hazards. The
recommendations of the Task Force and the process established for evaluating and approving
these products could have application nationally. Approval of these products could significantly
lower the cost of abatement and decrease the use of dust-generating methods of abatement.
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We have promoted the incorporation of lead abatement into general housing rehabilitation
and renovation and intend to focus over the next several years on educating the general con-
struction trades about the dangers of lead paint and the importance- of following safe work
practices.

Despite limited state resources, a tax credit of up to $1,000 per housing unit has been available
to property owners since 1989 to help pay the cost of deleading. Recently, 55 million in additional
resources has been identified and commited to assist property owners. Through interest subsidies,
direct loans, and loan guarantees, an additional $20 million - $30 million in private funding for
lead abatement could be leveraged. Additional contributions are being sought from private
lenders and insurance companies writing homeowner policies.

Not the least important of the efforts to promote abatement has been the attempt to enlist
the participation of important private and public interests affected by the Lead Law in jointly
and cooperatively seeking solutions.

Despite the considerable work ahead of us, Massachusetts has achieved tangible results over
the past decade in addressing the problem of childhood lead poisoning. These results include:

1. Reducing the incidence of lead poisoning to between 3 and 4 cases per 1,000
children screened and the ability to provide prompt and adequate followup
to the vast majority of children identified with lead poisoning;

2. widescale screening of children for lead poisoning;

3. general acceptance by the public of the intent and mandate of the Lead Law
to prevent childhood lead poisoning;

4. general awareness by the public of lead poisoning and the requirements of
the Lead Law;

5. abatement of a relatively substantial and growing number of housing units
comwed to other states and localities;

6. establishment of an intrastructure on which to promote widescale preventive
abatement of housing; and

7. existence of a developing partnership between public and private interests
to address the problem. This has been reflected in the constructive and co-
operative discussions between state government, the advocacy community,
realtors, bankers, and insurers on needed changes to the Lead Law.

The public health benefits from these results alone should justify our efforts. Several years
ago the Conservation Law Foundation published a report that estimated that $11,000,000 in
medical and special education costs would be saved if we could prevent the 2,000 cases of lead
poisoning that occurred in 1987. No attempt was made to estimate thi costs of lost future
earnings although these are thought to be considerable. Our efforts become more important
as we learn more about the effects of lead at ever lower levels. No one knows what the incidence
of lead poisoning in Massachusetts would be absent our efforts. Certainly, we have prevented
and lassened the impact of thousands of cases of lead poisonings at a considerable savings to
the Commonwealth and the potentially affected families.

There are other benefits as well which offset the $4,000 - $5,060 CBtirnated average cost
to abate a typical 5-6 room -7 irtment. Approximately half the cost of abatement is directed
to windows. Abatement is usually achieved by window replacement. In many homes, window
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replacement helps conserve heat, thereby saving on energy costs. Depending on the condition
of the windows, the savings can amount to as mucn as S500 per year, thereby recouping costs
within 4 to 5 years. Property owners recapture much of the cost of window replacement at
tne sale of proocrcy as well.

Over the past two years more than 1,000 individuals have taken approved training courses
and obtained licenses to become lead paint inspectors and apatement contractors. Many of
these represent new jobs that did not exist before. For many of the contractors, lead paint
abatement also provides the opportunity to make a transition into the construction and remodeling
trades. As we move away from traoitional removal methods of abatement to replacement,
the skills required become more those of skilled construction trades.

Abatement not only creates jobs but stimulates the economy as well, generating income
for the state in the form of sales and income taxes, and customers for local businesses.

Abatement decreases liability and lowers insurance costs for property owners.

Increasingly, abatement is seen as improving housing and is beginning to be reflected in
the value of that housing. The potential benefits associated with abating lead paint in inner-city
housing extend to improving substandard housing generally and investing in urban communities.

Federal programs can assist states such as Massachusetts in three different ways.

First, direct support for activities is needed. Massachuserts is grateful for the support pro-
vided by the Centers for Disease Control through a $450,003 grant to assist us in identifying
lead poisoned children and in providing prompt and comprehensive services to them and their
families. The U.S.EPA has also been providing staff support to assist Massachusetts in its efforts
to develop a process for evaluating and approving encapsulants as a method of abating lead
paint. EPA is expected to provide a grant to the University of Lowell in Massachusetts to perform
laboratory studies of encapsulants as well. By directly supporting states which are in the
forefront of program development and implementation, the federal government not only advances
that state's efforts but also creates model programs which can be transferred to other states
and localities. Another area in which Massachusetts would benefit from federal support is
conducting residential field studies to assess dust generation from various types of abatement
and renovation activities (e.g. window replacement). This would provide us and the nation with
the necessary data to establish abatement procedures and techniques which minimize costs
without sacrificing minimum safety standards for workers and occupants.

Second, federal programs should be leading the way in research and development of improved
inspection and abatement technologies. In instances in which states have taken a leading role
in R & 0, such as Massachusetts' evaluation of encapsulating coatings, federal programs should
be providing needed levels of support.

Finally, federal programs should be taking the lead role in educating and informing states
and localities about what works and what doesn't. State programs, such as in Massachusetts,
represent laboratories in which successes and failures have direct relevance to those states
and localities which will need to grapple with similar problems and issues if they are to seriously
address this problem. Federal programs are in a unique position to take the best states have
to offer and fashion model programs and approaches.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Dr. Prenney.
I wouli! like to thank all of you for your testimony. Let me start

my questions with Dr. Rosen. 'You're the chairman of the Advisory
Committee on Childhood Lead Poisoning which is established by
the Centers for Disease Control.

The advisory committee is made up of leading health experts on
lead poisoning. The advisory committee met 2 days ago to consider
recommending that the threshold for lead poisoning be reduced
substantially. The current standard for lead poisoning is a blood
level of 25 micrograms per deciliter of blood. The advisory commit-
tee is now recommending that the standards for lead poisoning be
reduced by 60 percent to a level of 10. Could you explain why the
advisory committee recommends lowering the threshold for lead
poisoning?

Mr. ROSEN. The major force behind those recommendations,
again, I want to underline that it's an advisory committee to CDC,
the major force behind those recommendations are based upon re-
markable coherence in the scientific and medical literature relat-
ing more specifically to neurotoxic effects of lead which have been
amply demonstrated in studies across the world, including several
respective studies in the United States which indicate very clearly
that there are neurotoxic effects of lead at least down to blood lead
concentrations of 10.

That does not necessarily imply that even a blood lead value of
10 micrograms per deciliter is necessarily safe. Future research
forthcoming in the years to come may indicate that there is no
threshold for such effects of lead in children.

And I want to emphasize that the advisory committee's recom-
mendation is based upon extremely solid coherent and overwhelm-
ingly supported evidence in the medical and scientific literature,
some of which I summarized in my statement.

Mr. WAXMAN. Now to look at the significance of this new stand-
ard of 10 micrograms which represents a greater adverse impact
from lead, much broader and at lower levels than what we had ex-
pected. EPA advises us that under the old standard of 25, 1 percent
of the children under age 6 would be considered to be poisoned by
lead. How many children would be considered to be poisoned if the
threshold is lowered to 10?

Mr. ROSEN. This is hard to specifically estimate. According to the
so-called ATSDR report in 1988 roughly 17.2 percent of children 1
to 5 years of age had blood lead values that are 15 micrograms per
deciliter or greater. So that what the impact will be in terms of re-
defining new screening techniques, new screening methods is un-
clear. Based upon the data in New York City, it's estimated that
approximately 10 to 15 fold more children will be entering the
health care system for management of childhood lead poisoning.

Mr. WAXMAN. EPA prepared new estimates of the numbers of
children with lead levels over 10 in 1990 and these figures update
their earlier work based on 1984 statistics. They estimate that in
1990, 15 percent of the children had blood lead levels of 10 or great-
er. This wotild mean that, under the new standard that the adviso-
ry committee recommends over 3 million childrennearly one 1 of
every 6 are lead poisoned. This is very sobering testimony. You
clearly are correct when you say, and I quote from your testimony,
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lead exposure and poisoning in the United States today is a na-
tional health crisis."

Dr. Houk could you comment on the significance of the proposed
new definition of the lead poisoning.

Mr. HOUK. Yes. As I say, we will be revie wing the data for the
adverse neurologic effects on children at 10 micrograms, which I
think is compelling in relation to Mr. Dannemeyer's question in his
opening statement. I think it is fair to say that the opinion is unan-
imous that adverse health effects occur at 15 micrograms. There is
not unanimity down to 10, but the evidence is very strong.

We will have precise numbers for you, Mr. Waxman, in 1992
when the Third National Health and Nutrition Assessment Survey
is done.

Mr. WAXMAN. We would really be pleased to receive that for the
record, but let me--

Mr, HOUK. But at a minimum it will be about 4 million children
in this country between the ages of 9 months through the age of 5
who have blood leads in excess of 10 micrograms at this moment.
And I think that's a minimum figure.

Mr. WAXMAN. A minimum of 4 million children?
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, that's a staggering number. This problem is

clearly immense.
Mr. HOUK. Mr. Waxman, it's staggering. Remember last year I

made a comment before this subcommittee when we used the
words "societally devastating" because it iswhat lead does in
these children. Is that no children? No child who has a moderately
elevated blood lead is going to have a superior intelligence and I
can't think of anything worse for society than a population of chil-
dren without any geniuses.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, I now want to look at what we can do about
this problem, because clearly it's an immense problem and this has
not been the first time the Congress has looked at the whole ques-
tion. Let me start off to look at the specific measures that could be
taken.

We've heard from Massachusetts that they've taken some meas-
ure that were tremendously important for people like June and
Krystle Fandel, the most obvious measure would be to simply know
about it and then disclose the risks that Ms. Fandel testified she
knew her apartment contained lead paint, she could have taken
steps to protect Krystle, that's obvious.

Mr. Prenney, Massachusetts has a disclostre requirement that
applies to real estate transactions. Could you briefly describe what
that requirement is? Wh,y_Massachusetts adopted it and how it's
working?

Mr. PRENNEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, when a special legislative
study commission met in 1986, one of the big concerns they heard
about from property owners was when they bought property they
didn't realize what the lead law requirements were and issues
around lead poison. So the notification requirement was really a
way of informing buyers and sellers of what their obligations are.
So, any seller of property or a real estate agent is supposed to pro-
vide a prospective purchaser a copy of a packet that the Depart-
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ment of Public Health has prepared and also afford that prospec-
tive purchaser 10 days to have a lead paint inspection done.

Now, under our law it's the buyer's responsibility if there are
going to be children under the age af 6 living in that property to
have it abated and brought into compliance. Basically this is a vol-
untary compliance program. And what is does is make sure that
the parties at that transaction understand what their responsibil-
ities are and the issues around lead poisoning.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Fisher, you're in charge of EPA activities.
Would EPA support a requirement that real estate brokers and
landlords inform consumers about the lead risks in a home before
selling or renting the home?

Ms. FISHER. Congressman, a couple things. First of all, it's my
understanding that HUD is actually looking at some kind of disclo-
sure as private property is transacted as part of their plan. I don't
know where they are thinking in terms of actually mandating it, or
if they've come to a decision.

Mr. WAXMAN. That would be just for HUD homes, is that cor-
rect?

Ms. FISHER, Well, they're looking at private housing toohow to
approach notification in private housing. As part of our pian, we at
EPA are going to put together a public communication and edaca-
tion plan which would help homeowners or renters determine
whether or not there is lead in their home, or in the rental unit.
We have not looked at whether, through our own authorities we
could require that kind of disclosure. It fits more with housing au-
thorities.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, as a matter of fact, I think it's the other way
around. I don't think HUD has the statutory authority to do that.
But I think EPA does. And if you had the statutory authority, or if
you didn't we would be happy to assure you of that.

Don't you think that it would be more sensible to have a disclo-
sure required rather than simply public education?

Ms. FISHER. I think disclosure would go a long way to helping
people at least take steps to protect themselves.

Mr. WAXMAN. Okay. Well, that would be helpful and let's look at
legislation that may be needed or if legislation is not needed, see
what we can do to get you to move on that at EPA. Yes, Dr. Houk?

Mr. HOUK. Mr. Chairman, I believe the Lead-Based Paint Poison-
ing Prevention Act of 1972 and its provisions are still on the books
which require that no house may be transferred and assisted with
Federal financial assistance in any manner. And broadly interpret-
ed this applies to all the Freddie Macs, and the Ginnie Maes. Since
there are not very many houses transferred in the mortgage
market without Federal financial assistance. And your staff may
want to look at that provision.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, we'll have to look at that, because that may
include many or few houses, but we want to make sure it includes
all houses and apartments that are not for sale, but for rental as
well.

The Massachusetts program sounds like an excellent one and we
ought to be telling States that they must adopt similar kinds of
proposals. Or do you think the Federal Government ought to re-
quire it across the country?
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Ms. FISHER. We're doing a couple of things. One is we are devel-
oping model accreditation programs that States could put into
place and actually we are working with the State of Massachusetts
and a couple others that are already moving ahead. So hopefully in
the next couple years EPA will be able to provide States a lot more
information than we have today about how to set up programs.

Mr. WAXMAN. Maybe we have a situation where States can tell
EPA what to do rather than for States to wait for EPA.

Ms. FISHER. I think--
Mr. WAXMAN. One idea is disclosure, but the other would be to

look at abatement workers having the training.
Ms. FISHER. That's right.
Mr. WAXMAN. What are you doing in that regard?
Ms. FISHER. We are developing a training program for workers

and for supervisors, people that are going to do abatement work.
Once we get the training program deve1opeds1nd we are already
working with States such as Massachusetts--we are going to be
working with universities so it can be made available nationally.

Mr. WAXMAN. Are you proposing to require that this be done na-
tionally, or is it simply just to give out information?

Ms. FISHER. We are not at this point proposing to have it done
nationally. In abating asbestos, schools are required to use accredit-
ed personnel. What we are looking at setting up is a training and
accreditation program so that properly trained people will be avail-
able, but we have not looked at mandating that all workers that do
this type of work actually be trained.

Mr. WAXMAN. My time for this round of questioning has expired,
but just to close off, I just don't think we ought to leave these
things so vague. I think we ought to have Federal requirements
and make sure that the job is going to be done. Unless we have
requirements, there is no assurance that we're not going to be
coming back here in another couple years, to find out that the
threshold of 10 was not adequate and we have even more of a trag-
edy than we now have.

I'm going to ask for a second round after Mr. Dannemeyer has
completed because I'm going to go into drinking water issues.
We've already had decades of experiences where we were told
things were going to be done and nothing ever happened.

Ms. FISHER. Congressman, I just wanted to say that I don't dis-
agree that people should be using properly trained contractors to
do this work at all.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, how could anybody disagree with that?
MS. FISHER. I don't.
Mr. WAXMAN. I'm going to have to move on to Mr. Dannemeyer.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Thank you. Dr. Houk, I take it that the pri-

mary portion of the human body where the lead does its damage is
in the neurological system, is that a correct assessment?

Mr. HOUK. The developing brain, that is the target organ, yes.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. But I think Dr. Graef told us that most of our

brains stopped de- eloping at age 5 and beyond that--
Mr. HOUK. Well, and that's the reason, Mr. Dannemeyer, that

we're very concerned that children be screened through 6 years of
age.

Mr. WAXMAN. The fifth grade what he said.
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Mr. HOUK. The effect of lead on the adult is primarily on the
kidney, on the cardiovascular system, and hypertension. The
adult's brain can tolerate orders of magnitude more lead than can
the child's brain.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Tell me about the testing technology that we
have today in detecting the presence of lead that you suggest
should not be tolerated beyond?

Mr. HOUK. Before when we were at 25 micograms per deciliter
we had a relatively inexpensive instrument to measure erythrocyte
protoporphyrin, if that were positive then you would do blood lead.
At the levels we have now, we're going to have to do a blood lead
measurement. There are in excess of 400 laboratories in this coun-
try which are tested every month, that we've demonstrated can
measure blood leads accurately down to about 12 micrograms per
deciliter. It costs about $20 to $30. It's not inexpensive, but neither
are the consequences of lead poisoning in children.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. .Did I hear you say that we can measure it
down to 12?

Mr. HOUK. We can measure it accurately down to 12 in the
standard laboratory that the lead screening programs are using. In
the research laboratories and others we can accurately measure it
down to about 3 or 4 micograms per deciliter.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. And there is suggestion, I think, by CDC to
change this to the level 10, is that right?

Mr. ROSEN. In term of the advisory committee's recommendation,
yes.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. And if we can measure it successfully, maybe
I misunderstood there or something, that we can measure success-
fully down to 12. If the standard is 10 do we have a problem in
terms of measuring?

Mr. ROSEN. To me the major issue inthat you've raised is that
the instrumentation is out there, it's commercially available to
measure lead at the concentrations of concern that we're discussing
today, to measure those levels very accurately. The major limiting
factor, in my own opinion is the analytical expertise and discipline
that's needed now within laboratories would have to be tightened
up considerably in terms of technical expertise, quality assurance
and quality control and those new standards can be met with cur-
rent instrumentation. It is now a human technical limitation, not
an instrument limitation.

Mr. Flom Mr. Dannemeyer, 3 years ago if you asked the same
question I would have said that most of the laboratories can meas-
ure accurately down to 30 micrograms per deciliter. One of our
major commitments of knowing we're going to have to lower the
blood lead is to develop the laboratory capacity in this country to
do that. We are now at 12. Now at this moment I sit here with a
goal of down to about a 5 within a year from now.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Now, we've had a law that says we can't have
lead in paint for almost 20 years now. We no longer havewell, we
still have some leaded gasoline, but most of it has been phased out.
If we're still finding lead in children and in adults for that matter,
where do you think it's coming from?

Mr. HOUK. Most of the lead is coming from our past use of lead
and our past practices. We have 40 million houses in this country
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with lead in the course of leaded gasoline from 1926 until EPA
phased it out in 1980, I believe there were 61/2 million metric tons
of lead added to our environment that is still in the environment.

Once lead is---
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Now, wait a minute--
Mr. HOUK [continuing]. In our environment it doesn't go away.
Mr. DANNEMEYER [continuing]. You lost me there a minute ago.
Mr. HOUK. I'm sorry?
Mr. DANNEMEYER. If we phased out lead from the gasoline in

1980 is it still in the atmosphere?
Mr. HOUK. No. But it's in the soil and the child picks up the soil

in the normal hand-to-mouth activity, the dust gets in that way.
The soil and the dust are contaminated from air emissions of lead,
from primarily gasoline, unless you are around a fixed site, and
from the lead-based paint. The dust in the soil and the lead-based
paint are important. We need to keep from adding new lead to the
environment as best we can because once it gets in the environ-
ment it doesn't go away.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Now, as a practical matter, I think people
the ages of the homes in which we live in this country vary all over
the place. In the eastern part I suspect we have many older homes,
in the west we have some not so old. But in the older homes that
had paint that predated 1972 there is probably some of that lead
paint still on the wall, maybe two or three coats underneath what
is visible to the naked eye.

Mr. HOUK. Of course.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Is that lead paint on the wall in these older

homes still a hazard to living in those homes?
Mr. HOUK. Yes. A characteristic of paint is that it dusts. The

first layer goes off microscopicallyotherwise the paint will get
dirty very quicklyand the contents of that goes down in the form
of house dust.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Even if that lead paint has been covered by
another layer of paint?

Mr. HOUK. It will ultimately dust off, yes. Even though lead
paint was banned from manufacture in 1078, it is still possible in
the discount market to buy lead paint for residential use. Stuff that
was made before 1978 is now in the discount stores.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN.Thank you, Mr. Dannemeyer. Dr. Houk, I was sur-

prised to hear that. I thought we had banned the sale of lead paint,
but evidently--

Mr. HOUK. We banned the sale of paint that contains more than
6 percent lead that was manufactured before June 26, 1978, it's a
manufacturing date.

Mr. WAXMAN. So, are they manufacturing new lead paint?
Mr. HOUK. They're not manufacturing it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. They're selling the old ones?
Mr. HOUK. They're selling what was in the market still, you

know, the huge stocks. And then in addition to that, one of the big
problems is that particularly along the coastal areas a painter will
add white lead to the paint to give you a real good paint job. This
is where the lead screening programs come in, because we inten-
sively look at all of those things. Until there are standards nation-
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ally the people that get lead grants from us are required by regula-
tion to start the development of a hazard abatement standard. To
start the development of a law in their local community for hous-
ing codes, housing ordinances, because all of these things are ex-
tremely important if we are going to do something about this prob-
lem.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, don't you think we have to do it at the na-
tional level and create requirements rather than just send out in-
formation locally or through hearings. Maybe people are unprotect-
ed in other parts of the country.

Mr. HOUK. Whether we need a national law or not, I will leave to
others, but in order to have standard practice among all the lead
grantees we, by regulations require that they address certain of
these issues because just simply telling people about it is not
enough. In addition, the young lady we had before us may have
been detected through some of our lead projects before she got that
way, because one of the important parts of the lead screening pro-
grams is to go out and search out the children.

We have found that if we search out the children in the high
risk groups, we find three times as many with lead toxicity as if we
wait for the child to come in to us. And we find them earlier so
that we can do something hopefully about it earlier.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, we do have children under the Medicaid pro-
gram, which covers at least some of the poorest of the poor, that
are supposed to be covered for lead screening. Under the EPSDT
part of Medicaid they're supposed to be tested, and then have care
provided for them if the testing finds high lead levels.

Mr. Hiscock, in 1989, Congress codified the regulations of
EPSDT, which explicitly required lead blood tests as part of the
program. What is HCFA doing to see that these services are being
provided to poor children? What surveys have you conducted?
What enforcement actions have you taken?

Mr. HISCOCK. Well, Mr. Chairman, this summer we are undertak-
ing a complete program review of each State's implementation of
OBRA 1989 changes to, expansions of, or requirements for the
EPSDT program. We are developing and have had discussions with
our technical advisory group and the regional offices about a pro-
gram review guide. One of the elements in that program review
guide specifically is the blood lead level assessment. What the--

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me interrupt you. In 1989? This is already
1991.

Mr. Hiscocx. Yes, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. We changed the law and put it in the statute. But

before that, the regulations required that there be lead screen-
ing--

Mr. HIscock. Yes, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN.as part of the Medicaid program. Now, let me

ask you, what percentage of children under Medicaid have been
screened for lead?

Mr. HIscocx. As I said in my testimony, we do not disaggregate
the data to that level of degree. What we did early on was clarify
the instructions in the State Medicaid manual to apply the princi-
ples the CDC offered from the Lead Poison Prevention Grant. And,
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there has been a general regional office/State interaction, but
nothing formal until this review.

Mr. WAXMAN. So you have no idea how many children have been
screened?

Mr. HISCOCK. No, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. You don't know how many of them have been poi-

soned?
Mr. HISCOCK. NO, Sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. Do you have any idea whether the States are

doing any screening for lead poisoning or taking care of children
for lead poisoning?

Mr. HISCOCK. Yes, sir. We do.
Mr. WAXMAN. What do you know?
Mr. Hiscocx. As a matter of fact, we followed up on the Califor-

nia situation to find out what instructions and rules Dr. Kaiser's
department had put out to the counties and to see that he was
alerting physicians.

Mr. WAXMAN. Aside from California, are all other States enforc-
ing the law, do you know?

Mr. Hiscocx. That's our assumption until this review is complet-
ed.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, in other words you assume all States are fol-
lowing the law, even though you have the responsibility to ensure
State compliance?

Mr. HISCOCK. Our responsibility is to see how the States are mon-
itoring the program.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Rosen, do you have any idea how well they are
doing under the Medicaid program?

Mr. ROSEN. In New York City I would say that it's generally a
total failure. The only children in New York City who are routine-
ly screened are children in Head Start Programs.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me tell you what's happening in California. In
California they had an investigation as a result of a law suit to try
to force the State to live up to the Medicaid law. The Federal Gov-
ernment didn't have the time or wasn't doing it. And so the Court
looked to see if California was doing what they were required by
law to do found that only 300 children in the entire State were
screened for blood lead as a part of the EPSDT program; 290 of
these were in a single county and were performed by one doctor.

And even though black children are statistically higher at risk,
only 2 of the 300 tests were performed on black children. There are
approximately 600,000 Medicaid eligible children under the age of
5 alone in California and I have to ask you, and Mr. Dannemeyer
as well, how this could happen, how could it happen without HCFA
knowing anything about this complete lack of services.

Do you have any answer to that, Mr. Hiscock?
MT. Hiscocx. As I said, we do not get into each examination and

that's information we would certainly need to follow up on.
Mr. WAXMAN. Okay.
Mr. ROSEN. Mr. Chairman, could I interject?
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes, Dr. Rosen.
Mr. ROSEN. Just one other statement. So far panels have been

dealing with human costs at a very compassionate and passionate
level. I think ultimately one also has to look at dollar costs. I've
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looked with my rough Hewlett Packard calculator, looking at
CDC's strategic plan in terms of eliminating lead-based paint in
pre-1959 housing as well as looking at a recent cost analysis that
was carried out by EPA in 1990.

The annualized benefits, these are net benefits, minus costs are
roughly $4.2 billion a year that are being lost in net medical and
societal savings. Every single day that Congress or the Federal
Government and all of us collectively delay facing the lead paint
problem in the United States approximately $11.5 million are being
lost every single days in terms of net medical and societal benefits.

Mr. WAXMAN. That's astounding. Let me just ask for the record,
Mr. Hiscock, has HCFA ever taken a single step to enforce the re-
quirement that ',ead poisoning screening and treatment be given to
all poor children? Have you ever threatened to cut off funds to a
State, to file suit, even written an angry letter?

Mr. WimocK. We've taken steps, early on, in terms of bringing
State folks to, for example, CDC's program in Louisville to educa-
tion technical assistance steps.

Mr. WAXMAN. But how about enforcement? Any enforcement ac-
tions at all?

Mr. HIscom. In enforcement, a specific issue of compliance or
being out of compliance has not been raised in our system.

Mr. WAXMAN. Okay.
Mr. HISCOCK. We have taken compliance actions in other aspects

of the EPSDT program.
Mr. WAXMAN. Okay. Well, this answers the question, thank you.
Mr. HIM:1M. Let meMr. Chairman--
Mr. WAXMAN. Excuse me, INb have a limited time and I do want

to get into the drinking water questions and I see that my time on
this round is about to end so I'm going to have to either go for a
third round or ask for more time. We do have a Federal law on
drinking water.

We do have a Federal requirement that water systems all over
the country have some way to protect the American public, espe-
cially children, from lead exposure in drinking water. This is some-
thing we didn't leave to somebody else. This is something we, the
Federal Government, by law, made clear was our responsibility.

Now, Ms. Fisher and Mr. Elder you're both here from EPA. Ms.
Fisher is not even involved in drinking water, Mr. Elder is new to
take over the responsibilities in the drinking water area.

So, I don't mean for you to take any of these questions or obvious
harsh comments about the actions of EPA personally, but I would
like us to look at this record of EPA dealing with this problem.
Lead contamination in drinking water afflicts some 30 million
American children, leads to over a million cases of lead poisoning
per year, according to CDC. So we all agree that lead in drinking
water is a hugely important problem. It's not the only way lead
contaminates kids, but it's an important way that kids are con-
taminated. But it's difficult to imagine a more abject regulatory
failure than the effort to reduce lead in drinking water.

Fourteen years ago, in 1977, the National Academy of Science
recommended that EPA cut its lead standard under the Safe
Drinking Water Act in half, from 50 parts per billion to 25. Nine
years later in 1986, the lead standard remained unchanged, and in

9 7
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legislation originating with this subcommittee, Congress mandated
that the Agency act to set a new standard within 3 years, by June
1989.

We mandated it 2 years later when EPA still had not acted. This
subcommittee was developing the Lead Contamination Control Act,
EPA came before our subcommittee and proclaimed that a tough
new drinking water lead rule was among the Agency's highest pri-
orities and it would be issued by the end of the year. That was
1988. Well, we withheld enforcing action, now it's 3 years later,
long after the timeframe contemplated in the 1988 testimony,
nearly 2 years after the s'atutory deadline, 14 years after the Na-
tional Academy of Science's recommendation and the lead rule is
still not out.

The Agency is now under a court order to produce the regulation
by the end of this month and a rule is expected in a matter of days.
This is after Congress mandated it, the EPA people probably knew
at the time as well, now gone on probably to richer pastures, told
us the thing was going to be done. Well, one might expect now that
the court order and the rule is going to be issued by the end of this
month that we would be uncorking champagne bottles in celebra-
tion. The Agency provided the subcommittee a draft of the new
rule and unfortunately it's certainly nothing to celebrate.

In fact, the rule does not tighten the drinking water standard for
lead at all. Incredibly it eliminates the standard entirely, establish-
ing a treatment technique program. Mr. Elder, under the Agency's
new 1( ad rule, there will be no longer any limit on the permissible
level of lead in drinking water, is that correct?

Mr. ELDER. Mr. Chairman, I wouldn't view it exactly that way. I
agree with you that the MCL that had been 50 will be eliminated,
but in lieu of that we will be instituting a 15 part per billion action
level that would be a trigger for what public water supply systems
would have to do.

Mr. WAXMAN. Is there a maximum level of lead that would be
permissible in drinking water anywhere in this country?

Mr. ELDER. Not in the sense of a maximum contaminant level.
No, sir.

Mr. WAXMAN. Okay.
Mr. ELDER. But I believe the new standard would be 10 times

more effective than the existing 50 MCL.
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, wait, I want to look at that with you in a

minute, but first of all I want to see whether there's any standard
so the people know that the drinking water will at least be re-
quired to meet that standard. If there is no standard, children can
be exposed to levels of lead that would be illegal under the current
standard, say a level of 80 parts per billion and such contamination
levels would be entirely lawful under this new EPA proposal. Isn't
that correct? You don't think it will happen, but wouldn't it be un-
lawful if it did happen?

Mr. ELDER. It is conceivable that it could happen in 10 percent or
less of the homes in a given community's water supply.

Mr. WAXMAN. But it could be even higher and it would be legal,
since there is no maximum level.

Mr. ELDER. I don't believe that it would be acceptable if it was
greater than 10 percent.

47-045 0 - 91 - 4
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Mr. WAXMAN. Well, I don't see this whole history of EPA action
as acceptable. You can see I'm rather agitated about the whole
thing. I don't understand the Agency's so-called action level be-
cause it does not protect 10 percent of the households with the
worse lead problems. If less than 10 percent of the consumers of a
particular water system have extremely high lead levels, then cor-
rosion control, which is the way this new rule is supposed to work,
may not even be required, isn't that correct?

Mr. ELDER. That is also possible, but if the action level is exceed-
ed, as the rule is currently drafted, there would be a requirement
for lead service lines to be replaced to the point where the meas-
urement level got down to the 15 parts per billion or below.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, that's assuming you have a maximum con-
tamination level that protects everybody. Now, you're going to
switch to this corrosion control technology or technique and imme-
diately say that 10 percent can be excluded from protection and
they can be exposed to higher levels.

Last September, the EPA Inspector General's office produced a
report that was extremely criticalnow, this is your own Inspector
General, of the Agency's Implementation of the Lead Contamina-
tion Control Act, and one of the criticisms was that EPA had cre-
ated confusion regarding what constitutes an acceptable level of
lead in drinking water.

Mr. Elder, do you think that this new proposal is helpful in this
regard?

Mr. ELDER. I certainly think it will be a major step in the proper
direction. Certainly there are going to be people that think another
approach might be better. I think you have a certain difficulty here
in that most of the lead contamination problem in drinking water
arisesafter water leaves the control of the drinking water provid-
er and gets into the distribution system.

Mr. WAXMAN. My question is, if there's confusion about what
constitutes an acceptable level of lead in drinking water and that
was what your Inspector General said was part of the problem with
the way EPA was handling this lead problem, you're now saying
that there will be no level maximum control contamination level
for lead. It seems to me that if that was a criticism, this is not
going to be helpful, it's going to create more confusion. The new
rule will only add to the confusion generated by 14 years of EPA in
action.

With the new CDC lead poisoning definition, concerned parents
all over the Nation, will, we hope, be paying more attention to
their children's lead exposure and many will be testing their drink-
ing water contamination levels. And they will need to know how
much lead is too much. So, the schools are going to probably do
this as well. And they're going to want to know how much lead is
too much. What is the answer to that question? What's the accept-
able level of lead in drinking water? Tile EPA rule provides abso-
lutely no guidance. What guidance would you give these parents?

Mr. ELDER. I may not be prepared to answer that, but if the 15
part per billion action level is exceeded, there is a required public
education campaign on the part of the public water system. In
these cases the home owner would have the option to change the
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faucets in their home, replace the Lead service lines from the point
under the control of the community.

Mr. WAXMAN. You're talkin* about people already educated7
Mr. ELDER. Well, the public education program would be re-

quired if the action level were exceeded.
Mr. WAXMAN. And what are they going to be told is the standard

that's going to be protective of their kids mental and physical well
being?

Mr. ELDER. We're trying to pay attention to whatever the Cen-
ter's for Disease Control say, the 15 part per billion action level is
equivalent to 1 to 2 micrograms per deciliter, so think in terms of
the 10 number that's been talked about at your hearing today---

Mr. WAXMAN. IS that a health standard?
Mr. ELDER. No, it is not a health standard.
Mr. WAXMAN. So you're not going to have a health standard?
Mr. ELDER. We would not have an MCL.
Mr. ROSEN. Could 4 try to answer that question--
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes, Dr. Rosen.
Mr. ROSEN Ih terms of child health? I would urge that an MCL

be established that be no greater than 10 parts per billion, meas-
ured at the tap, associated and coupled to corrosion control. And
that is the way to protect the public health. And I would say, or
my own opinion is that what has been enunciated by EPA is 25
steps backwards toward protecting children and the health of
people in general.

It has to be an MCL, it has to be measured at the tap to protect
individuals.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. May I inquire at that point: If we had a re-

quirement that the maximum tolerable limit be enforced at the
tap, how do we reach the supplier of water with that requirement?
Because this is---

Mr. ROSEN. The supplier can be reached through appropriate cor-
rosion control at the source and can be measured--

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Because some of the problems that come into
the water come into the water as it goes through the pipes of the
residence, doesn't it?

Mr. ROSEN. That's true, yes.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. How can we fix the supplier of the water with

the responsibility that takes place inside the house?
Mr. ROSEN. But corrosion control coupled with an MCL measured

at the tap can solve, in large part, I believe, the concern i,hat
you've raised.

Mr. WAXMAN. ID fact, I would like to insert in the record a Sep-
tember 1987 EPA internal .erno that examines two lead control
options that rely on standards for lead at the tap. The only ques-
tion under debate at that time was whether the standard would be
10 parts per billion or 20.

And funny how in other areas our technological ability moves
forward, while in the case of measuring lead in drinking water, we
knew how to do it in 1987, but in 1991 we don't seem to know.

[Testimony resumes on p. 126.]
[The information referred to follows:]

n
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PURPOSE

An Options Selection Meeting will be held on October 6, 1987,
from 9:00 am to 10:30 am in Room 1101WT. The ourpose of the
meeting is to diicuss the major issues involved in proposing a
Maximum ContaminOnt Level Goal (MCLG) and revised National
Primary Drinking! Water ,:egulations (NPDWRs) for lead under the
Safe Drinking Water Act. An interim HCL of 50 ug/1 was estab-
lished for lead in 1975. An MCLO for lead was proposed on
November 13, 1185, and will be reproposed along 41th an NPDWR
which includes either an MCL (or a treatment tech)ique) sind
monitoring, reporting and public notification requirements.
The issues and options are presented in this memorandum:
additional detailed information is attached.

STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

Under the SDWA, EPA must propose MCLGs mimultaneously with
rCLa or a treatment technique in lieu of the MCL if it is not
feasible to ascertain the level of the contaminant. MCLGs ate
to be set at a level which, in the Administrator's judgment,
"no known or anticipated adverse effects on the health of
persons occur and which allows an adequate margin of safety."
Section 1412(b)(4).

The MCL is required to be set 6... as close to" the MCLG
"as is feasible." 1412(b)(4). Pot the purposes of thin
subsection of the SDWA, "... the term "feasible" means feasible
with the use of the best technology, treatment techniques,

1 al
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and other means which the Administrator finds ... are availat
(taking cost into consideration).6 1412(b)(5). In addition,
the legislative history directs EPA to set MCLs based upon
technologies affordable by large metropolitan communities using
relatively clean water.

future use of lead solder, pipes and flux ace prohibited
by 11417 of the SDWA. "Any pipe, solder, or flux which is
used...in the installation or repair of- (A) any public
water system, or (a) any plumbing...providing water for human
consumption which is connected to a public water system, shall
be lead free...6 0417(a)(1).

BACKGROUND

There are numerous sources of lead exposure from the
environment. In addition to drinking water, these are from air,
dust and dirt, and food. Past EPA regulation of lead has reduced
the amount of lead contributed to total exposure from each of
these non-drinking water sources. The Office of Air and Radiation
has reduced lead in gasoline (lead phase down) and ambient air
quality standards for point source emissions of lead. These
regulations have substantially reduced direct airborne exposure,
dust and dirt lead and resultant exposures, and lead in food
resulting from deposition from the air. The Food and Drug
Administration has also reduced the use of lead soldered cans
for food, and so reduced food lead levels.

As a result of these activities, overall lead exposure has
declined considerably over the past IS years. As a result of the
reductions in other lead exposures, the contribution of drinking
water to total lead has increased in relative significances and
additional regulation of lead in drinking water is clearly
warranted.

Lead in drinking water is a result of two sources: (1)
raw water supplies and (2) corrosion of plumbing materials in
the water distribution system. Most of the lead in drinking
water is a result of corrosive water and lead plumbing materials
which include (see Figure 1):

lead goosenecks or pigtails
lead service lines
lead solders used to connect copper pipes
brass faucets

The severity of lead contamination of drinking water is dependent
not only on the corrosivity of the source water, but also on
the type and age of plumbing materials and contact time. Lead
pipes are the most Significant long-term source of lead in drinking

BEST COPY MAME
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water, but new lead solders can also contribute significant
levels for up to two to five years. In addition, brass faucets
have also been shown to be 6onsiderable source of lead in
drinking water.

Virtual)y all public water systems have households with lead
solders of varying ages and most faucets are made of materials
that can contribute some lead to drinking water. Table 1 presmts
key facts regarding corrosivity, the existence of lead service
pipes, and public water systems.

Table 1
Leal Facts

A Lead pipes ware mostly installed prior to 1920
(although some were installed as recently as one or
two years ago). Public water systems may have
from zero to 00% lead service connections (Chicago
has about 80%). One tudy estimated that an average
across the country for medium to large systems is
about 10%.

Approximately 34,000 public water systems (i.e., SS%)
servino 42 million people have at least moderately
scpsol water.

Approximately 4.4 million lead service connections are
currently in place, in about 16,000 public water sys-
tems. Approximately 0,700 of these systems
2.4 million people have at least moderately
water.

The natural attrition rate for lead pipes is very
low. Longer than 50 years us* is eaeily attainable
and replacement is usually because of ground distur-
bances which can crack the pipes. Some communities,
such as Akron, Ohf, already have accelerated lead
service line replacement programs in place.

Lead solders/fluxes impart the most lead into drinking
water during the first two years after use and less
after five years. hew lead solder can result in
water lead levels greater than 2,000 ug/l.

Lead conWbutions from lead pipe can continue through-
out the use of the pipe.

Brass water fixtures contribute lead to first draw
water.

3
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Two primary methods exist for reducing lead levels in
drinking water. Because all water is corrosive to some degree,
minimizing water corrosivity is the first step of any program
to reduce lead in drinking water. The next step would be to
replace lead service lines if necessary. Additional methods
of reducinl lead exposure include public education, and the use
of bottled water.

ISSUES

The major issues to be addressed in the Options Selection
meeting are:

1. What love: should be established for the MCLG for leaA?

2. What should be the treatment basis of the enforceable .

standard? (Corrosion control only or corrosion control
plus lead service line replacement?)

DISCUSSION OF ISSUES

Issue 1: What level should be established for the mCLG for lead.

Option fl: Set the lead MCLG at zero, based on the occurrence of
a variety of low level effects for which it is currently
difficult to identify clear threshold levels below which
there are no risks of adverse health effects.

option (2: Set the MCLG at a non-zero va:ue based on protecting
the most sensitive and overall most exposed group
(from all sources) from established adverse effect
levels for lead. NCLG I ug/l.

Recommendation: Set the MCLG at zero.

Rationale: As discussed below, risks of adverse health
ITI7Clifn young children appear to be most likely at blood lead
(PIA) levels above 15 ug/dl and in fetuses at PbB levels of 10
to 15 ug/dl. Bowyer, the possibility of effects extending to
lower levels cannot be dismissed. Whether these effects represent
medically significant or "adverse* effects is highly uncertain
at present. At very low levels, lead is associated with bio-
chemical changes in enzymatic systems at the cellular level.
However, these effects are not necessarily adverse health effects.
There is some uncertainty regarding the point at which subtle
changes in cell chemistry of different types combine and compound
in a manner and of sufficient magnitude so as to cause a discernable
adverse effect on an organ or systems in the body. With increased
lead exposure, effects become more pronounced and broaden to addi-
tional biochemical and physiological mechanisms in various tissues,
causing more severe disruptions of the normal functioning of many
organ systems.
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There ate also data indicating that, at very high exposure
levels, lead may have carcinogenic potential. .CAG has given
lead a tentative weight of evidence classification (Group 92)
as a potential carcinogen, because some lead compounds cause
renal timors in test animals in very high dose tests. Nowever,
CAG recommends that quantitative estimates of the carcinogenic
potentcy of lead not be published or used for the purpose of
risk assessment, because of the considerable uncertainty in the
estimate.

The MCLG should be set at the level that would assure no
adverse effects. Given the possibility of health effects,
however uncertain in terms of biomedical significance, at levels
below 15 ug/d1 in young children and 10 ug/d1 in fetuses, whore
the risks of adverse effects become more likely, and the
precautionary nature of the SDWA, an MCLG of xero is the option
that would best represent an aspirational goal for lead in
drinking water.

Issue 02: What should be the treatment basis for the enforceable
standard?

Option 11: Corrosion control only, based on reduction of lead
levels to approximately 20 ug/l, at a cost of $20-80
per household annually, and national annual costs
of $780 million and capital costs of $1.65 billion.

Option 12: Corrosion control plus partial lead service line
replacement, based on reduction of lead levels to
approximately 10 ug/11 at annual household costs of
$5-40 and total national annual costs of $85-180
million and capital costs of $1.3-2.6 billion, in
addition.to:corrosion control costs.

Recommendation: Corrosion control plus lead sixvice line
replacement.

Rationale: Corrosion control and lead service line replacement
are techn cally feasible, if economically acceptable. Together,
they provide a basis for an MCL of about 10 ug/l, which is as
close to the recommended MCLG as could possibly be considered
feasible. The data base for concluding that either 10 ug/1 or
20 ug/1 is nationally achievaole is weak, particularly for the
10 ug/1 level. Part of the problem with the 10 ug/1 level is
that only that'portion of the lead pipe owned by the water
system will be required to be replaced, which is roughly half
the pipe; The contribution of lead from the remaining portion
of the pipe is not well documented.
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The costs of replacing the entire pipe for all lead service
lines in the country is $6.6 billion; replacement of only the water
system portion of each lead service is $2.6 billion. It is most
likely that not all lead services will need replacement. A capital
cost of $1.3 billion was estimated based upon the assumption that
the water supply portion of SO% of all pipes would be replaced.

The 11CL with this option, 10 ug/l, would provide more public
health protection than corrosion control alone, and would provide
greater assurance of minimum exposure to lead from drinking

water. The capital costs (see Table 2) of achieving 10 ug/1
would about double that of achieving 20 ugh', but the annual

costs would only increase about 10-20%.
;

Table 3 presents estimated benefits of the application
of corrosion control. A very rough calculation suggests
achieving levels of 10 ug/1 with corrosion control and lead
pipe replacement might result in an increase in benefits up to
three times that achieved with corrosion control alone.

With an MCL of 10 ug/1 there would be fewer children
at risk of having blood lead levels of 15 ug/dl as compared to a
standard of 20 ug/1 because the water contribution of tOtal

exposure would be somewhat less. The entire distribution of
drinking water lead levels would shift downward, including the
inevitable outliers, which would reduce exposure for the most
exposed individual as well as those less exposed.

Setting the MCL at 10 ug/1 would also be protective against
some low level effects which are not now considered adverse.
Provision of a greater margin of safety would appear to be
warranted because of the possible Significance of low level
effects of lead. Although blOod lead levels at which risks of
adverse health effects in young children may have been identified,
the possibility of effects extending to lower levels cannot be

dismissed (whether these effects represent medically significant
or adverse effects is highly uncertain at present; future research

may clarify this issue). Therefore, setting an MCL at the lowest
feasible level is justifiable as a more conservative measure.
Additional data will be collected during the public comment period
to further evaluate the feasibility of this suggested MCL.

Attachment A provides details on each of the above issues
including advantages and disadvantages of each of the options.
The Primary Drinking water Regulations Work Group has reviewed
a draft of this memorandum. Should any additional information
be needed, please contact Joseph Cotruvo or Craig Vogt of the
Criteria and Standards Division at 382-7575.

Attachments

Addressees:

Deputy Administrator
Associate Administrators
Assistant Administrators
/nspector Genera/
General Counsel
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Household
Annual Cost

National
Capital Cost

National
Annual Cost

/able 2

summary of Treatment Costs

Corrosion

$20-80

$1.65 billion

$780 million

Lead Pips
Replacement

Total of
Corrosion

Control plus
Lead Pipe
Replacement,

85-40 825-120

$1.3-2.6 billion $2.95-4.25 pillion

885-180 million $865-960 million

Includes $150 million capital and $22 million annual costs for
non-community, non-transient water supplies assuming SOB
install treatment.

Table 3

Net Annual Benefits of Corrosionlistrol.
(Estimated reduction to 20 ug L

Children

Adult Males

Plumbing
Materials Sayings

ToTAL BENEFIT&

tEstimated costs

Net Benefit

Reduced Numbers Monetized
at Risk Banana__

1.1 minion $110-300 million

130,000 $290 million

1.2 million

$530 million

§930 million-1.12 billion

$780 million

$150-$340 million

107
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ATTACKMENT A SEP 2 g set

ISSUE 61, What level should be established for the MCLO for lead.

In November 1985 EPA proposed an NCLO of 20 ug/1 for
lead using the following approachs

o identify the sensitivt population and establish the
adverse effect level for that group,

o determine the reference dose, and apply an appropriate
uncertainty factor, weight and water consumption for
children:

o determine the contribution of drinking water to overall,
exposure to lead, and determine correlation factor
to estimate the relationship between lead in drinking
water and blood lead levels.

In the November 1985 proposal, children in general, an4
neonates in particular, were identified as the sensitive popu-
lation to be protected from lead exposure. An adverse effect
level of 15 ug lead/dl (deciliter) blood (Pb8) was estimated,
based on a variety of effects, including lead's adverse
e ffects on hem, synthesis, interference with pyrimddine
metabolism, alteration of nervous system activity, and inter-
ference with vitamin V metabolism. A safety factor of 5 was
applied to the adverse effect level. A value correlating
water lead with blood lead was estimated to be 0.16 for the
sensitive group, and the relative source contribution for
drinking water was estimated to be 100% for neonates. The
proposed MOW was 20 ugh,.

New data have been developed since the 1985 proposal which
support lowered blood lead level of concern. Thsse studies
are discussed in detail below. Other elements of the calculation
have also been reviewed and revised in the interim. The
correlation factor between water lead and blood lead has been
revised from 0.16 to 0.2 based on an assessment of several
studies of this correlation, rather than the single study
Which formed the basis for the oarlier value. Exposures for
different portions of the sunsitive group have been reviewed
and revised to estimate that at exposure levels contemplated
for regulation for all sourceo, drinking water contributes about
20% of total lead exposure to 2 year old children, and up to
about 80% of exposure to neonates.

Lead Exposure. There are several sources of lead exposure other
Win drinking water. Oirectly inhaled airborne lead and lead
that settles out to dust and dirt from the air are important
sources, especially for children. Other important sources are
air deposition on food, leaching to food from lead soldered cans,
and for exceptional exposures, lead paint.
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The Office A' and Radiation (0AR) has a National Ambient
Air Quality Stanard tNAAOS), for lead, which it is in the process
of revising. The current NAAOS established in 19711, is 1.5
ug/m3, based on concern about blood lead levels of 30 ug/d1. The
NAAOS was based on an estimate of the national distribution of
blood lead levels, and modeled to raduca 99.511 of the xposed
population's blood lead level to below the blood lead level of
concern. OAA le currently revising its standard, but is retaining
this approach.

Significant reductions in lead exposure hove occurred over the
past IS years as a result of OAP's reductions of lead in gasoline
(lead phasedown), and additional reductions are expected with
implementation of the final step of the lead phasedown pro4eam,
and with the new NAAOS for lead from point sources. Pe.ulation
average blood leads have dropped from about IS ug/d1 tto about 8 ug/dl

as result of these standards.

In addition, numerous local community health programs monitor
the blood leads of children and identify high risk housing and
assist with remediation of lead paint problems.

The Food and Drug Administration has required use of non-
lead soldered cans for babyfoods, and encourages food processors
to eliminate the use of lead soldered cans. The program for
non-babyfood items is still voluntary, and no monitoring of
lead-soldered can use is conducted.

The multiple sources of lead exposure in the environment
indicste the desirability of developing an EPA-wide, or Federal
Regulatory Agency-wide strategy for reducting lead exposure.
An Agency-wide strategy would consist of detailed analyses of
sources of lead exposure, followed by a coordinated regulations
review and development prograu.

Statutory Authority

MCLOs are to be set at a level which, in the Administrator's
ludgment, no known or anticipated adverse effects on the health
of persons occur and which allows an adequate margin or safety."

Section 1412(b)(4). The legislative hisrtory provides the follow-
ing further guidance on selecting these levels. (Oho recommended
maximum level... must include an adequate margin of safety, unless
there Is no safe threshold for a contaminant. In such a case,
the level ehould be set at zero level [Nouse Report No. 93-119S,

July 10, 1974, at 203. The MCLO le en aspirationsl, nonenforceable
ideal that is used as a lower limit from which the enforceable MCL
Is developed. The MCL is set as close to the MCLO as is feasible.
Water suppliers must essure that tap water meets the !JCL.

ho

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Health Effects
-

Lead exposure across a broad range of PbS levels is
associated with a continuum of pathophysiological effects.
including interference with hems synthesis, anemia, kidney damage.
impaired reproductive function, interference with vitamin
metabolism. impaired cognitive performance (as measured by 10
tests. performance in schaol, and other means), delayed neurological
development, and elevations in blood pressure (EPA. 1986). At
this time, it is difficult to identify clearly what Pb$ level
would be an appropriate criteria or "threshold" level. below which
there are no or only minimal risks of adverse health effects. The
following considerations are important in determining a target
PbB of concern in setting a HCL01

(a) PIA levels above 30 ug/d1 in young children aro associated
with clearly deleterious effects in several organ systems Which
are either individually or collectively seen as being adverse
(EPA. 1986).

(b) At levels below 25-30 0g/di, many different smaller
effects on neurological development and function. home synthesis.
and vitamin D metabolism might be argued as separately not being
of clear medical significance, although each are indicative of
interference by lead with normal physiological processes. The
collective impact of all of the observed effects (representing
potentially impaired functioning and depleted reserve capacities
of many different tissues and organs) can, at some point distinctly
below 25-30 ug/d1. be seen as representing an adverse pattern of
effects worthy of avoidance with some margin of safety (EPA. 1986).

(c).The collective impact of various effects noted above
might be argued as becondng sufficiently adverse to warrant
avoidance (with a margin of safety) only When the various effects
come to represent marked deviations from normal as Pb$ levels
exceed 20-25 ug/dl (EPA, 1986). Alternatively, the onset of
signs of detectable hemm synthesis impairment in many different
organ systems at PbB levels starting around 10-15 ug/dl, slong
with indications of increasing degrees of pyrimidine metabolism
interference and signs of altered nervous system activity. could
be viewed as that level worthy of avoidance. -

(d) In reviewing the information presented in the 1986 Air
Quality Criteria Document. EPA's Clean Air Science Advisory
Committee concluded that the various effects starting at PbB
lvels starting around 10-13 ug/d1 in young children "may be
argued as beconing bionsdically adverse (Lippnann. 1986).

(e) Newly emerging evidence indicates that fetal exposure
to maternal PIA levels as low as 10-13 ug/d1. as measured by
umbilical cord blood, is associated with small but statistically
significant delays in early mental and physical development (EPA.
1986).
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(f) In adult*, several studies hses found but
consistent relationship between blood lead and olood pressure,
with soma indications of continuous relationship down to the

1:west lel.els measured. The blood pressure increases may be
associated with some increased risk for more serious cardiovascular
disease events, especially if PhD levels are chronically elevated
(Benefits Analysis, 1986).

(g) There is also evidence suggesting Chat even lower PhD
levels may be associated with certain of the above types of
effects (albeit of relatively small magnitude) and other bio-
chemical/tlectrophysiological changes indicative of disruption of
normal physiological processes as follows:

1. Inhibition of pyrimidine-S-nucleotidase (Py-S-N) and
delta-aminolevulinic acid dehydrase (ALA-D) activity, which
appears to begin at 10 ug/d1 of blood lead or below (Angle et

al., 1982). Mernberg and Nikkanen (1970) found 50 percent of
ALA-D inhibited at above 16 ug/dl. Inhibition of erythrocyte
ALA-D appears to occur at virtually all blood lead levels measured
so far, and any threshold remains to be determined (EPA. 1986:
pp.12-13 to 12-51.). Inhibition of ALA-D activity is manifested
in increased levels of aminolevulinic acid (ALA) in blood and
soft tissue, which appear to occur at about IS ug/d1 and may
occur at lower levels (Meredith et al., 1978). Several studies
indicate that increases of ALA in the brain interfered with the
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurotransmitter system in several
ways (Criteria Document, 1986: p. 12-145 ff).

2. Elevated levels of rythrocyte protoporphyrin (EP)
in red blood cells occurs at about IS ug/dl. This probably
indicates a general interference in hems synthesis throughout
the body, including interference in the functioning of mita-.

chondris (Piornalli et al., 1977). Changes in hems metabolism
have been reported perinatally at blood lead levels of 8-10 g/d1

(Lauwerys et al/. 1978). Some studies that accounted for iron
status show that childern with low iron stores are sore sensitive

to lead in terms of hems biosynthesis ineterftrence (e.g., Mahaffey

and Annest, 1986).

3. Changes in the electrophysiological functioning of the
nervous system, These include: changes in slow-wave electro-
encephalogram 'EEO) patterns, increased latencies in brainstem
auditory tvol .d potentials (Otto et al., 1941, 1902, 1984),
including slowed nerve conduction in the auditory pathway associated
with PhD levels with no clearly discernable threshold apparent
down to 6 ug/dl (Schwartz and Otto. 1987). Also, there is s
significant negative ttorrelation between PhD and peripheral nerve
conduction velocity in children whose PhD levels range from IS
ug/dl to about 90 ug/dl (Landrigan et al. 1976).
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4. Interference with vitamin D metabolism has been associsted
with lead across a wide range of Pb5 with no apparent threshold
down to 12 ug/dl.

S. An association between maternal and fetal blood-lead
levels and reduced gestational age, lower birth weight, and
slowed early post-natal development (both physical end mental)
down to 10 ug/dl PIA and possibly below (Bellinger et el., 1984:
McMichael et al., 1986). Investigations of post-natal growth end
stature also present evidence of a negative association In podia..
tric populations (Schwartz et el., 1986) with PIA levels ranging
down to or somewhat below 10 ug/d1.

6. Recent studies of 10 effects In poor (low socioeconomic
status) black children (Schroeder et el., 1985/ Schroeder mid
Hawk, 1986) shcmn an association between 10 and blood lead
analyzed across a range of 6 to 47 ug/dl SPA, 19868 p. 12-92 ff,
12-157).

7. Finally, CAG has given lead a tentative weight of
evidence classification (Group 82) for lead as potential carci-
nogen, because some lead compounds cause renal tumors In test
animals (Farland, 1987). CAG noted that lead may act es pro-
moter or initiator of carcinogenesis, and that In vitro studies
support the genotoxic and carcinogenic role of lead. However,
CAG recomnends that quantitative estimates of the carcinogenic
potency of lead not be published or used for the purpose of risk
assessment, because of the considerable uncertainty In the'esti-
mate. However, 'lead has been observed to increase tumorigenesis
rates in animals only at relatively high concentrations, and
therefore it does not appear to be a potent carcinogen MA,
1986). At low levels, the non-cancer effects of lead ere of
greatest concern for regulatory purposes,

Based on these considerations, risks of adverse health
effects In young children appear to ee most likely et Pb8 levels
above 15 ug/d1 and In fetuses at PIA levels of 10 to IS ug/dl.
However, the possibility of effects extending to lower levels
cannot be dismissed. Whether these effects represent medically
significant or 'adverse' effects le highly uncertain at present.
At very low levels, lead is associated with biochemical changes
in enzymatic systems at the cellular level. However, these
effects ere not necessarily adverse health effects. There is
some uncertainty regarding the point et which subtle changes in
cell chemistry of different types coebine and compound In
manner and of sufficient magnitude so es to cause discernable
adverse effect on an organ or systema In the body. As indicated
above, with increased lead exposure, effects become more pronounced
and broaden to additional biochemical end physiological mechanisms
in various tissues, causing more severe disruptions of the normal
functioning of many organ eystems.

113
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Issue flt Should the MCLO for lead be set at zero or at some
non-zero value?

Option Olt St the Lead MCLG at zero.

Pros

The MCLG should be set at the level that would assure no
adverse health effects. The legislative history of the SDWA
indicates that in cases where there is 'no safe threshold for a
contaminant...", the MCLO hould bs set at a zero level (Rouse
Report, SDWA)". Given (a) the possibility of health ffects,
however uncertain in terms of medical significance, at levels
even below 15 ug/dl in young children and 10 ug/dl in the fetus
where the risks of adverse effects become more likely, and (b)
the precautionary nature of the Safe Drinking Water Act, a zero
MCLG is the option that would best represent an aspirational
goal of no health risks.

Cons
The detailed discussion of lead's effects on humans

presented above concludes that a variety of biochemical effects
occur at the cellular level at very low blood lead levels. While
there is considerable uncertainty about the blood lead levels at
which the collection of effects becomes adverse, 'most likely'
advers ffects levels have been identified for the sensitive
populations. While they may not prove to be 'right in the long
run (i.e., additional study of lead may result revision of
these most likely adverse effect levels), they represent Agency
concensus. based on the currently available data. The most
likely adverse effect level estimates therefore could provide an
adequate basis for a non-zero MCLO.

While less conservative, a non-zero MCLO would be more firmly
based in the available toxicity data that have been reviewed through
the Agency. It would be based on current concensus estimates of
the point at Which lead effects become adverse, rather than on
cellular level changes that may or may not be adverse. Regulation
based on these levels will result in no adverse health effects
(based on concensus assessment of the data), with a margin of
safety, as required by the

'In the case of National Ambient Air Quality Standards, in contrast
the legislative history af the Clean Air Act indicates that in
cases where there is no safe threshold setting. MAROS at zero
would be the equivalent of a "no-risk philosophy' that ignores
all economic and social consequences and would be impractical,
especially because of mandatory attainment requirements within
three years of setting a NAAQS, unlike the case for a MCLO.
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SDWA. In addition, it would provide a point of comparison for
assessing the safety of the HCL 4alue (which ODW require. as ,

general policy) and for establishing the unreasonable riak to

health value used for valuating applications for variances from

the MCL. It would also provide reference point for determining

the value adequate to protect the health of persons, which is

required for variances from treatment technique.

Option 2: Set the MCLO at 9 mg/L.

o Based on recent data in neonates and young children, a LOAEL
of 20 ug/d1 of lead in blood has been suggested_for neonates,

and IS ug/d1 for young children.

o The sensitive population is neonates and young children; the
target group for protection is two year old children because of
their higher overall lead exposure (higher than other parts of

the sensitive group) from all sources. This group could receive
approximately 10-204 of total lead exposure from drinking water

if exposures from all sources are, as an average, projected to
1991, the estimated effective date of the new drinking water

standards for lead. A value of 204 will be used in the calcu-
lation, consistent with the ODW policy of setting a floor for
drinking water relative source contribution values.

o Several studies correlating blood lead values with oral

intake of lead have been conducted. The correlation values
change with age and with total lead intake. For two year old

children with estimated total lead intakes projected to 1991
(approximately 40-70 ug/day), this correlation factor is
approximately 0.2.

o Use an uncertainty factor of 2: there are good quality data
in humans, and several conservative assumptions are built

into the analysis.

o Calculation of an MCLO based on these assumptions with an
uncertainty factor of 2 results in an MCLO of 7.5 ug/2.

This is rounded off to an MCLO of 9 mg/1.

Pros

1. This approach is consistent with past ODW approach for
establishing MCLGe based on noncarcinogenic non-theshold

endpoints.
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2. A safety factor of 2 would appear to be the minimum that can be
used, since the 8DWA requires EPA to establish MCL0s with an
°adequate margin of safety'. The factor of 2 is adequate because
the low level effects of lead have been well studied, and the
LOAEL of 15 ug/d1 for Pb8 is a relatively conservative
estimate.

3. This approach would result in a goal of drinking water
contributing no more than an estimated 1.5 ug/d1 to total
blood !cad for the sensitive population.

o An MCLO of 8 ug/L would.also be protective of neonates:
in fact, very young infants, ages birth to 3 months,
may receive most of their lead exposure from drinking
water, if they are fed formula prepared with tap water
containing lead. It is assumed that children at this
point of their lives do not crawl around on the floor,
and therefore get very little lead exposure from house
dust. This group does receive some lead exposure from
breathing air. It is therefore estimated that up to
80% of lead exposure for new born children fed with
drinking water prepared formula would be from drinking
water. Also, the LOAEL is 10 ug/dl for neonates.
Using these assumptions for neotates (with a safety
factor of 2), the MCI.0 could be set at 20 ug/1 for
neonates.

Cons

1. Does not account for low level lead effects not now
considered to be adverse.

Recommendations Set the MCLG for lead at sero.

Rationales Zero is recommended based upon the possibility of
health effects (of however uncertain medical
significance) at levels below IS ug/dl for young
children and 10 ug/dl in neonates, Where risks
become more likely, and the precautionary nature
of the SDWA.
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ISSUE 02, TREATMENT BASIS FOR THE ENFORCEABLE STANDARD

A. Statutory Authorities

Under the SDWA, EPA must propose MCLOs simultaneously with
MCLs or, a treatment technique in lieu of the MCL if it is not
feasible to &certain the level of the contaminant.

The MCL is required to be set "...as close to' the MCLO "as

is feasible." 1412(b)(4). For the purposes of this subsecdon
of the SOMA, "...the term 'feasible" means feasible with the use
of the best technology, treatment techniques, and other means
which the Admdnistretor finds ..are available (taking cost/into
consideration)." 1412(b)(5). In addition, the legislative
history direct. EPA to set MCLs based upon technologies affordable
by large metropolitan communities using relatively clean water.

A treatment technique is to be established in lieu of an MCL
"...if it is not economically or technologically feasible to
escertain the level of the contaminant. If this is the case,
EPA is to "...identify those treatment techniques which...would
prevent known or anticipated adverse effects on the health of
persons to the extent feasible.° 1412(b)(7)(A).

States can issue variances from either an MCL or a treaument
technique requirement because of the characteristics of the raw
water supply. Section 1415. However, the two types of variances
ars different,

A veriance from an MCL can be issued only after
applicetion of best available technology and cannot
result in an unreasonable risk to health (URTH). A
schedule to reach compliance must be included and
States can require additional control measures.

A variance from a treatment technique requirement
can be iesued if the treatment is not necessary to
protect the health of persons. States can prescribe
monitoring and other requirements as conditions of
the variance.

State, can issue exemptions if systems ere unable to comply
due to compelling factors. An exemption cannot be issued if it
would result in an URTH. A schedule of compliance is to be issued
with the exemption. Section 1416.

Future use of lead solder, pipes and flux are prohibited by
11417 of the SOMA. "Any pipe, solder, or flux which is used...in
the installation or repair of- (A) any public water system. or (8)
any plumbing...providing water for human consumption which is con-
nected to a public water system, shall be lead free..." 11417(6)(1).

i 1 A
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B. Problem Definition
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Sources of Load in Drinking Water. Lead in drinking water
is a result of two soureess (1) raw water supplies and (2)
corrosion of plumbing materials in the water distribution
system. Most of the lead in drinking water is a result of
corrosive water and lead plumbing materials.

In 1985, 37 of the 60,000 public water supplle,.. exceeded
the current MCL of SO ug/1 for lead in free-flowing water.
In EPA's recent National Inorganics and Padionuclides Survey,
12 of 984 groundwater samples exceeded 20 ug/1 for lead in
free-flowing water, 24 exceeded 10 ugh', and SS exceeded S ughl.
Lead in source waters van be reduced to levels of about 5
ug/1 through application of technology at the source. medeuse
there ars no issues associated with source water contamination,
this options-selection paper only addresses problems resulting
from corrosion.

Lead in drinking water as a by-product of corrosion
results primarily from corrosion of plumbing materials (see
Figure 1)o

lead goosenecks or pigtails
lead service lines
lead solders used to connect copper pipes
brass faucets

The severity of lead contamination of drinking water is dependent
not only on the corrosivity of the source water, but also on the
type and age of plumbing materials and contact time with water.
Lead pipes are the most significant long-term source of lead in
drinking water, but new lead solders can also contribute signi-
ficant levels for up to wo to five years. In addition, brass
faucets have also been shown to be considerable source of lead
in drinking water.

Corrosivity, Load Plumbing Materials, and Public Water
Systems. Viitually ail public water systems have households

th lead solders of varying ages and most faucets ere made
of materials that can contribute some lead to drinking water.
Table 1 presents key facts regarding corrosivity, the existence
of lead service pipes, and public water systems.

All future use of lead solders and pipes by public water
systems and in the plumbing of buildings providing water for
human consumption was banned by the 1986 Amendments to the
SDWA. Many states already have their own lead bans in place,
some plumbing codes have already been modified, and some housing
construction companies have already stopped using lead materials.
All states must begin enforcing the ban on June 19, 1999.

1 s
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Table 1
Lead Pact*

Lead pipes were mostly installed prior to 1920
(although some were installed as recently as one or
two yeate ago). Public water systems may have from
zero to 80% lead service connections (Chicago has
about 80%). One study estimated that an average
across the country for medium to large systems is
about 10%.

Approximately 34,000 public water systems (i.e., 58%)
have at least moderately aggressive water.

Of the approximately 4.4 million lead service
connections currently le place, approximately 2.6 mil-
lion are in areas that have at least moderately
agressive watez.

Approximately 16,000 public water suppliers (or 26%)
have some lead service connections in use currently.
Approximately 8,700 of these systems have at least
moderately aggressive water.

The natural attrition rate for lead pipes is very
low. Longer than 50 years use is easily attainable
and replacement is usually because of ground distur-
bances which can crack the pipes. Some communities,
such as Akron, Ohio, already have accelerated lead
service line replacement programs in place.

Lead solders/fluxes impart the most lead into drinking
water during the first two years after use and less
after five years. New lead solder can result in
water lead levels greater than 2,000 ug/l.

Lead contributions from lead pipe continue throughout
the use of the pipe.

Brass water fixtures contribute lead to first draw
water.

Characteristics of CorrosivitY and Variability of Lead
Levels. The corrosivity of water is determined largely by
IFFFil and carbonate alkalinity of the water. Low pHs (below
7.5) and low water carbonate alkalinity (less than 20 mg/1
CO3) are generally more agaressive toward lead than waters
with higher pHs (8.5) and hiaher carbonate alkalinity.
However, all water is corrosive to sore degree, even water
termed non-corrosive or water treated to make it less corrosive.

1 I 9
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Lea: loyal. dm drinking water can vary considerably from
system tu system, among houses supplied by s system, and
between eifferent times of day at a single tap in household,
because of different waters, different sources of lead and
different standing time. rectors that affect lead levels in
water includes

temperature of the water (hot water leaches more lead than
cold water: seasonal variations in water lead levels are
common):

number and age of lead soldered joints and workmanship;

the length of the lead service line (longer lines result
in higher lead levels in water coming out of a tap):

the contact time between the water and the lead (longer
contact time results in higher leadt morning first flush
water has higher lead levels than randomly drawn water or
flushed water):

amount of water drawn (smaller first draws at the tap have
higher lead levels than larger draws),

These factors result in variations in exposure. For
example, people drinking first flush water, especially water
that has been standing in the pipes overnight, will consume
considerably more lead via their drinking water than people
who drink flushed water.

Treatment and Methods of Lead Reduction. Two primary
methods exist for reducing lead lc,,els in drinking water,
Because all water is corrosive to some degree, minimising
water corrosivity is the first step of sny program to reduce
lead in drinking water. The next step would be to replace
lead service lines. Additional methods of reducing lead
include, public education, use of bottled water, and strict
nforcement of the national ban on use of lead solder and

pipe.

Corrosion control is well known to reduce lead levels:
optimization of the water to attain the least corrosive
water possible can be achieved by varying such parameters
as pH and alkalinity until lead levels are at their lowest.
Optimal water quality will vary from aystem to system.

Lead service line replacement by water systems removes the
primary long-term source of lead. One complication in
lead service replacement is the fact that most lead service
lines are only owned up to the water meter by the public
water system. The homeouner owns the portion of the lead
pipe from the meter to the house (see Figure 1). Since lead

BEST COPY AVAILABli
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Aerv:ce lines are only partially owned.by the water system,
eemwval of the lead service line up to the me%.er can be
required but the removal of the remaining pipe can only be
Juogasted by regulation. EPA would suggest that water
systems offer to replace the homeowner portion of the lead
pipe.

removal of copper pipes with lead solders is not considered
necessary because of the fact that lead contributions from
solders decrease after two to five years.

Public education programs can be effective. Information to
be provided would include advising consumers to flush the
water from household plumbing, not to use hot water for
drinking or coOking purposes, and btee testing procedures.

C. Issues and Options for the ftforceable Standard

The primary issue that must be resolved in order to set an
enforceable standard for lead is the following:

Should the best available technology (BAT) be corrosion control
or corrosion control plus lead service line replacement?

Other issues are also important in the implementation aspects of
the enforceable standard.

Shotild the enforceable standard be an FICL or a treatment
technique?

What level of lead in drinking water constitutes An unreasonable
risk to health (URTH)?

How should compliance (with an MCL) be defined: 1.0., should
the basis for compliance be that 100% of a water system's tap
be required to meet the MCL or would a lesser value (e.g.
90-95%) be approluiate?

If an MCL is set, decisions are needed on the following:

What level should b sot for the MCL (i.e., what is BAT
and how is compliance defined?)

What monitoring requirements should be set?

- Should monitoring be directed et worst case (e.g., lead
pipe) situations?

r-----, - How many household taps should be sampled, and with what
frequency?

121
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- What specific sampling reouirements should be sets i.e.,
overnight standing first draw, random first draw, service
line sample, or combination? And what size of sample:
125 ml, 250 ml, 1 liter?

If a treat:rent technique were set, decisions are needed
on the followin,,4

What is the d.finition of corrosion control in terms of
specific treatment, deskn and operating parameters?

Upon what basis (e.g., lead levels, pH, alkalinity) would
systems be required to install treatment? What monitoring
requirements would be needed to make this demonstration?

What follow-up monitoring requirements would De needed to
assure compliance?

How would states enforce the treatment requirements?

Another consideration in the specific requirements of the
enforceable standard includes the fc,Ilowing:

Should bottled water be required as an interim measure or
as part of variance conditions or would public education
(e.g., flush taps before drinking) be sufficient?

The OW is reauesting guidance via the options-selection
process on the primary issue of the treatment basis of the
enforceable standard. The other issues identified above will
be addressed by the OW and the Primary Drinking Water Regulation
Work Group and through the normal EPA regulation development
mechanisms (i.e., Red Border review). Presented below is a
description of the major issue and advantages and disadvantages
of the two options.

ISSUE 12: What Should be the Treatment Basis of the Enforceable
Standard?

Two options are presented below as the treatment basis
for the enforceable standard.

Option 1: Corrosion control.

Option 2: Corrosion control plus partial lead pipe replacement.

DISCUSSION

Before the enforceable standard for lead can be deter-
mined, the best available technology (BAT) must be selected.
In this case, the choice is between (1) corrosion control and
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(2) corrosion control and l'ad pips -eplacement. Public
education programs would by included under either option.
Criteria for selection of BAT are bared upon the SOMA directive
to set MCLs es close to MCLGs ss feasible. For the treatment
technique, treatrent :8 to prevent known or anticipated adverse

effects on the health of persons to the extent feasible.

Feasible means:

feasible with the us* of the best technology,
treatment techniques, an3 other sultans, which the
Administrator finds, afer examination for efficacy
under field conditinns and not sole), under labora-
tory conditions, are available (taking costs into

con^ideretion). Section 1412.

In adlition, the legislative history directs EPA to set MCLI

based upon technologies affordable by large metropolitan
commsnities using relatively clean water.

The criteria for BAT are therefore technological feasi-
bility and economic affordability. The SDWA does not provide
for an analysis of the ben.:fits of any particular technology
in relation tc its costs; however, the Ow feels that this
information should be at least available at the "elbow of the

decision-maker".

Telinolooical Feasibility.

Criteria used by OW incluoe (1) OemnrwArated use, (2) commercial

availability, and (3) engineering feasibility.

Corrosion Control: Technologies are well establ:shed to reduce
the corrosivity of tha Mater. These technologies have been
demonstrated and are used in many water systems across the
country. However, their specific P erformence is n...t well
quantified under a variety of conditicns.

Lead PiPs Replacemeq: Replacement of lead pipes involves
replacing at least the portion of the lead tervico lino owned

by the utility with a non lead pipe.

Economic Affordability.

The Whas used the following affordability nri'teria in recent

times (Note: OMB has not agreed to t)'ese criteria):

Increase in anlual costs due to a specifis treatment rot
to exceed 1% of median family income (aho-t $275 per year);

A total annual cost for drinking wrter not to exceed 2% of

median family income (about $550 per year).

No criteria have been discussed regarding capital costs per
water system or national capital or annual costs.

123
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Corrosion Control (tee Table 1)s

Household costs vary from $20 to $80 per'year based on the
sits of system.

Capital costs vary from $2500 to $2 million bas,-d on the
site of system. Net costs aro much less (and perhaps
negative) due to the extended life of plumbing systems.

Approximately 34,000 systems may need to install corrosion
control.

- Total national capital costs are $1.65 billion.

- Total national annual costs are $780 million.

- These costs include $150 million capital and $22 million
annual costs for 10,000 non-transient, non-community
systems.

pipe Replacement (see Table 1);

Lead pipe replacement coste.about $600 per pipe (based
upon $30 per foot and 20 feet of pipe: average service
connections are about SO feet long: the Pla portion is
about 20 feet.

Costs to each system would vary greatly, because some
systems have no lead services, and some have up to 80%
lead services, and it is likely that not all pipes in
each system would have to be replaced. If the PW8 por-
tion of all pipes were replaced, arnual costs of pipe
replacement, spreading costs to all households for 20
years are as follows*

% total of pipes replaced Annual costs per
in a water system Household

10% $
40% $21
80% $42

Capital costs examples for a system replacing 10% of its
lead pipes and serving 10,000 people, capital costs would
be $2.2 million.

Approximately MOO) (i.e., 26%) public water systems have
some lead pipes. Yu* systems with lead pipes, the national
average is estimated to be 10% lead service lines for those
systems with lead services.

In those 16.00u systems', 4.4 million lead service lines
are estimated to exist.

1 ' 1
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Total national capital cbtt s of removing the PWS port(nn of
ell lead Pipes is $2.6 bil ion. Removing 50% of load
pipes (PWS portion) would cost $1.3 billion.

Total national annual costs of removing all lead pipes (PWS
portion) are $180 million. Removing SO% of lead pipes
would cost $85 million annually.

Two factors are important in considering lead pipe replace-

ment costs:

(1) The remaining useful life of existing lead service lines
is estimated to aversge SO years. Thus, systems will
replace virtually all pipes within SO years. The ,
regulations under consideration would require replace-
ment in 15 years and therefore could be considered an
acceleration,of costs that would eventually be expended.

- Someyoluntary pipe replacement programs are underway
it a'number of public water systems.

(2) Depending upon the regulatory option selected, it 1:
not expected that all lead services would have to be
replaced. Some households will achieve low lead
levels even with lead service lines after application
of corrosion control. However, a judgment would have
to be made on the extent of service line replacement
by a community.

Requiring replacement of the homeowner portion of lead
pipes is probably not possible as they are not under the
control of the water supplier. OGC has not found any way
we could do this.

Table 1

Summary of Treatment Conts Total of
Corrosion

Corrosion
Cost'

Lead Pipe
Replacement

Control plus
Lead Pipe
Replacement

Household Annual Cost $20-80 $5-40 $25-120

National Capital Cost $1.65 billion $1.3-2.6
billion

3.1-4.4
billion

National Annual Cost $780 million $85-180
million

$865-960
million

Includes $150 million capital and $22 million annual costs
for non-transient, non-community water supplies.

_1 ') t
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Benefitss Table 2 presents estimated quantitative benefits
for-iiaatTon of lead levels in water from SO ug/I to 20
ugh', based on BAT of corrosion control only. Additional
health benefits can be expected if the MCL is 10 ug/1 based
on replacement of the PMS portion of lead service connections.
These additional benefits have been roughly estimated to be
3 times the benefits presented in Table 2.

Corrosion Controls

Lead levels in systems with corrosive waters may range
from 50-100 ug/1 up to 300-500 WI. Corrosion control
can reduce these levet@ down to_around 20 ug/1 in first
draw @ample@ at most taps. Some systems will achieve lower
levola,

1,102221soements

Lead pipe replacement will remove s portion of the primary
remaining source of lead in the drinking water and it is
thought that levels of 10 ug/1 are probably achievable.
Remaining sources would be lead service line sections from
meter to house, lead pigtails (Pigtails should, however,
be removed when the service line is replaced), faucets,
and lead solders in household plumbing.

Part of the problem with the 10 ug/1 level is that only that
portion of the lead pipe owned by the water system will be
required to be replaced, which is roughly half the pipe. The
contribution of lead from that remaining portion of the pipe
is not well documented.

Table 2
Annual Benefits of Corrosion Control

Children

Adult Males

Materials Benefits

TOTAL Benefits

Estimated COOLS

Net Benefit

Reduced Numbers
at Risk

1.10 million

130,000

1.2 million

Monetized
Benefits

$110-300 million

$290 million

$530 million

$930-1,120 million

$780 million

$150-340 million
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Option 1 vs ODtiOn 2

As noted above, criteria from which to determine BAT include
technical feasibility, costs, and benefits:

Corrosion control and lead pipe replacement are both
technically feasible, as well as affordable on a household
basis.

Total national capital costs are: $1.8 billion for corrosion
control and an additional $2.6 billion if all lead pipes
are replaced. Replacement of 508 is more likely, at cost
of $1.3 billion. (Table 2 summarises these costs).

The auestion of benefits is much more difficult to addressi
Is pipe replacement worth it?

Corrosion control is more cost-effective. The reductions
in lead levels achievable with corrosion control art much
higher than the relative gains with pipe replacement at
similar capital costs. However, from a rough calculation,
the benefits of achieving 10 ug/1 could be as high as 3
times the benefits of achieving 20 ug/l.

Pipe replacement costs would accelerate costs that will be
expended over the next 50 years.

Corrosion control can achieve levels of 20 ug/1 and less
whereas levels of 10 uo/1 may be feasible with replacement
of the PWS portion of lead service lines in many cases.

The degree of public health protection provided by each
option is important in setting the standard. The data currently
available indicate that at blood levels of 10 ug/dl for fetuses
and IS ug/dl for small children, risks of adverse effects are
most likely to occur in individuals. Under the compliance
scheme discussed, a system will be in compliance with the MCL
when an estimated 958 of its taps meet the NCL level: 58 may
be above the NCL. In addition, as a useful reference point,
the OAR analysis of lead in air lead to the estimate that in
order to get 99.5% of the population to below 15 ug/dl, the
population average PbB would need to be reduced to 6 ug/dl.
Current national average blood lead levels are about 8 ug/dl.

The contribution of drinking water to total blood lead
under each of the options can be estimated. Several studies
have estimated the correlation between lead intake and blood
lead values. Based on a review of these, ODW has estimated a
value of 0.2 for correlating drinking water lead and blood
lead levels. This factor can be used to estimate the contri-
bution of drinking water to blood lead for each of the MCI
options.

') 7
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At an MCL of 20 ug/1, most of the population will probably
drink water containno an estimated 10-12 ugh', because of several
conservative assumptions included in the compliance monitoring
schemes as discussed below. If water containing 10-12 ug/1 is
actually consumed, it would contribute approximately 2-2.4 ug/d1
to the blood lead.

At an MCL of 10 ug/1, most of the population will probably
consume water containing about 6-7 ughl, as discussed below. At
this intake level, drinking water would contribute about 1.2-1.4
ug/d1 to blood lead.

In addition, lead levels in drinking water are distributed
over a range of values. The general impact of either of the
options would be to shift the distribution of water lead
levels downward. The upper end levels as well as the middle
levels will be reduced from the current level under either option.
The issue for resolution here is whether the downward shift is
enough from a public health perspective under the 20 ug/1
option.

It should be noted that this analysis relies on average
values. In reality, the values of the variables used in this
discussion are distributions, and the analysis does not account
for this fact. The analysis is intended only provide a comparison
of the two MCL options. A more detailed analysis of the impact
on blood lead levels of the MCL options which estimates the
numbers of children at different blood leads as a result of drinking
water and which attempts to account for the distributions of
water lead and blood lead values is currently being prepared.

A key factor in this analysis is the assumption that
at an MCL of 20 ug/1 children drink water that has an average of
10 ug/1 lead. This is considered more realistic than using the
MCL level itself because of the following conservative features
of the of the MCL compliance monitoring scheme:

1) the MCL is based on morning first draw water which
represents the highest concentrations for lead levels
in water$

2) because most water systems will either treat to below
20 ug/1 if possible or have water naturally below 20
ug/l, and even if systems treat just to 20 ug/1, some
taps will be below this value:

3) samplino during summer months, when lead levels are
expectea to be higher because the water is warmer, are
a required part of the monitoring protocol:

4) These same conservative assumptions apply generally,
but less so, to an MCL of 10 ug/1. Source water and
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distribution main contributions to water lead are about
1-S ug/1, and so are more significant at 10 ugat actual
levels will therefore be only slightly lower than 10
ugh'.

On the other hand, the compliance monitoring protocol is
not comprised completely of conservative or worst case estimates.

For example, one approach under discussion would allow up to SS
of taps to be above the MCL when the system is in compliancei
some children therefore may be exposed to greater than 20 ug/1.

Overall, the conservative assumptions in the compliance
monitoring scheme mean that the distribution of lead levels in
drinking water would shift downward with aft MCL of 20 ughl, and
the drinkling water contribution to blood lead levels reduted

to about 2-2.4 uo/dl. An MCL of 10 ug/1 would clearly provide
a greater shift aownward in wa.er lead levels, resulting in a
lower drinkina water contribution to blood lead (of about

1.2-1.4 ug/d1), and therefore greater assurance that children

are below IS ug/dl.

Advantages of Option 1: Corrosion Contro

1. Corrosion control can achieve levels around 20 ug/1 or
less of lead in almost all cases.

2. Corrosion control is more cost effective than corrosion
control plus pipe replacement.

3. EPA can assess the compliance monitoring data and reevaluate

the need for pipe replacement in a !ew years.

Disadvantages of Option 1

1. If corrosion control is BAT, it say be difficult to sustain

the argument that pipe replacement is not feasible because
household costs are reasonable. The basis would be that
national costs are not feasible.

2. Lead pipes would still contribute some lead to drinking
water, even with non-corrosive water.

Advanta es of 0 tion 2. Corrosion Control Plus Lead Pipe
Rep_acement

1. One of the major sources of lead is at least partially
removed from use and the lowest possible lead levels, near
10 ug/l, will be achieved. This option provides a greater
degree of health protection, especially to communities with
a substantial portion of lead service lines.

2. The benefits could be up to three times that of option 1.
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Disadvantaoes of Option 2

1. Total national costa are hioh.

Pecormendation: Set the enforceable standard based upon
corrosion control and partial lead service line replacement
as BAT.

Rationale for Pecorrendation

Corrosion control plus lead service line replacement is
the preferred option because it is technologically feasible,
if economically acceptable, results in an MCL closer to the
recommended MCLG than corrosion control alone, as required by
the SDWA, and the benefits could be up to three times as much
as with corrosion control alone.

The MCL achievable with this option, 10 ug/1, provides more
public health protection than corrosion control alone, and pro-
vides greater assurance that children will not suffer adverse
health effects as a result of water consumption. The cost of
providing a greater margin of safety appears to be warranted
because of the low level effects of lead. It is difficult to
identify PbB levels that would clearly constitute a threshold
level, below which there are no or only minimal risks of adverse
health effects. Although blood lead levels at which risks of
adverse health effects in youno children may have been identi-
fied, the possibility of effecis (biochemical changes at the
cellular level) extending to lower levels cannot be dismissed
(whether these effects represent medically significant or
adverse effects is highly uncertain at present). Therefore,
setting an MCL at the lowest feasible level is warranted.

Communities having a substantial number or fraction of
lead service lines (approximately 16,000 or 26% of systems have
some), will, when BAT is implemented, have nearly the same
level of public health protection from lead in their drinking
water as communities that never had lead services.

Corrosion control and pipe replacement would be initiated
simultaneously, although pipe replacement would rtquire a
number of years to fully implement. In the interim:

Systems exceeding the MCL would be required to provide
public notice to their customers. The public notice will
advise the public to flush their plumbing before consuming
the water.

4f after BAT is installed and the system still dOes not
achieve the MCL, the system will likely apply for
variance:

- if lead levels are less than the WITH level but above
the MCI, targetted public education programs wOuld be
required and a variance would be issued.

- if lead levels are greater than the MB level, water
suppliers would be required to offer bottled water
and conduct targetted public education, as part of
the conditions for receiving a variance.

47-045 0 - 91 - 5
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Mr. DANNEMEYER. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
Mr. Prenney a question about the Massachusetts program.

Mr. WAXMAN. They don't have a drinking water program. Let
me just finish the drinking water part, and then I'll yield to you
for whatever questions you want.

I don't want to go into more detail on this treatment lichnique
requirement, but to simply say, I don't think that EPA has the
legal authority to have that kind of a regulation in place if its con-
trary to the law. I also think that EPA has chosen to abandon the
lead maximum contaminant level and a strong Federal corrosion
control program, and replace it with an extremely weak decentral-
ized effort which doesn't even appear to be federally enforceable.

So in other words, you're going to turn it over to the States to
have some kind of corrosion control technology. You're not going to
know whether it's going to work. The States are going to rely on
the water systems, and we're back to where we were. It's the pol-
luter deciding how much to pollute and not the Federal Govern-
ment making sure that the public health is protected by a standard
that sets out the safe level.

I'm exasperated with EPA's disgraceful performance on this
issue. EPA is setting a treatment technique that leaves it up to the
water suppliers themselves to decide what to do, turns the entire
issue over to the States, again I think in violation of the law.

Ms. Fisher and Mr. Elder, lead in drinking water is an extremely
pervasive problem, which has a serious impact on the mental de-
velopment of children, not just a few children, but more than a
million.

In 1988, we came very close in this subcommittee to legislatively
setting a drinking water standard for lead. We pulled back when
your predecessors, as witnesses before us, told us you were going to
deal with it. You were going to have a standard out. We didn't
have to act, because EPA held this in such high priority that we
could expect action at any time, and we accepted that in 1988.
We're not going to accept that in 1991.

It is my intention to work with my colleagues on this subcommit-
tee to fashion legislation that will mandate an effective EPA re-
sponse to the lead in drinking water problem. I think we've waited
long enough.

I thank Mr. Dannemeyer for his patience, allowing me this time,
and I yield to him for whatever time he wants to--

Mr. DANNEMEYER. A strong letter to follow; is that right, Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, strong legislatim to follow.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Mr. Prenney, I'd like just to ask you for a

moment about what you're doing there in Massachusetts, because I
think the public in America is concerned about the presence of
lead paint on walls in older houses. When a tenant moves into that
kind of a residence, what should the tenant do? Sand it all off? And
if you sand it all off, how long does it remain around in the atmos-
phere and dust and so on? What's your response to that?

Mr. PRENNEY. Well, Mr. Dannemeyer, in Massachusetts, it's the
property owner's responsibility to take care of any lead paint haz-
ards in the home.
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Mr. DANNEMEYER. How do they go about that? Do they have to
sand it all off?

Mr. PRENNEY. Well, no. We have very specific regulations that
limit the types of ways you can deal with lead paint.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Well, supposing that, you know--
Mr. PRENNEY. What we're finding these days is, many of the con-

tractors are moving away from the traditional methods of doing de-
leading_or lead paint abatement.

DMr. ANNEMEYER. How do they get it off.
Mr. PRENNEY. Sanding andusually they either replace the sur-

face, pull out a window and put in a new window. They can cover
the surface, put new wallboard over a wall that's loose chipping
and peeling, or they can remove it.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Does it work to take a sander and sand all the
paint off?

Mr: PRENNEY. No. The problem with the sander is that you
create a lot of dust and chips, and it's very difficult to clean up,
and unless you have a special type of vacuum that is attached to
that sander, it can be a very hazardous method of doing it.

So we prohibit the use of power tools unless they have Hepper
vacuum systems attached to them.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. SO I take it the preferred method is just put
another surface on which the surface is that contains the leaded
paint; is that it?

Mr. PRENNEY. Well, there are basically three methods of abating
a lead-painted surfrxe. You can either cover it, such as with panel-
ing or wallboard on wall. You can remove it; you can scrape the
paint off. That's still allowed, but it's obviously one of the more
dangerous and hazardous methods of doing it, or you can replace
the surface. You can, for example, pull out a window, and you can
replace that window.

And there may be a fourth method, and that is covering the sur-
face with a coating that is durable and that would protect the sur-
face and any children from exposure to the underlying lead paint.

And the two issues that you usually deal with when you're deal-
ing with lead paint in housing is the cost issue and the safety issue,
and I think we're seeing more and more in Massachusetts contrac-
tors and property owners moving away from the sort of traditional
hazards of deleading to methods that are just much more safer and
cost effective.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Thank you.
Mr. Holm. Mr. Dannemeyer, when a house is sold in virtually all

of this country, the mortgage holder has to receive a termite bond,
and that's for the protection of the financial institution.

There are two issues, lead-based paint and radon, in our homes
that is for the protection of the family living in the homes.

I also think that maybe too much is being made of the cost of
lead abatement, because with 40 million homes just with lead on
the inside, this is a very labor-intensive field. It is my view that
there is going to be a real industry, such as Massachusetts has al-
ready developed around Boston, with employment opportunities to
do the deleading in this country. It need not all be done with gov-
ernmental dollars dropped off at the doorstep; and it may end up to
be relatively revenue neutral.

1. 3
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Mr. DANNEMEYER. Well, I think what you're suggesting is that a
requirement be in existence that when a piece of real property, res-
idential, changes hands that we supplement the existing require-
ment by a lender for a termite report, that the house has been de-
leaded; is that what you're saying?

Mr. HOUK. Yes. And on the radon issue, it's already being re-
quired in many counties and municipalities that control that.

But my advice to anybody who is moving into an old house is
that the first thing you do before you move in, if you have children
or anticipate your wife getting pregnant, is that you'd better have
the house inspected to make sure there is no lead, and if there is,
abate the lead out of that house before you move in.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. I noticed that Mr. Victor Kimm of EPA just went

over to whisper in your ear, and as I recall, Mr. Kimm was head of
the drinking water program.

I'd like him to come forward and take a seat.
Mr. Kimm, you were the head of the EPA efforts, weren't you?
Mr. Knot. 'Yes, sir. I testified. Yes, sir. I headed the drinking

water program from 1975 when it started until 1985.
Mr. WAXMAN. Until 1985. So you weren't here in 1988 testify-ing--
Mr. Knot. No, I wasn't.
Mr. WAXMAN [continuing]. That that regulation was going to be

right there in place.
Mr. Knot. IT you would bear with me, maybe I can make what

the Agency is doing a little bit more--
Mr. WAXMAN. No. You know whatwe're going to have a hear-

ing on drinking water. We're going to have Mr. Reilly here. He's
the head of the Environmental Protection Agency. You are no
longer in drinking water. Different people switch around, different
jobs, and when EPA's supposed to do things, they don't do it. We
have a law; it's not enforced.

Medicaid is supposed to do things; they don't do it.
I think we've got to go to the top. I think we've got to have the

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency come here
before this subcommittee that has jurisdiction over his laws that
he's enforcing, and I want to know whether he's enforcing these
laws and why, if they are not, they've taken so long and why
they're ignoring something as serious as lead in drinking water
that threatens the health of so many children.

So I'm going to leave that issue until that time.
I do want to ask just two very quick questions.
Dr. Houk, the funds available fir 1991 were about $8 million for

your program. Did you get more applications for funds than you
could fund?

Mr. Houk. We have 27 approved applications. We will be able to
fund at most six.

Mr. WAXMAN. And does the strategic plan make recommenda-
tions for the program's funding level?

Mr. Houk. Yes. In years 1 through 3, $25 million is proposed for
the screening program and then up to $45 million in the 5th year.
And then after that, we believe it would level off and start decreas-
ing.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Now some people have said that lead abatement
programs in housing are too expensive to be afforded. Do you have
any comments about the relative cost benefits of lead abatement?

Mr. HOUK. Yes. In the strategic plan, there is an example that
shows that also statement, "Too expensive to do", falls into blam-
ing the child for lead poisoning. I would like to submit, I think, a
very eloquent statement that Dr. Mason, the Assistant Secretary
for Health, made in the Senate. His statement points out that we
are going to pay the cost, no matter whether we do it by the houses
or dealing with the criminal activity of lead, the decreased learning
ability, the behavior that gets into all the AIDS activities, et
cetera. Those costs are going to come due. And we had better recog-
nize that when we're making a decision about that it's too expen-
sive to do.

[The information referred to follows:]

EXCERPT FROM REMARKS OF DR. JAMES 0. MASON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DR. MASON: May I just speak for children for just a moment? We have an estimat-
ed 250,000 children in our country that have blood lead levels that are in excess of
25 micrograms per deciliter. Society is going to pay a horrendous cost, and I am not
just talking about the cost of a person not reaching their full potential, and I can't
even put a price tag on that.

But the cost of remedial education, the cost of a high school dropout who is more
inclined to become addicted to drugs, to get involved with a culture that leads to
AIDS and other problems of society, that cost can be measured in dollars and cents,
and it is greater than the cost of abatement, or remedial action. I simply want to
say that that is why our strategic plan aims the target at highest prioritythose
children that through screening are shown to have blood lead levels above 25 micro-
grams, we wither have to get them out of those homes, or we have to abate the
homes.

I totally support the work of EPA and HUD to find more cost-effective ways to do
that. But I simply wanted to express that there are costs we are going to have to
entail as a society, and many of those will fall on the Federal Government if we
don't do it.

So I hope that we can cooperate with our other agencies here in moving that proc-
ess along. But let's target our efforts to those homes where we know children are
being poisoned, rather than just doing it across the board. Let's get at those homes
where we know lead is doing a disservice to our Nation's future.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, I want to thank all of you for being here and
participating in this hearing, and obviously I think there's a lot
more to do, and I'm very frustrated and exasperated that some of
the things that we've required by law to be done are, in fact, even
being done at all, or laws that we've passed, I don't see them being
enforced in other areas.

It seems to me we need stronger Federal regulations, maybe leg-
islation.

I appreciate your all being here.
We have two additional panels to hear from at this hearing, but

I'm going to break now and have us return at 1:45. We will meet
again back in this room and complete the hearing.

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to recon-
vene at 1:45 p.m. this same day ]

AMER RECESS

Mr. WAXMAN. The subcommittee will come back to order.
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I would like to now call forward the following individuals to tes-
tify together as a panel: Ellen K. Silbergeld, University of Mary-
land, Toxicology Program; Vicki Rafel, National Parent Teachers
Association; Joel Packer, legislative specialist, National Education
Association; Don Ryan, executive director, Alliance to End Child-
hood Lead Poisoning.

We are pleased to welcome you to our hearing today. Your pre-
pared statements will be in the record in full. We would like to ask
of you, however, to limit the oral presentation to no more than 5
minutes.

Dr. Silbergeld, why don't we start with you?

STATEMENTS OF ELLEN K. SILBERGELD, UNIVERSITY OF MARY-
LAND AT BALTIMORE, TOXICOLOGY PROGRAM; VICKI RAFEL,
VOLUNTEER, NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHERS ASSOCIATION;
JOEL PACKER, LEGISLATIVE SPECIALIST, NATIONAL EDUCA-
TION ASSOCIATION; AND DON RYAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ALLIANCE TO END CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING

MS. SILBERGELD. Thank you very much, Congressman, and I am
pleased to be part of what I think will be a very important inquiry
into some of the reasons why lead poisoning continues to be the
major public health crisis, as Dr. Rosen referred to it, that it is
today.

I want to speak to the issue that was really raised by Congress-
man Dannemeyer, in which he asked whether policy was running
ahead of science or whether we really had the sound science on
which to base public policy in this matter.

In fact, in this area, dealing with lead in the environment, it has
been the case for at least the past 20 years that public policy has
lagged severely behind science. We have seen a gradual and reluc-
tant of regulatory and even public health authorities to this ubiqui-
tous and dangerous problem in the occupational and general envi-
ronment, and even at present, public policies, health policies, pre-
vention strategies, and regulations lag seriously behind what we
know about the toxic effects of lead.

While we understand that children are at special risk for lead
exposure owing to their particularly intensive interactions with the
environment, particularly the indoor environment, and children
are at special risk for lead toxicity because of the susceptibility of
the developing brain during the late prenatal and early postnatal
periods, I would like to focus on two relatively neglected human
targets for lead toxicity, men and women of reproductive age.
These groups are at significant risk of toxicity from the levels of
lead now present in the environment, plrticularly in drinking
water and food.

Now while recent studies in the United States and Australia
have found that low levels of exposure of pregnant women can in-
crease the risks of miscarriage, most attention has been given to
findings that even lower levels of exposure of the fetus are associat-
ed with decreased intrauterine growth and compromised neurologic
development during early childhood. These effects, we should note,
have been found in children whose mothers had blood levels during
pregnancy as low as 8 to 12 micrograms per deciliter.
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The sources of exposure for the fetus are entirely from the
mother. Lead freely crosses the placenta and is taken up by the
fetus over gestation, incorporated into its bone, brain, and other
tissues.

Most of the lead exposure, however, to the fetus comes not from
the mother's encounters with lead in her external environment
during pregnancy, but rather from the mobilization of stores of
lead that she has absorbed and retained for years prior to pregnan-
cy. This phenomenon makes lead literally transmissible from
mother to child.

We don't yet fully understand the magnitude of this route of ex-
posure from the mother's stores to her fetus, but very recent data
suggests that it may be the major source of fetal lead exposure in
most cases. This is due to the fact that, except for conditions of
very high external lead exposure, much more lead is found in the
mother's bones from her lifetirre of exposure as compared to the
amount she is likely to absorb during the 9 months of her pregnan-
cy.

I think with particular concern of those children Dr. Graef de-
scribed and the children Dr. Rosen deals with, who had blood lead
levels in excess of 60 micograms 15 or 20 years ago, who are now
entering their reproductive periods and will be at risk for this par-
ticularly insidious form of lead poisoning.

I believe, in fact, Mr. Waxman, that as a consequence of unregu-
lated dispersive uses of lead in the United States, we have a popu-
lation of children that may represent the third generation of lead
poisoning. That is, their grandmothers were exposed to increasing
amounts of lead in urban air, indoor and outdoor, as lead was
added profligately to gasoline. Their grandmothers transferred that
lead that they absorbed to their mothers, and their mothers then
transferred their lead to them. All the while, the environments of
mothers and children have been growing more and more contami-
nated, as lead particulates deposited in dusts and soils and the
painted surfaces of housing gradually exfoliated and deteriorated.

No one has yet estimated the potential impacts of fetal exposure
from the mobilization of stored lead, nor do we understand the po-
tentiation of this problem by coincident undernutrition in early
pregnancy.

I would like to emphasize that we have no way at present to
treat or prevent fetal lead toxicity.

Mobilization ui bone mineral, including lead, also occurs during
aging, often so severely in many women after menopause that the
integrity of their bones and the risks and hazards of minor falls are
greatly at risk. We have found that this period of rapid physiologic
change after the menopause also results in the release of lead from
bone.

The implications of this redistribution from bone to blood is anal-
ogous to placing older women in a lead factory. Lead is neurotoxic
to adults, and it is possiblo that this relatively rapid change in
blood lead might play a role in some of the cognitive dysfunctions
of aging.

I would also like to note recent concerns alIout the effects of lead
on the male parent. Concerns over the maternal and fetal effects
lead have been misused by some to exclude fertile women from
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jobs, and recent data from our laboratory and elsewhere indicate
that, in addition to the concerns for civil rights, there are very seri-
ous scientific limitations to this policy, and that, in fact, tiv° male
parent, who contributes half the genetic inheritance to his chil-
dren, may be a vector of transmission of lead's damage to the next
generation equally with pregnant women.

Now based on these new findings; I would suggest that Congress
must extend its concern to preventing exposures to lead of children
and their parents. And it is important to reiterate that all forms of
lead are toxic. The molecular form of lead, whether it is a sulfide,
halide, oxide, or an organo compound, may in the short term affect
absorption, but contrary to the continuing claims of various seg-
ments of the lead industry, these differences are relatively insignif-
icant over the long term that is relevant to chronic exposures and
intoxication.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Silbergeld, I'm going to have to interrupt you.
The rest of that statement is going to be in the record.

Thank you for your presentation.
[Testimony resumes on p. 156.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Silbergeld follows. Attachments

referred to may be found in subcommittee files.]
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TESTIMONY OF ELLEN K. SILBERGELD, PH.D.

before the Health and Environment Subcommittee

U.S. House of Representatives

April 25, 1991

"Impacts of Lead Exposure in the Indoor Environment"

I am pleased to respond to your invitation to present

testimony before this distinguished Subcommittee on the impacts of

lead exposure in the indoor environment. My scientific career, at

Johns Hopkins, the NatiOnal Institutes of Health, the Environmental

Defense Fund, and presently at tilt. University of Maryland Medical

School, has been largely focussed upon improving our understanding

of the nature and mechanisms of lead poisoning. I have also served

on several EPA advisory committees related to lead, including the

Clean Air Science Advisory Panel, the expert peer review panel for

the Ambient Air Quality Criteria Document for Lead, and a special

Science Advisory Board panel on the carcinogenicity of lead. I

have also been a peer reviewer of documents on lead prepared by the

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. I am a visiting

professor of toxicology at the University of Maryland and an

adjunct professor of pharmacology and experimental therapeutics at

the Medical School in Baltimore. At present, my research concerns

the molecular mechan4:ms of lead toxicity; I am also engaged in a

research project designed to determine the nature and extent, and

the policy implications, of exposures of young mothers and their
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infahts to lead.

In this testimony, X will present a brief summary of our

present knowledsa of lead toxicity, particularly the most recent

developments in that knowledge, anu the implications of that

knowledge on evaluating and controlling sources of lead in the

American environment. Finally, X shall suggest opportunities for

Congress to establish effective programs of preventing lead

poisoning.

Lead poisoning is the single most significant disease of

environmental origin the United States.

In its landmark report to Congress in 1988, the Agency .for

Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) documented the

epidemic prevalence of lead exposures in children and adults in the

US. Millions of children, including fetuses, and thousands of

pregnant women and other adults are exposed to lead" from food,

water, products, and environmental sources at levels associated

with demonstrable toxicity. Most attention has been paid, rightly,

to the hazards of lead for young children. This attention springs

from two concerns: first, that children are at special risk for

lead xposure, owing to their particularly intensive interactions

with the environment, especially the indoor environment, and

second, that children are at special risk for lead toxicity, owing

to the particular susceptibility of the developing brain during the

late prenatal and early postnatal periods. Research by my

colleagues at this hearing, namely John Rosen, Herbert Needleman,

and Paul Mushak, has described the nature of the risks and the

2
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pervasiveness of the exposures of American children to lead.

In this testimony, I shall focus on two relatively neglected

human targets for lead toxicity, men and women of reproductive age.

I shall draw upon recent data from our laboratory and other sources

to indicate that these groups are at significant risk of toxicity

from the levels of lead now present in the environment and food.

1. risks of lead to preanant women

Lead at high dose has long been recognized to present hazards

to pregnant women and their unborn children. Studies from the last

century reported increased risks of miscarriage, stillbirth, and

difficulties in childbirth among women exposed to high levels of

lead. More recent studies in the US and Australia have found that

lower levels of exposure of pregnant women can increase the risks

of miscarriage. Considerable attention has been given to findings

that relatively low levels of exposure of the fetus, measured by

monitoring lead in maternal blood and at delivery, are associated

with decreased intrauterine growth in stature and compromised

neurological development during early childhood. These effects

have been found in children whose mothers had blood lead levels as

low as 8-12 mcg/dl.

The sources of lead for the fetus are entirely from the

mother. Lead freely crosses the placenta and is taken up by the

fetus over gestation, incorporated into bone, brain, and other

tissues. But the lead exposure of the fetus does not only come

from the lead that is absorbed by the mother during her pregnancy.

If that were the case, then reducing exposures of women during

3
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pregnancy might be tho critical strategy for preventing toxicity in

young children duo to prenatal exposures. in many cases, most of

the lead exposure of the fetus comes not from the mother's

encounters with lead in the xternal nvironment during pregnancy,

but rather from the stores of lead absorbed and retained by the

mother for years prior to her pregnancy. This phenomenon makes

lead literally transmissible from mother to child.

To understand this phenomenon, we must consider two important

facts. First; lead in many ways is handled by the body in a manner

similar to that for the essential trace element calcium. Second,

the uptake and storage of lead in certain parts of the body is very

long, with a half-life in excess of 30 years. Lead, like calcium,

is primarily taken up and stored by bone. Because lead remains

bound to bone cells for a long period of time, over time the levels

of lead in bone stores increase.

This process of compartmentation of lead in bone was until

recently considered a process of detoxification, if you will,

whereby lead was sequestered in a bound form away from such

critical target organs as kidney or brain. However, this

assumption neglected the fact that bone is a dynamic tissue, and

some changes in human physiology can dramatically alter the balance

of calcium -- and lead -- going into and coming out of bone. One

of these changes is pregnancy; another is ageing.

During pregnancy, as detailed in the attached paper, the

physiological and hormonal changes that occur result in a relative

efflux, or release, of calcium and lead from bone back into blood.

4
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This releas is particularly great in many women during the last

_trimester of pregnancy, and is probably driven by the fetal

requirement for calcium 'to support its own bone growth.

Unfortunately, the same hormonal signals that govern the fluxes of

calcium from bone during pregnancy also release lead from bone,

resulting in significant redistributions of the mother's lead

burden from bone to her blood and thence to her fetus. A similar

sato! vents may occur during breastfeeding, when large amounts of

calcium are needed to support production of breastmilk. Lead is

secreted in breastmliliwead surveys have found higher levels of

lead in milk from mailers living in urban as compared to rural

areas.

We do not yet fully understand the magnitude of this route of

exposure, from the mother's bone stores to the fetus, but very

recent data suggest that it may be the major source of fetal lead

exposure in most cases. This is due to the fact that except for

conditions of very high external lead exposure, much more lead is

fourfU in the mother's bones from a lifetime of exposure as compared

to the amount she is likely to absorb during the nine months of her

pregnancy.

What is particularly alarming about these findings, described

in detail in the attached reprint, is the likelihood that the

mobilization and transfer of maternal bone lead to the fetus may be

exacerbated by conditions such as undernutrition during pregnancy

and young age. We suspect that the population at highest risk for

high bone lead stores is also the population'at high risk for

5
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undernutrition (particularly of dietary calcium) during pregnancy

and also at risk for becoming pregnant before the age of 20.

The long history of unregulated dispersive uses of lead in the

US -- specifically, the addition of lead to gasoline and the

deliberate use of lead in paint -- has resulted in a population of

children that may wall represent the third generation of lead

poisoning. That is, their grandmothers were exposed to increasing

amounts of lead in urban air -- indoor and outdoor -- as lead was

added to gasoline from 1925 until the present; their grandmothers

traisferred the lead that they had absorbed to their mothers, and

their mothers then transferred their lead to them. All the while,

the environments of mothers and children were growing more and more

contaminated, as lead particulates deposited in dusts and soils and

the painted surfaces of housing gradually exfoliated and

deteriorated.

We do not know how pervasive the problem of intrauterine lead

exposure may be in the US. ATSDR estimated nearly 500,000 fetuses

are exposed to excess lead solely from the exposures of their

mothers during pregnancy. No one has yet estimated the potential

impacts of fetal exposures from the mobiliration of stored lead,

and the potentiation of this problem by coincident undernutrition

and early pregnancy. We have no way to treat or prevent fetal lead

exposure; the available chelating agents, including the most

recently approved drug DMSA, are not demonstrably safe in

pregnancy.

6
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Mobilization of bona mineral also occurs during ageing, often

so severely in a substantial percentage of postmenopausal women as

to jeopardize the integrity of bone and increase the hazards of

minor falls. We have found that this period of rapid physiological

change also results in the release of lead from bona. In

postmenopausal women, blood lead levels are significantly increased

as compared to premenopausal women. The implications of this

redistribution -- which is analogous to placing older women in a

substantially more lead-contaminated environment -- are unknown.

Lead is neurotoxic to adults, and it is possible that this

relatively rapid change in blood lead might play a role in some of

the cognitive dysfunctions of ageing.

2. Effects of lead on the male parent

Concerns over the maternal and fetal effects of lead have been

misused by some to justify exclusion of fertile women from jobs

where lead exposure can occur (c.f., Johnson Controls). However

unacceptable these policies may be in terms of civil rights and

equal opportunity, they are also objectionable for scientific

reasons. So called fetal protection policies neglect to consider

that human reproduction is bisexual, and that the health of the

father and his germ cell is of equal importance to the successful

development of the embryo and fetus. Although the father's role in

reproduction may be phyniologically limited in time, it is

genetically of equal importance to the role of the mother. Half of

each embryo's chromosomes ae derived from the father. For some
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reason, this biological fact has escaped the attention of

regulators and, unfortunately, much of toxicology.

Early studies of high-level occupational exposures found that

in men /ead reduces fertility. At slightly lower exposures, lead

has been associated with reduced sperm number and motility and

increased frequency of abnormal shape. We have recently found that

the toxic effects of lead on male reproduction may occur at much

lower levels of exposure, possibly within the range that effects on

fetal and maternal status have been reported. In a rodent model of

chronic low level lead poisoning, we have found that fertility is

reduced when blood lead levels rise above 25 mcg/dl. Of possibly

greater significance, at blood lead levels as low as 15-20 mcg/dl,

exposed male rats produce offspring with substantially altered

brain development, in the absence of maternal or direct fetal

exposure. These male-mediated effects on fetal brain development

are independent of and qualitatively different from those produced

by intrauterine exposure.

What the consequences of these effects are, .and how lead

exposure of the father confers damage expressed in the fetus, we do

not know. The results raise concerns that the toxic effects of

lead in young children may be as much due to exposure of their

fathers prior to procreation as it is to the expc Ire of their

mothers during or prior to pragnancy.

3. Sources of Lead in the Environment

Based upon these new findings, concern must be extended to

preventing exposures to lead of children rad their parents. The

8
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hazards of lead are not limited by age. It is therefore important

to consider what environmental sources pose the greatest risks co

adults.

Lead poisoning is poorly treatable; the only way to prevent

lead poisoning is to prevent exposure. Prevention of exposure

requires two strategies: comprehensive and effective screening of

all persons at risk in order to detect exposure early in its

course, and efficient identification of sources of lead before

exposure occurs. Both strategies are necessary in the case of a

disease of such prevalence.

The sources of lead are anthropogenic, that is, they are of

our own creation. Although lead is a natural element, not a

synthetic chemical, as a the result of centuries of exploitation

from mining through waste disposal we have radically altered the

amount of lead that is bioaccessible to human populations. It is

important to reiterate that it is lead as lead that lead is toxic;

the molecular form of lead --- as a sulfide, halide, oxide, or

organocompound --- may affect absorption in the short term, but

contrary to the continuing claims of various segments of the lead

industry (depending upon which one is under scrutiny), these

differences are relatively insignificant over the long term that is

relevant to chronic exposure and intoxication. That is, it does

not empirically matter if it takes two months or four months for a

child's brain to be irreversibly damaged by lead, depending upon

whether the lead is presented as a carbonate or an oxide, unless we

can be sure to identify that child and intervene within this period

9
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of time. Since less than 5% of all children under 6 years are ever

tested for lead exposure in the US, this difference is meaningless

in a public health sense.

To prevent lead poisoning it is essential to understand that

all lead exposures are cumulative. The critical determinant of

toxicity in an individual or in populations is the total amount of

exposure to lead from all sources. Effective prevention cannot

therefore be based upon a source-by-source, or product-by-product

assessment of risk, as is the general practice at EPA. Each source

contributes to the total burden of exposure, and it is this total

burden that is unacceptable in terms of the distribution of

exposures and toxicity in the US population, as documented by

ATSDR. As a corollary, acting to reduce one source has a

measurable impact on overall exposures, as the experience of

reducing lead levels in gasoline from 1976 to 1982 demonstrates.

Many of the most intensive sources of lead exposure are found

in the indoor environment, within our homes. These sources arise

from the residues of past uses of lead, now largely (although none

completely) regulated, as well as from ongoing uses of lead. The

most significant are: household dusts, drinking water, food,

consumer products, and ambient air. The order of listing roughly

corresponds to the potential intensity of exposure for individuals

at risk; for tYe US population, the prevalence of these sources is

roughly inverse (see ATSDR).

For these Immediate or proximate sources, it is important to

identify the ultimate sources in order to develop efficient methods

10
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of control. That is, it makes no sense to sweep up lead-containing

dusts without finding and removing the source of lead for household

dust. The source of lead in dusts is paint; the ource of lead in

drinking water is plumbing materials; the ources of lead in food

are can solders, pesticides, contaminated soils, and continuing

emission sources. It is in the indoor environment that these

sources combine to present large and ongoing risks of exposure.

Some of these sources have been partly controlled by banning

products or uses of xoducts. Some of these sources nevertheless

remain, despite ex post facto regulation. Since the hazards of

lead never diminish -- as an element, lead has no half-life --

then ultimately the past uses of lead result in releases of lead

into the human environment. Painted surfaces decay; plumbing

corrodes; solder leaches.

For young children, paint and the related proximate sources of

dust and soil are the most serious sources of lead exposure; lead

based paint accounts for most cases of severe intoxication in

children under 6 years of age. Much is needed to deal with this

problem, and other witnesses at this hearing will address this

issue in detail. In this testimony, I would like to discuss the

sources that may of greatest concern to preventing lead exposure in

adults, given the new data on health risks of low level lead

exposure. Adults do not engage in much hand to mouth activity, or

oral exploration of the indoor environment. Adults living in

housing with dangerously deteriorated lead painted surfaces are at

risk for lead exposure, although less intensively (in most cases)

11
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than young children in the same setting. For adults, in general,

the most significant sources of lead exposure are likely to be lead

in drinking water, lead in food, lead in ambient air, and lead

exposures at the workplace. Thus, the unregulated or incompletely

regulated ongoing sources of lead in the environment may be of

particularly important to adult exposures.

4. Reaulatory_Actions and Other Steps to Reduce Lead Poisoning

The Public Health Service has adopted the elimination of lead

poisoning as one of its top priorities in environmental health for

the next decade. We can only hope that this goal will be more

quickly achieved than it has been in the past, and that strategies

will be developed that are truly preventive, designed to interdict

exposure before it occurs, rather than detecting poisoning after

the fact. At present, there are no lead preventionprograms in the

US that are truly preventive. As chair of the Maryland State

Advisory Council on Lead Poisoning, I must admit that our state,

long a leader in recognizing lead as a public health problem, has

not developed a program that can be considered real primary

prevention. Our current strategies are analogous to dealing with

malaria by treating cases rather than controlling the vector of

disease.

Progress towards eliminating lead poisoning can be achieved by

several types of actions, reducing ongoing inputs of lead into the

environment, increasing the pace of abating existing sources, and

enabling more comprehensive and effective screening programs.

These are outlined below.

12
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a. uRgati_AniiriankintaLitAndarge_ang_scritarin - Health-based

standards should bib promulgated by EPA, FDA, OSHA, and CPSC to

ensure that controls on lead exposure ehsure the reduction of lead

in air, water, the workplace, and consumer products. To achieve

this, Congress should compel EPA to issue long-overdue general

standards for lead in ambient air, drinking water, and soils and

dusts. EPA has been laboring on these standards for almost ten

years, in the case of ambient air, although under the distinguished

leadership of Dr Lester Grant, of EPA's Office of Research and

Development, the Agency has had a comprehensive criteria document

to support a new standard. This document, as updated by the

Science Advisory Board in 1990, supports a revised NAAQS for lead

no higher than 0.25 micrograms per cubic meter, or a six-fold

reduction in the current HAMS. EPA has argued that with the

reduction (not elimination) of lead additives from gasoline that

there is no further need for a national standard, and that many

urban areas are now reporting average ambient air concentrations of

0.1 to 0.2 micrcgrams per cubic meter. Unfortunately, the removal

of lead from gasoline has been followed by the growth of a new

source, municipal solid waste incinerators, which are being

permitted and operated under the existing MAO. MSW incinerators

have the potential to become major new sources of lead emissions,

and their citing in large urban areas, such as Brooklyn and

Baltimore, could impact thousands of persons. Moreover, EPA should

enforce ambient air standards, and stationary source permits

consonant with these standards, on primary and secondary lead

13
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smelters. These facilities, almost without exception, fail to meet

current air standards for lead; other actions proposed in this

Congress to increase the rote of battery recycling and lead

recovery will increase the productivity of secondary smelters.

Unless these sources are stringently regulated, a gooe thing --

increased lead recovery -- will result in a bad thing -- air

pollution, occupational lead poisoning, and a burden of lead-

contaminated wastes. I have observed one of these smelters, the

former AMAX secondary smelter in Carteret NJ; Dr Landrigan and I

have documented the impacts of this source on lead levels in

backyards on Staten Irland. The facility itself, when operational,

was a Dantean vision of hell; lean concentrations measured near it

were at times ten times the existing NAAQS. Yet it operated freely

for years, unregulated by EPA or the state of New Jersey.

Congress should compel '.,PA ,o set a health-based drinking

water standard for lead, measurable at the tap. Lead in drinking

water is one of the most pervasive sources of lead for Americans,

and a particular threat in the indoor environment. The presence of

lead in drinking water can also contaminate food processing and

preparation. After years of deliberation, EPA appears to have been

captured by local water systems and sanitary engineering. Instead

of promulgating an enforceable standard, such as that recommended

by its Environmental Health Committee of 5 ppb -- EPA is going t.

issue a pure technology standard, requiring only a low technology

water treatment option with no recourse to further atAions if lead

levels remain unacceptably high. EPA will not require the

14
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replacement of lead pipes in distribution systems.

EPA's other suggestions for dealing with lead in drinking

water would be laughable, except to Californians, one suspects.

That is, in a much-vaunted education program, EPA has recommended

that consumers let their water run for 5-10 min each morning to

flush out water that has leached lead overnight. The impact of

such blatant wastage on water supplies in many parts of the country

are staggering to contemplate.

Congress should compel EPA to set health-based soil and dust

standards for lead. No such standards exist, although lead is a

major problem at Superfund sites around the country and at many

schoolyards and playgrounds in cities. EPA continues to assess

lead hazards in soils and dusts by its outmodekd leaching procedure,

although it is well known that humans absorb lead directly in the

solid phase, in particulate form, without the intervening step of

leaching into water. This irrelevant approach results in unsafe

decisions for cleaning up hazardous weste facilities and misleading

guidance on methods of dealing with lead in urban dusts and soils,

accumulated from deposition of lead from exterior paint and from

atmospheric fallout. In a recent assessment of data on the

associations between soil and dust lead, and absorption of lead by

children, Pat Reagan and I recommended a soil lead standard of 100

ppm (reprint attached). This standard should also be used in

developing appropriate criteria and methods for abating lead based

paint inside homes, a task Congress has assigned to EPA along with

HUD.

15
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Congress should compel the Food and Drug Administration to set

health based standards limiting the allowable concentrations of

lead that can be leached from ceramics and crystal. Recent studies

have reported that such sources can be quite significant, and in

some cases sufficient to induce poisoning in adults and children.

Rothenberg has reported that ceramics are a major source of lead in

the diet of pregnant women in Mexico City. A leaching standard

should be consistent with a health-based drinking water standard

and should be applied to all vessels that may be used for the

preparation, storage and serving of food, not just for selected

items designated by some mysterious process by FDA.

b. Dan certain hazardous uses of lead whenever possible at the

level of production and sale. not consumption. Commer-orierAmd

rules for using lead-containing products are ineffective and in

some cases counterproductive. Two examples can be cited. The

reduction of lead in gasoline until 1983 was implemented by

requiring the provision of lead-free gasoline without restricting

the concentration of lead in leaded gasoline. Since overall lead

use by refiners could be averaged over total production, as the

amount of unleaded gasoline produced by a refiner increased, it was

permissible to add more lead to leaded gasoline and still meet an

overall average standard. This in fact happened. Moreover, since

the regulation was enforced at the pump, as a requirement that

certain cars could aot be fuelled with leaded gasoline, as long as

leaded gasoline was available at a lower price than unleaded,

16
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consumers bought and used leaded gasoline. The consequences were

not only that the phaseout in lead emissions from cars was delayed,

but also that this misfueling damaged air pollution control devices

in cars causing increased emissions of FAH. and nitrous oxides. A

second example is ongoing: in 1986, Congress required EPA to ban

the use of lead in plumbing drinking water sources. EPA has not

restricted the sale of lead solder or pipe fittings, but has

instead implemented the SDWA amendments by requiring labelling and

passing off to states the task of preventing misuse of products

still on the market. This strategy does not work. Congress should

examine opportunities for source reduction at the production level

whenever possible to avoid these problems.

congress should immediately ban the continued use of lead-

based solders in canning. This extraordinarily hazardous use of

lead has been reduced on a voluntaty basis by much, but not all, of

the canning industry. Recent surveys by Consumers Union and data

we have analyzed from the FDA indicate that a significant portion

of the American food supply (between 5 and 30%, as far as can be

ascertained) may be processed into lead-containing cans (see

attached reprint). Since most canners do not use lead solders,

there is no reason that any canner should do so. This is a use

restriction at a production level, and is thus enforceable.

Similarly, Congress should immediately suspend the

registration of all lead-containing pesticides. This is also a

marginal use, but one that is wholly unnecessary. The continuing

use of lead arsenates can contribute to contamination of citrus

17
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juices.

In addition, Congress should ensure that these bans are

extended to imported foods in order to ensure protection of the

food supply.

Congress should ban production and importation of lead

additives for gasoline. The continued sale of leaded gasoline is

economically unnecessary; certain groups have been convinced that

they need leaded gasoline, but technical studies by EPA and the

Department of Defense, among others, demonstrate that almost all

vehicles can run on unleaded gasoline or with relatively small

adjustments can do so. The continued use of lead in gasoline --

even at the greatly reduced amounts mandated by EPA finally in 1985

contires to add lead to the environment and, as we have shown,

may be a source of lead in our food supply.

Congress should ban the production of lead pigments for

paints, printing inks, and colorants. These uses result in

exposure of consumers and workers during use of these products and

even more extensively during'disposal of wastes. Lead pigments

have been removed from many inks and all interior paints; thus they

are clearly not necessary. Zinc-based paints can substitute for

the exterior application of paint. Phaseout of lead-based paints

for exterior purposes would prevent many cases of occupational lead

poisoning, as documented in data collected in Maryland, New Jersey,

and New York.

c. Congress should enable CDC to support universal screening.

An equally important component in preventing lead poisoning is

18
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the availability and utilization of early detection and screening.

In its strategic plan to liminate lead poisoning, the Public

Health Service has stated that all children between 6 months and 6

years of age should be periodically tested for lead exposure. To

accomplish this critical goal, Congress must provide sufficient

funds to CDC and to the states to enable accessible and reliable

screening programs to be developed and maintained. The provisions

of the Lead Poisoning Prevention Act in this area should be

extended and enlarged. In addition, CDC must be enabled to support

laboratory services and QA/QC programs in the state to guarantee

reliable testing and prompt reporting. As part of CDC's role,

Congress should ensure that lead testing is reportable to state

health departments.

d. Conaress should oversee the proaress of lead poisoning

prevention nroarams.

In 1981, the Reagan Administration delisted lead poisoning as

a reportable disease. Coupled with the defunding of local-based

screening programs and CDC, this action resulted in a loss of

surveillance and oversight that is critical to public health

programs. We can never recover those lost years, except in the

bits and pieces of those state programs, such as Maryland's, where

the commitment to preventing lead poisoning was maintained.

Congress, in addition to requiring that lead screening data be

reported to CDC, should also mandate the regular assessment of

prevention efforts on a national basis. ATSDR should be required

to produce a biannual report on the nature and extent of lead
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poisoning in the US, updating its 1988 report to Congress. This

first report emphasized children as the critical population; in

future reports, ATSDR should assess risks to the entire population.

EPA should be required to inventory the uses and production of

lead, both primary and secondary, as well as increase its data

collection on sources of lead releases under the Toxic Releases

Inventory provisions of SARA. Any new use, or significant

increases in current uses, of lead should be required to undergo an

intensive analysis of its technical necessity and its potential to

contribute to overall environmental contamination and eventual

human exposure throughout its lifecycle, not solely during

production and product use.

e. Research needs

While the research base is more than adequate to support the

types of regulatory actions recommended above, there are critical

research needs to develop sound policies of source identification,

screening, health assessment, and prevention. These are outlined

below:

I. source identification - improved methuds for measuring lead

in paint, dusts, soils

assessment of the sources of lead

adults as well as children

improved test methods for lead in

the wastestream

comp_ ensive risk assessment of

lead in municipal solid waste

20
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II. screening - improved methods for screening

populations for lead exposure,

including development of lowcost

techniques for monitoring and

surveillance

support for developing methods to

assess lead exposures of pregnant

women and mobilization of lead

from bone during pregnancy and

ageing (including the development

and application of bone lead

measurement technology)

III. health assessment - better information on the sources

of lead exposure to the fetus;

research on the interactions of

lead and nutrition;

effects of lead on the ageing

IV. prevention - improved methods for preventing

exposure to lead-based paint;

methods for cleaning up lead-

contaminated soils;

research on substitutes Cor

lead in batteries and solders

=mazy
Lead is an environmental and occupational toxin with no known
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safe level. It is the most prevalent childhood disease of

environmental origin in the US, and a major public health problem

in many countries arbund the world. New research indicates that in

addition to young children, the fetus and both parents are at risk

of intoxication from relatively low levels of exposure to lead.

Many sources, past and ongoing, contribute to lead exposures;

many of these are found in the indoor environment. Opportunities

for reducing exposure and eliminating lead poisoning include:

updating environmental and product standards; restricting

substitutable uses of lead insofar as possible at the level of

production; ensuring access to reliable screening for all young

children; improving methods of source identification, screening,

health assessment, and prevention.

Years of inaction by federal agencies indicate a need for

Congressional action and continued oversight. For nearly six

years, EPA has been considering actions to reduce lead exposures.

For over 8 years EPA has been involved in assessing new standards

for lead in air. HUD has defaulted time and time again on

Congressional and court-ordered mandates to establish and support

feasible programs to abate leAd paint hazards in the nation's

housing. The Consumer Product Safety Comnission could not find the

will to act so Congress had to intervene to ensure removal of lead-

containing water coolers from schools. OSHA has not fully

enforced its outdated occupational standards for the lead industry.

Clearly, Congress must act.

In addition to the actions suggested in this testimony, I
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strongly support the establishment of a dedicated fund to expedite

the abatement of lead paint hazards in American housing through the

imposition of a fee upon lead as it enters commerce. As the

Environmental Defense Fund has proposed, such a fee can enlist

market incentives to encourage product substitution and lead

recycling. In addition, a dedicated fund will underwrite state and

local programs in lead poisoning prevention, and support:4 the

critical rsearch and technology transfer needed to eliminate this

entirely preventable disease. If there is truly a momentum growing

to act on this problem, the oldest recognized environmental

disease, then there is a need to ensure that action is effective.

To that end, I propose that Congress establish and fund a national

center for lead poisoning prevention to develop the advances in

source identification, screening, health assessment and prevention,

drawing upon the experience of the public health community,

biomedical research, engineering and abatement technology, and

community knowledge of this enormous problem.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Let's see, next we have Vicki Rafel.

STATEMENT OF VICKI RAFEL

Ms. RAFEL. Good afternoon. My name is Vicki Rafel, and I'm
here representing the National PTA. We thank you for the oppor-
tunity to testify.

I have been involved in PTA for 20 years at the local, county,
State, and national levels, and in all those years, we've been hear-
ing about lead, but we need to keep moving on with this issue.

We have a comprehensive written statement, and I'm just going
to summarize some of that today.

The National PTA represents 6 million parents, teachers, stu-
dents, and other child advocates all around the world. We are not a
scientific organization, but we are convinced by the body of data
that has been accumulated in this field, and we agree with the ex-
perts. Lead poisoning is the number one environmental hazard
facing clfildren in the United States, threatening them at home, at
play, and in their schools. -

We see a clear connection between environmental issues and
education. If we are going to have the goal that by the year 2000
all children in America will start school ready to learn, we have to
think about the effects of lead.

Goal No. 2 talks about increasing the high school graduation rate
to at least 90 percent, and we have already heard today that lead
has an impact on the children who are at risk of dropping out.

We know that lead is a problem and that children's exposure to
lead in this country costs society billions of dollars in medical costs,
special education, and decreased productivity and earnings due to
impaired intellectual development.

Together, exposure to lead from paint, paint dust, water, and
food poses a significant health threat to the children in America,
and we must take action to address the problem.

The National PTA was a strong proponent of the Lead Contami-
nation Control Act, but we are disappointed that the law has had
such little effect in ameliorating the problem. The results of an
EPA audit of this law published last year dramatically showed that
this law did not work. States did not adequately ensure that school
water sources were tested to protect children from lead contamina-
tion. EPA did not efficiently identify water coolers that are not
lead free. States have not ensured that public water systems notify
their customers of the dangers of lead in their drinking water or
enforced the prohibition on use of lead pipes, solder, and flux in
plumbing providing water for human consumption.

Not all of the schools that found lead contamination notified par-
ents, teachers, and employee organizations of the availability of
test results, as required by law, and EPA has not complied with the
Safe Drinking Water Act requirement for revising the maximum
contaminant level for lead in drinking water.

By not adequately enforcing the law, EPA is failing to protect
the public health of the citizens of the United States. The Federal
Government's delay in revising its maximum contaminant level for
lead in drinking water illustrates this point.
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Current law required EPA to lower the existing MCL for lead in
drinking water by June 1988, yet the Agency has not done so. In
fact, we understand that EPA officials have informed the subcom-
mittee that they now plan to eliminate the current tap water
standard entirely.

This is unbelievable considering that lead in drinking water is
one of the top contributors Gf lead in the bloodstream of children
and adults, and that over 40 million Americans have lead levels
above what is considered safe.

We disagree with the EPA that a standard at the tap is unwork-
able. In fact, we support an MCL for source water of 1 part per bil-
lion and an MCL of 5 parts per billion at the tap.

The Centers for Disease Control is also involved in a number of
activities targeted at eliminating lead poisoning. For example, they
have a grant program for screening infants and children, and this
is a necessary step on the road to eliminating lead poisoning. How-
ever, many more States and communities have need for compre-
hensive programs to combat the problem than there are available
funds.

We believe that the Interagency Strategic Plan for the elimina-
tion of childhood lead poisoning is also a helpful step in the right
direction. The recommended actions in the plan include increased
support for programs that prevent childhood lead poisoning, in-
creased abatement of lead-based paint and paint-contaminated dust
in housing, reductions in other sources and pathways of lead expo-
sure in children, and national surveillance for children with elevat-
ed blood levels.

We would support these activities and believe that the Lead Con-
tamination Control Act must be reauthorized and significantly
strengthened. There are two major problems that must be reme-
died in the coming year.

The law did not give EPA adequate authority to require States to
comply with its provisions. Two, Congress never appropriated the
funds ',hat were authorized to help States and school districts
comply with the law.

The rest of the information is in the written statement we have
provided.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. 175.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Rafel followsd
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Statement of
THE NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION

The National PTA welcomes the opportunity to present its views on the very important issue

of lead exposure in the environment.

illitedild011_

The National PTA represents 6.8 million parents, teachers, students and other child

advocates in all fifty states, the District of Columbia, Europe and the Pacific region where

American parents send their children to Department of Defense Dependents Schools. Our

organization was founded on the premise of parental involvement and has a long-standing

policy of protecting the ecological and environmental qualities of life necessary to the

development of healthy and productive youth. We believe that children should be safe

from preventable health hazards of any kind, including in the classrooms where they go to

learn for three-quarters of each year.

1
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This statement presents information about the health effects of lead poisoning in children

and refers to research studies, government documents, and audit reports that are well-known

to the Members of this Subcommittee. The bottom line that we must acknowledge today

is that the federal government is not responding in a timely or efficient manner to an

environmental hazard that affects 17 percent of the children in America. We hope that the

increased attention on this issue will lead to development and implementation of effective

measures to reduce and eventually eliminate childhood lead poisoning.

History of National PTA Involvement

The National PTA "Legislative Directives", a document that outlines the legislative positions

of our organization, includes specific support for "legislative and regulatory efforts to

manage or eliminate environmental health hazards in schools and child care facilities, such

as asbestos, radon, and lead..." In carrying out this directive, wc. have worked extensively

with Congress and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on a number of different .

activities for each of these problems.

The National PTA led an effort, in cooperation with the EPA and other educational groups,

to organize regional workshops around the country to inform parents, teachers, and other

school officials about the hazards of asbestos, radon and lead in drinking water. We have

testified before Congress, and supported legislation--including the Lead Contamination

Control Act (LCCA)--that addresses these three hazards. And, through a coalition effort

with other educational groups, we worked with EPA in developing a booklet entitled,

"Environmental Hazards in Schools", which includes a section on lead in drinking water.
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%maim

In this statement we have been asked to focus on the following areas:

1) the health effects of lead exposure, including effects on neurological

development and intelligence in children and fetuses;

2) the pervasiveness of childhood lead exposure;

3) our views on the importance of indoor sources of lead exposure, including lead

paint, lead dust from lead paint, and drinking water;

4) our views about the adequacy of current and federal programs targeted at

reducing lead levels in the environment; and

5) recommendations for what must be done now to reduce and eliminate lead

exposure in the indoor environment.

Before beginning our remarks in each of these areas, we would like to emphasize that a

clear connection exists between environmental issues and the national education goals.

Those supporting the goals may be focusing too narrowly on what goes on in the classroom,

as opposed to what occurs in a child's life before, and during, his or her school years. F

example, goal number one states that °By the year 2000, all children in America will start

school ready to lvarn.w

According to the last available estimate, between 3 and 4 million children in the United

States have blood lead levels above 15 micrograms per deciliter (ug/dL), a level high enough

to cause decreased intelligence, behavioral disturbances, developmental delays, and

numerous other, long lasting effects. Further, in testimony presented to the House

3
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Subcommittee on Transportation and Hazardous Materials last September, the American

Academy of Pediatrics estimated that 400,000 children are horn each year with blood lead

levels high enough to have neurotoxic effects. These children will not start school ready to

learn. As this statement, and the others, will contend, lead poisoning is an entirely

preventable disease. For the federal government not to take action to reduce, and

eventually eliminate, children's exposure to lead is unconscionable.

Goal number two states "By the year 2000, we will increase the high school graduation rate

to at least 90 percent." Dr. Herbert Needleman, a nationally known expert on childhood

lead poisoning, who has testified on several occasions before this Subcommittee, has

research data drawing the connection between lead exposure and high school dropouts. Dr.

Needleman's study shows that, of children who were exposed to lead when they were young,

those with the highest lead levels had seven-times greater odds of dropping out of high

school, and six-times greater odds of having a significant reading disability. Do we need

more compelling statistics before addressing this problem if we are serious about meeting

the educational goals?

Thalmallb_sffcsisAficaLSIMEILLifigilkding_faXALSZLItil

intelligence in children and fetuses

The members of this subcommittee arc familiar with the grim statistics that have been

repeatedly presented in testimony for years. Lead poisoning is a silent, costly epidemic that

threatens the well-being of between three and four million children in America. The

National PTA is not a scientific authority on the health effects of lead, but we are convinced

by the body of data that has been accumulated in this field, and we agree with the experts:
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LEAD POISONING IS THE NUMBER ONE ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD FACING

CHILDREN IN ME UNITED STATES, THREATENING THEM AT HOME, AT

PLAY, AND IN THEiR SCHOOLS.

There are volumes of data to document lead's toxic effects. A few key sources are the 1988

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) Report to Congress entitled,

"The Nature and Extent of Lead Poisoning in Children in the United States;" the Centers

for Disease Control (CDC) 1985 statement on preventing lead poisoning in young children

that will be revised this year; and the CDC's "Strategic Plan for Elimination of Childhood

Lead Poisoning."

These sources, and numerous othPr studies, show that lead's nGttoxic effects at relatively

low exposure levels include decreased intelligence, short-term memory loss, reading and

spelling underachievement, impairment of visual-motor functioning, poor perceptual

integration, poor classroom behavior, and impaired reaction time. Children and fetuses are

especially susceptible to these effects, because their neurological systems are rapidly

developing. Young children are also more exposed to lead than older groups due to their

normal activities, including "mouthing" of non-food items that may introduce lead dust into

their systems. According to the CDC report, young children absorb and retain mo-e lead

on a unit mass basis than adults.

Thirty years ago, concern about lead levels in children was reserved for those children

exposed to such high levels of lead that they exhibited the harsh physical symptoms of lead

poisoning. Since 1970, scientific and health research about childhood lead poisoning has

5
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revealed dramatic evidence of adverse effects of lead at lower and lower levels. Most

scientists recognize that even though lead toxicity may not be apparent physically, its

insidious effects are taking hold in children and manifesting themselves later through

attention disorders, learning disabilities, and other related problems.

As a result of more sophisticated measuring techniques and the compelling data about

adverse health effects of lead at lower levels, CDC has convened experts from around the

country to review and update its statement, "Preventing Lead Poisoning in Young Children".

The new statement, which is expected to be released soon, will redefine childhood lead

poisoning. In its 1985 statement, CDC set the threshold for action at a blood lead level

of 25 micrograms per deciliter (ug/dL), although at that time the Agency acknowledged that

adverse effects occurred below that level. The new statement will recommend that the

threshold for lead poisoning prevention activities should be at blood lead levels of 10 ug/dL.

It is expected that the revised statement will recommend treatment for children with blood

lead levels above 15 ug/dL,and that communities with large numbers of children with blood

leaci levels above 10 ug/dL develop community-wide educational and environmental

programs to address the problem.

The pervasiveness of childhood lead exposure

Childhood lead poisoning is pervasive, yet entirely preventable. Progress has been made

over the past twenty years, but exposure continues because of ongoing uses of lead.

According to a report on childhood lead poisoning, published by the Environmental Defense

Fund in March 1990, "each year industry produces, and consumers Use and discard, products

containing well over a million tons of lead."

6
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In general, children in poverty, particularly those in dense, urban areas who are already

struggling with inadequate living conditions, poor nutrition, and lack of access to preventive

health care, are at higher risk of exposure to dangerous levels of lead from their

environments. However, recent studies now documcnt that millions of children from all

socio-economic backgrounds and all geographic areas have lead levels high enough to cause

adverse effects.

We have discussed why children are more susceptible than adults to the hazardous effects

of lead exposure, but must stress that prevention and early detection are key to correcting

the problem. The CDC estimates that children's aposure to lead in this country costs

society billions of dollars in medical costs, special education, and decreased productivity and

earnings due to impaired intellectual development. While the benefits of preventing

exposure to children are difficult to quantify, and it is impossible to place a monetary value

on effects such as decreased school performance or a family's emotional costs, CDC

estimates, through its analyses, that preventing lead exposure in the United States, and

abatement of lead-based paint in older homes, are cost-effective strategies that must be

employed to address the pervasiveness of the problem.

Tho importance of indoor murougleaLcuour.inghdingicalsainUailhatimmkg
mint. and drinking water

Despite the known dangers of exposure to lead, millions of pounds of lead continue to be

released into the environment each year because of the manufacture, use and disposal of

lead-containing products. Because lead is an element, it does not degrade, and its toxicity

7
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does not diminish with time, The lead that has already been dumped in the environment

from years of using leaded gasoline, paint, plumbing supplies, and other products remains

and must be removed to eliminate the hazard completely. The ATSDR estimates that 4 to

5 million metric tons of lead used in gasoline remain in dust and soil and children remain

exposed to it.

For the most part, the average blood lead levels in this country have declined over the past

twenty years because lead use has been significantly reduced in gasoline and paint.

However, lead is still dispersed into the environment, and children are exposed to lead from

a variety of sources, including paint, gasoline, solder, plumbing materials, batteries, crafts

materials, food, water, dust, soil and air.

Experts generally agree that inhalation of' airborne lead is a minor exposure pathway for

individual children, except in selected areas, such as near smelters, lead-product

manufacturing or processing plants, or where leaded gasoline is still used. Today, lead-

based paint is the most common cause of high-dose lead poisoning in children in the United

States. The ATSDR estimates that 13.6 million children under the age of seven are

potentially exposed to paint containing unhealthy concentrations of lead. Exposure occurs

when children ingest the paint, but also when they ingest dust or soil that has been

contaminated with leaded paint.

Lead in drinking water is also a significant problem for children. Lead in water corm

mainly from lead products used in plumbing--pipes, solder, and flux. While Congre

created a program to address this problem in schools, it has not been effective, and El

8
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estimates that millions of children are still exposed to drinking water in schools with lead

levels above what EPA considers acceptable. This issue is discussed in more detail later on

in this statement.

Together, exposure to lead from paint, paint dust and water pose a significant health threat

to children in America, and we must take action to address the problem.

401 IL...) I.. 1,04 r t-.. I MI II.-.1

Lead Contamination. and Control Act

The National PTA was a strong proponent of the Lead Contamination Control Act (LCCA),

but is disappointed that the law has had such little effect in ameliorating the problem.

When the legislation was being debated in 1988, we unsuccessfully attempted to have

stronger drinking water standards and stricter penalties against non-compliance included in

the bill. We still believe that this law is needed, with the stricter provisions we originally

sought.

In September, 1990, EPA published the results of an audit of its and the states' roles in

implementing the LCCA and other provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments

enacted in 1986. The findings of this review, described below are alarming:

o States were not adequately ensuring that school water sources were tested to

protect children from lead contamination.

9
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The LCCA requires that states develop programs to assist schools and day care centers in

testing for and remedying lead contamination in drinking water. All water coolers found

to be not-lead-free were to be remedied by February 1990. The EPA auditors found that

states were not complying with this requirement. Some schools that tested found dangerous

levels of lead in water coolers, drinking fountains, and plumbing. However, EPA suspects

that the contamination may be worse than reported because some of the schools did limited

or improper testing. Further, those schools that did not test at all are unaware of the

potential hazards in their buildings.

o EPA's procedures--required by law--to identify water coolers that are not lead-

free were not efficiently or properly implemented.

EPA was one-year late in developing an accurate list of hazardous water coolers, and in

distributing it to states, as required by the LCCA. In turn, this delay may have hampered

the Consumer Product Safety Commission's ability to recall and ban the future manufacture

of hazardous coolers.

In addition, many schools only tested coolers on EPA's list of hazardous coolers, which

means they may have overlooked serious potential hazards and continued to expose children

to unnecessary health risks.

States have not ensured that public water systems notify their customers of the

dangers of lead in their drinking water, or enforced the prohibition on use of

10
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lead pipes, solder and flux in plumbing providing water for human

consumption.

The result of this noncompliance is that parents, teachers and the rest of the public are not

adequately informed about the hazards of lead in their water. The states say that they lack

direct authority to enforce the ban on lead pipes and solder, because local building

inspectors are charged with that responsibility. States are uncertain if contractors are using

leaded pipes and solder, which means that homeowners may inadvertently be having lead

plumbing supplies installed in their homes.

o Similarly, the audit found that not all of the schools that found lead

contamination notified parents, teachers and employee organizations of the

availability of test results, as required by law.

This provision was included in the law to ensure that parents would be properly notified of

a school's activities in testing for and remedying high lead levels in drinking water. If

performed properly, this notification would be an effective accountability measure. Parents

have a right to know if their children are being exposed to high levels of lead in their

schools' drinking water. Further, if the lead level in their children's school drinIdng water

is high, parents need to determine if they should have their children's blood lead levels

tested.

11
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o The Agency has not complied with the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

requirement for revising the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for lead in

drinking water.

If EPA or Congress fail to take immediate action on this important issue, they are failing

to protect the public health of the citizens of the United States. The following chronology

of revising the drinking water standard highlights the federal government's deplorable delay

tactics and procrastination over the past several years:

o In 1985, EPA proposed to reduce the maximum contaminant level goal, which

is an unenforceable target, from 50 micrograms per liter (ug/L) to 20 ug/L.

o In August, 1988,EPA recommended a goal of zero, and proposed to establish

20 ug/L as the maximum level, period.

o The LCCA required EPA to lower the existing MCL for lead in drinking water

by June 1988.

o In January 1989, EPA issued a guidance document for schools and day care

centers to test for lead, and recommended that any water source for human

consumption exceeding 20 ug/L be taken out of service immediately.

The problem remains, however, that in all these years, the Agency did not revise the

stanoard, and the current level for public water systems for lead is still 50 ug/L. By not

complying with the law, EPA has created great confusion among schools as well. According

to the EPA audit report, laboratories testing water for public water systems have also been

testing school water. Some of these labs have informed schools that they are within the

limits established by the SDWA, as long as the results are less than 50 ug/L.

12
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The EPA issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in 1988 regarding lead in drinking water,

which argued that a standard at the tap was unworkable. Then, and now, we disagree with

the EPA on this point. At that time, we supported an MCL for source water of 1 ug/L and

an MCL of 5 ug/L at the tap. With this standard we also recommended that public water

suppliers be required to replace lead pipes in those portions of the water distribution system

that are publicly owned or owned by the water supplier.

We understand that EPA officials have informed the Subcommittee that they now plan to

eliminate the current tap water standard entirely. This is unbelievable considering that lead

in drinking water is one of the top contributors of lead in the bloodstream of children and

adults, and that over 42 million Americans have lead levels above what is considered safe.

In addition, an EPA document, "Reducing Lead inDrinking Water, published in December

1986, documented that:

o lead in drinking water accounts for 15 to 45 percent of the body burden of

lead;

o blood levels of lead are related to tap water lead concentrations;

o treatments to rel edy lead in drinking water decrease lead exposure to

children and other populations; and

o the ratio of benefit to cost is 10:1 for decreasing the MCL to 20 micrograms

per liter (ug/L).

13
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Other federal activities

In addition to the EPA, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have a long history of

involvement in lead poisoning prevention activities. Through a provision in the LCCA, CDC

received funding to:

o screen infants and children for elevated blood levels;

o assure referral of treatment for infants and children with elevated blood lead

levels; and

o provide education about childhood lead poisoning in communities where large

numbers of children have elevated blood lead levels.

While this program is a necessary step on the road to eliminating lead poisoning, many more

states and communities have need for comprehensive programs to combat the problem than

there are available funds.

As part of the 1990 and year 2000 Objectives for the Nation, the U.S. Public Health Service

aims to reduce, and eventually eliminate, childhood lead poisoning. The CDC developed,

in cooperation with the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, the EPA, the

Department of Health and Human Services and other governmental and private-sectr:

contributors, a SIngaia_Planismihtliliminaii2LAChildhosLIAaLaimming,

This report, published in February 1991, sets forth a five-year plan to address this problem,

with recommended actions that include:

o increased support for programs that prevent childhood lead poisoning;

14
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o increased abatement of lead-based paint and paint-contaminated dust in

housing;

o reductions in other sources and pathways of lead exposure in children; and

o national surveillance for children with elevated blood lead levels.

The preface of the report states, "Finding and treating children with lead poisoning is

critical, but not sufficient. Preventive actions must be taken to remove sources of lead in

the child's environment before poisoning occurs."

National PTA =commendations for what must be done now to reduce and eliminate lead

egposomin the indoor environment

We testified before this Subcommittee in July, 1988, about the Lead Contamination Control

Act. While we supported the law, we believe there were two major problems that must be

remedied in the coming year:

1. The law did not give EPA adequate authority to require states to comply with its

provisions.

2. Congress never appropriated the funds that were authorized to help states and school

districts to comply with the law.

This year we ask that this law be reauthorized, and be amended to include enforcement

provisions to assure that states will indeed comply with the law.

15
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In addition, we need a comprehensive, preventive program to curtail children's exposure to

lead. This includes federal efforts to:

o. establish stronger accountability measures that will increase parental

involvement, such as improved public reporting requirements, and assurances

that they are implemented;

o enforce existing laws and regulations that limit or ban the use of lead;

o issue a strengthened MCL standard for lead in drinking water (Congress

should consider this action among its highest environmental priorities);

o provide funding for states and school districts to help them remedy the

problems in their areas;

o expand community blood lead lewd screening programs, particularly those

targeted to at-risk populations;

o coordinate governmental and non-governmental activities, such as a technical

assistance and information dissemination program to inform the public about

risks and mitigation strategies, and to assist state and local governments and

the private sector in solving problems; and

o research cost-effective and efficient methods for addressing the problem of

lead contamination from other sources including paint, soil, food, etc.

We are in the process of reviewing legislation, currently pending in Congress, that addresses

the problems of lead, radon, and indoor air. We are especially supportive of bills that

address environmental hazards in the schools because children spend a great deal of time

in the school environment.

16
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For example, the Lead Exposure Reduction Act S. 391, introduced by Senator Reid (D-

NV), and H.R. 1750, introduced by Representativc Scheuer (D-NY), includes a requirement

that EPA assess the extent to which lead paint is a problem in schools and day care centers.

This is important consideration that should not be overlooked when addressing the problem

of leaded paint in homes.

We supported last year, and will again during this Congress, the Radon in Schools bills--

S.575, introduced by Senator Lautenberg (D-NJ) and H.R. 1794, introduced by

Represt.tative Gordon (D-TN)--which require schools in areas with high radon levels to test

their buildings. We also support the indoor air bills--H.R. 106, introduced by Representative

Kennedy (13-MA) and S. 455, introduced by Senator Mitchell (D-ME)--which create the

framework for protecting indoor air quality.

The National PTA looks forward to working with you and the subcommittee staff to develop

appropriate and effective means to protect America's children from the dangers of

environmental hazards in their schools.

17
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MS. RAFEL. Thank you. Mr. Packer.

STATEMENT OF JOEL PACKER
Mr. PACKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Joel Packer, a legislative specialist with the Nation :4 Edu-

cation Association, and the NEA represents more than 2 million
teachers and other school employees throughout the country.

I appreciate the opportunity to speak here today about the seri-
ous hazards of lead poisoning in children.

I want to highlight my testimony and just make a few brief
points.

First, we've heard about the health effects of lead and how lead
is a serious health problem and environmental problem The NEA
believes that lead poisoning is a serious educational problem as
well.

As Ms. Rafel mentioned, about a year and a half ago, the Presi-
dent and all 50 Governors agreed on a set of 6 national educational
goals to move our country forward in education and improve educa-
tion by the year 2000. Among the goals are that by the year 2000,
all children will start school ready to learn, that the high school
graduation rate will increase, and that student achievement in
math, science, and other areas will also increase.

Unfortunately, the achievement of these goals, we think, will be
likely to be jeopardized by the insidious effects of lead poisoning.
As we know and others will say later, children are particularly vul-
nerable to the adverse health effects of lead, one reason being that
they absorb lead at a much higher rate than do adults. Infants
absorb about 40 percent of the lead they inhale or ingest, compared
to about 5 to 10 percent for adults.

And we have clear linkages from a study that Dr. Needleman did
linking lead to reduced academic achievement by students. He
found, in following a group of children, that first children with
high lead levels were four times more likely to have an IQ below 80
than a comparable group of children with low lead levels, that the
high-lead-level children dropped out of high school at a rate more
than seven times that of the control group, and that the high-lead
students had a problem with reading disabilities at more than six
times the rate of the low-lead-level children.

In addition, children with higher lead levels had lower class
standing, increased absenteeism, lower vocabulary, and lower
grammatical reasoning scores. Clearly, with these effects, we are
not going to achieve the educational goals that the President and
the new Secretary of Education are spending so much time talking
about.

In addition, the Department of Health and Human Services did
an analysis about what are the actual costs for special education
for children who are lead poisoned. HHS projected that about 20
percent of children with elevated blood lead levels need special
education services and estimates that those services cost over
$3,300 per child.

So simply reducing blood lead levels in special education costs,
alone will save the country hundreds of millions of dollars just in
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that one area, leaving aside other savings in medical care and lost
earnings and other areas.

A lot of people will talk about lead paint, and we agree that lead
paint is the most serious cause of high lead levels in children. But I
want to talk a little bit about specifically water.

As you've heard before, EPA has estimated that about a quarter
of a million children have their IQ lowered because of their expo-
sure to elevated lead levels in water, and about 29,000 of the chil-
dren require medical treatment on a yearly basis because of their
exposure to lead in water.

We are particularly concerned about lead in school drinking
water because of the nature that the water sits overnight, on week-
ends, is in cuntact for a longer period of time than in a typical
house with the pipes and the solder, and consequently is more
likely to have elevated lead levels, and our testimony outlines sev-
eral examples in Maryland, in Los Angeles, New Jersey, of schools
that have tested and found extremely high percentages of their
fountains and taps having elevated lead levels.

We think part of the solution needs to be, as the PTA does As
well, reauthorization and a strengthening of the Lead Contamina-
tion Control Act. This Act, which you and Mr. Sikorski sponsored 3
years ago, authorized $30 million a year for States to help schools
test for and remedy lead contamination in their drinking water,
but unfortunately, number one, the Congress has actually not ap-
propriated any money. The administration has not asked for any
money, and schools have not received any money.

And two, the Inspector General of EPA found that most schools
have not done this. They have either not tested, they've tested im-
properly, or they've only tested certain of their fountains. And the
Inspector General criticized the EPA for not aggressively pursuing
methods to encourage States to do these things, to help school do
these things.

We think that the law needs to be reauthorized and strengthened
with a requirement that schools must test for lead. There are other
laws on the books that require schools to test for asbestos. There is
legislation pending that would require schools to test for radon gas.
The linkage between lead is even greater to the effects on children,
and we think it should be required that in this area as well, schools
should have to test to see if there is lead poisoning in their drink-
ing water.

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 191.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Packer followsj
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TESTIMONY

OF THE

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Joel Packer, a legislative pecialist

Education Association which represents wore

professional and other education employees

for the National

than two million

in the nation's

elementary, secondary, vocational, and postsecondary schools. I

appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today about the

serious hazards of lead in America's schools .

In September 1989, the President and the

endorsed six NatiOnal Education Coals. The

"By the year 2000, all children in Amekica

ready to learn," the second goal recommends

school graduation rate, and the other goals

educational excellence.

nation's governors

first goal steass:

will start school

improving the high

focus on achieving

The achievement of these vital goals may well he jeopardized by

the insidious effects of lead poisoning.

se lth Bffecti_of Lea4

Long-term exposure to lead can result in decreased hemoglobin,

destruction of red blood cells, and anemia: it can damage the

kidneys, reducing their ability to retain nutrients and excrete

waste; it can impair nerve function, interfere with brain

development, and alter behavior; it can pmduce pregnancy
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complications, premature birth, and reduced birth weight; and it

can cause heart damage, increase blood pressure, and increase

risk of strokes and heart attack.

Children are particularly vulnerable to the adverse health

effects of lead. For instance, a recent study by the Office of

Technology Assessment (OTA) on neurotoxicity states that children

ingest and inhale more lead per unit of body weight than adults

and are thus more vulnerable to its effects. Young children are

likely to ingest paint, soil, and dust during normal mouthing

activities. Children also have a higher absorption rate for lead

than adults -- 40 percent for infants compared to 5 to 15 percent

for adults. Children have less bone tissue in which lead is

stored, leaving more lead in the blood that is free to exert

toxic effcts on various body organs, including the brain.

The recently released (February 1991) Department of Health and

Human Services report, Strategic Plan for the Elimination of

Childhood Lead Poisoning, stated "lead poisoning remains the most

common and societally devastating environmental disease of young

children.:.in'the United States, millions of children from all

geographic areas and socioeconomic strata have lead levels high

enough to cause adverse health cffescts."

In 1988, the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry

(ATSDR) estimated that between three and four malion children

under age six in the U.S., 17 percent of all children, have blood

S
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lead lvels above 15 micrograms per deciliter (ug/d1) in 1984 --

levels high enough to adversely affect intelligence and behavior.

The effects of lead have proven to be longlasting. Dr. Herbert

Needleman, a nationally-renowned xpert in childhood lead

poisoning, found that childrn with high lead lvels were almost

four times more likely to have an IQ below 80 than those with low

lead levels. In later years, the high-lead students had a

dropout rat more than seven times higher than the control group,

and evidenced reading disabilities at more than six times the

rate of comparable students with low lead levels. In addition,

the children exposed to higher lead levels had lower class

standing, increased absenteeism, and lower vocabulary and

grammatical reasoning scores.

In fact, officials for the Centers for Disease control have

recommnded yearly blood tests for young children at risk for

lead poisoning after a Wisconsin boy died in March from exposure

to lead-based paint. The child was found to have a blood-lead

level of 144 ug/d1 -- many times the level known to cause brain

damage. Lead had begun to replace the calcium in his bones.

CDC will soon relas a new threshold level for blood lead

poisoning. In 1985 it was 25 ug/d1; it is expected to be lowered

to 10 ug/d1 becaus we now know that adverse health effects are

caused by ven this levl of lead.
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The Department of Health and Human Services' February 1991

strategic plan for reducing lead poisoning in children did a

cost-benefit analysis of lead expoaure to children. Since

children with high blood lead levels are more likely to need

spacial education services, such as reading specialists, school

psychologists, or other counselors, HHS assumed that 20 percent

of children with blood lead levels above 25 ug/dl would need

special education for an average of three years. The projected

cost of such special education was projected to be $3,331 per

child.

In addition, preventing a 1 ug/dl Increase in blood lead levels,

regardless of the starting level, would increase lifetime

earnings by $1,147 per child.

Sources of Lea4

Sources of lead include paint, gasoline, solder, and smelters and

enter the body via multiple pathways such as water, air, dust,

soil, and food. However, the most prevalent and dangerous

sources of lead to children are water and paint.

NEA has been quite concerned for several years about the dangers

of lead in drinking watr. Lead in drinking water can

significantly increase total exposure to lead. EPA estimates

that lead in drinking water can account for 20 percent to 50

percent of total lead exposure in young children. Some of this

exposure occurs in schools and day-care centers.

155
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The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that as a

result of lead contamination in drinking water, each year some

29,000 children require medical treatment; more than 240,000

children experience some irreparable loss of intelligence; some

82,000 children risk diminished physical stature; and another

82,000 risk blood disease. Indeed, the hazards of lead

contamination begin before birth. EPA estimates some 680,000

fetuses are at risk each year because of pregnant women's

exposure to hazardous levels of lead in drinking water.

The pattern of water use in schools makes students particularly

usceptible to lead poisoning because water often sits in the

pipes overnight, over weekends, or over vacations, becoming

heavily contaminated in the process.

A major source of lead in drinking water is the solder used to

join sectionm of copper pipe. Until recently, this solder

contained up to 50 percent lead. Lead can also enter drinking

water as a by-product of the corrosion of lead pipes, fixtures,

or other parts of a plumbing system. In addition, refrigerated

water coolers have been found to contain lead-lined water tanks

and other lead parts.

Many schools have taken steps to test for and reduce or eliminate

lead contamination in school plumbing systems. And yet, a
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comprehensive program to eliminate lead contamination from all

sources must be national in scope.

As part of our efforts to inform schools alout lead

contamination, NEA assisted in the preparation of an EPA document

entitled Lead in School's Drinking Water, released in January

1989. The publication is designed to provide schools guidance in

testing and methods for reducing or liminating lead in schools'

drinking water.

Lead paint is the major cause of high lead levels in children.

Exposure occurs when.children ingest chips or flakes of lead

paint and when they ingest lead-based paint contaminated dust and

soil.

NEA is unaware of any studies analyzing to what extent such paint

is present in schools and whether such paint results in lead dust

being inhaled in schoolchildren. At least 15 percent of all

school buildings were constructed before 1939, and another 31

percent were constructed before 1959. It is reasonable to

conclude that many still contain lead-based paint.

ASTDR estimated that in the mid-1980s 13.6 million children under

the age of seven wmre exposed to lead-based paint in their homes.

About 1.2 million of these children had blood lead levels above

15 ug/dl.

157,
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Lead-soldered cans also pose a great risk. CDC believes that the

use of lead-solder in cans for commercial use, including use in

schools, is a danger for our children that continues to exist.

In recent years, regulatory and voluntary actions have been taken

that significantly reduced or eliminatee lead from many consumer

products in the United States, including new paint and gasoline.

However, millions of American's, particularly children, remain at

risk, and further steps must be taken.

Because these problems are so prevalent among so many children

and the risks are so widespread, we need to establish a

comprehensive framework in which to decrease the harmful effects

of lead.

Need for Legislation

Part of this comprehensive approach would include the enactment

of legislation such as H.R. 1750, the Lead Exposure Reduction Act

of 1991, recently introduced in the House by Rep. James Scheuer

(D-NY) and sponsored by Sens. Harry Reid (D-NV) and Joseph

Lieberman (D-CT) in the Senate (S. 391). This bill would help in

dealing with the problems of lead and would be a significant step

toward protecting the health and safety of all citizens.

The bill restricts the use of leau in products likely to cause

additional contamination such as paint, plumbing

fittings/fixtures, pesticides, toys and game pieces, and weights.

I s
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The bill also requires labeling products that may pose a risk to

human exposure to lead. NEA is pleased to see that H.R. 1750

would require a long-term study on the relative contributions of

drinking water, food, air, soil, lead-based paint and dust from

the paint to the total body burden in children. It would also

require public education and outreach efforts focused on the

general public and health care professionals to increase

awareness of risks from household, school, and day care sources

of lead. This bill also includes a provision NEA recommended

last year that directs ATSDR to do an assessment of lead exposure

of children from schools and day care centers.

H.R. 1750 also mandates a comprehensive program promoting safe,

effective, and affordable monitoring, detection, and abatement of

lead-based paint and other lead exposure hazards, including;

environmental lead and blood analysis standards, lead abatement

contractor training and certification curricula, testing and

evaluation of lead detection technologies, evaluation of lead

dust abatement techniques, evaluation of new lead paint abatement

technologies, and classification of abatement wastes. These

provisions are vital to ensure that lead-based paint abatement is

conducted properly and safely.

Another piece of legislation that has the potential to assist in

the reduction of the environmental hazards of lead is the Lead

Contamination Control Act (LCCA) of 1988, (P.L. 100-572). NEA

was instrumental in the enactment of this measure that authorized

1 s
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$30 million per year tO states to assist schools with eliminating

lead in drinking water. We thank Chairman Henry Waxman (D-CA)

and Rep. Gerry Sikorski (D-MN) for their strong leadership on

this measure.

However, NEA is dtsappointed that no federal funds have ever been

appropriated for this state grant program. While other threats

to our children, such as drugs, have been met with federal

resources, we cannot afford to ignore the evidence that this

problem requires immediate action through the provision of

federal funds. We ask your help and help from the Members of the

Appropriations Committee to fund this vital measure.

NEA also calls for the reauthorization of LCCA which is scheduled

to expire at the end of Fiscal Year 1991. The LCCA, including

state grants, should be reauthorized either as a separate bill,

for at least the nxt three to five years, or as part of a

comprehensive lead bill.

Also, this bill must be strengthened. As part of this

reauthorization, the LCCA should require that all schools be

tested for lead and funding assistance be provided to school

districts for such testing. /n additinn, because schools which

do such tests do not have to report their results either to EPA

or a state agency, we recommend that a reauthorization of LCCA

include a requirement for reporting school test results and a
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yearly report by EPA to Congress on the progress schools are

making in addressing this problem.

Unfortunately, despite the enactment of the LCCA, the level of

lead in school water supplies remains dangerously high, according

to.an audit released by EPA's Inspector Genital last October.

The school districts reviewed in the survey -- 13 in the Mid-

Atlantic region -- did ns7't test their water, did not follow

federal testing standards, or only did a limited amount of

testing. Under the LCCA, all faulty water coolers emitting

dangerous levels of lead should have been repaired or removed

from the nation's schools in February of 1990, but this has not

occurred according to the auditors.

Some states have begun to move forward on their own in lead

abatement fforts. Minnesota, for example, tested schools and

took remedial ewtion last year. Maryland discovered that 28

percent of the public schools it tested were found to have

dangerous lead levels. The Los Angeles Unified School District

shut off all water coolers in the school system and began a

comprehensive testing program after finding that 70 percent of

the district's refrigerated coolers produced elevated lead levels

after the water was allowed to sit overnight, and 60 percent did

so after a seven-day vacation. The Ocean City (NJ) Board of

Education had each of the 109 fountains and sinks used for

drinking in the lementary, middle, and high schools checked and

found 37 outlets xceeding the level of 20 parts per billion
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(ppb) of lead in the water -- EPA's recommended maximum level of

lead contamination of water. Also, in Fairfax County, Virginia,

the district tested 855 water coolers in its schools in 1988 and

removed more than 50 of them duo to a high lead content in the

water.

States and school districts told auditors that they have limited

budgets to carry out water safety laws. For instance, a

spokesperson for the Richmond Public School System stated that

"...itos a fairly expensive procedure and Richmond, like other

urban school systems, is facing a further relative reduction in

its school budget." It is very unfortunate that the

Administration has never asked for funding of state grants to

help alleviate this problem.

The Inspector General's report points out that EPA had even

conducted a survey of lead in drinking water in nine states in

order to assess the effectiveness of LCCA activities. EPA's

report indicates that fewer than half of the school districts had

tested their buildings for lead in drinking water at the time of

the survey.

The survey also found that some school administrators did not

take appropriate corrective action because of confusing Federal

requirements.
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EPA's current regulation is 50 ppb of lead in drinking water -- a

level which is far too high. In 1988, EPA proposed to reduce

that level to 20 ppb and currently encourages schools to live by

this standard. However, many schools did nothing unless the lead

in the water exceeded 50 ppb.

The Inspector General's report said that states should fulfill

their responsibilities under the LCCA, and states should ensure

that schools test their water and correct any lead problem.

DrinkinaVater Standard for Law:

We also submitted recommendations to the EPA in October 1988

stating our concern at EPA's failure to set a maximum contaminant

level for drinking water at the tap. Simply setting a standard

for lead in source water entering the distribution system is

patently insufficient. People drink water from the tap, not the

source, and much of the contamination comes from lead pipes and

solder after the water enters the system. In fact, the Safe

Drinking Water Act requires EPA to establish a MCL at the tap.

It begs the question to say, as does EPA, that you cannot measure

the rate of contamination in the pipes, and therefore, could not

establish an MCL at the tap. These issues have little, if

anything, to do with each other. NEA agrees with the language of

the House Committee Report (H.R. Rep. No. 93-1185, p. 13, 1974)

on the bill that eventually became the Safe Drinking Water Act of

1974 that "(s)ince drinking water regulations are intended to be

1 93
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met at the consumer' s tap, the committee anticipates that

monitoring would include tap sampling."

The only reason permitted by the statutes for not setting an MCL

at the tap is if it is not "economically or technologically

feasible to ascertain the level of the contaminant." (SDWA

section 1412 (b) (5).) There is no question that the testing

technology is available and economically feasible; therefore, EPA

is required to set a maximum contaminant level (MCL) at the tap.

Almost three years have elapsed since this proposed deadline, and

the Agency still has not modified the MCL for lead in drinking

water. It has become clear that Congressional action is

necessary to establish this new standard.

NEA is working with the Alliance to End Childhood Lead Poisoning,

and is a cosponsor of its first national conference to be held

here in Washington, D.C., on October 7 and 8 of this year. The

Conference -- "Preventing Childhood Lead Poisoning" -- will

review the latest research on lead, when and how to screen for

lead poisoning, and how local programs can begin to shift from

reaction to primary prevention.

Childhood lead poisoning is entirely preventable. The enactment

of the Lead Exposure Reduction Act of 1991 (H.R. 1750) and the

reauthorization and expansion of the Lead Contamination Control

Act of 1988 will help to lessen the detrimental effects of lead

47-045 0 - 91 - 7
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poisoning. MA looks forward to working with the Subcommittee on

these important legislative efforts.

',a now have the opportunity and ability to eradicate the threat

of lead poisoning on young minds and bodies. Please help us to

ensure that all children will enter school healthy and ready to

learn and will stay healthy throughout their learning years.

Thank you.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Packer. Mr. Ryan.

STATEMENT OF DON RYAN

Mr. RYAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Don Ryan. I am executive director of the Alliance to

End Childhood Lead Poisoning. We are a new national public inter-
est organization focusing exclusively on ending the epidemic of
childhood lead poisoning.

The Alliance was formed by leaders from several fields: medicine
and public health, low-income housing and environmental protec-
tion, children's welfare and education.

Five of the other witnesses who have appeared today are mem-
bers of the Alliance's Board or Technical Advisory Committee.

Several of the leading researchers on the health effects of lead
are also associated with the Alliance.

In the beginning, I would like to make two policy observations
about the status of the science and the human health effects of
lead.

First, we know more about the health effects of lead than any
other environmental toxin. The uncertainties and honest debate
which surround some environmental health hazards are not
present with lead.

Second, I want to point out a fundamental difference between
lead and many other environmental hazards. Children in this coun-
try do not have a risk of lead poisoning, a 1 in a million risk or a 1
in 1.000 risk. One out of every six kids in this country under age 6
is lead poisoned. There is consensus on that fact. EPA and HHS
have testified before Congress that 3 to 4 million children are suf-
fering neurotoxic effects from lead.

As you well know, there are a multitude of sources of lead poi-
soning. We commend this subcommittee for the leadership that you
have shown with the Safe Drinking Water Act and your continuing
pressure on EPA to produce workable, enforceable regulations.
Drinking water nationwide, populationwide, is a serious source of
lead. It contributes a couple points to all of our background levels.
In infants and in infant formula, it presents the potential of poi-
soning.

But I must tell you today, Mr. Waxrnan, that drinking water is
not the cause of the epidemic of childhood lead poisoning in this
country. The overwhelming cause of childhood lead poisoning, the
source of the most intensive exposures, the unattended problem is
lead-based paint and dust from paint in homes.

There is also consensus on this fact. EPA and HHS have both
identified lead paint poisor *ng as the problem. Even the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urba.. Development.11is now conceded that
lead paint presents a serious problem. The 'past several years, the
past 20 years, the Department of Housing and Urban Development
had dismissed lead paint poisoning as a nuisance level housing
problem.

Let me briefly, sir, review for you the statistics which HUD has
submitted to Congress in its survey of lead paint hazards in private
housing. Approximately half of all houses in this country, privately
owned homes, have some lead-based paint. The mere presence of
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paint does not necessarily imply an immediate hazard, but it is
very important to note that 20 million homes, 20 percent of the
U.S. housing stock, has hazardous conditions as we speak today,
either chipping and peeling paint, leaded paint, or high lead dust
levels.

And in those hazardous homes, 3.8 million of those homes cur-
rently house young children under age 6, leading HUD to coin the
term "priority hazard."

I would like to point out how ciosely this number of 3.8 million
homes corresponds to the EPA and HHS estimates of 3 to 4 million
children who are lead poisoned.

Now how did we get here? In 1971, Congress established the na-
tional mandate to wipe out lead paint poisoning. The assignment
was given to HUD under the auspices of our mission of decent,
safe, and affordable housing. That decision has had far-reaching
implications.

First off, HUD's controlHUD's regulation of lead-based paint
hazards exten4pn1y to federally associated housing. This means
federally assisted housing and federally insured housing. HUD has
no reach over the private housing stock where most of the worst
problems exist.

Over the past 20 years, HUD hits ignored the risk a lead-based
paint. They have followed an unspoken policy of doing as little as
possible about the problem. This has resulted in a de facto policy in
most cities across the country that lead-based paint hazards would
be cleaned up after and only after a child is poisoned. And what
made this policy all the more bankrupt was that it was teamed
with the termination of categorical grants from CDC to support
local screening programs.

Mr. Chairman, the Alliance has a number of specific recommen-
dations for action, and they are included in our written remarks.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ryan followsj

1') 7
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TESTIMONY OF

ALLIANCE TO END CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING

April 25, 1991

Before

Honorable Henry Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Presented by Don Ryan, Executive Director

The Alliance To End Childhood Lead Poisoning is a new national
nonprofit public interest organization which is focusing exclu-
sively on ending the epidemic of childhood lead poisoning. The
Alliance is a new organization -- barely six months old -- formed
by leaders in medicine and research, public health, environmental
protection, low-income housing, education, and children's wel-
fare. Although the Alliance's Directors come from different
backgrounds with very different perspectives, they share one
thing in common: a deep frustration with the government's
inaction and inattention to childhood lead poisoning.

The Alliance was born from the failures -- the utter failures --
of Federal agencies to respond effectively to the epidemic of
childhood lead poisoning over the past two decades since the
Congress established the national mandate to wipe out this
disease. The Alliance's mission is to bring all resources to
bear -- other organizations, scientific and technical knowledge,
public policy, economic forces, and community action -- to raise
awareness and change perceptions about childhood lead poisoning
and to develop and implement effective national prevention
programs. Our comprehensive approach to the problem corbines
education and advocacy efforts with technical assistance and
policy support.

The Alliance is funded about half by private foundations and half
by special project grants from Federal agencies. We accept no
funds from industries with a direct economic stake in this issue:
the lead or paint industries, cleanup contractors, or abatement
product manufacturers. I would like to insert for the record
biographical sketches of our Board of Directors to demonstrate
the depth and diversity of the Alliance. The Alliance also has a
standing Technical Advisory Committee of more than 60 experts
from across the country representing every field and discipline
which is involved in developing and implementing solutions to
lead poisoning.

1
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Health Effects

Many of the leading researchers on lead's health effects serve on
the Alliance's Board of Directors or our Technical Advisory
Committee. Because I am neither an M.D. nor a toxicologist, I
will not try to review the scientific literature in any aetail.
I know that this Subcommittee has been briefed in detail on the
litany of problems caused by lead: mental retardation, IQ
reductions, hyperactivity, rea4ing and learning problems, atten-
tion span deficit, hypertension, liver and kidney damage, and at
high levels coma, convulsions and death. I would, however, like
to offer a few policy observations on the status of the.science
on the human health effects of lead.

First, it is extremely important to note that we know more about
the health effects of lead than any other environmental toxin.
In just the past 15 years there have been scores of studies done
in the U.S. and worldwide which document lead's adverse health
effects -- animal studies, clinical studies, and epidemiological
studies. These are reviewed Ellaustively in EPA's 1986 NAAQS
Draft Criteria Document on lead. The overwhelming consensus
among scientists is that the data on the toxicity of lead at low
doses are extremely compelling, if not overwhelming.

Both EPA and CDC have concluded that adverse health effects in
young children and fetuses occur at blood lead levels as low as
(and possible lower) than 10 ug/d1. On Monday and Tuesday of
this week, CDC's formal advisory committee on childhood lead
poisoning met for the last time recommend that a the blood-lead
threshold defining childhood lead poisoning be reduced to 10
ug/d1. CDC is xpected to make official this change in its
threshold for lead poisoning in children this ummer. And within
the next month the National Academy of Sciences is expected to
release its own independent, exhaustive assessment of lead'n
health effects. The uncertainties and honest debate which
surround so many environmental health rialto simply do not exist ,

with lead.

6econd, I want to point out a fundamental difference between the
health hazards of lead and virtually all other environmental
contaminants. Most other risk assessments are built on multi-
stage models which estimate exposures, estimate dose-response
curves, and make assumptions in extrapolating from mouse to
human. If the risk of excess cancer is one in a million over a
lifetime, regulatory action usually begins. Lead poisoning is
fundamentally different. U.S. children do not have a one-in-a-
million Lida of lead poisoning -- one out every six children
under age six is lead poisoned. When we have been trained to
think and communicate in terms like "10 to the minus 6," it is
difficult to grasp that 17 percent of the young children in the
U.S. today are lead poisoned.

2
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Both EPA and HHS have testified before Congress in the past few
months that between three million and four million U.S. children
are suffering adverse effects from lead in their bodies today.
Lead poisoning is not an environmental risk in the usual sense;
lead poisoning is an epidemic, a silent epidemic, and a long
unattended epidemic. Lead poisoning is our best kept environmen-
tal health and public health problem.

Sources

We are all exposed to lead from a multitude of sources: lead-
based paint; emissions into the ambient air from gasoline,
industrial sources, and municipal incinerators; drinking water;
food (from lead solder in food cans and poorly glazed ceramics;
soil; hobbies; and lead in the workplace and lead dust brought
home from the workplace. Over the years, the fact that exposures
to lead come from this variety of sources has been used as an
excuse for not regulating or controlling any particular source.
These arguments are specious -- these arguments are dishonest --
and these arguments are still discouraging steps to end lead
poisoning today.

This Subcommittee was responsible for the advances in the 1986
Safe Drinking Water Act amendments and has been pushing EPA for
years to tighten its standard for lead in drinking water. We are
well aware of your continuing efforts to extract from EPA mean-
ingful, protective, and enforceable regulations to control lead
in drinking water. The Alliance commends this subcommittee for
your leadership, and we support your efforts to protect the
public and reduce lead levels in drinking water.

At the same time, Mr. Chairman, we believe it is important, as
this hearing is doing today, to focus attention on the primary
cause of childhood lead poisoning: lead based paint and dust in
bomes. Drinking water is a significant source of lead popula-
tion-wide because it adds several micrograms to all of our
background levels. But, drinking water is mt the cause of the
epidemic of childhood lead poisoning in this country. The real
culprit is lead-based paint -- and there is now consensus across
Federal agencies on this fact.

The overwhelming significance of lead-based paint to childhood
lead poisoning was first made clear by the Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry's 1988 Report to Congress, Ihg
tiaturs_And_Extent of Lead Poisoning in_the United States. Since
EPA is organized along media lines, there was reluctance, until
very recently, to take a comprehensive, strategic look at child-
hood lead. For years, in fact, EPA discounted lead-based paint
poisoning as a HUD problem, not even bothering to evaluate these
risks in its "Unfinished Business Relative Risk Assessment
Report." In the past year, however, EPA has undertaken a cross
media analysis of lead risks and concluded in its Integrated Lead

3
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Strategy that lead-based paint and dust is the primary cause of
childhood lead poisoning.

Even the Department of Housing and Urban Development, which had
long dismissed lead paint as a nuisance-level problem, has
finally acknowledged the scope and severity of these hazards in
its December 1990 Report to Congress on lead paint in private
housing. The data from HUD's national survey document the scope
and severity of lead paint and dust hazards in our indoor envi-
ronments. HUD's report concludes that more than half of homes
and apartments built before 1978 contain some lead paint -- 57
million units altogether. Of course, like asbestos, the mere
presence of leaded paint does not indicate an immediate hazard.
But HUD found hazardous conditions (chipping and peeling leaded
paint or high lead dust levels) in an estimated 20 million
houses. That means that lead paint and dust hazards are present
today in almost 20 percent of U.S. homes.

According to this same Report to congress, 3.8 million of those
homes now have families with young children living in them,
prompting HUD to coin the term "priority hazards." That's 3.8
million homes in which young children are now living in the
presence of peeling lead paint or high lead dust levels. I want
to point out how closely this number corresponds to the EPA and
HHS estimatis of three to four million lead poisoned children
nationwide. What this means is that if a young child is living
in one of those homes, there is an excellent chance that he or
she will become lead poisoned.

I also want to comment briefly on the risks of another source of
lead -- lead in soil -- which is the subject of continuing
discussion and debate. As it turns out, lead is the most common-
ly found substance at Superfund sites, which has raised issues
about action levels and cleanup standards. EPA has been us!.ng
500-1000 ppm as the acceptable threshold in its interim guide-
lines and consideration is now being given to reducing those
levels. The Alliance fully supports measures to clean up lead at
Superfund sites to levels fully protective of human health. At
the same time there are those who use the fact that soil in many
urban areas has lead levels of 200-300 ppm as an excuse for not
proceeding with the abatement of hazards from paint and dust in
the indoor environment. Research must continue on the relative
roles of all sources and pathways for lead exposures. At the
same tame we cannot allow our attention to be distracted from
what almost experts and local lead poisoning prevention program
staff know is the source of the most intensive exposure -- lead-
based paint and dust indoors.

Historical Backdrop

In 1972 the Congress established the national mandate to wipe out
childhood lead poisoning caused by lead-based paint. It is
noteworthy that it was the Banking Cummittees, with jurisdiction

4
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over Federal housing programs, which drafted this legislation.
Primary responsibility was given to the Department of Housing and
Urban Development -- under the auspices of our commitment to
"decent, mai and affordable housing." The Federal response to
lead paint poisoning was therefore limited to housing units
directly associated with Federal subsidies and loan guarantees.
That initial decision to assign primary responsibility to HUD has
had far-reaching implications.

In Administration after Administration at HUD, lead-based paint
hazards have been down played and dismissed. Unfortunately, HUD
has no health or risk assessment framework in which to grasp
these risks. And lead paint runs counter to HUD's primary
mission of providing subsidies to house and shelter as many as
possible at a cost as low as possible. The plain truth is that
HUD ignored the risks of lead paint -- denied the existence of
the problem -- and for years followed the unspoken policy of
doing absolutely as little as possible. Even after law suits and
court orders, it took HUD five years to write regulations govern-
ing public housing. HUD's timid administration and enforcement
resulted in a de facto policy in most cities across the country
that lead paint hazards in homes would be abated whenever a lead-
poisoned child was found. We were, in fact, using young children
as "lead detectors."

What made this policy all the more empty was the fact that it was
accompanied by the termination of CDC's categorical grant program
funding state and local screening programs. In 1981, as part of
the Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act, these grants were
zeroed and rolled into the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant
program, which then received an overall funding reduction of 25
percent. The result was that many local screening programs died
and almost all withered. But, just pa important as these reduc-
tions in grant funds, the 1981 Act eliminated the system and the
staff at CDC for collecting standardized data on lead poisoning.
Over the 1980's, local programs were left in a free-fall and the
national system of data reporting disintegrated. In the mean-
time, the science advanced to demonstrate clearly the adverse
effects of lead at low levels.

The Federal Response Today

The past year has seen tremendous changes within the Administra-
tion on childhood lead poisoning -- changes in the right direc-
tion -- but changes which still fall desperately short. HUD has
finally acknowledge the reality of the hazard and developed
national estimates of the hazard in private housing. At the same
time, the Department's program attention is limited almost
entirely to public housing -- 1.4 million units nationwide. Even
the implementation of requirements for inspecting and abating
lead hazards in public housing is fraught with problems. Field
staff and public housing authority staff have not been properly
trained and serious hazards are going unattended in many areas.

5
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Virtually no progress has been cede in dealing with lead hazards
in the other housing stock. HUD has refused to include any
mention of lead hazards in its requirements for every city to
assess their local low-income housing needs.

HHS has developed an excellent strategic plan, but a plan is only
a plan without the programs, policies and resources to implement
it -- all of which are still lacking. EPA has conceded that
lead-based paint and dust in homes is the most serious cause of
childhood lead poisoning. But in the next breath, EPA stat,s
that its role is only technical assistance to HUD.

There is an inforsal Federal interagency task force which meets
regularly and coordination among agencies is much better than in
the past. But this coordination still only amounts to reporting
information on what each agency is doing. There is no coordinat-
ed, strategic approach to the problem through which Federal
agencies can identify the critical obstacles, make clear assign-
ments of responsibilities, and focus their resources. In several
key areas, confusion remains over which Federal agency is respon-
sible.

§oecific Problems.and rnadeauacies

P4blic Education and Awareness -- Public awareness of the hazards
of lead paint and dust and the dangers of home renovation pro-
jects is very low. Each of the Federal agencies identifies
education critically important in their plans and reports to
Congress. Yet none of the Federal agencies have efforts underway
in this area and primary responsibility for education has not
been determined.

Technical Information sad Assistance -- Homeownars, tenants,
landlords, parents, and contractors are concerned by reports of
the dangers of lead poisoning and are looking for technical
information and advice. The only technical materials available
on lead-based paint testing and abatement are a 4-page CPSC
warning paper and a 600-page HUD document written specifically
for public housing authorities doing complete renovations. There
is no system in place to take inquiries from or provide informa-
tion to the public.

Universal Screening -- The Centers for Disease Control will be
recommending this summer that all children be tested for lead
poisoning starting at age 12 months. Currently, nine out of ten
children are never screened for lead poisoning. CDC's new
guidelines will also call for blood-lead screening instead of
using the FEP proxy test. No steps are being taken to address
tt: serious laboratory capacity problems or to reduce the costs
of blood-lead testing. There are also no funds in HHS0 budget to
support an education campaign aimed at encouraging private
practitioners to screen.

6
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Risk Assessment and Detection Tools -- The statute currently
defines lead hazards in public housing in terms of the presence
of lead-based paint using a specific (XRP) detection technology.
Wherever lead paint is found the statute requires its abatement
in the course of public housing modernization projects. Many
experts have little confidence in the accuracy or reliability of
XRF test results. In addition to better detection technologies,
better tools are needed for assessing risks and setting priori-
ties since over half of U.S. housing has some lead-based paint.
Fundamental questions need to be answered in terms of the impor-
tance of dust versus paint versus other sources, "How clean is
clean," and the role of preventive maintenance versus complete
abatement.

Environmntal Laboratories -- In the past few years, much greater
emphasis has been placed on the risks of lead dust. Dust wipe
samples are used for initial risk assessment as well as post-
abatement sampling to determine adequate cleanup. Currently,
there is no system in place to assure proper laboratory testing
of dust wipe samples. There are no standard test methods, no
scientific protocols, no standard reference materials, no profi-
ciency testing, no quality control, no system for assuring
standardization whatsoever.

Reducing tbe Costs of Abatement -- All sides agree that the costs
of abating lead-based paint must be reduced. The savings from
even modest improvements and economies in abatement costs will be
tremendous, yet almost nothing is being done by EPA or HUD on
research on new techniques. The private sector is now marketing
over 20 new products -- strippers, encapsulants, chemical spot
test kits. There is no system in place to evaluate these prod-
ucts to determine which ones work and which ones are safe. EPA
is not currently evaluating these products or developing perfor-
mance standards, leaving consumers at the mercy of the market-
place.

Contractor Crtification -- A new industry will be required to
clean up lead paint hazards safely and effectively. Currently,
the vast majority of contractors are using improper methods which
often aggravate lead exposures. As with asbestos, nothing is
worse than a lousy abatement job. A system urgently needs to be
put in place to assure that contractors and workers are properly
trained and qualified. HUD has asked EPA to handle lead-based
paint abatement contractor and worker training and certification,
but EPA has not yet taken steps to establish any system. The
risks to workers are serious and protective equipment and proper
work practices are of paramount importance. osHA worker protec-
tion regulations are also inadequate and badly in need of updat-
ing.

7
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EMMY
Lead poisoning is the most serious environmental health hazard in
the U.S., adversely affecting over thre million young children.
The primary cause is lad-based paint and dust in homes, an
extremely significant hazard in our indoor environments. Hors
than 20 percent of American homes have chipping and peeling leer-
based paint or hazardous levels of lead dust. Almost four
million of these "priority hazard" homes now house families with
young children.

Twenty years after the Congress established the national mandate
to eliminate childhood lead poisoning the epidemic continues.
Both the public and health professionals are largely unaware of
the hazards and the steps which can be taken to protect children.
The vast majority of lead-poisoned children are never identified
because nine out of ten children are never tested. A fundamental
shift is required in our approach to the problem -- from reaction
to prevention.

The Federal response has been inadequate and ineffective and
cities and states have been left holding the bag. Although lead
paint is round in housing, the problem of childhood lead poison-
ing is a public health and environmental health issue of over-
whelming importance. Although HUD clearly has certain program
implementation responsibilities in Federally associated housing,
EPA has direct responsibilities in many areas including research,
standards setting, risk assessment, technology evaluation, and
contractor and worker training and certification.

The epidemic of childhood lead poisoning will not be stemmed by
concentrating on Federally-associated housing. This epidemic
will not be stemmed by Federal regulations. The two biggest
hurdles are education and infrastructure building. The public
must be informed of the risks through a responsible program of
information and risk communication. The Alliance believes that
NHS and EPA are the proper agencies to handle this responsibili-
ty. Second, systematic steps must be taken to build the national
infrastructure to provide the capacity in terms of laboratories,
technical knowledge, trained workers and certified contractors to
address these hazards safely and effectively. Based on their
experience gained with and the lessons learned from implementing
national proficiency and training programs, EPA is the only
Federal agency capable of tackling this assignment.

Additionsl direction is required from the Congress to have EPA
meet these responsibilities. In other areas, clarification is
needed on the division of responsibilities among Federal agen-
cies. There is also a clear need for additional resources to
address many of these needs. Federal investments in reducing the
costs of abatement will be repaid many times over in savings from
reduced cleanup costs -- and in savings directly to the Treasury
in the costs of Federally-subsidized cleanups in low-income
housing.

8
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate the testimony
that we've received from all of you.

Let me start with Dr. Silbergeld. It's a pleasure to welcome you
back to our subcommittee. I found your statement regarding lead
exposure of fetuses especially compelling.

The theory is that lead is stored in the bones and then released
in utero to the fetus? Is that the scientific theory?

Ms. SILBERGELD. Well, we've known for many years that most of
the lead is, in fact, stored in your body. At any one time, approxi-
mately about 90 percent of the lead in our bodies is in our bones.

Until very recently, we've assumed that that was really a protec-
tive device, and while the lead remained there for a long period of
time and gave us the opportunity to assess cumulative exposures,
there was not much thought that this might hay, any toxic impli-
cations.

However, we first observed that at menopause there was a sub-
stantial and rather sudden increase in blood lead concentrations
that was only explained by a substantial change in bone physiolo-
gy. Considering this finding further, we explored the data again
and detected that there was another impact on bone stores of lead
related to pregnancy. And we know that the physiology of pregnan-
cy includes a substantial requirement for calcium for the fetus to
grown and develop.

Unfortunately, one of the reasons fundamentally why lead is
probably so toxic is its ability to fool the body into thinking that it
is calcium in many ways, so that therefore as the fetus grows and
demands calcium from the mother's circulation, it receives both
calcium and lead, and if that calcium is drawn from the bone, the
lead comes along at the same time.

Mr. WAXMAN. Now why would you think that the father would
be as much a contributor to a lead problem of a fetus?

Ms. SILBERGELD. Well, we think that, again, because of very
recent data showing that if we, in an animal model of studying the
effects of lead on early development, if we expose the male animal
to lead and then cease that exposure prior to breeding, we produce
offspring where the mother has not been exposed at all, and in
these offspring, solely related to male exposure, is a substantial de-
rangement of brain development.

So again, I think, Congressman, it relates to an erroneous as-
sumption we made about where lead goes in the body. Just as we
in the past thought putting lead in the bone was acceptableit got
it away from the brainwithin the cell, in fact, until very recently,
people have proposed that the ,act that lead goes to the nucleus of
the cell and is deposited is okay, that that is some type of seques-
tering device.

But the nucleus of the cell is where the DNA is, and having all
that lead so close to the genetic machinery of inheritance and early
development may, I think in the future, prove to be one of tit% ris-
kiest and most long-term damages vc.sociated with lead.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you. Well, that's pretty frightening.
Ms. Rafel and Mr. Packer, I want to thank you both for joining

us. You've raised in your testimony an issue that I see as particu-
larly important, the linkage between national education goals and
the pervasive childhood lead poisoning problem in this country.

2
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In your view, is it possible for us to achieve education goals if we
don't do a better job of reducing childhood lead exposure?

Ms. RAFEL. Well, I think that not only on an emotional, but also
on a scientific level, if we don't start at early childhood levels with
children's problems, they can't be expected to go to school and
learn, and I think lead is certainly an important element there.

Mr. WAXMAN. I am sure you would agree.
Mr. PACKER. Absolutely. I mean, the first of the goals is that all

children will start school ready to learn, and we know that the
greatest impact is on the youngest children, and we hear now even
on fetuses, and if they already come to school with their IQ lower
than, perhaps, similar children who haven't been poisoned, they're
not going to be as ready to learn as they should be, and it's going
to follow them, as Dr. Needleman's studies show, all the way until
they perhaps drop out of high school.

Mr. WAXMAN. Now, Mr. Packer, in your statement, you are
highly critical of EPA's failure to set up a stringent tap water
standard for lead, and you know I am in agreement with you on
that position.

The question we face now is: Where do we go from here?
Is it your view that we should move ahead and legislatively es-

tablish a new lead standard?
Mr. PACKER. Absolutely. We testified here in 1988 and made that

suggestion at that time, and, in fact, the original version of the
Lead Contamination Control Act that you and Mr. Sikorski spon-
sored would have done that. It was dropped basically because EPA
promised by the end of 1988 such a standard would be promulgat-
ed.

We commented to EPA in 1988 that we thought they should have
such a standard. As you indicated, they are backing away from it,
and the memo that you inserted in the record, which was also in
the 1988 hearing record, Mr. Jenson mentioned in this internal
memorandum that setting an MCL for lead at the lowest feasible
level is justifiable as a more conservative measure.

So we think that their own data, their own comments from 3
years ago, certainly justify that, and since they failed to do that,
we would strongly support legislation to mandate that

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Rafel, you agree with that, I assume?
Ms. RAFEL. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. That we should establish--
MS. RAFEL. Very much so.
Mr. WAXMAN [continuing]. Our own legislative standard for lead.
Dr. Silbergeld?
Ms. SILBERGELD. I would like to alert the Congress to a similar

process of confused reasoning that is about to be established at
EPA with respect to the ambient air standard for lead.

As you are aware, that standard is even more delayed in that as
of 1982, the Agency was under statutory obligation of the old Clean
Air Act to revise its national ambient air quality standard for lead.

After an exhaustive and quite elegant review of the data and a
criteria document published 6 years ago, the Agency has still not
come out with a revised air staudard for lead. And there is within
the Agency now, I must report to you, similar suggestions that we
don't actually need an enforceable air standard for lead, that we

2 ,
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can approach it by some of these other mysterious mechanisms
that I frankly couldn't understand in this morning's testimony.

So I hope that you will extend your oversight into that arena as
well.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you.
We are now ready for our last panel. Please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF KAREN FLORINI, SENIOR ArFORNEY, ENVIRON-
MENTAL DEFENSE FUND; MARK SILBERGELD, DIRECTOR, CON-
SUMERS UNION; KNUT RINGEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LABOR-
ERS' HEALTH AND SAFETY FUND OF NORTH AMERICA;
EDWARD J. GORMAN III, ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL,
UNITED BROTHERHOOD OF CARPENTERS AND JOINERS OF
AMERICA; JAMES S. WICKSER, ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER
OF WATER, LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND
POWER, ON BEHALF OF ASSOCIATION OF METROPOLITAN
WATER AGENCIES; AND ERIK a OLSON, COUNSEL, ENVIRON-
MENTAL QUALITY DIVISION, NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERA-
TION
Ms. FLoium. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My dame is Karen Florini. I am senior attorney with the Envi-

ronmental Defense Fund in Washington, D.C.
As a number of other witnesses have indicated, as we enter the

last decade of the 20th century, we know a lot about lead. In par-
ticular, we know that it is toxic, cumulative, ubiquitous, and per-
petual. These four troublesome characteristics combine to present a
health hazard of unique severity.

Other witnesses having addressed lead's toxicity, cumulative, and
ubiquitousness, I will merely stress that because lead is an element
that is not subject to decay, its presence is perpetual. Put another
way, lead has an infinite environmental half life and effect once it
is extracted from native ore bodies.

Becaust lead processing is not a closed loop system, all uses of
lead directly or indirectly contribute to some degree to further con-
tamination of the environment, even if not during the lifetime of a
product, then during mining, smelting, or product manufacture or
upon product disposal.

On this last point, even the lead industry appears to agree. In
testimony before another subcommittee of this committee last year,
a representative of the Lead Industry Association objected to a pro-
vision of a pending bill that would have barred new uses of lead
unless EPA determined that the new use would not have been
likely to contribute to the dispersion of lead into the environment.

In doing so, LIA argued that such a requirement would effective-
ly ban all new uses of lead. While I do not agree with that interpre-
tation of the proposed legislative language, I do agree that all uses
of lead inherently involve some degree of dispersion of lead into
the environment given current mining, smelting, manufacturing,
and disposal technologies.

What emerges from this constellation of characteristics, Mr.
Chairman, is an intellectable need for fundamental change in our
social attitude toward lead; what might be termed a social alchemy
of lead.
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In saying this, I am not referring to a physical transmutation of
this element but, rather, a change in our attitude toward it, so that
we cease using lead wherever what is needed is something that is
heavy and cheap and, instead, use it only where its unique physical
and chemical properties make it uniquely suited to the task at
hand, and what is more, it must be able to be retrieved from the
human environment and the environment at large once that task
is completed.

At the same time, as many other witnesses have already indicat-
ed, we must recognize that we are facing a legacy of widespread
dispersion of lead through our environment that we would all be
better off without, the main culprits being dust contaminated with
lead, paint and gasoline, and drinking water.

I concur with Don Ryan that the highest intensity exposures now
being experienced in our population are associated with the dete-
riorating paint. At the same time, for the much larger group of
other people who suffer from somewhat less high-intensity expo-
sures, the primary culprits are more likely to be drinking water
and dust exposure associated with gasoline.

Mr. Chairman, the United States continues to use well over a
million metric tons of lead in commerce every year. That is a scant
2 percent less than we use in 1970. As I have already indicated, the
lifecycle effects of lead are such that these are contributing to lead
levels increasing in our environment.

Regrettably, current and planned Federal initiatives are serious-
ly inadequate for addressing either existing or ongoing sources of
lead.

Although the recent studies tha t have been spoken of this morn-
ing have laid a solid framework for further action, they all beg the
most critical question. Where are the resources to come from to im-
plement those plans?

State and local lead-abatement and treatment programs are des-
perately strapped for funds. Current Federal moneys are the
merest drop in the bucket, and critical aspects of infrastructure de-
velopment do not seem to be proceeding on a timely basis.

Regulatory efforts are likewise falling short of the mark. This is
true not only for drinking water but, as Dr. Silbergeld has indicat-
ed, for the ambient air criteria standard and also FDA and OSHA
efforts. New initiatives cn the legislative level are plainly needed.

Mr. Chairman, the record of the Federal Agencies indicates that,
if Congress wants something done, you need to do it yourselves,
through laws that directly establish default standards and other
provisions that take effect automatically if Federal Agencies fail to
act in a timely fashion.

In particular, we recommend that this subcommittee focus on the
following; for lead and dust hazards, to develop measure requiring
disclosure of known or probable presence of lead, both in paint and
in plumbing fixtures in the home, as homes are bought, sold, and
rented.

Over time, such informational requirements will first help
inform individual members of the public as they acquire homes
that may be a problem and then reinforce general public aware.-
ness of lead hazards.
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We also recommend that you provide clear mandates and sched-
ules for Federal Agencies to complete and distribute informational
materials and infrastructure components such as training and cer-
tification programs for abatement workers and contractors.

Just to very quickly mention, in addition, we do concur that you
should enact legislation with respect to drinking water and reau-
thorize the screening programs under the Lead Contamination
Control Act.

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 231.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Florini follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

KARIM FLORINI
SENIOR ATTORNEY

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to testify about lead
exposure in the context of the indoor environment. I am Karen Florini,
Senior Attorney and Chair of the Environmental Defense Fund's Toxics
Program in Washington, DC. For over two decades, EDF has worked to
minimize human exposures to toxic substances, with special attention to
lead.

As we enter the last decade of the 20th century, we know rather a
lot about lead. We know that it is toxic even at low dose; we know that
it is has a virtually indefmite half-life once released into the
environment; we know that it is already ubiquitous in our society; and
we know that all additional uses of lead contribute, either directly or
indirectly, to further lead contamination of our environment.

As a result, what's needed now is development of a social alchemy
of lead -- seeking not a literal transmutation of lead but rather a
transformation of our society's attitude toward this toxic though useful
material. Instead of using lead dispersively wherever there's a need for a
material that is heavy and cheap, lead should be used only where its
chemical and physical propetties are uniquely suited to the task at hand.
And we must also recognize that our society's prior uses of lead have
left us a continuing legacy we'd all be better off without: widespread
high-dose exposures that will require billions of dollars to curtail.

My testimony today will focus on four topics: first, the health
effects of lead and why this substance warrants legislative attention;
second, the major sources of lead exposure in the indoor environment;
third, whether current and proposed federal programs are adequate to
address existing problems; and finally, what additional steps need to be

taken.

In brief, our views on these topics are as follows:

First, lead deserves special scrutiny because of a unique and
tragic constellation of factors namely, lead's pervasiveness in the
human environment combined with its toxicity, and particularly the
potency of its neurotoxic effects on children. These two factors taken
together mean that no other substance poses a greater environmental
hazard for the nation's children. Over three million preschoolers --
almost one out of every six -- have lead levels high enough to cause

1
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measurable impairment of their neumlogic abilities, including IQ and
attention deficits and related problems even before they enter school.
Now more than ever, as we move into the information age of the 21st
century, the nation simply cannot afford to ignore this problem as we
seek to ensure that children enter school ready and able to learn.

Second, there is no mystery about the major sources of lead in
the indoor environment: the main culprits are dust and drinking
water. Dust becomes contaminated with lead from the deterioration of
lead-based paint -- some of which contained up to 50% lead by weight -
- and from gasoline additives. Although gasoline was not used indoors,
the minute lead particles that came out of the tailpipe settled out into
roadside dust, which in turn are readily transported by wind through open
windows or carried in on shoes or by pets.

And while the use of lead in paint and gasoline has been significantly
reduced (though not eliminated), the millions of tons of lead previously
used in those products has not gone away. Lead is an element. It
cannot decay and its toxicity does not diminish through time.

In addition to paint and gasoline, other -- perhaps less obvious --
sources of lead contamination indoors must also be recognized. Children
absorb high doses of lead primarily as lead-contaminated dust; the
original form of the lead that winds up in the dust is essentially
immaterial. Because the manufacture, use, and disposal of products
containing lead disperses lead into the general environment -- and
eventually into the indoor environment through deposition or tracking of
lead-bearing dusts -- all stages of the life-cycle of all lead-containing
products warra h. review in this context. And the U.S. continues use well
over a million tons of lead in commerce every year.

Third, current and planned federal initiatives are seriously
inadequate for addressing either existing or ongoing sources of lead
exposure. Although recent studies by fedetal agencies have laid a solid
framework for future efforts on abatement and prevention, they beg the
most critical question of all: namely, from whence will come the
resources to translate these plans into action. State and local lead-
poisoning programs are desperately strapped for funds, and current
federal monies are the merest drop in the bucket. And critical aspects of
infrastructure development -- such as issuance of training and certification

2
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programs for workers and contractors -- do not seem to be proceeding on
a timely basis.

Moreover, related regulatory efforts also fall far short of the mark.
Most conspicuous among these is EPA's egregiously belated
promulgation of the revised standard for lead in drinking water. To add
insult to injury, the Agency's most recent proposal would allow a
decade-long compliance schedule for some water systems. Likewise,
EPA's efforts to address other ongoing exposures have been halting at
best.

Finally, for all these reasons, new initiatives are clearly needed --
to ensure that additional resources become available for abatement,
education, screening, and prevention programs; to develop the
infrastructure for abatement efforts; to set a timely and enforceable
standard for protection of drinking water; and to take sensible
actions to curtail unnecessary lead uses. Where agencies have proven
themselves unwilling or unable to undertake these tasks with the tools
now available, Congress must act. Otherwise, we must resign ourselves
to having similar hearings again in the next century.

The remainder of this testimony addresses each of these topics at
greater length.

1. Lead: Toxic, Persistent, and Ubiquitous -- Indoors and Out.

Lead is a remarkably powerful neurotoxin with profound long-term
effects, especially in children. A study published last year in the
prestigious New England Journal of Medicine demonstrates that children
who had moderately elevated lead levels in early childhood later
exhibited seven-fold increases in school drop-out rates, six-fold increases
in reading disabilities, and lower final high school class standing.
(Needleman et al 1990.) These effects occurred even though the initial
exposures caused no overt symptoms.

Lead's specific neurotoxic effects include impairments to IQ level,
short-term memory, and reaction time; lead also impairs the ability to
concentrate. The consequences of such impacts on children are
profound, especially when viewed on a population-wide basis. Not only
are lead-impaired children less able to achieve their own intellectual
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potential, but they also absorb disproportinately large amounts of
teachers.' time and attention. Thus, even a child whose lead exposure is
virtually nonexistent suffers adverse effects, as his or her teacher's
energy is shifted towards students whose lead exposure has caused them
to be irritably more aggressive, more distractable, and less able to learn.
And lead's toxic effects are not limited to children. In adults, low-level
lead exposure has been associated with hypertension in men and
pregnancy complications in women, including minor birth defects. Lead
is also classified as a "probable human carcinogen" by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. (Attachment 1 to this testimony is a
fuller summary of lead's toxicity, reprinted from EDFs recent report,
Legacy of Lead: America's Continuing Epidemic of Childhood Lead.
Poisoning (March 1990).)

Lead's potency is compounded by its persistence in the human body.
Once absorbed, lead is stored primarily in bone. To a lesser degree,
storage also occurs in the kidneys and the brain, while a small ?onion
remains in circulation in the blood. Lead's persistence in the body is
virtually unequalled by any other toxin. Its "half life" -- the time it
takes half of a given dose to be removed once absorbed -- exceeds
twenty years. As a result, even small amounts of lead accumulate in the
body, and can cause effects that endure long after exposure ends. Lead
is now increasingly regarded as posing a "continuum of toxicity," in
which the slightest exposure contributes to an adverse result somewhere
In the body. Significantly, modem Americans face a total body burden
of lead far in excess of that which humans evolved to cope with: our
skeletons contain more than 200 times as much lead as thoe of our
prehistoric ancestors. (EPA/ECAO, 1986, p. I-81.)

One reason that lead is an intractable toxin is because its effects,
through severe, are not unique or obvious; it is not accompanied by
itadily observable signs such as those of chicken pox, for example. As
a result, levels of lead in blood are generally used in identifying lead
exposures of concern, expressed as micrograms of lead per deciliwr of
blood (ug/dl).

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) of the U.S. Public Health
Service has convened an expert committee to review the blood-lead
levels associated with medically adverse outcomes, and other aspects of
treatment and prevention of childhood lead poisoning. At its meeting
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earlier this week, the committee was expected to agree to the final
language of a document establishing a multi-tier approach, including the
following:

* 10 ug/dl as defming lead poisoning, with frequent re-testing of the
child's blood level, and communities in which such children live
undertaking lead-control programs where possible;

* 15 ug/dl as the level above which a child should be placed in
individual case management; and

*20 ug/dl as the level above which a child is placed in medical case
management.

These new levels, based upon the most recent scientific information,
contrast sharply with the 1985 CDC report, which set 25 ug/dl as the
level defining lead toxicity.'

The problems of lead's toxicity and persistence are further
compounded by the fact that lead is widely dispersed throughout our
environment, and indeed our populace. EPA estimates that some 15% --
well over 3 million --,of the nation's children have blood-lead levels
above 10 ug/d1.2 (EPA, 1991, p. 1.)

These staggering numbers of lead-poisoned children are the legacy of
decades of use of lead in residential paint, gasoline, plumbing fixtures,

' This process continues a trend that has occurred repeatedly in recent years, during
which additional information on lead toxicity has driven the threshold of concern steadily
lower. And there is no guarantee that the process will end at 10 ug/d1, Indeed, as the
National Academy of Sciences observed in 1980:

"The hypothesis that people would be healthier in subtle ways if the average
blood lead level were 1 - 2 ug/d1 (or less) deserves sober consideration."

(National Academy of Sciences, 1980, p. 137.)

That hypothesis remains just as intriguing a decade later. Unfortunately, there is at present
no way to test it, for virtually every person on the planet has a higher blood-lead level.

2 This number is only an estimate, reflecting the woeful lack of screening currently
conducted in the United States.
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and myriad other products. In particular, the U.S. has the misfortune of
suffering from a self-inflicted aouble whammy: no other nation used
both leaded paint and leaded gasoline in such quantity for so long.
Specifically, Americans used more gas -- and thus more lead than
anyone else in the world during the decades in which gasoline had its
highest lead concentrations. Indeed, the U.S. accounted for over 80% of
the leaded gasoline sold prior to 1970. (Nriagu, 1990.) EPA estimates
that total lead usage in gasoline exceeded 5 million tons as of 1986.
(ATSDR, 1988, p. II-66 (data converted from metric to short tons).)

Because lead is an element, it cannot be degraded or transformed into
some other material by natural processes. So the 5 million tons of lead
from gasoline, along with a similar quantity of lead in from paint,
together with lead drinking-water pipes and numerous other products is
still in our environment: some of it in our landfills, but altogether too
much of it in our homes, backyards, sheets, playgrounds, and rivers, and
in our bodies and those of our children. And even lead sequestered
today in a landfill will outlast any containment system of human
devising.

2. Major Sources of Lead Exposure: Paint, Petrol, and Plumbing

Any discussion of lead sources and exposures must start from the
recognition that lead exposures are inherently cumulative both through
time and among sources. Because of the extraordinary long half-life of
lead in the body as discussed above, today's exposure is additive with
that of last week, last month, last year, and indeed last decade. And,
once lead is absorbed, the body makes no distinction between lead from
various sources.

But, while no source of lead can be disregarded, the major sources of
lead in the indoor environment are clean dust contaminated with lead
from paint and gasoline, and drinking water contaminated by lead pipes,
solder, or fixtures. And of these, one source namely deteriorating
lead-based paint -- is clearly responsible for the majority of high-dose
exposures.

And while the paint/petrol/plumbing trio dominates indoor exposure
sources, other sources cannot be ignored. Lead that is outdoors today
may fmd its way indoors tomorrow. This is especially so for lead in
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particulate form that has been emitted from manufacturing operations or
municipal incinerators, and subsequently deposited on soils and streets.
(Indeed, this pathway explains why prior use e lead gas contributes
today to contaminated dust indoors.)

Even products that do not cause exposure during their useful lifetimes
contribute to environmental lead contamination at various points in their

.life-cycle through releases during mining or smelting of lead, through
releases during manufacture of the product, or through releases following .

disposal or recycling. In this context, it bears noting that overall lead
usage in this country has not changed substantially over the past two
decades: U.S. lead consumption in 1989 was only about 2% lower than
in 1970. (Bureau of Mines, 1975 & 1990.)'

Further, some ongoing uses of lead also directly contribute to lead in
the indoor environment. In particular, brass plumbing futures may still
legally be sold containing as much as 8% lead by weight. That lead
may leach into drinking water, particularly if the water supply is
corrosive. Recent data on the leaching of lead from crystal decanters
demonstrates that lead is far more mobile from "inert" materials --
especially over the long term -- than had previously been recognized:
when researchers tested beverages stored for extended periods in lead
crystal decanters, they found that substantial quantities of lead had
migrated into the beverages. (Graziano and Blum, 1991 (copy included
as Attachment 2).)

Opportunities for migration of lead from brass plumbing fixtures are
not merely hypothetical, as even manufacturers of such products have
implicitly acknowledged. Attachment 3 is an enlargement of a label
from a brass plumbing fixture purchased in California, where Proposition
65 mandates that manufactures infonn consumers of exposures to lead
(among other substances) above de minimus levels. Considering that
substitute plumbing fixtures made out of stainless steel and plastic are
widely available, continued use of leaded brass fixtures simply makes no
sense.

' Moreover, the total amount of lead refined on global basis has been increasing in
recent years: from 5.6 million metric tons in 1985 to 5.9 MMT in 1989. (Bureau of
Mines, 1990.)
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It must also be noted that, as a practical matter, further releases of
lead to the environment will inevitably occur for years to come. This is
because there are currently no substitutes for some crucial applications of
lead, such as lead-acid batteries and radiation shielding. Battery
manufacturing and recycling will continue to contribute lead to the
environment, particularly as long as EPA persists in neglecting its
responsibility to enforce existing (albeit inadequve) standards for
smelters, as discussed below. And no recycling system will ever
recapture all lead batteries. At present, although 80% to 95% of
batteries are being recycled, the remainder contributes up to 138,000 tons
of lead to the municipal waste stream and the general environment.
(EPA, 1989, pp. 1 & 81 and Battery Council International data.)

Significantly, all of the primary lead smelters now in operation are
reported to be in violation of existing occupational and environmental
standards, as at,. many secondary recycling) smelters.' (Bureau of
Mines, 1988, pp. 9-12.) Astonishingly, EPA apparently intends to allow
at least soine smelters to remain out of compliance with the existing
ambient air standard until mid-1997. (EPA, 1991, p. 30.) Meanwhile,
that standard is itself undergoing revision, with many experts regarding
the current standard as unprotective. For example, the Environmental
Protection Agency's Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee recently
noted that the current standard provides "relatively little, if any, margin
of safety." (EPA/SAB, 1990, p. 3.)

Similarly, occupational lead exposures are unacceptably high
throughout major portions of the workforce. As a result, workers are at
risk of the adverse health effects previously descrled. As noted in a
recent editorial in the American Journal of Public Health,

Present [occupational] standards are not protective. . . . Workers
exposed to lead at levels below the current [standard] are
suffering toxicity. * * * The continuing overexposure of
American workers to lead and the persistent occurrence of
occupational lead poisoning is a national scandal.

An estimated 200,000 children under six lived within a three mile radius of primary
and secondary smelters operating in 1985. (ATSDR, 1988, p. VI-28.)
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(Landrigan, 1990.) That editorial acompanied a pair of articles
describing the appalling degree to which occupational over-exposures to
lead continue to be both commonplace and under-recorded. (Maizlish et
al., 1990; Rudolph et aL, 1990.)

So we start the last decade of the 20th century in an environment
that has too much lead, with a populace that has too much lead,
especially in the workforce, and most of all, with children who have too
much lead. There is no mcrgin of safety whatsoever. Rather, for large
segments of our society, and perhaps for us all, the present reality is one
of dimise and dysfunction attributable to lead.

3. The Inadequacy of Current and Planned Federal Responses.

Regrettably, our society is marking only minimal progress in
addressing lead exposures, whether in the context of indoor hazards from
dust and drinking water or more generally. Because dust contaminated
with high levels of lead from deteriorating lead-based paint poses the
greatest risk of high-intensity exposure, the lack of progress in this area
is particularly troubling.

--Paint and Dust Hazards

Abating deteriorating paint correctly is an expensive process, while
doing it "on the cheap" often resuks in disastrous :ncreases in lead-dust
levels and concomitant exposures. Proper abatement entails numerous
steps, including;

removing or pemianently encapsulating deteriorating lead-based paint
without creating unnecessary dust;

protecting abatement workers from lead evosure;

relocating residents during extensive abaisment; and

ensuring that lead-bearing dust does not escape the site during
abatement and is thoroughly cleaned up afterwards.
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Low-income families generally lack the financial where-with-all to
perform these tasks; indeed, even moderate- and upper-income families
can fmd abatement expenses burdensome.'

In December 1990, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development submitted a statutorily mandated Report to Congress with
the promising title "A Comprehensive and Workable Plan for din
Abatement of Lead-Based Paint in Privately Owned Housing." Although
in many respects the document is an admirably thorough Report, it is
notably deficient as a plan. The Report acknowledge the need to update
abatement regulations, provide public information, conduct research on
testing and abatement techniques, and build capacity in local abatement
programs, yet makes few commitments to fulfill these needs within
specific time frames.

Even more disturbingly, the Report fails to indicate where the
resources will be found for abating the several million private low-
income housing units with deteriorating lead-based paint. Data from the
Report indicate that "priority" abatement needs in such housing will
exceed $10 billion over the next decade.' But the Report's discussion of
fmancial support for abatement in private housing simply catalogs
existing housing-aid programs that are already severely underfunded even
without incorporating aggressive lead-based paint abatement components.
(HUD, 1990, p. 6-19.) One section is captioned "Additional Financial
Assistance for Lead-Based Paint Abatement," but it merely cross-
references the President's proposed 19:2 budget, which in turn provided
only a $25 million set-aside of monies from the HOME Program. At
best, $25 million is a very small drop in a $10 billion bucket of need.

5 While upper-income families may be less likely to encounter high dust levels
typically associated witn deteriorated paint in dilapidated housing, they can end up with
comparable exposurel as a result of renovation or remodeling older homes. Indeed, several
reports of what has been termed "yupple lead poisoning" have appeared recently in the
medical literature. Q17, Marino 1LA,., 1990.)

The $10 billion figure is derived by multiplying the low end of the range of
abatement costs for "lead in paint and either lead dust or paint non-intact" in Table 4-10 of
the Report (i.e., $21.9 billion) times the proportion of low to high incomes in Table 4-11
(i.e., 52%). This proportional figure is for households with children and would require
adjustment for total households or for other income categories.
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Many of the same criticisms apply to the Department of Health and
Human Services' Strateeic Plan for the Elimination of Childhood Lead
Poisoning, released February 21, 1991. To be sure, the Plan's authors
are to be highly commended for thoroughly and insightful assessing the
steps needed in scaling up abatement efforts, blood-screening programs,
and other aspects of a preventive approach to lead poisoning. But the
HHS plan, like its HUD counterpart, fails to indicate where money for
implementing the Plan is to be found. Rather, HHS makes a vague
reference to a "shared commitment of the public and private sectors"
(HMS, 1991, p. 45), and thus simply sidesteps the question.

In effect, it is as if these plans have given us a well-marked map of
the nation's highway system. Unfortunately, there is no vehicle enabling
us to put those roadways to their intended use. And until and unless
such vehicles are found, the nation will make little progress in dealing

with lead poisoning.

--Other Exposures

In addition to the urgent need to supply additional resources to curtail
high-dose exposures from lead-based paint and dust, we need to reduce
exposures from other sources as well. Two distinct topics require
discussion -- first, lead in drinking water, and second, ongoing uses of

lead in commerce.

Drinking Water--One of the most widespread sources of lead

exposure for both children and adults is drinking water. Again, as with
lead in paint, prior use of lead in plumbing systems is coming back to
haunt us. Unfortunately, it appears that EPA lacks interest in serving as
an effective exorcist.

The Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments of 1986 directed EPA to
establish a revised drinking water standard for lead of June 19, 1989,
superseding the 50 parts per billion level set in 1975 as an "interim"

drinking water regulation. (See 23 Federal Register 31518 (Aug. 18,
1988).) Despite that statutory deadline, EPA in October 1990 issued an
amended proposal would defer final compliance dates for up to an
additional 9.5 years for medium-size systems. In addition, a "variance"
would apparently be available even thereafter upon a showing that water
is already "minimally corrosive" -- a term nowhere defmed. (See 55

11
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Federal Register 42410 (Oct. 19, 1990).) In other words, some
consumers would continue to drink lead-contaminated water for at least
the remainder of this milletmium.

The leisurely compliance schedule suggested by EPA is neither
necessary nor defensible. Congress mandated that fmal, enforceable
standards be in place many months ago, not a decade hence. If EPA
cannot establish a revised drinking watex standard for lead on a timely,
enforceable basis, Congress must.

Ongoing Uses of Lead--EPA's record on most other lead-exposure
issues i& similarly unimpressive.' Despite broad authority to control
manufacturing, use and disposal of lead under the Toxic Substances
Control Act of 1976 (TSCA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA), the Agency has failed to do so. While
the Agency's February 1991 "Strategy for Reducing Lead Exposures"
serves as a useful mechanism for coordinating Agency activities, the
document is severely flawed by its failure to recognize expressly that all
lead uses directly or indirectly entail some lead releases at some point in
a product's life-cycle. Also conspicuous by their absence are
commitments to complete my of the regulatory initiatives outlined in the
strategy by dates certain.

4. Future Directions

The preceding description of the problem suggests the broad outline
of the solution. Put simply, we must stop making matters worse by
indiscriminately adding further lead to our environment, and we must
start making matters better by controlling in-place exposures that are
either high-intensity -- notably dust hazards from deteriorating lead-based
paint -- or that are widespread yet readily controllable -- notably lead in
drinking water. We must also expand screening programs to allow us to
identify lead-poisoned children as a first step both in treating them and
in preventing their siblings and neighbors from sharing a similar fate.
The latter requires national compilation and analysis of datl.

In considering lead in the indoor environment, we recommend that
this subcommittee give special attention to the following:

The major exception is of course the reduction of lead levels in gasoline.
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Paint and Dust Hazardc.

Develop measures requiring disclosure of the known or
probable presence of lead in homes as they are bought and
solid. Doing so will help new homeowners avoid an unwanted
housewarming present -- lead poisoning -- when conducting
repairs or remodeling either when first moving in or at some
later date. Over time, such informational requirements will
help first create, and then reinforce, public understanding of
lead-dust hazards.

Provide clear mandates and schedules for federal agencies to
complete and distribute informational materials and
infrastructure components such as training and certification
programs for abatements woliors and contractors.

Support measures to make significant resources available for
abatement of low-income housing units.

Drinking Water

Set default standard requiring compliance (measurable at the
tap) within a specified period, though allowing EPA to change
the standard through notice-and-comment rulemaking procedures
based on subsequent scientific evidence.

Ban the sale of plumbing fixtures containing intentionally added
lead, such as those made from brass. Furthermore, because
existing restrictions on use of lead solder in drinking water are
of questionable effectiveness, retail sale of lead solders should
be prohibited.

Screening

Reauthorize and expand the highly successful program
administered by the Centers for Disease Control pursuant to the
Lead Contamination and Control Act.

Other

23
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* Support measures to curtail unnecessary and dispersive uses of
lead in commerce.
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1. THE TOXICITY OF LEAD'

Leafs primary elm of concern is nenrotoxic
donor o *MU and preschool claim* Oda Oa
ocean ot leve ofezposure at ere commonplace in con-

temporary society. Low keels of kod esposwo camels°
cause kidney damage and ligh blood premise in

Umiakg die body, lead mks its way bawls bloody:mg into
soft body tissue, Wading die braittandlddorm sod info the"hard times."
such at bone and Nub* Blood-lead consent is gauntly considered to be the
most al :barmen lead exposure. The esimated half life
of blood lead (.e., the time required tor one half of the lead to disappear) is
35 days? While about 30 to 60 percent of the kad entering a person's body
is elated fairly rapidly,' most Mho remainder it noted in bone. where
it slays for for longer periods. In tom lead la bone has an eaimared half Ilk
of ab5ut 20 years?

Long thought to be inen. booe-besed lead is now Waked on as a doable
threat to the body. Bone is a living tissue dud is itself smith. to toxic
amoults! Many conditions. MOICOM cia rapidly release bone-based lead
beck into tho Mood stream. For atm*. piegnancy and olleoposods. both

' The documentatbn of Mad's toxic effects le immonso. Koy sources
includo: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (1 MI), Iho
daliKSAKL.F.XIMILdLIANLEDINgltst.iaghliKatLig.KaggiadDidgeLA
Siggajgramag(Altantr U.S. Dept ofHesithand Human Servicowl1/466:
Health Servico), Ooo. No. 994964, weal* Chapters SI and IV; U.S. En-
vironennlei Frofsetto RPM 05550. aiausllitSidtsdiamissalif
Lug Vola. I through IV; Canton Mr Mew Conlmi (1946).EggxgginLauf
Eglinoinigigimmidno. (Mkaa: MOO Health and Human SINVINS/
U.S. Public Wein Semioe). Eimeeme review anbles InoludeHL Needleman
(1911), VW, We Should Wony About Lead PolsonIng,6 ragoggesont
Witty pp.34 541;JIA Davis and DJ 1Prenegsmd (19117), tud andChild
Dovelopmont.' Ulm. Vol. 329. pp. 299400; HL Noodiewun (1991141h.
Persistent Throat of Load: Medical sad Sodologkal Moues; Comet Preb-
jugsjadida, Vol. MI pp. 703-76: EK SlIbergold OMR, Nsumbord.
cology of Load.'in K Slum and L Manz* (Wel flogigalcaft(Arnslerdam:
Dolor).

MS Rablemetz, OW Wetherill. and JO Ke0Ple (1976). 'Kinetic
Anabsie of Load Metabolism in firralthy Humans,' Amoy cr ethical mins.
Mita Vol. SS, p. 260.

tdd,

4 Agency for Toxic Substance. and Disease Registry (1MI), p. 111.7.

6 Rabinowitz et aL (1971).

6 Agoncy for Toxic Substance. and Disease Registry (1910). p.11111111111111111111
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PART I:
UNDERSTANDING THE

PROBLEM

Lead mikes is way Into the blood
sheen% Into soft body tissup. Induct-
Ing the brain and kidneys; and Into
the "hard tissues." such as bone and
teeth.
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of winch came demineralisation of tone, hsve bem associaled with shire
rises in blood load levels.' Indeed. lead MOWN 617811base soother pens dthe
body readily mama thst it may well be an "insidious source" of long term

lead poisoning"
An koporant aspect at lead's memo, therefore. is its mudding

efset. Eves seemingly trivial exposures, if often repeated. CIO add up to
doses the exert Iola effects,

And visually ao portal the body is knows from lead. Mono Mid
sad* pet k, "At a =Weal level at lead axpomee, virtually all body
symoms will be Wend slave a lib:: of Wary." Wigs researchers
have emyetdiscemed Menem liologicalmechesimesollead toxicity, they
have emensively documeaed Wats onanumbeeriorpn systems at die
cellular level.

The mom *mum cams of bad involve diaropion of gamy
=embolism et *standar level sed imerfavece with newel cell &notice la
dm brain. Specifically, lead butane with die formetion ol beme, the
molecule diet carries amen in all cells." In thenavous system, lead has
a coigne ability to inhibk communication sad slow motor nerve =ductal=
velocity* -- the speed at which never process signals."

Negroes* Maim Lead's neemeoxic cams at relatively low
exposure levels include decromed iseeldgeoce. short-term memory loss,
nailing and spelling nedo-achavereme. impairment at vilusl-mmor ftmc-
llons& Poor Percepossl imagradon.poorckmmom behavior. and imaised
maks time. Mtge md femme me especially susceptible IL thess
effects.becaose nemologic sysloammempidly developing." Growing

EK 319**Jeld.J Sanwa, mid KR Mahal* (19611). 'Lead and Os-
leopotosis: Mobil:Mond Leedfrom Menopausal Wommi,'Eragm
mtaii2asomb. Vol. 0. p. 79.

Emphonmentel Protection Agway (19Na), Vol. IV, p. 1116.

Conlon tor Disease Control (1M), p. 3.

" Agency* Toxio Substance. and Disease Regkey (19811), p. IVA

" Siliergaid ths

mu Nemo, PJ lmiddgan Man °ready al Lead at Low Dose,'
45, PP- 5934.

* In addion to tasseled' lead emotion. snots al high-
aval exposures are eke varied, and include anemia, bran damage, made
palsy, kidney him, headache and vomiting, convulsions, end daalh. 'Mese
high.desselleals herrebeselmown tor Nokias. Magna knownelholl =-
count allsed pastillas comes kom die Indoenlury *Me KIPP0031099.
Awed uncemenrad demelption8 Iwo ceMurise mkt. See HA Mika
(t 973), teed Polar** in the Ancient World," gillialMiro, Vol 17, pp.
391.4e. In eigtiesntheereiry MessiminiseNs, levimicemenemedeneal do
comely% flrat pubilo hada Maass adler lemenking the health Meals al
drkddng 'rum and oast strong liquors' trom leeded comeinws. See OP
1490c**1 (1953), teed and Lead Mad% in Et* America: Benlemet
Franklin and Lead Poisoning,' hipskityldwoutgagmkg, Vol. p.
397.

" Centers tor Disease Congo' (19118). p.1
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evidence Mates that the effects of led poison* war beton soy oven
symptoms sow amd ohm maim a serious heelth prnblem even ta the
same of obvious symptom

Several kr> epicismiologic seines is recent yeas have compellingly

demomamed la nage of lorn's 001010111 a variety of populations.* kW
of dna media' sea learCepentrO. NM* INSIIChtn Weskit/ 010001)
of child's', dummies their lead levels, sad wakes* dud Cliffellt health
Ono mi Newt mascands *sedan of prior Mad exposers. Althoegh
leed pornaing is ohs dewed se Mandy disease ot the poor, width sod
said shun confer no lawarity. Indeed. a mow wended study
concluded that Math livig above she penny level comprise the lapel
cowry of pods I. drier of endue expoema"

A miss of Wendt waft en had aeurowilly barn berm con-
ducted try Dr. Hubert Nudism of the Underpin of Pituburgh sod his
cadmium Ike remade colleded baby seed which, like boos, save
as loagnem wage gime for lead from over 2300 finned second paden
in typed:abut Boston school diming. They thee categorized the child=
according to dentine (tooth) lead levels 17, sod identified two poups for
furdiernidy: alow-leadgmtpol I0Ochildnnwhohadeguemely low labels

hIgh-leod poupSichildren whohsd relatively highbred' but winked
no nano= of oven lead poisoning." Those 08 children wet' then
evalumed Wages army of smodeedized godsons nosenederdized newop-

sychological lema

When the wake wee controlled for 39 odd tutors (such m socio-
0001101111C NUM (ondly dae, ad mother's IQ), child's' in the high-leod
group had a mean IQ deficit of six pond compered to their low-ked
chumiNgs, as well u skater smoke spas amd impeded home skills.

Eveamorestriklegwestheeffectoo theoweelidisibeeionoa Quoted the
childeen is the hIgne-ked pomp were almost four times m likely to hovean
IQ below SO, while we of then sand above Ili."

Alsosoikieg wan dienenksof eyebath'', by diechildren'stegthen
(who did not biow their pupils' led stems). Using an I I-item scale tint
ernmined demos behavior, swam sod overall functionlog, teachers
rcadoded that child= with elevated lead levels scored significamly "mese
then the low-ked pomp.

Five yeas Ira, in researchen rearanined these two groups of

" Avncy lot Toxla thibetanose and Dienes Registry (19111), p. 1.40.

" For moulded ethismielogicalornelderationa see sidebar below
aid Needismen MICK p. OM

" The high hied group had dentine levels above 24 pens pm midon
(pm); the Wised gimp had Webs kegs below II ppm.

" These UM @libido, were earned of the 270 damn with irds
above 24 or belwm IL Others were deluded to avoid possible =Wounding
factors such es head Injuries, due Med poisordng, and %width Mad Weis
in deems teak

* Needham oNiy.

so Banger, D. HL Needham, R thomthdd, and lA Mona (10114), "A
Follow-up thAdi d the kadernie Attainment end Clagwoom %Wier of

2 ')

Although Med poisoning is often
viand as primarily a dimes of the
poor, wealth and social status confer
no krimuntty. Indeed, a meat go*
eminent study concluded tint chil-
dren living owe tho thirsty level
comprise the largest category of
people In clangor of undue 'mows.
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childreii.4 The bigh-kad group had lower IQ scam needed more special
academic envie* andhada higher mertschool failure. Eleven yams**
the initial study, a second follow-up me condom& to damming whether
lead's effects penis into yams adulthood." The !Indigo were &smith
commed to the lower-lead dames& the higher-ked poop showed a 7.4
increase in school dropout rum and a 5.8 Imam in reeding disabilltia
(defined by noting two or more grade levels below the expected far the
highest grade compkeed). The higher-lead poop aim exhibited lower dm'

rank and higher abseatesiun.
Other resesetheas have also foiled effects in epidemiological studio

on leed-exposed children. though some have conducted Medlar studios and

reponedno effects. Alleudiespublisbed sime 1972 weeerecendy
using messmulysis.a minims thstrliows invesdpsomo pool &macron
studies and to draw coeclusices as to the smistical reliability of the Ma
takm callectiveiy."

After eliminsing suidies that failed to MO key creak such as
anninglii sample sire. exclusion of acutely poisoned children, and coevals
for socioeconomic farms, dais from the rernainthg twelve studios sere
pooke. The outcome strongly supports a linkage between low-does lead
exposure sad inallocutal deficits in children.

Rather evideace of kad's newlemicity comes from a series of
prospective studies, in which investigalors meanie variables over an ex-
tended period of time into the None. Recent suidies have found amble
effects km proemial kid exposures at very low kvels." In fan. me suety
found effects from premed exposures as low as 6 to 7 ug/d1."

Par example. in a seedy of sevenil hundred children whose preami
lead exposure had been determined from umbthcal coed blood samples KIM

timed birth. inveadgthors found that even malente lead levels effected the

Children wah Ekveted Domino Lead Levels: fibizLLAME102101
BMW. W. 8. pa. 207423.

" Olaprin adapted from HI. Needieman (1918th.

HL Needleman.* al. (1900a). Ike LongTerm Effects of Exposure
to Low Dome al Lead In Childhood, tigariggitianglaill0000 VOL
322. pp. 8348. Researchers was Oh le Mos end ember mad Mild the
oripinelpertithera. The ethers could rot be loomed et refused to pariahle.
The group thel wee moused landed to hay lower dentine WM. hIglm108.
Mg bsIer.cfloolbaheempals.. Msm.ClI,lsssme duth 1141* 1 yea
follotemmey undereedame Mad'e lonpierm sheds, elnoe a Other peas*
ice of OM moh marsh Mooted indhiduele did not partIolpete.

HI. Needleman, CA aalsonis (1990M, 1.ow Level Lead &poem
1109 the la af Vat
283. pp. 873471.

For detailed dimmion of these eludes. see Agency for Toxic flub
stances end Disease Regiatry (1988), pp. 1V4 to 1V-13.

Beilhase, 0, A ImIten. C Walemah, Hi. Needham. and M
Rabinowitz (1N8),the4ent Lead Exposule, Sada Class, and there
088101118,81.' tiousigilailuirgazilolm Vol. 10, PP ONO&
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children's pc:famines on mental-development tests up to two yews later."
SImlkr MIMMOM have been found in studio, in Part Pirie, Australia and
Cincimmd. Mo." In the words of die American Academy nf Pediatrics, the
available data Mve "shows coselmively" thatteduction in intelligeme and
gumbo° in tehavhd occur I children with elevated blood lead levels."

Inaddides to them ewes* disturbing Endings= do:consequences
ot Wad exposure in Andrew and Mum, a growiag Oody of rerun% is
showing Mt low leis of lead also exert nixie effect' on adults, including
cancer. reproduedve Maw, md Mgb blood primers.

Camas The U.S. Enviroameatal Pa:action Ammey Im classified
ladies "Mist le hilimmuthiMsogen," based on dlitS to. SMEMI =dice'
(tweedy. EPA's Seism Advismy Booed, Midi is compd.:el of outside
womb= inthway sedecedmia,fonnelly reviewedEPA'sclassiScatka
and widened M. Ememchers are amen* compering lead's potency as a
minas= to do potency as a netrownht."

IspredectIvelIffsetm Expeeimentson Whammy anintals giveample
evidence of lead's toxic effects an the reproductive system (e.g., (ailure of
ovulation. delayed sexual maturity. impotence, sterility, spontaneous aboe.
dons)." While there ere fewer data on the rewoductive effects in humans,
them are numerous reports elan increase in spontaneous abortions, stnictur-
ally air -easel sperm, and deceased fad* in lead-poisoned adults."

Effects on Blood Pressure: An additional threat to adult males is
indicated by evidence showing a link between law-level kad exposure snd

CI tea*" A Leveon, C %umlaut, HL Needleman. and II
Rabinowitz (19117). imgaudinal Analyses el Prenatal and Postnatai Lead
&Wm, and ElitV Corey* Devebyrnim1, hislogliaghloumALWANIE
daii Vol. 316. pp. 1037. 1039.

MCMChaill. PA Baghwist. NR Wigg, GV Vimmi, EF Robertson,
RJ !lobos (1991). 'PM Pale Cohort Study: Environmental Exposure to
Lead and Children's AMIN al the April Four Veen,' figigadidalging
dlidgiab, Vol. 319, pp. 469-76; KM ()Width. KM Kraft Rt. Banschein

9117). tow Level kW &poem Effect on Neurobehavioni Developmm*
In Earl/ kWancy' EMMA Vol. 6, pp. 721-30.

Amedom Modowry el Pediatrics (1913), Itstement on Childhood
Lead Poisoning,' P. Vol. 79, pp. 457.

See 60 Fed. Rog. 46931 (Nov. 13. 1906).

Environmental Protection Agency, Slientillo Advisory Board (De-
cember INS), 'Report ol the Joke Study Group on Lead: Review al LEad
Carcinogenicity and EPA Seim/die Polley on Lead," (Doo. No. EPAGAB.
EHC40430). p. 1.

" Research underway et UnWersite al Maryland. Premium in Toxicai.
Ogy.

HL Needleman and PJ Laridrigan (19111), Ihe Health Sleets ot Low
Levet Expzeurelo Lead."MounlBedsitgaghliggialb, Vol.1981. ep. 277-
911.
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Given the role of cardiovascular
disease as the number one cause of
death In America, even "small" in-
crease In average blood pressure
are ot significant concern.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Silbergeld.

STATEMENT OF MARK SILBERGELD

Mr. SILBERGELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not even going to summarize my testimony except for to

expand on a single point. It's there for the record.
We agree with all of the nongovernmental witnesses who have

testified so far today, and I would also associate myself with the
remarks of Dr. Houk.

However, I would like to focus and expand on a single point that
we make in our testimony, and that is that the biggest problem in
solving the lead-poisoning problem in the United States of America
is political will.

The science can be understood even though there is more science
to do. The programs can be pretty well outlined even though de-
tails need to be worked out. The problem is political leadership.

The President of the United States says that he wants to be the
education President, and he has recently generated a lot of discus-
sion about how education should be financed and what should be
taught but to whom? To students, to pupils, to children, it is esti-
mated, one-sixth of whom are IQ-impaired, learning-impaired, or
have short attention spans. Why? Lead poisoning.

The President also says that he wants to be the environmental
President, and lead poisoning is an environmental problem. You
would think that, under these circumstances, the logical thing to
do would be for the President to call his subordinates in and say I
am the education President, I am the environmental President, get
the lead out.

Instead, we find that, for the most part, with the laudable excep-
tion of CDC, they have lead in their shoes and lead in their collec-
tive gluteus mammas, and HUD cannot get the lead paint out of
housing, and EPA cannot get the lead out of drinking water, and
HCFA cannot deliver screening programs.

It is clear, Mr. Chairman, therefore, that we cannot look to the
Executive Branch for the political leadership that is necessary to
make the reduction of lead poisoning a high national priority and
to get the job done.

Therefore, we believe, the Congress must take the lead. This
hearing has identified most of the problems that exist. Consumers
Union does endorse a unified approach addressing all present and
future uses of lead.

We believe that the Reed-Lieberman and now, I understand,
Scheuer bill is a good catalog of where to start. It is clear from this
hearing this morning that some additional problems have been
identified, which the chairman has focused on, in great part, with
the witnesses we have heard today, and that that bill should be a
starting place from which improvements need to be made.

We would look forward to working with the subcommittee to get
the job done, but it has got to come from the Congress. It will not
come from the administration.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 245.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Silbergeld follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF MARK SILBERGELD
Director, Washington Office

CONSUMERS UNION

Mr. Chairman, Consumers Union1 appreciates the Subcommittee'll

invitation to testify on this important issue. Childhood load poisoning is

the nation's number one preventable disease of environmental origin. And

the indoor environment is the single largest source of exposure to lead for

most Americans who do not work in, or live in the immediate vicinity of,

lead-related industries. Many of us, of all ethnic origins and economic

conditions1, are exposed to lead paint in older homes and to lead in

drinking water from the public water supply. We commend the Chairman and

the Subcommittee for holding this hearing on the issue of indoor load

exposure. Today I would like to help establish a strong record as to why

1 Consumers Union is a nonprofit membership organization,
chartered in 1936 under the laws of the State of New York to
provide information, education and counsel about consumer goods and
services and the management of family income. Consumers Union's
income is derived solely from the sale of =Imam RIRDEKS and its
other publications and from member donations. Expenses of
occasional public service efforts may be met, in part, by
nonrestrictive, noncommercial grants and fees. In addition to
reports on Consumers Union's own product testing, Consumer Report'',
with approximately 4.9 million circulation, regularly carries
articie5 on health, product safety, market- place economics and
regulatory actions which affect ccinsumer welfare. Beginning With
the first issue of Consumer Reports in 1936, Consusers Union has
reported on hazards of lead exposure from various sources on
numerous occasions. Consumers Union's publications carry no
advertising and receive no commircial support.

2 There is a widespread misperception that lead poisoning is
solely a disease of economically-disadvantaged inner-city dwellers.
Senator Richard Bryan of Nevada, a primary co-sponsor of a
comprehensive Senate bill to eliminate lead poisoning, points out
that his own daughter, in an advanced stage of pregnancy, was lead
poisoned when she and her husband removed old paint while fixing up
their house. Serious health concerns resulted and tho Couple had
to vacate the house and undertake an expensive clean-up of the
residues of lead paint dust from their renovation activities.
While it is true that load poisoning disproportionately affects the
urban poor, it is a health issue for all Americans.

2 3 1
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the Congress should nact legislation to reduce to the bare minimum human

exposure to lead from all sources.

THE NEED FOR A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH

We do want to be clear that Consumers Union supports a comprehensive

approach to the removal of lead from the environment. Last year, we

endorsed in principle bills in both Houses of Congress that would have

reduced to a minimum all unnecessary bees of lead, regulated all new uses of

lead, created strong incentives for the safe recovery and use of recycled

lead in place of newly-mined lead for necessary uses, enhanced existing lead

poisoning screening and health care programs and programs for detection and

removal of lead paint from the home environment, among other measures. And

we have again endorsed in principle the current Senate bill, which takes

that approach. That comprehensive approach is important. As some

predicted, the sigh of relief breathed when the use of lead in automotive

fuel was greatly reduced was only relative. Despite the reduction of

gasoline as a source of lead, lead poisoning remains prevalent. We have

gotten out of the syndrome of refiners blaming lead poisoning on lead paint

while paint manufacturers and landlords blame it on leaded gasoline. Hut we

should not invent a new version of the syndrome in which interests

associated with various remaining sources blame each other. /nstead, we

need a policy that attacks all remaining and future sources of environmental

lead exposure, taking into account both priorities of attack and the need

for parallel, not serial attacks.

Further, as measured body burdens of lead are lowered, we are able to

measure serious health and behavioral effects of lead end the warning signs

t c
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of lead poisoning at lower blood levels not previously considered to be as

significant to health. This reinforces the need for an "all-sources"

approach to lead exposure reduction as the appropriate public policy for

fighting this disease. It is isportant, in crafting that approach, that

ffectiV0 measures be included for an immediate, prompt and lasting assive

attack on the indoor sources of lead exposure, espeoially lead paint in

housing.

A PERSPECTIVE ON "simm" EXPOSURE TO LEAD

To place lead exposure reduction measures in context, it is important

to know what is meant generally by a "safe" level of exposure to lead. The

scientific definition of the highest level of lead in humans that is not

associated with adverse biological effects has been repeatedly lowered in

the past two decades. It is worth xamining the reasons why.

In 1970, the Surgeon General defined "undue lead absorption" as a

blood lead level of 40 micrograms per deciliter (40 ug/d1). That level

defined a perceived threshold of toxicity above which lead had clearly

adverse effects. At that time, the average blood lead level in Americans

was around 15 to 20 ug/dl. In 1970, the Centers for Disease Control lowered

the definition of undue lead absorption to 30 ug/dl, based on growing

evidence that lead exposure at lower levels posed measurable health. hazards.

A few years later, the definition was lowered again, to 25 ug/dl. The

average blood lead levels in Americans was then about 12 - 15 ug/d1. At

this point, the topic is again under review by a committee of xperts, and

the centers for Disease Control testified before a Senate hearing earlier

2 3 :I
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this year that it will to lower the definition to the range of 10 to 15

ug/dl.

Two factors account for this striking downward trend in the medical

definition of "exceesive" exposure to lead. First, the past 20 years hays

seen marked improvements in the ability to detect subtle biochemical and

neurobehavioral effects induced by lead in the body. Second, the average

exposure to lead has been greatly reduced by regulatory measures such as the

removal of lead from gasoline, the voluntary phase-out of almost all

domestic leadJholdered food cans, and the ban on new lead-based household

paint. As sources of lead exposure have been reduced, the average person's

blood lead level has gone down. Today, average blood lead is about 5 to 7

ug/dl, perhaps one-third of what it was 20 years ago.

While the reduction in exposure is good neWs, exposure has not yet

reached a generally "safe" level. As average exposure has declined,

research has been able to detect adverse effects at lower and lower levels

of lead in blood. Twenty years ago, it would have been essentially

impossible to distinguish toxic effects of lead in people with a blood lead

level of 10 ug/dl, because there was no comparable group of people with a

significantly lower blood lead level to serve as a "control" group. Today,

when large numbers of children at last have blood lead levels around 5

ug/dl, adverse effects can be detected in individuals with a 10 ug/dl level.

Such exposure has been associated with adverse effects on neurobehavioral

development in children, and perhaps with an increased risk of hypertension

in adults.

From this analysis, it should be clear that today's average blood lead

level of around 5 ug/dl is not necessarily "low," nor can it be presumed to

r
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be without toxic effects. It is not unreasonable to predict that, if the

average blood lead level in Americans wore reduced to 2 ug/dl, research

could probably demonstrate adverse effects at 5 ug/dl.

Where does this trend lead, and what does it suggest about efforts to

control exposure to lead? One answer lies in the research of Dr. Clair C.

Patterson, of the California Institute of Technology. Patterson has shown

through geochemical techniques, that the natural background lead level in

human beings is 200- to 2000-fold lower than the level found in modern

Americans. In other words, comparisons between blood lead levels of 5 to 7

ug/dl and 15 to 20 ug/dl are comparisons of gross overexposure to lead and

very gross overexposure; the louer level in this case does not represent

"low" or "natural background" exposure. In theory, even the "natural

background" level of xposure might not be completely without toxic risks,

although it represents the theoretical limit of exposure reduction.

However, regulatory measures to date, as effective as they have been, have

not altered the basic fact that modern exposure to lead is hundreds of times

higher than background levels. If that is true (and Patterson's geochemical

evidence is persuasive), the historical trend that has seen biomedical

research find adverse effects at lower levels of lead in the body might

reasonably be expected to continue indefinitely.

In short, regulatory efforts to date have not achieved a level of

exposure to lead that is "safe," even for the average person whose blood

lead level is around 5 ug/dl. And for hundreds of thousands of children

whose blood lead levels are much higher than average, the ek,,sure reduction

needed is even larger than it may initially appear.

2 ,1 1
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IMPLICATIONS FOR CONTROL STRATEGIES

Given a perspective on lead toxicity that shows no clear lower boundary

of unhealthful exposure, what control strategy makes tho most sense? A I980

report by the National Research Council, "Lead in the Human Environment,"

noted the trend just described in the biomedical definition of load

toxicity. That NRC Committee recommended both that 0...Efforts to abate:

lead hazards for children with levated blood lead levels should be

continued or expanded..." and that "A serious ffort should be made to

reduce the baseline level of exposure to lead for the general population of

the United States." The committee identified six potentially valuable

approaches toward those goals:

o Begulatign of specific sources of exposure;

o pizimatismignliming, to identify individuals with high

exposures;

o plammlma, to reduce or eliminate sources and separate

populations from exposure conditions;

o Technological change., such as increased reliance on

recycled lead and replacement of hazardous uses of the

metal with safer alternatives;

o fismiaLicinc=22rjull, including improvements in the

quality of housing;

o &lunation, about lead hazards and preventing exposure.

The same NRC committee also described the Federal effort to control

exposure to lead as "fragmented" and "disjointed," and called for increased
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inter-agency coordination and cooperation in a systematic effort to reduce

exposure to lead.

The advice of that NRC Committee i as appropriate today as it was

decade ago. Although substantial controls have been achieved over lead

emissions from motor vehicles and lead from soldered food containers, in

many othr respects, the sources of lead in the environment pose essentially

the same problems now that they did in 1980. In particular, the normous

reservoirs of lead in old paint ih housing, and in plumbing systems, have

remained major sources of excessive lead intake, and have grown in relative

importance as other, more controllable sources have been reduced or

liminated. A systematic, coordinated attack on all sources of lead

exposure is needed now just as badly as it was in 1980, when the NRC first

called for one.

COMMENTS ON COMPONENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE PRoGRAM

Reduction of Exposure To Lead-based Paint. For nearly 20 years,

since the Lead Paint Poisoning Prevention Act of 1971 gave that

responsibility to HUD, the Federal Government has been sponsoring research

on ways to abate lead paint hazards From th very start, several facts

have been obvious:

o The amount of old, high lead content paint in housing

is very large, and paint continues to be a major source

of severe overexposure of children to lead.

o There is no easy, safe way to remove lead paint from

the surfaces on which it occurs. Removal is a slow,

labor-intensive process. If not done carefully, it may

2,13
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expose removal workers to excessive lead absorption,

and it also may contaminate the home with lead dust

that will pose an increased hazard to the inhabitants.

o Sealing intact lead paint in place is an alternative; it is

also slow, labor-intensive and only ffective for some

surfaces, and leaves a potential lead dispersal problem if/when

the housing is ultimately demolished.

o Removing lead paint from any significant fraction of

the nation's a. .taminated housing stock is a necessary but

enormous and costly undertaking.

o The longer that effective action in tackling the

problem is delayed, the greater the ultimate cost is

likely to be.

Because of the costs involved, HUD apparently decided in the 1970's

that the nation could not afford to prevent lead paint poisoning by

eliminating paint in housing as a source of exposure. As a result of this

decision, the national strategy has essentially been to employ children as

environmental monitors, the residential equivalents of the canary in the

coal mine. When a child shows up with a high blood lead level, abatement

efforts are focused on that individual child's environment. If resources

are available, lead paint sources in that child's home may be detected and

abated--after the child has already been lead-poisoned.

Even if all children were now effectively screened for lead exposure

(which they are not -- less than ten percent of all children are ever

screened), and even if detection ef a high blood lead level always resulted

in identification and abatement of the responsible sources of lead in the

2 I I
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child's environment (which it does not, both for technical reasons and

because of inadequate resources for lead removal programs), the strategy of

using lead-poisoned children to trigger priority choices in the lead-paint

abatement program is morally unacceptable. Is the conomic cost of removing

lead paint (and lead in plumbing) so high that we are willing to accept

instead the enormous, if at this point largely unmeasurable, social costs of

lead poisoning?

Our society's failure to solve the problem of lead paint poisoning is

not due solely to inadequate technical knowledge. It is true that research

is needed. Methods for determining whether paint contains lead are loss

certain and more expensive than should be the case. And removal or safe

encapsulation of existing lead paint is also unduly expensive. The

legislative proposals to date would give new authority to the EPA, in the

form of a broad mandate to conduct research on lead paint abatement

strategies, coupled with authorization for appropriations to fund that

research.

But research will not provide a scientific "magic bullet" that will

suddenly sake this problem solvable. Lead poisoning is not just a

biomedical problem; it is a social problem. Abating lead paint hazards is

not just a technological challenge; it is a social task of great complexity

and difficulty.' Congress should create a mandate that will make preventing

lead poisoning a major, achievable priority of our society. Unless we can

place this largest and most serious known environmental threat to our

children's health high on the national agenda of problems we must solve, we

cannot expect funding levels adequate to solve the lead paint problem.
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In short, V. will not develop and cannot await a "magic bullet"; we

need to bite the bullet. We must comsat whatever resources aro needed, over

the next several years, to do-lead the environment. The 102nd Congress

should direct by law that the resources be mad available and rapidly

applied to ensure that this enduring problem is finally solved in an

effective and socially constructive manner.

In Consumers Union's judgment, the legislation proposed to date could

more adequaLely address the lead paint problem. It recognizes, quite

appropriately, the dismal record of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development, which has failed to substantially resolve the lead paint

problem over the past twenty years. And it would make EPA the lead agency

in a inter-departmental task force charged with tackling the lead paint

problem. But a direct, immediate attack on existing lead paint is necessary

and it should not wiait the outcome of detection and removal research. To

abate action until research is completed and its results implemented would

condenn many thousands more to lead poisoning.

Lead in drinkina water. A comprehensive national lead poisoning

prevention program would establish by law a National Primary Drinking Water

Standard for Lead measured at the tap of 5 ug/liter. CU would prefer to see

the EPA adopt this standard very quickly through the normal administrative

procedures. However, it has been clear for over a dozen years that the

drinking water standard for lead was far too high (the NAS/NRC recosmended

lowering it in a 1977 report); yet EPA to dafe has not made final a new and

sore appropriate standard. Administrator Reilly has told the Senate that

216
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final action is imminent. But unless this happens and unless the new

standard is adequate, it will be appropriate for Congress to force the

issue.

Blood-lead screening. A comprehensive program would provide for

reports op the status of blood-lead screening and reporting programs, and

for an assessment of a mandatory pre-school lead screening requirement. In

CU's judgment, expansion of the screening program is needed. Never adequate

to begin with, it was cut back substantially during the past decade. (We

note that the Administration's budget proposal tor FY 1992 falls about $10

million short of the appropriation that the Centers for Disease Control

should have, in our view, to conduct a minimally adequate program. And even

that amount would not allow for a routine national screening program.) A

national lead screening requirement would be a Valuable stop forward, in our

view. Screening should occur at regular intervals from the time an infant

learns to crawl (and thus can be exposed to lead in soil and dust) until the

age of school entry. The value cv se., ening in terms of the health of the

screened children is potentially very great. HaVing more extensive and

consistently reported national data on childhood blood lead levels would

also be of great value. These values are substantial enough that they

should be established and required as a matter of national policy.

flanitailzialamilgsisAna. The domestic canned-food industry has

eliminated over 95 vrcent of lead-soldered cans over the past decade. A

ban could accelerate the completion of that process domestically, and would

extend the process to imported canned foods. consumers Union does not know

what fraction of imported food cans are lead-soldered, but this may be a

potentially important source of exposure to dietary lead, especially if

2.1
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there are ethnic populations who depend largely on canned foods to have

access to their traditional diets. Whether or not canned food is considered

an indoor source, it clearly should be addressed. Indeed, while

comprehensive legislation should address this source, immediate action does

not require new legislation. The Food & Drug Administration (FDA) is under

this Subcommittee's legislative oversight. FDA already has the authority to

ban all lead solder in domestic food cans and apply that standard to

imports, but has chosen instead to rely on the slow progress of voluntary

efforts. It would be helpful if the committee would simply inform the new

FDA Commissioner, Dr. Kessler, of its interest in reducing unnecessary

sources of lead exposure and request the FDA to take action to reach the

small remaining lead-bearing portion of the canned food supply.

santraii_sn_adaitignalszamp_a_ind exposure. Proposed legislation

would ban the use of lead in cosmetics and packaging materials, and require

FDA to expedite its ongoing decision process on lead in ceramic glazes.

Also addressed in the bills that have received consideration to date are

bans on the manufacture and sale of a wide range of lead-containing

products, ranging from fishing sinkers to foil on wine bottles. gamma
Report. in its March, 1991 issue, reported on the use of leaded inks to

imprint bread wrappers which many consumers then turn inside out and re-use

to store other food; there is the potential for the leaded ink then to

contact the stored food, unnecessarily risking the addition of significant

doses of lead to the family diet. While CU recognizes that lead has many

useful functions and each of those uses has economic value, we also believe

that safer alternatives exist or can be developed for each of the uses

specified in this bill. The issue is not whether beneficial uses of lead

21S
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are going to be lost, but whether even a small risk of o lead-poisoned child

is socially acceptable,. when safer alternative technologies are available.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that this Subcommittee should develop and act

on a comprehensive proposal to remove all unnecessary, from both indoor and

outdoor sources, from our environment. Though it will be an expensive

process, the health care effects and productivity losses of lead poisoning

are themselves estimated to be far more expensive. Lead poisoning is a

tragic diiease, all the more so because it is preventable. We urge you to

make its eradication a top national priority and will work with you to meet

that goal. Thank you.

2 .1 ;
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you. Mr. Ringen, why don't we hear from
you next.

STATEMENT OF KNUT RINGEN

Mr. RINGEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding these hear-
ings. I am Knut Ringen. I am the executive director of the Labor-
ers Health and Safety Fund of North America. I am a public
health doctor, and I am a member of the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Childhood Lead Poisoning.

The Laborers represent over 500,000 workers in the United
States, and I bring you greetings from the General President, Mr.
Fosco, and from Vice President, Max Warren, who commend you
for holding these hearings.

I would like the written testimony to be part of the record and I
would also like to enter a series of articles that appeared last week
in the Philadelphia Inquirer, entitled "A Failure to Protect Work-
ers from Lead,' for the record as well, which I think are very in-
formative.

Mr. WAXMAN. Without objection, we will receive those for the
record.

Mr. RINGEN. Thank you. I am here to talk about mainly lead and
lead abatement. We have, a very great concern in those because our
members, as part of their jurisdictionoccupational jurisdiction
have demolition and lead abatement is a major part of that juris-
diction.

We provide extensive training to our members. Our 76 training
centers in the United States have outstanding and nationally rec-
ognized training programs. For the past 3 years we have been pro-
viding lead abatement training as well. This is done within the con-
text of a joint union employer operation and trusteeship, and it is
very important, in order to protect our members from health prob-
lems on the job.

Lead is a very serious problem in this country for both children
and for workers. You have heard about children before today. In
terms of workers, especially in construction, we see very very seri-
ous problems with continued exposure to lead, and it is not unusu-
al for workers in this industry to have high chronic levels of lead
in their blood and in their bodies.

In addition to that, we are seeing more and more children of
workers in construction who have lead poisoning as well as a result
of lead being brought home from the workplace. Dr. Graef, who tes-
tified this morning, has several children of lead abatement workers
among the patients in his clinic at this point in time.

This is indicative of a very fundamental problem that we would
like you to take into corisideration. Construction workers face ap-
palling health and safety on the job. Construction is the most dan-
gerous industry in the country.

If I can draw on one particular episode in our history that is of
relevance to this hearing, it is asbestos abatement, which we have
now been doing for 15 years, where we also have a major interest
and where we try to protect our workers as much as possible, yet
we are seeing continuous entry into this field of unscrupulous con-
tractors, fly-by-night people who come and go, who hire people off
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the street, who do not protect them on the job, and who undercut
every effort to provide for a safe workplace and make it economi-
cally impossible just about to have proper work 'practices and
safety provisions on the job.

This is the result of a failure to enforce whatever standards exist
an,'. a failure to establish standards in construction. I would like to
note that OSHA does not have a standard for lead protection or
protection from lead exposure in construction. As a result of that,
workers are typically exposed at very high levels. More important-
ly, no enforcement of this problem takes place on the work site.

In conclusion, I would just like to say that we are prepared to be
involved in deleading, and our members have an interest in having
worked in that area. It is a massive undertaking, which must be
proceeding on without delay, if the children are to be protected. It
is important to recognize that unless that work is done properly,
then neither those workers nor the children, nor the community at
large will be protected from lead exposures.

Therefore, we urge you to take into account, Mr. Chairman, in
any legislation, that proper worker protection measures be a signif-
icant part of the legislation that you are proposing.

Thank you very much for inviting us to testify here, and we will
answer your questions.

[Testimony resumes on p. 262.]
[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Ringen follow:]

c;;;'
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Testimony of

Knut Aimgan, Dral.s., M.P.H., M.N.A.
Itnecutive Director

Laborers' Health end Safety Pend of North America

AMMMAKI

The most immediate lead problem in this country is exposure of
little children to lead-based paint. To protect the health of
children, a national lead-paint abatement program is urgently
needed. Unless proper abatement--by qualified contractors and
trained workers--is assured by federal regulation, workers and
the public, especially children, are at serious risk.

The Centers for Disease Control estimates that more than 825,000
American workers have potential work-related lead exposures.
Construction workers, in particular, are at risk of lead
poisoning, which can cause nervous system disorders and other
serious health problems.

The Laborers' Health and Safety Fund, a joint union-employer
program, recommends that:

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency be given primary
responsibility for solving the lead-paint abatemeatieroblem;

lte0'°Y
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health be
responsible for training programs and for assessing lead-
exposure risks confronting workers; and

the National Institute for the Eavirontental Health Sciences
research the human health risks associated with lead.

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting us to testify hera today. I
am Dr. Knut Ringen, Executive Director of the Laborers' Health
and Safety Fund of North America. The Fund is a joint initiative
of the Laborers' International Union of North America and its
signatory contractors. Thank you for inviting me to testify.

I am a public health doctor by training, with a doctorate from
Johns Hopkins University. My career has focused on occupational
health research and public policy. For five years prior to my
current post I was in charge of special population studies at the
National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health. I
serve on the Advisory Committee on Childhood Lead Poisoning
Prevention appointed by HHS Secretary Sullivan.
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Attached to this testimony is a position paper on the need for a
national strategy for lead paint abatement by John.Moran, the
Fund's Director of Occupational Safety and Health.'

The Health and Safety Fund has a strong interest in the issue of
lead exposure in the environment and the workplace. The union
represents 500,000 members in the United States and Canada, most
of them construction laborers in the United States. The union's
laborers are involved in construction, demolition and toxic-
substance control including the abatement of hazardous waste,
asbestos and lead.

2

For adults, occupational exposures are the most important sources
,of lead exposure. Laborers are exposed to lead not only during
abatement of lead-based paint in residences, but also in
industrial settings and during the demolition of factories,
bridges and other major structures where lead-based paint has
been used for decades.

A union-employer program affiliated with ours, the Laborers-AGC
Education and Training Fund, developed the only nationwide lead
abatement training course which meets all state and federal
regulations. The 32-hour course is available thus far at 16
sites for about 1,000 workers annually.

The Lead Problem

The most immediate lead problem in this country is lead-based
print. In 1988, the U.S. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry estimated that 42 million housing units in the United
States have lead-based paint. That number is now believed to
approximate 57 million. In addition, literally thousands of
factories, bridges and other structures have lead-based paint.

Increasingly, construction jobs such as bridge repair and
demolition are causing acute lead poisoning of laborers, iron
workers, painters and other workers. Lead exposures to welders

1Moran is a former Director of the Division of Safety
Research, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
and an adviser to federal agencies on lead abatement. He served
last year on a HUD committee advising the agency about worker
protections for lead abatement in ic housing; his criticisms
of the draft guidelines last spriN d the agency to reassess
and improve those standards. Moran also chairs a subcommittee on
lead in the Building and Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO,
which has urged OSHA to fast-track a comprehensive safety
standard for construction similar to that in place for general
industry (attachment 1).

2 r-v f0 .)
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and cutters have been documented at levels well above 1,000 times
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
permissible level of xposure set for general industry.' We
know of workers who have suffered lead poisoning who were wearingthe wrong respirators or who were near work outdoors involving
lead-based paint.

The California Department of Health Services reported a 44
percent increase from 1987 to 1988 in the number of blood-lead
laboratory findings exceeding the state's reporting threshold.
People with the highest blood-lead levels were employed in
constructior. Recent reports in the CDC Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report and other scientific reports confirm these trends.
For instance, the Centers for Disease Control report in September
1989 indicated that while construction represented only 5 percent
of the reported excess blood-lead findings, 30.4 percent of theworkers at very high levels were from the construction trades.
At the same time, more than 825,000 American workers have
potential work-related lead exposures, according to the CDC.

lead-Related Diseases

Diseases resulting from lead exposures in the workplace are
numerous and well known. In fact, lead-related diseases were
among the first recorded ocr.apational health problems in the
medical literature. Leveli of lead exposures that were
previously considered safe now are considered dangerous, asscientific research gains a better understanding of the
neurological, hypertensive and reproductive toxicity of lead.
Once absorbed in the body, lead is found in all tissues. Yet 90
percent of the body burden is in the bone, where lead
accumulates. Lead affects several organ systems, with the most
sensitive being the nervous system. Lead also affects the
gastrointestinal, hemopoietic, and renal and reproductive (male
and female) systems, and thus fetuses.

2Workers in general industry have been protected since 1978by a comprehensive lead standard issued by OSHA. It provides for
training, medical monitoring, respirators and other protections.
However, the only OSHA construction regulation involving leadsets an allowable concentration of lead in the air that is four
times higher than for genwill industry. More, the construction
standar4 does not provide any of the monitoring, medical
surveillance or other protections in the general industry
standard. Most often, excessive exposures to lead among
construction workers become known only when a worker's health
fails or the worker sees a physician who recognizes lead
poisoning symptoms.

251
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Symptoms of lead exposure include fatigue, difficulty in

concentrating, irritability, headaches, nausea and sleep
disturbance.'

4

Strateav for Lead-Based Paint Abatement

It is very clear that our major thrust in dealing with the lead
exposure problem must be to protect our nation's children, who
are the most susceptible to diseases caused by lead. There has
been a particularly poor understanding of the link between worker
protection and protection of children and the general public,
however. This is particularly true when it comes to lead-based
paint abatement in public housing.

We have learned bitter lessons in the construction industry over
similar issues, asbestos being the most prominent. Poor worker
training and poor contractor supervision have led not only to the
generation of yet another wave of asbestos victims but have
needlessly exposed the public.

Compared with asbestos abatement, the thrust to de-lead our
nation's public and private housing presents a far greater
potential for poor work practices and procedures that could harm
the public health, especially children. This threat exists
because the health consequences of excessive lead exposure are
acute and chronic and, particularly in children, can have
lifelong consequences. This is different from asbestos, which
usually does not manifest ill consequences for 20 or more years
after exposure.

In fact, poorly conducted lead-based paint abatement can increase
the risks to the public. The risks are not solely to public
housing residents but to residents--especially children--in any
older home under renovation.' Also, as is the case with
asbestos, children face a secondary risk of lead poisoning from
lead dust brought home on the clothing of a lead abatement
worker.

Dr. John Graef of Harvard University, a witness at this hearing,
has provided important information bearing on this subject.

3Attached is a photocopy of the front and back of a health
alert about lead poisoning which the Health and Safety Fund
provides for local unions to distribute to their members who are
construction laborers (attachment 2).

4See Marino, P.E., et al, "A Case Report of Lead Paint
Poisoning during Renovation of a Victorian Farmhouse," Agal
October 1990. 80:10, 1183-85.

2 5 5
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Already, in Massachusetts, Dr. Graef's lead-disease clinic has
noted several cases of lead poisoning suffered by abatement
workers on the job and by children of lead abatement workers.

The lead problem in construction and concerns about resulting
public exposures have prompted Maryland and Massachusetts to
e nact tough lead standards governing lead exposures in
construction, lead-paint abatement, and training and
certification for workers, supervisors, contractors and
inspectors. These states have moved forward to meet the
recognized health threat despite the federal government's lack ofleadership. The Massachusetts lead abatement program has
accredited the Laborers-AGc Education and Training Fund.

Becommendations for Legislation

Proper worker training, medical surveillance and enforcement of
worker protections are essential if we are to prevent disease
from lead exposures.

First, a regulatory approach is needed to protect children and
other members of the public, and workers. We recommend that OSHA
be required to issue an interim health standard for lead in
construction based upon the criteria in the general industry
standard under 29 C.F.R. 1910.1025.

While an OSHA lead standard for construction is necessary to
protect workers, that alone would not be sufficient.

Given that one federal agency must be responsible for solving the
lead-based paint abatement problem in this country, we recommend
that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) be assigned
full responsibility for lead-based paint abatement, both for
promulgating the regulations and enforcing them. Abatement
programs should be administered along the model of the Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act, with stronger enforcement
provisions.

To advise the EPA Administrator on research, regulatory programs
and enforcement, we would recommend the establishment of two
advisory task forces, one interagency and one comprising experts
from outside the federal government. The interagency task force
should include OSHA and would be responsible for integrating a
comprehensive lead standard for construction into the overall EPA
program.

The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
should be responsible for training programs and for assessments
of lead-exposure risks confronted by workers.

4, J 0
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N/OSH is statutorily responsible for developing and evaluating
work practices and control technologies, with emphasis on
ensuring the safety and health of workers. NIOSH participation
would ensure that accountability in terms of worker health and
safety is included in the design and development of those
technologies. This assistance can come in the form of
professional guidance on personal protective equipment, exposure
monitoring for abatement technologies, the medical surveillance
of workers, and the analysis of exposure to lead and other
hazards associated in occupations involving lead-based paint
abatement.

We advocate establishing requirements for training and
certification of lead-based paint abatement workers, supervisors,
designers, inspectors and building owners. Not only should such
a progran establish training curricula for lead-abatement workers
for public and private housing units, but also for nonresidential
structures such as factories. We urge the committee to include
training and curricula for workers in these fields where tho type
of work and exposures differ from those in housing abatement.

It has been our experience that the federal agencies charged with
overseeing worker training programs have been far too timid in

protecting worker health and safety. We thus urge the Committee
to recommend specific numbers of hours of training for workers,

supervisors, contractors and inspectors. We strongly believe
that a 40-hour course, which Congress required for hazardous
waste workers in the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
Act, is appropriate for lead abatement workers.

We also recommend that the National Institute for the
Environmental Health Sciences conduct research to pinpoint the
human health risks associated with lead exposure, and to detail
or develop treatment protocolu to reduce the effects.

To support these programs, we recommend the following annual

funding authorizations:

$45 million for the Environmental Protection Agency (for

regulations and enforcement)

$6.5 million for the National Institute for the
Environmental Health Sciences;

$8 million for the National Institute for Occupational

sTraining criteria also are needed for work outdoors on such
structures as bridges. Hazardous lead exposures are known to
occur and have been documented by workers in these settings.

25 7
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Safety and Health (for tkaining programs); and

$6.5 million for the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (for research).

ConclusiOD

7

In summary, the Laborers commend you, Chairman Waxman, for your
interest in the issue of lead in the environment and the
community. We recommend the proposals outlined by our testimony
today. Lead poisoning is a major threat to the health of
Americans of all ages and throughout our society.

De-leading the nation is a massive undertaking which must proceed
with adequate safeguards. We stress again that unless workers
are properly trained and supervised, contractors licensed and
conscientious, and government enforcement vigilant, neither
workers nor the general public will be protected adequately. We
know how to do the job right, but the Congress must set
priorities.

We want to reduce the threat to Americans from lead and create a
safer, healthier environment for all. Thank you.

47-045 0 - 91 - 9
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ATTACHMENT 1

LAAD MiNT_ARATENANT: TEE ANED FOS A NATIONAL MIAMI

BACJESIESLUDI

The recent HUD Report to Congress, cautrahinajacjing

Owned Housing, estimates that 57 million privately owned and

occupied homes contain lead-based paint of which 900,000 are

occupied by families with children under the age of 7. The report

discussea the relationship between lead-based paint, indoor lead

levels in dust, and childhood blood-lead levels. The Report also

reviews the recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control

with regard to childhood blood-lead levels which constitute a

health risk.

The Report further reviews the relationship between lead-

based paint abatement and subsequent indoor lead dust levels.

While a substantial research has not been done in this area, the

general view is that lead levels in settled dust in homes after

lead-based paint abatement depends to a great degree on the methods

used in the abatement activity and subsequent clean-up. An excel-

lent example, not reviewed in the HUD Report, is the recently

published research by Frafel, et al. (Allrican Journal of Publiq

Usalth, Oct. 1990). That study indicates that lead levels in dust

increased 10 to 100 times over the pre-abatement levels in homes

after lead-based paint had been abated using traditional methods.

Evaluations of lead in dust levels six months after abatement

evidenced even greater increases. Non-traditional abatement

methods evidenced some improvement but were not as effthacious as

required. Improved abatement methods, enhanced worker protection

C) r:
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measures, enhanced occupant and furnishings protective measures,

improved disposal methods, and worker training were all recommended

as needed measures.

It is evident that lead-based paint in occupied housing

presents a clear and increasingly significant risk to the public,

especially to our nationos children. It is further evident that

the abatement of this hazard is neither simple nor straightforward.

In fact, improper abatement may lead to increased risk to occupants

of abated housing units. The magnitude of the problem is enormous

and has a potentially adverse health impant on a large percentage

of the current young generation and the next generation as well.

The negative consequences of improper abatement of lead-based paint

simply cannot be ignored. The health risks to children can be life

long.

Like the occupants of housing units where lead-based

paint is abated, the workers who perform the abatement activity are

at risk of excessive exposure to lead. OSHA promulgated comprehen-

sive lead regulations for general industry in 1978 in order to

address the worker health effects from lead exposures. Recent

reports evidence significant non-compliance with these standards

(American Journal Industrial Medicine, Vol. 18, No. 1, 1990).

Further, those workers employed in the construction industry sector

are not covered by the comprehensive general industry OSHA stan-

dard. Increasing evidence from the few states which require

reporting of elevated blood-lead levels highly demonstrates that

construction workers are severely over-exposed and suffer very

2c:)
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highly elevated levels of lead in blood. The construction industry

will be the primary industry engaged in lead paint abatement. Yet,

the construction industry is the least experienced in recognizing

the hazards of lead. Furthermore, the construction industry is the

least experienced high hazard industry in the country when it comes

to occupational health recognition and prevention programs.

Lead-based paint abatement is complicated with regard to

the implementation of methods to reduce or eliminate the hazard

without increasing risks to workers, children, and the public.

Federal HUD, EPA, OSHA, and DOT are directly involved in the

regulation of specific lead abatement activities. This complex

array of regulatory agency activities is not without precedent.

Asbestos abatement is a similar case and one which is of signifi-

cant lesser magnitude than lead since it involves less than 1

million commercial, public, and school buildings. OSHA regulates

asbestos exposures to workers engaged in activities within the

scope of the OSHA preview. EPA regulates public schools and

applies the OSHA asbestos standards to public employees in those

states which are not covered by oSHA regulations. EPA also

establishes minimum training requirements for those engaged in

asbestos abatement including a training provider approval program,

and regulates disposal of abatement debris. DOT regulates the

transportation of asbestos waste. HUD has issued major guidelines

addressing the issue of abatement in public and Indian housing

including a revised worker protection chapter due to the defi-

ciencies in the original version largely associated with the huge
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OSHA disparity between general industry workers and construction

workers standards. The interagency coordination between the

regulatory activities of these agencies has not only created a

tangled bureaucratic nightmare for the regulated communities. /t

has also left major gaps where workers and the public are exposed

as a consequence of asbestos abatement activities which are not

clearly addressed. Examples include asbestos identification in

commercial buildings and the lack of accredited training require-

ments for workers covered by the OSHA standards. The important

issue is, however, that no one agency or congressional committee is

accountable for the program. Because the lead-based paint abate-

ment issue is more complex and vastly greater in magnitude than

asbestos, such a confusing array and lack of a single accountable

federal agency should not be permitted and is detrimental to worker

and public health as well as the environment.

CONCLUSIONS:

Basic conclusions relevant to the lead-based paint abate-

ment issue based upon the current situation are as follows:

1. Lead-based paint in housing represents a known

source of risk especially to children.

2. Huge numbers, some 57 million, of homes contain

lead-based paint.

3. Lead-based paint can be removed from houses Or

other methods can be utilized to largely eliminate

the risks to oueuoants from this hazard.
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4. Failure to respond to the lead-based paint problem

in housing will result in the continued exposure of

the public, especially children, to this hazard.

5. Tightened recommendations by CDC with regard to

blood-lead levls in children which constitute a

health threat will increase the scop and magnitude

of this problem while heightening public concern.

6. Improved abatement methods including worker train-

ing in these methods is necessary if abatement is

to effective ir reducing occupant exposures to

lead. Current methods have been demonstrated to be

inadequate and indeed may increase the health risk

to workers and occupants as a consequence of

increased exposure to lead.

7. Currant OSHA comprehensive regulations do not apply

to construction workers which will hO the primary

labor force conducting lead paint abatement.

8. Current HUD guidelines only recommend comprehensive

worker protection measures due to the absence of

such OSHA regulations.

9. No federal training requirements or training pro-

gram criteria for lead abatement activities cur-

rently xist.

10. Several federal agencies are currently involved in

various aspects of lead control activities. No
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federal agency is evidencing a lead role in coordi-

nating this complex undertaking.

11. No one committee in the House or the Senate has

clear leadership role from a legislative perspec-

tive.

12. Work in response to this emerging issue has already

begun. The potential for aggravation of the child-

hood lead poisoning problem as a consequence of

improper abatement methods is highly probable.

This problem will continue to escalate in the

absence of comprehensive federal control.

SIMEZERAMEA:

Because the magnitude of the potential public health

threat is large and increasing and several legislative and federal

agency mandates must be utilized to manage the lead paint abatement

crisis, we recommend that the following be considered:

1. A single lead federal agency, EPA, be assigned

responsibility for the lead paint problem.

2. Within a defined period after enactment of lead

legislation comprehensive, issuance of interim

regulations which address at least the following

categories:

Worker protection
Public protection
Environmental protection
Training standards, criteria, certification,
accreditation.

2 ;
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3. Within a specified time period, promulgation of

final regulations based upon those listed in 2

above.

4. The lead agency be charged with establishing an

interagency coordinating committee which will

function in an advisory capacity to the EPA Admin-

istrator on the regulatory programs interactions as

well as coordination, enforcement, and research.

5. The National Institute of Occupational Safety and

Health be charged with the responsibility of devel-

oping an Occupational Health Hazard Evaluation

focused on lead paint abatement and that be pro-

vided to the EPA Administrator within 9 months of

enactment.

6. The National Institute of Environmental Health

Science to perform an Environmental Health Hazard

Evaluation.

7. EPA to be responsible for annual reports to

Congress on the progress in implementing the

program.

8. EPA to establish a National Advisory Committee to

serve as advise and consultants to the Adminis-

trator for the lead program.

\2240.00
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Testimony of anut Ringen
Laborers' Health and Safety Fund

Attachment 2

Laborers' Health and Safety
Fund of North America
905 16th Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20006
(202) 625-5465

LEAD POISONING

Construction laborers often werk where bndges
or other metal structures are undblasied or torn
downor where buildings and other structures
are renovated. In many cues, thepunt on these
structures contains lead.

The Hazards

Wben structures covered with lead paint are cut,
sandblasted, sandod, heated or burnen, lead is
released into the air, (A recent U.S. govenunent
report found lead poisoning in five of nine COO-
:auction workers usiog torches to cut up a bridge
that was covered with lead paint.) Anyone near
such work is at risk.

Lead is very toxic if you breathe or swallow it.
The first signs of poisoning are weakneu, joint
pain, weight low lou of sleep, low blood pres-
sure, memory loss and stomach upset. Lead
harms the gums, stomach, kidneys and blood. It
can cause severe anemia or permanently damage
the brain and nervous system,

What You Can Do

If you are stripping, sanding, beating, cutting or
otherwise disturbing a painted surfaceor you
are near such work:

Ask your contractor to tell you if the paint
COnt11111,1 lead. The OSHA hazard cornmumca-
tioo regulations say the contractor must let you
know.

If the paint contains lead:

Follow your contractor's special procedures
for this work. Some states have special rules
for work on lead-coaled airbus.

Use wet methods (where possible) to keep the
dust down.

Use a corre.. to protect your lungs.
Cutting with torches or heating produces a fine
lead fume. A dust respirator will NOT protect
you from that. (The poisoned bridge workers
were wearing dust respirators.) Tbe contractor
must provide the right respirator and train you
to use it.

Always wash your lands and face before smok-
ing, eating or drinking. This is lo prevent
swallowing lead from your skin.

Health and Einployineni: Ilaisd in Hand

Write us for more information.
411111,
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ringen. Mr. Gorman.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. GORMAN III

Mr. GORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Edward
Gorman. I am executive director of the Carpenters National Health
and Safety Fund. I am here today representing General President
Lucassen, who also sends his regards and the United Brotherhood
of Carpenters.

Cur 600,000 members face lead-based paint hazards, both at work
and at home, whether from on-the-job exposures, which, in turn,
get carried home on workers' clothing, or simply from living in and
renovating homes built before 1980, which contain lead-based
paint.

You have heard this morning about the legacy that leaded paint
now brings to the workplace and to the home front. It is an inherit .
ance of known persistent and insidious health dangers to children
and to working men and women.

I will not belabor this hearing or the record by repeating much
of that, but there are a few things that I think are instructive. This
subcommittee should know the extreme effects of lead's toxicity on
working men and women, particularly those in the construction
trades.

Published research tells the story of workers in the construction
industry at a greater risk than any other category of workers, to
exposures to and retained blood lead levels above 70 micrograms
per deciliter. Seventy micrograms per deciliter is an emergency
medical condition. A 1989 article published in the CDC's Morbidity
and Mortality Weekly Report indicates that 34 percent of those
with blood lead levels exceeding 70 micrograms come from workers
in the construction trades.

Absorption of lead through inhalation of lead dust and fumes is a
high-risk problem for workers, as also noted in a California Depart-
ment of Health Study. Its findings include that lead lives in the
bone for a half life of at least 20 years, that there is not practical
way of determining, on a broad scale basis, what the levels of lead
in the bone are and, therefore, that we don't know, therefore, what
the total body burden of lead is in most workers and in most men
and women and children in this country.

Extrapolating from the study's data, we estimate that nearly
500,000 construction workers are lead-exposed, many on a regular
basis. As my colleague mentioned, the ironic part is, just as we are
lowering the standards for lead, we are seeing greater and greater
exposures in the construction work force with no end in sight or no
help in sight from OSHA.

While the construction standard remains at a staggering 200 mi-
crograms, the standard currently proposed by many doctors, includ-
ing Dr. Landregan, of the Mount Sinai Medical School, is for 20 mi-
crograms, 10 times lower than currently exists.

You should know that carpenters perform a substantial amount
of private and public work in private and public housing. Our tra-
ditional jurisdiction started with wood and has extended to substi-
tutes that have come into vogue over the years. As a result, interi-
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or systems work, now supports fully one-third of our construction
membership.

I would like to talk to you a moment about our recommenda-
tions. I will skip the rest of the presentation, as it is entered in the
record.

Our recommendations are as follows. It is necessary, in our view,
to give homeowners, landlords and other building owners both the
opportunity and responsibility to determine whether their respec-
tive buildings contain lead-based paint and to assess whether the
paint is in a hazardous condition.

Adequate legislation must therefore be enacted which will pro-
vide for inspections and notification to homeowners and tenants of
leaded paint in all dwellings built before 1980.

Just as communities have enacted right to know statutes con-
cerning their exposures to public health risks from outdoor envi-
ronmental contaminants, so should Congress finally tackle the
health risks associated with indoor lead-based paint, by going to
the source and learning about the condition of the soil and paint
around the homes.

Such legislation could set phased in priorities for those buildings
where the greatest potential hazards exist: Federal, public and
military housing first, followed by large multiunit apartment and
condominium dwellings, and later smaller multiple dwellings and
single family homes. As a commentator noted earlier, we inspect
houses for termites, that is just out of concern for our homes, we
ought to do at least as much for the occupants of those homes.

Legislation should also encourage or perhaps require restrictions
on transfers of property, unless or until a lead inspection has been
performed in the dwelling, is either lead-free or with leaded paint,
certified to be in encapsulated form. For those dwellings where
lead-based paint is found in a deteriorated condition or where high
lead dust levels exist, an appropriate remedial response action
should be recommended by a certified environmental assessment
professional, trained by a federally accredited training provider.

Response actions may range from encapsulation to removal, de-
pending upon the recommendations of the environmental specialist
onsite. Response actions, themselves, should be carried out by li-
censed contractors, employing workers, certified for the work and
trained by federally accredited training providers. The problem
here is the Federal Government, it is not in the availability of
workers and their ability to do the job.

The rest of this is in the record. Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 278.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gorman follows:]

'
4../ '1 j
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TESTIMONY OF

UNITED BROTHERHOOD OF CARPENTERS AND JOINERS OF AMERICA

Before Hippocrates penned his oath, he recognized the effects

of lead poisoning in humans. Today the impact of lead as a deadly

neurotoxin at levels that were, until recently, thought safe has

pushed lead to the forefront of concerns unions, their members and

our contractors have for their occupational environment.

Our 600,000 members face lead-based paint hazards both at work

And at home, whether from on-the-job exposures, which in turn get

carried home on our members' clothing, or simply from living in and

renovating homes with leaded paint built before 1980.

The legacy of leaded paint is an inheritance of known,

persistent and insidious health effects to children and working

adults. Yet these health problems have been outweighed by a

legislative and regulatory lethargy that one would think was caused

by lead in the water our policymakers drink.

What the science tells us about leaded paint's pervasive

health effects, you already know and have heard more about today:

57 million houses are filled with leaded paint.

These include four million homes with high levels

of chipped and granular lead paint and leaded soil

deemed by HUD to be a "priority hazard."

children and adults in the millions are at risk of the

fall range of known impacts -- from impairments in

(0".)
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growth, gestation periods, and I.Q. levels, to the more

obvious and life-threatening lead encephalopathy, with

bone, central nervous system and kidney degradation.

The CDC recently found that even moderate blood lead levels

can cause the young increased dropout rates, difficulties with

reading and decreased abilities to learn as they get older. The

impacts and costs to society are obvious and compelling, even if

not wholly quantifiable.

This Subcommittee also should know the extreme effects of

lead's toxicity on working men and women, particularly those in the

construction trades. Again, published research tells a story of

workers in the construction

other category of workers to

industry at a greater risk than any

exposures to, and retained blood lead

levels above, 70 micrograms per

published in the CDC's Morbidity

deciliter. A 1989 artiCle

and Mortality Weekly Report

indicates that 34% of those with blood lead levels exceeding 70

miorograms per deciliter came from workers in the construction

trades. According to the CDC, levels above 70 indicate a medical

emergency with hospitalization and painful therapy generally

required.

As that 1989 report also indicated, the primary means of

absorbing lead is through inhalation of lead dust and fumes.

2 7
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According to another CDC study of lead-poisoned bridge demolition

workers in Massachusetts, clinical manifestations of occupational

lead poisoning usually occur when blood lead levels exceed 40

micrograms per deciliter. Symptoms vary greatly in severity and

include abdominal pain, anorexia, fatigue, arthralgia, headaches,

irritability, depression, impotence, anemia and hyperuricemia. The

same report noted that workers in construction and demolition work

involving cutting through lead-coated metal structures, the repair

and disassembling of ships, roofing, the dismantling of subway

lines, and the demolition and stripping of paint from bridges have

all demonstrated high concentrations of lead fumes and lead

exposures. Ironically, as all CDC reports published in the last

three years have been quick to point out, the very occupational

exposures most likely to occur, namely those of workers in the

construction industry, remain the least protected. While OSHA

maintains a general industry standard of 50 micrograms per

deciliter of lead in the bloodstream, the construction OSHA

standard remains at a staggering 200 micrograms.

Carpenters in particular have an interest in reducing and

controlling exposures to lead from both occupational and public

health perspectives. As the union with the largest construction

membership in North America, our members face lead hazards in a

wide range of their activities. For example, carpenters assemble

and work around the scaffolding used by other tradesmen to strip

271
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paint from bridges using acetylene torches or sand blasting. In

order to protect and safeguard the general public heavy curtains

are often draped over the scaffolding to prevent the leaded dust

from escaping into the air. However, workers within those

enclosures are therefore exposed to far higher levels of lead than

they would otherwise be without such protective techniques.

Currently, work practices which would control such exposures are

simply nonexistent on most bridge repair sites.

Carpenters also perform substantial work in private and public

housing. The union's traditional jurisdiction started with wood

and has extended to substitutes that have come into vogue over the

years. As a result interior systems work is jurisdiction which

traditionally supports a full third of our construction membership.

Lead-based paint on windows, doors, molding, ceilings, walls,

and floors, particularly in circumstances where removal and

replacement is under way, therefore constitutes a significant

potential health hazard for our members. The Union through its

joint labor-management National Health & Safety Fund has introduced

training for lead abatement workers and contractors and is working

to introduce lead screening into its medical screening and surveil-

lance programs across the country.
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We do not have, as yet, comprehensive data to cite to the

Subcommittee concerning carpenter exposures. Some anecdotal

evidence, however, supports our concern. We recently introduced

lead screening as a componere of our prequalification for workers

taking our 40-hour hazardous waste worker training course. Two of

the first 20 workers to be put through the screening had elevated

blood lead levels above 50 micrograms per deciliter, and this was

for a.class primarily targeted to business agents and other local

union leaders, pot to workers whom we might expect to have greater

frequency of exposure to leaded paint. We will be surveying our

labor-management health and welfare funds to determine the

existence of additional illness data.

While carpenters also work in shipyards and in factories both

as contract and as production and maintenance workers (for example,

a 13,000 member local union in California works exclusively for

Hughes Tool), we believe our members highest exposures are on

renovation and remodeling projects.

However, as I mentioned, we are operating in the blind simply

because occupational exposures, while known to exist, have not been

methodically assembled and analyzed. Similarly, insufficient

biological and medical monitoring has been done on workers acting

as the lead-carrying equivalent of "Typhoid Marys" when carrying

leaded dust home to their families on their work clothes.
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What is known, therefore, are the toxic effects of high and

even moderate blood-lead levels. What is not known, and what must

be included in any comprehensive approach to this environmental and

occupational problem, is how widespread the occupational exposures

are and what level of worker protection will adequately protect

both wnrkers and their families from continued exposures. One

well-respected health scientist, Dr. Philip Landregan, has recently

suggested that medical removal of workers is justified at levels

above 20 ug/dl, with return to work only when levels fall below 10.

But such work and occupational study remains.

Twenty years ago Congress passed the OSHA Act, legislation

designed to eliminate preventable injuries and illnesses in the

workplace. Enactment of environmental laws underlying the

Environmental Protection Agency were also expected to work in

tandem with the 0SH Act to eliminate toxic emissions and effluents

as public health threats. Lead-based paint has been banned from

Use in homes in over a dozen states since the 1960's and been

banned federally since 1977. In addition, the Lead-Based Paint

Poisoning Prevention Act of 1971, 42 U.S.C. § 4801, et seq., has

generally failed in the enforcement of provisions designed to

identify and treat those who are poisoned by lead, to remove lead-

based paint from federal housing and to prohibit its use in areas

accessible to children. In 1988, the Lead Contamination Control

Act was enacti.:u to reduce lead in drinking water.

P
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These statutes have accomplished small steps, despite lofty

aims. Nevertheless, in 1991 the primary source of continuing

exposure -- load-based paint in buildings -- remains an untreated,

though preventable risk.

Recommendations

The Subcommittee has requested that we provide specific

proposals for minimizing this risk to workers and children most

susceptible to the dangers associated with lead-based paint. Let

me turn to those now.

We propose here a wide variety of solutions for your consider-

ation, ones we think treat the problem as a whole and not simply as

the sum of discrete parts.

1. In order to know the full extent of chipped and

peeling lead-based paint, lead paint dust and

leaded soil, we must provide state health depart-

punts and other entities the wherewithal to assess

both the hazard and the effects of leaded paint on

the worker and the general population. It is

therefore necessary, in our view, to give homeown-

ers, landlords, and other building owners both the

opportunity and responsibility to determine whether

273
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their respective buildings contain lead-based paint

and to assess whether that paint is in a hazardous

condition. Adequate legislation must therefore be

enacted which will provide for inspections and

notification to homeowners and tenants of leaded

paint in all dwellings built before 1980. Just as

communities have enacted right-to-know statutes

concerning their exposures to public health risks

from outdoor environmental contaminants, so too

should Congress finally tackle the health risks

associated with indoor lead-based paint by going to

the source and learning the condition of the soil

and paint in and around homes. Such legislation

could set priorities for those buildings where the

greatest potential hazards exist: federal public

and military housing first, followed by large

multi-unit apartment and condominium dwellings, and

later, smaller multiple awellings and single family

homes.

Legislation could also encourage or perhaps require

restrictions on transfers of property unless or

until a le d inspection has been performed and the

dwelling is either lead-free or with leaded paint

certified to be in encapsulated form.
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2. For those dwellings where lead-based paint Is found

in deteriorated condition, or where high lead dust

levels exist, an appropriate remedial response

action should be recommended by a certified envi-

:onmental assessment professional trained by a

federally accredited training provider. Response

actions may range from encapsulation to removal,

depending upon the recommendations of the certified

environmental specialist on site. Response actions

themselves should be carried out by licensed con-

tractors employing workers certified for the work

and trained by federally accredited training pro-

viders.

3. Legislation mandating inspection, notification and

response actions are ineffective, however, without

the necessary funding in place to achieve the goal

of risk-free housing. The Carpenters endorse the

Environmental Defense Fund's recommendation in its

March 1990 report entitled "Legacy of Lead ..."of

an excise tax on lead production. Such funding

should be designed effectively to implement the

policies discussed above. Additional incentives

could come in the form of tax credits for homeown-

2"
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ers who undertake lead abatement as a result of

restrictions placed on the rights of property

transfer. We recognize that it is simply impossi-

ble for homeowners to bear the cost of abating lead

without some financial relief.

4. Any lead control program enacted must contend with

the insurance marketplace and with insurer refus-

als, as in Massachusetts, to offer homeowner poli-

cies which might be construed as covering lead

paint control efforts. Massachusetts has called on

insurers which provide insurance in the state to

offer separate policies for homeowners seeking lead

paint pollution coverage. The results of this

effort are undetermined. As a last resort, the

federal government could offer insurance coverage,

as with the federal flood insurance program now

offered through the Federal Emergency Management

Administration, if needed by affected building own-

ers.

5. Currently, only 15 states maintain blood lead

registries tor their state health departments. In

states that have them, some blood lead registries

focus on children and some only on adults. Differ-

2 7 s
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ent states which have these registries set differ-

ent standards for medical followup. We believe

blood-lead surveillance must be established in all

50 states and additional funding mpst be provided

for occupational and environmental health clinics

to utilize and share data with state health de-

partment registries.

In addition, only blood-lead levels higher than 70 ug/dl

are currently tollowed up in rost states. However,

blood-lead levels at greater than 50 microTrams per

deciliter indicate long-term health effects such as renal

disease, hypertension, low sperm counts and other long-

term impacts. Accordingly, while surveillances should

bJgin ai the lowest scientifically acceptable level for

blood-lead, followup must begin at a minimum for adults

showing blood-lead levels higher than 50 ug/dl. Lead

registries should also require reporting at the lowest

blood-lead levels known to cause cognitive and other

health effects tor children.

6. Joint labor-management trust funds have been estab-

lished by most unions and their contractors in the

construction trades. They exist to improve the

length and quality of their members' lives. It is

27u
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critical that these jointly trusteed funds be given

the opportunity toutilize federal and state re-

sources to assist in monitoring the largest seg-

ments of workers known to have health effects from

workplace exposures. We therefore recommend that

joint studies be conducted using biological and

medical monitoring techniques and that blood-lead

screenings become an integral part of the physical

screening performed on most construction workers

today. This legislation must drive such health

proteciions.

7. Similarly, this legislation should study the health

effects on families of workers exposed to lead dust

to see how much lead gets brought home on the

worker's clothing.

8. We also call upon Congress to enact legislation

which: improves work practices and engineering

controls over lead-based paint, provides for medi-

cal removal tor .:orkers from lead-contaminated

work-places ::hen lead levels exceed the lowest

scientifically acceptable limit for such exposures,

relies on strong respirator programs where engi-

neering controls are incapable of achieving appro-
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priately low levels of lead and provides for vigor-

ous enforcement off:rts by funding additional

inspectors for EPA and OSHA.

While we recognclie it is not necessarily within this

Subcommittee's purvie',!, In the face of unbearable delay

in OSHA's setting et a construction lead standard, we

encourage Congress r..) 7andate lower lead exposure levels.

In addition, :frost( rst:t be funded to help implement the

kinds of medical surveillance studies I have called for

earlier.

9. Finally, any ,c,;7prehensive response action program

must include signitiwant funding for training of

lead abatement And r:intenance workers since these

are the workers who will be called upon to knowing-

ly confront this hazard. I recognize that Congress

appropriated approyir-ately $1.5 million last year

to start up vAtch training programs. However, with

estimates of the amount of work to be performed

varying from 12 to 500 billion dollars, depending

on who one listens to, the numbers of workers to be

trained and the support system generated simply

cannot effectively function with the limited re-

sources currently in place. Let there be no mis-

251
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take about this, adequate numbers of workers will

be trained to safely eliminate this hazard. Howev-

er, training in minimizing exposures to lead 'and

studies to develop effective work practices and

engineering controls must occur in a far larger

context than currently funding levels provide.

We are most grateful to the subcommittee for undertaking the

completion of the work begun 20 years ago to eliminate lead as a

hazard in the environment and in the nation's workplaces. A

comprehensive program designcd to eliminate the greatest exposure

of children and adults to lead must encompass the problem of leaded

paint. This piece of the legislative puzzle will be the largest

and most important Congress has ever considered. In the coming

months we expect to hear painful cries from lead paint manufactur-

ers and other lead producers, howls of disbelief from real estate

interests and general wailing and gnashing of teeth from those who

oppose .health and environmental progress at the expense of profit

margins. Carefully drawn legislation will not meet expected dire

forecasts if reasonable minds are brought to bear on the subject.

More importantly, the hard benefits which will accrue from

eliminating hazardous leaded paint should have an appreciable

impact not only on the health ot all Americans and the quality of

their lives, but on the competitiveness and the literal intelli-

gence of American workers for rienerations to come. Then and only

then will we be able to say with pride that we delayed no longer in

eradicating a man-made scourge spanning two millennia.

We thank the Subcommittee and part cularly you, Chairman

Waxman, for focusing attention cn this critical problem.

S
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gorman.
Mr. Wickser.

STATEMENT BY JAMES S. WICKSER

Mr. WICKSER. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
My name is James S, Wickser, assistant general manager of

water for the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power.
I also serve on the board of directors of the Association of Metro-

politan Water Agencies and am here today to speak on the associa-
tion's behalf as well as the American Waterworks Association, Na-
tional Association of Water Companies, and the National Rural
Water Association. Together, the members of these organizations
provide drinking water to the vast majority of the people in this
country, over 200 million individuals.

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here today to discuss the
issue of lead in drinking water. I will summarize our written state-
ment and would like to request that the full text of the statement
be included in the hearing record.

It is well documented that children are particularly susceptible
to the lead toxic effects. We recognize, as does everyone else here
today, the future of our country is dependent on the health and
mental abilities of our children. Our statement today will focus on
the practical aspects of the problem of lead in drinking water.

For the record, Mr. Chairman, water suppliers are not polluters.
On the contrary, we are committed to working with others to solve
this problem.

Mr. Chairman, lead is different from other drinking water con-
taminants. Generally, contaminants occur in source waters such as
lakes or rivers or wells. Drinking water supplies build and operate
treatment facilities to remove those contaminants before delivering
the water to the customer.

Technology is available ror the removal of lead from source
water and it is more than 95 percent effective. Lead, however,
enters drinking water through plumbing systems and faucets and
through lead service lines, goosenecks that connect them to the
water distribution system.

Because of the contribution to lead by home plumbing, we sup-
port a process of, first, removing lead from source water, if it
occurs, and second, a treatment technique to prevent or reduce
lead problems within the home environment.

A treatment technique approach, as we understand it, is basical-
ly the direction EPA has taken in the development of the lead reg-
ulation and is one we can support in light of the contribution of
lead to drinking from the home plumbing.

There has been much discussion that an enforceable maximum
contaminant level, MCL, at the enduser's tap of 5 micrograin per
liter should be established for lead. It is our position, Mr. Chair-
man, that an MCL at the enduser's tap places water suppliers in
the position of being legally responsible for plumbing and fixtures
that we simply do not own or control.

More importantly, we believe a standard at the tap is not as pro-
tective of public health as the process I have outlined, because it
gives homeowners a false sense of security in the expectation that

2S3
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water suppliers can control all aspects of the situation and then,
therefore, take of the problem.

Mr. Chairman, water suppliers cannot eliminate lead in drinking
water by themselves, but we can help to reduce the amount of lead
reaching the homeowner.

Water suppliers are clearly responsible and can treat and control
source water at treatment facilities. We can develop and imple.&
ment balanced corrosion control treatment in order to help mini-
mize ieaching lead, and we can support an MCL within the water
supply distribution system.

In recognition of the importance of protecting public health and
the importance of addressing the prob1,-n of lead in our drinking
water after it leaves the control of the water supplier, we support
diagnostic testing for lead in single family residences. The results
of such home tap sampling would be used to determine further ac-
tions by the water supplier, public health authorities, and State
agents.

Manufacturers and distributors of plumbing fixtures also have a
clear responsibility in this area. Brass faucets and fixtures which
leach lead into the drinking water should be eliminated.

Homeowners, however, also have a clear responsibility if lead in
drinking water is to be reduced or eliminated. Homeowners can
reduce their risk directly by not using lead solder and flux in home
repairs and by the simple act of flushing water that has remained
in contact with home plumbing and fixtures before taking water to
drink.

As you can see, control and responsibility varies, making joint ef-
forts by all parties essential. If there is one message we would hope
to convey to the subcommittee, it is that everyone has a part to
play in eliminating lead in drinking water and than an MCL at the
tap implies that only the water supplier has a part.

Members of the subcommittee, even if the water supplier delivers
lead-free water to the consumer, we cannot guarantee lead-free
water at that tap. There are avenues of lead contamination which
are outside our control, and an MCL at the tap makes water sup-
pliers legally responsible for something they do not control and
cannot achieve.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks. I will be pleased to
answer any questions. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wickser follows:]
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Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies
Before the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U. S. House of Representatives

Statement Presented April 25, 1991
on behalf of

Association of Mtropolitan Water Agencies
American Water Works Association

National Association of Water Companies
National Rural Water Association

Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is James S. Wickser and I serve as the
Assistant General Manager of Water of the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power. I also serve on the Board of Directors of the Association of
Metropolitan Water Agencies and I am here today to speak on the Association's
behalf as well as the American Water Works Association, National Association
of Water Companies and the National Rural Water Association.

The Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies (AMWA) is a non-profit
organization of the directors and managers of the nation's large municipal water
supply systems. Our membership includes cities from Los Angeles to Tampa,
New York to Portland and Philadelphia to Houston. AMWA members provide
safe, high quality drinking water directly to over 75 million people and indirectly
to an even greater percentage of the population through wholesale supply. All
AMWA agencies are public water supply systems under the Safe Drinking
Water Act.

Members of AMWA, the American Water Works Association (AWWA), the
National Association of Water Companies (NAWC), and the National Rural
Water Association (NRWA) together provide drinking water to the majority of
people in this country, over 200 million.

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure for me to be here to discuss the issue of reducing
lead contamination in our environment but particularly lead in drinking water.
Lead in the environment is an important issue that has been subjected to a
great deal of study and discussion by the water supply community, particularly
over the past few years.

I want to acknowledge, at the outset, that this is not the first time AMWA has
testified before this Subcommittee on lead in drinking water. In fact, the first
time was in December of 1987. Mr. Chairman, we understand the
Subcommittee's frustration with the pace at which a National Primary Drinking
Water Regulation for lead has been developed. However, as we understand it,
EPA is expected to promulgate a final lead rule by the end of April.
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Lead in Drinking Water

Since our time this mming is short, my statement will focus on the issue of lead
in drinking water in addition to the contribution of iead in drinking water from
plumbing products.

A numerical standard (maximum contaminant level - MCL) or treatment
technique are the two possible approaches for regulation of drinking water
contaminants provided for under the Safe Drinking Water Act. The water supply
community has supported an MCL for lead provided that compliance with the
standard be applied within the distribution system which is under the control of
the supplier. The problem with load contamination, however, is that much of it
comes from individual home plumbing, an area obviously outside of the water
supplier's control.

Because of the contribution of lead by home plumbing, we support a two step
process of first removing lead from source waters if it occurs, and second, a
treatment technique - optimizing corrosion control - to prevent or reduce lead
problems within the home environment. A treatment technique approach, as we
understand it, is basically the direction that EPA has taken in the development
of a lead regulation and, is one that we support in light of the contribution of
lead to drinking water from home plumbing.

Members of the Subcommittee, lead is different from other drinking water
contaminants. Contaminants generally occur in water sources such as a lake,
river or well, and drinking water suppliers build and operate treatment facilities
to remove those contaminants before delivery of the water to consumers
through a distribution system. When lead occurs in source waters it can be
removed at the treatment plant by normal and well known best available
technologies (BAT) including coagulation and lime softening which are more
than 95 percent effective in its removal. Other methods include ion exchange
and membrane processes.

If source water were the only way lead could enter drinking water, such action
would be sufficient by itself to protect public health as it is for the majority of
regulated contaminants. For most contaminants, samples taken at the point of
delivery and inside a home would yield the same results. Unfortunately, the
major source of lead in drinking water is not source water. It is lead that leaches
from plumbing systems and faucets in private homes, multi-family residences,
commercial and industrial facilities, and from the lead service lines and
goosenecks which connect them to the water distribution system.

Water suppliers are clearly responsible and can treat and control source water
at treatment facilities. We can develop and implement balanced corrosion
control treatment in order to help to minimize the leaching of lead. Water
suppliers along with public health authorities can also help to educate the
public on the problems of lead.
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In recognition of the Importance of protecting public health and of addressing
the importance of lead that can enter drinking water after it leaves the control of
the water supplier, we support diagnostic testing for lead in single-family
residences. Such testing would Involve first-draw samples from single-family
residences representative of the service area,.taking into consideration building
age, location, type, service connection characteristics, demographics, and water
consumption. The results of such home tap sampling would be used to
determine further actions by the water supplier, public health authorities, and
state primacy agents including corrosion control treatment and public education
programs If appropriate.

Manufacturers and distributors of plumbing fixtures also have clear
responsibilities in this area if lead in drinking water is to be reduced or
eliminated. Elimination ot brass faucets and fixtures which leach lead in
drinking water can greatly reduce the amount of lead in drinking water.

Homeowners, however, also have dear responsibilities if lead in drinking water
is to be reduced or eliminated. Homeowners can reduce their risks directly by
the simple act of flushing water that has remained in contact with home
plumbing and fixtures before taking water to drink. Today, in many areas of the
country, but most acutely in California, water conservation is a high priority.
Homeowners, however, can reduce lead in drinking water by not wasting water
but by changing use patterns. For example, water that is flushed from a kitchen
tap can be collected for use on plants or in household washing. In the morning,
a shower can be taken, or a toilet flushed, before coffee is made or a glass of
water ingested.

Due to actions by this Subcommittee and other members of Congress, the use
of lead solder and flux in plumbing is illegal. The lead ban must be enforced
and lead solder and flux clearly labelled, so that homeowners who must
ultimately make the decision not to use these products, can make the right
choice.

As you can see, control and responsibility varies making joint efforts by all
parties essential. A key part of any joint effort must be public education which
the water supply community strongly supports. Water suppliers, working in
cooperation with local and state public health officials and others, can help
deliver the needed message on the dangers of lead and the part everyone has
to play in reducing risks.

MCL at the Tap

There has been much discussion that an enforceable maximum contaminant
level (MCL) "at the end user's tap" of 5 micrograms per liter should be
established for lead. It is our position, Mr. Chairman, that an MCL at the "end
user's tap" (if defined for example as the tap at your kitchen sink) places water
suppliers in a position of being legally responsible for plumbing and fixtures that
we simply do not own or control. Equally Important, we believe, that a standard
at the tap is not as protective of public health as the two step appioach I have
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outlined, because N gives homeowners a false sense of security in the
expectation that the water supplier can and will take care of the problem.

Setting an MCL at the end user's tap would also have the effect of holding water
suppliers legally responsible under the Safe Drinking Water Act for not only
things they do not and cannot control but also the mistakes, omissions, and
even illegal activities of others. For example:

The use of lead solder in drinking water plumbing has been illegal
since 1986. Its use continues.

Studies have shown that brass faucets holeng lead free water for an 8
hour period can leach lead into the water at isvels of 10 micrograms per
liter and higher.

Improper grounding of telephone and electrical circuits in homes to
water iines can increase corrosion leading to increased lead levels in the
water.

Installation of dissimilar metals in plumbing systems can lead to
galvanic action increasing lead levels.

These types of problems cannot be solved by an MCL at the tap. Each of these,
by themselves or in combination, can cause lead levels in excess of 5, 15, or
even the present lead standard of 50 micrograms per liter. As this
Subcommittee, and.others in the Congress have begun to recognize, improved
regulation of lead containing products, public education initiatives, and
increased enforcement of existing lead ban regulations are ways to address this
problem, not only In drinking water, but also for the other exposure media.

Local Water Supplier Initiatives

Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned before, I understand your frustration with the
length of time it has taken to develop the lead regulation. I would like to assure
you that the drinking water community has not been idle during that period. I

would like to share with you some of the efforts the City of Los Angeles has
made to address the lead issue, and mention a few other examples from around
the country.

Beginning in the early 1980's, Los Angeles began pilot corrosion control
testing. This effort was targeted primarily at control of corrosion in pipes and
mains, but the experience served us well as the threats of lead to public health
came into focus in the mid 80's. Since that time, the city has undertaken twelve
major studies to assess various aspects of the problem. An early study
pinpointed the modifications to the city plumbing code necessary toensure
maximum public protection. The code was updated in line with these
recommendations,
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The Lead Contamination Control Act addressed lead In water coolers often
found in schools. The Department of Water and Power assisted public schools
in testing for lead, and where high lead levels were found in drinking water,
recommended changes in maintenance procedures to control the problem. Our
recommendations have been adopted by the schools. The Safe Drinking Water
Act required lead notification to drinking water consumers. In addition to that
notification we highlighted lead in our annual water quality report sent to every
customer.

The remainder of the studies have focused on how best to reduce corrosion.
We have already improved one corrosion control station as a resuit of those
studies, and we PA preparing to construct a major new facility in the next two
years. One key conclusion of our studies is that corrosion is very complex and
can vary significantly seasonally and geographically. Also, a corrosion inhibitor
chemical may reduce corrosion for one source water but may increase it for
another water source. In our system, one area could get water from either
source, or a mixture of the two, depending upon water supply conditions. We've
taken the time, and it has been five years of research, to make sure that what we
do will better the situation and not make it worse.

Louisville Water Company has adopted an aggressive main replacement and
rehabilitation program that includes replacement of an average of 1375 lead
service lines under their control per year. They have also assisted schools,
performing tests in 251. Interestingly, the only extremely high lead levels found
were traceable to water fountains identified by EPA as the direct result of
legislation initiated by this Subcommittee. These water fountains have since
been replaced by the schools. Louisville has expanded their efforts, and is now
testing day care centers. Other %ad efforts include a blood-lead level study
undertaken in conjunction with the Centers for Disease Control, and adjustment
of pH and alkalinity to control lead leaching.

South Central Connecticut Regional Water Authority has undertaken some
innovative initiatives which they are sharing with the drinking water community.
In addition to modifying their corrosion control program to reduce lead levels,
they have made available to all area residents (including those drawing water
from their own wells) a lead monitoring program. The authority will test for first
draw lead levels upon request to help homeowner's identify any problems with
their home system. Like Los Angeles and Louisville, South Central Connecticut
conducted school testing, evaluating over 1200 samples from 127 area schools
including those receiving water from other sources. One major problem South
Central Connecticut found was that the minimal use of fountains in schools lead
to very long contact times of water with plumbing and fixtures. This was
particularly true of fountains in remote, Inaccessible, or dead end portions of the
school plumbing system. This discovery lead to a Joint effort with local health
and Board of Education officials to establish a Water Rangers Program at
elementary sc;rools. Water Rangers arc school children responsible for
flushing school water fountains each day before use.
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The City of Seattle has been at the forefront of corrosion control for years. A
corrosion control study completed in 1978 called for water treatment to increase
pH and alkalinity and to ban the use of solders containing lead. Design of a
treatment facility was started the following year. Within two years the city
plumbing code was modified to ban the use of lead solder, making Seattle the
first government entity in the country to do so. Within three years new treatment
inilities were in operation. Seattle has also assisted schools with drinking
fountain concerns.

The common thread in the few examples I have given and in others around the
country is that participation and action by water suppliers, public health
authorities, school boards, drinking water consumers, plumbers, plumbing and
fixture manufacturers, and others is necessary to reduce risks from lead.

Summary and RecommendationA

If there is one message we would hope to convey to the Subcommittee it is that
everyone has a part to play, and an MCL at the tap implies that only water
suppliers have a part. Members of the Subcommittee, even if the water supplier
delivers lead free water to the consumer, we can not guarantee lead free water
at the tap. There are avenues of lead contamination which are outside of our
control, and an MCL at the tap of 5 micrograms per liter makes water suppliers
legally responsible for things we do not control and cannot achieve.

We believe that any program to control lead in drinking water must include
workird in cooperation with local public health officials and other appropriate
parties. Through coordinated activities, a comprehensiv. education program to
inform the public about the health risks of lead exposur t. from all sources and
the means by which those risks can be reduced, can be developed and
implemented.

We support the goal of reducing the exposure of the population to harmful
levels of lead, from whatever sources. We commend the Congress for its past
actions including removal of lead from gasoline, barring lead use in house
paint, excluding the use of lead solder and pipes in public drinking water
systems, encouraging the phaseout of solder in food cans, and promoting
public awareness of the dangers of lead. These actions have had major
positive health effects over the past ten years.

The water supply community strongly supports cross-media lead reduction and
control strategies similar to those developed by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. We also support the Centers for Disease Control's
screening program and lead clinic initiatives. Such integrated approaches are
critical to public health protection since exposure to lead comes from mukiple
sources including air, soil, dust, food and water.

We support appropriate research or other action such as product testing which
will significantly reduce the leaching of lead from brass faucets and fixtures, and
a requirement that public education material concerning flushing of fixtures
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before drawing water for consumption, and the health effects of lead be
packaged with each brass faucet until minimal leaching levels can be reached.
Mr. Chairman, research has shown that the degree of leaching from brass
faucets varies greatly. We recommend that the EPA be given authority to test
and ban plumbing fixtures that contribute lead or any other contaminant at
harmful levels to drinking water. We also support efforts to require the labeling
of products with their lead content and any associated usage restrictions so that
Insumers can make Informed choices.

In the area of health effects research, the water supply community vigorously
supports effods to require the Department of Health and Human Services, the
CDC and EPA to undertake a long-term research project to study the sources of
lead exposure in children who exhibit elevated blood lead levels including the
contribution to lead body burden from drinking water.

Finally, AMWA recommends that Congress consider a tax credit for
homeowners to help pay for replacement of lead plumbing. As I mentioned
earlier in some detail, much of the lead found in drinking water comes from
inside the house and, in some instances. MI cost of remediation will be
significant.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. I would be pleased to answer any
questions you may have.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Wickser.
Mr. Olson.

STATEMENT BY ERIK D. OLSON

Mr. OisoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It has been a long day of hearings, and we appreciate this oppor-

tunity to testify this morning.
I am Erik Olson, counsel with the National Wildlife Federation,

and we would like to express our appreciation for the opportunity
to testify and commend you, in particular, for your leadership on
the lead issue.

We support broad and comprehensive controls on lead exposure,
but I wanted to focus primarily on drinking water exposure today,
and I would like to associate myself with the comments of Mr. Sil-
bergeld, who said the problem is not technical or scientific; the
problem is one of political will. We just have not had the will to
crack down on this.

Lead contamination in the indoor environment, obviously, is not
a new problem. It is something that has been with us for a long
time, but it remains a major public health threat.

Lead paint and dust and lead in drinking water, according to
EPA's studies, are the major indoor sources of lead exposure today,
but in the face of a steadily accumulating body of evidence that we
have heard a lot about today, lead's effects are clearly continuing,
and EPA has been extraordinarily slow in addressing what it could
address, really, with the stroke of a pen; that is, lead in drinking
water.

It has full statutory authority. It knows it is a problem. It has
known for a decade and a half that it is a problem, and here we
are today, 15 years after everyone knew this should be addressed,
and you can go back in the hearing records over a decade ago and
find almost the same testimony.

We are redebating everything all over again, and I hope, in the
year 2000, we do not have a hearing before this subcommittee
saying gosh, lead in drinking water sure is a problem, let us do
something about it.

EPA is expected to announce their rules, as you mentioned, later
this week regarding lead in drinking water, but this is not going to
solve the problem for the 42 million or more Americans who are
getting too much lead in their water.

The new rules, as we have heard, will totally eliminate any max-
imum contaminant level, which means, if we take an example of,
say, a parent in Boston that has lead levels of 80 parts per billion
in their drinking water, wh 't is their remedy going to be under
this rule?

Well, the day that this rule becomes effective, they will have no
remedy until the entire corrosion control program goes into effect
and until, ultimately, that corrosion control program fails and we
have got 15 more years, perhaps, to wait for the lead pipes to be
pulled.

We understand that OMB has even rejected the opportunity to
pull lead pipes if corrosion control does not work and that, in fact,
we are not going to have even that measure of protection, this de-
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spite the fact that the American Waterworks Association has sup-
ported pulling out lead service lines if corrosion control does not
work.

It is hard for me to fathom OMB's thinking on this issue.
All of the studies that have been done indicate that the benefits

of reducing lead in drinking water are phenomenal and the costs
are tiny.

For example, an MCL of 10 parts per billion of lead would result
in annual benefits of $1 billion to $6.3 billion just in health beita
fits. The cost would be only $350 million per year. This does nut
even consider the savings from corrosion reduction and less main-
tenance requirements.

In addition, there are loopholes in the Safe Drinking Water Act
and in the Lead Contamination Control Act. We heard EPA testify
this morning that lead pipes have been banned. Well, that is not
the case. Lead pipes containing more than 8 percent lead have
been banned and lead fixtures, but in fact, we continue to have
lead pipes and lead fixtures being sold across the country.

The Inspector General of EPA recently issued a report showing
that, all over, where they looked, they were finding lead pipes and
lead solder on sale in plumbing supply houses. What has hap-
pened? We have basically had EPA asleep at the switch.

Congress should remedy this inadequate Government implemen-
tation by adopting a national ban on all lead plumbing, fittings,
fixtures, and solder and by imposing a Federal MCL of something
in the neighborhood of 5 parts per billion of lead and then an addi-
tional maximum on the first flow of water that comes out of the
tap immediately after you turn it on.

I will not belabor the point of the health effects of lead, but I
wanted to emphasize something Dr. Graef had said this morning,
which is that their studies are indicating that 20 percent of the in-
fants that come in for lead poisoning treatment got the contamina-
tion from the drinking water that was used to put into the formu-
la.

So, although, certainly, lead in paint is a major cause of acute
poisoning, it appears that lead in drinking water is also a cause of
acute poisoning in some children. Despite this evidence, again OMB
is impeding and delaying EPA's actions, and EPA itself has not ex-
actly been very swift about taking many of the reductions that are
necessary.

EPA's own data indicate that something in the neighborhood of a
quarter of a million children are known to have been exposed to
such high levels in their drinking water that they are impaired.

So, in summary, we urge the subcommittee to move forward with
legislation that would ban all lead in plumbing and fixtures and
that would adopt a national maximum contaminant level.

[Testimony resumes on p. 3011
[The prepared statement of Mr. Olson follows1
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TESTIMONY OF

ERIK D. OLSON

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

Chairman Waxman and distinguished members of the

Subcommittee, I am Erik D. Olson, Counsel for the Environmental

Quality Division of the National Wildlife Federation (hereinafter

referred to as "NWF" or the "Federation"). The Federation is the

nation's largest citizen environmental organization, with over

5.5 million members and supporters nationwide. NWF carries out a

broad array of education and advocacy programs intended to

promote the protection of the environment and public health. We

appreciate this opportunity to testify regarding the important

issue of lead contamination in the indoor environment, and will

focus our comments primarily upon lead in drinking water.

OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OP TN! LEAD PROBLEM

Lead contamination of the indoor environment is not a new

problem. Shockingly, however, centuries after lead was

recognized as an important poison, it remains a widespread and

sometimes acute public health threat. Lead paint and dust, and

lead in drinking water are the major indoor sources of lead

exposure today.1 Researchers recently have documented that

decreased IQ and other problems are caused by low level lead

exposures at concentrations which were thought to be safe just a

few years ago.

Yet in the face of this and other evidence, EPA has been

extremely slow to redress one of the most readily controlled

1U.S. EPA, 5trategv for Reduoing_LIAd_Uvosures, ("Final
Draft," September 26, 1990).
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sources of lead exposure: lead in drinking water. EPA is

sxpected to announce in the next few days, under a court-imposed

deadline, new rules for lead in drinking water. These rules

clearly will be inadequate to solve the lead-contaminated

drinking water problem. The rules will cause even further delays

in public health protection for over 42 million Americans who

drink water containing excessive lead levels.2

EPA's new rules will eliminate the current "at-the-tap"

standard of 50 parts per billion Maximum Contamindnt Level (MCL)

for lead. Instead, the new rules will replace this enforceable

standard with a requirement that each PWS implement a state-

issued "optimal corrosion control" plan, if the PWs exceeds an

"action level" of 15 ppb in more than 10 percent of the taps

tested. 3 EPA, and citizens who are supplied with lead

contaminated water, likely will find it difficult or impossible

to enforce this rule. There will no longer be an enforceable at-

the-tap standard, and there will be no national optimal corrceion

control program for EPA and citizens to enforce. The Lew rules

also will unnecessarily delay the reduction or elimination of

lead in drinking water for several years, and in some cases for

decades.

This approach was adopted even though EPA analyses indicate

that the annual health benefits (such as reduced medical

2EPA, OPPE, Reducing Lead in Drinking Water: A_Benefit
Analysis, (December, 1986) (attached).

3The description of the EPA lead rule is based upon EPA's
presentation regarding the rule delivered to the Association of
Metropolitan Water Authorities in October, 1990 (attached).
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treatment and less remedial education for lead-poisoned children)

from a serious reduction in drinking water lead levels far

outweigh the costs of such reductions. For example, EPA data

indicate that the adoption of an MCL of 10 parts per billion lead

will yield health benefits ranging from $1 billion to $6.3

billion, and that the costs of implementing this MCL would be

just $350 million per year.4 These costs do not include the

hundreds of millions of dollars that would be saved by reducing

pipe corrosion and reduced distribution system maintenance.5

Thus, EPA's new approach will unnecessarily permit at least one

more generation of American children to suffer from the toxic

effects of lead in drinking water.

In addition, loopholes in the Safe Drinking Water Act and

the Lead Contamination Control Act, and ineffective EPA and state

implementation of those laws, permit continued sale and

installation of lead-containing pipes, fau'Ats, solder, and other

fixtures that ar3 used to supply drinking water. Congress should

close these loopholes. Furthermore, Congress snould remedy the

inadequate government implementation of these laws by mandating a

national ban on all lead plumbing, fittings, fixtures, and

solder, and by imposing an MCL of 5 parts per billion lead, 10

parts per billion in first draw water (i.e. water that flows from

the tap when it is first turned on after sitting overnight),

sEPA Office of Drinking Water, "Information Briefing: Final
Rule for Lead and Copper in Drinking Water, for Deputy
Administrator," (January 31, 1990) (attached).
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THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF L.W20=1RE

Recent research inlicates that lead in children's blood, at

levels once thought to be safe, can cause neurological and

behavioral problems, including decreased I.Q., reduced attention

span, and impaired verbal and auditory capacity. Children

appear to be especially susceptible to problems caused by low

level lead exposure. Children's bodies readily accumulate lead

and are more vulnerable to certain toxic effects of this

injurious metal.7 There is mounting evidence that these

neuropsychological impacts may be irreversible, persisting for

many years after exposure, at least into young adulthood. s The

Centers for Disease Control is expected to adjust its definition

of lead poisoning from 25 micrograms of lead per deciliter of

blood (25 ugidl) to about 10 ug/dl, to reflect this rapidly

accumulating recent evidence.9

9Needleman, H.L., and Gatsonis, C.A., "Low Level Lead
Exposure and the IQ of Children: A Meta-Analysis of Modern
Studies," Journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. 263,
No. 5, pp. 673-78 (February 2, 1990); Needleman, H.L. et al.,
"Long Term Effects of Exposure to Low Doses of Lead in Childhood:
An 11-Year Followup Report," New England Journal of Medicine,
Vol. 322, No. 2, pp. 83-88 (January 11, 1990).

7 Brett, S.M., and Wilcock, K.E., "A New Look at Lead: Does
it Affect the Way Our Children Think and Behave?" ENVIRON Report
(Winter 1991).

sNeedleman, H L et al., "Long Term Effects of Exposure to
Low Doses of Lead in Childhood: An 11-Year Followup Report," New
gnaland Journal of Medicihe, Vol. 322, No. 2, pp. 83-88 (January
11, 1990).

9file, e.g., U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control, "Minutes for
the Second Meeting, Advisory Committee on Childhood Lead
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Despite this clear evidence of the adverse health effects of

lead exposure at low levels, the Office of Management and Budget

has questioned even EPA's extremely modest efforts to begin

thinking about reductions in lead exposure. This is a matter in

which OMB has no expertise. OMB'should not delay or encumber EPA

actions intended to address the serious health threats posed by

lead.

Lead in_Drinkina Water

One key source of lead exposure that could readily be

controlled, but that has remained virtually unaddressed for

decades, is lead in drinking water. Since the days of the Roman

Empire, when many aqueducts were lined with lead, this highly

malleable metal has been used to transmit drinking water. Lead

contaminates many drinking water supplies when corrosive water

leaches lead from pipes, solder, or other conduits. EPA

estimates that over 42 million Americans drink water containing

excessive lead levels.° The Centers for Disease Control has

estimated that 6.6 million children of the ages 5-13 are

potentially exposed to lead in their home drinking water

supply." In addition, EPA has estimated-that about one quarter

of a million children_ underisLar_e_intellegtualls_st

Poisoning Prevention," (November 1-2, 1990).

10EPA, OPPE, Neducina Lee. in Drinking Water: A Benefit
Analysis, (December, 1986)

1 1CDC, Agency for Toxic Substances Disease Registry, The

HAtureansLixtent_saL-LCAilsiostning_inChildroi_in_ths_ilitgai
States: A Report to Conaress, p. 8 (1988).
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sicallv imvaired because of exqessive lead in their drinking

KAMM. 2

Since EPA has substantially restricted the use of lead in

gasoline and national blood lead levels have fallen, lead in

drinking water has emerged as a leading continuing source of lead

in Americans' blood stream. Relative to lead paint, few asi.

poisonings from lead in drinking water have been documented,

although some cases have been reported. However, there is

extremely widespread exposure to lead in drinking water, and EPA

scientists estimate that in_thcamagb_drinking_water lead

22DIAZillitiol_Will_12222=-12r approximately 50 percent of

ayeraee hational lead exposures and blood lead levels 13

uhaaliAsznON REGARDING LEAD IN DRINKING WATER

Sixteen years ago, EPA issued an MCL for lead of 50 parts

per billion.14 This standard has been widely recognized as

inadequate to protect public health, as EPA its4lf has recognized

in proposing an MCL Goal (a health-based protective standard) of

zero lead and in proposing an action level of 15 ppb.

Furthermore, EPA has applied this already extremely weak standard

to "fres flowing" water, allowing a public water system to test

12EPA Inspector General, Audit Report E1HWF9 -03 -0316 -
0100508: Report of Audit of the Lead in Drinking Water Program,
p. 4 (September 28, 1990).

13Levin, R., M.R. Schock, and A. Marcus, "Exposure to Lead
in U.S. Drinking Water," 1989 TrAgLiiabialinggian_Enyirgnment_al
Health, pp. 319-344 (ed. Hemphill, 1989).

1440 C.F.R. section 141.11.
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the water for lead after it has been allowed to flow for several

minutes. Since the highest levels of lead generally occur within

the first few minutes of the flow (because sitting water leaches

lead from pipes and fixtures), EPA's interpretation of the rule

obscures the significance of this issue by sweeping the lead

problem under the rug. Running water for many minutes before

using it also is an extremely wasteful use of a valuable resource

already in short supply. It is clear, in any event, that few

people allow their water to run for several minutes before using

it for drinking water, coffee, or baby formula. This is part of

the reason why 42 million or more Americans are getting too much

lead in their drinking water.

EPA repeatedly has promised that it will toughen its

standard for lead in drinking water. In 1988, for example, EPA

announced to this Subcommittee that reducing lead exposure

through the adoption of a tough new drinking water rule "is among

EPA's highest priorities" and that "we hope to promulgate the

final rule by the end of the year (1988)."15 Unfortunately,

nearly three years later in 1991, this reduction still has not

been promulgated. Moreover, the rule that EPA plans to adopt

fails to address the problem and will cause many years of delays

in protecting the public from lead-contaminated drinking water.

EPA's approach in the new lead rule is to completely

eliminate any enforceable MCL for lead, and to instead adopt a

"treatment technique." This directly violates section 1412 of

15Statement of Michael B. Cook, Director, EPA Office of
Drinking Water, July 13, 1988, p. 1i.

8
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the refs Drinking Water Act, which requires EPA to adopt an MCL

enforceable at the tap unless it is not feasible to measure the

concentration of the substance in drinking water (as in the case

of viruses). Only if it is not feasible to measure the

contaminant in drinking water may a treatment technique be

specified. EPA openly admits that it is feasible to measure lead

in tap water, but refuses to issue an MCL, even though the

Agency's internal analyses demonstrate that an MCL of 10 ppb is

feasible."

The new rule will require public water systems (PWSs) that

exceed an 'faction level" of 15 ppb (in more than 10 percent of

the taps required to be tested) to implement "optimal corrosion

control" measures.17 These corrosion control measures would be

imposed by tha states with minimal federal guidance. Thus, if a

state fails to impose a corrosion control program for a PWS, or

if it requires a PWS to implement an inadequate program, in most

cases EPA and citizens would have little if any real recourse

under the Safe Drinking Water Act, no matter how serious the lead

16Memo from Lawrence Jensen, Assistant Administrator for
Water, "Level 1 Options Selection: Lead-Proposal of Maximum
Contaminant Level Goals (MCLGs) and National Primary Drinking
Water Reculations (NPDWRs)," (September 29, 1987); EPA Office of
Drinking Water, "Information Briefing: Final Rule for Lead and
Copper in Drinking Water, for Deputy Administrator," (January 31,
1990) (attached).

17EPA max require in the final rule that large water systems
serving over 50,000 people would automatically have to provide
",optimal corrosion control," but it is not clear whether this
provision will be included in the final rule.

9
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contamination problem." Furthermore, if a state-issued

corrosion control plan theoretically is adequate, it is unclear

A
what would happen if a PWS fails to comply with that state-

issued plan. For example, it is not clear that EPA or citizens

would be able to sue the PWS under the Safe Drinking Water Act to

enforce compliance with the plan.

Another grave concern under the EPA rule is the substantial

delay associated with achieving compliance. Water systems are

given from five to nine and one-half years to demonstrate full

compliance with thA corrosion control program. In addition, if

the corrosion control plan is not sufficient to reduce lead

levels, PWSs apparently will be given up to 15 additional years

to remove lead pipes from their distribution systems.

Apparently, some members of the public may have to wait for

nearly 25 years--until the year 2015--to be supplied with water

that contains what EPA considers acceptable lead levels. We also

understand that OMB has opposed even this very limited lead pipe

replacement program, and that the provision may be deleted or

weakened to address OMB's objections. This OMB position is

particularly difficult to fathom since the benefits of removing

lead service lines exceed the costs, and since oven the water

utility industry has publicly supported lead service line

replacement if corrosion control is not working.

1S,A provision in the rule allowing EPA to review state
corrosion control plans is so onerous and resource-intensive for
EPA that it is unlikely to have a significant impact on EPA's
ability to assure the adequacy of state corrosion control plans.

10
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The rule generally requires a PWS to use corrosion control

only if more that 10 percent of the tested taps exceed the

"action level" of about 15 ppb.19 The 15 ppb action level is not

sufficiently protective of public health, particularly in light

of recent CDC actions indicating that lead in blood at 10 ug/dl

is an indication of lead toxicity. In addition, because of the

way the action level will be applied (using a "90th percentile"

rule), a substantial portion of a utility's customer base, up to

10 percent, may be served lead-contaminated water with no limit

on the extent of exposure in those homes. This too is a direct

violation of the Safe Drinking Water Act, which in sections 1401

and 1412 make it clear that all of a PWS's consumers are to be

protected. Many thousands of children could be inadequately

protected under EPA's action level.

In addition, the rule may include a provision enabling

larger utilities to evade any additional requirements if they

already have an effective corrosion control program. This raises

crucial legal questions and may open the door to a Pandora's box

of demands for exceptions which eviscerate the rule.

Rather than tuisting the intent of the Safe Drinking Water

Act, EPA should adopt an MCL of 5 ppb in free flowing water, with

a 10 ppb MCL for first draw water. This standard is readily

achievable, easy to enforce, and is more protective of public

health than EPAls current approach. Congress should swiftly

19As noted earlier, the final rule may require larger
utilities serving over 50,000 customers to use corrosion control
without applying the action level test.
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adopt such a standard through legislation if EPA promulgates the

standard embodied in this rule.

In addition to mandating this MCL, Congress should close the

loopholes in the Safe Drinking Water Act and the Lead

Contamination Control Act that allow lead-containing pipe and

lead fittings to remain on the market. Specifically, the eight

percent maximum lead content limit in fittings and pipes, and 0.2

percent limit on lead in solder, which are applicable to plumbing

connected to PWSs (pursuant to section 1417 of the Safe Drinking

Water Act), should be reduced to zero percent lead. EPA

investigators have found that lead-free pipe and fittings are

currently feasible to manufacture, so a zero standard could be

quickly phased-in. Lead solder also should be banned from retail

sale and from all plumbing uses and stores. Moreover, in order

to ensure that all lead plumbing is eliminated from commerce and

to extend protection to rural residents, the lead ban should

apply to all plumbing, not just to equipment connected to PWSs,

Finally, this lead ban should be a mandatory component of all

state drinking water programs, and should be enforceable by EPA,

states, and citizens.

conclusion

For centuries, lead has been recognized as an important

health threat. Recent evidence shows that nationally, we must do

more to reduce the levels of lead exposure of the public. We

must take particular care of our children. We can initiate this

process by adopting strict requirements that limit lead in

12
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drinking water and by banning lead in pipes and plumbing

fixtures. The only way to ensure the safety of current and

future generations of Americans is through a comprehensive

control of all major sources of lead exposure, including lead

paint, lead dust, airborne lead, lead in consumer and other

products, and lead in drinking water.

13
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
I want to thank all of your for your testimony. Lead poisoning is

a frightening problem and it is clear that you're all very concerned
about the issue and have some valuable suggestions to make.

Sometimes the principle of States as laboratories for public
policy works well. In the case of lead poisoning there's been very
little Federal leadership. As a result, States like Massachusetts
have adopted many significant measures on their own to protect
young children from lead.

I want to ask whichever of you who wish to respond to this what
you think about these measures, whether they could serve as a
model for national legislation.

Ms. Florini?
Ms. FLORINI. Mr. Chairman, yes, the Massachusetts model, Mas-

sachusetts act can serve as a model. There have been a number of
experiences under that statute that indicate some ways in which
the model can be refined as it is adopted on a more national basis,
but again what must be stressed is without resources provided to
especially abate low income housing we are not going to get very
far in dealing with this problem at all so it is not only a question of
having a set of model legislation, model regulations available, or
even adopted at the Federal level, there's got to be a commitment
to provide resources in addition.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, let's take one piece of it. Massachusetts re-
quires universal screening of young children for lead poisoning. Do
you support this program?

Ms. FLORINI. Yes. At this point we think that is the best way to
go forward. After additional data is gathered it may end up eventu-
ally being possible to define certain subgroups that might not need
repeated screening at multiple stages during their life but. certainly
at this point what is needed is universal screening.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Silbergeld, do you agree?
Mr. SILBERGELD. We agree We think that the data on the Massa-

chusetts program when itin the next couple of years should be
useful in indicating as Ms. Florini indicates whether it should be
repeated screening, whether it should be something that we follow
children through with regardless of previous negative test results
but as our testimony indicates, we support universal screening.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Ringen?
Mr. RINGEN. I can comment on universal screening, which I

think is generally supported. Screening in itself isn't going to pre-
vent any lead poisoning. What we have to do is to get the lead out
of the houses.

In Massachusetts there are still serious problems with regard to
adequate quality in the lead abatement work.

Mr. WAXMAN. Before we go too far afield, I just want to see, does
anybody disagree with the idea that there ought to be screening of
the kids?

Mr. GORMAN. No disagreement.
Mr. WAXMAN. Okay, then, Massachusetts also requires disclosure

of the risks of lead poisoning before homes are sold and, Mr.
Gorman, the Carpenters Union advocates this right to know ap-
proach in your testimony. .
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Mr. GORMAN. We think in fact it should go further, Chairman
Waxman. We think that not only should there be a right to know
but perhaps there ought to be some restrictions placed on the
rights to transfer property with lead taken care of.

Now Massachusetts has such a program. They leave it to the
buyer and the seller of the property to negotiate between them
what is to be done with the lead in the homes but we think that is
a good approach.

Mr. WAXMAN. Okay. Anybody disagree with the idea that at the
minimum there ought to be the disclosure?

Massachusetts requires the mandatory licensing of contractors
that perform lead abatements. Is this a good idea?

Mr. GORMAN. Clearly. We have had plenty of experience with as-
bestos. Part of the problem that my colleague from the Laborers
mentioned was the 'allure of many States to take on the task of
licensing contractors who do this work, in addition to training
workers through even stronger programs than are currently man-
dated in the State of Massachusetts should also be required, certifi-
cations for workers given as well as licensing for contractors.

Ms. FLORINL Mr. Chairman, I think one additional point on that
that should be made is by having a mandatory certification re-
quirement I think you can most effectively convey the message
that as the Consumers Product Safety Commission has stated, indi-
vidual homeowners should not be doing abatements. They don't
have enough experience or expertise or wherewithal to do it right.
They are likely to be giving themselves and their children lead poi-
soning and quite possibly their neighbors as well.

The clearest way to get that message out is to make a Federal
certification for lead abatement mandatory, I think.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Olson, we heard testimony earlier today about
EPA's new lead standards for drinking Water. Can you commeiit on
the legality and the wisdom of this EPA approach?

Mr. OLSON. I'd be happy to. Under the Drinking Water Act,
there is only one way that you are allowed to set a treatment tech-
nique as EPA has done in this case. You may only set a treatment
technique if it is not possible to measure the contaminant in the
drinking water. It is quite clear that you can measure lead in
drinking water and therefore you are required under the statute to
set a maximum contaminant level.

What is really sad about this is that it is totally unnecessary to
set a treatment technique. It's quite feasible as EPA's own internal
documents say to do the legal thing, which is to adopt a maximum
contaminant level, so it is inexplicable to me why they have gone
in this direction but we think it is quite clearly illegal.

The other interesting illegality about it is that as you mentioned
earlier this morning, 10 percent of the system is not required to
comply with the 15 part per billion level, so as much as 10 percent
of many of these systems could exceed 15 parts per billion. There
could be 50 or 100 parts per billion in the water and those people
would be unprotected. That's clearly a violation of the Act, which
says it has to cover all of the public water system, not just 90 per-
cent of the customers.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Wickser, how do you respond to that?

3 7
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Mr. WICKSER. Mr. Chairman, I can respond from the sense of the
city of Los Angeles's system. We have no detectable lead in the
source water and yet we did a sample testing of first draws with
our customers and would only have a 60 percent compliance at the
tap. This is all due to consumer problems, plumbing problems on
site.

From a practical sense, separating it from the law, obviously the
water purveyor has a responsibility of trying to deal with the cor-
rosiveness of their water but a treatment process. This should help
the consumer.

MCL in the system is acceptable to us. Our concern continues to
be set an MCL on something that we can do nothing about, and
that is the consumers' side of the system.

We think diagnostic testing so we know what the consumer prob-
lems are, given them education, give them advice, and provide the
best quality water possible as a practical solution. I think there is
no problem with an MCL within the distribution system which is
something clearly within our purview to control.

Mr. WAXMAN. How abo&t if you have lead pipes within your dis-
tribution system?

Mr. WICKSER. They shouM be removed as soon as possible and we
are removing those at the kate of about 1,500 a year and should
have them a 1 out of our sys m within 4 years.

Mr. WAXMAN. I was interested in your comment about Los Ang.3-
les. In Los Angeles, you have no detectable lead coming through
the system but by the time it reaches the tap, you say it's only 60
percent of the compliance?

What does that mean, 60 percent, 40 percent of what?
Mr. WICKSER. Sixty percent of our sample testing would have

met an MCL of 10 and 40 percent would have had greater than a
10.

Mr. WAXMAN. What do you suggest we do about that?
Mr. WICKSER. I think what we need to do--
Mr. WAXMAN. I mean in one sense it's not your problem, but

whose problem is it and what do we do about it?
Mr. WICKSER. No, please, sir. I think it is our problem. I think

it's all of our problems.
Our concern is that if you set an MCL at the tap, the message

you are sending to the consumer is it's not my job, don't worry
about it, somebody's going to take care of it.

It's practically impossible for the purveyor to take care of what
goes on on site even if we have licensed plumbers, quality plumb-
ers. There's going to be some foulups, inadvertent situations where
we have problems within the consumer's premises. By diagnostic
testing, the utilities offering to test for the customer, identifying
where there are lead problemsnot everybody has lead problems
but where they are an educational system to help.them, I think the
water purveyor can take a major role in helping to get lead out of
the consumer's system. We are certainly prepared to take that role.

Mr. WAXMAN. How much would it cost, in Los Angeles, if you
had to assure that the MCL level was met at the tap?

Mr. WICKSER. I have no way of estimating that because you are
basically talking about replumbing somebody's house, and if we are
talking about 400,000 single family residences in Los Angeles and
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say 40 percent of them had to be replurnbed at $20,000 each, I do
not know if that is a reasonable number, somebody would have to
do the mathematics, but I am assuming we are talking about bil-
lions of dollars to do the physical plumbing.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Olson, why don't I have you respond.
Mr. OLSON. I think there is sort of a bogeyman here, which is

that we are going to have to go out and pull cut everybody's lead
pipes in everybody's homes to solve this problem. A lot of the prob-
lem is going to be solved if we have an MCL measured at the tap, if
the utility is made responsible for reducing corrosionthe corrosi-
vity of their water, if they are made responsible for assuring that
their water meets the standard, at the tap, by reducing how reduc-
ing the water is, that should take care of a lot of the problem, and
by removing the lead pipes, if they have them in their distribution
system.

Now, if the--
Mr. WAXMAN. Are you saying the consumer would be responsible

or the purveyor?
Mr. OLSON. The purveyor would be responsible for reducing the

corrosivity of the water and for making sure that they do not have
any lead pipes in the water purveyor's system. Now, if the purvey-
or of water can demonstrate that they have done everything they
can to reduce corrosivity, that they have done everything they can
to pull out all their lead pipes and that the problem persists, obvi-
ously, it is going to be something that the consumer is going to
have to deal with. I think that that problem ca, be dealt with
through the enforcement process and through the .vay that the
MCL is defined. We have suggested a detailed way that you could
do that, in our comments.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, as I understand what Mr. Wickser is saying
is that after they have done all they can do and there is still a
problem, it is the problem of the pipes in the home, rather than
within the control of the water system. Now, would we then say
that it is up to the consumer, in the home, to replace the pipes and
to spend the money for abatement of the lead problem?

Mr. OLSON. Our suggestion in our comments was that if the utili-
ty has reduced all the corrosion in their water, and if they have
taken all steps to pull the lead out of their entire system and there
is still a problem, then it should be up to the utility to demonstrate
that it is the homeowner's problem, that they are delivering water
that is not corrostve to the consumer, and that they have also
pulled the lead pipes. If they can show that the diagnostic test that
shows that thethere is still excessive lead would then be deliv-
ered with some educational materials to the homeowner, to show
that it is the homeowner's problem.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, Mr. Wickser, what is wrong with that?
Mr. WICKSER. I do not think we are very far apart, Mr. Chair-

man. I think--
Mr. WAXMAN. Well, we are soon to be very far apart, if we are

going to go the direction that EPA is talking abc,ut going.
Mr. WICKSER. Well, I think Mr. Olson was just talking about a

treatment process, if I understood him correctly, which is what
EPA is talking about.

3 !)
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Mr. WAXMAN. He is talking about an MCL level, but that you
are only responsible to be sure that the waterthat you have con-
trol over, and your system meets that MCL level; isn't that right,
Mr. Olson?

Mr. OLSON. Yes.
Mr. WICKSER. py a treatment process--
Mr. WAXMAN. However you do it--
Mr. WICKSER. Yes. But I mean--
Mr. WAXMAN [continuing]. You will have to accomplish that ob-

jective level though corrosion controls or replacing some of your
pipes that may have lead, and public education beyond that. Then
we would at least have that standardthat MCL standard, so the
public would know that standard is there.

Mr. WICKSER. The problem is the MCL standard, at the tap, con-
tinues to convey the impression to the public that big brother will
take care of them. The reality is, after we have done everything
Mr. Olson suggests, big brother can no longer take care of them,
they must take care of themselves, and we are--

Mr. WAXMAN. Are you the big brother?
Mr. WICKSER. Yes, we are big brother.
Mr. OLSON. Big brother will never be responsible beyond that.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Olson says that you, as big brother, will not

have to be responsible, beyond that, even though it--
Mr. WICKSER. We have already sent the message to them that we

are going to take care of it, is our point. Because we are saying
that an MCL at the tap, means that the Government, whatever
level, is going to take care to make sure that water meets that
MCL. Then what we are saying is, gee folks, we did everything pos-
sible, and we really cannot do it after all, now it is your turn.

Our position is we are going to do everything we can, but tell the
people right up front that there is only so far we can go. Beyond
that, you must do something. There is a lot of simple things. They
can just merely take a first flush of their water and do something
with it rather than consume it--

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me hear Mr. Olson's comments.
Mr. WICKSER [continuing]. Be careful of the type of pots and pans

you use.
Mr. WAXMAN. Do you agree with that limit on big brothee, water

distributor?
Mr. OLSON. No, I cannot buy that. Basically, the reason that an

MCL is so important is because the whole treatment technique ap-
proach that EPA has adopted is completely unenforceable, in our
mind. You cannot go out the day after this thing is promulgat-ed--

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Wickser is afraid that you are going to en-
force it on him, and the public is going to think he is the one thatis--

Mr. OLSON. Well, maybe that is a justified concern. Basically, we
are concerned that people not wait until 1999 or the year 2015 to
have safe water. The way that EPA's rule is styled, that may very
well be the case.

Mr. WAXMAN. He is saying that they should have safe water, but
they should understand they are going to have to be responsible for
safe water, which may well involve actions that they are going to
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have to take because there are only certain limits that the water
purveyors are to be responsible for.

Mr. Silbergeld, do_you want to add a comment?
Mr. SILBERGELD. Yes. I would like to look at a parallel system,

which probably indicates what would happen down the line, if we
went the way that the chairman and otherand witnesses are sug-
gesting, instead of the way that EPA and the city of Los Angeles
are suggesting. That is the implementation ofreplacement of fuel
inefficient furnaces with fuel efficient furnaces.

I live in the city of Baltimore, where we have a private gasfor
profit-regulated gas and electric company. The gas and electric
company promotes a system of replacing fuel inefficient with
modern fuel efficient furnaces sold by them and financed by them
and installed through a cooperating, licensed home improvement
company. The homeowner who wants to do that, but cannot just go
out and buy it privately, can get some financing for it. I think that
there is a profit to the gas and electric company, and the job gets
done.

My guess is that something like that would be done with plumb-
ing, under a system where the city has to show that the noncompli-
ance at the tap is not due to what the city has done. I am not
sayingI am not suggesting that this be written into the statute,
but I think that is the way the market is going to respond to a stat-
ute that is along the lines the chairman has suggested.

The city has to show that the level of noncompliance measured,
first draw at the tap, is not due to anything that the city failed to
do under the statute. I suspect that the market will then respond
with those kinds of programs, to help the homeowner do what the
homeowner needs to do, without getting the city in noncompliance
because, as Mr. Olsc . suggests, the program they have recommend-
ed does have a way for a city to show that it is in compliance, de-
spite some degree of noncompliance at the tap.

Mr. WICKSER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to clarify something I
think we are missing. We, in the water industry, have no problem
with the concept of an MCL in our distribution system. To me, if
we set an MCL in the distribution system that isat whatever the
appropriate standard is, and if we have demonstrated a treatment
process that is noncorrosive, it seems like we are addressing all the
concerns, except what takes place on the customer's premises.

I am not sure if my statement was clear that we would support
an MCL within the distribution system.

Mr. WAXMAN. You would support service line replacement?
Mr. WICKSER. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. Would you be willing to send a letter to OMB to

that effect? I do not think they understand that.
Mr. WICKSER. I do not know if I can send it on behalf of every-

body, but I certainly could on behalf of the city of Los Angeles.
Mr. WAXMAN. I would like to ask you to do that and see if you

can get the others in the association to do it.
Well, it sounds to me like you are reasonably close to what we

had proposed in our legislation a couple of years ago, and we ought
to go back and take a look at it, and I would appreciate the com-
ments of any of the witnesses that might want to offer some about
how we try to accomplish that result.
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Mr. Olson, did you want to say something?
Mr. OLSON. Yes. I just wanted to emphasize that I think we need

to stop creating the problem, also.
We need to stop allowing lead plumbing to continue to be in-

stalled, and I think the water utilities agree with that, that it is
crazy to be continuing to install lead pipe and lead fixtures in hun-
dreds of thousands or millions of homes when we know it is a prob.
lem.

So, I think an important element is to ban all lead plumbing and
fixtures and materials.

Ms. FLORINI. Mr. Chairman, I think, on a related note, you en-
counter the same problem with retail sale of leaded solder. Al-
though it has been banned for use in drinking water supply sys-
tems, the labels that are on those solder packages are small.

Once you take the solder out of its package, you have no way of
distinguishing leaded solder from unleaded solder, and every day
that that solder remains for retail sale, we are simply compounding
the future problems that we are going to continue to have with
lead in drinking water.

I cannot resist adding one final note. The Latin word for lead is
"plumum," and the fact that the Romans used lead in their plumb-
ing systems is where we derive the word "plumbing" from, and the
scientific symbol for lead remains "Pb."

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, I think this has all been very helpful, and
we look forward to working with all of you on this legislation. I
thank you for your participation.

That completes the hearing, and we stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:22 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]



LEAD POISONING

Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of
1991

FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:50 a.m., in room
2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting of the subcommittee will come to
order. We welcome everybody today to the hearing on H.R. 2840,
the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of 1991.

A silent epidemiclead poisoningis impairing the mental de-
velopment of American children. The Federal Centers for Disease
Control calls it "the most common and societally devastating envi-
ronmental disease of young children."

The statistics are overwhelming: Nationwide, 3 million young
childrenone out of every sixhave blood lead levels high enough
to impair mental development. In some cities, half the young chil-
dren have been exposed to enough lead to cause irreversible brain
damage. In 1 out of every 10 pregnancies, the fetus risks abnormal
development due to lead in the mother's blood.

Lead is widespread, it's extremely dangerous, and it's a poison. It
can be found in our drinking water, on the walls and windows of
our homes, and even in our food supply. Indeed, high levels of lead
can be found throughout the Capitol, itselfeven in this very
building.

Two weeks ago, my staff and the staff of Congressman Gerry Si-
korski, Senator Lautenberg, and the Congressional Research Serv-
ice, tested the water at nearly 100 locations on Capitol Hill, includ-
ing House and Senate office buildings and the Supreme/Court.

We found disturbingly high levels of leadin one case, over six
times EPA's action level. Ten percent of the samples exceeded the
contamination level at which EPA recommends that water foun-
tains at schools should be immediately removed from service.

The results of this survey will be released today. They show that
no one is safe from lead. Lead is in the home of the Vice President.
It is behind the bench in the Supreme Court. It is in the water
fountains in the halls of Congress. And it is in the home of the av-
erage American citizen.
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It is this pervasive nature of lead that explains why 3 million
American children are being poisoned by lead. Sadly, these chil-
dren drop out of school seven times more often than their peers;
they earn less; and they have lower IQ's.

Unfortunately, while the risks to our children are startlingly
large, the Federal response is shockingly small. The U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency devotes less than 1 percent of its budget
to childhood lead poisoning. Moreover, the Agency has refused to
testify today and has even failed to answer written inquiries about
its regulation of lead in drinking water.

Even worse is a disastrous reversal of policy from the White
House. Four months ago, the Centers for Disease Control released a
comprehensive Strategic Plan for the administration to fight lead
poisoning. The legislation being considered today is based closely
on the recommendations in that plan. Yet, the Centers for Disease
Control is now being forced to repudiate the key elements of that
plan, which they drafted.

The legislation that we are considering today would rearrange
Federal priorities by establishing a comprehensive program to end
childhood lead poisoning. The legislation is based on a simple guid-
ing principleprevention. We cannot cure lead poisoning once it
occurs. But we can protect our children by preventing them from
being poisoned in the first place. That is the overriding intent of
H.R. 2840.

H.R. 2840 contains new programs to prevent lead exposure from
drinking water, lead paint, and food. It also requires testing of lead
levels in schools and day care facilities. And it increases Federal
spending on lead screening. Taken together, these measures add up
to an effective prevention programa prevention program that
this Nation cannot afford to overlook any longer.

I look forward to the testimony today and to working on a bipar-
tisan basis with the members of the subcommittee in addressing
childhood lead poisoning. We are confronting an urgent problem
that we must join together to address in this Congress.

Before calling on our witnesses, I want to recognize members of
the subcommittee for opening statements, and call on Congressman
Sikorski first.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again I want to con-
gratulate and commend you and your staff for doing such an excel-
lent job in leading the way.

Lead poisoning was headline news again last night. The levels of
lead that would be considered Superfund-Love Canal-Times Beach
kind of hazardous waste is present in the backyards of homes in
Minneapolis, in the backyards of homes all across Americaand
soil that children play in, and touch, and inhale, and ingest, and
lick, and take in.

Primetime Live aired the story on the toxic levels of lead in
urban soil that's poisoning America's children. Remnants of lead
gasoline and exhausts that were spewed for decades along our
streets and highway's, thousands of millions of backyard Superfund
sites may exist in America today.

You may remember the recent Newsweek cover story on the
threat of peeling lead paint and dust present in the homes in
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which millions of America's children under 7 where those most
vulnerable live.

This week we received test results from lead testing conducted by
our staff showing dangerous levels of lead in the drinking water in
this vory building, my office, the chairman's office, and other con-
gressional office buildings, as well as the Capitol and Supreme
Court of the United States.

No one is immune to the toxic effects of lead, and all indications
are that no one in America is safe from lead pollution.

So what's the President of the United States of America doing
about alleviating the No. 1 environmental threat to kids in Amer-
ica? Not much, not enough, not anythingwe could call our new
world order priority

Mark Twain often pointed out there's a big difference between
lightning and thunder. Thunder makes noise but lightning gets the
work done.

The Bush-Quayle administration obviously doesn't understand.
They say, we care about getting lead out of our airthat's the
thunder. But when EPA tried o ban the burning of lead batteries
last December, and supported by every one of the six Agencies in
the Federal Government, including the Office of Management and
Budget, and the President's Council of Economic Advisersnot lib-
eral Agencies, and pro business usuallythey came up. Vice Presi-
dent Quayle's so-called Competitiveness Council said, no way.

The administration says, we care about getting the lead out of
our drinking watermore thunder again. But the administration's
lead action plan zaps the Federal Lead Standard down to zero and
puts two more generations of America's kids at risk so big water
utilities can have over two decades to tyy and get the lead out with
unknown and unproven technologies.

And the administration says, we are about getting lead out of the
drinking water at our kids' schools end day care centers. Thunder
again. But the EPA's own Inspector General and the Natural Re-
eources Defense Council both fGund that the administration has
wholly failed to enforce the Lead Contamination Control Act of
1988 that we passed with the Reagun administration's support.

Sure the administration has a lead elize;nation plan for Ameri-
ca's families. The problem is they limit it to one family and one
homethe Vice President's. Pretty wimpy lightning.

Lead kills, lead retards, and it maims children. It stunts the in-
tellectual development of millions of children in this country. It de-
stroys families, it destroys futures. That's a competitiveness issue--
a real one. The Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of
1991 will serve as notice to every polluter and lead apologist -no
more stale strategies or goofy technologies, or grand plans; it's time
to start to protect our kids with some legislative lightning.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sikcrski.
I understand several other members may be joming us soon. Let

me ask unanimous consent at this point that all members of the
subcommittee will have an opportunity to submit an opening 3tate-
ment that will be included in the record.

[Testimony resumes on p. 420.1
[The text of H.R. 2840 follows;]
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102D CONGRESS H. R. 28401ST SESSION

To amend the Public Health Service Act to reduce human exposure to
lead in residences, schools for young children, and day care centers,
including exposure to lead in drinking water, akd for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 10, 1991

Mr. WAMIAN (for himself, Mr. SIKORSKI, Mr. STOKES, Mr. SMELTER, and

Mr. CARDIN) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Energy and Commerce

A BILL
To amend the Public Health Service Act to reduce human

exposure to lead in residences, schools for young children,

and day care centers, including exposure to lead in drink-

ing water, and for other purposes.

1 .de it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Lead Contamination

5 Control Act Amendments of 1991".

TABLE OF CONTENTS

See. 1. Short title and table of contents.
See. 2. Revision and extension of program for prevention of lead poisoning.

Sei!. 3. Lead contamination in drinking water.

See. 4. Indoor lead contamination.
See. 5. Lead contamination in food.

vatiii
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1 SEC. 2. REVISION AND EXTENSION OF PROGRAM FOR PRE-

2 VENTION OF LEAD POISONING.

3 (a) AUTHORITY FOR GRANTS.

4 (1) IN GENERAL.Seetion 317A(a) of the Pub-

5 lic Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 247b-1(a)) is

6 amended to read as follows:

7 "(a) AUTHORITY FOR GRANTS.

8 "(1) IN GENERAL.The Secretary, acting

9 through the Director of the Centers for Disease

10 Control, may make grants to public and nonprofit

11 private entities (including States and political subdi-

12 vicions of States) for the initiation and expansion of

13 community programs designed-

14 "(A) to provide, for infants and children-

15 "(i) screening for elevated blood-lead

16 levels;

17 "(ii) treatment for such L 'els or re-

18 ferral for such treatment; and

.19 "(iii) referral for environmental inter-

20 vention associated with such levels; and

21 "(B) to provide education about childhood

22 lead poisoning.

23 "(2) PROVISION OF ALL SERVICES AND ACTIVI-

24 TIES THROUGH EACH GRANTEE.In making grants

25 under paragraph (1), the Secretary shall ensure that

aim 2840 111
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3

1 each of the services and activities described in such

2 paragraph is provided through each grantee under

3 such paragraph. The Secretary may authorize such

4 a grantee to provide the services and activities di-

5 rectly, or through arrangements with other provid-

6 ers.".

7 (2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.Section

8 317A of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C.

9 247b-1) is amended-

10 (A) by redesignating subsections (b)

11 through (j) as subsections (d) through (1), re-

12 spectively;

13 (B) in subsection (h) (as so redesignat-

14 ed)
15 (i) in paragraph (1), by striking the

16 comma after "recipient" and inserting a

17 semicolon; and

18 (ii) in paragraph (2), by striking the

19 comma at the end and inserting a semi-

20 colon; and

21 (C) by inserting before subsection (d) (as

22 so redesignated) the following:

23 "(c) PRIORITY IN MAKING GRANTS.In making

24 grants under subsection (a), the Secretary shall give prior-

25 ity to applications for programs that will serve areas with

HR 2840 III
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4

1 a high incidence of elevated blood-lead levas in infants and

2 children.".

3 (b) ESTABLISHMENT OF REQUIREMENT REGARDING

4 STATUS AS MEDICAID PROVIDER.Section 317A of the

5 Public Health Service Act, as amended by subsection

6 (a)(2)(A), is amended by inserting after subsection (a) the

7 following new subsection:

8 "(b) STATUS AS MEDICAID PROVIDER.

9 "(1) IN GENERALSubject to paragraph (2),

10 the Secretary may not make a grant under subsec-

11 tion (a) unless, in the case of any service described

12 in such subsection that is made available pursuant

13 to the State plan approved under title XIX of the

14 Social Security Act for the State involved-

15 "(A) the applicant for the grant will pro-

16 vide the service directly, and the applicant has

17 entered into a participation agreement under

18 the State plan and is qualified to receive pay-

19 ments under such plan; or

20 "(B) the applicant will enter into an agree-

21 ment with a provider under which the provider

22 will provide the service, and the provider has

23 entered into such a participation agreement and

24 is qualified to receive such payments.

1111 2840 III
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1 "(2) WAIVER REGARDING CERTAIN SECONDARY

2 AGREEMENTS.

3 "(A) In the ease of a provider making an

4 agreement pursuant to paragraph (1)(8) re-

5 garding the provision of services, the require-

6 ment established in such paragraph regarding a

7 participation agreement shall be waived hy the

8 Secretary if the provider does not, in providing

9 health care services, impose a charge or accept

10 reimbursement available from any third-party

11 payor, including reimbursement under any in-

12 surance policy or under any Federal or State

13 health benefits plan.

14 "(B) A determination by the Secretary of

15 whether a provider referred to in subparagraph

16 (A) meets the criteria for a waiver under such

17 subparagraph shall be made without regard to

18 whether the provider accepts voluntary dona-

1.) tions regarding the provision of services to the

20 public.".

21 (c) GRANT APPLICATION.

22 (1) COORDINATIUN.Section 317A of the Pub-

23 lic Health Service Act, as amended by subsection

24 (a)(2)(A), is amended-

25 (A) by striking subsection (f); and

*lift 2840 Iti
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1 (B) in subsection (d)(1)

2 (i) by redesignating subparagraph (17)

3 as subparagraph (F); and

4 (ii) by inserting after ir..7.11paragraph

5 (D) the following new subparagraph:

6 "(E) Assurances satisfactory to the Secretary

7 that there will be coordination between the services

8 and activities of the applicant carried out pursuant

9 to subsection (a) and any related services and activi-

10 ties carried out in the State by grantees under title

11 V or XIX of the Social Security Act.",

12 (2) REPORT.Section 317A(d)(2) of the Public

13 Health Service Act, as redesignated by subsection

14 (a)(2)(A), is amended to read as follows:

15. "(2) ANNUAL REPORT.Not later than Febru-

16 ary 1 of each year, the Secretary shall submit to

17 Congress, a report on the effectiveness during the

18 preceding fiscal year programs carried out with

19 grants under subsection (a) and of any programs

20 that are carried out by the Secretary pursuant to

21 subsection (/)(2),".

22 (3) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMEND-

23 MENTS.Section 317A(d)(1) of the Public Health

24 Service Act, as redesignated by subsection (a)(2)(A)

*HA 2g40 TH
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1 Od amended by subsection (c)(1)(B)(i), is

2 amended-

3 (A) by striking "(d) GRANT" and all that

4 follows through "No grant" and inserting the

5 following:

6 "(d) GRANT ApPLICATION.

7 "(1) IN GENERAL.No grant";

(B) by moving each of subparagraphs (A)

9 through (F) 2 ems to the right; and

10 (C) in subparagraph (C), by striking "ef-

11 fectiveness" and all that follows and inserting

12 "effectiveness.".

13 (d) ESTABLISHMENT OF PROVISION REGARDING RE-

14 LATIONSHIP TO ITEMS AND SERVICES UNDER OTHER

15 PROGRAMS.Section 317A of the Public Health Service

16 Act, as amended by subsection (c)(1)(A), is amended by

17 inserting after subsection (e) the following new subsection:

18 "(f) RELATIONSHIP TO SERVICES AIN r) ACTIVITIES

19 UNDER OTHER PROGRAMS.

20 "(1) IN GENERAL.A recipient of a grant

21 under subsection (a) may not make payments from

22 the grant for any service or activity to the extent

23 that payment has been made, or can reasonably be

24 expected to be made, with respect to such service or

25 activity

011R 2840 111
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1 "(A) under any State compensation pro-

2 gram, under an insurance policy, or under any

3 Federal or State health benefits program; or

4 "(B) by an entity that provides health

5 services on a prepaid basis.

6 "(2) APPLICABILITY TO CERTAIN SECONDARY

7 AGREEMENTS FOR PROVISION OF SERVICES.Para-

8 graph (1) shall not apply in the case of a provider

9 through which a grantee under subsection (a) pro-

10 vides services under such subsection if the Secretary

11 has provided a waiver under subsectiGn (b)(2) re-

12 garding the provider.".

13 (e) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

14 (1) IN GENERAL.Section 317A(/) of the Pub-

15 lie Health Service Act, as redesignated by subsection

16 (a)(2)(A), is amended-

17 (A) by striking "There are" and all that

18 follows through "not more than" and inserting

19 the following: "For the purpose of carrying out

20 this section, there are authorized to be appro-

21 priated";

22 (B) by striking "and" after "1990,"; and

23 (C) by inserting before the period the fol-

24 lowing: ", $40,000,000 for fiscal year 1992,

1111 2840 111
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1 and such sums as may be necessary for each of

2 the fiscal years 1993 through 1996".

3 (2) ESTABLISHMENT OF SET-ASIDESection

4 317A(/) of the Public Health Service Act, as amend-

5 ed by paragraph (1), is amended-

6 (A) by striking "(/) AUTHORIZATION" and

7 all that follows through "purpose" and insert-

8 ing the following:

9 "(/) FUNDING.

10 "(1) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

11 For the purpose"; and

12 (B) by adding at the end the following new

13 paragraph:

14 "(2) SET-ASIDE FOR OTHER PROGRAMS.Of

15 the amounts appropriated under paragraph (1) for

16 any fiscal year, the Secretary may reserve not more

17 than 20 percent for carrying out programs regarding

18 the services and activities described in subsection (a)

19 in addition to the program of grants established in

20 such subsection.".

21 (f) EFFECTIVE DATE.The amendments made by

22 this section shall take effect October 1, 1991, or upon the

23 date of the enactment of this Act, whichever occurs latet.

IM 2840 1H
3., 4
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1 SEC. 3. LEAD CONTAMINATION IN DRINKING WATER.

2 (a) NATIONAL PUBLIC DRINKING WATER REGULA-

3 TIONS FOR LEAD.Title XIV of the Public Health Service

4 Act (Safe Drinking Water Act; 42 U.S.C. 300f and follow-

ing) is amended by inserting "Subpart 1In General" im-

6 mediately before the section heading for section 1411 and

7 by adding the following at the end thereof:

8 "Subpart 2Special Provisions Relating to National

9 Primary Drinking Water Regulations for Lead

"Subpart 2Speeial Provisions Relating to National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations for Lead

"Sec. 1418. Definitions.
"Sec. 1418A. General requirements.
"Sec. 1418B. Applicability of corrosion control treatment steps to small, medi-

umsize and large water systems.
"Sec. 1418C. Description of corrosion control treatment requirements.
"Sec. 1418D. Source water maximum contaminant level.
"Sec. 1418E. Lead service line replacement requirements.
"Sec. 1418F. Public education and supplemental monitoring requirements.
"Sec. 14180. Monitoring requirementa for lead in tap water.
"Sec. 1418H. Monitoring requirements for water quality parameters.
"Sec. 14181. Monitoring requirements for lead in source water.
"Sec. 1418J. Analytical methods.
"Sec. 1418K. Reporting requirements.
"Sec. 1418k Recordkeeping requirements.
"Sec. 1418M. Imrlementation requirements.
"Sec. 1418N. Er% review of implementation of NPDWR for lead.
"Sec. 14180. Variances and exemptiona.".

10 "SEC. 1418. DEFINITIONS.

11 "For purposes of this subpart-

12 "(1) The term 'corrosion inhibitor' means a

13 substance capable of reducing the corrosivity of

14 water toward metal plumbing materials, especially

15 lead, by forming a protective film on the interior

16 surface of those materials.

1111 2840
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1 "(2) The term 'effective corrosion inhibitor re-

2 sidual' means a concentration sufficient to form a

3 passivating film on the interior walls of a pipe.

4 "(3) The term 'first draw sample' means a one-

5 liter sample of tap water, collected in accordance

6 with section 1418G(b)(2), that has been standing in

7 plumbing pipes at least 6 hours and is collected

8 without flushing the tap.

9 "(4) The term 'large water system' means a

10 water system that serves more than 50,000 persons.

11 "(5) The term 'lead service line' means a serv-

12 ice line made of lead which connects the wAter main

13 to the building inlet and any lead pigtail, gooseneck,

14 or other fitting which is connected to such lead line.

15 "(6) The term 'medium-size water system'

16 means a water system that serves greater than

17 3,300 and less than or equal to 50,000 persons.

18 "(7) The term 'optimal corrosion control treat-

19 ment' means the corrosion control treatment that

20 minimizes the lead concentrations at users' taps

21 while insuring that the treatment does not cause (A)

22 the water system to violate any national primary

23 drinking water regulations or (B) significant adverse

24 impacts on the environment, including treatment

MR 2840 LH
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1 works and the water receiving the effluent of treat-

2 ment works.

3 "(8) The term 'service line sample means a one-

4 liter sample of water, collected in accordance with

5 section 14180(b)(3) that has been standing for at

6 least 6 hours in a service line.

7 "(9) The term 'single family structure' means a

8 building constructed as a single-family residence

9 that is currently used as either a residence or a

10 place of business.

11 "(10) The term 'small water system' means a

12 water system that serves 3,300 persons or fewer.

13 "SEC. I418A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

14 "(a) APPLICABILITY AND EFFECTIVE DATES.( 1)

15 The requirements set forth in this subpart constitute the

16 national primary drinking water regulation for lead for

17 purposes of this part. Unless otherwise indicated, each of

18 the provisions of this subpart applies to community water

19 systems and noncommunity water systems (hereinafter in

20 this subpart referred to as 'water systems' or `systems').

21 "(2) Except as otherwise expressly provided in this

22 subpart, the requirements set forth in this subpart shall

23 take effect 30 days after the enactment of this subpart.

24 "(b) LEAD CONTAMINATION LIMIT FOR TAP

25 WATER.The Congress hereby establishes a limit for lead

Mit 2840 RI
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1 in tap water (hereinafter in this subpart referred to as

2 the 'tap water lead limit'). The tap water lead limit is ex-

3 ceeded if the concentration of lead in any tap water sample

4 collected during any monitoring conducted in accordance

5 with section 1418G is greater than 10 parts per billion

6 (ppb).

7 "(C) MAXIMUM CONTAMINANT LEVEL GOALThe

8 maximum contaminant level goal (in mg/L) for lead in

9 drinking water is zero.

10 "(d) VIOLATION OF NATIONAL PRIMARY DRINKING

11 WATER REGULATIONS.Failure to comply with the appli-

12 cable requirements of this subpart, including requirements

13 established by the State pursuant to this subpart, shall

14 constitute a violation of the national primary drinking

15 water regulations for lead.

16 "(e) RELATIONSHIP TO PRIOR REGULATIONS.

17 "(1) EPA LEAD REGULATIONS REPLACED.--

18 The requirements set forth in this subpart shall

19 ap ly in lieu of the requirements with regard to lead

20 in drinking water contained in regulations of the Ad-

21 ministrator promulgated on May 6, 1991, except as

22 otherwise provided in the first sentence of section

23 1418J (relating to analytical methods). After the en-

24 actment of this section, the Administrator may pro-

25 mulgate, under this subpart and under subpart 1,

RR 2840 III
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1 regulations with regard to lead in drinking water but

2 only to the extent that such regulations are more

3 protective of human health than any corresponding

4 requirements of this subpart.

5 "(2) PRIOR MCL FOR LEAD.The maximum

6 contaminant level for lead in effect for lead before

7 May 6, 1991, shall be in effect immediately upon en-

8 actment of this subpart.

9 "SEC. 1418B. APPLICABILITY OF CORROSION CONTROL

10 MEATMENT STEPS TO SMALL, MEDIUM-SIZE

11 AND LARGE WATER SYSTEMS.

12 "(a) COMPLETION OF CORROSION CONTROL TREAT-

13 MENT.Systems shall complete the applicable corrosion

14 control ti eatment requirements described in section

15 1418C by the deadlines established in this section.

16 "(1) A large system (serving greater than

50,000 persons) shall complete the corrosion control

18 treatment steps specified in subsection (d) of this

19 section, unless it is deemed to have optimized corro-

20 sion control under paragraphs (2) or (3) of subsec-

21 tion (b).

22 "(2) A small system (serving greater than or

23 equal to 3,300 persons) and a medium-sized system

24 (serving greater than 3,300 persons and less than or

25 equal to 50,000 persons) shall complete the corro-

011[11 2840 111
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1 sion control treatment steps specified in subsection

2 (e) of this section, unless it is deemed to have opti-

3 mized corrosion control under paragraphs (1), (2) or

4 (3) of subsection (b)

5 "(b) SYSTEMS DEEMED To HAVE OPTIMIZED C0R-

6 ROSION CONTROL.-A system is deemed to have optimized

7 corrosion control and is not required to complete the appli-

8 cable corrosion control treatment steps identified in this

9 section if the system satisfies 1 of the following criteria:

10 "(1) A small or medium-sized water system is

11 deemed to have optimized corrosion control if the

12 system meets the tap water lead limit lead during

13 each of 2 consecutive 6-month monitoring periods

14 conducted in accordance with section 1418G.

15 "(2) Any water system may be deemed by the

16 State, after notice and opportunity for comment, to

17 have optimized corrosion control treatment if the

18 system demonstrates to the satisfaction of the State

19 that it has conducted activities equivalent to the cor-

20 rosion control steps applicable to such system under

21 this section. If the State makes this determination,

22 it shall, provide the system with written notice ex-

23 plaining the basis for its decision and shall specify

24 the water quality control parameters representing

25 optimal corrosion control in accordance-with section

*MR 2840 IH
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1 1418C. A system shall provide the State with the

2 following information in 'qxler to support a determi-

3 nation under this paragraph-

4 "(A) the results of all test samples collect-

5 ed for each of the water quality parameters in

6 section 1418C(c)(3);

7 "(B) a report explaining the test methods

8 used by the water system to evaluate the corro-

9 sion control treatments listed in section

10 1418C(c)(1), the results of all tests conducted,

11 and the basis for the system's selection of opti-

12 mal corrosion control treatment;

13 "(C) a report explaining how corrosion

14 control has been installed and how it is being

15 maintained to insure minimal lead and copper

16 concentrations at consumers' taps; and

17 "(D) the results of tap water samples col-

18 lected in accordance with section 14180 at least

19 once every 6 months for 1 year after corrosion

20 control has been installed.

21 "(3) Any water system is deemed to have opti-

22 inized corrosion control if it submits results of tap

23 water monitoring conducted in accordance with sec-

24 tion 1418G and source water monitoring conducted

25 in accordance with section 14181 that demonstrates

stIR 2840 111
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1 for 2 consecutive 6-month monitoring periods that

2 the..difference between the highest tap water lead

3 concentration and the highest source water lead con-

4 centration is not detectable.

5 "(c) CESSATION OF CORROSION CONTROL.Any

6 small or medium-sized water system that is required to

7 complete the corrosion control steps due to its exceedance

8 of the tap water lead limit may cease completing the treat-

9 ment steps whenever the system meets such tap water lead

10 limit during each of 2 consecutive monitoring periods con-

11 ducted pursuant to section 1418G and submits the results

12. to the State. If any such water system thereafter exceeds

13 the tap water lead limit during any monitoring period, the

14 system (or the State, as the case may be) shall

15 recommence completion of the applicable treatment steps,

16 beginning with the first treatment step which was not pre-

17 viously completed in its entirety. The State may require

18 a system to repeat treatment steps previously completed

19 by the system where the State determines that this is nec-

20 essary to implement properly the treatment requirements

21 of this section. The State shall notify the system in writing

22 of such a determination and explain the basis for its deci-

23 sion.

24 "(d) TREATMENT STEPS AND DEADLINES FOR

25 LARGE SYSTEMS.Except as provided in paragraph (2)
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1 and (3) of subsection (b) of this section, large systems

2 shall complete the following corrosion control treatment

3 steps by the indicated dates.

4 "(1) STEP 1: The system shall conduct initial

5 monitoring (sections 1418G(d)(1) and 1418H(b))

6 within 6 months after enactment of this subpart.

"(2) STEP 2: The system shall complete corro-

8 sion control studies (section 1418C(c)) within 12

9 months after enactment of this subpart.

10 "(3) STEP 3: The State shall designate optimal

11 corrosion control treatment (section 1418C(d)) with-

12 in 18 months after enactment of this subpart.

13 "(4) STEP 4: The system shall install optimal

14 corrosion control treatment (section 1418C(e)) with-

15 in 24 months after enactment of this subpart.

16 "(5) STEP 5: The system shall complete follow-

17 up sampling (section 1418H(c)) within 30 months

18 after enactment of this subpart.

19 "(6) STEP 6: The State shall review installation

20 of treatment and designate optimal water quality

21 control parameters (section 1418C(f)) within 36

22 months after enactment of this subpart.

23 "(7) STEP 7: The system shall operate in com-

24 pliance with the State specified optimal water qual.

HR 2840 III
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1 ity control parameters (section 14180(g)) and con-

2 tinue to conduct tap sampling (section 1418H(d)).

3 "(e) TREATMENT STEPS AND DEADLINES FOR

4 SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZE SYSTEMS.Except as provided

5 in subsection (b) of this seetion, small and medium-size

6 systems shall complete the following corrosion control

7 treatment steps (described in the referenced portions of

8 sections 14180, 1418G, and 1418H) by the indicated time

9 periods.

10 "(1) STEP 1: The system shall conduct initial

11 tap sampling (section 1418G(d)(1)) within 6 months

12 after enactment of this subpart. A system exceeding

13 the tap water lead limit shall recommend optimal

14 corrosion control treatment (section 1418C(1)) with-

15 in 6 months after it exceeds the tap water lead limit.

16 "(2) STEP 2: Within 12 months after a system

17 exceeds tap water lead limit the State may require

18 the system to perform corrosion control studies (sec-

19 tion 14180(b)). If the State does not require the

20 system to perform such studies, the State shall

21 specify optimal corrosion control treatment (section

22 14180(d)) within 12 months aft'er such system ex-

23 ceeds the tap water lead limit.

24 "(3) STEP 3: If the State requires a system to

25 perform corrosion control studies under step 2, the
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1 system shall complete the studies (section 1418C(c))

2 within 12 months after the State requires that such

3 studies be conducted.

4 "(4) STEP 4: If the system has performed cor-

5 rosion control studies under step 2, the State shall

6 designate optimal corrosion control treatment (sec-

7 tion 1418C(d)) within 6 months after completion of

8 step 3.

9 "(5) STEP 5: The system shall install optimal

10 corrosion control treatment (section 1418C(e)) with-

11 in 12 months after the State designates such treat-

12 ment.

13 "(6) STEP 6: The system shall complete follow-

14 up sampling (section 1418H(c)) within 24 months

15 after the State designates optimal corrosion control

1,6 treatment.

17 "(7) STEP 7: The State shall review the sys-

18 tem's installation of treatment and designate optimal

19 water quality control parameters (section 1418C(f))

20 within 6 months after completion of step 6.

21 "(8) STEP 8: The system shall operate in coin-

22 pliance with the State designated optimal water

23 quality control parameters (section 1418C(g)) and

24 continue to conduct tap sampling (section

25 1418H(d)).
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1 "SEC. 1418C. DESCRIPTION OF CORROSION CONTROL

2 TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS.

3 "Each system shall complete the corrosion control

4 treatment requirements described below which are applica-

5 ble to such system under section 1418B.

6 "(a) SYSTEM RECOMMENDATION REGARDING Colt-

7 ROSION CONTROL TREATMENT.Based upon the results

8 of lead tap monitoring and water quality parameter moni-

9 toring, small and medium-size water systems exceeding

10 the tap water lead limit shall recommend installation of

11 1 or more of the corrosion control treatments listed in sub-

12 section (c)(1) of this section which the system believes con-

13 stitutes optimal corrosion control for that system. The

14 State may require the system to conduct additional water

15 quality parameter monitoring in accordance with section

16 141811(b) to assist the State in reviewing the system's rec-

17 ommendation.

18 "(b) STATE DECISION To REQUIRE STUDIES OF

19 CORROSION CONTROL TREATMENT (APPLICABLE TO

20 SMALL AND MEDIUM-S1ZE SYSTEMS).The State may re-

21 quire any small or medium-size system that exceeds the

22 tap water lead limit to perform corrosion control studies

23 under subsection (c) of this section to identify optimal cor-

24 rosion control treatment for the system.

25 "(c) PERFORMANCE OF CORROSION CONTROL

26 STUDIES.
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1 "(1) Any public water system performing corro-

2 sion control studies shall evaluate the effectiveness

3 of each of the following treatments, and, if appropri-

4 ate, combinations of the following treatments to

5 identify the optimal corrosion control treatment for

6 that system-

7 "(A) alkalinity and pH actjustment;

8 "(B) calcium hardness giustment; and

9 "(C) the addition of a phosphate or silicate

10 based corrosion inhibitor at a concentration suf-

11 ficient to maintain an effective residual concen-

12 tration in all test tap samples.

13 "(2) The water system shall evaluate each of

14 the corrosion control treatments using either pipe

15 rig/loop tests, metal coupon tests, partial-system

16 tests, or analyses based on documented analogous

17 treatments with other systems of similar size, water

18 chemistry, and distribution system configuration.

19 "(3) The water system shall measure the fol-

20 lowing water quality parameters in any tests con-

21 ducted under this paragraph before and after evalu-

22 ating the corrosion control treatments listed above-

23 "(A) lead;

24 "(B) copper;

25 "(C) pH;
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1 "(D) alkalinity;

2 "(E) calcium;

3 "(F) conductivity;

4 "(G) orthophosphate (when an inhibitor

5 containing a phosphate compound is used);

6 "(H) silicate (when an inhibitor containing

7 a silicate compound is used); and

8 "(1) water temperature.

9 "(4) The water system shall identify all chemi-

10 cal or physical constraints that limit or prohibit the

11 use of a particular corrosion control treatment and

12 document such constraints with at least 1 of the fol-

13 lowing:

14 "(A) data and documentation showing that

15 a particular corrosion control treatment has ad-

16 versely affected other water treatment processes

17 when used by another water system with com-

18 parable water quality characteristics; and/or

19 "(B) data and documentation demonstrat-

20 ing that the water system has previously at-

21 tempted to evaluate a particular corrosion con-

22 trol treatment and has found that the treat-

23 ment is ineffective or adversely affects other

24 water quality treatment processes.
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1 "(5) The water system shall evaluate the effect

2 of the chemicals used for corrosion control treatment

3 on other water quality treatment processes.

4 "(6) On the basis of an analysis of the data

5 generated during each evaluation, the water system

6 shall recommend to the State in writing the treat-

7 ment option that the corrosion control studies Mdi-

8 cate constitutes optimal corrosion control treatment

9 for that system. The water system shall provide a

10 rationale for its recommendation along with all sup-
.

11 porting documentation specified in subsections (c)(1)

12 through (5) of this section.

13 "(d) STATE DESIGNATION OP OPTIMAL CORROSION

14 CONTROL TREATMENT.-(1) Based upon consideration of

15 available information including, where applicable, studies

16 performed under subsection (c) of this section and a sys-

17 tern's recommended treatment alternative, the State shall,

18 after notice and opportunity for comment, either approve

19 the corrosion control treatment option recommended by

20 the system, or designate alternative corrosion control

21 treatment(s) from among those listed in subsection (c)(1)

22 of this section. When designating optimal treatment the

23 State shall consider the effects that additional corrosion

24 control treatment will have on water quality parameters

25 and on other water quality treatment processes.
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1 "(2) The State shall notify the system of its decision

2 on optimal corrosion control treatment in writing and ex-

3 plain the basis for this determination. If the State re-

4 quests additional information to aid its review, the water

5 system shall provide the information.

6 "(e) INSTALIAATION OP OPTIMAL CORROSION CON-

7 TROL.Each system shall properly install and operate

8 throughout its distribution system the optimal corrosion

9 control treatment designated by the State under subsec-

10 tion (d) of this section.

11 "(f) STATE REVIEW OP TREATMENT AND SPECIPICA-

12 TION OP OPTIMAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL PARAM-

13 ETERS.The State shall evaluate the results of all lead

14 tap samples and water quality parameter samples submit-

15 ted by the water system and determine whether the system

16 has properly installed and operated the optimal corrosion

17 control treatment designated by the State in subsection

18 (d) of this section. Upon reviewing the results of tap water

19 and water quality parameter monitoring by the system,

20 both before and after the system installs optimal corrosion

21 control treatment, the State shall, after notice and oppor-

22 tunity for comment, designate-

23 "(1) a minimum value or a range of values for

24 pH measured at each entry point to the distribution

25 system;
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1 "(2) a minimum pH value, measured in all tap

2 samples. Such value shall be equal to or gmater

3 than 7.0, unless the State determines that meeting

4 a pH level of 7.0 is not technologically feasible or is

5 not necessary for the system to optimize corrosion

6 control;

7 "(3) if a corrosion inhibitor is used, a minimum

8 concentration or a range of concentrations for the

9 inhibitor, measured at each entry point to the distri-

10 bution system and in all tap samples, that the State

11 determines is necessary to form a passivating film

12 on the interior walls of the pipes of the distribution

13 system;

14 "(4) if alkalinity is adjusted as part of optimal

15 corrosion control treatment, a minimum concentra-

16 tion or a range of concentrations for alkalinity,

17 measured at each entry point to the distribution sys-

18 tem and in all tap samples;

19 "(5) if calcium carbonate stabilization is used

20 as part of corrosion control, a minimum concentra-

21 tion or a range of concentrations for calcium, meas-

22 ured in all tap samples.

23 The values for the applicable water quality control param-

24 eters listed above shall be those that the State determines

25 to reflect optimal corrosion control treatment for the sys-
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1 tem. The State may designate values for additional water

2 quality control parameters determined by the State to re-

3 fleet optimal corrosion control for the system. The State

4 shall notify the system in writing of these determinations

5 and explain the basis for its decisions.

6 "(g) CONTINUED OPERATION AND MONITORING.

7 All systems shall maintain water quality parameter values

8 at or above minimum values or within ranges designated

9 by the State under subsection (f) of this section in each

10 sample collected under section 1418H(d). If the water

11 quality parameter value of any sample is below the mini-

12 mum value or outside the range designated by the State,

13 then the system is out of compliance with this subsection.

14 As specified in section 1418H(d), the system may take

15 a confirmation sample for any water quality parameter

16 value no later than 3 days after the first sample. If a con-

17 firmation sample is taken, the result must be averaged

18 with the first sampling result and the average must be

19 used for any compliance determinations under this subsee-

20 tion. States have discretion to delete results of &Mous

21 sampling errors from this calculation.

22 "(h) MODIFICATION OF STATE TREATMENT DECI-

23 SIONS.Upon its own initiative or in response to a request

24 by a water system or other interested party, a State may,

25 after notice and opportunity for comment, modify its de-
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1 termination of the optimal corrosion control treatment

2 under subsection (d) of this section or optimal water qual-

3 ity control parameters under subsection (f) of this section.

4 A request for modification by a system or other interested

5 party shall be in writing, explain why the modification is

6 appropriate, and provide supporting documentation. The

7 State may modify its determination where it concludes

8 that such change is necessary to ensure that the system

9 continues to optimize corrosion control treatment. A re-

10 vised determination shsn be made in writing, set forth the

11 new treatment requirements, explain the basis for the

12 State's decision, and provide an implementation schedule

13 for completing the treatment modifications.

14 " (i) EPA REGULATIONS OR GUIDELINES.Within

15 6 months after the enactment of this subpart the Adminis-

16 trator shall issue regulations or guidelines to facilitate

17 compliance with the requirements of this section.

18 "SEC. 1418D. SOURCE WATER MCL

19 "The Congress hereby establishes, by operation of

20 law, to be effective 18 months after the enactment of this

21 subpart, a maximum contaminant level (MCL) for lead in

22 source water which shall be considered exceeded whenever

23 the concentration of lead in source water is greater than

24 5 parts per billion (ppb).
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1 "SEC. 1418E. LEAD SERVICE LINE REPIACEMENT REQUIRE-

2 MENTS.

3 "(a) BASIC REQUIREMENT.Publie water systems

4 that fail to meet the tap water lead limit in samples taken

5 pursuant to section 14180(d) after installing corrosion

6 control shall replace lead service lines in accordance with

7 the requirements of this section.

8 "(b) REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE.

9 "(1) IN GENERAL.A system shall replace lead

10 services lines in its distribution system at an annual

11 rate which will replace each year either 20 percent

12 of the lead service line4 or 10 percent of the total

13 service lines, whichever results in replacement of a

14 greater number of lead service lines. The initial

15 number of lead service lines is the number of lead

16 lines in place at the time the replacement program

17 begins. The system shall identify the initial number

18 of lead and nonlead service lines in its distribution

19 system based upon a materials evaluation, including

20 the evaluation required under section 1418G(a). The

21 first year of lead service line replacement shall begin

22 on the date the tap water lead limit was exceeded in

23 tap water sampling referenced in subsection (a) of

24 this section. If the State fails to designate optimal

25 corrosion control by the date required under section

26 1418B or if a system fails to install corrosion con-
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1 trol treatnient by the date required under section

2 1418B, the first year of lead service line replace-

3 ment shall begin 6 months after the such date.

4 "(2) EXTENSION OF SCHEDULE FOR CERTAIN

5 SYSTEMS.Upon the application of a public water

6 system with an especially large number of lead serv-

7 ice lines in its distribution system, the State may,

8 after notice and opportunity for comment, extend

9 the schedule for lead service line replacement estab-

10 lished under paragraph (1). Such extension shall

11 provide for the replacement by the system of all lead

12 service lines in its distribution system at the earliest.

13 feasible date. Such extension shall provide for re-

14 placement of an equal percentage of such lines in

15 each year during the extension and shall terminate

16 no later than the date specified in the following

17 table:

Maximum
Total number of lead service extension

lines to be replaced by System period
More than 50,000 3 years
More than 100,000 5 years
More than 300,000 10 yeara
More than 450,000 13 years

18 "(0) SERVICE LINES NOT CONTRIBUTING TO VIOLA-

19 TION.A system is not required to replace an individual

20 lead service line if the State determines, after notice and

21 opportunity for comment, that the service line does not

22 contribute to tap water lead concentrations in excess of
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1 10 parts per billion (ppb). In such a case, the service line

2 shall be treated by the system as a nonlead line.

3 "(d) PORTION OF SERVICE LINE REPLACED.-A

4 water system shall replace the entire service line (up to

5 the building inlet) unless it demonstrates to the satisfae-

6 tion of the State under subsection (e) of this section that

7 it controls less than the entire service line. In such cases,

8 the system shall replace the portion of the line which the

9 State determines is under the system's control. The sys-

10 tem shall notify the user served by the line that the system

11 will replace the portion of the service line under its control

12 and shall offer to replace the building owner's portion of

13 the line, but is not required to bear the cost of replacing

14 the building owner's portion of the line. For buildings

15 where only a portion of the lead service line is replaced,

16 the water system shall inform each resident that the sys-

17 tem will collect a first flush tap water sample after partial

18 replacement of the service line is completed if the resident

19 so desires. In cases where the resident accepts the offer,

20 the system shall collect the sample and report the results

21 to the resident within 14 days following partial lead serv-

22 ice replacement.

23 "(e) CONTROL-A water system is presumed to con-

24 trol the entire lead service line (up to the building inlet)

25 unless the the State determines, after notice and opportu-
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1 nity for comment, that it does not have any of the follow-

2 ing forms of control over the entire line (as defined by

3 State statutes, municipal ordinances, public service con-

4 tracts or other applicable legal authority): authority to set

5 standards for construction, repair, or maintenance of the

6 line, authority to replace, repair, or maintain the service

7 line, or ownership of the service line. The State shall re-

8 view the information supplied by the system and determine

9 whether the system controls less than the entire service

10 line and, in such cases, shall determine the extent of the

11 system's control. The State's determination shall be in

12 writing and explain the basis for its decision.

13 "(f) SHORTER SCHEDULE.The State shall require

14 a system to replace lead service lines on a shorter schedule

15 than that required by this section, taking into account the

16 number of lead service lines in the system, where such a

17 shorter replacement schedule is feasible. The State shall,

18 after notice and opportunity for comment, make this de-

19 termination in writing and notify the system of its finding

20 within 6 months after the system is triggered into lead

21 service line replacement based on monitoring referenced

22 in subsection (a) of this section.

23 "(g) CESSATION OF SERVICE LINE REPLACE-

24 MENT.Any system may cease replacing lead service lines

25 whenever the tap water samples collected pursuant to sec-
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1 tion 1418C(d)(1) meet the tap water lead limit during

2 each of 2 consecutive monitoring periods and the system

3 submits the results to the State. If the tap water samples

4 in any such water system thereafter exceed the tap water

5 lead limit, the system shall recommence replacing lead

. 6 service lines within 6 months of such exceedance.

7 "(h) REPORTING BY SYSTEM.To demonstrate com-

8 pliance with subsections (a) through (d) of this section,

9 a system shall report to the State the information specified

10 in section 1418K(e).

11 "(i) VOLUNTARY LEAD PIPE REMOVAL.Each State

12 shall, within 18 months of the date of enactment of this

13 subpart, establish a program to encourage all public water

14 systems in the State to provide a voluntary service of re-

15 ferring building owners in the system's service area to zip-

16 proved contractors to remove lead plumbing, fixtures, or

17 solder from their buildings. Such programs shall also en-

18 courage public water systems to offer to fund such removal

19 and to bill their water customers on their water bills, am-

20 ortized over a significant period of time, to allow easy pay-

21 ment for such removal. The Administrator shall, within

22 6 months of the date of enactment of this Act, develop

23 and distribute to each State and the public a model State

24 program designed to achieve these goals.
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1 "SEC. 14ISF. PUBLIC EDUCATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL

2 MONITORING REQUIREMENTS.

3 "A water system that exceeds the tap water lead limit

4 shall deliver the public education materials contained in

5 subsections (a) and (b) of this section in accordance with

6 the requirements in subsection (c) of this section.

"(a) CONTENT OF WRITTEN MATERIA:LS.A water

8 system shall include the following text in all of the printed

9 materials it distributes through its lead public education

10 program. Any additional information presented by a sys-

11 tem shall be consistent with the information below and be

12 in plain English that can be understood by laypersons:

"INTRODUCTION

"The drinking water supplied by [insert name of water supplier] has been tested
at several locations in your community and found to be conta ainated with the toxic
chemical lead. Some homes in the community have lead levels above the Federal tap
water lead limit of 10 parts per billion (ppb), or 0.010 milligrams of lead per liter
of water (mg/L). Other homes may have lead levels above the maximum contaminant
level goal for lead established by the United States Environmental Protection Agency,
which is no lead in drinking water.

Under Federal law we are required to hwe a program in place to minimize lead
in your drinking water. This program includes corrosion control treatment (to de-
crease the level of lead drawn into water from lead in distribution pipes and from
lead in home plumbing) and public education. We also required to replace each
lead service line that we control if the line contr l. to lead concentrations of 10
parts per billion or more after we have completed the c rrosion control treatment pro-
gram. If you have any questions about how we are carrying out the requirements of
Federal law please give us a call at [insert water system's phone number].

Although our lead control program will reduce lead in drinking water, because
of contamination from home plumbing, it may not sucoeed in completely eliminating
lead from drinking water or even in lowering lead e,ntamination to the tap water lead
limit. This brochure explains the simple additional steps you can take to protect you
and your family by reducing your exposure to lead in drinking water.

"HEALTH EFFECTS OF LEAD

"Lead is an extremely dangerous and pervasive poison found in lead-based paint,
air, soil, household dust, food, certain types of pottery, porcelain, pewter, and water.
Lead can pose a significant risk to your health and especially to the health of your
children.
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Lead builds up in the body over many years and can cause damage to the brain,
red blood cells, and kidneys. Lead probably causes cancer in humans. Lead appears
to cause elevated blood pressure in adult men.

The greatest risk is to young children and pregnant women. Small amounts of
lead can impair normal mental and physical development of young children and
fetuses. This damage can reduce intelligence and cause behavioral disturbances. These
effects appear to be irreversible.

There is no known safe level of lead exposure.

"LEAD IN DRINKING WATER

"Lead in drinking water can significantly increase a person's total lead exposure,
particularly the exposure of infants who drink baby formulas and concentrated juices
that are mixed with water. The EPA estimates that, on average, drinking water
makes up about 20 percent of a person's total exposure to lead. In some cases the
percentage can be mueh higher. Infants who drink baby formulas made from lead con-
taminated tap water have in some instances suffered acute lead poisoning.

"Lead is unusual among drinking water contaminants in that it seldom occurs
naturally in water supplies like rivers and lakes. Lead enters drinking water primarily
as a result of the corrosion, or wearing away, of materials containing lead in the water
distribution system and household plumbing. These materials include lead-based solder
used to join copper pipe, brass, and elwome plated brass faucets, and in some eases,
pipes made of lead that connect rour house to the water main (service lines). In 1986,
Congress banned the use of L:ad solder containing greater than 0.2 percent lead, and
restricted the lead content of faucets, pipes and other plumbing materials to 8.0 per-
cent. In 1991 Congress further tightened controls on lead content in faucets, pipes
and other plumbing materials.

"When water stands in lead pipes or plumbing systems containing lead for sever-
al hours or more, the lead may dissolve into your drinking water. This means the first
water drawn from the tap in the morning, or later in the afternoon after returning
from work or school, can contain fairly high levels of lead.

"Federal law has set a tap water lead limit which is being exceed in homes in
your community. As a result of this exceedance, we are undertaking a program of cor-

rosion control, public education, and [if necessaryr lead service line replacement as
required by Federal law to reduce lead levels in tap water. Installation of corrosion
control [is required to occur/occurred] by [insert date]. Replacement of lead service
lines [if necessary] [is required to occur/occurred] by [insert date]. Despite these
measures lead levels Inlay] still exceed the tap water lead limit in homes in your corn-

ligunity due to lead contamination in home plumbing.

"STEPS YOU CAN TAKE IN THE HOME TO REDUCE EXPOSURE TO LEAD IN DRINKING
WATER

"To find out whether you need to take action in your own home, have your drink-
ing water tested to determine if it contains excessive concentrations of lead. Testing
the water is essential because you cannot see, taste, or smell lead in drinking water.
Some local laboratories that can provide this service are listed at the end of this book-
let. For more information on having your water tested, please call [insert phone num-
ber of water system].

"If a water test indicates that the drinking water drawn from a tap in your home
contains lead above 10 ppb, then you should take the following precautions. The EPA
has set a goal of zero for lead contamination in drinking water so you should con-
sider taking these steps even if the lead concentration in your drinking water is
below 10 ppb.

"(1) Let the water run from the tap before using it for drinking or cooking any
time the water in a faucet has gone unused tor more than 6 hours. The longer water
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resides in your home's plumbing the more lead it may contain. Flushing the tap
means running the cold water faucet until the water gets noticeably colder, usually
about 15-30 seconds. If your house has a lead service line to the water main, you
may have to flush the water for a longer time, perhaps one minute, before drinking.
Although toilet flushing or showering flushes water through a portion of your home's
plumbing system, you still need to flush the water in each faucet before using it for
drinking or cooking. Flushing tap water is a simple and inexpensive measure you can
take to protect your family's health. It usually uses less than 1 or 2 gallons of water
and costs less than [insert a cost estimate based on flushing 2 times a day for 30
days] per month. To conserve water, fill a couple of bottles for drinking water after
flushing the tap, and whenever possible use the first flush water fo wash the dishes
or water the plants.

If you live in a high-rise building, letting the water flow before using it may not
work to lessen your risk from lead. The plumbing systems have more, and sometimes
larger pipes than smaller buildings. Ask your landlord for help in locating the source
of the lead and for advice on reducing the lead level.

"(2) Try not to cook with, or drink water from the hot water tap. Hot water
can dissolve more lead more quickly than cold water. If you need hot water, draw
water from the cold tap and heat it on the stove.

"(3) Remove loose lead solder and debris from the plumbing materials installed
in newly constructed homes, or homes in which the plumbing has recently been re-
placed, by removing the faucet strainers from all taps and running the water from
3 to 5 minutes. Thereafter, periodically remove the strainers and flush out any debris
that has accumulated over time.

"(4) If your copper pipes are joined with lead solder that has been installed ille-
gally since it was banned in 1986, notify the plumber who did the work and request
that he or she replace the lead solder with lead-free solder. Lead Bolder looks dull
gray, and when scratched with a key looks shiny. In addition, notify your State [insert
name of department responsible for enforcing the Safe Drinking Water Act in your
State] about the violation.

"(5) Determine whether or not the service line that connects your home or apart-
ment to the water main is made of lead. The best way to determine if your service
line is made of lead is by contacting us at [insert phone number of water system]
hiring a licensed plumber to inspect the line or contacting the plumbing contractor
who installed the line. You can identify the plumbing contractor by checking the city's
record of building permits which should be maintained in the files of the [insert name
of department that issues building permits]. A licensed plumber can at the same time
check to see if your home's plumbing contains lead solder, lead pipes, or pipe fittings
that contain lead.

The public water system that delivers water to your home should also maintain
records of the materials located in the distribution system. If the service line that con-
nects your dwelling to the water main contributes to an exeeedance of the Federal
tap water lead limit after our corrosion control treatment program is in place, we are
required to replace the line. If the line is only partially controlled by the [insert name
of the city, county, or water system that controls the line], we are required to provide
you with information on how to replace your portion of the service line, and offer to
replace that portion of the line at your expense and take a follow-up tap water sample
within 14 days of the replacement. Acceptable replacement alternatives include copper,
steel, iron, and plastic pipes.

"(6) Have an electrician check your wiring. If grounding wires from the electrical
system are attached to your pipes, corrosion may be greater. Cheek with a licensed
electrician or your local electrical code to determine if your wiring can be grounded
elsewhere. DO NOT attempt to change the wiring yourself because improper ground-
ing can cause electrical shock and fire hazards.
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"The ateps described above will reduce the lead concentrations in your drinking
water. However, if a water teat indicates that the drinking water coming from your
tap contains lead concentrations in excess of 10 ppb after flushing, or after we have
completed our actions to minimize lead levels, then you may want to take the following

additional measures.
"(1) Purchase or lease a home treatment device. Home treatment devices are lim-

ited in that each unit treats only the water that flows from the faucet to which it
is connected, and all of the devices require periodic maintenance and replacement. De-
vices such as reverse osmosis systems or distillers can effectively remove lead from
your drinking water. Some activated carbon filters may reduce lead levels at the tap,

however all lead reduction claims should be investigated. Be sure to check the actual
performance of a specific home treatment device before and after installing the unit.

"(2) Purchase bottled water for drinking and cooking.
"In addition to exposure through drinking water, a child at play often comes into

contact with sources of lead contaminationlike dirt and dustthat rarely affect an
adult. It is important to wash children's hands and toys often to reduce these sources

of lead exposure.
"You can consult a variety of sources for additional information. Your family

doctor or pediatrician can perform a blood test for lead and provide you with more
information about the health effects of lead. State and local government agencies that
can be contacted inelude:

"[insert the name of city or county department of public utilities] at (insert
phone number] can provide you with information about your community's water sup-
ply, and a list of local laboratories that have been certified by EPA for testing water
quality;

"[insert the name of city or county department that issues building permits) at
[insert phone number] can provide you with information about building permit records
that should contain the names of plumbing contractors that plumbed your home; and

"[insert the name of the State Department of Public Health] at [insert phone
immber] or the [insert the name of the city or county health department] at [insert
phone number] can provide you with information about the health effects of lead and
how you can have your child's blood tested.

"The following is a hat of some State approved laboratories in your area that
you can call to have your water tested for lead. [Insert names and phone numbers

of at least 2 laboratories].

1 "(b) CONTENT OF BROADCAST MATERIALs.A

2 water system shall include the following information in all

3 public service announcements submitted under its lead

4 public education program to television and radio stations

5 for broadcasting:

"Why should everyone want to know the facts about lead and drinking watert
Because lead is an extremely dangerous poison that can enter drinking water and pose
a significant risk to your health and the health of your children bead contamination

can impair the intellectual development of young children. That's why I urge you to
do what I did. I had my water tested for [insert free or $ per sample]. You can con-
tact the (insert the name of the city or water system] for information on testing and
on simple ways to reduce your exposure to lead in drinking water.
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"To have your water tested for lead, or to get more information about this public
health concern, please call [insert the phone number of ale city or water system].

1 "(C) DELIVERY OF PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAM.

2 (1) In communities where a significant proportion of the

3 population speaks a language other than English, public

4 education materials shall be communicated in the appro-

5 priate language(s).

6 "(2) A community water system that fails to meet

7 the tap water lead limit shall, within 60 days:

8 "(A) insert notices in each customer's water

9 utility bill containing the information in subsection

10 (a), alonq with the following alert on the water bill

11 itself in large print:

'SOME HOMES IN THIS COMMUNITY HAVE ELEVATED LEAD LEVELS
IN THEIR DRINKING WATER. LEAD CAN POSE A SIGNIFICANT RISK TO
YOUR HEALTH AND TO THE HEALTH OF YOUR CHILDREN. PLEASE
READ THE ENCLOSED NOTICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.',

12 "(B) submit the information in subsection (a)

13 to the editorial departments of the major daily and

14 weekly newspapers circulated throughout the corn-

15 mu nity,

16 "(C) deliver pamphlets and/or brochures that

17 contain the public education materials in subsection

18 (a) of this section relating to the health effects of

19 lead and steps to be taken in the 'dome to reduce ex-

20 posure to lead in drinking water of this section to

21 facilities and organizations, including the following:

22 public and private sehools and/or local school boards;

HRZS4OIH
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1 city or county health department; women, infants,

2 and children and/or Head Start Program(s) when-

3 ever available; public and private hospitals and/or

4 clinics; pediatricians; family planning clinics; public

5 libraries; and local welfare agencies, and

6 "(D) submit the public service announcement in

7 subsection (b) to at least 5 of the radio and televi-

8 sion stations with the largest audiences that broad-

9 cast to the community served by the water system.

10 "(3) A community water system shall repeat the

11 tasks contained in subsection (c)(2) (A), (B), and (C)

12 every 12 months, and the tasks contained in subsection

13 (c)(2)(D) every 6 months for as long as the system exceeds

14 the tap water lead limit.

15 "(4) Within 60 days after it exceeds the tap water

16 lead limit, a noncommunity water system shall deliver the

17 public education materials contained in subsection (a) of

18 this section as follows:

19 "(A) Post informational posters on lead in

20 drinking water in a public place or common area in

21 each of the buildings served by the system.

22 "(B) Distribute informational pamphlets and/or

23 brochures on lead in drinking water to each person

24 served by the noncommunity water system.

HR 2640
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1 "(5) A noncommunity water system shall repeat the

2 tasks contained in subsection (c)(4) of this section at least

3 once during each calendar year in which the system ex-

4 ceeds the tap water lead limit.

5 "(6) A water system may discontinue delivery of pub-

6 lic education materials if the system has met the tap water

7 lead limit during the most recent 6-month monitoring pe-

8 tied conducted pursuant to section 1418G. Such a system

9 shall recommence public education in accordance with this

10 section if it subsequentl:' exceeds the tap water lead limit

11 during any monitoring period.

12 "(d) SUPPLEMENTAL MONITORING AND NOTIFICA-

13 TION OF RESULTS.-A water system that fails to meet the

14 tap water lead limit shall offer to sample the tap water

15 of any customer wh., requests it. The system is not re-

16 quired to pay for collecting or analyzing the sample, nor

17 is the system required to collect and analyze the sample

18 itself.

19 "(e) NOTIFICATION OF VIOLATIONS.L-

20 "(1) IN GENERAL.-A water system which fails

21 to comply with a water maximum contaminant level

22 for lead or any other requirement under this subpart

23 shall notify persons served by such system of such

24 violation in the manner provided for public notifica-

25 tion of violations of maximum contaminant levels
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1 and treatment techniques in regulations of the Ad-

2 ministrator under this part.

3 "(2) MANDATORY HEALTH EFFECTS LAN-

4 GUAGE.When providing the information on poten-

5 tial adverse health effects in notices of violation, the

6 water system shall include the language in subsec-

7 tion (a) relating to the health effects of lead.

8 "SEC. 1418G. MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR LEAD IN

9 TAP WATER.

10 "(a) SAMPLE SITE L0CATI0N.(1) By the applicable

11 date for commencement of monitoring under subsection

12 (d)(1) of this section, each water system shall complete

13 a materials evaluation of its distribution system in order

14 to identify a pool of targeted sampling sites that meets

15 the requirements of this section, and which is sufficiently

16 large to ensure that the water system can collect the num-

17 ber of head tap samples required in subsection (c). All sites

18 from which first draw samples are collected shall be select-

19 ed from this pool of targeted sampling sites. Sampling

20 sites may not include faucets that have point-of-use or

21 point-of-entry treatment devices designed to remove inor-

22 ganic contaminants.

23 "(2) A water systim shall use the information that

24 it is required to collect under regulations promulgated by

25 the Administrator under this part relating to special moni-
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1 tering for corrosivity characteristics when conducting a

2 materials evaluation. When an evaluation of the informa-

3 tion collected pursuant to such regulations is insufficient

4 to locate the requisite number of lead sampling sites that

5 meet the targeting criteria in this subsection, the water

6 system shall review each source of information listed below

7 in order to identify a sufficient number of sampling sites

8 and in addition, the system shall seek to collect such infor-

9 illation where possible in the course of its normal oper-

10 ations (e.g. checking service line materials when reading

11 water meters or performing maintenance activities):

12 "(A) All plumbing codes, permits, and records

13 in the files of the building department which indicate

14 the plumbing materials that are installed within

15 publiety and privately owned structures connected to

16 the distribution system.

17 "(B) All inspections and records of the distribu-

18 tion system that indicate the material composition of

19 the service connections that connect a structure to

20 the distribution system.

21 "(C) All existing water quality information,

22 which includes the results of all prior analyses of the

23 system or individual structures connected to the sys-

24 tem, indicating locations that may be particularly

25 susceptible to high lead concentrations.

4111 2840 111
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1 "(3) The sampling sites selected for a community

2 water system's sampling pool ('tier 1 sampling sites') shall

3 consist of single family structures that (A) contain copper

4 pipes with lead solder installed after 1982 or contain lead

5 pipes; and/or (B) are served by a lead service line. When

6 multiple-family residences comprise at least 20 percent of

7 the structures served by a water system, the system may

8 include these types of structures in its sampling pool.

9 "(4) Any community water system with insufficient

10 tier 1 sampling sites shall complete its sampling pool with

11 'tier 2 sampling sites', consisting of buildings, including

12 multiple-family residences that: (A) contain copper pipes

13 with lead solder installed after 1982 or contain lead pipes;

14 and/or (B) are served by a lead service line.

15 "(5) Any community water system with insufficient

16 tier 1 and tier 2 sampling sites shall complete its sampling

17 pool with 'tier 3 sampling sites', consisting of single family

18 structures that contain copper pipes with lead solder in-

19 stalled before 1983.

20 "(6) The sampling sit -Plected for a noncommunity

21 water system ('tier 1 sampling sites') shall consist of

22 buildings that: (A) contain copper pipes with lead solder

23 installed after 1982 or contain lead pipes; and/or (B) are

24 served by a lead service line.
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1 "(7) A noncommunity water system with insufficient

2 tier 1 sites that meet the targeting criteria in paragraph

3 (6) of subsection (a) shall complete its sampling pool with

4 sampling sites that contain copper pipes with lead solder

5 installed before 1983.

6 "(8) Any water system whose sampling pool does not

7 consist exclusively of tier 1 sites shall demonstrate in a

8 ietter submitted to the State under section 1418K(a)(2)

9 why a review of the information listed in subsection (a)(2)

10 was inadequate to locate a sufficient number of tier 1

11 sites. Any community water system which includes tier 3

12 sampling sites in its sampling pool shall demonstrate in

13 such a letter why it was unable to locate a sufficient num-

14 ber of tier 1 and tier 2 sampling sites.

15 "(9) Any water system whose distribution system

16 contains lead service lines shall draw 50 percent of the

17 samples it collects during each monitoring period from

18 sites that contain lead pipes, or copper pipes with lead

19 solder, and 50 percent of those samples from sites served

20 by a lead service line. A water system that cannot identify

21 a sufficient number of sampling sites served by a lead

22 service line shall demonstrate in a letter submitted to the

23 State why the system was unable to locate a sufficient

24 number of such sites. Such a water system shall collect

sint 21}40 III
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1 lead service line samples from all of the sites identified

2 as being served by such lines.

3 "(b) SAMPLE COLLECTION ViTHODS.-(1) All tap

4 samples for lead collected in accordance with this subpart

5 (but not lead service line samples collected under section

6 1418E) shall be first draw samples.

7 "(2) Each first-draw tap sample for lead shall be one

8 liter in volume and have stood motionless in the plumbing

9 system of each sampling site for at least 6 hours. First

10 draw samples from residential housing shall be collected

11 from the cold-water kitchen tap or bathroom sink tap.

12 First-draw samples from a nonresidential building shall be

13 collected at an interior tap from which water is typically

14 drawn for consumption. First draw samples may be col-

15 lected by the system or the system may allow residents

16 to collect first draw samples after instructing the residents

17 of the sampling procedures specified in this paragraph. If

18 a system allows residents to perform sampling, the system

19 may not challenge, based on alleged errors in sampling

20 collection, the accuracy of sampling results.

21 "(3) Each service line sample shall be 1 liter in vol-

22 ume and have stood motionless in the lead service line for

23 at least 6 hours. Lead service line samples shall be collect-

24 ed in 1 of the following 3 ways:
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1 "(A) At the tap after flushing the volume of

2 water between the tap and the lead service line. The

3 volume of water shall be calculated based on the in-

4 terior diameter and length of the pipe between the

5 tap and the lead service line.

6 "(B) Tapping directly into the lead service line.

7 "(C) If the sampling site is a building con-

8 structed as a single-family residence, allowing the

.9 water to ran until there is a significant change in

10 temperature which would be indicative of water that

11 has been standing in the lead service line.

12 "(4) A water system shall collect each first draw tap

13 sample from the same sampling site from which it collect-

14 ed a previous sample. If, for any reason, the water system

15 cannot gain entry to a sampling site in order to collect

16 a follow-up tap sample, the system may collect the follow-

17 up tap sample from another sampling site in its sampling

18 pool as long as the new site meets the same targeting cri-

19 teria, and is within reasonable proximity of the original

20 site,

21 "(c) NIJ1I3ER SAMPLES.Water systems shall

22 eollect at least. one sample during each monitoring period

23 specified in subsection (d) from the number of sites listed

24 in the first column below ('standard monitoring'). A sys-

25 tem conducting reduced monitoring under subsection

11R 2840 11.1
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1 (d)(2) may collect one sample from the number of sites

2 specified in the second column below during each monitor-

3 ing period specified in subsection (d)(2).

"System Size (# People
Served)

# of sites (Standard
Monitoring)

# of sites (Reduced
Monitoring)

100,000 100 50
10,001-100,000 60 30

3,301 to 10,000 40 20

501 to 3,300 ) 20 10

101 to 500 10 5

100 5 5

4 "(d) TIMING OF MONITORING.

5 "(1) STANDARD MONITORING.Monitoring re-

6 quired under this section for lead concentrations in

7 tap water shall commence 6 months after the enact-

8 ment of this subpart and shall occur at 6-month in-

9 tervals thereafter, except as provided in paragraph

10 (2).

11 "(2) REDUCED MONITORING,(A) Any water

12 system that meets the tap water lead limit during

13 each of 2 consecutive 6-month monitoring periods

14 may reduce the number of samples in accordance

15 with subsection (c) of this subsection, and reduce

16 the frequency of sampling to once per year.

17 "(B) Any water system that meets the tap

18 water lead limit during 3 consecutive years of moni-

19 toring may reduce the frequency of monitoring for

20 lead from annually to once every 3 years.

1111 2840
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1 "(C) A water system that reduces the number

2 and frequency of sampling shall collect these sam-

3 ples from sites included in the pool of targeted sam-

4 pling sites identified in subsection (a). Systems sam-

5 pling annually or less frequently shall conduct the

6 lead tap sampling during the month of June, July,

7 August, or September.

8 "(D) Any'water system subject to reduced mon-

9 itoring that exceeds the tap water lead limit shall

10 immediately resume sampling in accordance with

11 subsection (d)(1) and collect the number of sam-

12 ples specified for standard monitoring under

13 subsection (c).

14 "(e) ADDITIONAL MONITORING BY SYSTEMS.The

15 results of any monitoring conducted in addition to the

16 minimum requirements of this section shall be considered

17 by the system and the State in making any detdrminations

18 under this subpart.

19 "SEC. 141811. MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER

20 QUALITY PARAMETERS.

21 "All large water systems and all small and medium-

22 size systems that exceed the tap water lead limit shall

23 monitor water quality parameters in addition to lead in

24 accordance with this section.

25 "(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

*RR 2840 IH
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1 "(1) SAMPLE COLLECTION METHODS.(A) Tap

2 samples shall be representative of water quality

3 throughout the distribution system taking into ac-

4 count the number of persons served, the different

5 sources of water, the different treatment methods

6 employed by the system, and seasonal variability.

7 Tap sampling under this section is not required to

8 be conducted at taps targeted for lead sampling

9 under section 14180(a).

10 "(B) Samples collected at the entry point(s) to

11 the distribution system shall be from locations repre-

12 sentative of each source after treatment. If a system

13 draws water from more than one source and the

14 sources are combined before distribution, the system

15 must sample at an entry point to the distribution

16 system during periods of normal operating condi-

17 tions (i.e., when water is representative of all sources

18 being used).

19 "(2) NUMBER OF SAMPLES.(.A) Systems shall

20 collect 2 tap samples for applicable water quality pa-

21 rameters during each monitoring period specified

22 under subsections (b) through (e) of this section

23 from the following number of sites:
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System Size # of Sites for Water
(# People Served) Quality Parameters

100,000 25
10,001-100,000 10
3,301 to 10,000 3
501 to 3,300 2
101 to 500 1

100 1

1 "(B) Systems shall collect two samples for each

2 applicable water quality parameter at each entry

3 point to the distribution system during each moni-

4 toring period specified in subsection (b). During

5 each monitoring period specified in subsections (e)

6 through (e) of this section, systems shall collect one

7 sample for each applicable water quality parameter

8 at each entry point to the distribution system.

9 "(b) INITIAL SAMPLING.All large water systems

10 shall measure the applicable water quality parameters as

11 specified below at taps and at each entry point to the dis-

12 tribution system during each 6-month monitoring period

13 specified in section 1418G(d)(1). All small- and medium-

14 size systems shall measure the applicable water quality pa-

15 rameters at the locations specified below during each 6-

16 month monitoring period specified in section 141 8G(d)(1)

17 during which the system exceeds the tap water lead limit.

18 "(1) At taps: pH; alkalinity; orthophosphate,

19 when an inhibitor containing a phosphate compound

20 is used; silica, when an inhibitor containing a silicate
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1 compound is used; calcium; conductivity; and water

2 temperature,

3 "(2) At each entry point to the distribution sys-

4 tem: all of the applicable parameters listed in para-

5 graph (1) above.

6 "(c) MONITORING AFTER INSTALLATION OF C0RR0-

7 SION CONTROL.Any system which installs optimal corro-

8 sion control treatment pursuant to section 1418B(d)(4)

9 or section 1418B(e)(5) shall measure the water quality pa-

10 rameters at the locations and frequencies specified below

11 during each 6-month monitoring period following such in-

12 stallation.

13 "(1) At taps, two samples for: pH; alkalinity;

? 4 orthophosphate, when an inhibitor containing a

1. phosphate compound is used; silica, when an inhibi-

16 tor containing a silicate compound is used; calcium,

17 when calcium carbonate stabilization is used as part

18 of corrosion control.

19 "(2) At each entry point to the distribution sys-

20 tem, one sample every two weeks for: pH; when al-

21 kalinity is adjusted as part of optimal corrosion con-

22 trol, a reading of the dosage rate of *the chemical

23 used to adjust alkalinity, and the alkalinity concen-

24 tration; and when a corrosion inhibitor is used as

25 part of optimal corrosion control, a reading of the
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1 dosage rate of the inhibitor used, and the concentra-

2 tion of orthophosphate or silica (whichever is appli-

3 cable).

4 "(d) MONITORING AFTER STATE SPECIFIES WATER

5 QUALITY PARAMETER VALUES FOR OPTIMAL CORROSION

6 CONTROL.After the State specifies the values for appli-

7 cable water quality control parameters reflecting optimal

8 corrosion control treatment under section 14180(f), all

9 systems shall measure the applicable water quality param-

10 eters in accordance with subsection (c) of this section dur-

11 ing each 6-month monitoring period after such specifiea-

12 tion. The system may take a confirmation sample for any

13 water quality parameter value no later than 3 days after

14 the first sarni '0. If a confirmation sample is taken, the

15 result must be averaged with the first sampling result and

16 the average must be used for any compliance determina-

17 tions under section 1418C(g). States have discretion to

18 delete results of obvious sampling errors from this calcula-

19 tion.

20 "(e) REDUCED MONITORING.(1) Any water system

21 that maintains the range of values for the water quality

22 parameters reflecting optimal corrosion control treatment

23 during each of two consecutive 6-month monitoring peri-

24 ods under subsection (d) of this section shall continue

25 monitoring at the entry point(s) to the distribution system
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1 as specified in subsection (c)(2) of this section. Such sys-

2 tern may collect two tap samples for applicable water qual-

3 ity parameters from the following reduced number of sites

4 during each 6-month monitoring period.

"System Size Reduced # of Sites for
(# of People Served Water Quality Parameters

>100,000 10
10,001 to 100,000 7
3,301 to 10,000 3

501 to 3,300 2
101 to 500 1

100 1

5 "(2) Any water system that maintains the range of

6 values for the water quality parameters reflecting optimal

7 corrosion control treatment specified by the State under

8 section 1418C(f) during 3 consecutive years of monitoring

9 may reduce the frequency with which it collects the num-

10 ber of tap samples for applicable water quality parameters

11 specified in paragraph (1) from every 6 months to annual-

12 ly.

13 "(3) A water system that conducts sampling annually

14 shall collect these samples evenly throughout the year so

15 as to reflect seasonal variability.

16 "(4) Any water system subject to reduced monitoring

17 frequency that fails to operate within the range of values

18 for the water quality parameters specified by the State

19 under section 1418C(f) shall resume tap water sampling

20 in accordance with the number and frequency require-

21 inents in subsection (c) of this section.
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1 "(f) ADDITIONAL MONITORING BY SYSTEMS.The

2 results of any monitoring conducted in addition to the

3 minimum requirements of this section shall be considered

4 by the system and the State in making any determinations

5 (i.e., determining concentrations of water quality param-

6 eters) under this section or section 1418C.

7 "SEC. 1418I. MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR LEAD IN

8 SOURCE WATER.

9 "(a) SAMPLE LOCATION, COLLECTION METHODS,

10 AND NUMBER OF SAMPLES.(1) Each water system shall

11 collect lead source water samples in accordance with the

12 requirements regarding sample location, number of sam-

13 ples, and collection methods specified in regulations of the

14 Administrator under subpart 1 relating to inorganic chem-

15 ical sampling.

16 "(2) 'Where the results of sampling indicate an

17 exceedance of the source water maximum contaminant

18 level for lead, the State may require that 1 additional sam-

19 ple be collected as soon as possible after the initial sample

20 was taken (but not 'to exceed 2 weeks) at the same sam-

21 piing point. If a State-required confirmation sample is

22 taken for lead, then the results of the initial and confirma-

23 tion sample shall be averaged in determining compliance

24 with the source water* maximum contaminant level for

25 lead. Any sample value below the detection limit shall be
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1 considered to be zero. Any value above the detection limit

2 but below the PQL shall either be considered as the meas-

3 ured value or be considered one-half the PQL.

4 "(b) MONITORING FREQUENCY.Each system shall

5 collect one source water sample from each entry point to

6 the distribution system within 6 months after the enact-

7 ment of this subpart and at 6 month intervals thereafter.

8 "(c) REDUCED MONITORING FREQUENCY.(1) A

9 water system using only ground water which demonstrates

10 that finished drinking water entering the distribution sys-

11 tem has been maintained below the source water maxi-

12 mum contaminant level for lead during at least 3 consecu-

13 tive compliance periods under subsection (b) of this sec-

14 tion may reduce the monitoring frequency for lead to once

15 every 2 years.

16 "(2) A water system using surface water (or a combi-

17 nation of surface and ground waters) which demonstrates

18 that finished drinking water entering the distribution sys-

19 tem has been maintained below the source water maxi-

20 mum .01-1..aininant level for lead for at least 3 consecutive

21 years may reduee the monitoring frequency in subsection

22 (b) of this section to once every 2 years.

23 "(3) A water system that uses a new source of water

24 is not eligible for reduced monitoring for lead until concen-

25 trations in samples collected from the new source during
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1 3 consecutive monitoring periods are below the source

2 water maximum contaminant level for lead.

3 "SEC. 1418.J. ANALYTICAL METHODS.

4 "Analyses for lead, copper, pH, conductivity, calcium,

5 alkalinity, orthophosphate, silica, and temperature shall be

6 conducted using the methods specified in 40 C.F.R.

7 i 11.89, as may be modffied by the Administrator from

8 time tb time. For purposes of this title and regulations

9 thereunder, where it is not economically or technologically

10 feasible to ascertain the level of a contaminant in drinktng

11 water which is as close to the maximum contaminant 1.3ve1

12 goal as feasible, the Administrator shall establish a treat-

13 ment technique for such contaminant in accordance with

14 section 1412(b)(7). The Administrator shall have no au-

15 thority in such cases to promulgate national primary

16 drinking water regulations under this title based upon the

17 level of a contaminant which is economically or technologi-

18 catty feasible to ascertain. Any such regulations in effect

19 on the date of enactment of this subpart which are incon-

20 sistent with the provisions of the preceding sentence (in-

21 eluding any regulations based on a Practical Quantifiea-

22 tion Level) shall be revised by the Administrator within

23 6 months after the enactment of this subpart to conform

24 to such requirements. Such existing inconsistent regula-
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1 tions shall cease to apply on the date on which the revised

2 regulations take effect.

3 "MC 14I8K. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

4 "All water systems shall report all of the following

5 information to the State in accordance with this section.

6 "(a) REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR TAP WATER

7 MONITORING FOR LEAD AND FOR WATER QUALITY PA-

8 RAMETERS M0NIT0RING.-(1) A water system shall re-

9 port the information specified below for all tap water sam-

10 ples within the first 10 days following the end of each ap-

11 plicable monitoring period specified in section 1418G and

12 1418H (i.e. every 6 months, annually, or every 3 years).

13 "(A) The results of all tap samples for lead, in-

14 eluding the location of each site and the criteria

15 under paragraph (3), (4), (5), (6) and/or (7) of sec-

16 tion 1418G(a) under which the site was selected for

17 the system's sampling pool.

18 "(B) A certification that each first draw sample

19 collected by the water system is one-liter in volume

20 and, to the best of its knowledge, has stood motion-

21 less in the service line, or in the interior plumbing

22 of a sampling site, for at least 6 hours.

23 "(C) Where residents collected samples, a certi-

24 fication that each tap sample collected by the resi-
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1 dents was taken after the water system informed

2 them of proper sampling procedures.

3 "(D) The results of all tap water samples for

4 lead.

5 "(E) With the exception of initial tap sampling

6 conducted pursuant to this section, the system shall

7 designate any site which was not sampled during

8 previous monitoring periods, and include an explana-

9 tion of why sampling sites have changed.

10 "(F) The results of all tap samples for pH, and

11 where applicable, alkalinity, calcium, conductivity,

12 temperature, and orthophosphate or silica collected

13 under subsections (b) through (e) of section 1418H.

14 "(0) The results of all samples collected at the

15 entry point to the distribution system for applicable

16 water quality parameters under subsections (b)

17 through (e) of section 141811.

18 "(2) By the applicable date specified in section

19 1418G(d)(1) for commencement of monitoring, each com-

20 munity water system which does not complete its targeted

21 sampling pool with tier 1 sampling sites meeting the crite

22 ria in section 14180(a)(3) shall send a letter to the State

23 justifying its selection of tier 2 and/or tier 3 sampling sites

24 under section 1418G (a)(4) and/or (a)(5).
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1 "(3) By the applicable date specified in section

2 1418G(d)(1) for commencement of monitoring, each

3 noncommunity water system which does not complete its

4 sampling pool with tier 1 sampling sites meeting the crite-

5 ria in section 14180(a)(6) shall send a letter to the State

6 justifying its selection of sampling sites under section

7 1418G(a)(7).

8 "(4) By the applicable date specified in section

9 1418G(d)(1) for commencement of monitoring, each water

10 system with lead service lines that is not able to locate

11 the number of sites served by such lines required under

12 section 1418G(a)(9) shall send a letter to the State dem-

13 onstrating why it was unable to locate a sufficient number

14 of such sites based upon the information listed in section

15 1418G(a)(2).

16 "(b) SOURCE WATER MONITORING REPORTING RE-

17 QUIREMENTS.-(1) A water system shall report the sam-

18 pling results for all source water samples collected in ac-

19 cordance with section 14181 within the first 10 days fol-

20 lowing the end of each source water monitoring period

21 (i.e., animally, per compliance period, per compliance

22 cycle) specified in section 14181.

23 "(2) With the exception of the first round of source

24 water sampling conducted pursuant to section 14181, the

25 system shall specify any site which was not sampled dur-

1111 2340 fil
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1 ing previous monitoring periods, and include an explana-

2 tion of why the sampling point has changed.

3 "(C) CORROSION CONTROL TREATMENT REPORTING

4 REQUIREMENTS.By the applicable dates under section

5 1418B systems shall report the following information:

6 "(1) For systems demonstrating that they have

7 already optimized corrosion control, information re-

8 quired in section 1418B(b) (2) or (3).

9 "(2) For systems required to optimize corrosion

10 control, their recommendation regarding optimal

11 corrosion control treatment under section 1418C(a).

12 "(3) For systems required to evaluate the effec-

13 tiveness of corrosion control treatments under sec-

14 tion 1418C(c), the information required by that

15 paragraph.

16 "(4) For systems required to install optimal

17 corrosion control designated by the State under see-

18 tion 1418C(d), a letter certifying that the system

19 has completed installing that treatment.

20 "(d) LEAD SERVICE LINE REPLACEMENT REPORT-

21 ING REQUIREMENTS.Systems shall report the following

22 information to the State to demonstrate compliance with

23 the requirements of section 1418E:

24 "(1) Within 12 months after a system exceeds

25 the tap water lead limit in sampling referred to in

MI 2840
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1 section 1418E(a), the system shall demonstrate in

2 writing to the State that it has conducted a materi-

3 als evaluation, including the evaluation in section

4 1418G(a), to identify the initial number of lead serv-

5 ice lines in its distribution system, and shall provide

6 the State with the system's schedule for replacing

7 lead service lines.

8 "(2) Witbin 12 months after a system exceeds

9 the tap water lead limit in sampling referred to in

10 section 1418E(a), and every 12 months thereafter,

11 the system shall demonstrate to the State in writing

12 that the system has replaced in the previous 12

13 months the number of lead service lines in its distri-

14 bution system required by section 1418E.

15 . "(3) The annual letter submitted to the State

16 under subsection (d)(2) shall contain the following

17 information:

18 "(A) The number of lead service lines

19 scheduled to be replaced during the previous

20 year of the system's replacement schedule.

21 "(B) The number and location of each lead

22 service line replaced during the previous year of

23 the system's replacement schedule.

24 "(C) If measured, the water lead concen-

25 tration and location of each lead service line
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1 sampled, the sampling method, and the date of

2 sampling.

3 "(4) As soon as practicable, but in no case later

4 than 3 months after i system has completed the in-

5 stallation of optimal corrosion control treatment and

6 subsequently been found to exceed the tap water

7 lead limit in any sampling referred to in section

8 1413(a), any' system seeking to rebut the presump-

9 tion that it has control over the entire lead service

10 line pursuant to section 1418E(d) shall submit a let-

11 ter to the State describing the legal authority (e.g.,

12 State statutes, municii al ordinances, public service

13 contracts, or other applicable legal authority) which

14 limits the system's control over the service lines and

15 the extent of the system's control.

16 "(e) PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAM REPORTING RE-

17 QUIREMENTS.-(1) By December 31 of each year, any

18 water system that is subject to the public education re-

19 quiremento in section 1418F shall submit a letter to the

20 State demonstrating that the system has delivered the

21 public education materials that meet the content require-

22 ments in section 1418F (a) through (d) and the delivery

23 requirements in section 1418F(c). This information shall

24 include a list of all the newspapers, radio stations, televi-

25 sion stations, facilities, and organizations to which the sys-
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1 tern delivered public education materials during the previ-

2 ous year. The water system shall submit the letter re-

3 quired by this paragraph annually for as long as it exceeds

4 the tap water lead limit.

5 "(2) By December 31 of each year any water system

6 subject to the public notification requirements of section

7 1418F(e) shall submit a letter to the State demonstrating

8 compliance with the requirements of section 1418F(e).

9 "(f) REPORTING OF ADDITIONAL MONITORING

10 DATA.Any system which collects sampling data in addi-

11 tion to that required by this subpart shall report the re-

12 sults to the State by the end of the applicable monitoring

13 period under sections 14180, 141811, and 14181 during

14 which the samples are collected.

15 "(g) ANNUAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION.All

16 public water systems shall submit a letter to the State by

17 March 1 of each year certifying the extent to which the

18 system was in compliaire with each applicable provision

19 of this subpart during the preceding calendar year.

20 "SEC. 1418L RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS.

21 "Any system subject to the requirements of this sub-

22 part shall retain on its premises original records of all

23 sampling data and analyses, reports, surveys, letters, eval-

24 uations, schedules, State determinations, and any other

25 information required by ,this subpart. Each water system

slin 2840 III
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1 shall retain the records required by this section for no

2 fewer than 12 years.

3 "SEC. 1418M. IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS.

4 "(a) RECORDS KEPT BY STATES.Each State shall

5 maintain for not less than 10 years files for each public

6 water system which contain records of currently applicable

7 or most recent State determinations, including all support-

8 ing information and an explanation of the technical basis

9 for each of the following decisions, made under the preced-

10 ing provisions of this subpart:

11 "(1) Decisions to require a water system to

12 conduct corrosion control treatment studies.

13 "(2) Designations of optimal corrosion control

14 treatment.

15 "(3) Designations of optimal water quality pa-

16 rarneters.

17 "(4) Decisions to modify a public water sys-

18 tern's optimal corrosion control treatment or water

19 quality parameters.

20 "(5) Determinations that a system does not

21 control entire lead service lines.

22 "(6) Determinations establishing or failing to

23 establish a shorter lead service line replacement

24 schedule than required by section 1418E.
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1 "(7) Records of reports and any other informa-

2 tion submitted by water systems under section

3 1418K.

4 "(8) Records of State activities, and the results

5 thereof, to verify compliance with State determina-

6 tions issued under section 1418C(f) and 1418C(h)

7 and compliance with lead service line replacement

8 schedules under section 1418E.

9 "(9) Records of each system's currently applica-

10 ble or most recently designated monitoring require-

11 ments.

12 If, for the records identified in paragraphs (1) through

13 (6) of this subsection, no change is made to a State deci-

14 sion during a 12 year retention period, the State shall

15 maintain the record until a new decision, determination,

16 or designation has been issued.

17 "(b) SPECIAL REPORTS.Each State shall submit to

18 the Administrator by May 15, August 15, November 15,

19 and February 15 of each year the following information

20 relating to each system's compliance with the require-

21 merits for lead under this subpart during the preceding

22 calendar quarter. Specifically, States shall report the

23 name and Public Water System identification number of-

24 "(1) each public water system which exceeded

25 any maximum contaminant level for lead or tap
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1 water lead limit and the date upon which the

2 exceedance occurred;

3 "(2) each public water system required to com-

4 plete the corrosion control evaluations specified in

5 section 1418C(c) and the date the State received the

6 results of the evaluations from each system;

7 "(3) each public water system for which the

8 State has designated optimal corrosion control treat-

9 ment under section 14180(d), the date of the deter-

10 mination, and each system that completed installa-

11 tion of treatment as certified under section

12 1418K(c)(4);

13 "(4) each public water system for which the

14 State has designated optimal water quality param-

15 eters under section 1418C(f) and the date of the de-

16 termination; and

17 "(5) each public water system required to begin

18 replacing lead service lines as specified in section

19 1418E, each public water system for which the State

20 has established a replacement schedule under section

21 1418E(f), and each system reporting compliance

22 with its replacement schedule under section

23 1418K(d)(2).

24 "(c) SPECIAL PRIMACY REQUIREMENTS.An appli-

25 cation for approval of a State program revision which
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1 adopts the requirements specified in this section must con-

2 tain (in addition to the general primacy requirements enu-

3 merated elsewhere in this part, including the requirement

4 that State regulations be at least as stringent aS the Fed-

5 eral requirements) a description of how the State will ae-

6 complish the following program requirements:

7 "(1) SECTION 1418C(d), (f), AND (h).Designat-

8 ing optimal corrosion control treatment methods, op-

9 timal water quality parameters and modifications

10 thereto.

11 "(2) SECTION 1418K(d).Verifying compliance

12 with lead service line replacement schedules and of

13 Public Water System demonstrations of limited con-

14 trol over lead service lines.

15 "(d) AVAILABILITY OF RECORDS.All records, data,

16 and reports collected, maintained, received, or otherwise

17 developed by States pursuant to the requirements of this

18 subpart shall be made available by the State to the public

19 upon request, unless making such records, data, or reports

20 available would divulge trade secrets or secret processes.

21 "SEC. 1418N. EPA REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION OF NPDWR

22 FOR LEAD.

23 "(a) EPA REVIEW.Pursuant to the procedures in

24 this section, the Administrator shall review State determi-

25 nations required to be made after notice and opportunity
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1 for comment under this subpart and shall issue an order

2 establishing a Federal determination where-

3 "(1) a State has failed to issue a determination

4 by the applicable deadline; or

5 "(2) a State has issued a determination that

6 does not comply with the requirements of this sub-

7 part.

8 "(b) INFORMATION USED BY STATE.The State

9 shall forward to the Administrator each State determina-

10 tion referred to in subsection (a) and all information that

11 was considered by the State in making its determination,

12 including public comments, if any, within 60 days of the

13 State determination.

14 "(c) PROPOSED REVIEW OF STATE DETERMINA-

15 TIONS.(1) Where the conditions in subsection (a)(1) or

16 (a)(2) are met, the Administrator shall issue a proposed

17 review order within 90 days of the State action or failure

18 to act which shall-

19 "(A) identify the public water system(s) affect-

20 ed, the State determination being reviewed and the

21 provisions of State and/or Federal law at issue;

22 "(B) identify the determination that, the State

23 failed to carry out by the applicable deadline, or

24 identify the particular provisions of the State deter-

25 mination which, in the Administrator's judgment,
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1 fail to carry out applicable requirements of this sub-

2 part and explain the basis for the Administrator's

3 conclusion;

4 "(C) identify the treatment requirements which

5 the Administrator proposes to apply to the affected

6 system(s), and explain the basis for the proposed re-

7 quirements; and

8 "(D) request public comment on the proposed

9 order and the supporting record.

10 "(2) The Administrator shall provide notice of the

11 proposed review order by:

12 "(A) mailing the proposed order to the affected

13 public water system(s), the State agency whose

14 order is being reviewed, and any other parties of in-

15 terest known to the Administrator; and

16 "(B) publishing a copy of the proposed order in

17 a newspaper of general circulation in the affected

18 communities.

19 "(3) The Administrator shall make available for pub-

20 lie inspection during the comment period the record sup-

21 porting the proposed order, which shall include all of the

22 information submitted by the State to the Administrator

23 under subsection (b) of this section, all other studies, mon-

24 itoring data and other information considered by the Ad-
.

25 ministrator in developing the Proposed order.
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1 "(d) FINAL REVIEW O1WER.-(1) Based upon review

2 of all information obtained regarding the proposed review

3 rder, including public comments, the Administrator shall

4 issue a final review order within 120 days after issuance

3 of the pmposed order which affirms, modifies, or with-

6 draws the proposed order. If the final order modifies or

7 withdraws the proposed order, the final order shall explain

8 the reasons supporting the change.

9 "(2) The record of the final order shall consist of the

10 record supporting the proposed order, all public com-

11 ments, all other information considered by the Administra-

12 tor in issuing the final order and a document responding

13 to all significant public comments submitted on the pro-

14 posed order. If new points are raised or new material sup-

15 plied during the public comment period, the Administrator

16 may support the responses on those matters by adding

17 new materials to the record. The record shall be complete

18 when the final order is issued.

19 "(3) Notice of the final order shall be provided by

20 mailing the final order to the affected system(s), the State,

21 and all parties who commented on the proposed order.

22 "(4) Upon issuance of the final order, its terms eon-

23 stitute requirements of the national primary drinking

24 water regulation for lead until such time as the Adminis-

25 trator issues a new order (which may include recision of
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1 the previous order) pursuant to the procedures in this 5ec-

2 tion. Such requirements shall supersede any inconsistent

3 treatment requirements established by the State pursuant

4 to the national primary drinking water regulations for

5 lead.

6 "(5) The Administrator may not issue a final order

7 to impose conditions less stringent than those imposed by

8 the State.

9 "(e) FINALITY.Action of the State with respect to

10 which review by the Administrator is required under this

11 section shall not be subject to judicial review in any civil

.12 or criminal proceeding for eyforcement

;,13 "(f) PRIMACY STATE$.All references in this sub-

14 part to the 'State' refer to the State which has primary

15 enforcement responsibility under this title for the public

16 water system concerned. If a State does not have primary

17 enforcement responsibility under this title for public water

18 systems in that State, the authorities and responsibilities
t.

19 vested in the State under this section shall be vested in

20 the Administrator and all references in this section to the

21 'State' shall be treated as references to the 'Administra-

22 tor'. The Administrator shall promptly withdraw primary

23 enforcement responsibility under this title in the case of

24 any State which is not fully implementing the require-

25 ments of this title.
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1 "SEC. 14180. VARIANCES AND EXEMITIONS.

2 "(a) USE OF BOTTLED WATER, ETc.,The Statt

3 may require a public water system to use bottled water,

4 point-of-use devices, point-of-entry devices, or other means

5 as a condition of granting a variance or exemption from

6 the requirements of national primary drinking water regu-

7 lations under this part to avoid an unreasonable risk to

8 health. The State may require a public water system to

9 use bottled water and point-of-use devices or other means,

10 but not point-of-entry devices, as a condition for granting

11 an exemption from corrosion control treatment require-

12 ments for lead in sections 1418B and 1418C to avoid an

13 unreasonable risk to health. The State may require a pub-

14 lie water system to use point-of-entry devices as a condi-

15 tion for granting an exemption from the source water and

16 lead service line replacement requirements for lead under

17 section 1418D or 1418E to avoid an unreasonable risk

18 to health.

19 "(b) PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS USING BOTTLED

20 WATER.Publie water systems that use bottled water as

21 a condition for receiving a variance or an exemption from

22 the national primary drinking water regulations under this

23 part or an exemption from the requirementb of sections

24 1418B through 1418E must meet the requirements speci-

25 fled in either paragraph (1) or (2) and paragraph (3) of

26 this subsection;
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1 "(1) The State must require and approve a

2 monitoring program for bottled water. The public

3 water system must develop and put in place a moni-

4 toring program that provides reasonable assurances

5 that the bottled water meets all maximum contami-

6 nant levels and does not contain lead content in ex-

7 cess of 10 parts per billion. The public water system

8 must monitor a representative sample of the bottled

9 water for all contaminants regulated under this part

10 during the first 3-month period that it supplies the

11 bottled water to the public, and annually thereafter.

12 Results of the monitoring program shall be provided

13 to the State annually.

14 "(2) The public water system must receive a

15 certification from the bottled water company that

16 the bottled water supplied has been taken from an

17 'approved source' as defined by rule by the Adminis-

.18 trator of the Food and Drug Administration; the

19 bottled water company has conducted monitoring in

20 accordance with such rules; and the bottled water

21 does not exceed any maximum contaminant levels or

22 quality limits as s t out in such rules. The public

23 water system shall provide the certification to the

24 State the first quarter after it supplies bottled water

25 and annually thereafter. At the State's option a pub-
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1 lic water system may satisfy the requirements of this

2 subsection if an approved monitoring program is al-

3 ready in place in another State.

4 "(3) The public water system is fully responsi-

5 ble for the provision of sufficient quantities of bot-

6 tled water to every person supplied by the public

7 water system via door-to-door bottled water delivery.

8 "(c) POINT OF ENTRY DEVICES.In requiring the

9 use of a point-of-entry device as a condition for granting

10 an exemption from the national public drinking water reg-

11 ulation for lead under section 1418D or 1418F, the State

12 must be assured that use of the device will not cause in-

13 creased corrosion of lead bearing materials located be-

14 tween the device and the tap that could increase contami-

15 nant levels at the tap.".

16 (b) EPA ACTION LEVEL REGULATIONS.The Con-

17 gress hereby finds and declares that the establishment by

18 the Environmental Protection Agency of action levels in

19 regulations regarding lead and copper in drinking water

20 is inconsistent with title XIV of the Public Health Service

21 Act because it does not provide the protection for public

22 health mandated by section 1412 of that title. The Admin-

23 istrator may not hereafter promulgate any national pri-

24 mary drinking water regulations under such title based on

25 an action level in lieu of a maximum contaminant level
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1 or a treatment technique as prescribed by seetion 1412

2 of that title, and any such regulations promulgated before

3 the enactment of this Act, including regulations relating

4 to lead and copper in drinking water, are hereby declared

5 to be null and void on the date 30 days after the enact-

6 ment of this Act (except as otherwise provided in the first

7 sentence of section 1418J of that title, relating to analyti-

8 cal methods). In the case of any contaminant, other than

9 lead, for which regulations are declared null and void

10 under this subsection, the Administrator shall promulgate

11 national primary drinking water regulations under sub-

12 part 1 of title XIV of the Public Health Service Act which

13 are consistent with the requirements of section 1412 of

14 .that title within 6 months after the enactment of this Act.

15. (c) CLASSES OP PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS. Except

16 as specifically provided in sections 1415 and 1416 and

17 subpart B of title XIV of the Public Health Service Act

18 (the Safe Drinking Water Act), nothing in such title shall

19 be construed to authorize the Administrator of the Envi-

20 ronmental Protection Agency or a State with primary en-

21 forcement responsibility under that title to regulate any

22 class of public water systems in a manner that may be

23 less protective of public health than is required for all

24 other public water systems.
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1 (d) SCHOOL DRINKING WATER CONTAINING

2 LEAD.-

3 (1) TESTING.-(A) Section 1464(d)(1) of the

4 Public Health Service Act (the Safe Drinking Water

5 Act; 42 U.S.C. 300j-23) is amended by adding the

6 following at the end thereof: "Within 18 months

7 after the enactment of the Lead Contamination Con-

8 trol Act Amendments of 1991 each local education

9 agency shall complete testing, in accordance with the

10 protocol under subsection (b), for lead contamination

11 in drinking water from coolers and in other drinking

12 water outlets (including outlets used in food prepa-

13 ration) at schools under the jurisdiction of such

14 agency.".

15 `.`(B) Section 1464(b) of such Act is amended

16 by adding the following at the end: "The Adminis-

17 trator shall revise the guidance document and the

18 protocol published under this subsection within 6

19 months after the enactment of the Lead Contamina-

20 tion Control Act Amendments of 1991. Such revision

21 shall, at a minimum, provide for follow-up sampling

22 and recommend remedial steps whenever the lead

23 concentration in any drinking water outlet exceeds

24 10 parts per billion."
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1 (2) PUBLIC AVAILABILITY.Section 1464(d)(2)

2 of the Public Health Service Act (the Safe Drinking

3 Water Act; 42 U.S.C. 300j-24(d)(2)) is amended by

4 inserting the following before the period at the end

5 thereof: "and, if th,, testing results show an tap

6 water lead concentrations in excess of 10 parts per

7 billion, the local education agency shall, within 90

8 days after completion of such testing, provide to all

9 teachers and other school personnel at the school

10 and to parents (and guardians) of children enrolled

11 in the school a summary of the testing results, a

12 lead disclosure statement, and a description of the

13 actions the agency has taken, or will take, in re-

14 sponse to such test results, together with a schedule

15 for such actions. The local education agency shall si-

16 multaneously provide a copy of such materials to the

17 agency with primary enforcement responsibility for

18 the public water system which serves the school.

19 Such agency with primary enforcement responsibility

20 shall promptly (but not later than 3 months after re-

21 ceipt of such materials) transmit to the Administra-

22 tor a summary of such test results, the response ac-

23 tions taken, and proposed response actions. The Ad-

24 ministrator, in consultation with the Centers for

25 Disease Control, shall, within 1 year after the enact-
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1 ment of the Lead Contamination Control Act

2 Amendments of 1991, publish a lead disclosure

3 statement to be used for purposes of this subsection.

4 Such statement shall explain the risks to children

5 from exposure to lead in school drinking water and

6 describe potential remedial actions.".

7 (3) FEDERAL ASSISTANCE.-(A) Section

8 1465(a) of the Public Health Service Act (the Safe

9 Drinking Water Act; 42 U.S.C. 300j-25(a)) is

10 amended by striking "may" in the last sentence and

11 inserting "shall only " and by adding the following

12 before the period at the end thereof: ", except that

13 not more than 5 percent of the grants made to any

14 State for purposes of this section in any fiscal year

15 may be retained by the State for purposes of admin-

16 istering the grant program under this section. Reim-

17 bursemea shall be made to local education agencies

18 on the basis of financial need and the seveity of the

19 drinking water contamination at the schools con-

20 cerned".

21 (B) Section 1465(c) of such Act is amended by

22 striking "and" and by inserting the following before

23 the period at the end thereof: "and $30,000,000 for

24 each of the 5 fiscal years thereafter.".
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1 (4) CIVIL PENALTIES.Section 1464 of the

2 Public Health Service Act (the Safe Drinking Water

3 Act; 42 U.S.C. 300j-24(d)(2)) is amended by adding

4 the following new subsection at the end thereof:

5 "(e) ENFORCEMENT.Any local education agency

6 which fails or refuses to comply with the requirements of

7 this section shall be subject to a civil penalty in the

8 amount of $10,000 for each such violation. The Adminis-

9 trator may bring an action in the appropriate United

10 States district court to assess and collect such penalty or

11 to enjoin any such violation. The court in any action

12 against a local education agency under this section or sec-

13 tion 1449 shall have discretion to order that all civil penal-

14 ties collected be used to reimburse the local education

15 agency for the costs of testing and remedying lead con-

16 tamination in drinking water".

17 (5) COOLERS CONTAINING LEAD.

18 (A) LimSection 1463(a) of the Public

19 Health Service Act (the Safe Drinking Water

20 Act; 42 U.S.C. 300j-23(a)) is amended by add-

21 ing the following at the end thereof: "At a mini-

22 mum, the Administrator shall revise and repub-

23 lish the list within 1 year after the date of the

24 enactment of the Lead Contamination Control

25 Act Amendments of 1991 to ensure that all
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1 drinking water coolers in use or being manufac-

2 tured as of that date which are not lead free

3 are included on the list."

4 (B) RECALL ORDER.Section 1462 of

5 such Act is amended by st4littg "such order"

6 in the last sentence thereof and inserting "each

7 such order" and by adding the following before

8 such last sentence: "The Commission shall issue

9 a new order within 1 year after the list is re-

10.. vised under section 1463 to require manufac-

11 turers and importers of all coolers on such list

12 to repair, replace, or recall and provide a refund

13 for such coolers."

14 (C) CLARIFYING AMENDMENT.Section

15 1461(3)(B) of such Act is amended, to read as

16 follows:

17 "(B) the owner of any building used as a

18 school.".

19 (e) LEAD PIPES, SOLDER, AND FLUX.

20 (1) IN GENERAL.Section 1417 of the Public

21 Health Service Act (the Safe Drinking Water Act;

22 42 U.S.C.300g-6) is amended as follows:

23 (A) Subsection (a) is amended-

24 (i) by inserting "pipe fitting, fixture,"

25 after "pipe,";
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1 (ii) by striking out so much of sub-

2 paragraph (B) as follows "consumption"

3 and inserting in lieu thereof a comma; and

4 (iii) by adding the following at the

5 end thereof "Effective 1 year after the en-

6 actment of the Lead Contamination Con-

7 trol Act Amendments of 1991, it shall be

8 unlawful (i) for any person to introduce

9 into commerce any pipe, pipe fitting or flx-

10 ture that is not lead free, (ii) for persons

11 engaged in the business of selling plumbing

12 supplies to sell solder or flux which is not

13 lead free, or (iii) for any person to intro-

14 duce into commerce any solder or flux

15 which is not lead free unless such solder or

16 flux bears a prominent label stating that it

17 is illegal to use such solder or flux in the

18 installation or repair of any plumbing pro-

19 viding water for human consumption.

20 (B) Subsection (d) is amended by adding

21 the foltowing at the end thereof: "Effective 4

22 years after the enactment of the Lead Contami-

23 nation Control Act Amendments of 1991, when

24 used with respect to pipes, pipe fittings, fix-

25 tures, solder, and flux, such term refers to

(
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1 pipes, pipe fittings, fixtures, solder, and flux

2 that either have no lead content or that have

3 been certified as lead free by the Administrator.

4 The Administrator may certify a pipe, pipe fit-

5 ting, fixture, solder, or flux as lead free only if

6 the Administrator determines that (A) such

7 pipe, pipe fitting, fixture, solder, or flux cannot

8 feasibly be manufactured without lead or with

9 a lower lead content, (B) such product meets

10 the definition of lead free under paragraph (1)

11 or (2), as applicable, and (C) use of such pipe,

12 pipe fitting, fixture, solder, or flux, when new

13 and after 30 days of usage, will not cause tap

14 water lead concentrations to exceed 10 parts

15 per billion (ppb), as demonstrated pursuant to

16 leach tests using corrosive water and dwell peri-

17 ods of at least 10 hours.".

18 (2) ENFORCEMENT.Title XIV of the Public

19 Health Service Act (the Safe Drinking Water Act;

20 42 U.S.C. 300g-6) is amended as follows:

21 (A) Subsection (c) of section 1417 is

22 amended by inserting ID" after "PENAL-

23 TIES." aud by adding the following at the end

24 thereof:
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1 "(2) Any person who violates any requirement of this

2 section, including any requirement of any regulation,

3 order, or certification issued under this section, shall be

4 in violation of this section and shall be liable to the United

5 States for a civil penalty in an amount not to exceed

6 $10,000 for each such violation. The $10,0GO amount

7 specified in the preceding sentence shall be adjusted annu-

8 ally for each calendar year after the calendar year 1991

9 to account for inflation or deflation.

10 "(3) The Administrator may commence a civil action

11 to enjoin any violation of this section or to assess and re-

12 cover any civil penalty under paragraph (2). Any action

13 under this paragraph may be brought in the district court

14 of the United States for the district in which the violation

15 is alleged to have occurred or in which the defendant re-

16 sides or has its principal place of business, and the court

17 shall have jurisdiction to issue injunctive relief and to as-

18 sess a civil penalty.

19 "(4) The Administrator may issue an order to any

20 person requiring such persor to comply with any require-

21 ment of this section and the Administrator may, after no-

22 tice and opportunity for hearing on the record in accord-

23 ance with section 554 and 556 of title 5 of the United

24 States Code, issue an order assessing a civil penalty for

25 violation of this section.".
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1 (B) In subsection (a)(1) of section 1449

2 after "alleged" insert "to have violated or".

3 (C) The last sentence of subsection (a) of

4 section 1449 is amended by inserting the fol-

5 lowing before the period at the end ", and to

6 apply any appropriate civil penalties (except for

7 actions under paragraph (2)".

8 (D) Insert in section 1449 "or a State

9 with primary enforcement responsibility" after

10 "the Administrator" in each placi such term

11 appears.

12 (E) In section 1445(a)(1), strike all of the

13 first sentence before "shall establish" and in-

14 sert "Every person who is subject to any re-

15 quirement of this title" and strike "by regula-

16 tion".

17 (F) In section 1445(b)(1), strike "any sup-

18 plier of water" and all that follows down to "is

19 authorized to" and insert "any person who is

20 subject to any requirement of this title or any

21 person who is in charge of any property of such

22 person,".
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1 SEC. 4. INDOOR LEAD CONTAMINATION.

2 The Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 201 and

3 following) is amended by adding the following new title

4 at the end thereof:

"TITLE 300IIII-INDOOR LEAD CONTAMINATION

TABLE OF CONTENTS

"Subtitle AReducing Exposure to Indoor Lead Contamination

"Sec. 2801. Lead inspection and abatement training and licensing.
"Sec. 2802. Lead inspections, lead disclosure statements, and lead abatement.
"Sec. 2803. Disclosure of indoor lead hazards.
"Sec. 2804. Public education program.

"Subtitle BSchools and Day Care Centers

"Sec. 2821. Lead contamination in schools and day care centers.

"Subtitle CGeneral Provisions

"Sec. 2831. Definitions.
"Sec. 2832. Authorized state programs.
"Sec. 2833. Enforcement.
"Sec. 2834. Sunshine provisions.
"Sec. 2835. Citizen suits.
"Sec. 2836. Federal facilities.
"Sec. 2837. Indian tribes.
"Sec. 2838. EPA regulations.

5 "r abtitle AReducing Exposure to Indoor Lead

6 Contamination

7 "SEC, 2801, LEAD INSPECTION AND ABATEMENT TRAINING

8 AND LICENSING,

9 "(a) ACCREDITATION OF INSTRUCTORS TO TRMN IN-

10 SPECTORS AND DELEADERS.Within 2 years after the

11 enactment of this title, the Secretary shall establish-

12 "(1) A program to accredit individuals to train

13 lead inspectors to comply with the lead inspection

14 standards under section 2802(b).
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1 "(2) A program to accredit individuals to train

2 deleaders to comply with the lead abatement stand-

3 ards under section 2802(c).

4 "(b) LICENSING.Within 2 years after the enact-

5 ment of this title, the Secretary shall establish a program

6 to license lead inspectors and deleaders. To be licensed as

7 a lead inspector or a deleader an individual shall, at a min-

8 imum, 'meet minimum education or experience require-

9 ments, or both, as established by the Secretary, and dem-

10 onstrate successful completion of a course of training with

11 an instructor accredited under subsection (a)(1) or (a)(2),

12 as the case may be.

13 "(c) CERTIFICATION OF LABORATORIES.Within 2

14 years after the enactment of this title, the Secretary shall

15 establish a program to certify laboratories as qualified to

16 test substances for lead content. To be certified under

17 such program, a laboratory shall, at a minimum, demon-

18 strate an ability to test substances accurately for lead con-

19 tent.

20 "(d) LISTS OF ACCREDITED INSTRUCTORS, IA-

21 CENSED INSPECTORS AND DELEADERS AND CERTIFIED

22 LAI3S.The Secretary shall prepare and maintain lists

23 (by State or metropolitan area) of licensed lead inspectors,

24 licensed deleaders, accredited instructors and laboratories'

25 certified under this section. me Secretary shall distribute

foliR 28.40
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1 such lists to State and local health and environmental

2 agencies and make such lists available to the public.

3 "(e) ACCREDITATION, CERTIFICATION AND LICENSE

4 FEES.The Secretary shall impose an annual fee for the

5 accreditation, certification or licensing of any person or

6 laboratory under this section. The fee shall be established

7 at such level as is necessary to cover the costs of adminis-

8 tering and enforcing the standards and regulations under

9 this title which are applicable to the persons and laborato-

10 ries required to be accredited, certified or licensed under

11 this title.

12 "(f) SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.The Secretary

13 may suspend or revoke any accreditation, license or certifi-

14 cation issued under this title whenever the Secretary de-

15 termines that the holder of such accreditation, license, or

16 certification has violated any requirement of this title. Any

17 person whose accreditation, certification or license under

18 this title is denied, suspended, or revoked by the Secretary

19 shall be entitled to an administrative hearing.

20 "SEC. 2802. LEAD INSPECTIONS, LEAD DISCLOSURE STATE-

21 MENTS, AND LEAD ABATEMENT.

22 "(a) REPORT ON LEAD INSPECTION AND ABATE-

23 MENT METHODS AND DEVICES.Within 1 year after the

24 enactment of this title, the Secretary shall prepare a re-

25 port on the methods and devices available to inspect for
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1 lead paint and lead hazards and to abate lead hazards.

2 The Secretary shall consult with other Federal agencies,

3 State and local governments, labor-management health

4 and safety trust funds, and other interested persons in

5 preparing such report.

6 "(b) LEAD INSPECTION STANDARDS.

7 "(1) IN GENERAL.Within 2 years after the

8 enactment of this title, based on the report under

9 subsection (a) and on such other information as may

10 be available to the Secretary, the Secretary shall

11 promulgate standards for the performance of lead

12 inspections of covered premises. Such standards

13 shall include specific criteria for identifying lead haz-

14 ards. Such standards shall insure that lead inspec-

15 tions performed for compensation are adequate to

16 detect the presence of lead paint and lead hazards.

17 Such standards shall provide for the use of certified

18 laboratories in the case of any lead inspection per-

19 formed for compensation that relies on the use of a

20 laboratory to detect the presence of lead in samples

21 of substances from a covered premises. The stand-

22 ards under this subsection may also provide for ab-

23 breviated inspection procedures in the case of any

24 premises which has been previously inspected in ac-

25 cordance with the standards under this subsection.
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1 "(2) APPROVED METHODS AND DEVICES.The

2 standards established under this subsection shall

3 prescribe approved inspection methods and devices

4 to screen for and identify lead paint and lead haz-

5 ards, taking into account reliability, effectiveness,

6 and affordability.

7 "(3) CONTENTS OF LEAD HAZARD INSPECTION

8 REPORTS.The 'standards under this subsection

9 shall include a standard form for lead hazard inspec-

10 tion reports. A lead inspection report shall include a

11 complete description of the lead hazard inspection

12 and, at a minimum, include-

13 "(A) A description of the location of all

14 lead paint in the interior and exterior of the

15 premises.

16 "(B) A description of the location of all

17 lead hazards in the interior and exterior of the

18 premises, including a discussion of the nature

19 and severity of each such lead hazard.

20 "(C) A description and recommendation of

21 site specific available abatement steps.

22 "(D) A description and recommendation of

23 site specific interim steps which can be taken to

24 minimize exposure to lead hazards, as well as a

25 discussion of activities which should be avoided
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1 in order to prevent greater risks of lead expo-

2 sure.

3 "(c) LEAD ABATEMENT STANDARDS.Within 2

4 years after the enactment of this title, based on the report

5 under subsection (a) and such other information as may

6 be available to the Secretary, the Secretary shall promul-

7 gate standards for lead abatement in covered premises.

8 The standards shall prescribe approved lead abatement

9 methods and devices to eliminate, reduce, or prevent lead

10 hazares, taking into account reliability, effectiveness, and

11 affordability. Such standards shall establish standards for

12 the conduct of lead abatement work, including -tandards

13 respecting protection of personal health and safety, hazard

.14 awareness, proper cleanup procedures, and such other

15 measures as necessary to protect residents and workers.

16 "(d) MODIFICATION OF STANDARDS.Any person

17 may petition the Secretary to modify the lead inspection

18 standards or the lead abatement standards under this sec-

19 tion to include or delete an inspection or abatement meth-

20 od or device. The Secretary shall take final action on such

21 petitions (including modification of the inspection or

22 abatement standards) within 18 months after the date on

23 which the petition was filed.

24 "(e) PR0MBITI0NS.(1) No person may perform

25 any inspection of a covered premises for compensation to

MI
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1 detect lead paint or lead hazards without complying with

2 the standards established under subsection (b).

3 "(2) No person may perform any lead abatement in

4 a covered premises for compensation without complying

5 with the standards under subsection (c).

6 "(3) No person may sell or distribute in interstate

7 commerce any device for lead inspection or lead abatement

8 unless such device is approved under the standards under

9 subsection (b) or (c) as the case may be.

10 "SEC. 2803. DISCLOSURE OF INDOOR LEAD HAZARDS.

11 "(a) SALE OR LEASE OF COVERED RESIDENTIAL

12 PREMISES.Within 2 years after the enactment of this

13 title, the Secretary shail promulgate regulations under this

14 title for the disclosure of indoor lead paint and lead haz-

15 ards. The regulations shall require each person who sells

16 or leases a covered residential premises to arrange for a

17 licensed lead inspector to conduct a lead inspection of the

18 premises and provide the purchaser or lessee with a :ead

19 hazard inspection report for the premises before the pur-

20 chaser or lessee is obligated (under any contract or lease)

21 to purchase or lease the premises. In each case in which

22 such report indicates the presence of lead paint or a lead

23 hazard, the regulation shall require the seller or lessor to

24 provide the purchaser or lessee with a lead disclosure

25 statement. Whenever the seller or lessor has entered into
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1 a contract with an agent for the purposes of selling or

2 leasing a covered residential premises, the regulation shall

3 require the agent, on behalf of the seller or lessor, to en-

4 sure that such documents are provided to the purchaser

5 or lessee. If the lead inspection indicates no lead paint in

6 the premises, the lead hazard inspection report prepared

7 on the basis of such inspection may be used in all subse-

8 quent sales or leases of the premises for purposes of com-

9 pliance with this subsection.

10 "(b) RENOVATION OF COVERED PREMISES.The

11 regulations under this section shall require each person

12 who performs for compensation a renovation of a covered

13 premises to provide a lead disclosure statement to the

14 owner and occupant of such premises prior to commencing

15 the renovation.

16 "(C) LEAD DISCLOSURE STATEMENT.Within 2

17 years after the enactment of this title, after notice and

18 opportunity for comment, the Secretary shall publish, and

19 from time to time revise, a lead disclosure statement to

20 be used in connection with the sale or lease or renovation

21 of covered premises. The statement shall contain informa-

22 tion regarding the health risks associated with exposure

23 to lead and shall comply with each of the following:
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1 "(1) The statement shall describe the risks of

2 lead poisoning for children under 6 years of age re-

3 siding in a premises with lead paint or lead hazards.

4 "(2) The statement shall describe the risks of

5 renovation in a premises with lead paint or lead haz-

6 ards.

7 "(3) The statement shall provide information

8 on approved methods and devices of lead abatement

9 and their effectiveness in reducing, eliminating, or

10 preventing exposure to lead hazards.

11 "(4) The statement shall advise persons how to

12 obtain a list of licensed deleaders in the area in

13 which the statement is to be used.

14 "(5) In the case of a statement to be used in

15 connection with a renovation, or during any period

16 of extension under section 2803(d), a sale or lease

17 of a covered premises, the statement shall also pro-

18 vide information oh approved methods and devices

19 for lead inspections, and advise persons how to ob-

20 tain a list of licensed lead inspectors in the area in

21 which the f_tatement is to be used.

22 "(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.

23 "(1) IN GENERALThe regulations under this

24 section shall take effect 3 years after the date of the
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1 enactment of this subtitle, except as provided in

2 paragraph (2).

3 "(2) EXTENSION.The Secretary may, by rule,

4 extend the effective date of requirements under sub-

5 section (a) relating to lead inspections in any State

6 or area if the Secretary determines that a sufficient

7 number of licensed lead inspectors is not available in

8 such State or area as of the otherwise applicable ef-

9 fective date under paragraph (1). Any such exten-

10 sion shall be for the minimum period necessary to

11 insure that a sufficient number of such licensed in-

12 spectors will be available but in no event shall such

13 requirements take effect with respect a covered resi-

14 dential premises after the applicable effective date

15 specified in the following table:

"Date of Initial
Construction of Effective Date
Covered Residential (after enactment
Premises of this title)

Before 1940 4 years after enactment
Before 1960 but after 1939 5 years after enactment
After 1959 but before 1980 6 years after enactment

16 "(3) INTERIM REQUIREMENTS.If the Secre-

17 tary extends the effective date of requirements of

18 subsection (a) relating to lead inspections in any

19 State or area, the Secretary shall, during the period

20 of such extension, require that each person who sells

21 or leases a covered residential premises provide the

22 purchaser or lessee with a lead disclosure statement
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1 before the purchaser or lessee is obligated (under

2 any contract or lease) to purchase or lease the prem-

3 ises. Whenever the seller or lessor has entered into

4 a contract with an agent for the purposes of selling

5 or leasing a covered residential premises, the Secre-

6 tary shall, during the priod of such extension, re-

7 quire the agent, on behalf of the seller or lessor, to

8 ensure that the lea I disclosure statement is provided

9 to the purchaser or lessee. In any such case, if a

10 lead inspection which complies with this subtitle has

11 been conducted for such premises and such inspec-

12 tion indicates no lead paint in the premises, at the

13 option of the seller or lessor the lead hazard inspec-

14 tion report prepared on the basis of such inspection

15 may be used in lieu of the lead disclosure statement.

16 "SEC. 2804. PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAM.

17 "The Secretary shall undertake a public education

18 program to inform the public about the risks of lead poi-

19 soning and the requirements established pursuant to this

20 title. The campaign shall be directed at pediatricians,

21 teachers, day care providers, parents, real estate agents,

22 landlords, and home renovation and remodeling contrac-

23 tors and workers, as well as the general public.
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1 "Subtitle 13Schools and Day Care Centers

2 "SEC. 2S21. LEAD CONTAMINATION IN SCHOOLS AND DAY

3 CARE MITERS.

4 "(a) INSPECTION.Not later than 2 years after the

5 date of enactment of this title, the Secretary shall promul.

6 gate a rule requiring each local education agency to con-

7 duct, within 4 yearc 2,t'ter such date of enactment, a lead

8 inspection for each covered school or day care center

9 owned or operated by that agency. The inspection shall

10 be carried out by a licensed lead inspector. In each case

11 in which such inspection indicates the presence of lead

12 paint or a lead hazard in a school or day Pare center, the

13 local education agency shall, within 90 days efttr receiving

14 the lead hazard inspection report, prvide all teachers and

15 other school or day care center personnel and parents (or

16 guardians) of all children attending the school or day care

17 center concerned with R copy of the lead hazard inspection

18 report and a lead disclosure statemar-A, together with a

19 description of a ltions to be undertaken in response to the

20 report. The lead disclosure statement shall comply with

21 section 2803, with ,arch modifications as the Secretary

22 deems necessary. The local education agency shall also

23 provide the lead hazard inspection report, the lead diselo.

24 sure statement, and a description of abatement actions un-

25 dertaken or to be undertaken, to newly hired teachers and
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1 other personnel and parents (or guardians) of newly en-

2 rolled children for so long as lead paint or a lead hazard

3 continues to be present in the school or day care center.

4 "(b) FEDERAL ASSISTANCE.The Secretary shall

5 make grants to States to assist local education agencies

6 in testing for, and abating, lead paint and lead hazards

'7 in covered schools and day care centers. The grants may

8 only be used by the States to reimburse local education

9 agencies for expenses incurred after the enactment of this

10 title for lead inspection and abatement, except that not

11 more than 5 percent of the amounts available under this

12 subsection may be retained by the States to be used for

13 administrative expenses incurred by the State. Such reim-

14 bursement shall be provided to such schools and day care

15 centers based on financial need and the severity of the

16 lead hazard involved. There are authorized to be appropri-

17 ated for each of the 5 consecutive fiscal years commencing

18 with fiscal year 1992, $30,000,000 to carry out this sec-

19 tion.

20 "Subtitle CGeneral Provisions

21 "SEC. 2831. DEFINITIONS.

22 "(a) STATUTORY DEFINITIONS.As used in this

23 title-

24 "(1) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary

25 of Health and Human Services.
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1 "(2) The term 'lead hazard' means either lead

2 paint that is peeling, flaking, or chipping or lead

3 dust in excess of the recommended clearance criteria

4 for dust lead in the 'Interim Guidelines for Hazard

5 Identification and Abatement for Public and Indian

6 Housing' of the Department of Housing and Urban

7 Development, as in effect on the date of enactment

8 of this title (floors: 200 uWsq ft; window sills: 500

9 uWsq ft.; window wells: 800 uWsq ft.).

10 "(3) The term 'lead hazard inspection report'

11 means a report prepared by a licensed lead inspector

12 concerning lead paint and lead hazards which meets

13 the requirements of section 2802.

14 "(4) The term 'lead disclosure statement'

15 means a disclosure statement which meets the re-

16 quirements of 2803.

17 "(5) The term 'indoor lead contamiii...tion con-

18 trol program' means all standards, regulations and

19 other requirements established by the Secretary

20 under this title.

21 "(6) The term 'covered premises' means a coy-

22 ered residential premises and a covered school or

23 day care center.

24 "(7) The term 'covered residential premises'

25 means the interior and exterior of any building con-
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1 structed before 1980 which is used for single or mul-

2 tifamily residential purposes.

3 "(8) The terms 'covered school and day care

4 center' means the interior and exterior of any build-

5 ing constructed before .1980 which is used as an ele-

6 mentary school as defined in section 198 of the Ele-

7 mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20

8 U.S.C. 2854) or as a kindergarten, or day care facil-

ity, which regularly provides day care services or

10 education, or both, for children under 6 years of age.

11 "(9) The term 'lead paint' means any paint or

12 surface coating that contains lead in excess of the

13 abatement thresho!d described in 'Interim Guidelines

14 for Hazard Identification and Abatement for Public

15 and Indian Housing' of the Department of Housing

16 and Urban Development, as in effect on the date of

17 enactment of this title (1.0 mg/cm2 or 0.5% by

18 weight).

19 "(10) The terms 'lead abatement' and 'abate-

20 ment' means any action to prevent, reduce, or elimi-

21 nate lead paint and lead hazards, including but not

22 limited to the removal or encapsulation of lead paint.

23 "(11) The term 'person' includes, in addition to

24 individuals, corporations, partnerships, and other en-

25 tities, all governmental entiCes, including Federal,
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1 State, and local departments, agencies, and instru-

2 mentalities.

3 "(12) The term 'renovation' means a renovation

4 or remodeling of a covered premises or any other re-

5 pair, reconstruction, or paint removal activity with

6 respect to a covered premises which may create a

7 lead hazard in the premises.

8 "(13) The term 'State' includes, in addition to

9 the several States, the District of Columbia, the

10 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Is-

11 lands, and American Samoa.

12 "(14) The term 'licensed deleaders' means any

13 person licensed under this title to perform lead

14 abatement work and the term 'licensed lead inspec-

15 tor' means any person licensed under this title to in-

16 spect for lead paint and lead hazards.

17 "(15) The term 'lead inspection' means the in-

18 spection of a covered premises to detect the presence

19 of any lead paint or lead hazard.

20 "(16) The term 'local education agency' means

21 a local education agency (as defined in section

22 1461(3)) which owns or operates a covered school or

23 day care center.

24 "(b) MODIFICATION OF STATUTORY DEFINITIONS.-

25 The Secretary may, by rule, modify any definition set
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1 forth in subsection (a) if such modified definition will re-

2 sult in more protection for human health than the defini-

3 tion set forth in subsection (a).

4 "SEC. 2102. AUTHORIZED STATE PROGRAMS.

5 "(a) AUTHORIZATION OF STATE PROGRAM.Any

6 State which seeks to administer and enforce all or any

7 part of the indoor lead contamination control program

8 may, after notice and opportunity for public hearing, de-

9 velop and submit to the Secretary an application, in such

10 form as he shall require, for authorization of such pro-

11 gram. Within 180 days following submission of an applica-

12 tion under this subsection, the Secretary shall approve or

13 disapprove the application. The Secretary may approve the

14 application only if, after notice and after opportunity for

15 public hearing, the Secretary finds that-

16 "(1) such State program is at least as protec-

17 tive of human health and welfare as the Federal pro-

18 gram under this title,

19 "(2) such program provides adequate enforce-

20 ment. Any action taken by a State under a program

21 authorized under this section shall have the same

22 force and effect as action taken by the Secretary

23 under this title.

24 "(b) WITHDRAWAL OF AUTHORIZATION.If a State

25 is not administering and enforcing a program authorized
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1 under this section in compliance with this title, the Admin-

2 istrator shall so notify the State and, if corrective action

3 is noi .ompleted within a reasonable time, not to exceed

4 180 days, the Secretary shall withdraw authorization of

5 such program and establish a Federal indoor lead con-

6 tarnination control program pursuant to this title.

7 "(c) MODEL STATE PROGRAM.Within 2 years after

8 the enactment of this title, the Secretary shall promulgate

9 a model State program which may be adopted by any

10 State which seeks to administer and enforce a State pro-

11 grain under this section.

12 "(d) OTHER STATE REQUIREMENTS.A State or

13 local government may adopt or enforce any requirement

14 relating to lead paint and lead hazards which is not incon-

15 sistent with this title. No requirement established by a

16 State or local government relating to lead paint and lead

17 hazards which is more protective of human health than

18 any requirement of this title shall be considered inconsist-

19 ent with this title.

20 "SEC. 2833. ENFORCEMENT.

21 "(a) CIVIL PENALTIES.Any person who violates

22 any requirement of this title, including any requirement

23 of any regulation, order, accreditation, certification or li-

24 cense issued under this title, or under any State program

25 authorized under this title, shall be in violation of this title
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1 and shall be liable to the United States for a civil penalty

2 in an amount not to exceed $10,000 for each such viola-

3 tion. The $10,000 amount specified in the preceding sen-

4 tence shall be &busted annually for each calendar year

5 after the calendar year 1991 to account for inflation or

6 deflation.

7 "(b) CIVIL ACTIONS.The Secretary may commence

8 a civil action to enjoin any violation of this title or to as-

9 sess and recover any civil penalty under subsection (a) of

10 this section. Any 'action under this subsection may be

11 brought in the district court of the United States for the

12 district in which the violation is alleged to' have occurred

13 or in which the defendant resides or has its principal place

14 of business, and the court shall have jurisdiction to issue

15 injunctive relief and to assess a civil penalty.

16 "(c) ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS.The Secretary may

17 issue an order to any person requiring suen person to corn-

18 ply with any requirement of this title and the Secretary

19 may, after notice and opportunity for healing on the

20 record in accordance with section 554 and 556 of title 5

21 of the United States Code, issue an order assessing a civil

22 penalty for violation of this title.

23 "(d) USE OF PENALTIES.--The cotxt or the Secre-

24 tary in assessing a civil penalty against a local education

25 agency under this subsection shall have jurisdiction to
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1 order that all such civil penalties collected be used to pay

2 the costs of testing for lead paid and lead hazards and

3 abating lead hazards in covered schools and day care cen-

4 ters owned or operated by such local education agency.

5 "SEC. 2834. SUNSHINE PROVISIONS.

6 "The drafts of proposed and final rules and other ac-

7 tions under this title submitted by the Secretary to any

8 officer or employee of the United States for any interagen-

9 cy review process prior to proposal or issuance of any such

10 rule or other action, all documents accompanying such

11 drafts, all communications submitted to any officer or em-

12 ployee of the United States regarding such rule or action

13 by any person, all comments or communications on such

14 rule or action by any officer or employee of the United

15 States, and all responses to such comments by the Secre-

16 tary shall be included in the administrative record of such

17 rule or other action. In the ease of a proposed rule or pro-

18 posed action, such documents shall be included no later

19 than the date of proposal. In the ease of a final rule or

20 action, such documents shall be included no later than the

21 date of issuance of such final rule or action.

22 "SEC 2835. CITIZEN SUITS.

23 "Any person may commence a civil action on such

24 person's own behalf

}114 2840 IH
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1 "(1) against any person (including (A) the

2 United States, and (B) any other governmental in-

3 strumentality or agency to the extent permitted by

4 the Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution) who is

5 alleged to have violated or to be in violation of any

6 requirement in effect under this title, including any

7 requirement of an authorized State program, or

8 "(2) against the Secretary (or .against any

9 State authorized under section 2832) where there is

10 alleged a failure of the Secretary or State to perform

11 any act or duty under this Act which is not discre-

12 tionary with the Secretary or State.

13 The district courts shall have jurisdiction, without regard

14 to the amount in controversy or the citizenship of the par-

15 ties, to enforce such a requirement or to order the Secre-

16 tary or State to perform such act or duty, as the case

17 may be, and to apply any appropriate civil penalties (in

18 the case of actions under paragraph (1)). The court, in

19 issuing any final order in any action brought pursuant to

20 this subsection, may award costs of litigation (including

21 reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to any pre-

22 vailing plaintiff, whenever the court determines such

23 award is appropriate.

0HR 2840 Il
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1 "SEC. 2836. CONTROL OF LEAD HAZARDS AT FEDERAL FA-

2 MIMS.

3 "Each department, agency, and instrumentality of

4 executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the Federal

5 Government (1) having jurisdiction over any property or

6 facility, or (2) engaged in any activity resulting, or which

7 may result, in a lead hazard, and each officer, agent, or

8 employee thereof, shall be subject to, and comply with, all

9 Federal, State, interstate, and local requirements, admin-

10 istrative authority, and process and sanctions respecting

11 lead paint and lead hazards in the same manner, and to

12 the same extent as any mongovernmental entity. The pre-

13 ceding sentence shall apply (A) to any requirement wheth-

14 er substantive or procedural (including any reeordkeeping

15 or reporting requirement, any requirement respecting cer-

16 tification or licensing, and any other requirement whatso-

17 ever), (B) to any requirement to pay a fee or charge im-

18 posed by any State or local agency to defray the costs of

19 its lead hazard program, (C) to the exercise of any Feder-

20 al, State, or local administrative authority, and (D) to any

21 process and sanction, whether enforced in Federal, State,

22 or local courts, or in any other manner. This subsection

23 shall apply notwithstanding any immunity of such agen-

24 cies, officers, agents, or employees under any law or rule

25 of law. No officer, agent, or employee of the United States

4HR 2640 IH
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1 shall be personally liable for any civil penalty for which

2 he is not otherwise liable.

3 "SEC. 2837. INDIAN TRIBES.

4 "The Secretary may promulgate rules under this title

5 under which any Indian tribe may be treated as a State

6 for purposes of this title.

7 "SEC. 2838. IRIS REGULATIONS.

8 'Ile regulations of the Secretary under this title

9 shall include such monitoring, record keeping, reporting,

10 and labeling requirements as may be necessary to insure

11 the effective implementation of this title. The regulations

12 may be amended from time to time as necessary.".

13 SEC. 5. LEAD CONTAMINATION IN FOOD.

14 The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act is amend-

15 ed as follows:

16 (1) At the end of section 402 (21 U.S.C. 342)

17 add the following:

18 "(f) Effective 12 months after the date of the enact-

19 ment of this paragraph, if it is packaged in a can or other

20 container that contains solder or flux with any lead con-

21 tent.

22 "(g) Effective 24 months after the date of the enact-

23 ment of this paragraph, if it bears or contains any lead,

24 unless the Secretary has determined, by regulation, that

*HE 2840 111
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1 the level of lead borne or contained by the food is safe

2 within the meaning of section 409.".

3 (2)(A) Chapter IV (21 U.S.C. 341 et seq.) is
4 amended by adding at the end the following:

5 "LEAD REGULATIONS FOR WARES

6 "SEc. 413. Not later than 12 months after the date

7 of the enactment of the Lead Contamination Control Act

8 Amendments of 1991, the Secretary shall promulgate reg-

ulations to establish such standards and testing and certi-

10 fication procedures with respect to lead in ceramic ware

11 and crystal ware as is necessary to make food that con-

12 tacts such ware safe within the meaning of section 409.".

13 (B) Section 301 (21 U.S.C. 331) is amended by

14 adding a t the end the following:

15 "(u) Effective 24 months after the enactment of this

16 subsection, the introduction or delivery for introduction

17 into interstate commerce of any ceramic ware or crystal

18 ware that has not been certified by the Secretary as in

19 compliance with regulations under section 413.".

0
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Mr. WAXMAN. Our first witness today is Dr. Vernon N. Houk, Di-
rector of the Center for Environmental Health and Injury Control
at the Centers for Disease Control.

Dr. Houk, we want to welcome you to the subcommittee meeting
this morning. Your prepared statement will be inserted in the
record in its entirety. We'd like to ask, if you would, to try to keep
the oral presentation to around 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF VERNON N. HOUK, ASSISTANT SURGEON GENER-
AL, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH AND INJURY CONTROL, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CON-
TROL

Mr. HOUK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm Vernon Houk from the Centers for Disease Control. I'm

again pleased to testify on behalf of the Department on the subject
of lead poisoning.

The Department strongly supports efforts to prevent lead poison-
ing which remains the most common and societally devastating en-
vironmental disease of young children.

Studies on the health effects of lead over the past decade uncover
a consistent trend: the more that is learned about lead's effects on
the child and the fetus, the lower the blood lead level at which ad-
verse effects can be documented. Because of the recent scientific in-
formation on adverse effects of low lead level exposure in children,
we are developing the new guidelines from CDC.

Over the last 20 years, we as a society have made substantial
progress in reducing lead exposure in the population. Nevertheless,
we estimate in 1984 at least 250,000 children in the United States,
or 1.5 percent of all children under the age of 6, had blood lead
levels above 25 micrograms per deciliter and 3 to 4 million chil-
dren, or 17 percent of all children under age 6, had blood lead
levels above 15.

The large number of children with blood lead levels in the toxic
range shows that existing environmental lead levels in the United
States provide no margin of safety for the protection of children.

Childhood lead poisoning is entirely preventable. We continue to
believe that a concerted, societywide effort could eliminate this dis-
ease in the United States in the next 20 years as a public health
problem.

As you kno' , in February, the Secretary released the Strategic
Plan and detailed the first 5 years of this effort.

The first element of the plan is increased childhood lead poison-
ing prevention activities. This includes screening children for lead
poisoning, ensuring appropriate medical and environmental follow-
up for poisoned children, and education and outreach about child-
hood lead poisoning and its prevention.

The secondary prevention activities will continue to be essential
while over time we worked hard achieving primary prevention of
this disease.

The Department strongly supports the reauthorization of the
lead poisoning program as included in section 2 of H.R. 2840.

As I have testified many times, cost-effective and safe lead-based
paint abatement is essential for the elimination of lead poisoning.
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This is the second critical element in the Strategic Plan. Lead-
based paint is the most concentrated source of lead to children and,
historically, is the source most closely linked to overt lead poison-
ing in children.

H.R. 2840 addresses effective and safe lead-based paint abate-
ment by calling for training and licensing of lead inspectors and
deleaders and certification of laboratories measuring the lead con-
tent of onvironmental samples. These topics were discussed in the
chapter on Infrastructure Development in the Strategic Plan. It is
not apparent that Federal Government certification and licensing
is necessary, however, at this time.

H.R. 2840 also calls for regulations to require the testing for
lead-based paint, and disclosure of these results at certain transac-
tional events involving residential property. Although real estate
testing and disclosure is discussed in the Strategic Plan, the admin-
istration sees no reason for the Federal Government to legislate or
regulate these informational transactions.

The third critical element of the Plan focuses on other wide-
spread sources and pathways of lead exposure to children. In the
past, we have all thought about each source of lead individually.
We failed to consider that once lead gets into the child, it doesn't
matter what the source all sources add up and contribute to the
overall levels of lead in the population.

It is important to recognize that high-dose exposure may result
from other sources, such as food, ceramicware, et cetera.

We have a landmark opportunity to make a major impact on the
lives of the children of this country. This is one of the few times
where we have enough knowledge and ability to eliminate one of
the major diseases of children. No entity can solve this problem
alone.

However, through a continued coordination at the Federal level,
and work with State and local governments, the private sector, and
individLal citizens we can have an impact on the future of millions
of our children, and, indeed, the future of our society.

Our children, the most important resource for the future, de-
serve nothing less. We at HHS are committed to doing our part.

While the administration endorses the goal of reducing lead ex-
posures, the administration cannot support the bill itself. We,
aiong with EPA, OSHA and HUD are moving together to reduce
unacceptable levels of lead exposures in the environment using ex-
isting authorities.

This concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. be happy to
answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Houk follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VERNON N. HOUK, ASSISTANT SURGEON GENERAL, DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND INJURY CONTROL, CEN-
TERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Dr. Vernon N. Houk of the Centers for Dis-
ease Control [CDC]. I am pleased to testify before this Subcommittee on behalf of
the Department on the subject of lead poisoning prevention. You have asked for our
views on the causes and extent of childhood lead poisoning and actions needed to
address the problem. In particular, you have requested our views on the relation-
ship of the PHS "Strategic Plan for the Elimination of Childhood Lead Poisoning"
and H.R. 234'., the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of 1991.

4 5
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CDC participates in a Federal Lead Taskforce. This group provides a mechanism
for coordination and communication among federal agencies Involved in lead paint
issues. This task force, cochaired by EPA and HUD, also includes participation from
OSHA, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health [MOW of the
CDC, CPSC, NIST, the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry [ATSDR),
the National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences [NIEHS), and others. As
one of the joint efforts of the taskforce, a federal lead hotline/clearinghouse is being
developed.

The Department strongly supports efforts to prevent lead poisoning, which re-
mains the most common and societally devastating environmental disease of young
children. The tragic consequences of this environmental disease on our children are
all the more deplorable when one recognizes that they are preventable.

The risks of lead exposure are not based on theoretical calculations. They are well
known from studies of children themselves and are not extrapolated from data on
laboratory animals or high-dose occupational exposures. Lead is a poison that affects
virtually every system in the body. It has been linked to kidney disease and hyper-
tension in adults and is particularly harmful to the developing brain and nervous
system; therefore, lead exposure is especially devastating to children and fetuses be-
cause it can cause neurobehavioral problems, learning disabilities, and deficits in
IQ.

Studies on the health effects of lead over the past twenty years uncover a consist-
ent trend: the more that is learned about lead's effects on the child and the fetus,
the lower the blood lead level at which adverse effects can be documented. Because
of the recent scientific information on adverse effects of low level lead exposure in
children, the CDC guidelines on childhood lead poisoning prevention are currently
being revised. We understand that there are many issues surrounding revising the
CDC lead guidelines, including working out implementation with public health offi-
cials, health care providers, and others. We are working through these issues care-
fully, including discussing them with our colleagues such as the Association of State
and Territorial Health Officials, the National Association of County Health Offi-
cials, and the U.S. CAmference of Local Health Officers.

Over the last twenty years, we as a society have made substantial progress in re-
ducing lead exposure in the population. The decline in blood lead levels has been in
part aided by government and private steps to reduce lead exposure, such as the
removal of lead from gasoline, from paint manufactured for interior residential use,
and from food. Average blood lead levels decreased 37 percent between 1976 and
1980, primarily due to the phaseout of lead in gasoline. Nevertheless, based on ex-
trapolations frcm data collected in 1976-1980, in 1984 at least 250,000 children in
the United States (1.5 percent of all children under age 6 years) had blood lead
levels above 25 pg/dl, and 3 to 4 million children (17 percent of all children) had
blood lead levels above 15 ji.g/d1. The large number of children with blood lead
levels in the toxic range shows that existing environmental lead levels in the
United States provide no margin of safety for the protection of children.

Childhood lead poisoning is entirely preventable. We believe that a concerted, so-
cietywide effort could eliminate this disease in the U.S. in the next 20 years.

On February 21, 1991, the Secretary of Health and Human Services released a
Strategic Plan for the Elimination of Childhooc Lead Poisoning, outlining the first 5
years of this effort. Like the new CDC guidelines on preventing childhood lead poi-
soning, the Strategic Plan recognizes the need for primary prevention of this dis-
ease. It describes actions that can be taken by all levels of government and the pri-
vate sector. The overall benefits to society of preventing childhood lead poisoning
are incontrovertible.

The Strategic Plan includes both a program and a research agenda. The program
agenda, which will target efforts first to children with the highest blood lead levels
greater than 25 ag/dl, calls for the following: Expanded childhood lead poisoning
prevention programs and activities; cost-effective and safe abatement of lead-based
paint in housing; reduction in sources of lead exposure in addition to lead-based
paint; and national surveillance for elevated blood lead levels.

The first element of the Strategic Plan is increased childhood lead poisoning pre-
vention activities. This includes screening children for lead poisoning, ensuring ap-
propriate followup for poisoned children, and education and outreach about child-
hood lead poisoning and its prevention. These secondary prevention activities will
continue to be essential while, over time, we work towards achieving primary pre-
vention of this disease. The CDC grant program focuses on these activities. The De-
partment strongly supports the reauthorization of the lead poisoning prevention
program administered by the Centers for Disease Control, as included in H.R. 2840.
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As I have testified many times, coet-effective and safe lead-based paint abatement
is essential for the elimination of childhood lbelasdeimisoning, and this is the second
critical element of the Strategic Plan. Lead- paint is the most concentrated
source of lead to children and, historically, is the source most closely linked to overt
lead poisoning in children. For children with the highest blood lead levels, that is,
children with overt lead poisoning, lead-based paint is of particular importance be-
cause of both the contribution of lead paint ingestion and the ingestion of soil and
dust contaminated by leaded paint. Recognizin that we are dealing with finite re-
sources, it is these children who will receive the nighest priority.

You have asked me to discuss the relationship between the Strategic Plan and
H.R. 2840. H.R. 2840 addresses effective and safe lead-based paint abatement by call-
ing for training and licensing of lead inspectors and deleaders and certification of
laboratories measuring the lead content of environmental samples. These topics
were generally discussed in the chapter on infrastructure development in the Stra-
tegic Plan. It is not apparent that federal government certification and licensing is
necessary at this time. H.R. 2840 also calls for regulations to require testing for
lead-based paint, and disclosure of these results at certain transactional events in-
volving residential property. Although real estate testing and disclosure was men-
tioned in the Strategic Plan, the Administration sees no reason for the federal gov-
ernment to legislate or regulate these informational transactions.

The Committee should realize, however, that EPA is already actively pursuing the
development and dissemination of training materials for lead inspection and control
personnel. Additionally, EPA has taken the lead in stimulating efforts to assure
that lead-based paint professionals are certified.

There is clearly a need for state and private sector involvement. In particular,
issues such as the accreditation of environmental testing laboratories may be best
handled by the private sector.

The third critical element of the Strategic Plan focuses on other widespread
sources and pathways of lead exposure to children. In the past, we tended to think
about each source of lead individually. We failed to consider that once the lead gets
into the child, it doesn't matter what the source was; all sources of lead add up.
Lead in water, food, soil, and air, in particular, may affect large numbers of chil-
dren and contribute to overall levels of lead in the population. Continued efforts to
reduce these sources and pathways of lead exposure will result in lower average
blood lead levels in the United States and will thereby further diminish the likeli-
hood of lead poisoning developing even in children exposed to a high dose source.

It is also important to recognize that high-dose exposure may occasionally result
from sources other than lead-based paint in specific situations. We recently investi-
gated the source of exposure for a family in which 3 of the 4 children became lead
poisoned, with one child developing a blood lead level close to 100 fq/c11. After a
comprehensive evaluation, we discovered that the source of lead was foreign-made
pottery that had been used to mix punch for a party. We subsequently measured
blood lead levels in other people who attended the party. Almost two months after
the party occurred we could still show higher blood lead levels in people who had
drunk the punch.

The fourth element of the Strategic Plan is the call for national surveillance for
blood lead levels. Such surveillance, in conjunction with data from screening pro-
grams, is essential for defining those areas in greatest need of intensive interven-
tions and for evaluating our progress in eliminating this disease. This is especially
important because current estimates of blood lead levels are based on outdated data
gathered between 1976 and 1980data that cannot be used to evaluate geographic
units as small as cities or communities.

We have a landmark opportunity to make a major impact on the lives of the chil-
dren of this country. This is one of the few times where we have enough knowledge
and ability to eliminate one of the major diseases of children. The Federal Govern-
ment or any single Federal agency cannot solve this problem alone. No state govern-
ment or single agency within a state can solve this problem alone. The private
sector cannot solve this problem alone. Individual citizens cannot solve this problem
alone. However, through continued coordination at the Federal level, and work with
stab:, and local governments, the private sector, and individual citizens we can have
an impact on the future of millions of children, and, indeed, the future of our socie-
ty. Our children, the most important resource for the future, deserve nothing less.
We at HHS are committed to doing our part.

While the Administration endorses the goal of reducing lead exposures, the Ad-
ministration cannot support the bill itself. We, along with EPA, OSHA and HUD
are moving forward together to reduce unacceptable lead exposures in the environ-
ment using existing statutory authority. CDC and these other agencies have devel-
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oped coordinated strategies to address the highest v:sits relating to lead exposure.
These strategies include reevaluating the blood lead levels of concern by CDC; test-
ing for lead-based paint in Public and Indian housing by HUD; minimizing human
and environmental exposure through traditional control mechanisms and imple-
menting lead pollution prevention prams by EPA; participating in the coordina-
tion of federal activities in lead-based paint by CDC, EPA, HU1DI, OSHA, CPSC,
NIST, ATSDR, NIEHS and others. We do not need additional statutory authority"at
present.

This concludes my testimony. I am happy to answer any questions.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Houk. I appreciate
your appearing before this subcommittee to testify on lead poison-
ing. You've testified in the past on this subject and given us very
startling testimony about the pervasiveness of lead poisoning.

Oftentimes we hear about people being exposed to carcinogens
from a number of different sources and we try to develop strategies
to minimize the impact of carcinogens. But carcinogens really have
an impact maybe 10 or 15 years down the road in a cumulative
way, and in some people will cause cancer.

With lead exposure, we're talking about almost a certainty for
the children impacted of mental impairment.

Isn't that the case?
Mr. Houk. I believe so, yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. So we're talking about actual poisoning, not just a

potential impact against the health of the people involved.
You've been a very forceful advocate of increased attention to

childhood lead poisoning. You've called childhood lead poisoning
the most common and societally devastating disease of young chil-
dren.

You put together an outstanding Strategic Plan to combat lead
poisoning, and I have a copy here. This is the report that you put
out. It's only 4 months old, because it's dated February 1991. I
don't doubt your personal convictions about the importance of
doing something about lead poisoning, but it has been apparent to
me that the administration has sent you down here to testify and
to make a U-turn on childhood lead poisoning.

When Congressman Sikorski and I put together H.R. 2840 we
paid very close attention to this strategy, which the Centers for
Disease Control submitted 4 months ago, and we modeled our legis-
lation on the recommendations in this report.

But today you've been sent by the administration to disavow the
positions that you took in this very report.

What I want to do is go through some of those recommendations
in the Strategic Plan and compare them first to H.R. 2840, which is
our bill, and then to see where the administration stands on these
positions now.

Let's begin with the program to license lead inspectors and
abatement workers. This is an important program. The Alliance to
End Childhood Lead Poisoning calls it the single most immediate
obstacle to progress. We need to license inspectors and workers so
that families with lead problems in their homes can turn to quali-
fied people to eliminate the risks.

In Los Angeles, the district I represent and where I come from,
it's impossible to find qualified deleaders. In fact, one family told
us they had to fly a contractor out from Massachusetts to remove
old lead paint from their home.
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In your Strategic Plan in February, you recognized the impor-
tance of licensing. On page 30, you wrote, "Mandatory require-
ments for the certification of contractors and their workers, testers,
and inspectors should be established."

We took that recommendation to heart. In the bill we have a
provision for inspectors and abatement workers. Yet, as I under-
stand the written testimony you have submitted to us, the adminis-
tration now opposes licensing.

Your testimony today is, "It is not apparent that Federal Gov-
ernment certification and licensing is necessary."

How do you justify this 180 degree change in position?
Mr. HOUK. The Strategic Plan, Mr. Waxman, was put together

by a whole group of people. As we testified before, we included the
elements that we thought were necessary to accomplish the goa: of
preventing childhood lead poisoning.

We specifically stated throughout the Plan, and as I believe I tes-
tified last time before your subcommittee, that these were not all
roles for the Federal Government. There were State roles; there
were private sector roles; and all these are not spelled out explicit-
ly in the plan. As we develop the implementation plan, they would
be.

My prepared text and what I read today said that the adminis-
tration did not believe that there was a necessity for the Federal
Government to be involved in the licensure of these activities.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let's look at this question. Your plan said that it's
important for people who are competent to do the inspection and
work on taking lead out of homes. We need the competent, quali-
fied people. And then we set standards for what that competency
might be. That can be done at the State level. It could be done at
the Federal level. The bill provides that it will be done at the Fed-
eral level unless the States adopt their own legislation and then
the State law would prevail.

What's wrong with that?
Mr. Hum. It is essential that we have people who are competent

to safely remove lead paint, both for the protection of themselves
and their families and the people living in the house.

Who regulates that competency is, I think, the matter of some
question. I noted in your bill that there were also provisions that
the States could apply to do this. It is my personal view from being
around this field for 10 years, that the closer regulation is to where
the action is, the more effective it would be.

Mr. WAXMAN. I agree with that position. But if the States don't
act, don't we have a responsibility when we recognize this terrible
threat to children's health to make sure that it's being done and to
push the States to do it?

Don't we have a responsibility to take this Strategic Plan that
you've recommended to us and make sure that it's followed and not
just hope somebody else does the job?

Mr. Holm. Someone does, sir, and I would hope also 'that the par-
ents and the citizens in the community would have a responsibility
to ensure that this is done appropriately in their community.

Mr. WAXMAN. I fear it won't get done if we don't insist upon it.
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Let's look at another provision. H.R. 2840 contains a requirement
that HHS sets standards for products used in lead abatement, and
now the administration is opposing this requirement.

Why is the administration now opposing this requirement when
the Strategic Plan, which you developed, said that during the past
few years, private firms haoi developed a variety of new products to
reduce the costs of lead-based paint abatement standards and per-
formance criteria must be established to assume the effectiveness
of the new products. That's what the reports says.

Now the administration's saying, we shouldn't have that in law.
Why not?

Mr. HOUK. I believe that it is important to have products that
can do this safely and cost effectively. Whose responsibility it is to
develop those has not been set in the Strategic Plan.

Mr. 'WAXMAN. If it's not our responsibility at the Federal Govern-
ment, it sounds like we're just hoping somebody else will do the
job, and I'm afraid that nobody's going to do the job, and nobody
has done the job up till now; and that we're going to have contin-
ued poisoning of our children.

Let's turn now to the standards for laboratories that test lead
paint samples. In the Strategic Plan you state, "Within the next 18
to 24 months, some laboratory accreditation program is clearly
needed to assure that consistent and reliable laboratory results are
obtained." That's what you said in the Strategic Plan.

We took that provision and put it in our bill. We required HHS
to develop a program to certify laboratories within 24 months, the
outer limit recommended by the Strategic Plan.

Yet, now the administration is opposing this provision.
How do you justify that?
Mr. HOUK. VVe have a program which I mentioned to you before

in my last testimony, in which over 400 labs can now measure lead
in blood accurately, clown to the levels that we're talking about.

We do not have a program for the environmental measurement
at this point that I'm aware of. I believe this is essential if we're
going to accomplish our goal of reducing childhood lead poisoning.
Again, that's the issue of who does it.

If one looks at the regulations that were associated with the
Lead Poi3oning Act that began in 1972, for any community that re-
ceived grant funds from us, part of the requirements were that
that cou munity had to develop abatement strategies. There was no
licensing requirement, but safe and effective abatement and labora-
tory standards for doing this were included.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Houk, it's very plain to me what's going on
here. The administration released the Strategic Plan with a great
deal of fanfare in February. It had good press. We're trying to do
something, they claimed, about the most serious problem facing
children. But it's clear they have absolutely no intention of ever
executing this plan. Somebody else may follow these guidelines.
Some other Agency of government may do something. Maybe the
private sector will get it done. Maybe it won't get done. And maybe
we'll be sitting here another year from now and a year after that,
talking about how the education President, with all of his initia-
tives, couldn't educate children whose minds were impaired by lead
poisoning and never even had a fair chance in the beginning of life

4 3 0
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to advance and to improve and to achieve what otherwise that indi-
vidual might have achieved had we prevented this poisoning and
this impairment.

I regret the administration's turned its back on its own Centers
for Disease Control and refused to move forward with legislation to
accomplish something that must be accomplished, and that no one
should be able to disagree with.

Mr. Hastert?
Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I certainly appreciate

the ability to be here today and to ask some questions. And I also
appreciate us taking our typical nonpartisan approach to this prob-
lem.

I have been concerned, when I read in the newspaper, about lead
on Capitol Hill here. I thought that maybe some of the people who
had been around here a long time had been drinking that water
thought a little funny, but now I know why.

Dr. Houk, who removes this lead?
Mr. HOUK. The lead is removed generally by contractors.
Mr. HASTERT. Basically in the private sector, right?
Mr. Hoy& The private sector.
Mr. HASTERT. Do States put out any regulation the standards

that these people have to meet?
Mr. Hoy& Most States have no regulations that I know of, with

the exception of the State of Massachusetts, I believe that's true.
There may be some local city regulations that are left over from
the old lead prevention program that was funded in the 1970's.

Mr. HASTERT. IS it material that is removed from these domiciles
and apartment buildings classed as a hazardous material?

Mr. HOUK. Not generally. I testified several times before that not
only is safe and effective abatement essential, but the safe and ef-
fective disposal of the debris that is removed is also essential.

Mr. HASTERT. Is that a problem today as you see it?
Mr. HOUK. I believe it is, sir.
Mr. HASTERT. What kind of productsyou just scrape this stuff

from tio wall? When I was involved in the State of Illinois when
we had asbestos abatement, there were a lot of procedures set, and
standards set, and licensing put in place, and ways of disposing of
that material.

How do you remove this stuff? Do you scrape it? Do you dissolve
it, what happens?

Mr. HOUK. Some of the lead paint on the inside and the outside
of the homes in this country contains as much as 50 percent lead,
and some of it a little bit more.

Mr. HASTERT. Fifty percent?
Mr. Hum. Fifty percent.
Mr. HASTERT. That's a lot of lead.
Mr. HOUK. I think high grade ore is about 3 or 4 percent. The

lead is removed either with a heat gun, which is not very safe--
Mr. HASTERT. They burn it off?
Mr. HOUK [continuing]. Heating it down, scraping if off, sanding

itwhich is not very saferemoving some of the boards and dis-
posing of the doors, the windows; or putting up a barrier by cover-
ing it up with some other wall material.
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Mr. HASTERT. You can scrape it off, you can burn it off, you can
sand it off, you can encapsulate it.

Mr. Holm. And except for encapsulation, none of those are very
safe and there is a need very careful worker protection and protec-
tion for the families in the homes.

Mr. HASTERT. Any idea of the cost of lead abatement?
Mr. HOUK. I believe the average cost that the Department of

Housing and Urban Development is using now is somewhere be-
tween $8,000 and $10,000 per residence. There are some abatement
techniques that are significantly less than that, and it depends
upon how much and where the lead is in the house.

In certain cities in the country, the tradition has been only to
paint the doorstops and the sills and use a lot of wallpaper. In
other cities that approach is not used, and lead is more pervasive.

Mr. HASTERT. So in your opinion, then we need to make sure that
there's some system in place that the processes of lead remova!
somewhat standardized and safe; is that correct?

Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. And that the disposal of the remnants of the prod-

uct or the remnants that of the removal, then are safe and accepta-
ble?

Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. Do you think that, in your opinion, States, local-

ities, who should be responsible for that?
Mr. HOUK. It is my view that these activities are more effective

the closer they are to where the action is, either at the local level
or the State level. But whoever is responsible for them, they need
to be done.

Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Houk, H.R. 2840, would give the Department
of Health and Human Services almost exclusive authority to set up
a program for lead paint abatement.

You mentioned in your testimony that the work of the Federal
Lead Task Force, which includes EPA, HUD, and other organiza-
tions, which approach do you think is more likely to be effective?

Mr. HOUK. The provisions in section 4 of the act, are not what
HHS normally does. I think it's going to have to be a cooperative
effort through all sectors, all parts of the Federal Government, the
private sector, the States, and the local governments.

The problem of lead poisoning in children and the problem of
abatement is big enough that there's enough work for all of us to
do for many years.

Mr. HASTERT. Dr. Houk, how would HHS enforce the lead inspec-
tion requirement in H.R. 2840?

Mr. HOUK. I do not know yet.
Mr. HASTERT. Would the rules and regulations be passed on to

the States to enforce?
Mr. HOUK. If the legislation were passed and signed into law and

this became our responsibility, we would get a group of people, in-
cluding the Office of the General Ceunsel and everybody else, and
discuss the best way to implement this.

Mr. HASTERT. So then we would have the Federal Government
enforcing upon the States mandates and procedures to do thil.

Is there funding in this bill to do that, or authorization for fund-
ing to do that?
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Mr. HOUK. I don't know, sir. In my copy of it, I did not see it.
Mr. HASTERT. Very good.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank !!ou, Mr. Hastert.
Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Houk, I want to discuss the inspection and disclosure require-

ments of H.R. 2840 with you. As you know, the bill requires that
homes be inspected for dangerous levels of lead paint before sale or
rental; then requires results be disclosed before a new family
moves inrenter or buyer.

The program ensures that families know the dangers of lead poi-
soning, thereby giving them a chance to defend themselves and
their children. The idea is like a termite inspection, except much
more important since the health of children is at stake and the
threat here is invisible, odorless, tasteless, and the target of this
threat is the minds and bodies of our kids.

The Strategic Plan that you came up with endorsed the idea of
inspection and disclosure. On page 27, in fact, it's listed as one of
the four main strategies.

However, the administration testimony that you have to present,
you've been directed to oppose inspection and disclosure.

How can this reversal on an issue of prime strategic importance
be justified?

Mr. Houx. I believe the testimony says it is not apparent that
this is a Federal role. These provisions are included in a Strategic
Plan based upon past experience with lead poisoning control pro-
grams. Generally when parents know of a danger to their children
they will do something about that.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Let me dissect that a bit. You have a uniform on.
What's that uniform?

Mr. HOUK. It's Public Health Service.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Public Health Service. And the F deral Govern-

ment has some kind of a role in public health, right?
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. And lead is the No. 1 toxic threat to our kids?
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. Smo Rm. Strange.
So it's kind of caveat emptor in these buildings, these homes?

Some people called them domiciles, most people call them their
homes.

Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. SO it's caveat emptor.
That sort of likelihood of people voluntarily testing their homes

and disclosing, that doesn't occur now.
Mr. HOUK. I personally know of no place where this is now going

on on a voluntary basis.
Mr. SIKORSKI. The lessors, the landlords, in fact, have a pretty

economic incentive not to do the test, not to find out. It might
make that property a. little leps attractive, right?

Mr. Holm. If they found lead-based paint and elected to remove
the lead-based paint, it would cost them some dollars to do so.
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Mr. SIKORSKI. And if they found it and didn't want to put the
money into it, it would make it more difficult, probably, to sell the
sunny room, air conditioning, lead poisoning?

Mr. HOUK. If it were disclosed, I would agree with you.
Mr. SIKORSKI. And the buyers, as we understand; and the renters,

as we understand today, just don't know about it.
Mr. HOUK. I believe, Mr. Sikorski, that's true. The estimates of

the number of houses in this country with lead just on the inside is
about 30 million.

Mr. SIKORSKI. You were at the subcommittee hearing on lead poi-
soning in Aprilthe Fandell family from Boston was here. You
probably remember Crystal. She's about 5 years old and she's been
poisoned.

Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Her mother testified that she was not aware of the

risk of lead poisoning until after Crystal was already diagnosed as
lead poisoned and on intravenous, dilation, kind of technology that
certainly doesn't reverse any retardation or physical problems that
have been caused by the poisoning, and sometimes don't do enough
to overcome what's commonly occurring on a daily basis in terms
of new poisoning.

She also told us that if she had known about the risks of lead,
she absolutely, definitely would not have moved into that home,
and would have saved Crystal.

The testing and disclosure requirements in the Strategic Plan
and in H.R. 2840 would provide that protection to Crystal and
many other childrenmillions of other children like her. But the
administration is now opposing them.

How do we protect Crystal?
Mr. HOUK. flaying seen Crystal and many, many other Crystals,

one of the reasons the Strategic Plan has that provision in it is
that we think that is essential. I was trying to find it, but I believe
my testimony says the administration does not believe this is a nec-
essary Federal role to require the testing and the disclosure.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Apparently it's a necessary Federal role for the
Federal Government to get involved and save the Vice President's
family, but it's not a necessary or important priority, Federal role,
as defined by the administration, to get in and save the millions of
kids that are affected by it.

Apparently it's a Federal role for the Competitiveness Council to
get in and protect the few lead battery burners in this country so
that they can put more lead poisoninj in the air that kids breathe,
but it's not an appropriate Federal rul? for the Federal Govern-
ment to say that they should do what most municipal incinerators
do and separate them out because they're valuable for recycling,
but they also don't pollute that way.

Families have a right to know whether the homes that they buy,
the homes that they rent, have toxic conditions for their kids.
Given the risks involved, I think it's criminal, absolutely criminal,
not to inform them. And some public education program that
doesn't involve us and we say closer to those people, where the
action is, closer to where the people are involved like someone
elselocal, city, Slate, county, points of light, NGO's, and others;
corporations, whomever, can do it is crazy.
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You've been watching this business for probably over a decade
now, the subcommittee been's watching, and I've been watching it,
and only when major things are happening with the First Dog and
the First Lady and the President did the Vice Proident get educat-
ed on this problem.

If we can't educate him, how are we going to educate 240 mil-
lion? Maybe it's a bad example.

Mr. HOUK. Try two decades, Mr. Sikorski. One of the things that
we do is we work very closely with your State in developing some
of the regulations that Minnesota is now doing. In the cities that
have lead poisoning programs, we insist, by regulation, that some
of these things that you're talking about take place.

Mr. &KOMI. I shouldn't be asking you these questions because
you guys came up with the plans that are embraced in alt. 2840
and make sense. And now you have to come because the OMB was
to devise the curtain shaking, has told you to gag it.

You saw last night's program on Primetime Live? It showed the
results of an investigation on lead and soils that they conducted.
Urban neighborhoods, including my home State, which is, from
that program, one of three that's taken action to deal with it. But
very little has been cleaned up, abated.

In the process, lead from vehicle emissions has contaminated the
soils, or garbage burners, or whatever. It's gotten into the soils.
Kids, by necessity, play and get poisoned.

The program also reported that testing costs run about $40 and
is one of the simple things that can be done to address the problem.
If you don't have the problem, you can go on to other things that
nurture and take care of your kids. If you do have the problem,
then you know the size of it and you can cover with plastic, put
wood shavings or wood chips on, and plant grass, and sod, and put
sod on the rest of it.

Dr. Houk, but yoU can't now support inspection, disclosure?
Mr. Holm I strongly support inspections and disclosures. Where

the responsibility lies to ensure that that is done is what I'm sure
of.

Mr. SIKORSKI. How about the soil issue? You saw that program
last night. Do you think that's a good place to do some inspections
and disclosures, too?

Mr. Houx. Yes, I believe it is very clear that residential soil
above 1,000 parts per million is distinctly harmful to young chil-
dren. How much lower than that has to be set and it depends on
the pattern. There are some areas where 500 is--

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Dr. Houk.
Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Houk, the leading areas of exposure to lead

are from lead paint and from lead in drinking water. Is that an ac-
curate statement?

Mr. HOUK. No, I believe for high-dose exposui J, for most of the
children the major exposure is from lead-based paint, and that
comes not only from the paint itself but from the dusting and the
contamination of the soil, and the dust around it.

Drinking water exposes more children than does lead-based paint
because iVs more ubiquitous. The Food and Drug Administration
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and the food industry !lave essentiallynot completelybut essen-
tially removed lead from processed food.

Mr. WAXMAN. I don't understand you. You said lead-based paint
is the primary area where children are exposed.

Mr. Houx. Right.
Mr. WAXMAN. How about drinking water?
Mr. Holm. Drinking water is a source that contributes to expo-

sure of almost all children.
Mr. WAXMAN. SO those twowhile there are other ways that

children are exposed to leadthose are two major areas of expo-
sure; isn't that correct?

Mr. HOUK. Yes. And since the removal of lead from gasoline
unless the child is around a point source that--

Mr. WAXMAN. You've done a good job there. That required Fed-
eral law, by the v;ay, to remove the lead in gasoline. And we've
succeeded finally in having done that. I believe we're going to need
a Federal law to deal with drinking water sources of lead and this
lead paint which our children are exposed to.

Now if we're going to deal with lead paint, we've got to have
people to inspect these homes, we've got to have people removing
the paint that has lead in it from these homes in a safe way. We
need to have disclosures to people so that they know that the home
they're about to buy or the apartment they're about to rent has ex-
cessive lead and their children may be exposed to it.

Do you agree with that?
Mr. Houx. Yes, it's in the Strategic Plan, and I do.
Mr. WAXMAN. In drinking water, Dr. John Rosen, who was the

as I understood itthe head of the CDC Advisory Committee, said
that 5 parts per billion of lead in water was a level he would con-
sider safe.

We had 10 parts per billion in our bill.
Do you think 10 parts per billion is a reasonable prudent level

that ought to be looked at as a maximum contamination level?
Mr. FIouic. In my view, it certainly should be no lower than that,

Mr. Waxman. We have some differences with EPA about what
level of lead drinking water should contain. But a level of 10 is cer-
tainly a safe level.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Houk, I'm sitting here at this hearing right
now awfully thirsty. We have pitchers of water, with little glasses,
so that we can all take a little refreshing water. But after the
survey we did, I know that if I take a sip of water, I'm going to
have one out of three chance that I'm going to be exposed to lead
in that water that's going to exceed 10 parts per billion.

In fact, the survey that we did of just the Capitol, showed that 21
percent of the taps had levels of at or above 15 parts per billion, 11
percent had lead levels at or above 20 parts per billion. We had two
samples from water fountains that had levels of 80 or 95 parts per
billion.

In 1989, in a report on Lead and Drinking Water in the Schools,
EPA said that if there was anything exceeding 20 parts per billion
that the water fountain ought to be taken out of service immediate-
ly.

Now this is the Capitol of the United States, where we hive a
one out of three chance of a child coming and visiting here and get-
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ting exposed to more lead, 'getting poisoned from lead from the ex-
posure.

What does it do to adults, by the way?
Mr. Holm. Probably very little, sir; the adults can tolerate a lot

more lead than the children.
Mr. WAXMAN. How about a pregnant woman working in the Cap-

itol?
Mr. Holm. We're vary concerned about the fetus and the preg-

nant woman, at those levels.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Sikorski made the point and I don't want to

belabor it, but he found excessive lead in water in the home of the
Vice President of the United States. We see excessive levels of lead
in the drinking water in the Capitol of the United States. The En-
vironmental Protection Agency, which, by the way, refused to come
and testify today, with a great deal of fanfare again, said they were
going to do something about levels of lead in water, and then estab-
lished a plan that said maybe 20 years from now we would do
something to reduce the levels of lead, but not even setting a maxi-
mum contamination level of lead.

It just seems to me what I'm seeing is an administration that
should know that this is a serious enough problem to do something
about it; not just in the Vice President's home, not just in the Cap-
itol of the United States, but throughout the country.

And if we don't take that responsibility, here at the Federal
level, we could just clearly see that no one else is taking that re-
sponsibility all across the country.

By the way, we didn't just learn about the problem of lead, did
we?

Mr. HOUK. No, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. How long have we known that the lead is a poi-

soner of children?
Mr. Houx. This has been scientifically known about lead-based

paint since the late 1800's in Australia and became a concern in
this country in the 1940's. We started to take very specific action in
the late 1960's. And, unfortunately, as you are aware, each time
we've set a limit of what we thought was a safe level of lead based
upon the testimony then. As we've done more studies, we've found
that that is not safe, and we have to go to lower levels.

Mr. WAXMAN. So the problem, in spite of all this time in which
we've known that there is a problem, is enormous in this country.
And what I hear the administration saying is that rather than
adopt laws to implement the strategies that the Centers for Disease
Control recommended, we ought to hope that those problems will
be solved at the private sector level.

And the best example of why that won't work is that it hasn't
worked, and we have still this tremendous problem.

My time has expired.
I do want to recognize Congressman McMillan. He hasn't been

here for the first round.
Mr. McMILLAN. I apologize for being late. I couldn't get here on

time, unavoidably. So if I'm a little redundant, forgive me, Doctor.
Let me ask you this with respect to Federal action in this area.

Has the Health and Human Services had any experience in train-
ing inspectors for this type of activity?
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Mr. HOUK. We have Aot. Under the Superfund legislation, the
National Institute of Environmental Health Science has a training
program for hazardous substance people working in those areas
around Superfund sites.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Who does have the base of experience in terms
of training inspectors for water inspection?

Mr. HOUK. Some States, very few States.
Mr. McMiLLAN. Very few States?
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. MCMILLAN. But hasn't inspection of water supplies normally

been a State or a municipal activity?
Mr. HOUK. I'm talking abou.. lead-based paint today.
Mr. McMILIAN understand that.
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. MCMILLAN. So no one, virtually then, has significant experi-

ence inspecting for this problem?
Mr. HOUK. With regard to providing specific kinds of training, I

think that's a fair statement.
Mr. McMILLAN. Why don't they have that experience?
Mr. HOUK. I wish I knew.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Who knows?
Mr. HOUK. I think that in doing lead-based paint abatement,

which began in earnest in the 1970's when the old Lead-based Poi-
soning Prevention Act was in effect, the safe removal of paint
became a critical element of that program. This was done in the
cities setting up their own basic program.

The State of Massachusetts has probably the most comprehen-
sive one around. The city of Baltimore has a reasonably compre-
hensive program but it is fairly spotty. It's not uniform.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Do these same States and municipalities have
adequate inspection systems for other potential threats to the
water supply?

Mr. HOUK. I would have to defer to EPA on that for the measure-
ment of the contaminant in the water supply and how effectively
that's being done.

Mr. MCMILLAN. I guess I'm really trying to get at why they
haven't focused on lead if they focused on other potential threats.

Mr. HOUK. Again, I would have to defer to EPA to answer that
question. I am not knowledgeable on that.

Mr. WAXMAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MCMILLAN. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. It seems to me that we don't have people who

have expertise in this area of lead inspection because we haven't
had people trying to find anybody to do that job, since nobody
either insisted that the job be done, and the private sector hasn't
really felt that it's enough of a threat even though they've heard
about it in the newspapers.

Doesn't that seem to be the reason?
There's no infrastructure for inspection in this lead decontamina-

tion because no one's ever insisted that there be inspection, disclo-
sure, and lead decontamination.

Mr. HOUK. Which is correct, Mr. Waxman. That's the reason that
the chapter on infrastructure in the Strategic Plan is there, and
why we think it's important.
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Mr. McMILLAN. I'm not trying to make a case for The private
sector. In fact, my perception of the private sector doesn't have the
responsibility for inspecting oil supplies; States and municipalities
do.

Oh, excuse me, I misunderstood your point.
Dr. Houk, you stated in your statement that we tend to think

about each source of lead individually.
Can you tell me anything about the relative exposure from soils

and from paint?
Mr. Houn. Paint is the major high-dose exposure for the majority

of children. The paint contributes to the exposure, both from the
peeling and the flaking paint, and the child's mouthing paint
around door sills, et cetera, and from its contribution to soil and
lead.

The lead in soil and dust comes from lead paint; from gasoline
emissions previously that have deposited; from point sources; from
some pesticides; i comes from a whole host of different sources.

Water contributes, to the best of our estimation now, between 10
and 20 percent of the body burden of lead for the average child in
this country.

Mr. MeMILLAs. This is the normal water supply you're suggest-

Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Would you st Apand a little bit on what you

mean by body burden?
Mr. Holm Body burden is the amount of lead a child has ab-

sorbed throughout its lifetime and has retained in its body, and is
generally measured by blood leads, although there are better meas-
urements on this.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Presumably the same would be true for adults as
well?

Mr. Holm. The same is for adults. The average blood lead for a
child in this country, to the best of our estimate at the moment, is
somewhere around 6 or 7 micrograms per deciliter. And that puts,
in our estimate, 3 million to 4 million children above 15 micro-
grams per deciliter.

Everybody agrees, there is no dissent, or there is no legitimate
dissentthat blood levels of 15 micrograms per deciliter in chii-
dren are harmful to children. That's 17 percent of our children.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Would the same hold true for adults?
Mr. Holm No. The adulth can tolerate a great deal more lead

than can the child. The major effect of low levels that we're con-
cerned about on the child and the fetus harm to the developing
brain and the neurologic systhm.

There is very good evidence, which we have stated here many
times before, and Dr Needleman is here and can speak to it him-
self, that the children with "high lead,"which is really not very
highdon't finish high school very often compared to normal chil-
dren, because of the neurologic impairment that's done to the
child.

The consequences of lead exposure in children is the moving of
the IQ score down, and I believe I testified the last time that noth-
ing could be worse to a society of not having any children with gen-
iuses in a population.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. McMillan.
Mr. McMILIAN. Thank yOu..
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Sikorski, do you wish more time?
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Houk, you hit a point and this is a long hearing today and

some of us are going to stay here for it, most people will start drift-
ing out and the rest of it, 1Dut it's absolutely essential that people
understand that this is a terrible and evil thing. Lead doesn't
belong in human bodies. It affects adults but it really goes after
kids because they're more vulnerable, and the younger the kid, the
more vulnerable it is, right?

Mr. HOUK. Yes. We are harming children because of something
we put into the environment.

Mr. SIKORSKI. And beyond that, it's an evil and terrible thing be-
cause not only does it go after the bodycertain organs, the kid-
neys, even the heartbut it really goes after the brain, the mind,
the human intellect, and it reduces IQ's.

It not only makesand Dr. Needleman will talk about thisbut
it not only makes average kids retarded, retarded kids more retard-
ed; it makes near geniuses just above average, and it makes gen-
iuses near geniuses. It moves the IQ level of American society
down.

And we don't know what that will do but we can be assured we
won't get the answers to dirty air, lead poisoning, national securi-
ty, weapon systems, exploration, global warming, you name the
problemAlzheimer's disease, cancer, business initiativeswe're
not going to get the answers as readily or as creatively as we would
have gotten them as a society. Is that okay?

Mr. HOUK. Yes, and there's a lot of things we won't get, Mr. Si-
korski; but there's a lot of things we will get. We will get young-
sters who no longer have the educational ability to finish high
school, who don't have the intellectual curiosity to go ahead to do
things. We will have youngsters who have a greater propensity for
delinquent activities, for drug-related activities, and for the whole
host of things associated with what is happening to these kids.

Mr. SIKORSKI. We'll get more kids qualified for low income, low
but no benefit deadend jobs. We'll get a lot of kids who qualify to
serve in prisons and be drug addicts, and to cost the taxpayers.

Mr. HOUK. In my opinion, yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. SO why should we wait?
Mr. HOUK. The Strategic Plan that the Department put together

sets out a course that makes it possible to eliminate the childhood
lead problem from this country as a public health problem in the
next 20 years.

Mr. SIKORSKI. If these kids are really vulnerable, say 1 to 6,
that's 31/2 generations of kids if we wait for the 21 years, and the
drinking water, if we wait. There are certain things that can be
done right now.

That's why it just drives me up the wall. This is evil and terrible
stuff, and we're doing it. And then the administration, because of
the Office of Management and Budgeta bunch of bean counters
and lawyers who don't understand medicine or public health, or let
alone, care about it, gag people and stop them from moving. I think
it's as most corrupt and contemptible act I can think of in govern-
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ment is to see this problem and to be told about it by the profes-
sionalsthe health professionalsand then to stop and to footdrag,
and sloganeer, and eliminate protections that are pretty easy and
pretty cheap for our kids.

Let me ask you, the HUD's Report on Lead Poisoning defined a
lead hazardous peeling paint or high levels of lead dust. Some
StatesMassachusetts, Maryland includedsaid that lead paint on
chewable surfaces is a lead hazard as well.

Would you agree?
Mr. HOUK. Absolutely. In fact, it's one of the major sources to

anybody who has a child. Looking at the activity of that child; or
while the child is teething, you will see him or her spending hours
and hours at door sills and on doors, the window sillsmouthing
that. It's a very important part for the definition of "hazard."

Mr. SIKORSKI Thank you, Dr. Houk.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. Hastert.
Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to go back to the history of thisyou gave us kind of a

quick look at the history. Lead paint has been used through the
1800's; became a problem in the 1940's, and seriously focused in the
1960's.

Is lead paint used today?
Mr. HOUK. The Lead Poisoning Prevention Act required that all

paint manufactured after, I believe it's June 17, 1976 or 1978, not
contain more than 6/100ths of a percent lead for interior surfaces.
That means that no lead can be intentionally added to the paint.
Lead paint is still being manufactured for exterior surfaces, for in-
dustrial surfaces, and for other purposes. And it is not at all un-
common to have that paint being used on the inside of houses and
to paint. furnituce.

Mr. HASTERT. Is there something in lead that is necessary for
these types of coatings?

Mr. Holm Lead, apparently, makes a better producteasier to
use, and Lhere aren't substitutes for everything. But if it is a better
product, people ought to be aware not to use leaded paint on chil-
dren's furniture which, although that's prohibited by law, it still
occasionally happensnot by the manufacturer, but by other
people.

Mr. HASTERT. Somebody who has a can of paint in their garage
and decides to paint--

Mr. HOUK. Let me give you a specific example. I believe just
about 3 years ago, the city of Houston bought some paint that had
about 10 percent lead in it and painted all the furniture in the
schools.

Mr. HASTERT. Let me ask you another question about the inci-
dence of lead. In more modern homes, there's less lead, right?
There's been a lot of homes in this country built F. nce the 1960's?

Mr. Holm. There's less lead-based paint but, un Fortunately, the
newer homes may have more lead in the water because of the lead
solder used in the plumbing of the house.

Mr. HASTERT. Why? Because that leaches out over--
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Mr. HOUK. It leaches out for about the first 5 years, yes, sir. Lead
solder is prohibited from being used now, but some of its still being
used--

Mr. HASTERT. I happen to remember sitting on the Licensing
Board Committee in our General Assembly and trying to change
the union standards of licensing for lead and the lead use in pipes.
And, of course, the Chicago union's coming down and turning
around the Democratic majority that ran that committee and we
failed to be able to pass better legislation to prohibit that. But that
was another situation that happens in the States.

Can we say that the housing that has lead infiltration in it in the
paint, is that a certain type of a housing stock? I mean, is it more
prevalent in old HUD buildings, or old domiciles, or row houses, or
what?

Mr. HOUK. Generally in housing built before about 1970, there's
a very high prevalence of lead paint in the housing.

The amount of lead in housing stock, or the amount of lead in
public housing, varies from city to city depending upon how much
lead paint was used in that particular housing.

Mr. HASTERT. Now, my fine colleague on the other side of the
aisle a few minutcs ago talked about housing that was owned by
the Federal Government and when there was a discovery of lead
there they changed it. The Federil Government happens to be the
landlord for that. Do you think that the landlords or those people

"..) own those properties are responsible for removal?
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. They should be?
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. And whether it's water or lead paint?
Mr. HOUK. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. No matter what the cost?
Mr. HOUK. That's the economics that they would have to deal

with.
Mr. HASTERT. It's a health issue, right?
Mr. Holm. Most cities which have ordinances would not allow

the rental of a house that contained unsafe electrical wiring that
was going to create a fire.

Mr. HASTERT. So we can have those same type of ordinances and
have the owners of those domiciles, or homes, or apartments re-
sponsible also?

Mr. HOUK. It's my view that this is a very important issue and it
also has to be very carefully considered because of the problem of
affordable housing, et cetera. It's not simple.

Mr. HASTERT. But to do that as you would inspect a house for
electrical wiring, you'd have to inspect that house for lead, right?
When we get down to that we have to have some system in place,
whether the cities do it, or the counties do it, or the State does it,
that has to be done?

Mr. HOUK. I believe it is essential.
Mr. HASTERT. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hastert.
Dr. Houk, we thank you very much for your testimony today.

We'll look forward to working with you.
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I'd like to now call forward to testify, Dr. Herbert L. Needleman,
professor of psychiatry and pediatrics, University of Pittsburgh
School of Medicine; Dr. Ellen K. Silbergeld, adjunct senior toxicolo-
gist for the Environmental Defense Fund; Dr. Douglas M. Hanson,
president, Water Test Corporation, from Manchester, N.H.

We are pleased to welcome the three of you to our hearing today.
Your prepared statements will be in the record in full. We'd like to
ask, however, that you limit the oral presentation to no more than
5 minutes.

Dr. Needleman, why don't we start with you?

STATEMENTS OF HERBERT L. NEEDLEMAN, PROFESSOR OF PSY-
CHIATRY AND PEDIATRICS, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE; ELLEN K. SILBERGELD, ADJUNCT
SENIOR SCIENTIST, ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND; AND
DOUGLAS M. HANSON, PRESIDENT, WATERTEST CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Herbert
Needleman. I am professor of psychiatry and pediatrics at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. I'm also a member of the American Academy
of Pediatrics Committee on Environmental Health in the Institute
of Medicine.

I'm pleased to be here to testify in support of H.R. 2840. I con-
gratulate you and Mr. Sikorski on recognizing an important prob-
lem and dealing with it effectively.

When I last testified here in 1979, there was considerable dis-
agreement about the impact of lead at low dose on children. That's
been effectively settled in the period since that time. And there is a
broad consensus on the part of everybody, except the lead industry
and its spokesmen, that lead is extremely toxic and at extremely
low doses. The safe level of it has yet to be defined.

In 1979, the actions of your committee were instrumental in
bringing into concordance the science at that time with the Federal
policy. And as a result, legislation allowed the removal of lead from
gasoline, blood leads in this country in children and adults dropped
step by step over time. That was a real public health triumph, and
this committee deserves a major part of the credit for that action.
That was a Federal action that was necessary and effective.

Since I testified, then, there's been an explosion of scientific
knowledge from human studies and from the animal laboratories
about the effects of lead. As a result of that, we now recognize offi-
cial Federal declarations that this is the most serious environmen-
tal disease of children. And, as you know, Dr. James Mason com-
missioned the CDC to issue a Strategic Plan, which is a historic
document. It needs legs.

I want to make three points.
The first is that the more we study lead, the more we find effects

at lower and lower doses in broader and broader systems in the
human body. That process is not over, but we now know that the
toxic level of lead in children can be measured at least down to 10
micrograms per decilite k. in the child's blood. And that 17 percent
of all American children exceed 15.
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Being rich does not immunize you against having lead toxicity.
Seven percent of favored whites, according to the Agency for Toxic
Substances, have blood leads over 15. Being poor, however, in-
creases the risk radically.

Of black children it: poverty who enter the first grade, 55 percent
begin their education with this handicapping condition. That is a
datum that our society will reject at its peril.

The second point I want to make is that this disease is totally
preventable. Dr. Mason at CDC acknowledged that.

The third point is that in doing this, we can accomplish a
number of social goods. If you map where lead is piled up in super
abundance, and if you map where decent housing is in short
supply, and if you map where jobs are in short supply, the three
maps are virtually identical.

So what would a rational, unbound person do with this disequi-
librium? You might say, why don't we take the unemployed and
train them in safety leading and pay them, and for the same
health dollar we could get a decrease in unemploymenta very
dangerous factor in our Nation at this pointput more housing
back into decent circumstances, and wipe the disease out.

This is, I think, perhaps utopian, but I think it's practical utopi-
anism.

The most important cause of lead poisoning is paintthere's no
disagreement about it. Water is important. Dust is important. Soil
is important. But of the children that I see in my clinic every
Wednesday with blood leads of 25 or 30, and reports of behavioral
disorders, or speech retardation, we generally identify in a high
proportion of those children peeling paint that the child has access
to.

And occasionally I see a kid with a blood lead of 80, and in that
circumstance there's no doubt about what the source waswe find
the peeling paint in that household.

Now we've known about lead poisoning since antiquity. We've
known about childhood lead poi:lolling for 100 years. But very little
has been done about this disease. I've pondered this and I've identi-
fied at least four factors that are responsible for the fact that we
have not dealt with this effectively and are perhaps only beginning
to do something about it.

The first is the conventional wisdom is that it is a disease of poor
inner city minorities. And related to that is the implicit assertion
that if the mother took better care of the child, this child would
not have gotten sick. And once that happens, then Federal or local
responsibility is jettisoned.

The second is that with the passage of the Lead Paint Poisoning
Prevention Act and the removal of lead from gasoline, some people
assume that the disease has disappeared. That, in fact, is not true.
Blood leads have come down but we now recognize toxicity at lower
level doses.

In the third place, academic medicine has not been charmed by
this disease. It's not liver transplants or gene therapy. You don't
see any advertisements of corporate jets taking children to hospi-
tals for treatment for lead poisoning.

The fourth has been discussed here already this morning, and
that's the failure of some parts of the Federal Government to deal
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effectively with this. 1 exempt the Federal Public Health Service
and CDC from this.

When I first began to get into this field about 20 years ago, or
more, there was a nebulous organization called the Bureau of Com-
munity Environmental Management, which had responsibility for
lead. This was turned over to Dr. Houk in the CDC, and the first
time a professional approach began to take place and we began to
understand and deal with the disease. The lead industry has at-
tempted to obscure this.

So there are four or five reasons that have to be understood if
we're going to deal effectively with lead poisoning.

I want to close by telling you a little anecdote. In 1963, the Direc-
tor General of the World Health Organization was approached
with a plan to eradicate smallpox, and he wazt skeptical about this
in the extreme. He did not want to do it but his hand was being
forced, so he said, it's going to fail, so let's appoint an American to
head it. And the CDC and Dr. Donald Henderson headed that. On
Dr. Mason's wall there's a plaque celebrating the 10th anniversary
of the last case of smallpox.

This is an eminently preventable disease. We can have the same
course if we have the same kind of dedication in dealing with lead
poisoning.

I think the bill that you propose does give legs to the Strategic
Plan and is a healthy first step in that direction.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Needleman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Needleman follows:]
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TESTIMONY of HERBERT L NEEDLEMAN

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Herbert L Needleman, M.D. I am profeSSOr of
psychiatry and pediatrics at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. I am also

a member of the Committee on Environmental Health of the American Academy of

Pediatdes. I am pleased to be here to testify in suppoll of the Lead Contamination

Control Act of 1991. When I lest testified before your Committee in 1979, there was
considerable disagreement about the effects of lead at low dose on children. This
argument has effecfNely been settled by a large number of scientific Investigations from

centers wound the world. It is fek to say that only the lead industry and its
spokespersons dispute the assertion that lead Is an extremely powerful brain poison, end
the safe level of it for humans has yat to be defined.

Your Committee's actions In 1979 were critical in bringing *fere' policy into concordance
with the best science available at that time. The air lead standard was revised, lead was
virtually removed from gasoline, and the blood lead levels of American children have
come down in pardel with the amount of lead put into the air. This was a major public
health triumph, and this Committee played a central pan In the action.

Since I testified in 1979, there has been an explosion nf high quality studies of lead's
impact on children. In recognition of this rapkly changing but compelling picture of lead
poisoning, the Department of Health and Human Servises made a major departure in Its
response to the problem. Secretwy Louis Sullivws has stated that lead exposure is the
most important environmental headi problem for American chidren. On February 21,

1991, in the United Slates Senate, Assistant Secretary of Health James Mason
announced a plan to eradicate chldhood lewl poisoning. The current body of ecientific
data about lead where It is, what k does, end what is needed to eliminate It hes

become too vastend convincing to disregard.

Many well conducted epidemlologic studies of low level lead exposure In children have
been reported in recent years. Almost all converge on the oondusion that lead is
associated with disturbances in cognition, behavior and attention at levels below those
that cause frank symptoms. In 1990, Constantine Gatsonis end I published a meta-
analysis of all 24 modern studies, and showed that the joint P value of the included
studies was well below 0.0001. This Joint probability was not influenced by any single
study. When an analysis of whether unpubIshed negative studies could change the
inference was accomplished, this question, known as the lie drawer problem,' was
effectively dismissed. In order to elute the Joint probability, there would have to be 93
unpublished (and unknown) negative studies languishing in the files of investigators
somewhere,

The experimental literature on law level lead intoxication is huge, and continues to show
lead effects at lower and IOW doses, in systems previously not recognized as lead
targets. A few recent examples suffice to demonstrate the span of lead effects: Lead
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affects tRNA structure, the development of the endogenous opioid system, and brainprotein kinase C at extremely low concentrations. Studies of lead given to immature
monkeys at doses congruent with human exposure have shown behavioral changes that
dos* model the human findings.

The AGIncy tOr Toxic Substances and Disease Registry reviewedthe studies' newer data
on lead toxicity, end the National Center for Health Statistics exposure data They
updated the data to reflect secular changes In blood lead levels, and estimated that 3-4
million children have toxic levels of lesd in their blood.

The Were/ definition of lead toxicity is now 1C pg/di. The new definition puts en
extraordinary number of children at newt** risk. These data indicate that 17% of al
children, regardless of ran or socioeconomic status, have blood lead levels in the toxic
range. Being Mite and well off does not shield a child; but being poor or block radically
Increases the risk. Over 60% of black children In poverty enter the first grade with
elevated blood lead levels considered neurotoxic. Our society will ignore this datum atperil to its survival.

In 1990, we folowed up children trom our 1979 90.1011 lead study into young adulthood,
and found that having elevated lead stores, but no signs of poisoring, was associated
with a 7-fold risk for %Axe to graduate from high school, and a Bfold risk for reading
disabilities. The effects of lead are long lasting, and we exi3ressed in functions that spell
out life success. We reported this in the lifacogiodlaumitaidocka end I sndoisa copy for the record. We we concerned in this country aboutcompetitiveness. There
is no greater threat to ow international competitiveness then a citizenry with invoked
learning and reading Wary.

Given that lead todcIty is no secret, and that more data documenting this Is available than
for my other neurotoxin, one le compelled to ask why so Bee reel prevention has
occurred until now. There ere many factors that have retarded progress in eliminating
this disease. First Is the enduring belief that this is a problem for poor inner-city black
children alone. Related to this is the assertion that the mother's Inferior care isresponsible for the child's lead exposure end poor learning ability. Society has always
been myopic about the problems cd poor minorities, and once the mother has been
blamed for the problem, official consciences can rest. In addition, academic medicine has
not been charmed by the problem of plumbism; it does not carry the intrigue of molecular
bidogy or the drama of major organ transplantation. There we no airlines taldng lead
poisoned children to Disney World, or lifesaving corporate jets bearing them to hospitals.

Some authorities believe that the passage of the Lead Paint Poisoning Prevention Acts
and the removal of lead from gasoline have eliminated the disease. The lead industryandits academic spokespersons have labored mightily to obscure the health effects of lead.
This Is not a new phenomenon; Rosner and Markowitz, and Rabin detailed h theAmerican Journal of Public Health the iniluenee of the industry In camouflaging the toxic
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properties of lead. Industry representatives, some of whom hold academic appointments,
are stilt attempting to cloud the issue, and misrepresent the current data.

The inactivity of some government agencies -- and here CDC is notably excepted has
contributed to the sluggish pace of official action. In the past, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) has been the worst perpetrator. After HUD was assigned
the task of estimating the size and nature of the lead problem in 1972, they discovered
that meeting their own responsibility to remove load from housvs would cost $30 billion.
This launched HUD onto a furious effort to assign the blame for lead poisoning to any
source but paint Their attempts to obscure the risks of leaded housing Were so
egregious that they became the subject of a GAO report entitled "HUD Not Fulfilling Its
Responsibility to Prevent Lead Paint Poisoning.' HUD has continued to run from its
responsibility to reduce lead poisoning In their properties. An Assistant Secretary or
Research at HUD was quoted as swing, in response to the announoement of the
Strategic Plan, that more money to abate housing was not needed, that funds Were
available tor home rehabilitation, but that people had sknply not applied for them.

The final reason for the lack of action over lead Is perhaps the most Intractable. While,
on one hand, many think the disease has been eradicated, perhaps an even larger
number think the problem is too large to handle. The idea that millions of children may
suffer lead intoxication, and that millions of houses we in need of abatement, produces
a reflex wave of pessimism. Self-styled realists wl argue that this Is too expensive and
that society could never find the money for such an enterprise.

Of all the sources of lead br children, paint remains tee most knportart There we 30
million homes in the United States that have leaded ph surfaces. There we 3 milion
homes that have peeling deteriorated leaded surfaces and in which young children live.
These are the equlvalent of the 'pest houses' of Dickens' England. Each child In one of
these homes must be considered at urgent risk for lead engendered brain poisoning.

The eradication of lead poisoning presents a unique opportunity to address many of the
other-urban pathologies that afflict our notion. To abate the 3 million houses that house
children will require a lerge labor force, and there is no shortage of men who can't find
work in precisely the same weas where lead is in excess. The removal of this toxin could
provide an opportunity to put people back to work and restore houses where people live
to decency. it Is reasonable to ask vAlether we can afford not to mount this effort.

In 1963, when the Executive Secretary of the World Health Organization was approached
with a plan to eradicate smelipox, ne scoffed. Because he believed it was doomed to
failure, he requested that an Arnerican be asked t" direct the project and thus take the
heat for Its failure. Dr. Donald Henderson and CDC accepted the challenge, and today
smallpox Is a disease for the history books. Lead poisoning, this silent, relentless
destroyer of brain cells, can have the same fate if we have the same kind of vision.

I believe that the proposed legislation Is an important stop in achieving the federal goal
of eradicating this singular environmentd disease. There Is a prevailing mood of
pessimism afloat in this country, and many people distrust the political process. More
importantly, many have lost conildence In our ability to control our destiny. Here is a
chance to eradicate a disease, and relearn that we we in charge of our lives and our
children's futures. I thank you for the opportunity to Unary in support of the legisiation.
I am pleased to answer any questions you might have.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Silbergeld.

STATEMENT OF ELLEN K. SILBERGELD

Ms. SILBERGELD. Thank yoU.
On behalf of the Environmental Defense Fund, I'm pleased to be

invited to submit testimony on this important public health issue
of reducing childhood lead poisoning in the United States.

I'm Ellen 8ilbergeld, adjunct senior scientist in the toxics pro-
gram at EDF and I'm also a professor pf Pathology in the toxicol-
ogy program at the University of Maryland Medical School.

I chair the Advisory Council on Lead Poisoning for the State of
Maryland, and I'm proud to be a founding board member of the Al-
liance to End Childhood Lead Poisoning.

Accompanying me today is EDF Senior Attorney Karen Florini,
who has also worked very closely on this topic.

The government's position, as you've heard already, seems to be,
don't just do something, stand there. It is absolutely incredible,
particularly that EPA, with its oft proclaimed focus on prioritizing
efforts to reduce real risks, is unable to take effective measures to
deal with the single most significant environmental health threat
to U.S. children.

Lead poisoning, as Dr. Needleman said, is a wholly preventable
disease of environmental origin. It is associated with chronic expo-
sure to the element le^.d. Lead is toxic to all living things and has
no known biologic function. It is particularly, although not exclu-
sively, toxic to young children.

I want to stress that the effects of lead on children may also be
transmitted through exposure of their parents. Maternal lead expo-
sure can reduce birth rate and affect neurobehavioral development
of the young child, but paternal exposure can also affect the neuro-
logic development of the child.

Lead poisoning exerts enormous medical, social, and educational
costs. These are either paid directly, in terms of outlays for screen-
ing and treating lead-poisoned children, and then providing special
education for them; or they are paid indirectly, in terms of exacer-
bating the crisis of education and social order in our cities.

Legislative action is clearly needed to ensure effective prevention
of childhood lead poisoning.

The strategic plans that you've heard and discussed already are
short on actual proposals for intervention and prevention and are
largely devoid of funding in any event. The Agencies, EPA particu-
larly, in its recent promulgation of deficient and long overdue regu-
lations on lead and drinking water is a clear example of the unfor-
tunate pattern of inaction.

As Dr. Houk stated, lead in drinking water is a ubiquitous source
of lead that contributes to the relatively high nverage exposures of
Americans. For instance, American children on average have dou-
bled the blood lead level of those estimated to occur in Scandana-
vian or Japanese children.

EPA's crhven performance in evading the mandate of the 1986
Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments with respect to lead de-
mands corrective action by Congress, and H.R. 2840 does this in im-
portant ways, which we support.
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In addition, the bill provides for a comprehensive and integrated
approach to reducing childhood lead poisoning. Lead paint hazards,
for example, as noted in the proposed legislation, are the most in-
tense exposure hazard to young children and their families. And
the bill recognizes that current approaches are in no way preven-
tive.

The trouble is with lead in paint that sooner or later virtually all
homes which contain lead paint will become a source of exposure
for young children. At present, in most cities, local regulations and
practice allow hazardous homes to be recycled into the housing
market as long as the particular poisoned child is removed from
the premises.

Now, my teacher, Julian Chisolm of Johns Hopkins, has called
these "killer houses" where child after child is poisoned without
action taken to abate the hazard effectively and permanently. This
is not prevention. We must recognize that lead paint will continue
to be present in at least some American residences for the rest of
the lives of most of us present in this room today. We must create
laws and regulations that reflect that knowledge and empower the
consumer to act upon it. H.R. 2840 does that and we support it.

However, we also recommend that hammer provisions be includ-
ed in this legislation in order to ensure a timely integration of
warning and consumer protection.

We also applaud the inclusion of a mandate for public education
in section 2804, and we suggest that the committee specify a par-
ticular role for the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Regis-
try in this process.

We applaud the inclusion and extension of protection from lead
paint hazards and other hazards to children in schools and day
care centers. We know that children have been poisoned at these
places and existing Federal programs are nonexistent, State over-
sight is poor.

We strongly support the provisions for the training and certifica-
tion of workers. With growing public concern over lead hazards
there's a parallel growth in the new industry of lead hazard abate-
ment.

I would point out, contrary to Dr. Houk's statement, that the De-
partment of Health and Human Services has an exemplary record
in this area through the training of hazardous waste abatement
workers in NIEHS.

We also support provisions of this bill in reducing sources of lead
in food, and increasing and improving screening efforts by CDC, al-
though we recommend a minimum of $150 million appropriations
annually. And there are additional actions which are required to
reduce lead poisoning, some of which are outside the scope of H.R.
2840.

In conclusion, we want to strongly congratulate you, Mr. Chair-
man, and the rest of Congress involved in the introduction of H.R.
2922, the Lead-Based Paint Hazard Abatement Act of 1991, which
will establish a dedicated trust fund for the abatement of priority
lead paint hazards in the United States.

This is a major undertaking of critical importance, and one that
will not occur if left to be financed as it( is now by the States and
the private sector with the merest provision of Federal moneys.
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This is a most important and innovative approach to a major en-
vironmental problem, and we congratulate you for your role in this
as well.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Silbergeld.
[Testimony resumes on p. 461.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Silbergeld follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

ELLEN K. SILBERGELD, Ph.D.
ADJUNCT SENIOR SCIENTIST

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND

On behalf of the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), a
national environmental research and advocacy organization with
over 200,000 members throughout the United States, I am pleased
to submit this testimony on the important public health issue of
reducing childhood lead poisoning in the US.

I am Ellen K. Silbergeld, Ph.D., Adjunct Senior Scientist in
the Toxics Program of EDF, in which capacity this testimony is
submitted. I am also Professor of Pathology in the Toxicology
Program of the University of Maryland at Baltimore, chair of the
Advisory Council on Lead Poisoning for the State of Maryland, and
founding board member of the Alliance to End Childhood Lead
Poisoning. Since 1972, my scientific research, at Johns Hopkins,
the National Institutes of Health, and now the University of
Maryland has largely concerned the neurotoxic effects of lead on the
developing brain. Accompanying me today is EDF Senior Attorney
Karen Florini, who works closely with me on EDF's lead poisoning
prevention project.

For two decades, EDF has urged the Environmental Protection
Agency, the Food and Drug Administration, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, and the federal health agencies to take
comprehensive action to eliminate childhood lead poisoning by
reducing sources of lead exposure in the nation's air, water, and
food supply. Unfortunately, in most cases, congressional oversight
along with litigation by environmental and consumer organizations
has been required to ensure that effective actions were actually
taken. Once again, we must ask Congress to step in because of the
failure of the executive branch to deal with critical sources of lead
in the environment, sources that are known to contribute to the
incidence and severity of childhood lead poisoning in the US.

It is incrediMe that EPA, with its oft-proclaimed focus on
prioritizing effort& to reduce risk, is unable to take effective
measures to deal with the single most significant environmental
health threat to US children. This is not merely my view or that
of the environmental health community. This is the
characterization of the US Public Health Service and the Secretary
of Health and Human Services, Dr. Louis Sullivan.
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In this testimony, I shall briefly review current biomedical
information on lead toxicity, and then comment upon the specific
provisions of H.R. 2840, the Lead Contamination Control Act of
1991. Finally, I shall note other areas of lead poisoning prevention
that warrant immediate consideration by Congress.

The Nature and Extent of Childhood Lead Poisoning

Lead poisoning is a wholly preventable disease of
environmental origin, induced by chronic exposure to the element
lead. Lead is toxic to all biota and has no known biological
function in living organisms. It is particularly (although not
exclusively) toxic to young children, for three reasons: first, young
children are at greater risk of encountering lead in the general
environment because of their behavioral patterns; second, young
children absorb more lead than do older children or adults; and
third, the developing brain of the child may be a specially
susceptible target for lead neurotoxicity. Because the nerve cells of
the human brain are non-replaceable, neural development takes
place only once. It is not recapitulated, and it has only a limited
capacity for later repair. Agents, like lead, that interfere
specifically with the early "hardwiring" process of neural
development induce permanent damage to the highly complex
organizational structure of the brain.

The effects of lead on children may also be transmitted
through exposure of their parents. Paternal lead exposure is
associated with strabismus (eye defects) as documented in a recent
report from Johns Hopkins. We have found that exposure of male
rats results in abnnrmal brain development in their offspring.
Maternal lead exposure reduces birth weight and also affects
neurobehavioral development of the young child. Moreover, lead
absorbed by a woman and stored in her bones years prior to
conception can be transmitted to the fetus during pregnancy. Both
paternal and maternal effects are observed at relatively low
exposures. Thus, a concern over childhood lead poisoning demands
integration of exposure controls for adults as well.
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The extent of lead poisoning in the US has been
comprehensively described in the 1988 Report to Congress prepared
by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR).
These data, based on national surveys and source evaluations,
demonstrated for the first time the epidemic proportions of
childhood lead poisoning in the US. Using these data, EDF has
projected city-by-city prevalence estimates for the numberi of
children with blood lead levels in excess of 10 and 15 micrograms
per deciliter, the range considered to be of medical concern by most
medical authorities, including the Centers for Disease Control and
the American Academy of Pediatrics. While these estimates are
necessarily imperfect in light of limitation in the underlying data, it
is all too clear that the incidence of unacceptable lead levels in
children surpasses that of most of the highly visible diseases and
environmental health issues.

This high incidence has both present and future impacts upon
the US. At present, lead poisoning exerts enormous medical, social,
and educational costs. These are either paid directly, in terms of
outlays for screening and treating lead-poisoned children and
providing special education for them, or they are paid indirectly, in
terms of exacerbating the crises of education and social order in our
cities. The burden of poorly educated and intellectually impaired
youth will continue to constrain our future as a productive and
competitive society.

Laghdative Action Needed to Ensure_Effective Prevention of
Childhood Lead Poisonina

The ATSDR report provides a blueprint for effective disease
prevention policy. Regrettably -- indeed tragically -- three years
have gone by with only minimal and inadequate follow-up by
responsible agencies. The ATSDR Report to Congress may be one
of the most important presentations of a federal health agency on a
matter of public health since the inception of the Surgeon General's
reports on smoking. Congress must take up the challenge to ensure
that action follows upon this extraordinary analytic document.
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In the past three years, EPA, CDC, and HOD have each
produced "strategic plans" or similar documents related to
preventing childhood lead poisoning. Although these documents
were delayed by the Office of Management and Budget, they were
released prier to the lot hearings of this Subcommittee. Taken
together, these documents again acknowledge the devastating impact
of lead poisoning on America's children and identify the key sources
of lead in the US environment.

Unfortunately, they are short on actual proposals for
intervention and prevention, and are largely devoid of funding in
any event. EPA particularly seems unable to move from identifying
the problem to issuing actual regulations under the many statutes
that amply empower it to control most ongoing sources of lead and
many contaminated environments. The Agency's recent
promulgation of notably deficient -- and long overdue -- regulations
on lead in drinking water is a particularly clear example of this
unfortunate pattern.

_ead

Lead in drinking water is a ubiquitous source of lead that is
contributing to the relatively high average exposures of Americans
(as compared, for instance, to Scandinavians or Japanese, whose
average blood lead levels appear to be about one-half that of
Americans). In some cases, as documented by Dr. John Graef at
the hearings of this Subcommittee in April of this year, lead in
drinking water by itself can be responsible for lead poisoning. This
is particularly so for young infants whose dietary intake may
include a great deal of tap-water in the preparation of formula.
More generally, lead in drinking water is elevated in over 30
million households, according to EPA. As such, it is a widespread
source of exposure for the public at large.

EPA's craven performance in evading the mandate of the 1986
Safe Drinking Water Act amendments with respect to lead demands
corrective action by Congress. It appears to be EPA policy to
"blame the victim" (otherwise known as regulation via public
education) or to construe major environmental problems as being
insoluble under current statutory authority. Thus, lead in drinking
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water is defined by EPA as a problem of, by, and for consumers,
with only a minimal role or responsibility for government and
the water industry.

H.R. 2840 adds to the Congressional directives in earlier
legislation on this issue in imPortant ways. First, it would define
an actual, enforceable drinking water standard for lead at the tap,
replacing the ill-defined and entirely unenforceable "action level"
concept found in EPA's recent regulations (see 56 Fed. Reg. 26460
(June 7, 1991)). Setting a clear standard reflects the public health
philosophy of the Safe Drinking Water Act. It provides the public
with an intelligible benchmark against which to evaluate their own
drinking water, and a clear health-based target for local agencies
and water utilities to meet.

The proposed legislation also provides for a feasible and timely
method of implementation, following the amortization model utilized
to encourage energy conservation among utilities and the public. It
does not depend on "public education", as EPA's deficient regulation
does, nor does it condemn us to a choice between wasting water or
endangering our children's health. The delays built into EPA's
regulations would condemn another generation and its children to
excessive, avoidable and unnecessary exposures to lead.

2. Lead Paint Hazards

As noted in the proposed legislation, lead paint presents the
most intense, exposure hazard to young children and their families.
According to the US Department of Housing and Urban
Development, about 57 million residences contain some lead-painted
surfaces. Of these, 3.8 million private residences present an
immediate hazard because of high levels of lead in dust. Many
more now present a somewhat lower risk, while others will pose
minimal risk as long as the currently intact paint surfaces remain
in good condition.

The trouble is that sooner or later virtually All homes are
either renovated -- which almost inevitably involves disturbing
painted surfaces -- or become deteriorated. A house that today
poses no current risk may cause severe lead poisoning next month,

5
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after ita owners decide to go ahead with remodeling the kitchen, or
the bath, or some other areas. Or it may come to present a hazard
in five, ten, twenty, or fifty years, when the forces of time take
their toll; the lead that is present today will still be every bit as
toxic then.

For homes that already pose a hazard, it is unconscionable not
to take every available step to identify and disclose the hazard so it
can be dealt with. For other residences, we must ensure that
residents have the knowledge they need to hold in abeyance the
potential hazard posed by intact paint by not letting lead-painted
surfaces deteriorate and by hiring competent professionals to
conduct abatements when the time for renovation comes.

At present, in many cities, local regulations and practice allow
hazardous homes to be recycled onto the housing market as long as
the particular poisoned child is removed from the premises. The
net effect of these policies is to increase homelessness, decrease the
availability of low-income housing, and continue the presence of lead
paint hazards. Property owners in Baltimore have identified all .
these problems in current lead poisoning "prevention" programs.

Dr. Julian Chisolm of Johns Hopkins University has written of
"killer houses", where child after child has been poisoned without
action taken to abate the hazard effectively and permanently. New
owners have bought such houses and, without information, have
proceeded to renovate them, often -- tragically -- during the period
in which they 3tart their families. Several cases of "yuppie lead
poisoning", or tne poisoning of urban homesteaders and renovators,
have been reported.

We must recognize that lead paint will probably continue to be
present in at least some American residences for the rest of the
lives of most of us present in this hearing room today. We must
create laws and regulations reflecting that knowledge..

Section 2803 of H.R. 2840 does precisely this, by requiring
that residences be inspected and the results disclosed at the time of
sale or lease. We strongly support these objectives, and believe that
the section's mechanism is an appropriate one. We remain

6
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concerned, however, about two points: first, the fact that nothing
at all happens until and unless the Secretary issues regulations
governing notification and inspection, and second, the relatively long
phase-in for the effective date of the regulations. As to the former,
the executive branch has shown itself all too willing to ignore
statutory deadlines, and there is no particular reason to anticipate
a different outcome here. As to the latter, we recognize that
adequate time must be provided for the nascent lead-inspection
industry to develop.

Accordingly, we recommend that hammer provisions be
included in the legislation and that buyers/tenants be notified of
potential lead hazards until the inspection/disclosure requirements
take effect Specifically, at the least, the bill should include default
language for a "Notice of Potential Lead Hazard" form. Such a
form could recite the fact that most homes constructed before 1980
contain lead-based paint, and that such paint may pose a significant
health hazard if disturbed. The form would have to be given out --
and its receipt acknowledged in writing for all pre-1980 homes
that had not previously been inspected and certified as lead-free. It
might also be desirable to have different language for homes built,
for example, prior to 1950 and those between 1950 and 1980, in
order to reflect the likely differences in lead content of paint
manufactured at various times. We would welcome an opportunity
to work with the Committee in developing language for such a form
and for other hammer provisions.

We recognize that such measures may have some effects on
certain real-estate transactions, particularly while the inspection
industry is developing. Unfortunately, though, the lead paint is
there today, and ignorance is not bliss. Plainly, disruption to real-
estate transactions is preferable to disruption of children's
intellectual potential, on both economic and moral grounds.

3. Education

We applaud the inclusion of a mandate for public education
(section 2804). Much of the success of the proposed legislation, and
of environmental health promotion in general, depends upon

7
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adequate education and training of the general public, as well as
medical practitioners.

We suggest that the Committee specify a role for ATSDR in
this process, particularly with regard to materials for professional
use in light of the Agency's proven record in developing effective
training materials on lead. In this process, ATSDR should utilize
its peer review system to ensure accuracy and effectiveness of these
materials.

4. Protedion of Children in Schools and Dav Care Centers

To ensure the well-being of children, it is important to extend
vigilance to prevent lead poisoning in these places where children
go to develop their brains. Children have been poisoned at day
care centers, many of which are in older buildings, such as
churches, where lead paint may be present. Existing federal
programs are nonexistent and state oversight is poor.

We support the requirement for inspection and disclosure of
lead hazards in such locations, and the authorization of funds for
that purpose (section 2821). The Committee should consider adding
family shelters and pediatric health facilities to the scope of this
provision.

We also believe that, because information provides no
immunity to lead's toxic effects, abatement of such hazards should
be the ultimate goal. This is already required under the provisions
of the newly revised Rhode Island Lead Poisoning Prevention Act,
which mandates inspection and certification of child care facilities
as lead-safe beginning in 1994. As noted in the final section of this
testimony, important legislation co-sponsored by the Chair of this
Committee would provide resources for abatement of child care
facilities.

5. Trainine and Certification of Workm

With growing public concern over lead hazards, there is a
parallel growth in the new industry of lead hazard abatement.
H.R. 2840 correctly recognizes that this industry requires regulation

8
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to avoid the scandals associated with an under-regtilated asbestos
abatement industry. We support the provisions requiring worker
training and contractor certification for both inspectors and
abatement workers. A national standard ef practice would ensure
consumer protection as well as worker safety and appropriate waste
management We encourage the Committee to require the
Secretary, in developing such regulations, to consult with NIOSH
and NIEHS, taking advantage of their expertise gained in
developing programs in hazardous waste abatement worker training.

We also suggest that the Committee seriously consider
including provisions that ultimately require use of certified/trained
workers, after an appropriate phase-in period. As written, the bill
establishes accreditation programs, but fails to forbid the use of
untrained workers. Disaster upon disaster has already resulted
from use of untrained workers, who can of course perform
abatements more cheaply in both senses -- than properly trained
and equipped personnel.

Absent a requirement for use of certified workers, short-term
economic incentives will tend to push property owners in the
direction of unqualified workers able to offer lower rates. Such
abatements may endanger not only the property owner and his/her
family, but also the neighbors. Obviously, provisions requiring use
of trained workers would have to be carefully crafted. We would be
happy to work with the Committee in exploring various options.

Ligi_d_t ina'Iggi

The presence of lead in food represents pelhaps the most
egregious continuing source of lead exposure in the US today. It is
egregious because it is known, it is currently unavoidable by
individual consumers, and it is easily preventable. Lead
contaminates food from three sources: contaminated environments
in which food is grown and processed; contaminated water used in
processing; and lead used in packaging and serving vessels.

,
We support the bill's provisions banning sale of lead-soldered

cans and lead-contaminated food, and requiring additional regulation
of lead in ceramic and crystal ware. As to the latter, we again
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would strongly urge inclusion of hammer provisions, given FDA's
record of inertia on this topic. We also urge the Committee to
require that FDA examine regulations based on total lead content,
as opposed to leachability. Recent findings on the long-term
leaching behavior of lead from crystal raise grave doubts As to the
accuracy and implementability of leaching-based tests.

We also encourage the Committee to add provisions addressing
other uses of lead in food packaging, such as lead foils on beverage
containers and lead-based printing inks on food wrappers. We
would be happy to supply additional background materials on these
uses upon request. Such uses of lead not only contribute to lead
content in food, but also burden the waste disposal system and
contributes to the high levels of lead in incinerator ash from
municipal waste incinerators. In none of these uses is lead
essential. This is an instance where source control, in terms of
bans on production, importation, and sale, would be far more
effective than bans .on use.

7.3.03Nning

The front line of prevention in public health is early
identification and intervention. With a disease of the magnitude of
lead poisoning, universal screening is necessary to detect all cases
in time to prevent irreversible toxicity. The CDC in the 1970s
developed an exemplary program, with the states, to support and
advise lead screening programs. These programs were stifled
during the first Reagan Administration by defunding and block
granting maneuvers, but were restored to a limited degree by the
original version of the Lead Contamination and Control Act as
enacted in 1988.

We strongly endorse the extension of the screening program.
indeed, CDC should be adequately funded to revive and extend
screening programs for All Americans. To accomplish this crucial
goal, we encourage the Subcommittee to increase the authorization
for these activities to a minimum of $150 million annually.

Reports

10
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Finally, we believe that the Committee should include two
additional provisions on information-related topics. First, The
Committee should require updating of the ATSDR Report to
Congress. As noted above, the 1988 report was a monumental
review of the information available on exposures, sources, and
health effects of lead in US children. To keep that information
current, Congress should mandate biennial reports from ATSDR
until such time as the incidence of unacceptable lead exposures falls
below 0.1% of children under 5 years of age. ATSDR should also
be directed to monitor the impacts of lead control legislation and
regulations, and to evaluate the cost effectiveness of intervention
programs

A second addition should address lead's role as one of the
global contaminants of this planet. The many dispersive uses of lead
have resulted in approximately a thousand-fold contamination of the
biosphere, according to research by Patterson and Nriagu. To date,
the US has done little to contribute to the global management of
lead. US companies still make tetraethyllead for export and use as
a gasaine additive; similarly, lead batteries from the US end up in
the Caribbean and Mexico for disposal or "recycling" under
extremely dangerous conditions, as documented by CDC.

Congress should require EPA to prepare a global inventory on
lead uses, and on the entrance and fate of lead releases into the
environment, including their impact on US lead exposures and on
world environmental health. Such a document should detail the
steps that EPA intends to take to reduce US use of lead and export
of lead products.

Fseh r_u_Ag_s_D_Leat, uir d PoisonIng

While these actions are not within the scope of H.R. 2840,
they deserve mention as part of an overall coordinated campaign to
eradicate this entirely preventable disease.

11
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1. Institute Serious Lead Abatement and Source Reduction
Programs

First and foremost, EDF urges strong Congressional support
for H.R. 2922, the Lead-Based Paint Hazard Abatement Act of 1991,
introduced last week by Mr. Cardin and co-sponsored by the Chairs
of this Subcommittee and of the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families. That bill would establish a dedicated Trust
Fund for the abatement of priority lead paint hazards in the US.
This is a major undertaking of critical importance, and one that
will not occur if left to be fmanced, as it is now, by the states and
the private sector with the merest modicum of federal monies.

In order to transform lead abatement into a truly preventive
program, considerable dedicated funds are needed. The lead excise
proposal will provide desperately needed funding for such a
program, on a scale that can make a difference. It will also use
market forces to encourage product substitution, source reduction,
and enhanced recycling practices.

Both funds for preventive abatement and means of
encouraging source reduction are greatly needed to reduce lead
poisoning. H.R. 2922 is an innovative and important approach to a
major environmental problem. It should be passed as expeditiously
as possible.

2. Protect Parents.

As noted above, children are more susceptible than adults to
lead neurotoxicity, ht., sometimes their injuries arise from exposures
of their parents, both father and mother. For that reason, effective
prevention programs must include programs to reduce exposures of
adults as well as children.

In particular, the occupational standard for lead is woefully
inadequate. See Silbergeld et al., The Occupational Lead Standard:
A Goal Unachieved, A Process in Need of Repair, New Solutions
Vol. 1, pp. 75-89 (1990). In light of current medical knowledge, it
is compellingly obvious that the existing standard does not protect
anyone. Moreover, many lead-exposed workers in the construction
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trades simply are not covered at all. Congress should invite OSHA
and NIOSH to testify on their current evaluations of the nature
and extent of occupational exposures to lead, and their plans to
prevent these exposures from affecting working Americans, persons
living close to industrial sources, and the children of workers.

3. Increase Our Knowledge of the Nature and Extent of Lead
Toxicity.

While much is known about lead, there continue to be
significant gaps in our knowledge of lead toxicity. We need to
know more about the effects of lead on pregnancy and fetal
development, and on male reproductive function, with a goal of
identifying effective means of early identification and intervention to
prevent permanent damage expressed in children. We need to
know more about the effects of lead in ageing, and the possible role
of lead in cognitive disorders of the elderly. NIH and ATSDR .

should be funded to support extramural research on these issues.

Conclusion

H.R. 2840 takes key steps in furthering progress toward the
goal of curtailing unacceptable childhood lead exposures. EDF
strongly supports the bill, and commends the Chairman and his co-
sponsors for their leadership on this crucial issue. We look forward
to working with the Committee in moving the bill to rapid
enactment, and to working on related legislation.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Hanson.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS M. HANSON

Mr. HANSON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Dr. Douglas Hanson, I am president of Water Test

Corporation of America in Manchester, N.H.
I am pleased to come before you today to share with you some of

our findings about lead levels and drinking water in some of your
Federal buildings here in Washington, in some of our Nation's
schools, day care centers, ancl also some information about lead
levels in our homes across the Nation.

Water Test is one of the Nation's leading drinking water analysis
laboratories and has been actively involved in the lead testing pro-
grams for over 8 years. Since enactment of the Lead Contamina-
tion Control Act in 1988, we've been actively involved in perform-
ing lead in drinking water analysis for public and private schools
across the country.

We recently undertook a random sampling of water sources in 12
Federal buildings, office buildings here In Washington, D.C., to de-
termine the relative levels of lead in these buildings. A total of 170
samples were taken at 85 locations, representing a cross-section of
the water locations in each building in question.

Two samples were collected at each tap, a first draw sample rep-
resenting the water that had stood in the pipes overnight, and a
flush sample taken after the water had been allowed to run at full
rate for a total of 2 minutes.

This is in accordance with the EPA's protocol for lead sampling
collection.

The buildings sampled included the Capitol, the three Senate
Office Buildings, the three House Office Buildingsincluding the
building in which we are sitting todayHouse annexes 1 and 2,
two Library of Congress buildings, and the Supreme Court.

The results of the study are presented in Table 1 of this docu-
ment, which you have copies of. Thirty-one percent of the taps had
samples with lead levels at or above 10 parts per billion, the stand-
ard which is heing proposed today in H.R. 2840.

Twenty-one percent of the taps had samples with lead levels at
or above 15 parts per billion, which is the action level established
by EPA unde,.. the Safe Drinking Water Act for public water
supply systems.

Eleven percent of the taps had samples with lead levels at or
above 20 parts per billion.

In 1989, in a report on lead drinking water in schools, the EPA
recommended that any water fountain or outlet that exceeds 20
parts per billion should be "taken out of service immediately."

The two highest samples were taken from water fountains in
House annex 2. These had lead levels of 85 and 95 parts per billion,
respectively.

It is important to note that analysis of the general water quality
parameters in the buildings indicate that the water delivered by
the municipal water system to these buildings is, one, relatively
hard water, having hardness in the range of 190 to 240; relatively
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high pH, in the pH range of 7.8 to 8.2, and; a relatively low corrosi-
vity.

These facts are important because in general, water with these
characteristics would not be overly corrosive to plumbing and,
therefore, should not cause as much leaching of lead or copper
from the plumbing. If the Washington water was more corrosive,
the levels of lead in these samples would undoubtedly be much
higher.

Mr. Chairman, there are two other areas I'd like to address brief-
ly.

We have been actively involved in assisting school systems
around the country with their lead testing programs. Since 1988, a
number of States such as New York, Michigan, Illinois, Pennsylva-
nia and Florida have had active programs attempting to address
the issue of lead in school drinking waters.

For the most part, these programs have been undertaken in
States where there is a well organized statewide program for
health and safety in the schools. Over the past 6 to 12 months
these programs have slowed greatly the pace of their activities.
This, we believe, is largely due to budget constraints in these eco-
nomic times and the fact that Federal funds to assist the States
which were promised under the 1988 act did not materialize.

Unfortunately, the health risk to our young children from lead
exposure does not decrease during economic tough times.

In the testing that we have performed since 1988 there have
been relatively few day care centers or preschools unless these
were kindergartens which were run as a part of the public school
system, K through 12. No pressure has been brought to bear on pri-
vate preschool and day care operators to comply with the 1988 act.

In many cases, these individuals may simply not be aware of the
requirement. This is particularly tragic since the children attend-
ing these schools, the under 6-year-old group, are the children who
are most likely to suffer the adverse consequences of low level lead
exposure, whether it be from drinking water or from paint.

It has been argued by some that lead screening programs of
schools is going to be too expensive or that there is simply not
en . ugh laboratory capacity out there to handle it. These things are
simply not true. A typical day care or preschool center with 15 to
30 children would probably require analysis of between one and
three samples at a cost of approximately $25 a sample. At a total
cost of $75 per school, that works out to be about $2.50 to $5 per
child.

As a parent of four children, I think that most parents would
find that is a relatively small price to pay to ensure the health and
safety of their children.

There are a number of commercial laboratories around the coun-
try which are capable of processing and analyzing large numbers of
lead samples on, a daily basis. This should provide ample capacity
to meet the needs of testing programs implemented under the pro-
posed 1991 act.

Finally, I'd like to address one other area of great concern to us,
and that's lead levels in private homes which are on private wells.

While I realize that EPA's mandate under the Safe Drinking
Water Act is to protect municipal public water systems, there are
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approximately 13 million families who draw their water from pri-
vate well sources that are not regulated by Federal or State pro-
grams. These individuals are virtually on their own when it comes
to questions regarding water quality. There is no Agency to which
they can turn for help.

Since lead is largely an inhouse plumbing problem, these individ-
uals are virtually unprotected unless some Federal standard is es-
tablished for lead.

Over the past 8 years, we have analyzed tens of thousands of
homes on private wells in essentially every State across the coun-
try. The lead problem is real and in some cases it is very serious
for these homes on private wells.

I would urge Congress and the EPA not to forget these families,
and particularly the millions of young children in these families,
v.-her considering the lead exposure issues.

Mr. WiAMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Hanson.
Mr. Hanbon, I want to thank you for our testimony and also

thank you for undertaking the campling of the water taps in the
Capitol. I think you've done us a great service by revealing the
risks in our water. And I'm, quite frankly, alarmed at the resulth.

EPA has said that a water fountain or faucet with lead levels
above 20 parts per billion should be removed or replaced immedi-
ately. You found nine sites with lead levels over 20 parts per bil-
lion.

EPA recommends that other actions, such as flushing the faucets
and replacing lead plumbing be taken when lead levels exceed 15
parts per billion, yet, you found 15 sites with lead levels over 15
parts per billion.

The results clearly indicate that we have excessive levels of lead
in our water. This should be of concern to every person who works
here on Capitol Hill. In one case, the lead levels were found to be
95 parts per billion, and another, 80 parts per billionmany times
over an acceptable level.

This is a conc.)rn not only for those people's who work on Capitol
Hill, but this is not an unusual situation. I notice that the last edi-
tion of U.S. News & World Report says, "Is your water safe?" Just
following the cover story by Newsweek on the very same subject
about lead.

There's a great deal of public concern. Is there a reason for all
this public concern?

Mr. HANSON. We feel that certainly there is a very great concern
for lead exposure, particularly again to young children. The water,
while it may represent only 20 to 30 percent of the body burden, it
is something that children are exposed to every dayin their
homes and how they go to a day care center or they go to a pre-
school, they are continuing to be exposed to lead in the water.

We also cook our food in that water. We take showers in it.
We're exposed to water in many other ways than simply taking a
glass from the tap.

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me ask Dr. Silbergeld, if I might: You've heard
the results here on Capitol Hill, what do you think is the signifi-
cance of these results and what advice would you give to people
working on Capitol Hill?
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Ms. SILBERGELD. I think they reflect the problems in the Nation,
and I'm very appreciative that you and this committee are not
taking a selective view of only focusing on, for instance, the Vice
President's house by extending your concern to the rest of us. And
on behalf of the rest of us, I'm grateful.

I'd like to emphasize that these kinds of levels present, first off,
an unavoidable exposure. There's no buffer between the concentra-
tions of lead in drinking water and people's exposure, because
people are drinking that water, and they know that lead that is in-
gested, either in food or water, presents a very immediate hazard
in terms of the absorption and delivery.

I'd also like to stress that these are real risks to adults as well as
children. There is very real and understandable concern about
childhood lead poisoning, but we must not forget that lead is also
toxic to adults. Certainly we need some very critical research.

In my testimony I call for consideration by NIH, particularly
NIEHS, of the need to fund research on neglected areas of lead tox-
icity, specifically, male and female mediated effects on reproduc-
tion and development, that is, of the father and mother; and also
the long-term consequences of lead on aging and potential role in
dementia.

So that I think these are very real risks for the adults in these
buildings as well, sir.

Mr. WAXMAN. These testh here on Capitol Hill show us how per-
vasive lead is. The congressional buildings are not an exception,
they're the rule. The exposures we find here are likely to be found
in millions of homes and offices all around the country, and the
risks are likely to be compounded by other exposures, such as lead
paint or lead in soils.

Dr. Needleman, can you address the overall magnitude of lead
poisoning? How pervasive is this problem? How greatly should we
be concerned, and how urgently should we act?

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. The Agency for Toxic Substances issued a his-
toric document a couple of years ago which did some very good epi-
demiology on the prevalences of lead exposure in American chil-
dren. And 17 percent of all American children had blood leads over
15 at that time.

For white families with incomes well above the poverty level was
7 percent. So 1 out A 14 privileged white children had an elevated
blood lead. You can't compare that to any other disease. We were
very upset, justifiably, about measles, but that may be 1 in 10,000
children in America right now.

For poor families, poor whites, it went from 7 percent to 25 per-
cent; and for poor blacks it was 55 percent. We're talking about 3
to 4 million American children are at risk for brain damage due to
lead exposure.

Mr. WAXMAN. And you see this problem of lead in drinking
water as a real one that we need to address as well as lead from
other exposures?

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Yes, I do.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Hastert.
Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Dr. Hanson, I was certainly interested to read your assessment
and then listen to your testimony this morning about the quality of
the water delivered to Capitol Hill by the District of Columbia
Water Utility.

You said it's relatively hard water with a high pH, I believe you
said, and low corrosive ability.

That's correct?
Mr. HANSON. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. In your opinionand I don't know if you're an

expert on thisbut does the city of Washington, D.C., or the water
utility of Washington, D.C., does it put anticorrosive materials in
the watee9 Does it treat it?

Mr. HANoore . I'm not sure. I would assume from the data that we
obtained from the 12 buildings that were run, that they do do cor-
rosive treatment. That being the case, then these numbers would
not improve with any additional corrosive treatment.

Mr. HASTERT. They know, you don't know either.
Mr. HANSON. I'm not sure.
Mr. HASTERT. They may do a better job.
Mr. HANSON. It may be possible to do it better.
One of the problems with corrosivity corrective action is that you

can overdo it as well. What you want to do is coat the inside of the
pipe so that you are not corrodingnot causing leachingbut you
don't want too much to be accumulated in the pipe if you can get
the other effect as well.

Mr. HASTERT. There's an old termI guess my old Pennsylvania
Dutch grandmother uses, "it wonders me." And this wonders me
where the lead in our water is coming from. We checked with the
District of Columbia and they told us that there is no significant
lead in the source water.

Do you corroborate with that?
Mr. HANSON. Yes. The bulk of the lead in cities that we have

looked at across the country comes from the plumbing, either the
plumbing in the building from old lead pipes that are in the distri-
bution system in the streets; or in many cases, it's not the main
distribution pipe but it's the one that connects it to the building.

Mr. HASTERT. They also told us that there are no lead service
lines servicing the Capitol Hill or office building area.

So this suggests that, at least to me, that the lead is coming from
inside the buildings, either from lead solder in the plumbing or
from lead fittings, or from lead line water coolers; do you agree
with that?

Mr. HANSON. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. Here's the most important question, I guess, for

the morning, that the lead in our drinking water is coming from
inside the building, and what could the EPA rule or, for that
matter, Mr. Waxman's rule, do to reduce this threat?

I think maybe the answer might be not much, since neither the
Waxman bill nor the EPA rule requires building owners to fix
their plumbing if it's discovered to be the source of lead contamina-
tion.

Do you agree?
Mr. HANSON. If it's a building problem, then that's right, it is

outside of the i. Ave, I guess, of the EPA, yes.
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Mr. HASTERT. And probably most of the problems we really
need to look at the meat of this thingmost of the problems that
we have in this country, even as you mentioned, the 13 million
people such as my family, who is on a private well, the source of
the lead is not the well, or the source of the water leading into the
house to the meter; is that correct?

Mr. HANSON. Yes.
Mr. HASTERT. It's from the meter on to the tap. And, of course,

except if the Vice President's house, or HUD housing, or those
types of things that are owned by landlords or by a Federal Gov-
ernment, that type of thingmost of that has to be done through
educationpeople taking the time, testing their own water, and
then rectifying the problem.

Do you agree?
Mr. HANSON. Education is obviously a critical component of it.

However, I think you will findour company has had 8 years of
experience dealing with the home owners out there. I think with-
out some Federal push, if you will, people will not get this informa-
tion on their own; and they are simply unaware of the nature of
the health threat to them currently.

Mr. HASTERT. So any conclusion probably draw from the chair-
man's survey of water quality on Capitol Hill is that maybe we
need to spend a little more time thinking about ways to educate
the public about these kinds of risks.

We worry about the EPA's rules for regulating public water utili-
tiesI brought out in our previous hearing that I think the public
water utility's responsibility from their well to the meter at the
house or at the curb is important. But that's not where the prob-
lem is; the problem is from the meter to the tap. We need a better
wayjust like lead inside homes, and paintthe lead inside waters
in pipe need to be addressed by those people who own that proper-
ty.

Mr. HANSON. That's right. It doesn't reduce the health risks to
our young children and certainly to the rest of our population,
however.

Mr. HASTERT. So we need to do a little different focus, I would
guess.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. If the gentleman would yield to me.
Mr. HASTERT. I'd love to yield but my time's up, and you can

take it.
Mr. WAXMAN. Without objection, the gentleman will be given 2

additional minutes.
I could respond, and maybe Dr. Silbergeld could respond to this

contention that perhaps the problem is just that the consumer
doesn't understand what to do and that people should just recog-
nive that most of the problem is in their home and they should
take that responsibility.

Can Irou answer what this bill would do in that regard?
MS. SILBERGELD. I WOUld like to.
I think we are approaching a dangerous pattern of blaming vic-

tims and exempting government from any role.
First and foremost, it's very important to set a clear standard

and not to establish the mush that one has to wade through in
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EPA's regulations under the Safe Drinking Water Act. It is very
critical to have a health base standard and this bill does that.

No. 2, we've never believed chat notion that the responsibility of
utilities ends at the street, sir. With all due respect, if you look at
the major strides that have been done in this country in energy
conservation, it has been an integrated approach, accompanied by
rules and regulations from the Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion, among other Agencies, encouraging and stipulating energy
conservation for home appliances, coupled with amortization pro-
grams, sponsored by the private sector, which has greatly enhanced
energy conservation, for example, in Colorado and the State of
California.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Silbergeld, in other wordsbefore we get off
too much on energy conservation--

Ms. SILBERGELD. No, it's the same model that you've--
Mr. WAXMAN. But the water utility--
Mr. HASTERT. It's my time, and if I may reclaim my time--you

granted me 2 minutes, didn't you?which is almost up, probably.
Mr. WAXMAN. WS your time.
Mr. HASTERT. I understand about energy conservation. I was one

of the leaders in the State of Illinois on energy conservation.
But we're saying when a problem and it's not the municipalities,

they deliver a clean product, that we need to test. I understand we
need to test. I understand the need for standards. We need to have
the understanding of what the'problem is. So you don't have to lec-
ture me on that.

I say that we need to put in the ability for people to understand
what their risk is in their homes and then the ability to solve that
problem. But to have the debate going back and forth and saying
that the municipality or the water service is responsibility for the
eternity in this thing, or the whole universe on this thing, I think
there's a flaw there.

Mr. WAXMAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HASTERT. If you will allow me 1 more minute.
I think people have to be responsible. I think that people who

own properties have to be responsible, including the Federal Gov-
ernment. And that the education of those people and the demand
and the whole energy conservation thing that you wanted to get
into is because people demand itit must be done. And that's
where we have to get to.

And to say that we have to put the burden on a municipal water
project or company to take it from the meter to the tap, you're
beyond their ability to do that.

Mr. WAXMAN. If the gentleman would permit; the point I wanted
to makeand perhaps I should have made it very clearlywhat
we have required in this bill is that the water system have respon-
sibility for testing and sampling of homes to identify lead levels so
that home owners will know whether their water exceeds a safe
level of lead from the pipe. That will give the home owner the
option to do some things.

One corrective measure might well be what we're going to do in
my office right now and that's drink out of bottled water, and not
use the tap water. It may well mean that the home owner will re-
place the pipes and take corrective action. But home owners are
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not going to take corrective action, unless they know whai, the prob-
.

lem is, and so we want that done.
The water systems can also do some things' in terms of corrosive-

ness of the water which will prevent the lead from leaching into
their water in the homes.

No one is requiring the water systems to protect the home owner
all the way through if the problem is in the home. But what we
want to do is get the information to the consumers so corrective
action can be taken.

Mr. HASTERT. I don't disagree with that.
Mr. Chairman, if you'd yield?
Mr. WAXMAN. Certainly.
Mr. HASTERT. I don't disagree with that. And I think that was

probably some of the debate we had before: who has that responsi-
bility? I think we ought to test; people ought to know; they ought
to be educated. And I think that is something that we do have an
agreement onthat maybe we're arguing about something that we
agree on.

Mr. WAXMAN. I guess I'm reacting to your statement that the
bill does nothing, because it doesn't require anything to be done in
the home. I think the bill does something when the consumers get
the information which will allow them to take the action needed.

Mr. HASTERT. I think you heard me say that. I think education is
No. 1, and information is part of that.

Mr. WAXMAN. And perhaps we should have a basis for working
together on that.

Mr. HASTERT. We always have a basis to work together.
Mr. WAXMAN. Certainly. Now that you and I have agreed, we've

taken Mr. Sikarski's time. I'm sorry, Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. You haven't taken my time yet.
Mr. WAXMAN. The gentleman is now recognized for his question

period.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think it is important that the gentleman from Illinois' com-

ments about the responsibility of the water utilities and the re-
sponsibility of the home owners and the need for public education
are not assumed to be lodged against H.R. 2840.

I agree. I think Henry agrees with the idea that the utilities that
supply the water are responsible for what they can control and not
more, except there should be some public education being done as
they educate on public water supplies generally. And I think that's
agreed to.

Second, inside the home, or once it leaves the public water
system, the home owner, the property owner, has that responsibil-
ity. That's exactly what's embraced in H.R. 2840.

If the public utility has corrosive water, and it contributes to a
lead problem, they have responsibility to change that. That's what
you said; that's what's in H.R. 2840.

If the water utility has distribution lines that are leaded and
they contribute to a health problem at the other end of the line,
they have responsibility to take care of that. That's what you said;
that's what is here.

And public education should be done on lead Enid drinking water
as well as_other threats in the water supply; and they have a re-
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sponsibility there under the Safe Drinking Water Act, and that's
embraced her :. under this proposal. Nothing more.

Then once it gets into the property owners, that's the property
owner's responsibility. That's what's embraced in H.R. 2840.

So let's get it clear that the kinds of discussions that went on
from the gentleman from Illinois are not arguments lodged against
H.R. 2840.

Let me ask a question about ABC's Primetime show last night on
lead and soil. You've got a situation where there's massive
amounts of lead soil. You've got lead-poisoned kids. And the only
major source, apparent source, these kids, toxicity is from lead in
the soil.

Would you address that, Dr. Needleman?
Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Certainly.
Mr. Sum Rm. And apparently the source of this is the gasoline

that we used to be--
Mr. NEEDLEMAN. We put out many millions of tons of lead in the

atmosphere when we had lead in gasoline and it resides in the soil.
Mr. SIKORSKI. In areas where the soil lead levels are 2,000 parts

per million; that's a hazard, if children are playing there.
Many of the places where these roadside super highways go by

are not accessible to children. Lead in the soil is a danger; it is not
of the same magnitude as lead in paint.

There are three or four EPA sponsored studiesa couple of them
high qualitymeasuring the actual contribution of soil lead around
the a residence to the body burden of children. The one in Boston
is a first rate one; I served as an adviser to them. And there is a
relationt;hip between the amount of lead in soil and the amount of
lead in the children residing in those houses. But it's a small con-
tribution. It is dwarfed by the contribution of lead in paint.

Now in circumstances where a nursery school has been built
next to a super highway or a smelter site, that is a hazard. Did you
see the report last night?

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Yes.
Mr. Smortsm. We're talking about front yards, back yards; not

next to super highwaygwell, next to super highways as I hear
you saying "next to super highways"two blocks away from super
highways. And not next to smelters; but with concentrations as if
they were next to smelters.

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. I think lead in soil is a hazard. It is not on the
same magnitudeexcuse me for repeating myself.

Mr. SIKORSKI. I understand that. The point being here is you
need a comprehensive approach to the problem.

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Exactly.
Mr. SIKORSKI. You need to test the kids. You need to test water.

You need to test paint, paint dust. And you need to test soil. Prob-
ably in the order of what's likely to be the problem. Once you get
someone tested, or you get a house tested as it changes hands,
you're going to be able to go in the directions that you're more
likely. And you say, in most cases it will be leaded paint, it'll be
leaded water, and leaded soil, in that order, I guess.

Dr. Silbergeld, any comments on this soil? Did you see the piece
last night?
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MS. SILBERGELD. Much of the lead in soil also comes from paint,
and it's very important not to try and necessarily separate them.
As you've stated and the chairman stated, the hazard is leadit
adds up from all sources and presents as a cumulative chronic
problem to children and to adults.

We need to avoid fragmenting the problem. And one of the bene-
fits of this proposed legislation is that it takes an integrated ap-
proach. I would hope that EPA could have done that themselves
but apparently they need your inspirationinspiration to work
and to even conceptualize the problem in its appropriate dimen-
sion.

Mr. SIKORSKI. They need more than inspiration.
MS. SILBERGELD. Forceful inspiration.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.
Just to underscore that point, a couple of days ago my staff was

touring a community health center in Minneapolis and right in the
pediatric waiting room for blood level testing and old Halsey
Taylor water cooler. And they were the ones that sparked the
Navy, and then the EPA, and then us, to get moving 4 years ago on
the water issue.

I'll bet you a lot of money that that Halsey Taylor cooler which
stands a great chance of having a lead line tank in it, hasn't been
tested. And it underscores the needthe pervasive, continuing poi-
soning. Even if you get a kid that's not been poisoned, lead level
check, they might walk out and take a drink out of a lead line
cooler, a water fountain, and go play in a yard and chew some
paint, or get a couple of granules on their fingers.

Another point should be made. You're talking about one or two
little granules like granules of sugar is enough to send blood lead
levels real high. Right, Dr. Needleman?

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Yes, if lead paint has 50 percent, and there are
samples like thatthat's 50,000 parts per millionexcuse me,
500,000 parts per million. It doesn't take a lot of that to poison a
kid.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Like we're talking little granules.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you all.
Mr. WAXMAN, One last question oil that just to follow up.
How much water are we talking about that does harm? Some-

body goes out and takes a little sip out of the water fountain; is
that a problem?

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. No cause for panic, no, indeed. If you drink a
liter, a quarter, a day, of water that is 15 parts per billion, you'll
get 15 micrograms. That's not a dose you'd like to have, but one
glass of water from this building will not poison youand I've had
two today.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. When you're talking about a baby in a home with

infant formula mixed with leaded water, with apple juice, orange
juice concentrate that's mixed with lea0ed water, with macaroni
and cheese and vegetables and other things cooked in leaded water,
you're talking about cooking up a concentration that gets you
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pretty closeI didn't want your comment to be embraced by par-
ents to mean that they shouldn't take some action.

Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Absolutely.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Okay.
Mr. NEEDLEMAN. Absolutely. In formula preparation, the use of

hot water in formula preparation has caused frank brain damage
in children. There are cases reported in that.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I want to thank the three
of you for your testimony.

I've written a letter to George M. White, Architect of th e Capitol,
enclosing the results of the survey that Dr. Hanson submitted to
us, asking that actions be taken, and without objection, I'd like to
insert it into the record.

Thank you so much.
[The letter follows:]
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George M. White
Architect of the Capitol
Room SB-15, The Capitol
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mt. White:
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND ZOMMERCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT

24 15 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE DUS,DINO

WASHINGTON, DC 20515
nod 12071121-41112

July 26, 1991

As you know, on July 15, 16, and 17, 1991, my staff and the
staff of Congressman Gerry Sikorski, Senator Lautenberg, and the
Congressional Research Service tested water sources on Capitol
Mill for lead levels. I want to thank you and your staff for
your cooperation in facilitating the testing.

I am enclosing the results of the testing. The testing
shows that certain drinking water fountains and faucets in
several buildings have elevated lead levels. Twenty-one percent
of the outlets had lead levels at or above 15 ppb, which is the
level at which EPA recommends action to reduce lead levels.
Eleven percent of the outlets had lead levels at or above 20 ppb,
which is the level at which EPA recommended immediate removal or
replacement of the outlet in a 1989 report on lead in school
drinking water.

I know that you will do all that you can to eliminate
sources of lead contamination in the Capitol complex. In that
regard, I urge you to take follow-up tests to obtain a more
thorough evaluation of lead in the Capitol system, extending
beyond those tested in our survey. In the meantime, I urge you
to take prompt action to halt the use of the outlets with
reported lead levels above 20 ppb.

If you have any questions about the test results, please
contact me or Greg Wetstone or Phil Barnett of my staff at
226-7620.

With every good wish, I am

Sincerely,

PlemAlr tdajoia.
HENRY A. WAXMAN
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Health and the Environment
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Mr. WAXMAN. I'd like to now call forward the following individ-
uals to testify: Jane Stern, president of Maryland State Teachers
Association, on behalf of the National Education Association and
the National Parent-Teacher Association; Edward J. Gorman HI,
executive director, United Brotherhood of Carpenters National
Health and Safety Fund; Richard Jones, senior vice president,
Management Services, Inc., on behalf of the National Apartment
Association, and Dr. Rudolph E. Jackson, professor of pediatrics,
Morehouse School of Medicine, on behalf of the Alliance to End
Childhood Lead Poisoning.

We want to welcome the four of you to our hearing this morning.
Your prepared statements are going to be in the record in full.
What we'd like to ask from each of you is to limit the oral presen-
tation to no more than 5 minutes, and we'll have to be pretty strict
about that, I'm sorry to say

Ms. Stern, we'll start with you.

STATEMENTS OF JANE STERN, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL EDUCA-
TION ASSOCIATION AND THE NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER AS-
SOCIATION; EDWARD J. GORMAN III, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED BROTHERHOOD OF CARPENTERS NATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY FUND; RICHARD JONES, ON BEHALF OF NATION-
AL APARTMENT ASSOCIATION; AND RUDOLPH E. JACKSON, ON
BEHALF OF ALLIANCE TO END CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING
Ms. STERN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the sub-

committee.
I'm Jane Stern, president of the Maryland State Teachers Asso-

ciation. I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you this morning
on behalf of the National Education Association and the National
Parent-Teacher Association about the Lead Contamination Control
Act Amendments.

Lead poisoning is the No. 1 environmental hazard facing children
today. Almost one-fifth of all children in America have hazardous
levels of lead in their blood. Lead poisoning not only threatens the
lives and health of young children, but it is also a serious obstacle
to the national education goals and our Nation's educational and
economic aspirations.

Lead poisoning is associated with diminished intellectual and
physical stature, nerve damage, behavioral problems, and other
longlasting health problems.

As a teacher, I know there is nothing we can do which can fully
overcome these problems. Because lead exposure is cumulative and
because most of the adverse effects 'of lead poisoning are irreversi-
ble, we must devote our attention to prevention of all types of expo-
surefrom drinking water, soil, paint, and other sources.

NEA and PTA strongly support the proposed LCCA Amend-
ments. We are pleased that the subcommittee has incorporated
many of the recommendations we made earlier this year, and I
would like to take this opportunity to reiterate some of those rec-
ommendations and call for a few additional changes.

These proposed amendments would address one of the central de-
ficiencies of the legislation as enacted in 1988 enforcement. Up to
now, the Environmental Protection Agency has not had adequate
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authority to require States or schools to comply with their require-
ments for testing or abatement.

Moreover, the required action level was far too high to provide
adequate protection to children's health.

We appreciate the subcommittee's willingness to include specific
requirements that cover both lead in drinking water and lead-
based paint hazards, and spell out timelines and procedures for
testing and reporting to school employees, parents, and the general
public.

Absent testing requirements, too few schools and States have
taken steps to identify where problems exist. Still, we believe that
when lead hazards do exist, schools should be required to inform
the public in accordance with the EPA guidance document. Inform-
ing school officials, parents, and the public is essential. And yet, we
maintain that advisories and recommendations are insufficient by
themselves to assure that schools, in cooperation with the State
and municipal officials, take appropriate steps to remedy high
levels of lead.

Schools, States, and NEA and PTA have extensive experience in
dealing with environmental hazards. The record of asbestos illus-
trates the need for specific action requirements. Long after it was
generally recognized that asbestos was a grave health hazard and
even in specific communities where asbestos in the schools was a
demonstrated hazard, officials were slow to act.

Until schools were required under Federal law to develop and
implement asbestos management plans, and until schools with the
most serious problems and fewest resources to address them were
provided resources for that purpose, the majority of schools took
little or no abatement actions.

We should not repeat the mistakes of the past. This subcommit-
tee has an opportunity to demonstrate leadership in addressing a
serious national problem. We urge you to include provisions that
require testing, reporting, and action.

Further, we urge you to provide funds to assist schools with
these activities. NEA and PTA have joincd in recommending a
number of other technical amendments which are included in the
written prepared statement we have provided.

I urge you to adopt these recommendations in marking up this
essential legislation. We appreciate your efforts on behalf of Ameri-
ca's children, and both PTA and NEA pledge to assist in enacting
strong legislation to eliminate the threat of lead in America's
schools.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Stern.
[Testimony resumes on p. 493.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Stern follows:]
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Statement of
THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

and
THE NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION

Good Morning, Mr. V !airman and other members of the Subcommittee. I am Jane

Stern, President of the Maryland State Teachers Association (MSTA). I am speaking

today in behalf of both the 2 million-member National Education Association and the

7 million-member National Parent-Teacher Association, and I welcome the opportunity

to present our views on H.R. 2840, the Lead Contamination, Control Act Amendments

of 1991.

Introduction

The National Education Associatior represents more than two million education

employees in public elementary, secondary, and vocational schools and institutions of

postsecondary education. Our members include teachers, education support staff,

higher education faculty, college students, and retired school employees. NEA has

long been active in efforts to ensure that schools provide a safe and healthy

environment for their students and staff.

1
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The National PTA represents over 7 million parents, teachers, students and other

child advocates in all fifty states, the District of Columbia, Europe and the Pacific

resgibn where American parents send their children to Deparlment of Defense

Dependents Schools. The organization was founded on the premise of parental

involvement and has a long-standing policy of protecting the ecological and

environmental quabties of life necessary to the development of healthy and productive

youth. The National PTA believes that children should be safe from preventable

health hazards of any kind, including in the classrooms where they go to learn for

three-quarters of each year.

Both the NEA and National PTA have worked extensively with Congress and the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to reduce and eliminate environmental hazards

in schools. Moreover, in 1989, in cooperation with the EPA and other educational

groups, we organized a series of regional workshops around.the country to inform

parent*,, teachers, and other school officials about the hazards of asbestos, radon and

lead in drinking water. And, through a coalition effort with other educational groups,

we worked with EPA in developing a booklet entitled, "Environmental Hazards in

Schools", which includes a section on lead in drinking water.

The NEA and the National PTA have testified separately on the issue of lead in

drinking water several times, most recently before this Subcommittee this past April.

At these appearances, our witnesses presented Information about the adverse health

effects of lead poisoning in children and referred to research studies, government

2
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documents, and audit reports that are well-known to the Members of this

Subcommittee. This statement will not repeat what has already been presented,

except to reiterate three key facts:

o Lead poisoning is the number one environmental hazard facing children

in the United States, threatening them at home, at play, and in their

schools;

o The federal government is not responding in a timely or effective manner

to an environmental hazard that affects 17 percent of the children in

America; and

o There is a clear connection between the health threat of lead exposure

and achievement of the National Education Goals developed by the

President and the nation's governors. For example, the three to four

million children in the United States who have blood lead levels high

enough to cause decreased intelligence, behavioral disturbances,_

developmental delays, and numerous other longlasting adverse health

effects, will not "start school ready to learn," Similarly, we know from Dr.

Needleman's research that children who were exposed to high levels of

lead when they were young had seven times greater odds of dropping cut

of high school. If we do not act to prevent additional lead exposure now,

we will have difficulty in "increasting) the high school graduation rate to

at least 90 percent"

3
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At this hearing, we have been asked to comment on H.R. 2840, legislation introduced

by Chairman Waxman, Representative Sikorski and others to respond to the problem

of childhood lead poisoning. This bill creates new programs, and expands existing

ones, all aimed at reducing the incidence of lead poisoning among children. This

statement will concentrate on fie sections of the bill concerning lead in drinking water

and in paint in schools and day care centers.

Overall we strongly support this bill, which would strengthen and improve the Lead

:Contamination Control Act (LCCA) enanted in 1988. The National PTA and the NEA

were strong proponents of the LCCA, but we are disappointed that the law has had

such little effect in ameliorating the problems, particularly with drinking water in schools.

Specifically, there were three major problems with the original statute:

1. EPA did not have adequate authority to require states or schools to comply with

its provisions;

2. The President never requested, and Congress never appropriated, the funds that

were authorized to help states and school districts to comply with the law; and

3. There was great confusion about the level of lead in drinking water that was

considered acceptable. While EPA had a proposed regulation that set 20 parts

per billion as the standard, the official standard still in place, through April of this

year, was 50 parts per billion.

4
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The LCCA provided three years for states and schools to test their drinking water for

high levels of lead concentrations. During that time, EPA prepared a helpful guidance

document to assist states and schools that tried to comply with the spirit of the law.

States, in turn, were supposed to have distributed this document to schools and day

care centers.

Unfortunately, because the law was, in effect, voluntary, it did not succeed. The EPA

Inspector General's audit report, put lished in September 1990, and the more recent

report on the LCCA published by the Natural Resources Detense Council (NRDC), both

demonstrate, quite vividly, the low level of compliance with the law. In its summary,

the NRDC found, "On the whole, the nationwide assessment of lead in school drinking

water that should have been stimulated by the LCCA has not occurred; instead, the

states' attempts to comply have been glaringly inadequate."

The NRDC reported that since the LCCA was enacted, a mere 6 percent of licensed

day care centers (0.1% of the total number of licensed and non-licensed day care

facilities) were tested in the 17 states that reported testing ally day care centers.

Forty-seven states reported sampling of school drinking water, but in some of the

states, testing was sporadic and incomplete. 33 of the 47 states that conducted some

testing actually provided lead level data. Of these, 27 reported that their resutts

exceeded EPA's then-recommended standard of 20 parts per billion.

In my own state of Maryland, the NRDC survey found that 32% of the water coolers

tested in one district exceeded the 20 parts per billion level, and that 72% of th-e

5
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coolers containing lead were not on EPA's list of "not-lead-free" coolers. 76 water

coolers had lead levels exceeding 100 parts per billion. Only about half of the districts-,

reporting data in the state were in full compliance for testing and remediation of

coolers and only about one-quarter of those districts were in compliance for testing

water from other sources. Private school and day care center compliance in Maryland

averaged only about 10% compliance.

It is evident that the LCCA must be strengthened in order to be effective. In the three

years since the law was enacted, a number of other factors have added to the urgent

need for a federal responsr to the problem of lead poisoning in children. For example:

o More research has emerged demonstrating that adverse health effects

occur at lower levels of exposure.

o In his April testimony before this Subcommittee, Dr. Vernon Houk, U.S.

Assistant Surgeon General, reported that the Centers for Disease Control

is preparing to release an update of the 1985 Statement on the

Prevention of Lead Poisonina in Youna Children. According to Dr. Houk,

the new report is expected "to lower the blood lead level of concern from

the present 25 micrograms per deciliter to 10-15 micrograms per deciliter

and will place an increased emphasis on the need for primary prevention

of childhood lead poisoning."

o The federal govemment has developed a 20-year "Strategic Plan for the

Elimination of Childhood Lead Poisoning", involving all levels of

govemment and the private sector in lead poisoning and prevention

activities, effective and safe abatement of lead-based paint in housing,

6
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reduction in sources of lead exposure other than lead-based paint, and

national screening for elevated blood lead levels.

o Dr. John Rosen, Chakman of the Advisory Committee that is revising

CDC's statement on lead poisoning in children also testified before your

Subcommittee in April. He reported that the CDC and EPA conducted

cost-benefit analyses, finding that "a Congressionally mandated federal

effort to eliminate childhood lead exposure from leaded paint and water

will yield, conservatively, an annualized benefit of at least $4.2 billion in

terms of net medical and societal savings."

This year, as the Subcommittee staff began drafting a bill to reauthorize the LCCA, the

NEA and National PTA offered a number of recommendations that we asked be

included in the new legislation. We are pleased that most of our suggestions were

incorporated in H.R. 2840. We will highlight these points and comment briefly on a

few remaining recommendations we have for (he bill.

W recom en t_eAgnalfterelEaAgivac_geler_e_iir sigiLe_ j_k_i_22LegAayemn r ch I

care centers tO test their water. Under current law, there is a disincentive for schools

to test. If schools test their water, they are required to notify parents, teachers and

other school personnel, and presumably, remedy the situation if their lead levels were

above the EPA action levels. On the other hand, if schools did not test, they were not

required to do anything further.
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H.R. 2840 addresses this concern and would require that local education agencies test

their drinking water for lead contamination within 18 months of enactment of these

amendments.

ter neg2lent
tuaamatt teachers. and other school oersonnel be retained. The notification

requirement included in the Act is an important accountability mechanism, particularly

since schools do not have to follow specific abatement procedures. It is retained and

strengthened in the bill.

In addition, H.R. 2840 would establish a requirement that, within 90 days, schools with

test results above 10 parts per billion provide to teachers and parents a summary of

the test results, a lead disclosure statement (to be prepared by EPA in consultation

with the Centers for Disease Control), a description of the actions the school district

plans to take to remedy the situation, snd a schedule for when thce actions will be

implemented. At the same time, this information will be provided to the agency with

primary enforcement responsibility for the public water system that serves the school,

and in turn to the Environmental Protection Agency.

We support the expanded public availability provisions in H.R. 2840, but recommend

that language be added cladfying that the materials schools must prepare, if they have

elevated lead levels, be prepared in accordance with the EPA guidance document.

We also recommend that this provision be expanded to include language outlined in

another section of the bill requiring that this material be presented lo newly hired

8
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teachers and other personnel and parents (or guardians) of newly enrolled children for

so long as [the hazard) continues to be present in the school or day care center."

We recommended that the bill direct schools to test according to EPA guidelines and

rewire thalif EPA does not islue regulations_by the required date. schools must still

test using_ the protocol outlin EPA's 1989 document. Lead in if ors Drinkin

Water. This provision, which is included in the bill, would prevent schools from

saying they could not test due to lack of regulations. If EPA does not promulgate

regulations in a timely manner, schools will still have guidance on how to test. We

also support the added provision in the bill that would direct EPA to revise the

guidance document, outlining remedial steps schools can take when their levels of lead

concentration exceed 10 parts per billion.

We asked that schools and day care centers_kw required to tesLall their outlets foi

le cl--indhn u ,EL_p_gga_g_oo_etse in r f d--

to_acteou@tely ensurt_the safety of the students. The audit report of the LCCA

prepared by EPA's Inspector General found that some schools only tested outlets that

were suspected to have high levels of lead and thus may have overlooked dangerously

high levels at other outlets. Similarly, schools that conducted improper testing may

have had misleading results because lead levels are lower after flushing. For example,

schools that did not follow procedures for taking *first-draw" samples would post

misleading lower lead levels.

9
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H.R. 2840 incorporates this provision and would require testing "for lead in drinking

water from coolers, and in other drinking water outlets (including outlets used in food

preparation)."

We reauested that schools be reauired to remedy Pith levels of lead that were found

throuah testina, pith provision that they reoort their findinas to the state lead-in-

drinkina-wator desianet and in turn, that the state desianees reoon to EPA. Strong

follow-up provisions are needed to ensure accountability and proper implementation of

the new law. While H.R. 2840 would strengthen the public notification provisions in

current law, we believe the bill should also include requirements that schools remedy

elevated levels of lead. We recognize some schools may find that high levels of lead

are coming from outs,cle sources beyond their judsdictional control. If this is the case,

schools should be required to turn off the water outlets and use bottled water until the

source of the lead was found and abated. If the purpose of this bill is to reduce, and

eventually eliminate, children's exposure to lead, then we must be clear on what

schools need to do if they discover elevated lead levels in their drinking water. H.R.

2840 would set a level for maximum lead concentrations in water, so if those levels

are exceeded, they should be remedied.

We suaaested that the arant oroaram to assist schools with the costs of testina and

remedvina hlah levels of lead in their water be improved. Even if money had been

appropriated for the state grant program authorized in current law, there is no

guarantee that states would have used the money to assist schools in testing. The

existing law creates a grant program to states to assist local education agencies for
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expenses incurred with the costs of testing for and remedying high levels of lead, but

there is no specific critena about how the money is to be awarded, nor a guarantee

that states will use the money to help schools with these costs.

H.R. 2840 would target the appropriated funds to reimburse local education apencies

for expenses incurred for testing and remedial action, and base reimbursement on

financial need of the LEA and the severity of the drinking water contamination at the

schools concerned. We would like to see a provision added here that requires EPA

to consult with representatives of educational organizations, including parents, teachers

and school administrators, before developing eligibility criteria for this program.

We hope that by directing the grants specifically to help schools test and abate

hazardous levels of lead, congressional appropriators will more readily fund the

program knowing children's safety is at stake. We also urge members of this

Subcommittee to talk to their colleagues on the VAHUD-Independent Agencies

Appropriations Subcommittees to help convince them of the importance of providing

funds for this program.

We are concerned, however, that the grants are limited solely for reimbursement for

expenses already incurred. There may be schools that do not have the funds to carry

out the necessary response actions. Assistance through the grant program should be

available to reimburse schools for testing and to assist them in completing remedial

ac . o to reduce elevated lead levels in their school drinking water.

11
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We k tha tu.gt_utkLoznELLELLagtoji yio_o_ympsvh ther states have crealid

proorams, and to rewire that states comply with the other requirements of the is CA.

The IG audit repon found that even without stronger authority, EPA could have done

more to bAsure that drinking in water in schools is free from hazardous lead.

Specifically, the report recommends that EPA "perform additional outreach to states

and prepare model plans to assist states in formulating their LCCA programs."

The bill would involve EPA more directly in oversight, by requiring that schools transmit

materials about their testing and proposed remedial actions to the Administrator,

through the agency with primary enforcement responsibility for the water system that

serves the schools, and by directing them to prepare, with the CDC, a disclosure

statement on lead that will be sent to parents, teachers, etc. as pan of the public

notification provisions. These added provisions will increase EPA's ability to enforce

the law.

We would also ask that a provision be added to the bill requiring EPA to submit an

annual report to Congress containing the data schools submitted about testing for lead,

the response actions they plan to take, and information about the grant program and

how it is administered.

We recommended that the bill impose civil penalties on states and schools for non-

compliance. Loeal education agencies should be assessed penalties for not properly

testing for lead in drinking water, and states should be fined for not properly

implementing their other responsibilities under the Act. As in the Asbestos Hazard

12
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Emergency Response Act (AHERA), we recommended that any fines collected be used

to make grants to schools to help with the testing and clean-up costs.

Current law imposes civil and cdminal penalties for violations of the prohibition againsr

the sale and manufacture of water coolers with lead-lined tanks, but not for non-

compliance with the testing and notification provisions. H.R. 2840 would add these

provisions.

We recommended that the provisions rWated to water coolers with lead-lined tanks be

renewed. For example. there needs to be follow-uo to determine if the water coolers

manufacturers are comolvind with the ban on sale of coolers that are not "lead-free."

and f Ic_u_t_lernea i

responsibilities In carrvina out the recall of non-leesi-free coolers,. EPA has published

its list of water coolers that contained lead-lined tanks and were otherwise "not lead-

free" However, according to the Inspector General's audit report, EPA "did not

aggressively locate and identify additional coolers to place on the list, and did not fully

utilize data gathered on the test results of the coolers." One of the negative

consequences of EPA's incomplete compliance with this provision is that many schools

limited their testing to those coolers on EPA's list, thus avoiding potential hazards in

other coolers within their buildings.

The NFIDC report said that schools in only 19 states took inventory of water coolers

that were not lead free, and the EPA audit report said that schools found lead

contamination in coolers that were not on EPA's original list. H.R. 2840 would address

13
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these issues by requiring that the EPA updaW its list of water coolers that are not

lead-free and by requiring a re-issue of the CPSC recall order, which to date has been

limited to just one manufacturer.

We believe that EPA must be required, in statute. to revise its reaulation settino a

maximum contaminant level NU) for lead measured_at the entry point of the_ water

system knd at theieD. While this issue is not addressed in the LCCA, but rather the

Safe Drinking Water Act that the LCCA amends, we feel strongly enough about EPA's

failure to act on this important health issue that this should be addressed in this law.

We support the provisions of H.R. 2840 that would establish a tapwater lead limit of

10 parts per billion and a maximum contaminant level goal of zero parts per billion, as

well as the modifications the bill would make to EPA's education and monitoring

requirements.

We agree with Chairman Waxman that the EPA has had ample time to develop a

standard on its own and nas not. A new MCL for lead, mandated by law. Is especially

welcome in light of the fact that EPA repealed the previous "officiar standard of 50

parts per billion, imposing instead a treatment requirement triggered at a lead *action"

level exceeding 15 parts per billion. The action level is not enforceable, so the Agency

has, in effect, eliminated any real standard.

We believe this is a critical provision in the bill. If there is no defined standard for

what lead level is acceptable in drinking water, then schools will have difficulty in

14
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complying with a testing requirement. Without a specific measure, they will not know

when to initiate remedial action.

We also strongly support the provisions in H.R. 2840 that address the problem of

lead paint in schools and day care centers. Lead paint is the major cause of elevated

lead levels in children. Exposure occurs when children ingest chips or flakes of lead

paint and when they ingest lead-paint contaminated dust or soil. We know that at

least 15 percent of all school buildings were constructed before 1939, and another 31

percent were constructed before 1959. It is reasonable to conclude that many of these

schools still contain lead-based paint. To assist the young children who are most at-

risk of lead poisoning from paint, H.R. 2840 prudently targets buildings constructed

before 1980 that are used as elementary schools, Kindergartens or day care centers

providing education or day care to children under the age uf six. As we did with the

drinking water section, we recommend that the grant program language be amended

to allow reimbursement for testing activity, but also to provide grants to a3sist. with

response actions as wcIl. We also suggest that :he authorization fcr the grant program

for testing and abating lead paint hazards begin in FY 1994. Since the bill would give

the EPA two ycars to develop regulations tor this program Ind four years for schools

to complete the testing, this amentIment would authonze the funding when it is

needed.

One problem we see with this bill concerns its applicability to day cala centers. The

bill would require inspection for lead psint or lead hazards in schools or 'day care

centers owned or operated by that agency [local education agency] (LEA)." but most
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day care centers are not run by LEAs. Requirements for testing and abatement should

be established to cover jj day care centers, not just those run by LEAs. Furthermore,

the sections of the bill requiring testing for lead in drinking water do not apply to day

care centers, despite the potential hazard that exists in these facilities.

In closing, we extend our strong support for the provisions in the bill that expand

community blood lead level screening programs, particularly those targeted to at-risk

populations, and the increased authorization ceilings for this purpose. Likewise, we

support the provisions of the bill that address the problem of lead contamination from

other sources including food, ceramics and glassware.

We thank you for the opportunitito testity today and we look forward to working with

you in enacting strong legislation to eliminate the hazard of lead in our schools and

day care centers. I would be happy to answer any questions you might have about

our statement.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Gorman.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. GORMAN III

Mr. GORMAN. Thank you for your invitation to testify concerning
the Lead Contamination Control Act of 1991. I testify today on
behalf of the Carpenters National Health and Safety Fund, a joint
labor-management trust fund representing members of the carpen-
ters union RS well as our union contractors signatory to collective
bargaining agreements.

The fund was established in 1990 to address the numerous health
and safety problems of workers and their families and to improve
the length, quality and productivity of workers' lives.

Mr. Chairman, we agree wholeheartedly with your observation
that lead is the most pervasive and insidious environmental threat
to America's children today. We also believe that it is nearly as
great a threat to American workers, particularly those in the con-
struction industry.

The 600,000 members of the carpenters face lead-based paint haz-
ards both at home and at work, whether from on-the-job exposures
which get carried home on our members' clothing, or simply from
living in and renovating homes built before 1980.

With the introduction of H.R. 2480, this subcommittee is poised
to solve an environmental and occupational health threat which
has plagued mankind for over two millennia. We believe your bill
goes to the heart of many of the problems associated with lead-
based paint and the medical problems associated with exposure to
it.

We also believer that this will can become the first truly compre-
hensive approach eliminating this deadly toxin. Vor these and
other reasons I will discuss, we commend you, Mr. Chairman, for
the commitment you have shown to America's children and work-
ers and for the alacrity with which you have moved to craft respon-
sible legislation.

The engine that will drive mach of the work needed to eliminate
leaded paint, is the inspection requirement prominently featured in
the proposed legislation. Time and time again, we found that when
the public and workers are permitted to know the hazards they
face, they will react in responsible and prudent ways to eliminate
them, if given the wherewithal.

As this subcommittee is well aware, the inspection mechanisms
guarantees the public and workers the right to know the extent
and severity of preventable lead-related injuries to their health.
With that knowledge, an owner or lessor assumes the duty of due
care, a duty which, if breached, causes liability under common law.

In the case of this legislation, within 2 years after enactment,
sellers and lessors of residential premises must arrange for licensed
lead inspectors to conduct a lead inspection of the premises and
provide a lead hazard inspection report to purchasers or lessees.
The 2-year grace period before the effective date of this provision is
certainly adequate time for all parties to be put on notice of its re-
quirements. Moreover, as you are aware, the inspection require-
ment itself has been utilized to great success in the State of Massa-
chusetts.
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Similarly, the requirements of strong lead abatement standards
will, with minimal refinement, protect the occupants of residences
and the workers involved in deleading.

In our view, the bill also is responsible and quite cautious in pro-
viding for a report by the implementing Agency on lead inspection
and abatement methods and devices within the first year after en-
actment of this title.

The clear intention of this language is above reproachthe
Agency must learn, among others, what the most health-protective,
cost-effective and building-modernizing abatement practices are
before setting the necessary standards governing owners and con-
tractors in the private sector.

This is an approach Congress failed to fully utilize when asbestos
abatement was being considered, to the great detriment of that
control industry that developed after the enactment of Asbestos
Hazards Emergency Response Act of 1986otherwise known as
AHERA.

Licensing and certification of inspectors, deleaders and laborato-
ries are another strong feature of the bill. We believe that Federal
regulators must accredit training providers to train and certify
both lead inspectors and deleadere in compliance with lead abate-
ment standards established by this legislation.

The model established by AHERA and subsequent regulations
have proven the accreditation/certification approach to bo a
worthy precedent in establishing strong health protections for the
public and for workers.

In addition, the provisions establishing a strong education pro-
gram upon enactment serve well the public's need to know and
lays the necessary groundwork for later inspection and abatements,
where applicable.

To touch upon a comment made by Dr. Houk earlier and which
you pointed out, again I think that there's simply no excuse for not
licensing deleaders and inspectors. Unlicensed workers put the
public at great risk of harm from fly-by-night contractors. State-by-
State development of these standards shirks the Federal duty to
protect the health of all Americans. Caveat emptor simply cannot
be the rule that prevails here if innocent children are to be vic-
tims.

The administration says it will get done, they say it will get done
voluntarily, and I can tell you of at least one example where it has
not been done, and that is the exposure of construction workers to
lead hazards.

We have known for 20 years now that the only standard that ap-
plies to construction workers is well out of date and that general
industry has had a lower standard for sometime. We need to move
on these things; we need to move quickly.

We commend you and this subcommittee for the actions we hope
you'll take.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gorman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gorman follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. GORMAN III, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, UNITED
BROTHERHOOD OF CARPENTERS NATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY Fusin

Mr. Chairman, fellow Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for your invita-
tion to testify concerning the "Lead Qmtamination Control Act 1991."

I testify today on behalf of the Carpenters National Health and Safety Fund, a
labor-management trust fund representing members of the Carpenters union as well
as our union contractors signatory to collective bargaining agreements. The Fund
was established in 1990 to address the numerous health and safety problems of
workers and their families and to improve the length, quality and productivity of
workers' lives.

Mr. Chairman, we agree wholeheartedly with your observation that lead is the
most pervasive and insidious environmental threat to America's children today. We
also believe that it is nearly as great a threat to American workers, particularly
those in the construction industry. The 600,000 members of the UBC face lead-based
paint havirds both at work and at home, whether from on-the-job exposures which
get carried home on our members' clothing, or simply from living in and renovating
homes with leaded paint built before 1980.

With the introduction of H.F.. 2480, this Subcommittee is poised to solve an envi-
ronmental and occupational health threat which has plagued mankind for over two
millennia. We believe your bill goes to the heart of many of the problems associated
with lead-based paint and the medical problems associated with exposure to it. We
also believe that, with some refinements we would like to suggest, this bill will
become the first truly comprehensive approach to eliminating this deadly toxin. For
these and other reasons I will discuss, we commend you, Mr. Chairman, for the com-
mitment you have shown to American's children and workers and for the alacrity
with which you have moved to craft responsible legislation.

You will recall that I appeared before this Subcommittee on behalf of the Carpen-
ters Union and General President Sigurd Lucassen in April to recommend a legisla-
tive package on lead. We are grateful that in the span of roughly three months, you
have undertaken this strong legislative effort to address an overdue public and
worker health need and we are also pleased that many of the recommendations we
submitted are found in H.R. 2480.

The engine that will drive much of the work needed to eliminate leaded paint, for
example, is the inspection requirement prominently featured in the proposed legis-
lation. Time and time again, we have found that when the public and workers are
permitted to know the hazards they face, they will react in responsible and prudent
ways to eliminate them. As this Subcommittee is well aware, the inspection mecha-
&sm guarantees the public and workers the right to know the extent and severk
oi preventable injuries to their health. With that knowledge, an owner or lessor as-
sumes a duty of clue care, a duty which if breached causes liability under common
law. In the case of this legislation, within two years after enactment, sellers and
lessors of residential premises must arrange for licensed lead inspectors to conduct a
lead inspection of the premises and provide a lead hazard inspectbn report to pur-
chasers or lessees. The two-year grace period before the effective date of this provi-
sion is certainly adequate time for all parties to be put on notice of its require-
ments. Moreover, as you are aware, the inspection requirement itself has been uti-
lized to great success in the state of Massachusetts.

Similarly, the requirements of strong lead abatement standards will, with mini-
mal refinement, protect the occupants of residences and the workers involved in de-
lead ing.

In our view, the Bill also is responsible and quite cautious in providing for a
report by the implementing agency on lead inspection and abatement methods and
devices within the first year dter enactment of this title. The clear intention of this
languwe is above reproachthe agency must learn, among others, what the most
health-protective, cost-effective and building-modernizing improving abatement
work practices are before setting the necessary standards governing owners and con-
tractors in the private sector. This is an approach Congress failed to fully utilize
when asbestos al3atement was being considered, to the great detriment of that con-
trol industry which rapidly developed after enactment of Asbestos Hazards Emer-
gency Response Act of 1986 ["AHERA"].

Licensing and certification of inspectors, deleaders and laboratories are another
strong feature of the Bill. We believe that federal regulators must accredit training
providers to train and certify both lead inspectors and deleaders in compliance the
lead abatement standards established by this legislation. The model established by
AHERA and subsequent regulations have proven the accreditation/certification ap-
proach to be a worthy precedent in establishing strong health protections for the
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public and workers. In addition, the provisions establishing a strong public educa-
tion program upon enactment serves well the public's need to know and lays the
necessary groundwork for later inspection and abatements, where applicable.

As with AHERA legislation, this bill has rightfully taken on the task of decon-
taminating schools and day care centers first, (unfortunately day care centers were
left out of the AHERA legislation in 1986) and provides some money, although prob-
ably not enough, to assist schools and day care centers with deleading.

The bill has also seen to it that children are routinely screened for elevated blood-
lead levels. In our experience, many pediatricians in this country are unfamiliar
both with the hazards associated with ingestion of lead through means other than
eating chipped paint and with the need to do routine screenings. Such screenings
are the only true prevention and intervention mechanism known, short of an uncon-
ditional abatement requirement.

While we emphasize our support for this legislation, we would also recommend
the following further refinements which we think are encompassed within the broad
public health protection objectives H.R. 2480 establishes:

(1) With respect to lead poisoning prevention, we would extend the benefits
beyond infants and children to exposed workers as well. In addition, we suggest that
screenings look not just for elevated blood-lead levels, but for all body lead burdens.
This would give the Centers for Disease Control the opportunity to develop stand-
ards which measure and provide preventive interventions for chronic lead expo-
sures. As the Chairman is well aware, blood lead levels only tell a story of exposures
to lead within the past 30 days. The technology for measuring chronic exposures
and their effects is on the horizon and should be taken into consideration here.

(2) While we well see the logic in providing much of the responsibility for adminis-
tering the lead paint provisions in the hands of the Secretary for Health and
Human Services, we believe the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency, by virtue of his experience in administering similar programs for asbestos,
may be in a better position to regulate the bill's provisions regarding accreditation
and certification of inspectors and deleaders. In addition, in order to maintain ap-
propriate national training programs, as many labor-management training funds do,
EPA should accredit training providers, not just individuals, and certify both inspec-
tors and deleaders to comply with the inspection and abatement standards con-
tained herein.

(3) Rather than maintain lista of accredited instructors, licensed inspectors and li-
censed deleaders, the administering agency (again, we prefer EPA) may lighten the
paperwork burden by maintaining lista of accredited training providers and of the
instructors utilized by such providers. Unions and others are extremely sensitive to
providing lista of workers they have organized and trained to be plundered by
others who are unwilling to invest the time and money in training and education.

(4) With respect to the contents of lead hazard inspection reports, testing before
and after lead abatement should be done so that public health is protected. Post-
abatement inspections should certify that appropriate clearance levels have been
reached before the inhabitants resume occupancy.

(5) *Nith respect to both Section 2802 (a) and (c), health protection and moderniza-
tion of the facility are important factors to be considered in setting the standards
for the proper abatement procedures. We assume this was intended by the sentence
which reads: "the standard shall prescribe approved lead abatement methods and
devices to eliminate, reduce, or prevent lead hazards taking into account reliability,
effectiveness and affordability.'

(6) The bill's key provision from a public health and worker standpoint involve
the agency's establishment of strong lead abatement standards. Section 2802(c)
should therefore also reflect the worker protection guidelines incorporated in Chap-
ter 8 of "The Interim Guidelines for Hazard Identification and Abatement for
Public and Indian Housing" issued by HUD, a document upon which the legislation
relies in another provision in the legislation.

(7) Section 2802(eX2) should also make clear that a person performing lead abate-
ment in a covered premises must comply not only with procedures for lead abate-
ment but be a certified deleader as well.

(8) We also recommend as an addition to the bill that states be required to main-
tain for public disclosure lista of' schools and day care centers where lead-based
paint has been found as well as those which have eliminated lead-based paint pursu-
ant to this legislation.

Mr. Chairman, the legislation you have introduced gives all of us hope that the
needless exposures and illnesses associated with lead will come to an end once this
legislation is properly implemented and enforced. The leadership you are demon-
strating and the fundamental service this legislation performs means that some
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Americans will not face physical or mental disabilities from high lead exposures,
and that many, many others, will reach adulthood and old age with their native
intelligence unimpaired by this Insidious, manmade scourge.

Mr. Chairman, we are deeply grateful for your commitment, for the opportunity
to testify here today and, most importantly, for the strong legislation we are confi-
dent will be enacted by this body and signed into law this year.

Thank you.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Jones.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD JONES
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my

name is Richard Jones, senior vice president of Management Serv-
ices Corp., based in Charlottesville, Va., operating over 2,400 units.

Today I'm testifying on behalf of the National Apartment Asso-
ciation. Accompanying me is Theodore Adams, Esq., of Christian,
Barton, Epps, Brent & Chappell, based in Richmond, Va. We appre-
ciate the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee to discuss
H.R. 2840 and the problems associated with lead-based paint on
multifamily housing properties.

NAA members have struggled to reduce exposures and yet, not
impact housing affordability. Renters already spend a dispropor-
tionate share of their income for housing. NAA believes that every-
one has a right to a safe and healthy environment. However, the
threat of lead exposure continues to be problematic for the man-
agement of safe, healthy, and affordable housing, and water supply
throughout the country.

Even with all the years of research and legislation, NAA is con-
cerned about the patchwork effect that these initiatives have
taken. The problems of lead in the environment are ones that need
to be solved by teamwork and coordination. Building owners and
managers are facing exovbitant costs to abate LBP without assur-
ance that intact paint is the major and sole contaminant.

HUD and the Centers for Disease Control have indicated that
perhaps the majority of lead poisoning in children stem not from
intact LBP, but from lead contaminated dust, which is not neces-
sarily from intact paint.

HUD reports that, "The multiplicity of sources of lead in the en-
vironment makes it difficult to measure the exact contribution of
LBP to la,p."

Many States are taking the lead problem in children as a priori-
ty public health issue. At the Federal level, NAA would like to see
legislative and regulatory initiatives that comprehensively address
a number of concerns which are listed in our written statement.

However, we believe that the bill falls short of a comprehensive
approach and does little to reduce the amount of lead in the envi-
ronment.

Our oral comments focus on the training and inspection stand-
ards and the disclosure provisions. NAA supports initiatives to im-
prove the qualifications of LBP abatement workers. A major dilem-
ma for building owners and managers is the availability of a qual-
ify work force. Poorly trained workers increase the danger to the
public by improper work procedures.

NAA does not support section 2802 because it will not serve the
purpose for a comprehensive Federal policy. Instead, we believe it
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will lead to an overreaction of the marketplace, create unnecessary
exposures, and decrease opportunities for affordable housing.

The timetable contradicts the intent of the legislation. The bill
requires establishment of accredited training programs for workers
after a 2-year period. And yet, the inspection standard is to be de-
veloped within a 1-year timeframe. The standard will be carried
out by improperly trained work force.

The provisions for a lead inspection standard are very detailed,
very costly, and very inflexible. We do not understand the necessi-
ty qf having to wait for Health and Human Services to request a
request for modification within an 18-month period. This is not an
efficient process.

The NAA supports voluntary disclosure of any known environ-
mental hazard. However, based on each prorci Lys operation and
local regulations, the owner or manager must make a decision
about disclosure. Too often, disclosure causes widespread fear and
litigation problems. The presence of educated consumers, increas-
ing environmental due diligence, legislative and regulatory activity
of States, and desired renovations, serve to address the lead issue
in a far more orderly way.

We seek clarification when the bill requires a lead hazard in-
spection. Does the bill intend to refer to the leasing of an entire
building, or must inspection be done each time a unit is rented? Ili
1991, the national average resident turnover rate was 64.2 percent.
Each apartment vacated generally has to comply with State or
local requirements for cleaning and repainting before the next oc-
,...upant. Direct exposure to LBP is reduced by the new, intact paint
covering.

We also do not believe that HHS has the administrative experi-
ence to effectively design a disclosure statement to serve the real
estate community. The EPA is far better qualified to address the
disclosure statement.

To require such detailed inspection standards and detailed disclo-
sure qtatements for every sale or leasing activity would cause nu-
meroue unsafe LBP removals. Without a qualified and trained
work fc rce, without adequate proof that intact LBP is the major
source of childhood poisoning, without research dettAing the
source and toxicity of LBP dust, without consideration of other lead
sources impacting children's health, the bill would create a tremen-
dous economic burden upon the housing community and it would
still not address lead contamination from other sources.

To alleviate the housing crisis and the tremendous economic bur.
dens, NAA recommends voluntary disclosure that would include
one, known information, two, specific disclosure for transaction
needs, and three, use of past disclosure statements.

The importance of public education programs cannot be stressed
enough. However, we believe that HHS should not be solely respon-
sible for this effort. The main thrust of preventive care should be
handled by other Agencies with more housing experience.

NAA members are not adverse to addressing environmental haz-
ards. A major concern with addressing environmental hazards is
the lack of agreement as to what is a true threat to the public and
where the true source originates. There is consensus that LBP is
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not the major culprit of lead poisoning. Further research needs to
be done on the associations of dust, soil and paint.

We ask the subcommittee to consider the affordable housing
crisis and weigh the economic consequences just as importantly as
the questions of health.

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 510.)
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jones followsd

-
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TESTIMONY

OF -

RICHARD JONES
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.

FOR THE
NATIONAL APARTMENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Richard
Jonas, Senior Vice President of Management Services based in
Charlottesville, Virginia operating over 2,400 units in Richmond,
Manassas and the Charlottesville area. Today, I am testifying on
behalf of the National Apartment Association.* Accompanying me is
Theodore Adams, Esq. of Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent and Chappell
based in Richmond, Virginia. Mr Adams represents many members of the
Virginia Apartment and Management Association and is very
knowledgeable about the impact that environmental hazards have upon
the multifamily industry.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee to
discuss H.R. 2840, the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of
1991 and th problems associated with lead based paint (LBP) on
multifamily properties. Like many others concerned about the lead
problem in this country, NAA members have struggled to reduce
exposures and yet, not impact hoveing aftordability. And, quite
frankly, given the extent of the problem, we believe that there is yet
to be found an adequate solution that balances true risk and a cost
effective solution.

For fifty two years, affordable rental housing has been the goal of
the National Apartment Association. Renters who account for
approximately 36 percent of all households in America spend a
disproportionate share of their income for housing. In 1987, the
typical renter household devoted approximately 29 percent of its
$17,550 income to housing expense. 9.3 million renters in 1987 had
incomes of less than $10,000 and spent almost 60 percent of their
income for housing.

It is ironic that this hearing takes place less than a week after a
hearing was held on the report submitted by the Advisory Commission on
Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing, The Commission found that
housing costs are being driven up by "an increasingly expensive and
time-consuming permit-approval process...exclusionary zoning rules and
well-intentioned laws aimed at protecting the environment and other
features of modern-day life." It is this well intentioned goal of
reducing childhood lead poisoning by required inspection and
disclousre which can cause an enormous setback for affordable housing.

*The National Apartment Assosciation (NM) is a trade association
representing over 200,000 multifamily professionals including owners,
developers, builders, managers, and industry suppliers of over three
million rental units and condominums nationwide. The NAA is
headquartered at 1111 14th St., NW Suite 900, Washington, D.C. 20005
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Before Congress recognized the problems with LBP in the early 70's
with the enactment of legislation in 1971 and 1973, LBP was routinely
used on the exterior and interior surfacing of multifamily and single
family residences. A final ban was enacted by the Consumer Product
Safety Commission in 1978. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) in its' report to Congress, the "Comprehensive
Workable Plan for the Abatement of Lead Based Paint in Privately Owned
Housing" has estimated approximately 57 million housing units contain
L8P, of which approximately 19 million are rental apartment units.

Unfortunately, LBP is not the only environmental hazard facing the
operation of multifamily properties. While NAA believes that
residents have a right to a safe and healthy environment, we are
concerned about significant amounts of capital spent on existing
structures for the cleanup of hazards that may or may not pose a
direct threat. Many research efforts have shown that the hazards are
real but questions of low level exposures which pose a direct threat
are still unanwsered. For instance, the public policy debate over
asbestos is ect example of a hazard that has generated much
hyster gnificant costs for routine repair work, lost financing
sources and information that is unclear and misleading. There is no
debate that high level exposure can be dangerous. However, the debate
of low level exposure continues to generate significant problems for
the management of safe, healthy and affordable housing. Inaccurate
information and public hysteria over the potential for threat has
created serious economic problems for an industry that is already
rocking the very core of the financial markets in this country.
Unfortunately, the response of our industry when they are forced to
pay for the testing and mitigation responses of hazards that may or
may not pose a direct threat is to consider increasing rents and thus,
decrease the opportunities for affordable housing.

A recant management experience with asbestos can highlight the
difficulty of balancing affordable housing with the costs of
mitigation. At a Charlottesville townhouse project, my company has
spent nearly two years searching for an affordable way to repair a
severely leaking roof built with asbestos shingles. The repair itself
is very simple and relatively inexpensive. However, we are afraid of
having our maintenance people do the repair because of OSHA violations
and therefore, we have been seeking affordable and liscensed asbestos
contractors do the work. We are still seeking an affordable solution
while the roof continues to leak.
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NAA members do know the dangers of lead hazards and are particularly
aware of the problems of childhood lead poisoning. We realize the
significant role that our industry must play in abating this hazard.
We are eager to work with the Congress, federal agencies, State and
local policy makers, the medical profession and the child advocates to
develop a comprehensive policy to reduce Childhood exposure.

There is much work to be done in developing a comprehensive framework
for the reduction of this hazard. Even with all the years of research
and legislation, the NAA is concerned about the patchwork effect that
these initiatives have taken. The problem of lead in the environment
is one that needs to be solved by teamwork and coordination. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is appropriately attempting to
do this as they reported in their February 1991 White Paper on
"Strategy for Reducing Lead Exposures." gven after twenty years of
research on lead poisoning, building owners and managers are facing
exorbitant costs to abate LBP without assurance that intact paint is
the major and sole contaminant. The HUD report as well as a recent
report from the Center for DispAeis Control (CDC) have indicated that
the most likely vehicle for the me.jority of lead poisonings in
children stems not from intact LBP but rather from lead contaminated
dust, ingested by children through normal hand-to-mouth activity. The
dust is not necessarily from intact paint. In fact, HUD reports that
"The multiplicity of sources of lead in the environment makes it
difficult to measure the exact contribution of LBP to lead poisor'ng.
MUCH DEPENDS ON THE SITUATION [emphasis addedr

NAA wants to be a participant in the solution of childhood lead
poisoning in this country. Therefore, we support the growing
framework of solutions but believe that there are still many more
questions to be answered before pushing an initiative that is so
focused that it will have little overall effect. Many current
activities are focused on specific aspects of the problem but there
seems to be lacking a leadership for coordination for a truly
effective public policy. The provision of funds in H.R. 2519, the
Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and
Independent Agencies Appropriation bill for 1992 which was recently
passed in tho Senate includes additional money for continued federal
lead efforts.and report language notes the lack of framework or
policy. Their answer is to fund a new Office of Lead Abatement and
Poisoning Prevention which would attempt to control all of HUD's
related activities. This is tha type of effort that is needed but
needs to be expanded to include other agency efforts.

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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In addition. many states are taking the lead groblee in children am a
priority public health issue. Disclosure and testing for LBP are
major elements in many states. Massachusetts has taken a
comprehensive approach which requires not nnly property owners to be
involved in lead hazard disclowurs but requires the medical profession
to screen children, the training and licensing of workers, and low
cost financing options. Undoubtably, this comprehensive program is
costly to the state but Massachusetts has decided that this is a
priority concern for them. Other states may or may not be able to
afford the luxury of uch a costly program, but many are seeking
sclutions to thic problem.

NAA would like to see legislative and regulatory initiative.
comprehensively address following concerns: 1) routine teating of all
children under the age of 7, particularly those at lower
socio-ecocomic levelr, 2) Immediate investigations of the sources of
childhood lead poisoniag; 3) Solutiona to the high cost of testing and
mitigation; 4) Encourage-nent of research to find affordable technology
for tasting and abatement; 5) Pcblic education efforts with clear risk
communication that doss not alarm but rather encourages citizens to
work publio policy advocates in solving childhood poisoning; 6) Low
cost LBP testing and batement financing for the multifamily industry;
7) Development of additional monies for states for the financing of
abatement work; 8) Incentives to encourage the development of
operations and management programs, modeled after the EPA Guidelines
for Building Owners and Managers; 9) Market based initiatives that
would not discourage building owners and managers in advising their
residents about lead hazards; 100 A definitive method of prioritizing
high risk children and units; W Market based initiatives that would
create a qualified work force and mork force capable of handling a
potentially large amount of testing and abatement work; 12) Dust
spread analysis; 13) Clear distinction of the defin:tion of abatement
which could mean removal, encepsulation, or repair bAt does not
encourage one method of abatement over the other; 14) Consideration of
the unique nature of the apartment industry with its dependence of its
units being occupied; 15) Clear options when residents are displaced
and alternative affordable housing must be mut; and 16) Cost
effective solutions to waste disposal of lmed products after abatement
or renovations.

It is from this perspective that MA would like to comment upon H.R.
2840, the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of 1991.
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NAA applauds the intent of the sponsors of H.R. 2840 in trying to
promote the education and the awareness of consumers of lead in
drinking water and paint. We also support the encouragement of grants
for screening and treatment of elevated blood-lead levels in infants
and children.

However, we believe that the bill falls short of the comprehensive
approach so necessary and does little to reduce the amount of lead in

the environment as other legislative initiatives. In addition, while
the bill provides for public awareness and education, the provisions
do not provide for clear risk communication and in effect, will be
economically damaging to all involved. The real Pfect of the
outlined disclosure to building resident. and buyers will cause
unwarranted removal of L8P which due to dust problers could actually
raise the risk to unaware occupants. Usually, removal as an abatement
strategy in not in the best interests of occupants due to the dust
that may cling to clothing, furniture, walls and ceilings. Many
leading authorities in the scientific community are beginning to
promote alternative measures such as encapoulants because of the dust
problem. With respect to water problems, it is unclear what the
responsibility of management will be to occupants if the building's
pipes and solder were creating excessive lead counts in the tap water.
This responsibility may be decided in the market where current
residents or potential residents may opt to rent elsewhere but,
unfortunately, we suspect that it will be decided in court. While we
understand that EPA has finalized this compliance, we are concerned
about the bill's expansion of scope to include smaller and medium
sized water systems - as well as noncommunity water systems. This
would impact on many small rental apartment business that are owned
for retirement or family business purposes.

While the intent of the legislation is laudable, NAA disagrees with
the approach that the bill requires. As stated above, we believe a
comprehensive approach is necessary and seller disclosure as required
in this legislatidn creates more problems than it solves.

Specifically, our comments on the individual provisions follows:

Section 3: Lead Contamination in Drinking Water

We believe that the additional requirements to the regulations
promulgated by the EPA on May 6, 1991 are overly burdensome in

s
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compliance end will cause xceseive increases to water bills that are
already costly. This is particularly true for the pressure on states
to require amcll or medium-size water systems to comply with the
corrosion control studies stipulated by subsection (c).

The disclosure require/lents to occupant,' by the water system are fair
and reasonable. NAA is very supportive of providing educational
materials that describe the problem end suggest steps to reduce
exposure. However, NAA is concerned about the suggested text for two
reasons:. Our recommendation is to place the provisions describing
remedies near the beginning of any disclosure materials. To inundate
o:cupents with so much literature as required by the bill could cause
residents to overlook thin very important information.

The second concern deal, with clear rich communication that does not
create public hysteria and unnecessary responses. The wording of
"toxic chemical lead" is very alarming and really unnecessary
particularly if a discussion of the health effects of lead is
included. It is important for all parties to continua an educated
rationale approach to lead problems and not create unnecessary alarm.

Section 2801: Lead Inspection and Abatement Traiicensin

The SRA is very supportive of initiatives to improve the
qualifications of workers responsible for the inspection and abatement
of LEP. A major dilemma of building owners and managera is the
availability of a workforce that is adequate in numbers and training
to handle the reduction of environmental riske. So often poorly
trained eorkers increase the danger to the public of a specific hazard
by improper work procedures. In addition, when unemployment As high
in a market area, many tradesmen believe that if they ars trained in
the abatement of a hazard much as asbestos then they can abate lead
without additional training. This poorly trained workforce can also
occur when effective dates of legislative or regulatory compliance
maniates are implemented without regard to the availability of a well
trained workforce. To force compliance before the market place is
ready is irresponsible to the very audience it is intending to
protect.

Section 2802: Lead Inspections, Lead Disclosure Statements and Lead
Abatement.

The NAA does not support the requirements of this section because it
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will not eery. the purpose of the development of a comprehensive
federal policy. Instead, we believe that several provisiona will lead
to an over-reaction of the marketplace, create unnecessary exposures
and forego any opportunity for affordable housing as a national goal.

This bill requires the development of standards by the Secretary of
Health and Human Service. (HHS) for the performance of lead inspection
as well as training of abatement contractors and workers. The
legislation is improperly directed to a department that has no
expertise in building operations, design or construction materials.
It also has no experience in training building inspectoie. It is our
concern that an agency without administrative experience in the
building or real stat industry impose perspective that does not
rely upcn the technical expertise developed in the industry or
adminfetrative experience. This inexperience will create unworkable
standards that will impose unnecessary and costly burdena on building
owners and managers. Building owners and mangers use environmental
professionals because of their expertise and sound judgement when
testing or abating. Environmental professionals rely on thir
knowledge of building systems to provide cost effective assessments.
We support language in legislation introduced earlier in Congress
which recognizes the collective operating knowledge of all the
agencies and directs them to work together under the leadership of the
EPA in the development of training standards .

There appears to be no specific requirement for HHS to consult with
building experts nor to open the standard for informed public
comments. Therefore, if the legislation is enacted with HHS
responsible for standard development, NAA believes it is imperative to
request specific language in this bill that the Secretary must provide
notice for public review and comment by interested parties
knowledgeable in the training, building and medical fields.

The timetable that the bill sets out is not consistent with the intent
of the legislation. As previously noted, building owners and managers
face an inadequate supply of qualified workers for lead abatement.
The bill requires establishment of accredited training programs for
workers after a two year period, and yet, the inspection standard is
to be developed within a one year time frame. This is an awarkward
approach that does not practically affect the goal of less exposure.
The standard will be carried out by a workforce that has not been
properly trained to do it.
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The provisions for a load inspection standard go far befond any other
hazard inspection program. Using asbestos as an examp,e, the
inspection is tailored to the specific building and the needs of the
building owner or manager. The provisions outlined in the bill are
very detailed, very costly and very inflexible. The ability to do the
type of inspection called for in this legislation is not realistic,
particularly in the rental of apartment units. Building owners and
managers rely on the expertise of environmental coneultants to address
their problems in a timely manner. We question the necessity of
having to wait for the Secretary of HHS to review a request for
modification within an 18 month period when the Subcommittee is
seeking a timely resolve to the lead problems in this country.

Cection 2803: Disclosure of Indoor Lead Hazards

The NAA supports voluntary disclosure of any environmental hazard, if
known, to any buyer or applicant. We believe that it is good business
practice. However, based on each property's operation with its unique
blend of residents, its type of operation, and local regulations, the
building owner or manager must make a decision about disclosure. Too
often, disclosure of a hazard that is not a direct health threat to
the resident causes widespread fear and creates litigation
nightmare. In addition, the presence of educated consumers,
increasing due diligence by lending institutions, the recent activity
of states in addressing this issue and more renovations to increase
competitive standing in a specific market all serve to address the
lead issue in a far more orderly way than mandatory inspections which
are improperly developed.

We also seek clarification as to when the bill requires a lead hazard
inspection. According to the bill, a lead hazard inspection must be
done when any "perf ,n who sells or leases a covered residential
premises..." The definition of a "covered residential premise" refers
to the "interior and exterior of any building constructed before 1980
which is used for single or multifamily residential purposes." Does
the bill refer to the leasing of an entire building so the inspection
must be done before any unit is occupied or must an inspection be done
each and every time a unit is vacated and rented again? According to
NAA's 1991 Survey of Income and Expenses in Rental Apartment
Communities, national average turnover rate (the proportion of units
moved out of in a twelve month period) was 64.24. Each apartment that
is vacated generally is cleaned and repainted for the next occupant

5
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which is regulated by state or local public health regulations. Since

LBP, the Surface most xposed to occupants, can be encapsulated by
other types of paint, direct exposure to occupants is lessened by the

new intact paint, ven on baseboards and moldings.

We are also surprised at the detailed requirements for the Secretary

of HHS to publish a disclosure statement. Again, while there is no
requirement for the Secretary to open this statement up for public

comment, we Seek language requesting requirements for public review

and notice. In addition, we do not believe that HHS has the
administrative experience with overall programming to effectively

serve the building community. The EPA is far better qualified to
address the type of issues that the bill is seeking in the disclosure

statement.

To require such detailed inspection standards and detailed disclosure
statements for every sale or leasing activity unless "such inspection
indicates no lead paint in the premises, at the option of the sellor
[seller] or lessor the lead hazard inspection report prepared on the

basis of such inspection may be used in lieu of the lead disclosure
statement." would basically cause numerous unsafe LBP removals.
Without a trained workforce, without adequate proof that intact LBP is
the major source of childhood poisoning, without research detailing
the source and toxicity of LBP dust, without consideration of other
lead sources impacting children's health, the bill would create a
tremendous economic burden upon the building community. This burden
has been estimated by HUD at averaging between 85,500-7,700 per
housing unit which for a 100-unit, 3-bedroom apartment building would
be nearly two million dollars and still would not address lead
contamination from other sources. A city administrator in the
Northeast indicates that in his city a 3-bedroom townhouse would coat

S20,000 to abate.

To alleviate the housing crisis and the tremendoun economic burdens,
the NAA, therefore, recommends a voluntary disclosure that focuses on

the following items: 1) provision of information at the time of
building or unit transaction that provides information about the age
of the building and the hazards of lead in the environment: 2) If an
inspection is to be done, a standard should be used that is specific
to the needs of the transaction, lioited so as to be cost effective
and only for the building: 3) Use of past disclosure statements such
as information from water systeerreports: and 4) No inspections for
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every unit newly rented. We suggest these recommendations based on
our purpose to maintain affordable rental housing and provide housing
choices to our resiients. If an inspection is required for each and
every rental, residents may be required by some owners or managers to
place an additional deposit for their apartment to help subsidize the
inspection or face sharp rental increases.

Section 2804. Public Education Program

The importance of the public education program uan not be stressed
nough. Howver, w beliv that HHS should not be solely responsible
for this ffort. While HHS has xperience with health providers and
inspectors, the main thrust of preventive care should be handled by
other agencies with more building industry experience. For instance,
the EPA has had experience in providing and disseminating information
for the protection of the public such as with the issues of asbestos,
radon, and indoor air pollutants.. In addition, HUD has had long
experience with protection of the Aousing community. While HUD has
had its share of administrative problems, the expertise in working
with the housing community can assist the public education effort.

CONCLUSION

Much has been said about the lack of movement in addressing the lead
hazard problem in this country. While NAA acknowledges that lead is
still a public health problem, we disagree that the issue has not
progreesed towards a resolution. There are House and Senate bills
that promote the 'reduction of lead, legislation for funding state
trust funds, legislative initiatives in the states to comprehensively
address lead hazards and encourage disclosure of lead hazards, ongoing
research for improved diagnoetic evaluations of lead, increased public
education and more fedral funding to encourage research and
information dissemination. HUD will continue their demonstration
programs which will offer increased information on abatement
techniques, worker protection and EPA will continue their research
efforts. In addition, numerous nonprofit organizations are actively
participating in the advocacy of children and the development of
technical specifications.

NAA members are not adverse to addressing environmental hazards.
However, we do oppose actions that ere alarmist in nature, address
on'y one aspect of a problem and are scientifically controversial. A
major continuing concern with addressing environmental hazards,

.

whether it is asbestos, radon or lead, is the lack of agreement by the
scientific community as to what constitutes a true threat to the
public and what constitutes the true source of the problem. There is
general consensus by the scientific community, EPA and HUD that LBP is
not the major culprit of lead poisoning. Further research needs to be
done on the associations of dust soil, and paint. In fact in the HUD
report, it is noted that dust analysis has been done with lead dust
from soil because paint analysis is not currently technologically
feasible.

We ask that the Subcommittee consider the affordable housing crisis
and weigh the economic consequences just as importantly as the public
health impact. The NAA is appreciative of the opportunity to explain
our position and offer assistance in working with the members to
further the progress in resolving childhood lead poisoning.

BEST COPY MUM
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Jones.
Dr. Jackson.

STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH E. JACKSON

Mr. JACKSON. I should say now "good afternoon", Mr. Chairman,
and other members of the subcommittee. I am Dr. Rudolph Jack-
sonwhich, by the way, is spelled R-u-d-o-l-p-h. I am accompanied
by Mr. Don Ryan, who is the executive director of the Alliance to
End Childhood Lead Poisoning.

I am professor of pediatrics at the Morehouse School of Medicine
in Atlanta. Just for a second, and only a second, Morehouse School
of Medicine is one of the most recently established medical schools
in this country and has the primary mission of training physicians
to care for the underservedwhether they be urban, in town, sub-
urban, rural or whereverin any locale they may be found.

I have served on several faculties over the past several years.
One of those was the Howard University School of Medicine here
in Washington, where I served while there on the District of Co-
lumbia's Lead Committee. This was in the late 1970's. I also served
as chairman of the department of pediatrics at the Meharry Medi-
cal College in Nashville, and most recently and presently at the
Morehouse School of Medicine, where for a period of time I served
as the acting chairman, for some 6 years, unbelievably. Now, as a
part of my duties, I am serving as a consultant to the Georgia State
Task Force on Lead Poisoning in Children. So you can see I person-
ally have a tremendous interest in the childhood lead poisoning
problem in many ways, as well as obviously including a member of
the board of directors of the Alliance to End Childhood Lead Poi-
soning.

It is my pleasure to appear before you committee today on behalf
of our organization, which is a new, national, nonprofit public in-
terest organization, on which I serve, as I indicated, on the board of
directors. I am extraordinarily happy to express and to give to you
the Alliance's unqualified and most enthusiastic endorsement of
the Lead Contamination Control Act of 1991. I believe this piece of
legislation marks a critical turning point in tile battle against
childhood lead poisoning.

Mr. Waxman, who has stepped out, Mr. Sikorski, who is in his
place now, I want to thank both Mr. Waxman as well as others for
your personally pursuing this whole problem and for your steadfast
leadership in the past in reducing lead exposures, from gasoline as
well as industrial emissions. You deserve a special praise for your
leadership, your tenacity, and most certainly your endurance in
the still continuing struggle to establish protective standards for
lead in drinking water.

Environmental health experts tell us that we know more about
lead than any other environmental toxin. Over 3 million children,
as has been said several times, are being adversely affected by lead
today, according to both the EPA and HHS.

14, 4
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As such, low level lead poisoning amounts to an epidemic. Ac-
cording to the CDC and EPA, "the lead problem is the No. 1 envi-
ronmental health hazard to American children today."

H.R. 2840 is a landmark piece of legislation, significant in many
respects. First and foremost is the fact that this bill tackles head
on, I believe, the hazards of lead paint poisoning in millions of
American homes. There is consensus among HHS, EPA and HUD
that lead paint and dust account for the most intensive exposures
and are the overwhelming causes of lead poisoning in children.

According to the Department of HUD, over half of the U.S. hous-
ing stock contains some lead-based paint. Some 3.8 million homes
are further deemed by HUD to be "priority hazards", posing imme-
diate dangers to the young children now living in them.

The Alliance commends your bill's requirement for the wide-
spread inspection of housing to identify lead-based paint hazards.
In the past 5 years, the Congress has made what I would like to say
is the right to know as a fundamental premise of environmental
health, the right to know. This principle is just as relevant to lead
paint hazards endangering children in their indoor environments
as it is to industrial air emissions.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has been
widely criticizedand with good cause, I believefor its lack of
action on lead-based paint. But I want to remind this committee
that HUD is not a regulatory Agency. It is a program Agency, a
subsidy provider, with absolutely no reach over the vast majority of
the U.S. housing stock. EPA is the Federal Agency, in my mind,
with primary responsibility for seeing that the public is protected
from environmental health hazards. Yet, to this very dayand I
softened my statement here, until I found out that the EPA people
were not here this morningwe have concerns as to EPA's claims
that its role is only that of--

Mr. SIKORSKI [presiding]. Dr. Jackson, Mr. Waxman may have
stepped out to do an interview, but I am enforcing the 5-minute
rule. Your entire statement will be made a part of the record.

Mr. JACKSON. Thank you.
Mr. SIKORSKI. I want to thank you and all members of the panel

for your assistance and your testimohy.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, in order for me to summarize, I will

give you a summary statement.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Sure. I'm easy. Go ahead.
Mr. JACKSON. Thank you very much.
I think the CDC is going to come out with a statement that there

should be universal screening. That means every child should be
screened, not a poor child, not a black child, but all children, not
an inner city child, but all children should be screened, and that
there should be funds to do this. I believe the CDC has been work-
ing on this.

But this is going to give us a great deal more information which
will allow us to get at where the sources are and put our emphasis
where it ought to be.

LIZ r-
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I think that, in closing, I would say this. The Alliance wishes to
commend this committee and to each one of you for your leader-
ship in the long battle to end childhood lead poisoning. I would say,
finally, we wholeheartedly support H.R. 2840 and urge its early
consideration by the Energy and Commerce Committee and subse-
quent passage by the full House.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jackson follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF Rudolph E. Jackson, M.D.

ALLIANCE TO END CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING

July 26, 1991

Before

Honorable Henry Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman:

I am Dr. Rudolph Jackson, Professor of Pediatrics at Morehouse

School of Medicine. It is my pleasure to appear before your
Committee today on behalf of the Alliance To End Childhood Lead

Poisoning, a new national nonprofit public interest organization

on which I serve as a member of the Board of Directors. The

Alliance is a new organization -- barely 9 months old -- formed

by leaders in medicine and research, public health, environmental
protection, low-income housing, education, and children's wel-

fare. The Alliance's founders and directors come from different

backgrounds and bring different perspectives but have in common a
deep frustration with the Federal government's failure over the
past two decades to address childhood lead poisoning effectively.

The Alliance's comprehensive approach to wiping out childhood
lead poisoning combines education and advocacy efforts with
technical assistance and policy support. Anong other things, we

are assisting various Federal agencies in working through the
difficUlt technical and policy impediments to progress in wiping

out this disease. The Alliance is funded about half by private
foundations and half by special project grants from Federal

agencies. We accept no funds from industries with a direct

economic stake in this issue: the lead or paint industries,
cleanup contractors, or abatement product manufacturers. I would

like to insert for the record biographical sketches of our Board

of Directors to demonstrate the depth and diversity of the

Alliance.

It is my pleasure today to give you the Alliance's unqualified
and enthusiastic endorsement of the Lead Contamination Control

Act of 1991, H.R. 2840. This piece of legislation marks a
critical turning point in the battle against childhood lead
poisoning. I would go so far as to say that this bill is the
"beginning of the end of this entirely vmentable disease."

Mr. Waxman, I want to thank you personally for your steadfast
leadership in the battle against lead poisoning over the past two

5 1 7
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decades. You had a significant hand in the steps taken to
successfully control lead exposures from gasoline and industrial
emissions, as well as tightening the National Ambient Air Quality
Standard for lead. And you deserve special praise for your
leadership, tenacity and endurance in the still continuing
struggle to establish protective standards for lead in drinking
water.

Environmental health experts tell us that we know more about lead
tnan any other environmental toxin. And this knowledge is
chilling, as lead adversely affects the human body in a number of
ways. Lead is a probable human carcinogen. Lead causes damage
to the kidney and liver. Lead causes high blood pressure and
adverse reproductive effects. But, at lower exposure levels,
lead is of most immediate concern because of its powerful neuro-
toxic effects. Even at very low doses, lead interferes with a
child's developing brain and nervous system, causing IQ reduc-
tions, reading and learning disabilities, hyperactivity, and
reduced attention span.

In contrast to most other environmental contaminants, children in
this country do not face a Lig of lead poisoning. Over three
million children are being adversely affected by lead today,
according botn to EPA and HHS. Low-level lead poisoning amounts
to an epidemil. This is not conjecture -- all we need to do is
test childreA's blood. Unfortunately, in nine out of ten cases,
children are not now being tested.

Lead-Band Paint Hazqrds

H.R. 2840 is a landmark piece of legislation, significant in many
respects. First and foremost, is the fact that this bill tackles
heae.-on the hazards of lead-paint poisoning in millions of
American homes. There is consensv- 'ming HHS, EPA and HUD that
lead paint and dust from lead pal the overwhelming causes
of lead poisoning in children. int hazards remain the
singla most serious source of in .0 lead exposures. And
acrose the country over the past decades, lead-based paint
hazards have gone unattended in the vast majority of cases.

According to the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
over half of the U.S. housing stock contains some lead-based
paint. Some 20 million U.S. homes -- one out of every five --
have lcad paint hazards. And according to HUD, 3.8 million homes
are "Friority hazards," posing immediate dangers to the young
children now living in them. The magnitude of this erwironmental
health hazard is simply overwhelming.

The Alliance commends your bill's requirement for the widespread
inspection of housing to identify lead-based paint hazards. In
the past five years, the Congress has made the "right to know" a
fundamental premise of environmental health. This principle is

2
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just as relevant to lead paint hazards endangering children in
their indoor environments as it is to industrial air emissions.
The Alliance believes that the bill's phase-in schedule is more
than adequate to allow for the evolution of trained and qualified
inspectors and cleanup contractors. In fact, the Allinnce would
urge that greater emphasis be placed in the near-term on efforts

to develop and distribute educational materials and provide
technical assistance to the public. The fact of the matter is
that not one single pamphlet or brochure is available from either
HUD, EPA, or HHS to provide practical guidance to parents on how

to deal with lead-paint hazards in their homes.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has been widely
criticized -- and with good cause -- for its lack of action on
lead-based paint. But, I want to remind this Committee that HUD
is not a regulatory agency; HUD is a program agency, a subsidy
provider, with absolutely no reach over the vast majority of the
U.S. housing stock. EPA is the Federal agency with primary
responsibilities for seeing that the public is protected from
environmental health hazards. Although EPA's failures on lead-
based paint have not been as widely celebrated as HUD's, the
Agencl's refusal to meet its responsibilities for lead-paint
poisoning has contributed directly to the continuing epidemic.
To this very day, EPA claims that its role is only "technical
assistance to HUD." Mr. Chairman, it is essential that the
Congress make clear to.EPA their direct responsibility for
solving the myriad technical and policy obstacles to cleaning up
lead-based paint hazards in housing.

I want to focus my comments today on the single most immediate
obstacle to progress: the lack of an accreditation system to
assumthe certification of abatement inspectors and contractors
and the proper training of workers. Currently, except in the
states of Massachusetts and Maryland, parents and homeowners have
virtually no chance of finding a trained, qualified contractor to
do lead-based paint testing and abatement. Across the country,
thousands of workers are being poisoned every day by lead expo-
sures from painting and home renovation projects conducted with
improper techniques and without protective equipment. For both
asbestos and radon, EPA has undertaken the task of assuring the
adequacy of training. programs and the quality control of contrac-
tors. EPA is the only agency equipped to take on this task. HUD
wants EPA to establish this system -- OSHA wants EPA to establish
this system. It is absolutely essential that the Congress order
EPA to carry out this responsibility -- and as a matter of the
highest priority.

There are a number of other technical obstacles waiting for
resolution by EPA and other agencies, including standardizing
test protocols, assuring laboratory testing proficiency, and
evaluating abatement techniques and products. In the near
future, the Alliance will be providing detailed technical com-
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ments to the Committee staff dealing with these issues as well as
the broad range of related infrastructure and implementation
steps to support nationwide efforts to abate lead-paint hazards
in housing.

Confusion still persists among executive branch agencies over the
assignment of responsibilities. For real progress to be made in
the near term, it is essential that the Congress sort out respon-
sibilities and make specific assignments. This bill must make
clear that the technical issues related to lead-based paint risk
assessment, inspection, laboratory testing, abatement standards,
and contractor training and worker protection are the responsi-
bility of the Environmental Protection Agency -- not HUD, not
HHS, but EPA.

Lead in Drinking Water

Mr. Chairman, the Alliance also Arongly supports the provisions
in H.R. 2840 establishing protective, meaningful and enforceable
standards for lead in drinking water. Although lead-based paint
is the overwhelming cause of poisonings in children with the most
highly elevated blood lead levels, drinking water contributes to
background lead levels across the entire U.S. population. The
best estimates are that drinking water contributes between 10 and
20 percent of the population's total lead burden. In most
situations corrective measures to reduce drinking water exposures
are inexpensive and cost effective. Common sense and economics
requires that we take advantage of every useful opportunity to
reduce lead exposures.

In addition, in some situations drinking water contamination is
the primary cause of lead poisoning, with infants being fed
formula mixed with contaminated tap water at most immediate risk.
As you know better than anyone, Mr. Chairman, the process of
regulating lead in drinking water over the past six years has
been an essay in frustration. The Alliance has reached the same
conclusion that you have: meaningful regulation of lead in
drinking water will require -- quite literally -- an Act of
Congress. H.R. 2840 is effective in remedying the several
crippling deficiencies in EPA's recent lead in drinking water
regulations.

Lead Screening

The Alliance also applauds the provisions in H.R. 2840 reauthor-
izing and extending the categorical grants by the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) for state and local screening programs for
childhood lead poisoning. We support the increase in the autho-
rization to $40 .illion in 1992 and would urge you to consider
additional increases in the future. We also want to emphasize
that the Administration, which in the past had opposed this CDC
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grant program, reversed its position this past January and
proposed to double these grants in the President's 1992 budget.

The Alliance believes strongly that to end the epidemic of
childhood lead poisoning, A fundamental shift from reaction to
prevention is essential. Strictly speaking, screening programs
are not prevention -- they seek to identify the child already
poisoned and take subsequent steps to clean up the hazard. But,
expanded screening is vitally important to identify all children
poisoned and at risk and to target prevention efforts most
effectively.

Within the next 60 days, CDC is scheduled to release their
revised guidelines for lead poisoning prevention. These guide-
lines are expected to call explicitly for "universal screening."
Universal screening means that every child -- not every poor
child, not every black child -- but every chile: should be
screened. In contrast, we are currently only screening about one
child out of ten. I want to emphasize that the changes that are
required are not incremental. The changes required are not
marginal adjustments. We must bring about an order of magnitude
increase in the number of children being screened -- both by
private physicians as well as the local health department. We
rust dispel the myth that childhood lead poisoning is only a
disease of the poor.

I also want to point out une important fringe benefit that these
screening grants provide: a system for collecting and reporting
standardized data on childhood lead poisoning. Currently, no
such system exists -- we have no reliable data on how many
children are being'tested and how many are found with elevated
blood lead levels. These screening grants are critical to laying
the foundation for a national system of data reporting.

Lso in Schools and Day Care Centers

The Alliance also strmigly supports the expansion of school
inspections beyond lead in drinking water to include lead-based
paint hazards. To date, virtually no attention has been given to
lead paint hazards in schools. There is a strong probability
that, just as in the home environment, the most intensive expo-
sures in sc.00ls come frnm lead in paint and lead in surface dust
from paint. It is essential that the public's attention be
focused on the sources posing the greatest hazard.

At the same time, it is important to bear in mind that the
segment of the population at greatest risk to the neurotoxic
effects of lead is children under age six. For this reason,
elementary schools and high schools housing children of older
ages should rightfully be assigned lower priority. Day care
centers for pre-school children present an especially high risk
situation, both in terms of the age of the children and the
possibility of multiple poiscnings. The Alliance therefore would
crge that consideration be given to placing greater emphasis on
identifying and corrected lead hazards in day care centers.

Conclusion

The Alliance wants to comm,ind this Committee for your leadership
in the long battle to end childhood lead poisoning. H.R. 2840 is
a vitally important piece of legislation. It takes a comprehen-
sive approach; it addresses the most serious lead hazards in our
home and other environments; and it begins to shift public policy
from reaction to prevention.

The Alliar.e is pleased to endorse H.R. 2840 wholeheartedly and
we urge it, early consideration by the Energy and Commerce
Committee and passage by the tun House.
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Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you again, Dr. Jackson. I thank all of you
and your constructive suggestions will be reviewed by the subcom-
mittee.

The lead paint provisions of H.R. 2840 have three major compo-
nents: first, a program for inspecting schools and day care centers,
a program for licensing lead inspectors and abatement workers,
and finally, a program for inspecting and disclosing lead paint haz-
ards before the sale or rental of real estate. We will go through
each of these.

First, is there general consensus regarding schools and day care
centers, that the members of the panel support the provisions of
H.R. 2840? Dr. Jackson?

Mr. JACKSON. Yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. And Mr. Gorman is yes?
Mr. GORMAN. YeS.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Mr. Jones, do you have any objections on schools

and day care centers being inspected?
Mr. JONES. I'm not opposed to the inspections. I'm concerned

about what happens after you inspect.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Okay. And this is schoc:s and day care centers.
Mr. JONES. I'm not an expert on schools and day care centers.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Miss Stern, that's your area; that's your baby. Do

you want that?
Ma. STERN. The National Education Association thinks it is es-

sential that we inspect and take action for abatement where there
are problems in schools and day care centers.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Second, on the licensing of lead inspectors and lead
abatement workers, is there general consensus? Miss Stern, is that
a good idea?

Ms. STERN. Yes, sir, we believe in licensing and expertise in all
areas of endeavor.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Mr. Jones, you're nodding your head yes. Mr.
Gorman, do you agree?

Mr. GORMAN. The accreditation of training providers and licens-
ing of inspectors and deleaders is essential.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Dr. Jackson?
Mr. JACKSON. I agree.
Mr. SIKORSKI. You agree as well.
The inspection disclosure requirements for home and apart-

ments, do you like that, Dr. Jackson?
Mr. JA.CKSON. Yes, I do.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Mr. Gorman?
Mr. GORMAN. WS critical.
Mr. SIKORSKI. For your people, this is a big deal for you.
Mr. GORMAN. It's critical. I mean, there is nothing else that will

drive the necessary work.
Mr. SIKOROKI. Miss Stern, do you think this is important, too?
Ms. STERN. Yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Mr. Jones, this is your concern, so why don't you

state your concern he ee.
Mr. JONES. I believe i:t our oral testimony I said that we were

not opposed to ciisclosure, but I think our concern is, you know,
what's the environment in which we do that disclosure. I'm not op-
posed to telling the people that live in my apartments what sort of
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environment they live in, but I'm not sure that this bill explains to
me or the people of my industry exactly what will happen after we
do that.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Let's see if we can work that stuff out before we
leave and go on to the next panel.

The National Association of Realtors has indicated they support
disclosure of known lead paint hazards. You support this, do you
not?

Mr. JONES. Do I support the NAR position?
Mr. SIKORSKI. Yes.
Mr. JONES. I'm not sure what their position is.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Well, do you support that known lead hazards

should be disclosed by a lessor, by a landlord?
Mr. JONES. I believe I said I'm not opposed to disclosure. Howev-

er, I'm very concerned about what environment we disclose in. I
mean, it's just like your water test.

Mr. SIKORSKI. I'm bothered now. Certainly, if you have a known
hazard in an apartment, you have to disclose that under common
law and under usually statute.

Mr. JONES. Well, we're talking about testing for lead-based--
Mr. SIKORSKI. No, I don't want to get that far. What I'm trying to

do is plumb the difference here and figure out--
Mr. JONES. You're saying that if I knew that I had a hazard in

my apartment, should I tell the tenant?
Mr. SIKORSKI. You have to tell the tenant.
Mr. JONES. Yes. I'm asking if that was the question.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Yes,
Mr. JONES. I would say yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. And that's what the National Association of Real-

tors is saying as well, that if you know of a lead paint hazard, you
have to disclose it to the buyer. You don't have any problems with
that.

What about disclosure of potential lead hazards?
Mr. JONES. From what I've read in the HUD study on lead-based

paint, my feeling is that there is not a clear distinction between
lead-based paint and the avenues into the blood stream. If I have
nondeteriorating lead-based paint in an apartment, I'm not con-
vinced that that is a hazard. I believe that's exactly what the HUD
report says.

So if I disclose that there is nondeteriorating lead-based paint in
my apartment, I don't want that to be misunderstood as the an-
nouncement of a blatant hazard.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Let me follow this up. You are not convinced that
lead-based paint is a hazard?

Mr. JONES. I'm saying that, from what I've read in the HUD
report, there is not a clear distinction between lead-based paint,
which is not deteriorating, which exists in a dwelling, and the pres-
ence of lead in the blood stream.

Mr. SIKORSKI. What about deteriorating lead-based paint?
Mr. JONES. I would agree that that is a hazard if it is ingested.
Mr. SIKORSKI. SO you would support disclosure to incoming fami-

lies that there is deteriorating lead-based paint and that there's a
hazard if ingested?
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Mr. JONES. In my State, any type of deteriorating paint is a vio-
lation of the statewide building maintenance code. And whether it
contains lead or not, landlords in my State, where localities have
adopted that code, would be required to remove the peeling paint.

Mr. SIKORSKI. I don't think there's much difference from where
you are and where we are or want to be. Because if there's a
known problem, it has to be disclosed. If there is a risk, it should
be disclosed. The inspection component, which I understand you
have some concerns with, that's the thing that eliminates the hys-
teria, the unnecessary alarm and the rest of it and allows your
people, as well as tenants, to focus on the problems as opposed to a
conceptual or potential problem and allows your resources to be
triggered in an appropriate direction.

Mr. JONES. I would like to be sure that the people who receive
the test information are as well educated and versed in the hazards
of lead-based paint as I have become in the last week. I represent a
landlord who thought that you chewed on the crib and you ate the
paint and that was bad. I have become an instant expert in paint.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Even this morning, in sitting through this, you can
pick up a lot of additional things, as we do each time we have a
hearing.

Let me end on a point that you raised. You were concerned about
liability, that if you have a test and you find out and who gets it
and all the rest of it. I'm not going to give you any legal advice,
any free legal advice or any other kind, but my understanding is
that liability entails much more dramatically if you fail to do an
inspection and incur a risk.

It seems to me that this approach, of inspection and disclosure,
where appropriate, a reasonable system set out, minimizes liability.
Failure to go that path with these kinds of things, the Newsweek
article and Prime Time Live and all that, actually raise the liabil-
ity pretty dramatically and spreads it so broadly because you're not
focusing things down.

Mr. JONES. I would agree.
Mr. &KOMI. Thank you.
The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. McMillan.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you.
I think a lot of us, including Members of Congress, have become

much more aware of the problem in the last week, with the discov-
ery of lead in the water pipes of these buildings.

Let me direct a few questions. Mr. Jones, have you or your asso-
ciation any notion of the cost it would take to meet the provisions
of H.R. 2840 insofar as rental apartments are concerned in the
United States? Has anyone attempted to ascertain that?

Mr. JONES. I think we have a lot of questions. For example, it's
not clear, if you have a 100-unit apartment building, exactly what
the testing requirements would be. Would you take 10 samples in
each apartment, or would you take 10 samples in 3 to 5 out of 100?
I believe the HUD report says that a sample would cost $50, and
that in a single family home testing you're looking at maybe $300
to $350. So it's not clear to us exactly what the specific testing re-
quircments would be, and we would certainly want to see very
clear guidelines for each type of housing situation.

r
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Mr. McMILIAN. I think in addressing the problem it should be
accompanied by a serious addressing of what it's going to cost, both
in the public and private sector, and a realistic means of achieving
the funding of that effort; wouldn't that be your practical judg-
ment?

Mr. JONES. Well, every dollar that anyone who owns a home or
an apartment spends is obviously important. If you are going to be
spending $300 a unit for $300 times 100, it certainly has a major
impact on your business. If I were expected to get into that type of
testing, I would need the resources to do it, most certainly.

Mr. McMILLAN. And presumably, to the extent that that's not
borne by Government and is borne by the owners of rental proper-
ty, then ultimately that's going to have to get passed on to the
renters of rental property, is it not?

Mr. JONES. If you're in a market where you can do that, you pass
it on. If you're not, you cut somewhere else.

Mr. MCMILLAN. What do you mean by that? Do you mean from a
competitive standpoint or from a rent control standpoint?

Mr. JONES. Deferred maintenance, you advertise less, you spend
less, you look in your budget and say well, if I've got to spend this
money, where do we go to where we can make cuts? The same
thing with you and your budget. You make do with what you've
got.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Not very well.
I'm sure there are going to be rather significant costs in here for

the Federal Government and the State governments as well, but I
would expect the greater impact of this is going to fall upon the
owners of the property, whether that's an individual or rental
property.

Mr. jONES. I think the impact is going to be right on the owner.
As Mr. Waxman has reported, the minute he got the test, he has
written a letter to the architect. When my tenants get the test, I
will get the letter and I will be asked what I'm going to do.

Mr. MCMILLAN. This may not be exactly in your field, but I think
the Environmental Defense Fund has estimated that perhaps as
many as 3.8 million homes might be classified as a priority hazard
and has estimated that as much as $240 billion would be required
to rid them of lead.

Do you have any opinion about that or a perspective on that?
Mr. JONES. Just that it seems to be a staggering number of units.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Does that surprise you, that it would be that

many units?
Mr. JONES. I really don't have an opinion on that.
Mr. MCMILLAN. I don't have very precise information as to what

they used to back up that estimate, in terms of the nature of the
hazard. But that's at least one estimate, and if anyone else has any
other estimates, I think it's important that we try to understand
them.

In your judgment, do you think that, whatever inspection or
abatement program is undertaken, that they should be addressed
in some manner by State and Federal tax laws in terms of funding
the abatement of the problem?

Mr. JONES. I would certainly like to see that somebody help fund
it. I know in my operations it would put a severe limitation on our
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ability to continue to provide or struggle to provide affordable
housing. Our industry is under severe pressure now, and I think
that has resulted in an enormous impact on the S&L industry, the
banking industry. We really can't absorb many more hits. So I
would certainly need help from the States or the Federal Govern-
ment.

Mr. McMILIAN. The essential philosophy followed in the Clean
Air Act and in other pieces of environmental legislation is to basi-
cally set the standards and, in effect, the cost of the solution gets
built into the cost of the product or service that's being provided.

Mr. JONES. That's what has happened with asbestos. The stand-
ard is there. The known hazard is there. The cost is borne by the
owners.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Are there some things in terms of the way we
approach the asbestos problem that would be instructive in the
way we approach this? I don't mean the nature of the problem, but
how we deal with the issue of not creating a bigger problem in
some respect, which we may have done, and then the whole issue
of liability that I think needs to be a part of both.

Do you have a perspective on that? Have you had to deal with
the asbestos problem?

Mr. JONES. Yes, sir, most definitely.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Are there some things that we could have done

in that approach that may be instructive here?
Mr. JONES. I think right now the Health Effects Institute icx just

in the process of coming out with some new information about the
effects of low-level exposure to asbestos and that it appears we may
have greatly overreacted to those low-level exposure effects.

I think right now you can't undo what we did with asbestos. If I
tell a tenant that I've got asbestos in the buildingit happened to
a friend of mine last year. A leaky pipe was discovered and the
maintenance man went in, fixed it by removing the wrapping
around the pipe, and he paid $6,000 to buy all of the belongings, all
of the sheets, all the bedding, TV set, everything, and moved the
tenant. That was 1 hour of exposure to some friable asbestos. I
think that's strictly because we have turned asbestos into an enor-
mous litigation nightmare. That is what I would like to avoid with
the lead paint.

Mr. MoMILLAN. Did you want to respond to that, Mr. Gorman?
Mr. GORMAN. I did, Congressman McMillan. There are two

things I would like to say about it.
This bill does some of the things that the AHERA legislation did

not do. You have taken into account some of the failing in that ear-
lier legislation by allowing or requiring the Secretary, or whatever
administrator becomes the administrator for these provisions, to
come up with a report on abatement practices, on the necessary
equipment and so on, to be made to Congress within a year after
enactment of the legislation. I think that's a very responsible way
to go about it, and it was not present in the AHERA legislation.

I would also like to respond to some earlier suggestions, that this
industry is not capable of responding to the needs that lead inspec-
tions and lead abatement will bring. In fact, those same dire prog-
noses I think were made with asbestos and they were found not to
have been borne out over time. Moreover, the industry and the in-
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frastructure that already exists on asbestos is certainly ready, will-
ing and able to come to grips with the lead problem.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. McMillan.
Dr. Jackson, you're the medical expert on this panel. I think that

asbestos legislation is important legislation, but can you give us a
comparison of the asbestos problem to the lead problem in terms of
public health?

Mr. JACKSON. Yes. As a matter of fact, Mr. Waxman, I would
quickly say that time goes a little bit slower in Atlanta than it does
here in Washington, and my 5 minutes went very, very rapidly.
There are some things that I didn't say, and it goes along with
what has been-slittl about the asbestos problem and the lead prob-
lem and trying to relate the two.

I would like to say that in lead we see most of our problems, par-
ticularly neurotoxic problems, or central nervous system problems,
brain problems, problems 'r functions as a result of damage occur-
ring in that period of time while the brain is developing most rap-
idly. That's in the first 4 to 6 years of life. Whatever we do, I think
we need to be certain thatand this may get away a little bit from
asbestos because it causes a different kind of problembut we need
to, as a first priority, get into those day care centers, get into those
schools, because that's where we are going to have neurotoxic prob-
lems. It is quite different from the asbestos problem, which might
affect any or all different ages.

Mr. WAXMAN. In terms of the magnitude of the problem, do you
have any sense of--

Mr. JACKSON. I can't give you the magnitude of the problem be-
cause I don't know the asbestos problem to the degree, as in the
case of the lead problem.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Gorman.
Mr. GORMAN. I can respond with respect to the impact of asbes-

tos on our members and, to some extent, to lead.
I think, in terms of the adult population, asbestos was a bigger

issue, is a bigger issue. We know that 10,000 construction workers a
year are dying from their previous exposures to asbestos. Eut we
know that with respect to our members' families, that lead is prob-
ably a bigger problem. For that reason, I'm not sure what gain
there is in saying which is the bigger, but I think they're both ab-
solutely huge.

Mr. WAXMAN. The dollar figures that Mr. McMillan cited and at-
tributed to the Environmental Defense Fund was greeted by nods
of the head in the negative by people here from the Environmental
Defense Fund.

Mr. MCMILIAN. I don't recognize them.
Mr. WAXMAN. At any rate, I think we ought to have more infor-

mation as to what the cost estimates might be, and perhaps we can
hold the record open and see if the Environmental Defense Fund
has an estimate. I think HUD has an estimate and that maybe is
the one you cited. But when we talk about costs for what we're re-
quiring to be done to deal with lead, we can also talk about the
costs to our society for the children that are going to be brain dam-
aged because of lead exposure. I think the cost benefit analysis of
that expenditure of money to deal with the lead problem is going
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to clearly show that we come out way ahead in terms of society's
interest.

Mr. McMILIAN. If the chairman would yield, my purpose in rais-
ing it was not to suggest we shy away from dealing with the prob-
lem but was to have a realistic estimate of what it would take to
solve the problem.

Mr. WAXMAN. I certainly understand. And I think we have to
look at those costs.

The Centers for Disease Control, I am informed, has estimated
about $50 billion to clean up, and about $100 billion in benefits. If
we could just put numbers on what it would mean for a child who
is brain poisoned because of lead exposure. But these are important
considerations.

Miss Stern?
Ms. STERN. We have a number here from Dr. John Rosen, chair-

man of the advisory committee that is working on the CDC and
EPA cost benefit analyses, and we have an estimate that says an
annualized benefit of at least $4.2 billion in terms of the medical
and societal savings from abating these hazards to children.

I am struck, for example, by the similarity in the numbers that
we hear here, that in an inner city area, for example, 55 percent of
the students may, in fact, be adversely strongly affected by lead.
Then I know that in our inner city in Maryland, in Baltimore, 48
percent of the 9th graders do not make it through the 12th grade
to graduate. I am struck by the fact that we have a statistic that
says 17 percent of children may be adversely affected by lead in
their intellectual development, and that the percentage of 16 to 24
year olds in this country who are neither in school nor have grad-
uated is 14 percent.

These numbers are eerily close together. I know as a teacher
that there is really nothing that we can do to reverse these effects
and that the cost of special education can be two, three, five, eight
times in trying to compensate for--

Mr. WAXMAN. It's not just special education to try to remedy the
problem, but if we're talking about school dropouts and people who
are going to be on welfare and on Medicaid, in prison, on and on
not that this is the only reason for all of those thingsbut it is
something that our society can't continue to just hope will get
better by itself.

We clearly have problems to work out, to be fair in how we deal
with letting consumers know, requiring the clean up of the lead
problem, and these are details that are quite significant. They are
going to require costs. We need to work very carefully together to
fashion what is a responsible approach. I am certainly going to
look fol ward to working with my colleagues to accomplish that
result. Each of you have given us very helpful testimony and I ap-
preciate your being here.

We have one more panel, but we're going to recess now until
1:45. We will then meet in this room agair to complete the testimo-
ny.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-
convene at 1:45 this same day.]
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AFTER RECESS

Mr. WAXMAN. The meeting of the subcommittee will come back
to order.

I would like to now call forward Erik D. Olson, counsel, environ-
mental quality division, National Wildlife Federation; Dr. L.D.
McMullen, general manager, Des Moines Water Works, on behalf
of the Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies; William F. Par-
rish, Jr., program administrator, water supply program, Maryland
Department of the Environment, on behalf of the Association of
State Drinking Water Administrators; Jeffrey Wennberg, mayor,
Rutland, Vt., on behalf of the National League of Cities; and Terry
Gloriod, chairman, water technology committee, National Associa-
tion of Water Cos.

We are pleased to welcome you to our hearing today. Your pre-
pared statements will be made a part of the record in full. We
would like you to limit your oral presentation to no more than 5
minutes.

Mr. Olson, why don't we start with you.

STATEMENTS OF ERIK D. OLSON, ON BEHALF OF NATURAL RE-
SOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, AND FRIENDS OF THE EARTH;
L.D. McMULLEN, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, ASSO-
CIATION OF METROPOLITAN WATER AGENCIES; WILLIAM F.
PARRISH, JR., ON BEHALF OF ASSOCIATION OF STATE DRINK-
ING WATER ADMINISTRATORS; JEFFREY WENNBERG, ON
BEHALF OF NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES; AND TERRY GLOR-
IOD, CHAIRMAN, WATER TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF WATER COS.

Mr. OLSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Erik Olson with the
National Wildlife Fede,ution. I am representing NWF as well as
the Natural Resourcef Defense Council and the Friends of the
Earth, who in toto comprise over 5.5 million peopi I concerned
about the Nation's lead poisoning problem.

We support H.R. 280. It goeb beyond the empty strategies that
we have seen floatilig around without any results. We support
screening provisions ant:, indeed, believe that universal screening
is ultimately going to be necessary. But, most importantly, we sup-
port a renewed war on lead poisoning to end the national disgrace
that has befallen the United States. The bill would attack lead
paint and dust as well as lead in drinking water.

We also support the bill that you, Congressman Waxman, and
Mr. Cardin and others have proposed, H.R. 2922, which would
create a lead trust fund to deal with lead abatement indoors.

We will focus our primary attention on lead in drinking water. I
wanted to call to the committee's attention a recent report that
came out of EPA that has not received much publicity. It came out
after the hearing of last April that you held. Among other findings
in this report, which is the final regulatory impact analysis for the
lead rules, are some of the following staggering statistics:

For example, over 23 million children in the United States, ac-
cording to this document, have decreased IQ from drinking water;
that's 23 million children with decreased IQ from drinking water.
Most of these kids have decreases of less than one point according
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to this report. However, a full 17,000 or more lost a full IQ point or
more. Indeed, hundreds, if not thousands, lost over five IQ points as
a result of drinking water contamination.

In addition, EPA estimated that over 685,000 cases of hyperten-
sion occur in men, without considering women's impacts. Over 850
heart attacks, including 650 fatal heart attacks, were caused from
lead in drinking water, and over 650 strokes occur annually. These
are all per year.

What this tells us is that the costs of inaction are staggering and
that the benefits of acting swiftly are enormous. Today, about 20
percent of our national lead exposure, on average, is from drinking
water, but soon it will be approximately 50 percent, according to
EPA studies.

We agree that, generally, acute poisoning is caused by lead paint
and other sources, but there are cases of acute poisoning from
drinking water, especially with infants.

Unfortunately, the EPA rules that have been issued on lead in
drinking water, as the chairman has recognized, are not cause for
celebration. While we see practically swat teams invading the Vice
President's house, we will see significant delays before the rest of
the American public will be protected from lead in drinking water
under the current rules.

A review of the provisions of H.R. 2840 suggest that we will see
significant improvement in this. The bill would eliminate EPA's
action level of 15 parts per billion that only applies to a portion of
the public and will, instead, substitute a standard of 10 parts per
billion with 100 percent applicability. We strongly support this
measure.

We also support, however, a slight change in the bill that would
establish a 10 part -per billion standard at the tap, for which there
is no defense except that a corrosion control plan was in place and
complied with in a lead service line program that was in place and
complied with, that that standard would be immediately enforcea-
ble within 2 to 3 years, which would have the effect of encouraging
both States and the utilities to move quickly in putting corrosion
control and lead service line programs into place. We also support
the expedition of the corrosion control and lead service line re-
placement provisions in the bill.

In addition, we would urge the committee to consider adding a
provision here which would encourage water systems to voluntarily
pay for lead plumbing removal in people's houses and then to bill
people on their water bill. This was discussed briefly this morning,
but we feel that putting something in the bill that would encourage
it, not necessarily require it but encourage it, would take a step to-
wards helping home owners that want to do something about lead
in their homes to remove it and affordably pay for it on their water
bill.

The bill also toughens the lead pipe fittings and solder require-
ments. We suppo..t toughening these, but we believe there should
be essentially a presumption that there will be no lead in any fit-
tings or solder until it is proven that the lead is necessary and that
it will not cause a violation.
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In conclusion, we commend you, Mr. Sikorski, and Chairman
Waxman, on your leadership on this issue and on attempting to
end the national disgrace of lead poisoning.

[Testimony resumes on p. 546.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Olson follows:;
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TESTIMONY OF

ERIK D. OLSON

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION,

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL,

AND FRIENDS OF THE EARTH

Chairman Waxman and distinguished members of the

Subcommittee, I am 22ik D. Olson, Counsel for the Environmental

Quality Division of the National Wildlife Federation (hereinafter

referred to as "NWF" or the "Federation"). The Federation is the

nation's largest citizen environmental organization, with over

5.5 million members and supporters nationwide. NWF carries out a

broad array of education and advocacy programs intended to

promote the protection of the environment and public health. The

Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is a leading advocate of

the protection of public health and the environment through sound

science and law. Friends'of the Earth is a global environmental

organization dedicated to the protection of human health and the

planet. We appreciate this opportunity to testify regarding H.R.

2840, the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of 1991.

This legislation would revise and extend the program for the

prevention of lead poisoning by taking the important step of

increasing the available grants for screening infants and

children for elevated blood lead levels. The bill also would

begin a direct war on lead from two of the major sources of

exposure to lead in the environment: (1) lead paint and lead

hazards at residential dwellings, schools and day care centers;

and, (2) lead in drinking water.

Today, we will focus our comments primarily upon lead in

00 drinking water and related provisions of the bill, and will leave

for others detailed discussion of lead paint and other indoor

lead hazards. HoWever, we strongly support the bill's provisions
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to address these other lead hazards. As a nation, we can no

longer afford to eliminate only "pet sources" of lead; only a

comprehensive strategy designed to reduce and ultimately

eliminate lead exposure will end the national disgrace of

widespread lead poisoning of Americans, especially our children.

For example, the legislation takes the critically-needed

action of requiring lead inspectors and abatement contractors to

be trained and certified, and to comply with federal criteria in

removing lead hazards. The bill also requires disclosure of lead

hazards upon the sale or lease of residential property, and

mandates disclosure of lead hazards at schools and day care

centers. Moreover, FDA would be directed to improve the control

of lead in packaged food and ceramics.

We support all of these requirements as important first

steps in the war on the lead poisoning of American children and

adults. We also support H.R. 2922, which was recently introduced

by Chairman Waxman, Mr. Cardin, and several of your colleagues,

which would create a trust fund paid for by fees on the lead

industry, to abate indoor 1.',ad hazards. We believe, however,

that ultimately universal screening of all children and infants

for lead poisoning (as is now required in Massachusetts) is

needed on the national level.

OVERVIEW AND BONNARY OF TAN LEAD FROMM{

Lead contamination of the indoor environment is not a new

problem. Shockingly, however, generations after lead wan

recognized as a poison, it remains a widespread and sometimes

3
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acute public health threat. Lead paint and dust, and lead in

drirking water are the major indoor sourcer of lead exposure

today.1 Researchers recently have documented that decreased IQ

and other problems are caused by low level lead exposures at

concentrations which were thought to be safe just a few years

ago.

Yet in the fr.ce of this and other evidence, EPA has been

extremely slow to redress one of the most readily controllable

sources of lead exposure: lead in drinking water. In 1986,

Congress mandated that EPA improve its outdated lead in drinking

water regulations (originally promulgated in 1975) no later that

June of 1989.2 The Agency had to be dragged into Court to get

the lead rules out. Finally, under a court-imposed deadline, the

rules were published on June 7, 1991.3

Unfortunately, as Chairman Waxman has observed, the issuance

of EPA's rules are not cause for celebration. These rules

clearly will be inadequate to solve the lead-contaminated

drinking water problem, and NRDC has recently challenged them in

the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

Circuit.4 EPA's rules will cause even further delays in public

'U.S. EPA, Strategy for Reducing Lead ExDosures, ("Final
Draft," September 26, 1990).

2 Safe Drinking Water Act section 1412(b), 42 U.S.C. section

300g-1(b).

356 Fed. Reg. 26,460 et seq.

patural Resources Defense Councit_v. U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, No. 91-1343 (D.C. Cif., filed July 22, 1991).
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health protection for what- the Agency stimates are )30 million

Americans who drink water containing lead.5

EPAls new rules eliminate the current "at-the-tap" standard

of 50 9arts per billion Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for lead.

Instead, the new rules will replace this enforceable standard

with a requirement that each public water system (PWS) implement

a state-issued "optimal corrosion control" plan, if the PWS

exceeds an "action level" of 15 ppb in more than 10 percent of

the taps tested.6

EPA, the states, and citizens who are supplied with lead

contaminated water, likely will find it difficult or impossible

to enforce this rule. There will no longer be an enforceable at-

the-tap standard, and there will be no national optimal corrosion

control program for EPA and 0.1z4ms to enforce. The new rules

also will unnecessarily delay the reduction or elimination of

lead in drinking water for several years, and in some cases for

decades.

This approach was adopted even though EPA analyses indicate

that the ennusl health benefits (such us reduced medical

treatment and less remedial education for lead-poisoned childeen)

from a serious reduction in drinking water lead levels far

s
Fact Sheet: National Primary Drinking Water Regulations for

Lead and copper, page 3 (May, 1991)(EPA rules are expected to
"reduce the exposure of approximately 130 million people to lead
in drinking water.").

GSupposedly, the water systems are required to test water at
dwellings at relatively high risk of lead contamination.
However, limitations on available information on lead service
lines and lead plumbing in homes may make such targeting very
difficult.

5
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outweigh the costs of such reductions. For example, EPA data

indicate that the adoption of an MCL of 10 parts per billion lead

will yield health benefits ranging from $1 billion to $6.3

billion, and that the costs of implementing this MCL would be

just $350 million per year.7 These costs do not include the

hundreds of millions of dollars that would be saved by reducing

pipe corrosion and reguced distribution system maintenance.8

Thus, EPA's new approach will unnecessarily permit at least one

more generation of American children to suffer from the toxic

effects of lead in drinking water.

In addition, loopholes in the Safe Drinking Water Act and

the Lead Contamination Control Act, ane ineffective EPA and state

implementation of those laws, permit continued sale and

installation of lead-containing pipes, faucets, solder, and other

fixtures that are used to supply drinking water. Congress should

close these loopholes.

7EPA Office of Drinking Water, "Information Briefing: Final
Rule for Lead and Copper in Drinking Water, for Deputy
Administrator," (January 31, 1990); pee also, U.S. EPA, Office of
Drinking Water, final Regulatory Impact Analysis of NatIonal
primary Drinking Water Regulations for Lead and Copper, (April,
1991) (finding that the costs of all treatment technique rules
considered, including rules more stringent than adopted by EPA,
would likely be significantly less than the benefits in terms of
public health protection).

6
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&REVIEW 07 H.R. 2840

Lead Contamination Limittat the Tao. Corrosion Control. and Lea4
asraiat.Lint_Esalaaumns.

As drafted, H.R. 2840 would establish an MCL for source

water of 5 ppb lead, and would establish a "tap water lead limit"

of 10 ppb, which would trigger requirements for PWSs to control

corrosivity of their water and to remove their lead service

lines. The bill would reinstate the old 50 ppb MCL for lead at

the tap immediately, so that there would be no relaxation of

current rules while we are waiting for the corrosion control and

lead service line requirements to kick in.

While the bill goes a long way towards improving EPA's

rules, we believe that it should be modified to clarify that the

10 ppb tap water lead limit is enforceable beginning 24 to 36

months after enactment, and that a PWS has an affirmative defense

to enforcement of this tap water limit only if it demonstrates

that: (1) it is in compliance with an approved optimal corrosion

control plan; and (2) it is in compliance with an approved lead

service line replacement program.

While the difference between this proposed approach and that

in the bill may appear small, adopting the approach of requiring

the system to demonstrate that it is in compliance with approved

corrosion control and lead service line replacement programs has

a major advantage over the current bill's approach. Our proposal

would discourage PWSs (and states) from foot dragging in

developing and approving these plans.

7
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The legislation as drafted would require lead service line

removal to start within 6 months after a violation of the tap

water lead limit (irrespective of whether a corrosion control

plan is in place). This should help to provide some incentive

for PWSs to comply with'the corrosion control requirements,

because the costs of service line removal are expected to be

significant, and installation of corrosion control measures may

obviate the need for service line replacement. However, many

systems (especially those with relatively few lead service lines)

may be willing to begin removal of their service lines while

dragging their feet in developing or seeking quick approval of a

corrosion control program. Therefore, having an enforceable tap

water lead limit for which compliance with approved corrosion

control and service line removal programs is the only defense,

would better assure expeditious implementation of these programs.

The bill as drafted also does little to encourage homeowners

to remove lead plumbing in their houses. We urge that a

provision be added to the legislation requiring EPA to develop a

model program encouraging (but not necessarily requiring) PWSs to

pay for lead plumbing replacement in homes, to be paid for over a

significant time period by the property owner on their water

bills. States should also be required to develop such programs.

Similar programs have been successful at encouraging homeowners

to buy efficient furnaces and other major appliances when

utilities pay for their installation, and then bill the consumer

through their utility bills.

8
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Lead Plumbina_. Fittinas. Fixtures. Solder. and MX.
H.R. 2840 would begin to close the loopholes in current laws

by requiring more stringent lead plumbing, fitt,ings, fixtures,

solder, and flux requirements. However, the bill should be

modified to mandate a national ban on all lead plumbing,

fittings, fixtures, flux, and solder. If an outright ban cannot

be achieved immediately, at a minimum there should be a

rebuttable presumption against the manufacture or sale of any

such product that contains Any lead. A company should be allowed

to overcome this rebuttable presumption only if the company

provides compelling evidence, in a petition to EPA, that: (1) the

product cannot, through substitution of materials or

manufacturing processes, be produced without lead; and (2) that

the product will not cause water to be contaminated with more

than 10 parts per billion (ppb) lead after sitting with corrosive

water for 10 hours.

While H.R. 2840 would require EPA to toughen the lead

plumbing and related rules, it should be amended to include the

rebuttable presumption approach suggested above. The legislation

also should be amended to strike the provision (in the bill's

amendments to section 1417 of the SDWA) allowing manufacturers to

test whether their plumbing products cause lead contamination of

water after the oroduct has been in use for a month. The highest

lead contamination of water generally occurs in the first 30 days

of use, and young children, infants, or pregnant women may be

using-the water during that time.

9
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Letting the Water Run Is Nolt_a Long-Term Solution

The EPA rule and the legislation both encourage consumers to

run their water to reduce lead levels before drinking or cooking

with it. While this may be a short-term fix, the public notice

provisions of the bill should be revised to emphasize that this

is only a temporary solution that may exacerbate drought

conditions and cause unnecessary waste of water and wastewater

treatment capacity if viewed as a long-term solution. Consumers

also should be encouraged to have their water tested before they

run their water to eliminate lead, because they may be

". unnecessarily wasting this precious resource. Other

alternatives, including use of bottled water, point of use

devices, and lead plumbing and fittings replacement, should be

mentioned.

g_ther_Inkurant_Orinking=gatsr1121AtsilxsainigniEs1_11lla_Eili
H.R. 2840 also includes certain other important and badly-

needed improvements in the drinking water rules. For example,

the bill assures that drinking water records on file with the

states must be made available to the public, opens up the process

of approving corrosion control programs to public review and

comment, and clarifies and improves enforcement authorities.

The bill also makes it clear that the impacts of corrosion

inhibiters upon the environment must be considered when the water

reaches the treatment plant and receiving waters. We urge the

Committee also to provide in section 1418C(i) that EPA's rules

must specifically approve any corrosion inhibiter that may be

10
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used, after a review of the toxicological and other data

available on their impacts on human health. These reviews of

corrosion inhibiters should be repeated .mery three years.

THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF LEAD among

Recent research indicates that lead in children's blood, at

levels once thought to be safe, can cause neurological and

behavioral problems, including decreased I.Q., reduced attention

span, and impaired verbal and auditory capacity.9 Children

appear to be especially susceptible to problems caused by low

level lead exposure. children's bodies readily accumulate lead

and are more vulnerable to certain toxic effects of this

injurious metal.10 There is mounting evidence that these

neuropsychological impacts may be irreversible, persisting for

many years after exposure, at least into young adulthood.11 The

Centers for Disease Control is expected to adjust its definition

of lead poisoning from 25 micrograms of lead per deciliter of

9
Needleman, H.L., and Gatsonis, C.A., "Low Level Lead

Exposure and the IQ of Children: A Meta-Analysis of Modern
Studies," journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. 263,
No. 5, pp. 673-78 (February 2, 1990); Needleman, H.L. et al.,
"Long Term Effects of Exposure to Low Doses of Lead in Childhood:
An 11-Year Followup Report," Heg_a_glangLImurnftLAL_Hpairdne,
Vol. 322, No. 2, pp. 83-88 (January 11, 1990).

1 °Brett, S.M., and Wilcock, K.E., "A New Loox at Lead: Does
it Affect the Way Our Children Think .have7" ENVIRON Report
(Winter 1991).

11
Needleman, H.L. et al., "Long Term Effects of Exposure to

Low Doses of Lead in Childhood: An 11-Year Followup Report," Hag
England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 322, No. 2, pp. 83-88 (January
11, 1990).
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blood (25 ug/dl) to about 10 ug/dl, to reflect this rapidly

accumulating recent evidence.12

Despite this clear evidence of the adverse health effects of

lead exposure at low levels, the Office of Management and Budget

has questioned even EPA's extremely modest efforts to begin

thinking about reductions in lead exposure. This is a matter in

which OMB has no expertise. OMB should not delay or encumber EPA

actions intended to address the serious health 'Aireats posed by

lead.

Health Effects of Lead in Drinking Water

Since the days of the Roman Empire, when many aqueducts were

lined with lead, this highly malleable metal has been used to

transmit drinking water. Lead contaminates many drinking water

supplies when corrosive water leaches lead from pipes, solder, or

other conduits. EPA estimates that approximately 230 million or

more Americans drink water containing lead.13 In 1988, the

Centers for Disease Control has estimated that 6.6 million

children of the ages 5-13 are potentially.exposed to lead in

'their home drinking water supply."

12gfil, e.g., U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control, "Minutes for

the Second Meeting, Advisory Committee on Childhood Lead
Poisoning Prevention," (No./ember 1-2, 1990).

13 Fact Sheet: National Primary Drinking Water Regulations

for Lead and Copper, page 3 (May, 1991).

14CDC, Agency for Toxic Substances Disease Registry, The

Nature and Extent of Lead Poisoning in Children in the United

States: A Report to Congress, p. 8 (1988).

12
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More recentl 1', EPA has estimated that substantially more

children are affected by lead in drinking water. In an April,

1991 study, EPA estimated that over 23 million children have had

their IQ decreased by lead in drinking water." Although most of

these children's IQ loss was relatively small, over 17,000

children lost a full IQ point or more, and hundreds lost over 5.7

IQ points from lead in drinking water." Moreover, EPA

estimated, lead in drinking water causes in excess of 685,000

cases of hypertension, over 850 heart attacks, over 650 strokes,

and more than 650 deaths from heart attacks."

Since EPA has substantially redtricted the use of lead in

gasoline and national blood lead levels have fallen, lead in

drinking water has emerged as a leading continuing source of lead

in Americans' blood stream. Relative to lead paint, few acute

poisonings from lead in drinking water have been documented,

although some cases have been reported. However, this

Subcommittee heard testimony on April 26 from Dr. John Graef,

head of the lead poisoning clinic at Childrenle Hospital in

Boston (and who is affiliated with Harvard Medical School), who

reported that he has had several infants as patients who were

acutely poisoned by lead in their formula made with lead-

contaminated drinking water.

"EPA Office of Drinking Water, Final Reaulatory Impact
Analysis of National Primary Drinking Water Reaulations for Lead
and Cppoer, page 5-44, Exhibit 5-19 (April, 1991).

"11,14.

17Ibi4 at 5-40, Exhibit 5-17,
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Indeed, there is extremely widespread exposure to lead in

drinking water, and EPA scientists estimate that in the 1990's .

drinking water lead contamination will account for approximately

50 sercent of average national lead exposures and blood lead

levels."

EPA's INACTION REWARIMNLIMMLIELDEMEIMAUSR.

Sixteen years ago, EPA issued an MCL for lead of 50 parts

per billion.19 This standard has been widely recognized as

inadequate to protect public health, as EPA itself tacitly has

admitted in proposing an MCL Goal (a health-based protective

standard) of zero lead and in proposing an action level of 15

ppb. Furthermore, EPA has applied this already extremely weak

standard to "free flowing" water, allowing a public water system

to test the water for lead after it has been allowed to flow for

several minutes. Since the highest levels of lead generally

occur within the first few minutes of the flow (because sitting

water leaches lead from pipes and fixtures), EPA's unlawful

*interpretation of the rule obscures the significance of this

issue by sweeping the lead problem under the rug.

Running water for many minutes before using it also is an

extremely wasteful use of a valuable re-.1ource already in short

19Levin, R., M.R. Schock, and A. Marcus, "Exposure to Lead
in U.S. Drinking Water," 1989 Trace Substances in Environmental
Health, pp. 319-344 (ed. Hemphill, 1989).

1940 C.F.R. section 141.11.
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supply. It is clear, in any event, that few people allow their

water to run for several minutes before using it for drinking

water, coffee, or baby formula. This is part of the reason why

130 million Americans are getting lead in their drinking water.

EPA repeatedly has promised that it will toughen its

standard for lead in drinking water. In 1988, for example, EPA

announced to this Subcommittee that reducing lead exposure

through the adoption of a tough new drinking water rule "is among

EPA's highest priorities" and that "we hope to promulgate the

final rule by the end of the year (1988)."20 Unfortunately, it

was not until three years later in June of 1991, that this

reduction finally was promulgated. Moreover, the rule that EPA

plans to adopt fails to address the problem and will cause many

years of delays in protecting the public from lead-contaminated

drinking water.

EPA's approach in the new lead rule is to completely

eliminate any enforceable MCL for lead, and to instead adopt a

"treatment technique." This directly violates section 1412 of

the Safe Drinking Water Act, which requires EPA to adopt an MCL

enforceable at the tap unless it is not feasible to measure the

concentration of the substance in drinking water (as in the case

of viruses). Only if it is not feasible to measure the

contaminant in drinking water may a treatment technique be

specified. EPA openly admits that it is feasible to measure lead

in tap water, but refuses to issue an MCL, even though the

20Statement of Michael B. Cook, Director, EPA Office of
Drinking Water, July 13, 1988, p. 11.
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Agency's internal analyses demonstrate that an MCL 'of 10 ppb is

feasible.21

The new rule will require PWSs that exceed an "action level"

of 15 ppb (in more than 10 percent of the taps required to be

tested) to implement "optimal corrosion control" measures; all

systems serving more than 50,000 people would have to adopt these

measures. These corrosion control programs would be imposed by

the states with minimal federal guidance. Thus, if a state fails

to impose a corrosion control program for a PWS, or if it

requires a PWS to implement an inadequate program, in most cases

EPA and citizens would have little if any real recourse under the

rule, no matter how serious the lead contamination problem. 22

Furthermore, if a state-issued corrosion control plan

theoretically As adequate, it is unclear what would happen if a

PWS fails to comply with that state-issued plan. For example, it

is not claar that EPA or citizens would be able to sue the PWS

under the Safe Drinking Water Act to enforce compliance with the

plan.

Another grave concern under the EPA rule is the substantial

delay associated with achieving compliance. Water systems are

21
Memo from Lawrence Jensen, Assistant Administrator for

Water, "Level 1 Options Selection: Lead-Proposal of Maximum
Contaminant Level Goals (MCLGs) and National Primary Drinking
Water Regulations (NPDWRs)," (September 29, 1987); EPA Office of
Drinking Water, "Information Briefing: Final Rule for Lead and
Copper in Drinking Water, for DepUty Administrator," (January 31,
1990) (attached).

22
A provision in the rule allowing EPA to review state

corrosion control plans is so onerous and resource-intensive for
EPA that it is unlikely to have a significant impact on EPA's
ability to assure the adequacy of state corrosion control plans.
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given from six to eight years to demonstrate full compliance with

the corrosion control program. In addition, if the corrosion

control plan is not sufficient to reduce lead levels, PWSs will

be given up to 15 additional years to remove lead pipes from

their distribution systems. Many Americans will have to wait for

nearly 25 years--until the year 2015--to be supplied with water

that contains what EPA considers acceptable lead levels. OMB

reportedly opposed even this very limited lead pipe replacement

program. OMB's position is particularly difficult to fathom

since the benefits of removing lead service lines exceed the

costs, and since even the water utility industry has publicly

supported lead service line replacement if corrosion control is

not working.

The rule requires most PWSs to use corrosion control only if

more than 10 percent of the tested taps exceed the "action level"

of about 15 ppb. The 15 ppb action level is not sufficiently

protective of.public health, particularly in light of recent CPC

actions indicating that lead in blood at 10 ug/dl is an

indication of lead toxicity. In addition, because Of the way the

action level will be applied (using a "90th percentile" rule), a

substantial portion of a utility's customer base may be served

lead-contaminated water with no limit on the extent of expOsure

in those homes. 23 This too is a direct violation of the Safe

23
As noted earlier, the rule supposedly requires relatively

high-risk dwellings to be tested, so in theory, fewer than 10
percent of the system's customers would be drinking water with
lead levels in excess of 15 ppb for the corrosion control and
service line replacement requirements to be triggered. However,
limitations on available information regarding where lead

17
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Drinking Water Act, which in sections 1401 and 1412 make it clear

that All of a PWS's consumers are to be protected. Many

thousands of children could be inadequately protected under EPA's

action level.

In addition, the rule includes a provision enabling larger

utilities to evade any additional requirements if they already

have a corrosion control program. This raises crucial legal

questions and may open the door to a Pandora's box of demands for

exceptions which eviscerate the rule.

Rather than allowing EPA to twist beyond recognition the

intent of the Safe Drinking Water Act, Congress should adopt an

MCL of 5 ppb in free flowing water, with a 10 ppb MCL for first

draw water, thxnugh minor modifications of H.R. 2840 as proposed

above. This standard is readily achievable, easy to enforce, and

is more protective of public health than EPA's current approach.

Congress should swiftly adopt such a standard.

In addition to mandating this MCL, Congress should close the

loopholes in the Safe Drinking Water Act and the Lead

Contamination Control Act that allow lead-containing pipe and

lead fittings to remain on the market. Specifically, the eight

percent maximum lead content limit in fittings and pipes, and 0.2

percent limit on lead in solder, which are applicable to plumbing

connected to PWSs (pursuant to section 1417 of the Safe Drinking

plumbing and lead sevrice lines exist may make targeting of high-
risk dwellings diffic lt or impossible. In any event, it is
clear that under EPA's rule, some homes may continue to receive
water with excessive and dangerous levels of lead, forever,
without any legal recourse under EPA's rule.

18
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Water Act), should be reduced to zero percent lead. EPA

investigators have found that lead-free pipe and fittings are now

on the market and are feasible to manufacture, so a zero standard

could be quickly phased-in. In addition, as proposed above, lead

solder and flux also should be banned. This lead ban should be a

mandatory component of all state drinking water programs, and

should be enforceable by EPA, states, and citizens.

Conclusion

For generations, lead has been recognized as an important

health threat. Recent evidence shows that nationally, we must do

more to reduce the levels of lead exposure of the public. We

must take particular care of our children. We can initiate this

process by adopting strict requirements that limit lead in

drinking water and by banning lead in pipes and plumbing

fixtures. The only way to ensure the safety of current and

future generations of Americans is through a comprehensive

control of all major sources of lead exposure, including lead

paint, lead dust, airborne lead, lead in consumer and other

products, and lead in drinking water. H.R. 2840 takes major

strides towards accomplishing that goal.

19
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Mr. SIKORSKI [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Olson.
Dr. McMullen, General Manager, Des Moines Water Works, on

behalf of the Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies. Wel-
come. You have 5 minutes to do with what you want.

STATEMENT OF L.D. McMULLEN

Mr. MCMULLEN. Thank you very much. Good afternoon.
I am L.D. McMullen, general manager of the Des Moines Water

Works in Des Moines, Iowa. I am also chairman of the legislative
committee of the Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies, or a
short cut is AMWA, which is made up of basically publicly owned
water utilities around the Nation. I am here to speak basically on
behalf of that association.

I am pleased this afternoon to be ale to share with you five views
that the association has on the lead contamination control bill,
H.R. 2840. But first, I am pleased that H.R. 2840 recognizes the
problems of placing a maximum contaminant level at the custom-
er's tap for lead and instead uses a tap water lead limit.

We also support within the bill the control of lead in source
water, the diagnostic first draw testing, a treatment technique for
corrosion control, and a public education program.

The first view that I would like to- share this afternoon deals
with the tap water lead limit. The bill requires action if any
sample under a worst case situation exceeds the tap water lead
limit. This one sample trigger does not take into account allow-
ances for sampling error, use of illegal solder, leaching of brass fau-
cets and fixtures, improper grounding of electrical or telephone cir-
cuits, which can, by themselves, cause lead levels in excess of 10
parts per billion.

It would seem to be in the best interest of the public to use re-
sources for the protection of public health to determine the cause
and correct that, rather than to jump to a conclusion with one trig-
ger sample.

The second point deals with the time frames allowed in the bill
that are extremely tight for large water systems: 6 months for sam-
pling, 12 months for corrosion control studies, 16 months for States
to determine optimum corrosion control, and 14 months for utili-
ties to install and operate optimum corrosion control. If EPA or the
States are slow in response, the utility is held responsible. We
would rather see a daisy chain approach with each accountable for
their own parts contained in the bill.

The third point has to do with th .id service line replacement.
The time schedule allowed for replacement also needs to be given
severe consideration. AMWA has consistently recommended that
States, in conjunction with local water supplies, designate an en-
forceable schedule for each system based on size of the system,
number of lead services, location of the lines, complexity of replace-
ment, magnitude of lead level exceedance measurements, all re-
viewed and approved by EPA. We appreciate within the bill,
though, the recognition of the problem of large systems by granting
them additional time for replacement.

Four, control versus ownership. The water supply community
has always defined the term "control" to mean ownership. This bill
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defines control differently and places significant additional finan-
cial and legal responsibilities on water suppliers.

Finally, the fifth issue deals with the Safe Drinking Water Act
reauthorization items. The bill requires all existing rules using
PQL's to set MCL's. The significance of this provision cannot be
overstated. Its ramifications are far reaching and deserve careful
consideration during reauthorization of the Safe Drinking Water
Act.

We also feel the issues of classes of public water systems, action
levels, citizen suit provisions, are more appropriate with reauthor-
ization of the Safe Drinking Water Act than the lead contamina-
tion control bill.

I would like to thank the subcommittee for working with us on
this very important issue and welcome the opportunity to continue
to work with the subcommittee on this and other Safe Drinking
Water act issues.

This concludes my remarks. I will be happy to answer any ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. McMullen followsj
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Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies
Before the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U. S. House of Representatives

Statement Presented July 26, 1991

Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Dr. L.D. McMullen and I serve as the
General Manager of the Des Moines Water Works. I also serve as Chair of the
Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies' Legislative Committee and I am
here today to speak on the Association's behalf.

The Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies (AMWA) is a non-profit
organization of the directors and managers of the nation's large municipal water
supply systems. Our membership includes cities from Los Angeles to Tampa,
New York to Portland and Detroit to Houston. AMWA members provide safe,
high quality drinking water directly to over 75 million people and indirectly to an
even greater percentage of the population through wholesale supply. All
AMWA agencies are public water supply systems uncial the Safe Drinking
Water Act.

I am pleased to be with you today to share the views of the Association on the
lead contamination control bill, H.R. 2840. The last time AMWA appeared
before this subcommittee on April 25 of this year, my friend and colleague, Jim
Wickser, Assistant General Manager of Water for the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power, testified on reducing the public's lead exposure from
drinking water. His testimony preceded both EPA's promulgation of the final
lead and copper regulation, and the introduction of H.R. 2840, the subject of
today's hearing.

In his testimony, Mr. Wickser outlined the unique challenges presented in
controlling lead exposure in drinking water and offered our views on practical
approaches to the problem. He summarized one of our principal concerns for
any lead regulation; that it not provide for a maximum contaminant level (MCL)
at consumer's taps because that would effectively hold water suppliers legally
liable for problems within individual home plumbing systems. We are pleased
that neither EPA's regulation nor this bill includes an MCL at the tap. In
addition, both the regulation and the bill include key aspects of effective lead
contamination control in drinking water supported by water suppliers, namely:

control of lead in source waters,

diagnostic, first draw testing for lead in single-family
residences representative of the service area taking into
consideration building age, location, type, service
connection characteristics, demographics, and water
consumption,

1
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a treatment technique - optimized corrosion control - to
prevent or reduce lead problems within the home
environment which would be keyed by results of diagnostic
sampling, and

public education programs, again keyed to diagnostic
sampling results.

Aside from several very important issues in the bill which relate to the general
application of the Safe Drinking Water Act, which I will mention later, the major
concerns for water suppliers posed by the bill do not involve its framework, but
rather a number of significant practical problems resulting from its specific
requirements.

The first issue I would like to address this morning is the tap water lead limit.

Tap Water Lead Limit

H.R. 2840 establishes a tap water lead limit of 10 parts per billion. Water
suppliers are to measure for lead in those places where research has shown
that the highest levels will occur, private residences served by lead service lines
and those that contain copper pipes with lead solder installed after 1982 or lead
plumbing. Nationwide, this sampling pool makes up about 15 percent of the
housing population. The samples will also be first flush samples taken after
water has remained motionless in the plumbing for at least six hours. These
sampling methods insure that the worst case sites are sampled under worst
case conditions. Further action required by a water supplier including optimal
corrosion control, public education, and lead service line replacement will be
governed by the levels of lead found in these homes.

The bill requires these actions if ang sample from worst case sites taken under
worst case conditions exceed the tap water lead limit. This "one samplo" trigger
does not make any allowance for the mistakes, omissions, or even FE legal
activities of others but holds water suppliers, and ultimately all of thev other
customers, responsible for them. For example:

The use of lead solder in drinking water plumbing has been illegal
since 1986. Its use continues.

Studies have shown that brass faucets holding lead free water for
an 8 hour period can leach lead into the water at levels of 10
micrograms per liter and higher.

Improper grounding of telephone and electrical circuits in homes
to water lines can increase corrosion leading to increased lead
levels in the water.

Installation of dissimilar metals in plumbing systems can lead to
galvanic action increasing lead levels.

2
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Any of these can cause lead levels in excess of 10 parts per billion even with
optimal corrosion control in place. As presently written, therefore, the bill would
effectively require mandatory corrosion control for all systems, not just large
systems (even if the water supplied was already minimally corrosive and further
actions would have negligible effect), because of the level and the one time
exceedance trigger. The cause of the problem would not matter, neither would
the need for corrosion control by the community. As a worst case, a community
of 10,000, for example, would be required to add corrosion control treatment
chemicals to their supply and require each customer to pay for corrosion control
treatment even if only one person's sample exceeded the level because of one
brass faucet that leached excessive lead.

Timeframes

The timeframe allowed water systems in the bill (18 months) to perform
corrosion conkol studies and install optimal corrosion control is technically and
scientifically impossible to meet. All time periods for large water system actions
and state actions run concurrently from enactment of the bill even though state
and EPA reviews and decisions, by their nature, must run consecutively with
water system actions. A provision of the bill requires EPA review of all state
decisions but does not include time for such reviews. The bill also allows EPA
.six months after enactment to issue regulations or guidelines to facilitate
compliance with the requirements of the bill. This key guidance will include
how systems will be required to conduct corrosion control studies and how
states will evaluate studies. The net effect, under the bill, is that EPA and the
states can use most of the available total time to meet their requirements and
large water syt1ems will get whatever remains. If EPA and/or states take more
than their allowed time, water systems get even less. It is entirely possible that
EPA and the states could use all of the available time and water systems fall
into violation through no fault of their own.

For example, large systems are required to complete corrosion control studies
within 12 months af enactment. This time period is vital for determining optimal
corrosion control since different products and/or feed rates will be required
depending upon water quality changes over warm weather and cold weather
cycles. It is alsd important for the studies to be done properly to insure that no
needless chemicals are added to the drinking water supply and the impacts on
other water quality parameters that could adversely affect public health are not
caused by the selected treatment. (For example, seasonal turbidity changes,
seasonal biological changes and the interaction between corrosion control and
minimizing potentially harmful disinfection byproducts are a few of the factors
that need to be carefuHy considered). If EPA takes the first 6 months or more
after enactment to issue regulations or guidance on corrosion control, at most 6
months would be available for system studies. Optimal corrosion control
studies are simply not feasible in a six month time period.

Also under the bill, large systems are required to install corrosion control within
24 months of enactment, the first 12 months will be taken up by corrosion

3
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control studies and the states will be allowed the next 6 months to review and
approve the studies or direct the type of corrosion treatment required. This state
decision must then be reviewed by EPA ar,d is subject to change. This will
leave the systems between zero and 6 months to obtain funding approval and
funds, contract for design, design, contract for construction, construct, obtain
equipment and chemicals and begin operation of a corrosion control system
after they are notified by the state of what they will be required to do.

The timeframes for medium and small systems are equally impossible to meet.
The timeframe is an improvement, however, on that allowed large systems
since it acknowledges that steps that are sequential should have sequential
time frames. Like large systems, no time is allowed for EPA reviews. A full 12
months is allowed for corrosion control studies if they are required by the state,
but, while this would be adequate for most large systems, it is not for medium
and small ones. Large systems will likely possess the in-house expertise to
perform their own studies while medium and small ones will use much of the
time allowed in obtaining funding approval and hiring a consultant to perform
the studies. Medium and small systems are also allowed only 12 months to
obtain funding approval and funds, contract for design, design, contract for
construction, construct, obtain equipment and chemicals and begin operation of
a corrosion control system. For these systems, the funding part of the equation
may prove the most difficult to meet.

Any timeframes contained in a final bill should fully reflect the importance of
adequate corrosion control studies in protecting public health by allowing
sufficient time for them. It should likewise reflect an understanding of m.inicipal
finance regulation, contracting, design, procurement, and construction
timeframes. Clearly any timeframes that are too short to include the actions
required are not feasible. At a minimum, 12 months should be allowed for
corrosion control studies and 24 months for construction, and 6 months for
operation and final analysis prior to taking post corrosion control tap samples
for a total of 3 1/2 years. The full 3 1/2 years must be available to water
suppliers for optimizing corrosion control. Timeframes for state and federal
actions should be considered separately and local water suppliers should not
be penalized because the federal or state governments fail to act.

Resource Constraints

The General Accounting Office (GAO) has recently reported that 60 percent of
the states presently have insufficient funding and/or staffing to carry out current
drinking water programs. Report after report from the General Accounting Office
on all EPA programs, not just drinking water, embrace the conclusion that
agency resources are inadequate and must be increased to insure that
congressional expectations can be met.

In a report issued this past month entitled "Environmental Protection: Meeting
Public Expectations with Limited Resources", GAO states, "...clearly the federal
government, with a budget deficit estimated at nearly $300 billion for fiscal year
1991, will be sharply constrained by costs in its ability to address the nation's
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multibillion-dollar environmental needs. State and local governments also face
fiscal troubles..." Members of the subcommittee, because of your position, yqu
are far more familiar than anyone with the constraints faced by the federal
government, your states and the municipalities within your districts. I ask that
you keep those capabilities in mind as we review some of the additional
requirements of this bill.

The bill's combined accumulative impact on EPA and state resources may
result in a program that stalls the progress of water systems attempting to deal
expeditiously with lead in drinking water as well as other aspects of Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA) implementation. The bill:

Adds 120,000 transient, non-community systems to the
80,000 systems presently scheduled for regulation. This
will require major Increases in state drinking witer program
resources.

Requires EPA to review each state review and decision at
each step of the process. This will require a buildup in EPA
resources under constraints similar to those faced by the
states.

Requires all 200,000 state and EPA reviews to be
accomplished within the same timeframe of approximately
one year.

Requires 200,000 "opportunities for comment" within the
same timeframe of approximately one year.

Requires EPA to promptly withdraw primary enforcement
responsibility for all aspects of the SDWA in the case of any
state not fully implementing the requirements of the SDWA
including the requirements of this bill.

The provisions which seem reasonable taken separately, when taken together,
result in a bill, that is intended to improve the drinking water program, actually
having a negative impact. The states and EPA are in a much better position to
advise the subcommittee on actual impacts. I would encourage the
subcommittee to seek their input before finalizing these provisions.

Lead Service Line Replacement

H.R. 2840 requires the replacement of lead service lines if any one sample
exceeds the 10 ppb tap water lead level. The one exceedance triggers lead
service line replacement at an annual fate of either 20 percent of the lead
service lines or 10 percent of the total service lines, whichever results in
replacement of a greater number of lead lines. Basically a 5 year or shorter
program.
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Under the bill, a system is not required to replace an individual lead service
line, jf the state determines, after notice areopportunity for comment, that the
service line does not contribute to tap water lead concentrations in exam:. of 10
ppb.

In addition, the bill provides for an extended schedule for those water suppliers
with more than 50,000 lead service lines. A provision recognizing the difficulty
a system with a large number of lead service lines faces is greatly appreciated.

Because of the one time exceedance provision and the level of the allowable
service line contribution, H.R. 2840 is, in essence, a mandatory lead service line
replacement bill. The financial impacts on water system users throughout the
country will be significant.

The time schedules allowed for replacement also need to be given serious
consideration. Under the bill, a water system with 50,000 lead service lines
would be required to replace at least 10,000 lines per year for 5 years. A large
system with 500,000 total service lines would be required to replace all 50,000
lead lines in one year. Based on 250 work days per year, systems, therefore,
would be required to replace between 50 and 200 service lines per day
depending upon system size. Replacement of a service line requires a trained
crew and equipment and would normally involve road or sidewalk excavation
for access to the line. In most cases, it would also involve access to the home
and excavation of private property. The access problem, by itself, could cause a
system to fail to meet the required schedules. The bill also requires replacement
to begin immediately when a system fails to meet the 'one sample* tap lead
level trigger (which few could meet as previously discussed), or when a state
fails to meet the deadline set for the state to designate optimal corrosion control.
Again water suppliers would be held legally responsible for the failures of
others.

AMWA has consistently recommended that any regulation governing lead
service line replacement be built around a schedule tailored to the
circumstances of the system since those circumstances are so varied. States, in
conjunction with local water suppliers, should designate an enforceable
schedule for each system based on factors including the size of the system, the
number of lead service lines in the system, the location of the lines, the
complexity of replacement, and the magnitude of the lead level exceedances
measured. States should be constrained to establish a schedule which is
feasible to meet under the criteria and provide, within that context, for unusual
circumstances, and then only after review and approval by the EPA
administrator. The setting of schedules should be open for review and
comment by the public as well.

Control Versus Ownership

Under H.R. 2841, water suppliers are responsible for replacing entire lead
service lines, regardless of ownership, in those cases where, by state statute or
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local ordinance, they have authority to set standards or authority to replace
service lines.

The impact of this provision will be felt by cities, towns and townships of all sizes
and will vary in impact depending on state and local laws and ordinances. For
example, if a municipality has 10,000 lead service lines out of a total of 100,000
service lines, all 10,000 lines would be required to be replaced in a one year
period. Under this provision, city water suppliers will also be required to dig up
and replace service lines on private property and finance the replacement costs
through general rate increases.

The water supply community has always defined the term "control" to mean
"ownership" with the understanding that the water supply system stopped at the
property line or the water meter unless the supplier actually owned the
structures past those points. This bill defines control differently and places
significant additional financial and legal responsibilities on water suppliers.

Notice and Opportunity for Comment

Public participation in the development of regulations and laws is an essential
part of our form of government. However, we urge the subcommittee to
consider the accumulative impact of the bill's requirements for "notice and
opportunity for comment" and its impact on the drinking water program.
Because the wording of the House bill requires virtually every system to install
corrosion control, during the year starting 6 months after enactment, states will
be required to make over 200,000 determinations and hold 200,000 hearings or
other opportunity for comment. Failure to do so will, under other provisions of
the bill, result in an immediate requirement for systems to start lead service line
replacement, and require EPA to withdraw primacy from the state. EPA is also
required to make 200,000 reviews since it must review all state reviews and
every case where a state fails to make a decision within the time allowed.
Another 200,000 reviews and hearings will be required when water quality
param )ters are set.

The shear number of notices and opportunities for comment, will delay the
entire process and hinder the progress of systems attempting to come into
compliance with Federal requirements.

Safe Drinking Water Act Reauthorization issues

There are several very important provisions contained in H.R. 2840 which
impact the entire Safe Drinking Water Act program and that need to be
thoroughly discussed in the context of reauthorization of that statute.

Practical Cluantitation Limit

Section 1418J of H.R. 2840 prohibits EPA from developing regulations based
on "the level of a contaminant which is economically or technological feasible to
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measure." This section also requires all existing rules using POLs to set MCLs
to be reissued with required treatment techniques within 6 months of enactment.

The significance of this provision cannot be overstated. It not only impacts the
lead regulation but every other regulation developed by EPA in the drinking
water program and every program that uses the drinking water standards (for
example Superfund). Its ramifications are far reaching and deserve careful
consideration during reauthorization of the SDWA.

Classes ot Public Water Supply

H.R. 2840 prohibits EPA from establishing different requirements based on
system size even though the bill itself found it necessary to vary requirements
based on size.

This is a very important issue and one which needs to be addressed. As a
general philosophical position, I think we all agree that all systems should be
treated equally. As a practical matter, it simply is not possible.

The problems all communities, but particularly small communities, face in
dealing with the multitude of environmental mandates is becoming clearer
every day and has become an area of congressional concern and interest. We
urge the subcommittee to address the issue and problems of system size, but
recommend that that discussion take place in the context of the Safe Drinking

Water Act reauthorization.

Action Levels

H.R. 2840 eliminates the use of action levels in setting regulations. The bill
itself recognizes the appropriateness of using a tap water lead level, in essence
an action level. Similar situations may well present themselves in the future.
We would like to Cirge the subcommittee to eliminate the prohibition on the
future use of action levels anti to give full consideration of the issue during the
reauthorization of the Safe Dri.iking Water Act.

Citizen Suit Provisions

H.R. 2840 also amends the citizen suit provisions of the Safe Drinking Water
Act. These provisions are more properly dealt with in the context of the Safe
Drinking Water Act when the appropriate role of citizen suits can be fully
evaluated in relation to the other enforcement tools available to EPA and the

states.

Conclusion

Members of the subcommittee, we support the major tenants of H.R. 2840:
corrosion control treatment, lead service line replacement, public education and
testing at the consumers tap. Our major concerns with the lead provisions of

the bill are the one time exceedance trigger and the time frames mandated for

corrosion control and lead service line replacement.

AMWA strongly urges the subcommittee to delete the provisions of the bill that

would eliminate EPA's use of the Practical Ouantitation Limit (POL). This

provision has major ramifications for drinking water suppliers throughout the
country as well as for all other program areas that utilize SDWA's standards.

Citizen suit provisions, how to deal with systems that have difficulty meeting the

requirements of the act because of size, and action levels are all issues to be

addressed during reauthorization of the Safe Drinking Water Act.

I would like to thank the subcommittee for working with us on this very important

Issues and welcome the opportunity to continue to work with the subcommittee

on this and other Safe Drinking Water Act issues.

This concludes my remarks and I would be happy to answer any questions you

may have. 559
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. McMullen.
Mr. Parrish.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. PARRISH, JR.
Mr. PARRISH. Good afternoon. My name is William Parrish. I'm

the administrator of the drinking water program for the State of
Maryland, Department of the Environment. I am here representing
the Association of State Drinking Water Administrators, ASDWA,
which is a professional association which represents the interests of
State drinking water programs, whose primary mission is the pro-
tection of public health through effective management of State
drinking water supply programs and implementation of the Safe
Drinking Water Act. Fifty-six States and territories are members
or participants in ASDWA and its activities.

These administrators are supportive of the need to reduce lead
exposures through paint, dust, food and drinking water, particular-
ly for susceptible populations such as small children. They are sup-
portive of requirements that suppliers of water to communities,
schools, day care centers and businesses provide, to the best of
their ability, water that is noncorrosive in distribution and plumb-
ing materials and that portions of the distribution system under
their control do not create hazards with respect to lead in water.

While the intent of the Lead Contamination Control Act of 1988
was to address some of these concerns, the lack of funding for State
program implementation of the act and for school testing remedi-
ation has significantly hampered the efforts of States and schools
,to comply with the provisions. Nevertheless, many States and
schools should be commended for the work they have completed.

While some States may be able to implement the suggested pro-
visions in the 1988 act with adequate funding, there is serious con-
cern about the States' abilities to implement H.R. 2840, which ex-
pands the act to include national primary drinking water regula-
tions for lead. In fact, if passed as drafted, this act will spell the
end of State primacy under the Safe Drinking Water Act. It would
also fail to address the contribution of individual home and build-
ing plumbing systems to the problem of lead in drinking water.

The State concerns are basically with the burden of implementa-
tion and resource constraints on their programs. States are particu-
larly concerned that the act extends the coverage from approxi-
mately 80,000 community and nontransient systems to over 200,000
public water systems. There is no evidence presented to date to
suggest that short-term exposure to lead levels found in drinking
water from transient noncommunity systems presents a significant
health risk that would warrant States and water systems expend-
ing such enormous amounts for testing and remediation by extend-
ing the regulation to cover the additional 120,000 systems. One
State estimates costs for monitoring alone of its 6,500 transient sys-
tems will be $26 million.

The act also shortens the compliance period to require all sys-
tems to begin implementing tap sampling within 6 months of en-
actment and eliminates a State's ability to manage the significant
work load generated under this act based on the availability of
State resoura:s to conduct the work.

),
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The requirement will also stipulate that State and EPA Agencies
cannot regulate any class of public water supply in a manner that
may be less protective of public health than is required for all
other public water systems. This will dramatically alter the
manner in which EPA promulgates regulations by requiring all
systems to comply with the same requirements regardless of size
and degree of health risk posed by the use of water by the public.

Under the amendments, the States are also required to make
various and numerous technical determinations which must be of-
fered for public notice and comment. We estimate that this imple-
mentation would require up to a million opportunities for public
hearing and comments under the act.

In addition, States must submit to the Administrator of EPA on
a quarterly basis the extensive reporting of all of his activities and
decisions made which has addressed the impact on State resources
and capabilities, which are already limited under the existing regu-
lations and in the future to be adopted over the next few years.

Also, there is concern that the setting of the TWLL at 10 parts
per billion will effectively mandate corrosion control for all but a
few systems.

With respect to resource constraints, 33 States are already cur-
rently experiencing serious budget deficits, according to a recent
study by the National Governors' Association. The aggregate short-
fall is about $9.6 billion, or 3.6 percent of total spending. This fiscal
dilemma has resulted in significant difficulties for environmental
and public health programs, of which drinking water is a part.
Across this country, drinking water administrators and staff are
being furloughed, personnel are taking pay cuts, and Agencies are
implementing hiring freezes. This comes at a critical time when
most States have recognized that sufficient funding for the Safe
DrinkingWater Act will not be forthcoming from the Federal Gov-
ernment, and State legislatures are reluctant to fund any more
Federal mandates with limited State dollars. Furthermore, many
water systems may not be able to support fee-based systems due to
excessive monitoring and compliance costs which are required to
achieve compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act regulations.

According to a resource needs study conducted by EPA and
ASDWA in 1988, States estimated that an additional $47 million
will be required to implement the EPA lead and copper rule. En-
actment of the LCCA amendments will require far greater expendi-
tures, on the order of an additional $117 million.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Parrish, the rest of that statement is going to
be in the record.

Mr. PARRISH. Pardon?
Mr. WAXMAN. The rest of your statement will be in the record,

that you're reading to us.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Parrish followsd
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TESTIMONY OF Association of
State Drinking Water Administrators

State drinking water program administratots are supportive of the need to reduce lead
expecure through paint, dust, food, and drinking water particularly for susceptible populations
such as small children. While the intent of the Lead Contamination Control Act of 1988 was to
address these concerns, the lack of funding for state program implementation of the Act and for
school testing and remediation have significantly hampered the efforts of states and schools to
comply with provisions in the Act. While some states may be able to implement the suggested
provisions in the 1988 Act with adequate funding, there is serious concern about the states'
abilities to implement the proposed 1991 Amendments to the Act (H.R. 2840) which expand the
Act to include National Primary Drinidng Water Regulations for Lead. In fait, if passed as
drafted, this Act will spell the end of state primacy under the Safe Drinking Water Act.

L INTRODUCTION

The Association of State Drinking Water Administrators (ASDWA) is the professional
association which represents the interests of state drinking water programs. ASDWA's primary
mission is the protection of public health through effective management of state water supply
programs and implementation of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). To accomplish this
mission, the Association provides vital communication, coordination, and information transfer
services between state programs and EPA, the Congress, and other national organizations. All
56 states and territories actively support the Association through dues payments and/or
participation in ASDWA activities.

IL LEAD CONTAMINATION CONTROL ACT OF 1988

The Lead Contamination Control Act (LCCA) of 1988 required: 1) the identification of
water coolers that are not lead free; 2) the repair or removal of water coolers with lead-lined
tanks; 4,3) a ban on the manufacture and sale of water coolers that are not lead free; 4) the
identifitation and resolution of lead problems in schools' drinking water, and 5) the authorization
of additional funds for lead screening programs for children.

9 The LCCA identified four areas of involvement (not requirements) for state agencies: 1)
to complement the EPA guidance document and testing protocol by providing a list of
laboratori. .1 qualified to conduct lead testing; 2) to use the EPA guidance documents to assist
local school systems and education agencies -- although testing is not required; 3) to establish
and carry out programs to assist local education agencies in testing and remedying lead
contamination through grants issued by the Administrator; and 4) if funds ate available, the
Centers for Disease Control may make grants available to states and local governments for
initiating and expanding education and blood testing programs.
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To assist states in helping local educational agencies address these Imes, the Act
authorized appropriations of $30,000,000 for FY-89; $30,000,000 for FY-90, and $30,000,000
for FY-91. To date, no funding has been provided to states to implement this program or to use
in misting school systems to defray expenditures associated with lead testing and remediation.

IlL IMPLEMENTATION OF TIE LCCA OF 19811

According to a Natural Resources Defense Council June 1991 report entitled 7he Lead
Contamination Control Act: A Study in Non-Compliance, 47 states reported that school drinking
water had been sampled and analyzed with 66 percent of these states indicating that between 25
and 100 percent of their schools had been tested. In addition, 33 states (62%) indicated that they
hid distributed the EPA guidance manual for lead testing to all of their echools. Another 11
states (21%) indicated that they had distributed pertinent information regarding the manual and
order fee= directly to school superintendents, achool principals, and day care/preechool

zinictrators. Thirty-three states instituted acts of remediation either upon notification of
excessive h....41 levels in the drinking water of tested schools, or upon identification of water
coolers that win. on EPA's not lead-free list (even if they were not sampled and analyzed). The
report indicates how:ver, that on the whole, the Kr tionwide assessment of lead in school drinking
water that should have been stimulated by the LCCA has not occurred.

A number of reasons can be presented for less than 100 percent implementation of the
LCCA. The primary reason is that no funding was ever appropriated for states to implement any
aspect of the suggested actions in the Act. In fact, many states should be commended for
providing the amount of assistance they have given despite the severe budget deficits being
experienced by numerous states and the added costs of implementing new EPA regulations such
as the Surface Water Treatment Rule and the Total Coliform Rule. A second important factor
is the desire and willingness of echool administrators to complete lead testing programs. At a
time when school budgets are being cut, many schools do not appear to have adequate funds to
address such issues as asbestos removal, radon testing, and lead testing and remediation. In fact,
at least one water utility offered to provide free lead analysis for nil water outlets - not just
suspect water coolers - in schools in their distribution area yet very few schools could be
convinced to participate in the program.

IV. LEAD CONTAMINATION CONTROL ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1991

While the iatezt of the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of 1991 is
commendable, certain aspects of the Bill have mised serious ooncerns among state drinking water
program administrators as to their ability to implement the Amendments should they become part
of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). States are primarily concerned with the section on
National Public Drinking Water Regulations for Lead. In essence, this section duplicates the
EPA National Drinking Water Regulations for Lead and Copper, promulgated May 6, 1991 but:

1) expands the coverage of the Lead and Copper Rule from 80,000 public water
systems (PWS) to over 200,000 PWS;

563
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2) eliminates EPA's authority to set standards for drinking water contaminants based

on what can be accurately measured during routine laboratory operations;

3) establishes a tap water lead limit (TWLL) of 10 ugfi;

4) establishes a source water MCL of 5 ugil;

5) dramatically shortens compliance times for all systems;

6) requires implementation of corn:Won control practices for all systems except that

small and medium size systems can avoid corrosion control if they meet the

TWLL;

7) requires large systems to begin corrosion control studies within 6 months of
enactment and complete installation of treatment within 24 months of enactment;

8) requires small systems to recommend corrosion control within 6 months of
exceeding the TWLL and complete installation of treatment within 12 months of

a state determination;

9) requires states to provide notice and opportunity to comment on almost every

decision related to implementation of the Act; and

10) makes implementation of the Act a primacy requirement.

V. STATE CONCERNS

Burden of Implementation

States ate particularly concerned that the Act extends the covetage from approximately

80,000 community and non-transient non-community systems to over 200,000 public water

systems. There is no evidence to suggest that short term exposure to kid levels found in
drinking water from transient non-community systems presents significant health risk that

would warrant states and water systems expending such enormous costs for testing and
remediation by extending the regulation to cover the additional 120,000 systems. The Act also

shortens the compliance period to require all systems to begin implementing tap sampling within

six months of enactment. This requirement eliminates the states' abilities to manage the

significant workload generated under this Act based on the availability of state resources to

conduct the work. In addition, the Act stipulates that EPA and state primacy agencies cannot

regulate any class of PWS in a manner that may be less protective of pblic health than is

required for all other public watr systems. This requirement will dramatically alter the manner

in which EPA promulgates regulations by requiring all systems to comply with the same

requirements regardless of size. The impact of this requirement on small systems and state

workload will be devastating.

5f;,4
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Under the Amendments, states are required to: 1) make determinations on optimized
corrosion control treatment for small, medium, and large size systems; 2) provide a written notice
to the system specifying the water quality control parameters representing optimal corrosion
control including identifying appropriate pH values and a minimum concentration for the
corrosion control inhibitor; 3) monitor the etatus of system corrosion control programs based on
sample testing; 4) review the system's installation of treatment; and 5) provide in writing any
changes to the system's corrosion control program. These five decisions, required to be made
by the state for each of the 200,000 PWS all require the opportunity for a notice and comment
period. This would require stem to provide over one million opportunities for hearing and
comments and grossly exceeds state resources to implement.

In addinat, st des must submit to the administrator on a quarterly basis the MUMS and
PWS identificatiozi number for each public water system which exceeded any MCL for lead oc
the TWLL and the date upon which the exceedance occurred; each PWS required to complete
the corrosion control evaluations and the date on which the state received the evaluation; each
PWS for which the state has designated optimal corrosion contml treatment, the date of the
determination, and each system which completed the installation of treatment; each PWS for
which the state has designated optimal water quality parameters and the date of the determina-
tion; each PWS required to begin replacing lead service lines; each PWS for which the state has
established a replacement schedule; and each system reporting compliance with its replacement
schedule. States must also forward to the administrator each state determination and all
information that was considered by the state in making its determination, including public
opmments, within 60 days of the state aetermination.

States simply do not have adequate staff to conduct and track this enormous quantity of
paperwork nor do they have sufficient engineering staff to make all the corrosion conned
decisions, review the effectiveness of installed treatment, and determine whether the treatment
has been effective. In addition, the requirements eft stated such that vety few, if any, systems
will be able to meet the TWLL, effectively mandating corrosion control for all but a few systems.

Resource Constraints

Thirty-three states are currently experiencing budget deficits, according to a recent study
by the National Govemots' Association. The aggregate shortfall is about $9.6 billion, or 3.6
percent of total spending. This current fiscal dilemma has resulted in significant difficulties for
envitonmental and public health programs, of which drinking water is a part. Across this
country, drinldng water administrators and staff are being furloughed, personnel are taking pay
cuts, and agencies are implementing hiring freezes. This comes at a critical time when moat
states have recognized that sufficient funding for the SDWA will never be forthcoming from the
Federal Government; state legislatures are reluctant to fund any more Federal mandates with
limited state dollars; and many water systems may not be able to support fee based systems due
to excessive monitoring and compliance costs which are required to achieve compliance with the
SDWA regulations.

According to a resource needs study conducted by the EPA and ASDWA in 1988, states
estimated that an additional $47 million will be required to implement the EPA promulgated Lead
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and Copper Rule. Enactment of the LCCA Amendments will rec re far greater expenditures

on the order of an additional $117 million and will "break the bank."

VL DEMISE OF STATE DRINKING WATER PROGRAMS

While the need to address the national concern about lead poisoning in children is a valid

cause, Congress will effectively destroy the entire structure of state drinking water programs by
requiring implementation of the Act as a condition to retain primacy. Not only will this doom
implementation of the Act to failure, it will destroy state drinking water programs which have

provided public health protection for drinking water for decades.

VIL RECOMMENDATIONS

ASDWA would like to propose the following recommendations that could comply with

the spirit of the Act without forcing states to return primacy to EPA. These include:

1) Delete the National Public Drinking Water Regulations for Lead under the Act and
permit states to begin implementation of the EPA Lead and Copper Rule which
has been promulgated under the established mechanism for the rulemaking
process.

2) Conduct a nationwide public education campaign to inform the public of the
hazards of lead.

3) Require lead testing and remediation as part of the real estate transfer process.

4) Require schools to test for lead contamination and provide educational programs
on lead for students, including the provision of information for parents.

5) Provide sufficient Federal funding to assist states and schools in implementing the
provisions of the 1991 Amendments. This is in keeping with one of the
recommendations of the Natural Resources Defense Council Report which
indicated that it is Imperative that Congress both authorize and appropriate
adequate funds to guarantee effective implementation."

These combined programs, many of which are included in the LCCA Amendments, would

provide a comprehensive national program without sacrificing state drinking water programs.

\.
ASDWA apKeciates the opportunity to present its views to the Subcommittee.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Wennberg, we will hear from you next.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY WENNBERG

Mr. WENNBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Jeff Wennberg, mayor of Rutland, Vt., and a member of the

National League of Cities' Energy, Environment, and Natural Re-
sources Steering Committee. I am here today to testify on behalf of
the NLC and the 15,000 member cities and towns across the Nation
we represent.

The National League of Cities recognizes the importance of
taking concrete steps to significantly reduce, if not virtually elimi-
nate, human exposure to lead. Municipalities are in a unique posi-
tion to implement comprehensive public education and information
campaigns with relative ease. We can hold public meetings, help
disseminate information through the local media, target mailings,
contact individual residents and warn of potential dangers from
lead in drinking water. We can adopt policies and enact ordinances
to require that potential home buyers are informed about lead, haz-
ards associated with a particular residence.

A public information campaign should dovetail with a compre-
hensive effort to test lead levels in the drinking water supplies. As
a municipality develops a record of patterns of lead contamination
within the water system, it can target warnings and assist property
owners in identifying lead-reduction strategies.

We acknowledge that many water systems need to diminish the
corrosivity of their water. As the mayor of a city that has already
implemented corrosion control, I am particularly encouraged by
the use of this strategy because I know that lead levels are being
reduced throughout our city's water system, even in places that we
have not identified as posing a threat to public health.

Although lead service lines need to be replaced in many water
systems, I believe that we neegl to give corrosion control techniques
the time to work before undertaking an effort as disruptive and
costly as the removal of lead service lines can prove to be.

Based on my understanding, and given my city's experience with
corrosion control, I think some modifications should be made to
H.R. 2840 to help ensure that municipal water suppliers have suffi-
cient time and also sufficient information to undertake corrosion
control successfully. Water system operators indicate that they
need a minimum of 1 full year to conduct a corrosion control study,
a time frame inadequately provided for in H.R. 2840.

Similarly, many water systems will need more than 1 year to
fully implement a corrosion control program. Because 'water chem-
istry changes with seasons, fluctuations in rainfall, air temperature
and other climactic variations, optimal corrosion control will need
to be revised on a regular and ongoing basis. The overall goals
needs to be to keep improving the quality and safety of our water,
which is likely to require 2 years rather than the 1 year called for
in the legislation.

We must also look carefully at the implications of requiring im-
plementation of corrosion control in small systems that are already
strapped for resources and often lack the necessary technical ex-
pertise. Small water systems need assistance in planning for the re-

5 6 7
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quired studies and with the implementation itself. Failing to ac-
knowledge this need will simply mean that lead levels in these
communities will not be lowered.

Although we recognize and support the removal of lead service
lines known to contribute significantly to water lead levels, the
cost of this undertaking warrants a careful look at timely and ef-
fective alternatives that can achieve a comparable reduction in
lead levels. Water suppliers should make every effort to inform
residents of the contribution that lead lines they own are adding to
the contamination of their own water. On the other hand, it is in-
appropriate for municipalities to go into a private home to make
changes on the property itself.

One final point I would like to make on the requirements to
ensure that lead levels in drinking water in every home should fall
below the 10 parts per billion tap water lead limit. We believe it is
preferable to establish a requirement to be attained by 90 percent
of the high risk homes, as is required in the regulations promulgat-
ed by EPA. We do not propose to ignore the remaining homes that
may exceed the lead limit. Rather, I suggest that the legislation
permit the use of other approaches that would work to reduce lead
exposure in those homes but wouldn't involve systemwide solu-
tions.

It must be recognized that any time you introduce any chemicals
into the drinking water supply, you run the risk of lessening its
quality. This can result from the inappropriate application of the
chemical or from the interplay of that chemical with others previ-
ously applied or naturally contained within the supply. The chem-
istry of water is a tricky science, with many factors impacting its
characteristics.

I thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today, and I
will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wennberg follows:]

PREl ARM) STATEMENT OF JEFFREY WENNBERG, MAYOR, RUTLAND, VT.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Jeff Wennberg, Mayor of Rut-
land, Vermont, and a member of the National League of Cities' Energy, Environ-
ment, and Natural Resources Steering Committee. I am here today to testify on
behalf of NLC and the 15,000 cities and towns across the nation we represent on the
reduction of lead contamination in drinking water supplies.

First, I commend the work of this committee as you seek to reduce the exposure
of children to a contaminant as threatening as lead can be. H.R. 2840 incorporates
significant steps to that end. We strongly support the comprehensive screening of
children for elevated lead levels in the bloodstream as well as the evaluation of
schools and day care centers for lead paint and drinking water hazards. In addition,
we agree that informing the public of the health threats posed by exposure to lead
and the preventive measures that can be taken is critical to the overall effort of
reducing lead levels in humans.

The successful implementation of a lead reduction effort will require us to com-
bine forces and figure out how it can best be achieved. I am here to offer the coop-
eration of the nation's municipalities and to convey some recommendations to make
this process workable.
Lead Reduction Efforts

The National League of Cities recognizes the importance of taking concrete steps
to significantly reduce, if not virtually eliminate, human exposure to lead. The
impact of lead on persons of all ages is sufficiently ominous to warrant dramatic
action and municipal elected officials understand and fully accept our share of the
responsibility for protecting the health of the public.
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As mayor of R.Aland, Vermont, and speaking for the National League of Cities, I
can lend my unequivocal support to a comprehensive public information campaign
to alert municipal residents, e2pecially parents, of the dangers associated with lead
exposure. No other government entity is in a better position to help safeguard
public health,

Municipalities can hold public or town meetings, help disseminate information
through the local media, target mailings, contact individual residents and warn of
potential dangers. There are other actions we can take beyond informing the public.
We can adopt policies and enact ordinances to require that potential homebuyers
aro informed about the lead hazards associated with a particular property.

A public information campaign, as conducted by a city or town, needs to dovetail
with a comprehensive effort to test lead h. ;els in the drinking water supplies, both
as the water begins to be distributed and as it comes out of the residential tap. As a
municipality develops a record of patterns of lead contamination within the water
supply system, it can target warnings and assist property owners identify lead re-
duction strategies.
Corrosion Control

To complement and enhance the testing and public information campaigns, many
water systems need to diminish the corrosivity of their water supplies to tower the
chances that lead will leach into the drinking water. As the mayor of a town that
conducted a comprehensive study of its water system's corrosivity and implemented
a corrosion treatment, I can speak to the benefits that result when water corrosion
is reduced.

In Rutland, complaints about the "dirtiness" of the water led the city to imple-
ment its anticorrosion effort. The water system introduced zinc orthophosphate into
the water supplies to serve as a barrier between the water and the water lines, al-
lowing the water supplies to pass without leaching excessive amounts of contami-
nants and, therefore, "dirtying" the water. The implementation of corrosion control
provided the additional benefit of reducing the water system's lead levels.

We :nitiated the use of zinc orthophosphate in late 1988 and have now had suffi-
cient time to evaluate its impact. Our testin.6 of high risk homes revealed dramatic
reductions in their driaking water lead levels. I am particularly encouraged by the
use of corrosion control because I know that lead levels are being reduced through-
out the water system, even in places that have not been identified as posing a
health threat. Although lead service lines do need to be replaced in many water sys-
tems, I believe that we need to give corrosion control techniques the time to work
before undertaking an effort as disruptive and costly as the removal of lead service
lines can prove to be.

Based on my understanding and given my city's experience with corrosion control,
I think some modifications should be made to H.R. 2840 to help ensure that munici-
pal water suppliers have sufficient time to undertake a corrosion control study.
Water system operators indicate they need a minimum of one full year to conduct a
corrosion control study.

As presently drafted, the legislation would not provide a full year for the develop-
ment of the corrosion study. The bill allows only one year for both the promulgation
of regulations and the formulation of the corrosion control study.

Similarly, many water systems are going to need more than one year to fully im-
plement a corrosion control program. Although the corrosion control study will help
identify the overall approach that is best suited for a particular system, implement-
ing the corrosion techniques can take longer than one year. Applying corrosion con-
trol will require water suppliers to design the corrosion projects, secure funding,
and complete their construction. Each one of these steps is time consuming.

Also, because water chemistry changes with the seasons, fluctuations in rainfall,
air temperature, and other climactic variations, optimal corrosion control wilt need
to be revised on a regular basis. The overall goal needs to be to keep improving the
quality of the water, which is likely to require a minimum of two years, rather than
the one year called for in the legislation. Water system operators have said they
need a minimum of two years, rather than one, to implement this aspect ot che leg-
islation.

Small water systems are required, overwhelmingly, to undertake corrosion control
efforts. While I support the benefits resulting from these treatments, I think we
must carefully look at the implications of establishing such a requi, ement for sri-
tems that are already strapped for resources and often lack the technical expertise
to ensure optimal corrosion control. Small water systems need assistance with the
planning of corrosion control studies and with the implementation of any necessary
adjustments to their water supplies. While this may prove costly, failing to acknowl-
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edge this need will simply mean that lead levels will not be reduced and children
could be exposed to dangerous levels of lead through the water.

H.R. 2840 also could unjustly penalize a municipal water system for a state's fail-
ure to approve a corrosion control strategy within the allowed time period. We rec-
ognize the need to include incentives or penalties in any legislation that protects the
public health. But as proposed in the bill, this requirement would result in gross
unfairness to a municipality that had expended the effort and incurred the expense
of a corroeion control study but which found itself at the mercy of a state without
the capacity to review and approve such a study. I think it would be beneficial to
add some flexibility to this section of the legislation to avoid triggering a lead serv-
ice line replacement initiative unnecessarily. A water supplier should not be held
responsible for something outside its control.

Lead Service Line Replacement
Although we recognize and support removing lead service lines when they are

known to contribute significantly to the water lead levels, the cost of this undertak-
ing, I believe, warrants taking a careful look at timely and effective alternatives
that achieve a comparable reduction in lead levels. But most importantly, we do not
feel it is appropriate or just for a municipal water system to be held responsible and
liable for the replacement of water lines it does not own.

We think the bill's definition of control of a service line basically translates into a
lead service line removal requirement. As you know, municipalities are very likely
to have already established standards for the construction, repair, ur maintenance
of water lines. By setting such standards, a municipality would be deemed responsi-
ble for water lines it did not own and would require their removal if corrosion con-
trol failed to ensure a Tap Water Lead Level of 10 ppb,

I think water suppliers should take every opportunity to inform residents of the
contribution that the lead lines they own are adding to the contamination of their
water. On the other hand, I do not think it is appropriate or correct for a municipal-
ity to go into a private home to make changes to the property. We, and many of our
homeowners, think this is entimly inappropriate.

I would also point out that municipalities throughout the country, Rutland includ-
ed, are adopting programs to facilitate making home improvements when the home
poses a threat to the health or safety of its residents. Examples in Rutland include
the city providing no-interest loans for the removal of dangerous electrical wiring
and faulty water lines, among a number of potential hazards found in deteriorated
homes.

One final point I would like to make pertains to the general goal of the Lead Con-
tamination Control Act of 1991. That is, that the lead levels in the drinking water
in 100 percent of the homes should fall below the 10 ppb Tap Water Lead Limit.
While this is indeed a worthy goal, the costs of bringing lead levels below this limit
may prove out of the reach of many water systems, particularly the smaller ones. I
think it is preferable to establish a requirement to be attained by 90 percent of the
high risk homes, as is requiled in the regulations promulgated by the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency. I do not propose to ignore the approximately 10 percent of
the homes that may, in some locations, exceed the lead limit. Rather, I suggest that
the legislation permit the use of other approaches that would work to reduce lead
exposure in those homes.

As I already mentionid, my city has adopted programs to help low-income persons
with the financing of certain home repairs. A high priority for this program is the
removal of hazards such as dangerous electrical wiring. V. expect to be adding to
the list of qualified repairs the removal of lead lines, lead solder, or water fixtures
that contribute lead to the tap water. This type of program, in conjunction with an
aggressive information campaign, can assure great progress toward reducing lead
exposure from drinking water.

In addition, I think that requiring a system to ensure that 100 percent of the
homes fall within the admissible lead limits can prove intrusive to the property
owners and residents. I think a municipal water supplier should do everything
within its powers to inform of potential danger and assist in the correction of the
problem without actually going into the home and making improvements to the
prorty.

The last issue I would like to raise regarding 100 percent "coverage" is that we
must not fail to recognize that anytime you introduce any chemicals Into the drink-
ing water supply you run the risk of lessening its quality. This can result from the
inappropriate application of the chemical or from the interplay of that chemical
with others previously applied to the water. The chemistry of water is a tricky sci-
ence, with many factors Impacting its characteristics.
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Finally, I would like to urge you to continue to stress the reduction of human ex-
posure to lead through lead-based paint. As municipal officials, we are seriously con-
cerned that the greatest source of contamination may not be sufficiently reduced to
ensure the safety of our nation's children. We would like to work with you to guar-
antee that local building codes and housing rehabilitation contractors ensure that
this most serious source of lead contamination is removed correctly.

I thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you today. I will be
pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Wennberg.
Mr. Gloriod.

STATEMENT OF TERRY GLORIOD

Mr. GLORICID. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Terry
Gloriod. I am vice president of production for the St. Louis County
Water Co., and I am chairman of the Water Technology Committee
of the National Association of Water Cos.

The NAWC represents the Nation's privately and investor-owned
water utilities. We have 320 members in 39 States, providing drink-
ing water to 22 million Americans every day.

Mr. Chairman, I strongly applaud your tireless efforts to reduce
the threat of lead contamination in this country. The NAWC
stands ready to work with you to further reduce the threat of lead
poisoning through the Nation's water supply. But as currently
written, the NAWC cannot support section 3 of H.R. 2840, the Lead
Contamination Control Act Amendments.

H.R. 2840 parallels the 1991 EPA lead rule in many respects. The
key difference between the EPA's rule and the Lead Contamina-
tion Control Act Amendments, from a technical standpoint, is the
parameter used to judge optimization of corrosion control. The
former judges optimization at the point where 90 percent or more
of worst case, first draw samples have a lead concentration of less
than 15 parts per billion. The Lead Contamination Control Act
Amendments judges optimization when no first draw lead sample
exceeds 10 parts per billion.

My foremost concern is over this tap water lead level of 10 parts
per billion. This is a standard that cannot be met even by our
member companies already performing corrosion control. It is also
very unlikely our member companies with no lead service lines
could meet this standard.

My company recently performed voluntary sampling at a school
district in St. Louis County. We tested 476 drinking water samples
from faucets anu drinking fountains. Only three first draw samples
exceeded the action level of 15 parts per billion, while 11 exceeded
the tap water lead level of 10 parts per billion.

None of the 22 individual schools are served by lead service lines,
and the water supply has been subject to corrosion control treat-
ment, including lime softening, which forms a protective film on
the interior surface of the, pipe materials.

The difference between the 15 parts per billion action level and
the 10 parts per billion tap water lead level is not an issue of strin-
gency and public exposure levels. The question is which parameter
best serves as a measure of optimization of corrosion control.

There is a risk in establishing an impossible-to-meet measure of
corrosion control treatment. It may discourage such treatment that
might otherwise be installed ,were a realistic measure used. A 10
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parts per billion tap water lead level will not distinguish between
those systems that have optimized corrosion control and those that
have not.

Other provisions of the legislation also cause conce7n. Section
1418B reduces the time allowed for corrosion control from 6 to 3
years. In addition, systems have, with few exceptions, only 5 years
to replace all of their lead service lines. These time frames are un-
workable. I would recommend instead that each water system de-
velop the shortest timetable feasible, subject to approval by the pri-
macy Agency.

Section 1418E, subsections (d) and (e), require water systems to
replace the entire lead service line if ,--Ider the systems "control".
Control, however, is defined much more broadly than ownership
and will make systems responsible for the replacement of lines
they do not own.

Mr. Clairman, the public education notices found in the bill are
alarming and sensational. This language ought to be modified so
that it is informative, not inflammatory, or it should be completely
removed and allowed to be determined in the regulatory process.

Finally, section 1814E, subsection (1), encourages our members to
enter the banking field. The responsibility to fund plumbing re-
moval lies squarely with the home owner, not the water supplier.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the health effects of lead are a seri-
ous matter that must be addressed. The EPA rule, although not
perfect, was a reasonable compromise for achieving reduced lead
levels in drinking water. In comparison, H.R. 2840, as currently
crafted, is not workable. We encourage the Congress to allow the
EPA's lead rule time to produce results. Further steps to reduce
lead exposure through drinking water must be judged in light of
the experience and information gained through this process.

I am grateful for the opportunity to testify before you today, and
would be happy to answer any questions you may have. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gloriod follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WATER COMPANIES

Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Terry Gloriod, I am
Vice President of Production and Systems Operations for St. Louis
County Water Company. I am also Chairman of the Water Technology
Committee of the National Association of Water Companies.

The NAWC represents the nation's privately- and investor-owned
water utilities. We have 320, taxpaying, PUC regulated members in
39 states employing 15,000 people in a $2 billion industry. Our
member companies proudly provide safe, reliable drinking water to
22 million Americans every day.

Mr. Chairman, I strongly applaud your tireless efforts to
reduce the threat of lead contamination in this country.
Tremendous steps have already been made to reach this goal largely
because of your determination. The NAWC stands ready to work with
you to further reduce the threat of lead poisoning through the
nation's water supply. But as currently written, the NAWC cannot
support section 3 of H.R. 2840, the Lead Contamination Control Act
Amendments of 1991 (LCCAA).

H.R. 2840 parallels the May 1991, EPA Lead Rule in many
respects. First, the goal of the two is identical: to minimize
lead exposure from drinking water. Second, the mechanism employJd
is the same. Both require optimization of corrosion control at the
treatment plant: both require replacement of applicable portions of
lead service lines where warranted; both require a public education
program under appropriate conditions.

The difference between EPA's rule and the LCCAA, from a
technical standpoint, is the parameter used to judge optimization
of corrosion control. The former judges optimization at the point
where 90 percent or more of worst case, first draw samples have a
lead concentration of less than 15 ppb. The LCCAA judges
optimization when no first draw lead sample exceeds 10 ppb. This
standard is not reflective of optimizing corrosion control.

SECTION 3 OF H.R. 2840
My foremost concern with this legislation is over section

1418A(b). This section establishes a tap water lead level (TWLL)
of 10 ppb which, if exceeded bv only one sample, will trigger
corrosion control and lead service-line replacement for the entire
water system. This is a standard that cannot be met even by our
member companies already performing corrosion oontrol. It is also
very unlikely our member companies with no lead service lines could
meet it. Tests have shown that some brass faucets by themselves
can leach sufficient lead in six to eight hours to cause a first
draw, one liter sample in excess of 10 ppb sven with corrosion
control.

For example, my company recently performed voluntary sampling
at a school district in St. Louis County. We tested 476 drinking
water samples from faucets and drinking fountains. Only three
first draw samples exceeded the action level of 15 ppb established
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by the EPA rule while eleven exceaded the TWLL of 1Cppb.

In the example cited above, none of the twenty-two individual
schools are served by lead service lines and the water supplied has
been subjected to corrosion control treatment including lime
softening. The tap water has a pH of greater that 9.0 and has
alkaline characteristics that deposit a thin coating of calcium
carbonate on the inside of pipes. This treatment forma a
protnctive film on the interior surface of the pipe materials
rendering leaching impossible. We fully expect similar results at
the remaining schools in our service area and at resident sampling
sites to be included in the monitoring requirements established by
the EPA rule.

The difference between the 15 ppb action level and the 10 ppb
TWLL is not a question of stringency and public exposure levels
through drinking water. It is instead a question of which
parameter best serves as a measure of optimization of corrosion
control. Based on our data, the LCCAA's TWLL of 10 ppb is pot
reflective of optimizing corrosion control.

There is a risk in establishing an impossible-to-meet measure
of corrosion control treatment. It may discourage such treatment
that might otherwise be installed were a realistic measure used.
If a water supplier knows that any corrosion control treatment
cannot meet the TWLL, why go to the expense in the first place? A
10 ppb TWLL will apt distinguish between systems that have
optimized corrosion control and those that have not.

Other provisions of the legislation also give me pause.
Section 14188 reduces the time allowed for corrosion control from
six to three years. The milestones established by this section
ensure that any water supplier conducting corrosion control will
fail to comply with this shortened timeframe. For example, it
takes, at the very minimum, twelve months to perform a corrosion
control study to assess effectiveness during different seasons and
changing water quality. H.R. 2840 alllws just twelve months from
enactment for completion of studies, forcing shortened studies in
order to provide time for planning, design, start-up and so forth.

Corrosion control is already performed as a matter of course
by many water suppliers nationwide. Not only can it reduce lead
levels, but it also lengthens the life of the pipes. However, as
I mentioned above, the TWLL not only triggers corrosion control
afte only one exceedance, but lead service line replacement as
wen. Lead service line replacement can be triggered several ways
- including a State's failure to designate optimal corrosion
control. Systems have, with few exceptions, only five years to
replace all of its lead service lines.

This timeframe is unworkable. I would recommend instead that
each water system develop the shortest timetable feasible for lead
service line replacement. Development of such a timetable will
take into account factors including system size, number of service
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lines to be replaced, the impact on rates, the extent and magnitude
of exceedances of the TWLL and risk reduction effectiveness. Such
a timetable would be subject to approval by the State primacy
agency.

Another issue of considerable concern to the RAMC is the
definition of "control" of lead service lines. Sections 1418E(d)
and (e) require water systems to replace the entire lead service
line if under the systems "control". "Control", however, is
defined much more broadly than ownership and will make sys;tems
responsible for the replacement of lines they do not OWA.

Many systems may, for a variety of reasons, often. to replace
those portions of the line they do not own. In most cases, this
replacement will be performed at cost. But I cannot imagine a
scenario where any water supplier will welcome preemptive federal
legislation requiring replanement of lines it does not own. Such
a requirement strikes me as unfair and may be an illegal taking of
private property.

Mr. Chairman, the public education notices found in the bill
are.alarming and sensational. The very first sentence of the
prescribed notice states "The drinking water supplied by (insert
name of water supplier) has been...found to be contaminated with
the toxic chemical lead". The implication is, of course, we are
poisoning our customers. Not only is this deceiving - the lead
could be coming from their own plumbing - but it may subject our
members to litigation outside the purview of the SDWA. Such
language could be construed as an admission of guilt that we are
poisoning our customers.

Finally, section 1418E(i) entitled Voluntary Lead Pipe
Removal, encourages our members to enter the banking field. Under
this provisions, systems are encouraged to offer to fund removal of
lead plumbing, fixtures and solder and be repaid over a "period of
time". The cost of such removal per house can range between
thousands and tens-of thousands of dollars depending on the size
and age of the home. Water suppliers are already struggling
financially to meet the mandates of the SDWA. The responsibility
to fund plumbing removal lies squarely with the homeowner not the
water supplier.

LOSS OF PRIMACY
One of the unintended consequences of H.R. 2840 may be the

loss of primacy by numerous states. Under SDWA, the determination
of the loss of primacy is established by regulation. Under the
LCCAA, primacy is "promptly withdraw(n)...in the case of any State
which is not fully implementing the requirements of this title".
In other words, requirements for States to retain primacy have been
greatly increased.

According to the GAO, even without the lead rule, many states
are already in danger of losing primacy. The LCAA would greatly
expand this danger. The Agency clearly cannot afford to assume
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responsibility for primacy. As if to underline this point, OMB
Director Richard Darman testified last week that he has ordered all
executive agencies to submit FY92 budgets five percent below
current budget authority in order to keep the budget within outlay
caps. One can only conclude that if States lose primacy to an
already underfunded EPA, implementation and enforcement of SDWA
will completely cease - a result that is in no one's interest.

CONCLUSION
Mr. Chairman, the health effects of lead are a serious matter

that must be addressed. The EPA rule, although not perfect, was a
reasonable compromise for achieving reduced lead levels in drinking
water. In comparison, H.R. 2840 as currently crafted is

unworkable.

We encourage the Congrnss to allow the EPA's lead rule time to
produce results, Further steps to reduce lead exposure must be
judged in light of the experience and information gained through
this process.

I am grateful for this opportunity to testify before you today
and am happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gloriod, and gentle-
men, for your testimony.

I must say that .I'm more than a little disappointed with the
tenor of the cornments of the water supply industry and the State
authorities, sharing responsibility for drinking water protection.
While I understand the fiscal constraints and the plea for greater
Federal moneys, a matter which I believe Congress must be respon-
sive to, I'm at a loss to understand the general opposition to taking
steps that are clearly needed for protection of the public health.

To hear your testimony, one would not think that drinking water
contamination wi' h lead is a particularly serious problem in this
country, but the facts reveal a very serious problem. EPA studies
conclude that 240,000 children each year are having their IQ's low-
ered as a result of lead contamination. Doctors have informed the
subcommittee that babies are being lead poisoned as a result of
contaminated water in their infant formula.

In the past month, the lead problem was the subject of a cover
story for Newsweek, which I will hold up for you in case you
haven't seen it, and, more recently, drinking water contamination
is treated on the cover story for U.S. News & World Report. But
somehow the importance of this problem seems not to have taken
hold among the water supply industry.

In this legislation, we have taken steps to address the concerns
for the industry as it was previously voiced to us. We have elimi-
nated the MCL for lead at the tap; we have made clear that in no
case will water suppliers be held accountable for lead contamina-
tion beyond their control, asking only that each system do all that
it can to reduce lead e?rposure; wc have provided a lengthy exten-
sion of the lead service. line replacement schedule to accommodate
the concerns of cities with, large numbers of service lines.

When the AssdCiati±zin of Metropolitan Water Agencies testified
on lead 3 monthS aa the witness, Mr. Wickser, of the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power, described elements he thought
were important in a legislative effort to deal with this issue. He ex-
pressed support for an MCL in the system like the one included for
source water in H.R. 2840. He expressed support for service line re-

:.;;. placement as rapidly as possible, and we have provided for that in
2840. He expressed the concern that water suppliers should

not be held responsible for sources of lead beyond their control, and
this bill is very clean'Once a system has done all that it canserv-
ice line replaceineht, corrosion control, public educationit should
be required to do no 'more; but it should be required to do at least
that. And Mr. Wickser expressed concern with an MCL at the tap.
He said: "The problem is, the MCL's standard at the tap continues
to convey the impression to the public that the water supplier will
take care of them." He didn't want the public to get the impression
that, because there was an MCL, all was within the water system's
control. In a major departure from our past position, in deference
to this concern, we eliminated the MCL at the tap, replaced it with
a new term, the "tap water lead limit," which does not carry the
baggage that the MCL phrase carries.

Mr. McMullen, can you please identify for me any areas where
we did not respond to the AMWA's concern as outlined by Mr.
Wickser?
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Mr. MCMULLEN. To the best of my information, I feel that you
probably have. The things that we have identified today primarily
are dealing with the time lines on the implementation schedule
and, in particular, the one sample trigger on the tap water lead
level. That one sample trigger is something that is new, at least in
my information and knowledge, that was not available to my Col-
league from Los Angeles at that time.

Mr. WAXMAN. Are those the two issues then, the time line and
what was that last one?

Mr. MCMULLEN. The time line--
Mr. WAXMAN. The single sample trigger..If we dealt with those

two issues, would we have met the requirements that the AMWA
has suggested would be important for legislation?

Mr. MCMULLEN. Well, we also have the other issue of the

r. WAXMAN. Well, wait a second. You just said you had two
issues. Today you have a third issue.

Mr. MCMULLEN. Well, I apologize.
Mr. WAXMAN. You see, the point that I am trying to make to you

is that we had your witness from your association here; he spelled
out the things he wanted; we met each one of those points, as you
admitted today. Now you mention there are two, and three, and it
seems to me there is a growing list of demands that keep on
coming .up ad hoc. These additional problems seem to convey the
message that what you really want is for Congress to do nothing
abow. lead contamination; instead, you favor the EPA regulations
that will not provide protection for 20 yea s and even then will
leave 10 percent of the population wholly unprotected.

Mr. MCMULLEN. I think in my testimony I have said that we are
very supportive of a lot of thegfeatures that are contained in the
bill. We listed five issues today that were new to us that we are
just responding toto the legislation that you drafted. We are
trying to come up with something that we feel is in the best inter-
ests of not only the utilities but the public, provides good quality
water, protects us on lead, but yet doesn't proVide an overburden
on either the public or the utility industry.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, we will continue to try'''. to .vork with you on
this, but let me go on to some specific issuel.

Mr. Gloriod, in your testimony you express a preference for the
EPA regulation over the approach of this bill. Is that correct?

Mr. GLORIOD. That is correct.
Mr. WAXMAN. Okay. EPA's. regulations have a 15-year timeframe

for service line replacements in any water system, regardless of
how many or how few service lines the system has. Does it make
good sense to you that every system in the Nation should take as
much time as a city like Chicago, which has more than 450,000
lead service lines? Wes it make sense that it should be 20 years ,N

before children over the whole country'are protected from lead con-. *,
tamination just because of the problems in Chicago?

Mr. GLORIOD. I think case-by-case determinations in every city
are going to argue for different time framed.

Mr. WAXMAN. The EPA approach gives the same time frame for
15 years. I think it would needlessly condemn millions of children
to unnecessary lead exposure. What we have tried to do in our bill
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is provide for service line replacement as quickly as possible, and
that will be different for different areas. That means granting an
extended time frame only for municipalities with very large num-
bers of service lines. Others would have to replace those service
lines much more quickly. What is wrong with that?

Mr. GLORIOD. The central focus of our objection really is the
single sample trigger that will perhaps instigate service line re-
placement when other ways could be used to reduce lead contami-
nat:on.

Mr. WAXMAN. Your testimony is that you prefer the EPA regula-
tions that allow 15 years fox...everybody. But as I heard what you
had to say a minute ago, you 'don t think 15 years is really neces-
sary for many of the water 'systems in this country to replace their
service lines.

Mr. GLORIOD. I have to look at both of them together. The issue
of lead service line replacement has to be looked at in the time
frame allowed and also what is going to trigger that lead service
line replacement.

I think under a single sample, 10-part-per-billion trigger, more
and more and more lead service lines will be called for replace-
ment than perhaps the number of lead service lines under the EPA
rule, and so, again, I think that--

Mr. WAXMAN. So you think it would call for more service lines to
be replaced.

Mr. GLORIOD. I do.
Mr. WAXMAN. But isn't that service lines that are contributing to

the problem of lead contamination?
Mr. GLORIOD. From the data that I have seen and from even

some of the data that was given by a witness earlier this morning,
it is clear that much of the lead problem is at faucets and fixtures
and is not a part of the service line.

Mr. WAXMAN. We are not talking about faucets and fixtures, we
are talking about service lines, and the provision says:

A system is not required to replace an individual lead service line if a State deter-
mines, after notice and opportunity for comment, that the service line does not con-
tributethe service line d,oes not contributeto the water lead concentrations in
excess of 10 parts per billion. In such a case, the service P-e shall be treated by thesystem as a nonlead line.

Vê ara not talking about in the homes, we are talking about the
service lines. Shouldn't they be replaced?

Mr. GLORIOD. Not if they are not contributing to the problem.
Mr. WAXMAN. The provision says they are contributing to the

problem. If they are not contributing to the problem, we don't dis-
agree.

Mr. GLORIOD. If they are contributing, then yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. Then you agree, if they are contributing to the

problem, they should be replaced.
Mr. GLORIOD. Yes.
Mr. WAXMAN. Okay.
Mr. &CORM. Mr. Chairman, would you yield?
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes, certainly.
Mr. SIKORSKI. You can't object to the bill that does what you

want to be done. Now I know there is a whole bunch of old opposi-
pon to doing something here, and if you have got problems with

,
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the mechanics or problems with the concept, substantive problems
with the policy, bring them out. But this idea that you are against
H.R. 2840 because it will unfairly, and wrongly, and stupidly pull
up service lines that don't contribute to the lead problem is not ac-
curate. The bill states specifically, "Service lines not contributing
to violation rhall be treated by the system as a nonlead line and
not have to be pulled." We are all in agreement; that is what the
bill says. So don't, again, lodge against this legislation an argument
that doesn't apply to this legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. It just seems to me that you gentlemen would

prefer the EPA regulations. I understand why you might prefer it,
because it gives you so much time and it is so much looser, but I
don't think that regulation makes sense. We are trying to fashion
something that is going to protect the public, especially children,
from lead contamination much earlier. So help us draft a bill that
you can live with and work with and makes sense, because you
can't say it is this or that. If you are going to give us requirements
that you want changed, if we are going to change them, then we
want you to understand that they are changed and not to come up
with more objections just to stall the process.

Mr. Parrish, I want to direct this to you. I was very surprised by
your oppoaition to a requirement that States must implement the
Safe Drinking Water Act as a condition of primacy. This is the way
the act is supposed to work. As I understand, that is the way all
these enviionmental laws work, that the States are given the au-
thority to enforce the laws, and if they are not doing it, then the
Federal Government will come in and take away their primary re-
sponsibility. Can you provide an example of any other environmen-
tal law where States are allowed to be delegated primacy authority
without implementing the law?

Mr. PARRISH. No, I am not.
The position of ASDWA is that specifically stating in this pro-

posed legislation that EPA shall withdraw primary specifically for
lack of full and complete implementation of this act.

Mr. WAXMAN. What is wrong with that?
Mr. PARRISH. Well, there is nothing wrong with that if you can

accept the fact that, if that is a requirement, that the States will
have to give up primacy.

Mr. WAXMAN. No, no. Except the fact that the States are sup-
posed to enforce the law. Can you accept that fact? It sounds to me
like you are saying because the States don't enforce the law they
still shouldn't lose primacy. But if you are not enforcing the law,
why should we let the States act as the primary ones responsible
when the law says they have *o do it in compliance with the Feder-
al requirements?

Mr. PARRISH. The situation is, with the current regulations, the
States are required to have the authority to implement the regula-
tions. There are extension opportunities given to the States, and
they are allowed the time to develop the resources necessary to im-
plement the rules.

The way this act is written, the States will immediately have to
begin putting all of their resources into implementation of this act
and will not be able to implement any of the other requirements
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under the Safe Drinking Water Act, and the public health protec-
tion across the country provided by State drinking water programs
will come to a halt.

Mr. WAXMAN. Wait a second. Are you telling me the States
aren't supposed to enforce all the drinking water law? The States
are responsible for the whole act itself, the Safe Drinking Water
Act, and you are supposed to be in charge of meeting all the re-
quirements of the law, and if you are not in charge of doing that,
then the States lose the authority to conduct the program. Why are
you telling me the States can't enforce the law?

Mr. PARRISH. Given the resources provided by the Federal Gov-
ernment and the State governments, the drinking water Agencies
are doing the best job that they can with the money--

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, let me ask you about the best job they can,
because this article in the cover story of U.S. News & World Report
quotes Dr. Jim Elder, the EPA's new drinking water chief, and he
says 48 to 49 States are failing to adequately enforce existing regu-
lations. Does that sound like that is the best the States can do
when 48 or 49as I last recall, there are only 50States aren't
even living up to the requirements of the law? This doesn't sound
like a very satisfactory way to conduct your responsibilities. Is that
acceptable?

Mr. PARRISH. Given the resources that the States have to use
from Federal and State sources, they are doing the best job that
they can. Passage of this act would absolutely sink all the State
programs.

Mr. WAXMAN. I think then, if resource constraints are the prob-
lem, we ought to talk about what we can do to help on resources,
but it seems to me that the Safe Drinking Water Act is not just
something that is a bureaucratic responsibility that is unimpor-
tant, it is a legal requirement set in place to protect the drinking
water consumers in your State, and during my time here in Wash-
ington, D.C., I happen to live in your State of Maryland, and I hate
to think that I come to work and drink drinking water that is filled
with lead and then go home in Maryland and find out that the
drinking water supply may not be meeting all the requirements of
the Federal law either.

The problem I see is really one of missed priorities. Clearly, we
must make drinking water protection a higher priority if the
public health is to be protected. If this means that some States are
going to lose primacy, as far as I am concerned, so be it, as unfortu-
nate as that might be.

Mr. Olson, do you want to comment on this?
Mr. OLSON. I would like to comment just briefly.
As you may know, EPA's rules had always said that EPA shall

withdraw a State's primacy if the State was not complying with all
the requirements in the act, and we threatened to sue EPA because
of the situation you describe, because so many States were not com-
plying with the act.

EPA's response to that threat was not to improve the compliance
of the States but was, rather, without notice and comment, to
simply issue a rule that says, well, "shall" now means "may;" we
now have the discretion not to withdraw a State's primacy even if
the State is blatantly illegally implementing the act. We chal-
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lenged that in court, and EPA the day of the oral argument said
that it was going to revisit this since it hadn't gone through notice
and comment. They now have issued exactly the same rule.

So right now, under EPA's rule, which is still subject to chal-
lenge in court, EPA could simply ignore illegalities in the State no
matter how gross they are.

Mr. WAXMAN. Well, that is a fine commentary to the American
people about how their drinking water is being protected.

Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.
On that, Mr. Parrish, the quotation isEPA new drinking water

chief"48 to 49 States are failing to adequately enforce existing
laws," and yet in statements that are made by the people who are
responsible to enforce the laws and people delivering the water, in
public whenever a reporter or someone raises the question with the
data, with the testing results, there are always these very generous
comments about the health and the safety of the water. Tell me if
the EPA drinking water person is saying 48 to 49 States aren't en-
forcing adequately the law, and we are aware of EPA's reluctance
to push. If they are admitting this, why does everyone keep making
these generous statements about the safety of the law and telling
people, "Don't worry; be happy"?

Mr. PARRISH. Again, all I can tell you is that the States are doing
the best job that they can in prioritizing their activities.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Then I think every State health or drinking water
expert and all the local drinking water experts should put a little
condition or caveat on their statement to the public, trying to reas-
sure them that everything is fine, by saying:

Under the resources that we have, and in violation of the Safe Drinking Water
Act and the Clean Water Act and all the rest of it, we think the water is as safe as
we can get it at this point.

That is the honest statement, and it would be refreshing to hear
it instead of the statement made to Members of Congress and the
public when they ask legitimate questions about safe water and are
told everything is fine.

Mr. McMullen, you also expressed support for the EPA rule. This
gets to the issue we talked about on hazardous lines. It is the EPA
rule that 90 percent is okay, and the fairness of the new line now,
we are hearing, is: "Why should one bad house cause us to rip out
a line, a leaded line?"

One aspect of the rule that I find especially problematic concerns
the details of the lead service line replacement program, the target
of the tax. Under the reguktion, if a water supplier tests a service
line and finds that the lead concentration within the line is less
than 15 parts per billionthat is, say, 13 parts per billionthe line
need not be replaced. Even worse, the water system gets to count
that line as a line that has been replaced under its 7 percent per
year requirement for service line replacement. Explain to me the
logic and the reasonability of that.

Mr. MCMULLEN. I don't remember that I made the statement
that I was supportive of the EPA rule. I think I identified there
were a L3uple of spots within the proposed legislation that I had a
problem with, in particular the one sample trigger.
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In any analytical work that we do in a laboratory of a water util-
ity, if we end up with one sample that is bad, that usually requires
us to resample and try to find out what really is causing the prob-
lem, and I am not here to basically sayI am not a health
expertto basically say that 10, 15, 13 micrograms per liter is a
safe level. I think that is the health effects people that really need
to make that type of decision.

Mr. SIKORSKI. SO you are not in support of the EPA rule?
Mr. MCMULLEN. I am here today to basically comment on the

legislation that you have. I am supportive of a lot of the features
that are contained in it. It parallels the EPA rule in a lot of places.
There were five positions that I felt could be refined to make it
even better, and that is my comment.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.
Mr. Gloriod, you are in favor of the EPA rule.
Mr. GLORIOD. I am in favor of the EPA's rule as it compares to

your bill in section 3.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Oh, you don't like the EPA rule either?
Mr. GLORIOD. I think we indicated in our testimony the EPA rule

is not a perfect rule. We have a lot of problems with the EPA rule.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Because it is too strong or not strong enough?
Mr. GLORIOD. It is confusing.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Tell me, do you support the 7 percent per year re-

quirement?
Mr. GLORIOD. I don't know that I support that or not.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Do you support being able to count dirty lines that

are less than 15 parts per billion as lines that have been cleaned
up just because they have been tested and found less than 15 parts
per billion?

Mr. GLORIOD. The objective of the rule is to replace lines that are
contributing, and if lines are shown not to be contributing, then
why replace them?

Mr. SIKORSKI. They are contributing, they are just not contribut-
ing over 15 parts per billion.

Mr. GLORIOD. And if 15 is the trigger in the rule--
Mr. SIKORSKI. You change the discussion again, and that is how

absurd this provision is. I am not saying they should be replaced. I
am saying, should they be counted as being replaced if they are not
replaced?

Mr. GLORIOD. Why not?--
Mr. SIKORSKI. Why not? Because they are not being replaced.
Mr. GLORIOD. Then it is a definitional problem.
Mr. SIKORSKI. It is a definitional problem to you, but for me and

for the American people it means leaving hazardous lines in place
longer, not only the one that has been tested and comes in a little
under the magic EPA 15 parts per billion, but another line which
does come over the 15 parts per billion doesn't get pulled because
this tested but unreplaced line gets treated as a replacement line.
That is why not.

Mr. WAXMAN. Would the gentleman yield?
r. SIKORSKI. Sure.
. WAXMAN. To put this thing in perspective, the rule, as I read

it, sayilf-a-Fine is under 15 parts per billionlet's say it is 13 parts
per billionthe line doesn't have to be replaced. All right, so it
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doesn't have to be replaced. If you don't replace it, then you count
it as if it were a line that was replaced, and if you count it as a line
that is replaced and you say that there's only 7 percent per year
that you have to replace, then you could count those lines you
didn't replace as lines you replaced, and then, when you get to the
point of lines that must be replaced, it could be many years down
the road.

For example, a city where 70 percent of the service lines are 15
parts per billion could escape having to deal with the 30 percent
that deal with the biggest problem for 10 years. That doesn't make
sense to me. Does that make sense to you, Mr. Gloriod?

Mr. GLORIOD. If I look for some rationale in that, the only ration-
ale I can come up with is that the rule is aimed at primarily elimi-
nating problems that are due to lead service lines and doing that
over some scheduled basis, percent basis.

Whether the lead line is eliminated because it is replaced or be-
cause it is measured and found to be okay is counted the same way.

I didn't write the EPA rule. I mean I am guessing at what the
rationale is in that rule. If you look at it from a public exposure
standpoint--

Mr. WAXMAN. You are supporting that rule, and that is why we
are picking on you on that rule. You didn't draft the rule, but you
are supporting it, and I don't think it is supportable, because if you
have 30 percent of a city's water supply that is very dangerous, you
should replace it, not say you don't have to get to it because 70 per-
cent is not so bad yet and you can count that in this crazy defini-
tion as replaced because it is not so bad that it needs to be re-
placed. That just defies logic, defies the understanding of the Eng-
lish language, and it defies any sense of trying to protect the public
from the 30 percent that should be replaced up front right away,
not later on, in order to make sure that we get the reductions in
the exposure to people.

Mr. GLORIOD. I understand your objection, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSICI. I may be late, but let me just leave with a com-

ment. In the AMWA testimony, "The members provide safe, high
quality drinking water directly to over 75 million people and di-
rectly to an even greater percentage of the population through
wholesale supply," and then in your testimony, Mr. Gloriod, you
say, "Our member companies proudly provide safe, reliable drink-
ing water to 22 million Americans every day."

Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, you are required to test for
lead, right?

Both of you are nodding, yes.
Mr. GLORIOD. Yes.
Mr. MCMULLEN. That is right.
Mr. SIKORSICI. And when you find lead, you are required by law

to notify the public of that.
Mr. GLORIOD. Yes.
Mr. &KOMI. It was the inspector general's report, or the study

done is that 90 percent of your departments, your local groups that
are providing this water, are in violation; they don't notify the
public of the lead problems. Do you still feel good about "proudly
providing"?
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Mr. MCMULLEN. The AMWA members are providing basically
under the current MCL rules that are available, and that is what
we are after. The work that we have done at the Des Moines Water
Works shows that the majority of the lead is being picked up in the
homes within the plumbing fixtures and in the piping within the
home, which is beyond our control, and under the current rule our
sampling point is within the distribution system of the water that
we are supplying.

Mr. SIKORSKI. I. think there is going to be a truth-in-labeling
squad and it is going to hit your people hard unless you get on the
right side of cleaning this up.

Your job is tough; your resources are limited; you are trying to
account for bugs and make sure a whole bunch of things don't get
into the water, besides smell and taste, and cater to every taste
that is out there; you have got a tough job. But this lead is an im-
portant health risk, and it is a health threat that you are going to
have to respond to, and you can either be behind prime time, under
the 60 Minutes telescoping camera lens, on the front cover of one
of the news magazines, or you can try to keep up with them, be-
cause I assure you, in apples and cake mixes and everything else,
when the public gets nervous, really nervous, they come down
hard, and their regulationnot EPA's, not ourstheir regulation
is pretty crude, and your people will pay for failure to respond to
this problem, and I hope you can work with us, and not against us,
in formulating something that we can all live with.

Mr. GLORIOD. Mr. Sikorski, if I might, I think the NAWC has
long supported the goal of monitoring even beyond those things
that were regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act to know as
much as is able to be known about the quality of our water supply
and informing our customers through voluntary mailing of bro-
chures, and I think our position is exactly the same on lead. I sub-
scribe to the "right to know" comments of this morning's testimo-
ny that we need to know the quality of our waters, we need to
monitor it, and our customers need to know.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. Olson, I am just astonished at this authority that is provided

for this, calling something replaced when it hasn't been replaced.
Do you want to comment on that?

Mr. OLSON. Well, it just defies explanation from our standpoint.
There is no reason to treat something that hasn't been replaced as
replaced. It speaks for itself.

Mr. WAXMAN. The SDWA certainly has a basic approach and
philosophy that all water consumers are to be protected. Mr. Olson,
what is your view of the provision leaving 10 percent of the popula-
tion unprotected?

Mr. OLSON. We are very concerned about that. That was one of
the primary reasons that the Natural Resources Defense Council,
which I am shortly to move to, has challenged the lead rule that up
to 10 percent of the tested tests will simply be exempted from the
requirements of the act. We are concerned that what that will
mean is that the worst 10 percent of the homes in many communi-
ties may not be protected whatsoever in perpetuity under the rule,
and there is simply no justification for that.
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I would like to respond to the argument that one bad apple
doesn't spoil the whole bunch, the notion that only one house being
tested would trigger all these requirements. There is not going to
be any requirement to replace all the lead service lines in the
entire community if just one house has a problem; you only have to
replace lead service lines under the provision that you just read if
the lead service line is contributing to a violation. So you don't
have to pull up all the lead service lines just because one house is
bad. So I think that is a red herring of an argument.

Mr. WAXMAN. Before we conclude, does anyone else want to add
something to the discussion?

Mr. Wennberg?
Mr. WENNBERG. I would just like to make sure there is no misun-

derstanding that the position of the National League of Cities is
not, in any way, shape, or form, in opposition to this legislation,
and in many respects this legislation is substantially better than
the EPA rule, and the fact of the matter is, 100 percent of U.S. citi-
zens live at the local level, and local officials are absolutely no less
concerned. Speaking for myself, I have a 2-year-old daughter and
another child on the way in November. I suspect that I could
present that as evidence of perhaps being at least as concerned as
the people here on your committee and the various people responsi-
ble for sharing the responsibility for protecting the public health
and safety.

We stand ready and look to you for leadership, to work with you
to make these new levels a reality for, yes, 100 percent of Ameri-
can citizens. What we look for is leadership and flexibility, just a
little flexibility and recognition of the fact that not all our commu-
nities are the same, the problems won't be the same everywhere,
and there will be opportunities for solutions which will differ from
one community to another.

If we can work with you to incorporate that flexibility, I think
you will have resulted in crafting a piece of legislation that will go
a great distance to protecting the health of the people of this
Nation.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for those comments. I think
that is a good way to end the hearing, on an upbeat note.

Let me just say to all of you, it is our purpose, and I think we
share the same purpose, of trying to protect the health of the
American people in a fashion that is reasonable. We will continue
to try totry to, even though it gets discouraging maybe for all of
us, both of usto work out the provisions of this legislation. Thank
you for being here.

That completes our hearing today, and we stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The following material was submitted for the record:]
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TESTIMONY BY R. BENJAMIN L. CARDIN
BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONNIOIT

ON LEAD CONTAMMATION CONTROL ACT
JULY 26, 1991

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for your continued interest
in the issue of lead poisoning among our nation's children and for your
leadership in introducing the Lead Contamination Control Act. I was
pleased to join with you as an original cosponsor of this legislation.

I have a very parochial interest in lead poisoning. I represent
part of the City of Baltimore. Studies -- by the Environmental
Protection Agency and the Environmental Defense Fund -- suggest that
one out of two children under the age of six in Baltimore are at risk
of lead poisoning. The families and communities of Baltimore can no
longer afford or tolerate the poisoning of our children.

Unfort.lately, every Member of Congress shares this parochial
interest. We now know that one in every six children in the United
States has a dangerous level of lead in his or her blood. This is not
just a problem of the urban poor. Lead-based paint is present in urban
and rural areas throughout the country and it does not discriminate
between the homes of the rich and the poor. Like Baltimore, the entire
country cannot afford the price of continued neglect.

I would like to speak to one specific aspect of your legisl4tion
-- mandatory notification. one week after I joined with you as an
original cosponsor of H.R. 2840 I got a call from a constituent. This
woman was in the process of buying a home in Baltimore. Prior to
closing she twice asked her realtor whether the contract should be
conditioned on the outcome of a test for lead paint. The realtor
assured her that such a thing was unheard of and unnecessary. As a
first time homebuyer she trusted her realtor and signed the contract.

Later, she asked to amend the contract to condition the sale upon
the outcome of a lead paint test. The seller balked. Because the
house is 80 years old, it very likely contains lead-based paint.

This woman is pregnant and has a 3 year old son. She and her
husband planned to renovate this house to create the space their young
fam .i would one day need. But now she has an estimate from a
contractor for an abatement she cannot afford. Worst of all she has a
contract on a new home she fears could threaten the health of her
children.

And, of course, now she has a lawyer.

This woman is unusual in that she had heard of the risks of
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lead-based paint. Unfortunately, like most people, she did not
understand the very real health and financial couts of lead-based
paint.

Mr. Chairman, there is nothing surprioing about this story,
except that it came to my attention. This scenario plays out in one
way or another every day throughout the country. All this family
needed to protect their children and their investment was sone timely
information. Your legislation would ensure that in the future
homobuyers would have this vital information.

Of course, even if this family had had the information they
needed and had bought another home, Baltimore would still have a house
that vary likely contains lead-based paint. What tksting and
disclosure requirements can do is protect fauilies and increase public
awareness of the risks associated with lead-based paint. What testing
and disclosure requirements cannot do is get the lead out of our homes.

This is not a problem landlords can solve on their own. Most
renters and many homeowners cannot solve this problem. The insurance
companies and the lawyer's cannot solve the problem. Ultimately, the 3
million tons of lead that remain in our nation's homes"are a societal
problem requiring a governmental response.

For this reason I have introduced H.R. 2922 the Lead-Based Paint
Hazard Abatement Act. I am pleased to have Chairman Waxman and Mr.
Sikorski of this Subcommittee as original cosponsors of this
legislation.

H.R. 2922 provides for the only real cure for lead poisoning --
prevention. The bill establishes a trust fund of about $1 billion per
year for use by states and cities to operate comprehensive programs
addressing the most intractable source of high-dose lead exposure for
children: deteriorating leae-based paint in low-income housing and
child care centers.

This dedicated source of funds will be used to cleanup lead paint
hazards in older housing, the primary cause of the epidemic of
childhood lead poisoning which affects one out of every six american
children -- causing IQ reductions, reading and learning disabilities,
reduced attention span, hyperactivity and other learning and behavioral
problems.

By generating revenues from an excise fee on lead, this
legislation is consistent with the pay-as-you-go requirements of last
year's budget agreement and will not increase the federal budget
deficit. Funds will be allocatedfior this trust fund based on a
statutory formula reflecting local needs in terms of poverty and lead
paint health hazards. To receive grants each year under the formula,
cities and states must match a portion of the federal grant and
demonstrate thsir capacity to carry out an effective cleanup program.

The tax will be 75 cents per pound on newly mined lead and 37
cents per pound on recycled lead. The price of lead with the tax,
however, will be roughly the same as it was a decade ago (adjusted for
inflation). This two-tiered tax structure will provide strong
incentives for expanded recycling of lkad, a major environmental goal.
Consumers will most frequently zae this tax reflected in the price of a
car battery which will inc....;ase by about $15. Since most car batteries
last four to five year., the actual cost to the consumer will amount to
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only $3 per year.

I look forward to the constructive comments and suggestions of my
colleagues and other intorested parties for improvements in this
legislation. It is incumbent upon thore who would criticize the tax
portion of this bill, however, to recommend a viable alternative. To
suggest continued inaction is not an acceptable criticism of this bill.

The national mandate to wipe out lead paint poisoning was
e stablished by Congress 20 years ago. Since then little action has
been taken as Millions of American children continue to suffer from
this fully preventable disease. Mt. Chairman, I believe our two bills
represent a coordinated and comprehensive attack on the nation's
e pidemic of lead poisoning. I look forward to working with this
Subcommittee to address this challenge.
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July 25, 1991

The Honorable Henry Waxman
Chairman
Health and Environment Subcommittee
Committee on Energy and Commerce
512 House Annex I
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Waxmen:

I am writing on behalf of the American Supply Association (ASA)
regarding H.R. 2840, the "Lead Contamination Control Act
Amendsents of 1991." ASA's specific interest is Section
14180(iii) which prohibits the sale of lead solder or flux by
persons engaged in the sale of plumbing supplies.

As an alternative to the legislation, ASA suggests that your
Subcommittee consider an absolute ban on the production of lead
solder. Such a ban on lead solder production assures that lead
solder will be eliminated from use on potable water systems. If
there is a need for certain limited exemptions to a production
ban for upplication where lead-free substitutes are not
practical, exemptions could be determined by the EPA
Administrator by regulation. It is our understanding that the
only exemptions may be for electronics and defense applications.
We are not aware of a need for any exemption for construction-
related purposes.

The American Supply Association is the national trade
organization for wholesale distributors in the Plumbing-Heating-
Cooling-Piping industry. The Association has a membership of
more than 1,100 firms with more than 3,000 locations.

Within the building materials industry, ASA members are generally
referred to as plumbing wholesalq.s. However, such a reference
is very subjective because the typical member will supply
products for a variety of applications, such as el trical,
heating and air conditioning, and sheet metal.
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Although solder is sold by many of our members, ASA was'one of
the first national trade associations to actively support the
1986 legislation which prohibited the use of lead solder and flux
on potable water systems. As a result of that legislation,
manufacturers developed lead-free solders which are sold by our
members for use in potable water systems. If lead solders are
sold, they are intended for use in applications that are not
related to potable water, e.g. refrigeration, hydronic heating,
sheet metal, and waste disposal systems.

We support your objective of reducing exposure to lead. If lead
solder is being used on potable water systems in violation of the
law, we fully support further action to bring the use of lead
solder to a halt. However, a simple ban on the sale of lead
solder by plumbing wholesalers and others who sell plumbing
supplies will be of limited benefit. Lead solder that can be
used on water systems will continue to be available. H.R. 2840
is a flawed approach and will not meet your ultimate objective
because of the nature of the building materials industry.

Solder is one of the many commodity products produced, sold and
used in the building materials industry. Within the wholesale
distribution segment of the industry, there are several typos of
product wholesalers that carry lead solder, including plumbing,
heating, refrigeration, electrical, water and sewer, industrial
and irrigation wholesalers.

Because of the product mix in the typical wholesaler's inventory,
it is impossible to classify a wholesaler as being only a
wholesaler of plumbing supplies. A wholesaler who might bo
considered by some as primarily dealing with plumbing supplies
might also sell products and materials for other applications,
e.g. heating and refrigeration. A wholesaler who might be
considered to be a heating wholesaler might also sell products
for plumbing uses.

The same situation occurs with contractors. Ulere are several
types of contractors who use lead solder, including: plumbing
contractors, heating contractors, roofing contractors, remodeling
contractors, air conditioning contractors, sheet metal
contractors and electrical contractors.

A plumbing contractor may also do heating and air conditioning
repair and installation. And a heating or air conditioning
contractor may also do plumbing work. A remodeling contractor
might do the plumbing and electrical work, as well as building
the additional room on to a home.

As the above discussion indicates, a ban on the sale of lead
solder by wholesalers of plumbing supplies will not be effective
in reducing the availability of lead solder for possible use on
potable water systems.
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In addition, lead solder will continue to be available from
hardware stores and homecenters. There has been a significant
increase in the "do it yourJelf" market, where the homeowner goes
to the local homecenter, buys the material and does his oWn

plumbing repair. Contractors also will on occasion Use the
hardware store or homecenter to purchase materials.

We strongly believe that the solder provision in H.R. 2840 will
not significantly reduce the use of lead solder in water systems,
but instead will result in arbitrary enforcement actions against
wholesalers who carry lead solder for allowed applications. Any
wholesaler who is considered to be a plumbing wholesaler would be
unfairly restrained from selling lead solder for non-plumbing
applications.

A complete ban on the production of lead solder is the only
effective means of insuring that lead solder is not used on
potable water systems. If exposure to lead in water is a
significant health risk, then the Congress should enact a ban for
all uses of lead solder where lead-free substitutes are available
or could reasonably be developed.

Thank you for your consideration of our views. Please call on me
or ASA's Legislative Advocate, Pat O'Connor (202-223-6222) if we

can be of assistance.

M. R. Tice
President
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STATEMENT OF SAMJEL W. HURLEY, JR.

COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENY OF WATER

CITY OF CHICAGO

The City of Chicago operates one of the most advanced water purification and

distribution systems in the country. Our system has frequently been held out as a

model for the nation to follow. As such, the City of Chicago is very concerned about

minimizing the sources of lead contamination in drinking water. We began Increasing

our corrosion treatment procedures to reduce the leaching of lead into the water long

before such controls were mandated. And, we are constantly exploring new ways to

further improve our corrosion treatmentrillthods.

Earlier this summer, the United States Environmental Protection Agency

(USEPA) issued new standards governing allowable levels of leau in drinking water at

15 micrograms per liter in 90% of samples taken. These new regulations represent a

careful balancing of legitimate concerns over the health effects of lead in drinking

water, with the ability of local governments and taxpayers to pay for modifications to

drinling water infrastructure. While the City of Chicago is not in full agreement with

the new USEPA regulations, we do feel they are at least reasonable and affordable,

and we are prepared to comply vrith the regulations in every way.
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However, shortly after publication of the new USEPA regulations, two bills --

H.R. 2840 and S. 1445 -- were introduced in Congress to establish even more

stringent standards for lead levels in drinking water. As a responsible and concerned

leader in the water industry, we are compelled to warn against the danger of an

otherwise well-meaning but overzealous regulation of this important natural resource.

The USEPA guidelines on lead and copper were developed after exhaustive

research was conducted with input from prokosionals on both sides of the health and

seMce delivery Issue. As a result, the regulations are practical by health standards,

yet technically and economically reasonable enough to implement successfully.

.0n the other hand, H.R. 2840 and S. 1445 propose standards that are 50%

more stringent than the new USEPA guidelines, without providing any compelling

evidence that justifies such strict regulation. The economic hardships that will be

imposed upon municipalities and taxpayers as a result of this proposed mandate are

not justified by the insignificant health gains that may be realized a result.

Drinking water with a continuous lead concentration at the highest level

acceptable under the new USEPA guideline of 15 mg/I would translate into a very

small frtction of that level in terms of micrograms per deciliter of blood lead levels.

According to a December, 1986 USEPA report entitled, "Reducing Lead In Drinking

Water: A Benefit Analysis," less than 20% of lead contained in drinking water is
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absorbed into the bloodstream. At that rate, the benefit gained by lowering the

acceptable standard from 15 mg/I to 10 mg/I is minuscule less than 1 mg/I.

However, the economic impact of such a mandate would be enormous more than

$1.5 billion in Chicago alone.

Lowering the standard to 10 mg/I in 100% of samples at first draw essentially

guarantees that most utilities will be unable to comply within the allowable timeframe.

Frequently, the source of lead in drinking water is not found in distribution systems,

but in the supply lines and faucets within homes that contain lead pipes and solder.

While concerted public education efforts and additional corrosion control methods will

further reduce in-home exposures to lead, the proposed legislation leaves no room for

variance. No amount of public education will affect the results of first draw samples.

The short implementation times set forth under the proposed legislation virtually

guarantee that utilities and municipalities are forced to assume the extraordinarily high

cost of replacing service lines. This sort of mandated expense, in the absence of

additional funding sources, comes at a time when all levels of government are

suffering from budget cutbacks. Such a mandate will cause unilateral non-compliance

with the law.

If the intent of this legislation is to reduce or eliminate legitimate threats of lead

contamination, there are far greater exposures to lead from other sources like dust

and soil, lead-based paint, food and tobacco smoke. Considering the limited funds

available for lead abatement efforts and the insignificant benefit gained by lowering the

existing standard, the public would be much better served if our efforts were directed

at greater sources of exposure.
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COALITION FOR SAFE CERAMICWARE
3050 K Smarr. kW.

SUITE 400
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20007

(202) 34243450

STATEMENT ON H.R. 2840,
THE LEAD CONTAMINATION CONTROL

ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1991

The Coalition for Safe Ceramicware ("CSC" or "Coalition"), an ad hoc association

comprised of ceramic tableware manufacturers from around the world, offers these

comments on section 5 of H.R. 2840, the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments

of 1991.

Section 5, entitled "Lead Contamination in Food," contains three provisions of

direct relevance to manufacturers of ceramic tableware. First, section 5 would amend

section 402 of the Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act ("FD&C Act") to provide that

a food shall be deemed to be adulterated, "[e]ffective 24 months after the date of the

enactment of this paragraph, if it bears or contains any lead, unless the Secretary has

determined, by regulation, that the level of lead borne or contained by the food is safe

within the meaning of section 409." Second, section 5 would add a new section 413 to

FD&C Act requiring the Secretary of Health and Human Services (through the Food

and Drug Administration ("FDA")) to "promulgate regulations to establish such standards

and testing and certification procedures with respect lead in ceramic ware . . . as is

necessary to make food that contacts such ware safe within the meaning of section 409,"

such regulations to be issued within one year of the date of enactment. Finally, section

5 would add to the list of "prohibited acte proscribed by sectio.1 301 of the FD&C Act

"the introduction or delivery for introduction into interstate commerce of any ceramic
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ware . that has not been certified by the Secretary as in compliance with regulations

under section 4131" effective 24 months after the date of enactment.

The CSC has a direct interest in all of these provisions. Fo: more than two years

now, the CSC has been working with FDA to provide the agency with data relevant to

its proposal to reduce the federal release limits for leachable lead in ceramic tableware

products. See 54 Fed. Reg. 23485 (1989). Thus far, the CSC has filed two major

submissions with FDA, as well as a number of shorter supplemental submissions, based

on an extensive program of extraction testing and data on consumer usage patterns that

are designed to provide the agency with the means for making a reasoned judgment as

to the maximum level of leachable lead in ceramic tableware that is consistent with

public health. FDA recently announced in its unified regulator) agenda that it plans to

issue final regulations addressing the release limit for ceramic food service pitchers in

early 1992.

Given that FDA is already well on the way to issuing lead release limits for

ceramic tableware products, the CSC has no objection in principle to the bill's call for

the agency to issue "standards and testing , procedures with respect to lead in ceramic

ware within 12 months of the date of enactment. Nor does the Coalition object to the

bill's prohibition, beginning two years after the date of enactment (and one year after

issuance of the FDA's regulations), against the sale of ceramic tableware that fails to

comply with the lead release limits. The Coalition does, however, object to several

other elements of the proposed legislation.

Proposed Section 402(2) of the FD&C Act is Unnecessary

As an initial matter, the Coalition fails to see the need for proposed section

402(g) of the FD&C Act. Under that proposed amendment, '[a] food shall be deemed

597
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to be adulterated .. . [e]ffective 24 months after the date of the enactment of this

paragraph, if it bears or contains any lead, unless the Secretary has determined, by

regulation, that the level of lead borne or contained by the food is safe within the

meaning of section 409." If this provision were applied literally, virtually the entire U.S.

food supply would be deemed adulterated (inasmuch as some lead ir, present in almost

all foods) unless and until FDA could issue individual regulatory tolerances for lead in

each and every food product. There is no goad reason to subject the agency to this

nerculean task. Section 402(a)(I) of the Act already provides that "[a) food shall be

deemed to be adulterated . . . if it bears or contains any poisonous or deleterious

substance which may render it injurious to health." Lead is clearly recognized as a

"poisonous or deleterious substance," and there is absolutely no doubt that the FDA has

authority to proceed against food products containing lead in amounts sufficient to

"render it injurious to health." The CSC submits that this is more than adequat;

authority to allow FDA to take action against food products that have been contaminated

with lead, either throw the use of improperly made ceramic tableware, or otherwise.

To the extent that the proposed amendment to section 402 is designed to

designate food:: containing any amount of lead as adulterated per se, unless the SecretEry

has specifically promulgated a regulatory tolerance for lead in that food pursuant to

section 409, the CSC submits that the bill is placing an impossible burden upon both

FDA i'nd the regulated industry. As discussed below, the procedures of section 409 are

clearly not the appropriate means for regulating lead in food and food cc atact articles.

If proposed section 402(g) is not deleted from the bill as surplusage, the Coalition

submits that it should be amended to incorporate the standard of safety employed in

5 ,
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section 402(a)(1) of the FD&C Act. The specific language recommended is set forth

below.

The Legislation Employs the Incorrect Standard of Safety

The new section 413 of the FD&C Act added by the bill would require FDA to

issue regulations "establish[ing] such standards and testing . . . procedures with respect

to lead in ceramic ware . . . as is necessary to make food that contacts such ware safe

within tit ; meaning of section 409 [of the FD&C Act]." Similarly, proposed section 402(g)

of the FD&C Act provides that a food shall be deemed to be adulterated "if it bears or

contains any lead, unless the Secretary has determined, by regulation, that the level of

lead borne or contained by the food is safe within the meaning of section 409." The

CSC submits that these references to section 409 are in conflict with the original

congressional intent behind the FD&C Act. The more appropriate standards of health

are those employed in sediGn 406 of the Act ("uecessary for the protection of public

health") and section 402(a) (1) ("may render . . . injurious to health"), respectively.

Section 409 of the FD&C Act permits FDA to establish tolerances for "food

additives" if such additives "may be safely used." 21 U.S.C. § 348 (1990). Section 409

was added to the FD&C Act in 1958 in order to establish a procedure by which FDA

could authorize the use of food additives that could be demonstrated to be safe; the

statute was not intended to provide a means by which unsafe food additives could be

prohibited. There is, in fact, ample existing authority for FDA to ban unsafe food

additives under sections 402 and 406 of the Act, which address "poisonous or deleterious

substances" added to food.

FDA itself has previously recognized that section 409 does not properly furnish

the agency with authority to regulate lead in food or fond contact articles. In its 1974
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notice of proposed rulemaking on the subject of poisonous or deleterious substances in

food, FDA specifically noted that section 409 is not an appropriate basis for regulating

lead contamination of food:

When the Food Additives Amendment of 1958 [which added
section 4091 was enacted, the provisions of section 406 of the
act were not repealed. Although all added poisonous or
deleterious ingredients are food additives, except when they
appear in food accidentally and unforeseeably or are
exempted under section 201(s) of the act because they are
otherwise regulated under the act, the tolerance-setting
provisions of section 406 of the act were left intact to deal
with those unavoidably added poisonous or deleterious
ingreeients that could not meet the high standards for
issuance of a regulation under the authority of section 409 of
the act. A number of added poisonous or deleterious
substances, which are also food additives within the meaning
of section 201(s) of the act, are unavoidable but cannot meet
the requirements for a section 409 regulation because their
safety cannot be demonstrated and because they serve no
functional purpose. A prominent example is lead, which was
one of the contaminants most frequently mentioned in the
legislative history of the 1938 act and one of the prime
contaminants with which section 406 was enacted to deal.
Lead cannot he the subject of a food additive regulation under
section 409 of the act evert at trivial levels because it selves no
functional purpose. Sec lion 406 of the act, therefore, remains
in force to control the use of such substances, since there would
otherwise he no statutory means available to recognize their
unavoidability and to exercise reasonable control over their
presence.

Poisonous or Deleterious Substances in Food, 39 Fed. Reg. 42,743, 42,744-45 (December

6, 1974) (notice of proposed rulemaking) (emphasis added).

Based on this analysis, the CSC submits that the amendments made by section 5

of the bill to sections 402(g) and 413 of the FD&C Act should not reference the

standard of safety employed in section 409 of the Act, but should instead utilize the

safety standards found in sections 402(a)(1) and 406, as appropriate. The standard, in

both cases, is essentially protection of the public health. Rather than expressly reference
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sections 402(a)(1) and 406, the csc recommends that the new sections 402(g) and 413

simply adopt the language of sections 402(a)(1) and 406, respectively, without cross-

referencing them. In the case of section 413, this will negate the inference that FDA

must utilize the specific procedures of section 406 (and make the specific factual findings

required under that statute) in issuing regulations to limit lead release from ceramic

tableware. The specific language we propose is set forth below.

The Bill Should Not Require the Secretary to Establish "Certification
Procedures" for Lead in Ceramic Tableware

Section 413 of the FD&C Act, as added by section 5 of the bill, would require

the Secretary to establish not merely "standards and testing procedures with respect to

lead in ceramic ware," but also "certification procedures" for such ware. Further, a new

section 301(u) of the FD&C Act would ban the introduction into interstate commerce

of any ceramic tableware product "that has not been certified by the Secretary as in

compliance with regulations under section 413." Together, these provisions appear to

envision FDA's active involvement in certifying industry's compliance with the lead

release limits.

While the CSC appreciates the value of certification programs, whether

administered by government agencies or voluntarily undertaken by industry, it believes

that this is not an appropriate case for government involvement in certification efforts.

The enforcement resources of FDA are already strained, and the agency hardly has the

wherewithal to actively certify compliance with the lead release limits promulgated

pursuant to section 413. Notably, S. 391, the Senate version of the Lead Exposure

Reduction Act of 1991, contains no similar mention of "certification procedures" in

addition to the promulgation of "standards and testing procedures" for lead in ceramic
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tableware. The Coalition submits that proposed section 301(u) should do no more than

prohibit the introduction into commerce of ware that does not comply with regulations

issued under section 413.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Coalition for Safe Ceramieware urges that the

following changes be made to section 5 of H.R. 2840:

1. Proposed section 402(g) of the FD&C Act should be eliminated or, in the

alternative, modified to read as follows:

"(g) Effective 24 months after the date of the
enactment of this paragraph, if it bears or contains any lead;
nniess-the--Seeretarrhas--6.-10:nined,i-by-reguiatton--thi, at-the
level-of Aced-borne-or-contain mFbrthe-food-is-safe-within
the-rnearring-of-seetion-4097 in an amount which may render
it injurious to health."

2. Proposed section 413 of the FD&C Act should be amended as follows:

'LEAD REGU1ATIONS FOR WARES

"SEC 413. Not later than 12 months after the date of
the enactment of the Lead Contamination Control Act
Amendments of 1991, the Secretary shall promulgate
regulations to establish such standards and testing and
certification procedures with respect to lead in ceramicware
and crystalware as is necessary to make-food-fltat-contatts

limit the
lead content In fbOd contatting such ware to the extent he
finds necessity for the protection of public health."

3. Proposed section 301(u) should be modified to prohibit the introduction

into interstate commerce of any ware that is not in compliance with regulations under

section 413, as follows:

"(u) Effective 24 months after the enactment of this
subsection, the introduction or delivery for introduction into
interstate commerce of any ceramicware or crystalware that

is no; in
compliance with regulations under section 413."

The Coalition for Safe Ceramicware appreciates your attention to these comments,

and would be happy to discuss with you further any of the changes proposed herein.

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID A. HARTQ
Executive Director

44
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STATEMENT CF THE
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT

OF THE
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY ANU COMMERCE

U.q. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

July 26, 15)9I

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) provides the following statement to

the record of the July 26, 1591, hearing before the House Subcommittee on Health and the

Environment. It describes EPA's comprenensive strategy to control and reduce human

exposure to load COI itarlination from a number of sources, with special emphasis on programs

to address lead contamination from paint, urban soil and dust, and drinking water. Although

we have not completed Agancy review of new legierative proposals dealing with control of

lead in drinking water, we will provide preliminary comments on relevant issues under

consideration by the Subcommittee.

E,Egalead Control Program

Over the last two decades, the Federal gsvernalent has taken several key actions to

reduce risks associated with !ead exposures. We have banned the usu of lead in house paint

and in solder and pipes used in public drinking water sys:ems. We have encouraged the

phaseout of lead solder in food cans. Anti, mare important we have Virtually removed lead

from gasoline. Finally, our recent drinking water regulation will extend and enhance protection

for over 140 miHion people by reduc.:ng lead in their drinking water.

As a result of thesa actions, there have berm dramatic rlducdora.; in average blood lead

levels over the past 10 to 20 years -- from about 15 cgicfl to about 5 uglcii. The challenge

remaining before us is to find effective solutions to deal with the legacy of containinction from
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past uses that continue to pose large risks for some people and small but chronic risks to a

larger population.

EPA and the other federal agencies have already begun to address the sources of lead

contamination. Controlling the remaining sources will neither be easy nor inexpensive.

Further, it will require coordination among all EPA programs, across .the entire Federal

government, and with State and local governments and the private sector to control lead

pollution problems in a unified and coherent way. EPA's Office of Pesticides and Toxic

Substances (OPTS) is the coordination point for EPA's Lead Strategy, which also includes the

Offices of Water, Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Air and Radiation, Enforcement and

Research and Development. This group, known as the "Lead Cluster," is charged with

ensuring coordination of all EPA's lead-related activities and authorities, and identifying gaps

in need of attention. EPA's Lead Strategy calls for effective use of the full range of the

Agency's authorities--regulatory and non-regulatory--to meet our goal:

Reduce lead exposure to the fullest extent practicable, with particular emphasis on
reducing the risk to children.

Our goal is ambitious, and the objecti...qs we have established to measure our success

will require aggressive and vigilant programs. Our first objective is to significantly reduce the

incidence of elevated blood lead levels above 10 ug/dI in children. We estimate that about

15 percent of U.S. children have blood levels above 10 ug/dl, while taking into account the

associated costs and benefits. Reaching this objective means targeting high risks; it means

finding children with high exposure and reducing those exposures.

Our second obje.;tiye is broader and equally ambitious--to significantly reduce,through

voluntary Gr regulat:oy actions, unacceptable lead exposures that are anticipated to pose risks

to children, the general population, or the environment. Again, we will need to compare risks

to address the largest sources of exposure first. But to meet this objective, EPA will also have
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to evaluate broad and innovative approaches that target multiple sources and myriad

pathways and that do not merely tran?fer pollution from one medium to another. The U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has written, "lead poisoning remains the

most common and societally devastating environmental disease of young children."

Lead-based paint is the most significant source of lead poisoning to children. The

presence of lead paint in a home may present a hazard to a child. Depending on its condition,

the risk can increase during a major removal of lead paint, if not done correctly. EPA has

developed a program to train lead inspectors, and has provided support for lab accreditation

programs for paint testing. The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), with

technical support from EPA, has developed guidelines for public housing and is currently

developing guidelines for other HUD-associated housing, which includes some private housing.

EPA, in conjunction with the Department of Health and Human Services, the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration, and HUD, is developing a major public education program

aimed at public health officials, housing authorities, general contracting and construction

industries, and local government.

A second principal source of lead exposure is soil. Up to 30 percent of exposures

producing elevated blood levels in children might come from soil, which is the legacy of many

years of using leaded gasoline and paint. The Agency has begun a $15 million study of soil

contamination and the effect of its removal on blood lead levels. In addition, EPA intends to

establish a joint effort with HUD, the Centers for Disease Control, and the Agency for Toxic

Substances Disease Registry to promote blood lead screening and a broad effort to identify

the geographic locations, extent and severity of leadcontaminated soils, and the appropriate

remedial actions to minimize risk in the short- and long-term.
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Another major concern is lead in drinking water. Average exposures from drinking

water are smaller than those from lead paint and soil, and fewer children have elevated blood

lead levels attributable to this source. On the other hand, virtually everyone is exposed to

some lead in drinking water. We estimate the average water contribution to a child's blood

level to be about 1 ug/dl, or about 20 percent of total exposure. This contribution will drop

significantly as our new lead corrosion control requirements achieve operational changes at

water tieatment plants, and the consequent reduction in lead in drinking water in homes,

schools, and other buildings. We estimate that actions by water suppliers to comply with the

new rule will reduce blood lead levels for over half a million children to below 10 ug/dI over

the next few years.

EPA is considering using the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) to ban the sale of

lead solder, focused on its application in plumbing, combined with a restriction on the amount

of lead that can leach from plumbing fixtures, especially those made of brass or bronze. The

drinking water regulation, which addresses lead contamination from plumbing that is already

insttlled, combined with these two "prevention-oriented" actions limiting lead leaching from

new plumbing components, may significantly reduce drinking water as an exposure source

for the general population as well as mitigating some high-risk exposures.

Notably, the reductions in lead in gasoline and in industrial emissions have reduced air

lead levels significantly, resulting in reduced loadings to soil and dust which are major

exposure pathways for children. Two problems remain for controlling lead in the air. While

the number of children exposed in areas near lead smelters and refineries not currently

meeting our air standards is small compared to the number of children at risk from paint, soil,

and drinking water, these children as a group are at high risk. The number of children in non-

attainment areas with blood lead levels greater than 10 ug/dl could probably be cut

1
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significantly if the air standards were fully met. Second, EPA will won propose reduced

National Ambient Air Quality Standards for lead. These standards will benefit children in high-

lead areas as well as the general population.

The regulation of lead in air is being augmented by a niajor non-regulatory effort:

EPA's Industrial Toxics or "33/50" Project. The "33/50" Project is obtaining commitments

from major industrial dischargers for dramatic voluntary reductions in 17 pollutants (including

lead) between now and 1995.

Finally, EPA is making full and effective use of its enforcement authorities to eurb

illegal discharges of lead that contaminate water, air, and land. In a recent action, EPA for

the first time coordinated the filing of 22 judicial enforcement actions and took direct

administrative enforcement action against 13 facilities through simultaneous use of six

environmental statutes: RCRA, CERCLA, CWA, SDWA, CAA and EPCRA. This action

exemplifies EPA's efforts to protect human health and the environment through its full range

of authorities--from education and pollution prevention to enforcement.

Next Steps

Controlling the remaining sources of lead exposure will not be easy or come cheaply.

EPA has accomplished much in the past decade to reduce lead contamination of the

environment, and has developed a strategy to accelerate our efforts. HHS has made the

elimin.ation of childhood lead poisoning one of its goals for the year 2000. But there is no

magic wand that will make this happen--Federal laws and regulations alone will not make this

happen. The task of finding lead poisoned children and abating lead in their home

environments will largely fall on local public health and housing agencies. Ensuring the

existence of well-trained workers to safely abate lead hazards in paint, soil and dust will

require cooperation between local and State public health and housing agencies and the

r:
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private sector. Finely tuning the water treatment that will reduce lead levels in drinking water

will require time-consuming and vigilant attention from the 80,000 public water system; in

this country. Parents across the U.S. must learn to control dust lead levels in their homes,

and that they may need to flush their taps before drinking the water.

Proposed Leaislative_Cha nge s

The Agency provided an update on its efforts under Lead Contamination Control Act

(LCCA) when it testified before the Subcommittee on May 17, 1991. At that time, we

proposed a few changes to the Act, one of which is included in the present proposals: to

expand EPA's enforcement authority for violations of the lead solder ban. We continue to

support such an authority.

The majority of the legislative proposals on drinking water appear to be related to

EPA's new rule dealing with lead in drinking water. The legislative proposals suggest changes

in some areas to the recently promulgated lead rule. As a matter of general policy, we oppose

a provision which incorporates a complex rule like this one into the law. In order to ensure

that Federal regulations reflect the latest scientific and technical expertise, and respond to

information, institutional variables and public comments, they need regular review and

adjustment. An entire body of law (the Administrative Procedure Act) controls the

development of Federal regulations, and ensures a vigorous public debate with full public

notice and opportunity for comment. We strongly feel these are activities best left to the

Executive Branch.

Our preliminary review of these proposed changes indicates that virtually all represent

options that we considered during the lengthy rulemaking process, but eventually rejected.

It is of note that EPA received and reviewed over 3,000 public comments on the proposed

rule. The Subcommittee is welcome to consider the extraordinary public record amassed

Jis
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during this rulemaking, and if it did so, would likely conclude that EPA has been faithful to its

statutory mandate and responsive to the comments of all Interested parties. We believe the

final rule successfully takes into account the myriad of scientific, technical. and institutional

complexities involved in addressing the problem of lead in drinking water. And also achieves

health benefits equal to, or greater than any of the current legislative proposals of which we

are aware.

We estimate some of the proposed legislative changes would impose substantial

additional costs on the public with a neuligible increase in public health protection. The

attached table displays our preliminary analysis of the impacts of one of the major legislative

proposals.

1;)
47-045 0 - 91 - 20
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Social Cost Implications of HR 2840

Impact Base Impacts Increment
($ Million/Yr) (EPA Rule) (HR 2840)

Cost

Monitoring $ 40 + $ 30
Corrosion Control 220 + 550
Source Water Treatment 90 0
Public Education 30 + 70
Lead Service Line 370 + 1,800

Total $ 750 Million + $2,450 Million
Benefits

Corrosion Control $ 4,300 + $ 200
Lead Service Line 240 + 160

Replacement

Total $ 4,540 Million + $ 360 Million

Net Benefit $ 3,790 Million (-$ 2,090 Million)

Children brought to
below 10 ug/dl 570,000 Million + o

Note: Increase in costs reflect extension of requirements to thn 120,000 transient non-
community water systems and complete replacement of all lead service lines, both of
which are the logical outcomes of HR 2840. There is no innrease in the number of
children brought to below the 10 ug/dl blood lead level as a result of HR 2840 because
the EPA rule already addresses the high exposure sites. Fixing ti lose sites would result
in the largest blood level reductions. Any further reduction woLld be very small, and
would not significantly affect the remaining children (whose blood lead levels are due
to other sources of lead contamination).

6 CI
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To assist your immediate task of considering these proposals, we have preliminary

comments on six specific elements, each of which were considered during rule development.

MCL in the Distribution System

We considered, but ultimately rejected, the option of establishing an MCL in source

water or in the distribution system because the evidence indicated the final rule's approach

of establishing a treatment technique covering both corrosion control and source water

treatment would provide equivalent public health protection without the confusion that would

be caused by promulgating multiple load levels (i.e., action level at the tap and MCL for source

water). Moreover, MCLs measured anywhere in the system except at the tap do not reflect

actual human exposures or the need for additional treatment. Instead, our rule requires

monitoring at the tap in worst case situations to ensure detection and appropriate levels of

treatment. We received extensive comment on this issue which supported our final decision.

Reducing the Action Level

We also considered, but ultimately rejected, a lower action level for several reasons:

available engineering data indicate that such a level is not achievable in many--perhaps most--

systems; every system in the nation is expected to exceed the legislatively proposed level of

10 ppb at least once--even systems with no lead service lines that have optimized corrosion

control. A lower action level will not necessarily result in more effective corrosion control,

and therefore will not automatically lead to lower lead levels. Further, EPA's action level of

15 ppb already captures cases of high lead contamination.

Public Review and Comment on State Decisions

Under EPA's rule, States are required to make numerous complex scientific and

technical determinations regarding corrosion control, and treatment installation and operation.

The new legislative proposals would require States to solicit public comment on each and
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every treatment determination, which is costly and administratively burdensome. EPA's rule

already requires immediate public notification if elevated lead levels are found, including a

description of the risks and responsibilities of the water system, and the schedules for

reducing levels. In addition, many State agencies have existing State administrative

procedures that provide for public notice and comment. EPA estimates that adding over 1

Million public reviews on detailed, technical determinations by the States will cause excessive

delays in implementation and may exceed the fiscal capacity of already overburdened States.

EPA Review of State Decisions

In order for EPA to oversee State actions and to ensure the adequacy of State

decisions, EPA's rule establishes a long list of reports States must make to EPA. In addition,

States are required to retain complete records of ail decisions, including supporting

documentation and explanations of the technical basis for each decision they make. During

our annual on-site audits of State programs, we will examine a sample of case files for

adequacy and completeness. We believe that this planned oversight will provide EPA with

sufficient information to determine whether the State is fully and effectively discharging its

responsibilities. The proposed system-oy-system EPA reviews are unimplementable,

unnecessary and divert EPA resources from providing much needed technical assistance.

Regulation of Transient Non-Community Water Systems

This proposed legislative requirement would add over 120,000 water systems to the

existing regulatory workload of about 80,000 systems. Moreover, we estimate that the risk

of exposures at these sites is minimal, although the implementation costs to the water

systems would be comparatively high. Again, EPA believes that the enormous new workload

on States will divert scarce resources from timely and effective implementation of controls

in other public water systems, which will provide less health protection for everyone.
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Shortenina Schedules

The legislative proposals mandate significantly shorter schedules for implementation

of corrosion control and service line replacement. During the rulemaking, we carefully

examined the ability of the water supply industry to make the required changes, and ultimately

settled on a schedule that our findings indicate is reasonable. In order to install and optimize

corrosion control, systems need adequate time to plan, design, construct, and stabilize a

variety of treatment measures that involve complex interaction with other water treatment

processes. Under our rule, States must require systems to replace service lines on the

shortest feasible schedule. We received many comments on this issue, and we were

convinced that sound science and engineering requires the schedule we ultirr5tely

promulgated in our final rule.

Analytical Methods and MCLs

One of the legislative proposals before you involves the Practical Ouantitation Level

(POL). Consistent with views expressed earlier, the Agency believes it must have discretion

in how it establishes MCLs and treatment requirements, and that codification proposals, such

as this, limit the Agency's ability to protect human health and the environment.

Bestrictions on thq Sale of Lead Solder

We agree that the improper use of lead solder can be a significant source of lead

exposure in specific cases and we are pursuing this issue. In our efforts to restrict the sale

and/or use of lead solder using authorities under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA),

we have looked at provisions similar to those in the bill. We feel that targeting wholesalers

and retailers may not be our best option, since heating and air conditioning repairmen who

work with m9tal ductwork also need to use lead solder. EPA is currently investigating

alternate methods of controlling lead plumbing solder under TSCA.

613
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The Agency supports the goals of the proposed legislation to reduce exposures to

sources of environmentally-dispersed lead, particularly exposures of small children to lead-

based paint sources. In fact, many of the inspection and abatement technology development,

accreditation and other activities mandated by the legislation and targeted for HHS are already

underway by EPA, HHS or HUD staff, as you will see.

However, before we require certain lead-based paint inspection, abatement and

disclosure activities, we must ensure that the present capacity of the lead abatement

infrastructure is sufficient to respond reliably and effectively. Unfortunately, certain

mandatory actions could lead to uncontrolled or improper lead-based paint abatement, which

could increase, ;ether than reduce, risk.

We mint be careful not to overstimulate lead abatement activity until current scientific

investigations into the methodologies for best detecting and abating lead-based paint have

prod' ,:ed reliable and widely available technology. Additionally, we need to proceed

ceutiously until a sufficiently trained national infrastructure of control and abatement

personnel are available to do the job right.

1.11jUnseagtion_singigkeigmanLliannsut, ling

Although the implementation of lead accreditation programs must take place at the

state leve;, the Federal government (EPA, HUD and HHS) should act, and is now acting, as

a stimulus for these activities. Clearly, the quality instruction of abatement professionals is

critical to 9stablishing a sound system of training for lead abatement activity.

EPA, in conjunction with HUD and other agencies, has already begun to develop model

inspeccor and abatement supervisor training courses through two leading universities. EPA

has also already taken the lead in establishing standardized licensing procedures for lead

614
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inspectofs and abatement workers, as the initial step to promoting national accreditation

through the states.

The bill also directs HHS to establish a program to certify laboratories to test

substances for lead content. EPA has already begun initiating an accreditation program for

laboratories that conduct environmental sample analyses.

Lead Inspections and Lead Abatement

Over the past several years EPA has been working very closely with HUD, NIST, OSHA

and others in the area of lead-based paint inspection and abatement technology. EPA believes

that evaluating and improving new technologies in this area is critical to an effective program.

Res, 'rch into these areas is one of the highest priorities in the Agency's Lead Strategy.

The bill requires that HHS, in consultation with other Federal agencies, prepare a report

on the methods and devices available to inspect for lead paint and other lead hazards, in

addition to methods used to abate lead hazards. EPA, HUD, CPSC and various state agencies

are already conducting a great deal of research and demonstration work in this area. For

example, EPA is working on an evaluation of test kits for lead, wa are working with other

agencies to improve the technology used in lead testing and we are evaluating encapsulants

used for lead paint abatement.

EPA, along with HUD and other agencies, has undertaken steps to develop

standardized procedures for identifying and abating lead. In 1990 HUD, in consultation with

EPA and OSHA, published Lead-Bantf Paint: Interim Guidelines_ for Hazard Identification and

Abatement in Public and Indira Housinq. Both agencies are already working to revise these

guidelines to incorporate changes in technology and inf ormation gained through recent

research efforts. EPA is comInitted to aggressively moving ahead to further develop these

procedures for lead inspections and abatements.
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EPA agrees that the public needs to have information about the adequacy of the

devices and products used for lead abatement and inspection. We believe, however, that

product-by-product evaluations are best performed by the private sector. EPA, in consultation

with other agencies, should be responsible for developing evaluation protocois and, in fact,

the Agency is now developing them in the area of encapsulants used for abatement.

Disclosure of Indoor_Lead Hazards

While clearly valuable in principle, we fear that a national mandatory requirement now

to produce a lead disclosure statement by all persons wishing to sell, lease or renovate

housing may bring more problems than solutions. First, as mentioned above, disclosure may

overwhelm the present capacity of the lead abatement infrastructure to effectively respond.

Although the bill does not require abatement, a requirement such as this may lead to

uncontrolled or improper abatements, which could increase through contamination by lead

dust, rather than reduce, risk to occupants. HUD. EPA and HHS are now taking steps to

improve identification and abatement technology and to help establish accreditation which will

be critical to any disclosure program.

Second, there is a need to balance any potential hazards which may exist in homes

with the need of low-income families to find housing. For example, landlords, unable to

conduct immediate testing and determine the presence of lead-based paint in their buildings,

may be reluctant to rent to families with small children for liability and other reasons.

Consequently, families seeking low-income housing may encounter difficulties in finding

accommodations. A few states, including Massachusetts, have established lead disclosure

laws. State-by-state consideration and voluntary programs which include information on

when and how best tu abate lead paint may be the best approach.

6 6
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Public Education Program

EPA strongly supports the nesd for an intensive educational effort. The development

and dissemination of public information materials is one of our highest priorities. Additionally,

the Federal Interagency Lead Taskforce, co-chaired by EPA and HUD, is actively involved in

this effort. EPA, HUD, HHS and other egencies are currently developing a centralized

clearinghouse and hotline to assure coordinated dissemination of information to the public.

In addition, the agencies are working together to collect and evaluate existing educational

materials. This effort will help the Federal government prioritize the development of new

materials and make sure that accurate and clear information is available to a wide audience.

EPA is also currently developing a general information brochure for parents and

homeowners to advise them on lead in the residential environment. We feel that it is critical

that individuals understand lead han:rds and that an accurate perspective is provided on risk.

Finally, EPA is creating a network of university-based training centeis. In addition to

training, the centers system will be used as a mechanism to disseminate current developments

in inspection and abatement technology to the ccntractor community.

$choolo and DI3V Care Ceram

EPA agrees that day care facilities and kindergartens are primary targets for voluntary

lead-based paint identification and abatement activities, and should take a priority over any

other schools. nur chillren under seven are the most vulnerable, since their natural behavior

(crawling on floors, frequent handtomouth activity) promotes increased exposure to lead-

based paint dust, a primary source of conceal for children.

Again, however, the present limits of our technology and available control and

abatement personnel must be considered when mandating any inspection and abatement

actions. Improper abatement in schools could create increased exposure problems. Further,
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the benefits of lead-based paint controls to older school-aged children, however, will not be

as significant. Targeting elementary or other higher-level schools, for example, will place a

substantial technical and financial burden on these schools with less risk reduction.

Conclusion

In conclusion, EPA reiterates its strong commitment to protecting human health by

reducing exposure to lead in water, air, and soil. As a nation, we must work together to

eventually eliminate the health impacts of lead contamination, and this Agency is dedicated

to executing its responsibilities to achieve this goal. However, while we endorse the goal of

reducing lead exposures, we oppose H.R. 2840 hecause it is largely an ineffective, costly, and

possibly counterproductive approach to addressing the lead problem.

EPA is willing to answer questions concerning any scientific, technical and

implementation issues related to reducing the risk of lead to human health and the

environment.

GIS



DAVID A. HARTQUIST
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL FEDERATION
3050 K STREET. N.W.

SUITE 400
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20007

(202) 342-8450

(202) 342-8450

August 16, 1991

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment, Committee on Energy and Commerce

U.S. House of Representatives
House Annex /, Room 512
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: 11,R. 2840

Dear Chairman Waxman:

The International Crystal Federation ("ICP), an ad hoc association of the world's
kading producers of lead crystal products, wishes to comment on section 5 of H.R. 2840,
the Lead Contamination Control Act Amendments of 1991.

Section 5 of H.R. 2840 would, among other things, amend the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act ("FD&C Act") by adding a new section 413 to that Act reading as
follows:

"LEAD REGULATIONS FOR WARES

"SEC. 413. Not later than 12 months after the date of
the enactment of the Lead Contamination Control Act
Amendments of 1991, the Secretary [of Health and Human
Services] shall promulgate regulations to establish such
standards and testing and certification procedures with respect
to lead in ceramic ware and crystal ware as is necessary to
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make food that contacts such ware safe within the meaning
of section 409."

Section 5 of the bill further amends section 301 of the FD&C Act by adding to the list
of "prohibited acts" under the Act "the introduction or delivery for introduction into
interstate commerce of any ceramic ware or crystal ware that has not been certified by
the Secretary as in compliance with regulations under section 413," beginning 24 months
after the date of enactment of the bill.

These provisions go to the heart of the raison d'etre of the ICF. The ICF was
recently organized in response to preliminary scientific findings published earlier this year
that suggest that lead crystal decanters may elute lead into alcoholic beverages during
long periods of storage. FDA reacted swiftly to these published findings by announcing
that it intended to determine whether a federal release limit for leachable lead in crystal
is warranted. The ICF was organized immediately thereafter as a means of combining
industry resources to provide FDA with the data that will be needed to resolve this
question.

With this as background, and assuming arguendo that FDA concludes that a
regulatory standard for leachable lead in crystal is necessary, the ICF wishes to make
four points about the amendments to the FD&C Act contained in section 5 of H.R.
2840.

First, there appears to be no need for proposed section 402(g) of the FD&C Act.
Under that proposed amendment, la] food shall be deemed to be adulterated . . .

[e]ffective 24 months after the date of the enactment of this paragraph, if it bears or
contains any lead, unless the Secretary has determined, by regulation, that the level of
lead borne or contained by the food is safe within the meaning of section 409." Given
that some lead is present in most foods because of its presence throughout the
environment, this statutory provision would saddle FDA with the impossible task of
issuing regulatory tolerances for lead in virtually every food product. Section 402(a)(1)
of the Act already provides, however, that "[a] food shall be deemed to be adulterated
. . . if it bears or contains any poisonous or deleterious substance which may render it
injurious to health." The ICF submits that this existing statutory provision provides FDA
with sufficient authority to take action against foods that have been contaminated with
lead in amounts that are unsafe. Section 402(g) is therefore surplusage, and should be
deleted.

Second, it is not at all clear what type of "certification procedures" the Secretary
is to establish with respect to lead in ceramic tableware and crystal under the newly
proposed section 413 of the FD&C Act. Notably, S. 391, the Senate version of the Lead
Exposure Reduction Act of 1991, contains no similar call for "certification procedures,"
but is otherwise similar to KR. 2840 in calling for the promulgation of "standards and
testing procedures" for lead in ceramic tableware and crystal, Simply stated, the
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enforcement resources of FDA are already stretched much too thin for the agency to
undertake to actively certify compliance with the lead release limits promulgated
pursuant to section 413. There is certainly no compelling reason for imposing a
certification regime upon the agency in the case of ceramic tableware and crystal. The
ICF submits that S. 391 goes far enough in simply requiring the Secretary to promulgate
such "standards and testing procedures" whh respect to lead in ceramic tableware and
crystal as are necessary to protect public health.

Third, the requirement that FDA issue its regulations within 12 months after the
date of the enactment of the bill is clearly too ambitious a schedule as applied to
crystal. In the case of ceramic tableware, FDA has had release limits in effect (in the
form of "action levels") for 20 years. Moreover, the agency has already issued a
proposed rule modifying the existing release iimit applicable to ceramic food service
pitchers, and has already received extensive lead release data regarding other tableware
products. Issuance of final regulations establishing "standards and testing procedures"
with respect to ceramic tableware within 12 months of the effective date of the bill
should, therefore, be manageable.

In the case of crystal, on the other hand, FDA is largely "starting from scratch"
in its recently launched effort to assess the need for a release limit for leachable lead
in crystal. While there is an international standard (ISO 7086) governing lead release
from crystal, there is currently no federal release limit applicable to crystal products. It
is simply unrealistic to expect the agency to be able to amass the data needed to "fill
the regulatory vacuum" on the same schedule as applies to ceramic tableware. The ICF
respectfully suggests that the timeframe for issuance of regulations establishing "standards
and testing procedures" with respect to lead in crystal under the proposed section 413 of
the FD&C Act should be at least 24 months after the date of the bill's enactment. For
similar reasons, the prohibition against selling crystal products that fail to comply with
the FDA standard should take effect 12 months thereafter, or 36 months following
enactment of the bill.

Finally, the ICF wishes to register its objection to the specific safety standard
employed in proposed section 413 -- that is, the requirement that the regulations
"estabhsh such standards and testing . . . procedures with respect to lead in ceramic ware
and crystal ware as is necessary to make food that contacts such ware safe within the
meaning of section 409 [of the FD&C Act]." The ICF submits that this reference to the
safety standard employed in section 409 is inconsistent with the original congressional
intent behind the FD&C Act. The more appropriate standard for judging the adequacy
of any lead release limits for lead in crystal is the "necessary for the protection of public
health" standard used in section 406 of the FD&C Act.
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Section 402 of the FD&C Act reads, in pertinent part, as follows:

A food shall be deemed to be adulterated --

(2)(A) if it bears or contains any added poisonous or added
deleterious substance (other than one which is .. . a food
additive . . .) which is unsafe within the meaning of section
[406] of this title, or

(C) if it is, or it bears or contains, any food additive which
is unsafe within the meaning of section [409).

21 U.S.C. § 342 (1990). Section 406 of the FD&C Act permits FDA to establish
tolerances for added poisonous or deleterious substances in food, with those limits to be
set at levels "necessary for the protection of public health." Id. § 346. Section 409 of
the Act, by contrast, permits the establishment of tolerances for "food additives" if such
additives "may be safely used." Id. § 348. There must be a "reasonable certainty of no
harm." The safety of a "food additive" must be established via a petition before the
FDA may issue a regulation prescribing conditions under which the additive may be
safely used.

Lead is not the type of substance appropriately regulated under section 409, which
was enacted to give FDA the authority to approve the use of safe, intentionally-added
food additives. FDA recognized this back in 1974:

When the Food Additives Amendment of 1958 [which added
section 409] was enacted, the provisions of section 406 of the
act were not repealed. Although all added poisonous or
deleterious ingredients are food additives, except when they
appear in food accidentally and unforeseeably or are
exempted under section 201(s) of the act because they are
otherwise regulated under the act, the tolerance-setting
provisions of section 406 of the act were left intact to deal
with those unavoidably added poisonous or deleterious
ingredients that. could not meet the high standards for
issuance of a regulation under the autholity of section 409 of
the act. A number of added poisonous or deleterious
substances, which are also food additives within the meaning
of section 201(s) of the act, are unavoidable but cannot meet
the requirements for a section 409 regulation because their

'2 2
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safety cannot be demonstrated and because they serve no
functional purpose. A prominent example is lead, which was
one of the contaminants most frequently mentioned in the
legislative history of the 1938 ad and one of the prime
contaminants with which section 406 was enacted to deal.
Lead cannot be the subject of a food additive regulation under
section 409 of the act even at trivial levels because it serves no
functional purpose Section 406 of the act, therefore, remains
in force to control the use of such substances, since (here would
othenvise be no statwory means mailable to recognize (heir
unavoidability and to exercise reasonable control ove. (heir
presence.

Poisonous or Deleter:ous Substances in Food, 39 Fed. Reg. 42,743, 42,744-45 (December
6, 1974) (notice of proposed rulemaking) (emphasis added).

The ICF submits that this reasoning continues to hold force today. While lead
may be "added" to food to the extent that it migrates from a food contact article and
becomes a component of food, it is not the type of food additive which section 409 was
intended to cover. Accordingly, proposed section 413 of the FD&C Act should not
reference the standard of safety employed in section 409, but should instead utilize the
standard of safety found in section 406 of the Act -- that is, the lead release limits
should be sufficient to limit the lead content in food contacting crystalware "to the extent
[the Secretary] finds necessary for the protection of public health." The ICF
recommends that section 413 adopt the relevant language of section 406 without
explicitly cross-referencing that section in order to negate the inference that FDA must
utilize the specific procedures of section 406 (including formal rulemaking procedures)
in issuing regulations to limit lead release from crystal products.

The International Crystal Federation appreciates your attention to these comments.
A suggested revision of section 5 of the bill, based on the points raised herein, is
attached.

DAH:mdl
Enclosure

Very truly yours,

DAVID A. T'QIAlerad
Executive Director

#.tir
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO SECTION 5
OF H.R. 2840

SEC. S. LEAD CONTAMINATION IN FOOD.

The Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act is amended as follows:

(1) At the end of section 402 (21 U.S.C. 342) add the following:

"(f) Effective 12 months after the date of the
enactment of this paragraph, if it is packaged in a can or
other container that contains solder or flux with any lead
content.

the-ineaningvf -sett:on-409-m-

(2)(A) Chapter IV (21 U.S.C. 341 et seq.) is amended by adding at

the end the following:

"LEAD REGULATIONS FOR WARES

"SEC. 413. (a) Not later than 12 months after the date
of the enactment of the Lead Contamination Control Act
Amendments of 1991, the Secretary shall promulgate

regulations to establish such standards and testing anti
certration procedures with respect to lead in ceramic ware
andcrystalware as is are necessary to makefoodthat

rof-nctivir 409
limit the lead content in food contacting such ware to the

extent necessary for the protection of public health."

(b) Not later than 24 months after the date of the

enactme,nt: of the Lead:, ..COnt*millation, Control Act

AmendmInts of, 3991:- tho7Settatasy shall promulgate
regulatiOnt to oStablillt *Oh atiutdarda and testing prOcedures
with respect to lead in ctiistat Warfni ire necessary to limit

the lead- contenlin'tood tOntictintf iith Ware ,to the extent
necessary for the protection:1g 'public ..)ttlth."

(B) Section 301 (21 U.S.C. 331) is amended
by adding at the end the following:

"(u) Effective 24 months after the enactment of this
subsection, the introduction or delivery for introduction into
interstate commerce of any ceramic ware or-crystal-ware that

IS not in
compliance with regulations under section 413.

"(v) Effecdve $6 ruotilhtite6t,the enactment of this

subsection;,tbe Vitt ligt001}ct1011 Into

Interstató tontine, afe that da not in
compliacco with tettldith) ClOtiOn. 411
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John B. Moran

Director, Occupational Safety and Health

Laborers' Health and Safety Fund of North America

The recent HUD Report to congress, Comprehensive and Workable_Plan

fax_thajjatement_2Ljakastarisly_CimaLllaueing.
estimates that 57 million privately owned ard occupied homes

contain lead-based paint of which an estimated 9.9 million are

occupied by families with children under the age of 7. The Report

discusses the relationship between lead-based paint, indoor lead

levels in dust, and childhood blood-lead levels. The Report also

reviews the pending recommendations from the Centers of Disease

control (CDC) with regard to childhood blood-lead levels which

constitute a health risk, levels which are significantly lower than

previous CDC recommendations.

The Report further reviews the relationship between lead-based

paint abatement and subsequent indoor lead dust levels. While

substantial research has not been done in this area, the general

view is that lead levels in settled dust in homes aftc lead-based

paint abatement depends to a veat degree on the methods used in

the abatement activity, worker training and subsequent clean-up.

An excellent example, not reviewed in the HUD Report, is the

recently published research by Frafel, et al. (hMeXigAILIMIMAI
of Public health, Oct. 1990). That study indicates that lead

levels in dust increased 10 to 100 times over the pre-abatement

2
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levels in homes after lead-based paint had been abated using

traditional methods. Evaluation of lead in dust levels six months

after abatement methods evidenced some improvement but were not as

efficacious as required. Improved abatement methods, enhanced

worker protection measures, enhanced occupant and furnishings

protective measures, improved disposal methods, and worker training

were all recommended as needed measures to assure the safety of

occupants.

It is evident that lead-based paint in occupied housing presents

a clear and increasingly significant risk to the public, especially

to our nation's children. It is further evident that the abatement

of this hazard is neither simple nor straightforward. In fact,

improper abatement may lead to increased risk to occupants of

abated housing units. The magnitude of the problem is enormous and

has a potentially adverse health impact on a large percentage of

the current young generation and the next generation as well. The

negative consequences of improper abatement of lead-based paint

simply cannot be ignored. The health risks to children can be life

long.

Like the occupants of housing units where lead-based paint is

abated, the workers who perform the abatement activity are at risk

of excessive exposure to lead. OSHA promulgated comprehensive lead

regulations for general industry in 1978 in order to address the

worker health effects from lead exposures. Recent reports evidence

3
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significant non-compliance with these standards (American Journal

Industrial Medicine, Vol. 18, No. 1, 1990). Further, those workers

employed in the construction industry sector are not covered by the

comprehensive general industry OSHA standard. Increasing evidence

from the few states, currently 16, which require reporting of

elevated blood-lead levels demonstrates that construction workers

are often severely over-exposed and suffer highly elevated levels

of lead in blood. The construction industry will be the primary

industry engaged in lead paint abetment. Yet, the construction

industry is the least experienced in recognizing and preventing the

hazards of lead. Furthermore, the construction industry is the

least experienced high hazard industry in the country when it comes

to occupational health recognition and prevention programs.

Lead-based paint abatement is complicated with regard to the

implementation of methods to reduce or eliminate the hazard without

increasing risks to workers, children, and the public. Federal

HUD, EPA, OSHA, and DOT are directly involved in the regulation of

specific lead abatement activities. This complex array of

regulatory agency activities is not without precedent. Asbestos

abatement is a similar case and one of which is of significant

lesser magnitude than lead since it involves less than 1 million

commercial, public, and school buildings. OSHA regulates asbestos

exposures to workers engaged in activities within the scope of the

OSHA preview. EPA regulates public schools and applies the OSHA

asbestos standards to public employees in those states which are

4
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not covered by OSHA regulations. EPA also establishes minimum

training requirements for those engaged in asbestos abatement

including a training provider approval program, and regulates

disposal of asbestos abatement debris. DOT regulates the

transportation of asbestos waste. HUD has issued major guidelines

addressing the issue of lead paint abatement in Public and Indian

housing (55 FR 14556) including a revised worker protection chapter

(55 FR 39873) due to the deficiencies in the original version

largely associatcl with the huge disparity between OSHA's standards

covering general industry workers and construction workers.

The interagency coordination between the regulatory activities of

these agencies has not only created a tangled bureaucratic

nightmare for the regulatedtcommunities, it has also left major

gaps where workers and the public are exposed as a consequence of

asbestos abatement activities which are not clearly addressed.

Examples include asbestos identification in commercial buildings

and the lack of accredited training requirements for workers

covered by the OSHA standards. The important issue is, however,

that no one agency is accountable for the program. Because the

lead-based paint abatement issue is more complex, vastly greater

in magnitude than asbestos, and directly impacts millions of

children and tens of millions homes such a confusing array of

regulatory jurisdictions and lack of a single accountable federal

agency is detrimental to both worker and public health.

5
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CONCLUSIONS:

Basic conclusions relevant to the load-based paint abatement issue

based upon tho current situation ars as follows:

1. Lead-based paint in housing represents a know source of risk,

especially to millions of children.

2. Hugs numbers, some 57 million, of homes contain load-based

paint.

3. Lead-based paint can be removed from houses or other methods

can be utilized to largely eliminate the risks to occupants

from this hazard.

4. Failure to respond to the lead-based paint problem in housing

will result in the continued exposure of the public,

especially children, to this hazard.

5. Tightened recommendations by CDC with regard to blood-lead

levels in children which constitute a health threat will

increase the scope and magnitude of this problem while

heightening public concern.

6
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6. Improved abatement methods including worker training in these

methods is necessary if abatement is to be effective in

.reducing occupant exposure to lead. Current methods have been

demonstrated to be inadequate and indeed may increase the

health risk to workers and occupants as a consequence of

increased exposure to lead.

7. Current uSHA comprehensive regulations do not apply to

construction workers which will be the primary labor force

conducting lead paint abatement.

8. Current HUD guidelines only recommend comprehensive worker

protection measures due to the absence of such OSHA

regulations.

9. No federal training requirements or training program criteria

for load abatement activities currently exist.

10. Several federal agencies are currently involved in various

aspects of lead control activities. No federal agency is

evidencing a lead role in coordinating this complex

undertaking.

11. Work in response to this emerging issue has already begun.

The potential for aggravation of the childhood lead poisoning

problem as a consequence of improper abatement methods is

7
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highly probable. This problem will continue to mcalate in

the abeam. of comprehensive fderal control.

H.R. 2840 proposes to amend the Pudic Health Services Act to

"reduce human exposure to lead in residences, schools for young

children and day care centers, including exposure to lead in

drinking water, and for other purposes." H.R. 2840 contains five

(5) sections, of which cam Section (4) focuses upon Indoor lead

r.ntamination which is the section which is the principal focus

of this analysis. Section (4) specifically targets "covered

'residential premises..., school,' or day care center(s)", which

essentially are such facilities constructed before 1980.

Subtitle A to Section (4) addresses:

Lead inspection and abatement training and licensing

(Sec. 2801) through programs established within 2 years

of enactment by the Secretary, HHS.

Lead inspection, lead disclosure statements, and lead

abatement (Sec. 2802) based upon standards promolgated

within 2 years by the Secretary, HHS,

8
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Disclosure of indoor lead hazards (Sec. 2803) based upon

regulatiors promolgatm within 2 years by tho Secretary,

HHS.

A public education program (Sec. 2804) undertaken by the

Secretary HHS.

Inspections for lead contaminations in schools and day

care enters (Sec. 2821) and response actions based upon

the results thereof based upon rules promolgated by the

Secretary, HHS within 2 years of enactment.

Section (4) provisions require that lead inspections be conducted

by ligenissUlasLinfingraim per Sec. 2801. The Section does not

require deleading to be conducted by trained deleaders.

H.R. 2840 focus upon an important lead exposure potential

environment with specific regard to those at high risk: children.

This focus is needed, is appropriate, and is,central to the longer

term prevention of childhood lead poisoning. However, H.R. 2840

fails to address the related critical issues essential to achieving

that objective in that:

Norker pr2trStical_titsUldaril_argLi2212npriedays
required.

9
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As there are no comprehensive OSHA standards applicable

to lead in construction, which encompasses lead paint

abatement, this critical element in assuring that

abated facilities eliminate the lead hazard rather than

worsening it must be appropriately addressed if the

intent of H.R. 2840 is to be achieved. Sec. 2802(c) does

require the Secretary of HHS to promolgate standards for

lead abatement in covered premises to include protection

of residents and workers within 2 years although no basis

for such standards or requirements for interim standards

based upon currently available criteria is specified.

The DHHS has no experience in worker protection

regulations or there enforcement. Further, Sec. 2833

Enforcement include "regulations, order, abcreditations,

certifications, or license's" not "standards" as

specified in Sec. 2802 (c) thus abatement standards may

not be enforceable.

Lead inspector and deleader training requirements are

inmdequate.

It is essential that training programs required for

inspectors and deleaders (Sec. 2801) be required to meet

minimum curriculum requirements based upon inspection

and abatement standards. DHHS has no experience with

10
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programs of this typo or magnitude. Further, experience

with similar approaches involving asbestos abatement have

demonstrated the clear need to establish minimum training

provider and training curriculum requirements. In

addition, a program to accredit individual instructors

rather than training providers is a resource intensive

undertaking which would also present an immnse quality

control problem. These are critical natters, as the

protection of worker and public health has been

demonstrated to be directly linked to the adequacy of

worker, supervisor, and contractor training programs and

related training providers accreditation which assure

achievement of minimum levels of competency and

proficiency which are likewise not required by the Bill.

Absent language in H.R. 2840 establishing the importance

of such and vesting responsibility for such within an

agency which has had relevant experience assures that the

objectives of public health protection within H.R. 2840

will not be achieved in a timely fashion. Worse, the

public health problem may be exacerbated.

Licensed deleaders are not adeauatelv defined nor are

such reauired on lead abatement activities.

Experience has shown that the training requirements and

competency/proficiency requirements for abatement

11
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workers, supervisors, and contractors are different.

Workers, for example, do not need to be expert at

collection, chain-of-custody labeling, assured analysis

at a certified laboratory, and preparation of reports

documenting satisfactory lead abatement performance.

Supervisors and contractors must be so. This differing

dimension of activities and responsibilities is not

iecognized in Section (4) yet such is essential to an

effective training activity and subsequent conduct of

appropriate deleading activities.

Sec. 2802(e) Prohibitions does not require that deleading

of the covered facilities be conducted by licensed

deleaders as the conduct of such by unlicensed deleaders

(which includes contractors, presumably) is not

prohibited.

Potentially, the definition of deleaders, "perform(s)

lead abatement work", covers only lead abatement workers.

If such is the intent of H.R. 2840, it would be a grave

mistake as those controlling such workers, supervisors

and contractors, would not be included and they are

critical to an effective deleading actively.

A proaram to imolement training is not includestl.

12
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Th lead abatement problem is elormous and the potential

to adversely impact large number of workers, children,

and other occupants of improperly abated premises is very

real. H.R. 2840 makes no provisions for grant.programs,

for example, to assure the timely availability of a cadre

of trained personnel and trainers to meet the

requirements of the Bill.

ThLiarrnsax_ssamLaLleraign_LiLALAnsuriabr

Lead based paint in residences, schools for young

children, and day care centers does indeed represent a

real and significant threat to the Nation's young

persons. The training and licansure and le-d abatement

standards required by H.R.2840 are not, however, unique

to lead paint problems in only these environs. Lead in

a wide range of settings including our national highway

bridge infrastructure and commercial and public buildings

as examples. Training and licensure of "inspectors" and

"deleaders" And lead abatement standards are appropriate

for ell activities associated with lead paint abatement.

H.R. 2840 simply fails to recognize the broader scop4,

importance, and implications of this. What is not needed

for our Nation to address this major problem is training,

licensure, and abatement standards different and unique

to each environment where lead based paint exists.

13
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Because the magnitude of the potential public health threat is

large and increasing and several legislative and federal agency

mandates must be utilized to manage the lead paint abatement

crisis, it is recommended that he following be considered:

1. A single lead federal agency, EPA, be assigned responsibility

and accountability for the lead paint abatement program.

2. Within a defined period after enactment of lead paint

abatement legislation, 6 months, issuance of comprehensive

interim regulations in the following categories be required

legislatively:

Worker protection

Public protection

Environmental prctection

Training standards, criteria, certification,

accreditation.

Such worker protection interim standards to be based upon the

revised Chapter 8 to the HUD Guidelines (55 FR 39873).

3. Within a specified time pe,

14

promulgation of final
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regulations based upon those listed in 2 above.
I f-ir'

4. The lead agency charged with establishing an interagency

coordinating committee which will function in an advisory

capacity to the EPA Administrator on the regulatory program

interactions as well as coordination, enforcement and

research.

5. The National Institute of occupational Safety and Health be

charged with the responsibility of developing an occupational

Health Hazard Evaluation focused on lead paint abatement and

that be provided to die EPA Administrator within 9 months of

enactment.

6. the National Institute of Environmental Health Science to

perform an Environmental Health Hazard Evaluation.

7. EPA to be responsible for annual reports to Congress on the

progress in implementing the program.

8. EPA to establish a National Advisory Committee to serve as

advisors and consultants to the Administrator for the lead

abatement program.

We have developed recommended legislative language which

incorporates the above recommendations which is hereto attached.

15
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LEAD ABATEMENT REGULATION
111/9112111001W11111MCWRAIIIIIO

SECTION I. REGULATIONS

a. promulaation: The Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency ("EPA"), shall, within one year from the

date of enactment, promulgate final regulations governing lead

abatement activities.

b. hinel Regulations: Final regulations promulgated

under Section I(a) shall:

i) include such requirements which may be

appropriate in revising the Interim Regulations required under

Section / c which may include any revisions to the Department of

Housing and Urban Development Guidelines which serve as the basis

for the Interim Regulations, final or proposed worker protection

standards issued by the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-

tion governing exposures to lead, and worker or public protection

standards which may be issued by other Federal or state agencies.

ii) include specific requirements for the accredi-

tation of lead abatement training programs for lead abatement

workers, supervisors, contractors, inspectors, and planners to

include:

(a) minimum requirements for the accredita-

tion of training providers.

(b) minimum training curriculum requirements.

(c) minimum training hour requirements.

(d) minimum hands-on training requirements.
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(e) minimum trainee competency and

proficiency requirements.

(f) minimum requirements for training program

quality control.

(g) procedures for approving accreditation

programs by the States.

iii) include specific requirements for the training

of lead abatement workers, supervisors, contractors, inspectors,

and planners to include at a minimum:

(a) health effects of lead and sources of

eXposures.

(b) workers protection practices and proce-

dures.

(c) abatement methods.

(d) prohibited abatement methods and practi-

ces.

(e) clean-up and clearance procedures.

(f) disposal requirements.

(g) testing and monitoring.

(h) medical monitoring.

(i) encapsulation and maintenance practices.

(j) EPA regulatory requirements.

(k) recordkeeping.

(1) worker rights and responsibilities.

(m) insurance and bonding requirements.

G
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iv) include specific requirements for the certifi-

cation of lead abatement contractors.

c. Uteri. Roaulational Within 6 months of enactment,

the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency shall

issue interim regulations governing lead abatement activities that

are at least as comprehensive in scope and specificity as the

guidelines issued by the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment published at Federal Register, FR 55, p. 14556 (April 18,

1990) and the revised Chapter 8 (worker protections) of those

guidelinee published at Federal Register FR 55, P.39873 (Sept. 28,

1990).

SECTION II. ADMINISTRATION

a. agminiatiatm The Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency shall delegate to the respective states

the administration of the regulations promulgated in accordance

with Section I.

b. Interagency Coorlinatioes The Administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency may, through appropriate formal

agreements, delegate to other Federal agencies the enforcement of

specific regulations promulgated in accordance with Section I.

Such agreements shall be subject to public review and comment prior

to their implementation.

c. Consultation: The Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency shall consult with other agencies of the

Federal government with respect to the promulgation and enforcement
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of regulations established by Section I. Such agencies shall

include the Occupational Safety and Health Administrator, the Mine

Safety and Health Administration, and the Departments of Housing

and Urban Development, Transportation, Health and Human Services,

Defense and Energy.

SECTION III. LEAD ABATEMENT RESEARCH

a. MatinaLlaatitute_otjayiraementallealtkillagageas

The Director of the National Institute of Environmental Health

Sciences shall conduct a program of basic and applied research to

identify, characterize, and quantify risks to human health from

exposure to lead, and to develop treatment protocols to reduce the

detrimental effects of the full range of exposures to lead in

children and in adults.

The Director of the National Institute of Environmental

Health Sciences shall provide a report to the Congress in two years

on:

i) recent research results on the health effects

of lead exposure on children and adults.

ii) current treatments for lead poisoning and other

therapies intended to reduce the effects of lead exposures.

iii) future research needed to fill gaps in the

understanding of the health effects and treatment of lead exposure.

NOTE: THIS SECTION oN NIERS SHOULD MI ADDED TO
SECTION 407 OF S.391.

6 2
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b. National Institute for Occupational Safety aaN

Nyalth. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

shall conduct a comprehensive program for the prevention of

hazardous occupational lead abatement exposures. The research

program shall include the following:

i) development of surveillance and intervention

capability in the states to identify and prevent iluzardous

exposures to lead abatement workers.

ii) development and demonstration of lead abatement

control technologies and/or work practices to identify and prevent

hazardous lead exposures in the work place.

iii) evaluation of health effects of low and high

levels of occupational lead exposures on reproductive, neurologic,

renal, and cardiovascular health.

iv) identification of high risk occupational

settings for which prevention activities should be targeted.

v) a study to assess the potential exposures and

risks from lead to janitorial and custodial

workers.

NOTE: TEIS SICTION ON NIOSE MOULD REPLACE smcnog
407(11)(2) of 8.3n

SECTION IV. TRAINING GRANT PROGRAM

a. Grant Purnossas Grants for the training and

education of workers who are or may be directly elgaged in lead

abatement activities shall be made under this subsection.
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b. adainistratim Grants under this subsection shall

be administered by the National InstitUte for Occupational Safety

and Health ("NIOSH").

c. Grant Recdoients: Grants shall be awarded to non-

profit organizations engaged in lead abatement activities with

demonstrated experience in implementing and operating worker health

and safety lead abatement training and education programs and with

a demonstrated ability to reach and involve in lead training

programs target populations of workers who are or will be directly

engaged in lead abatement activities. Grants shall be awarded only

to those organizations which fund at least 30 percent of their lead

abatement tralninc programs from non-federal sources (not including

in-kind contributions) and commit to continue the training program

with 100 percent non-federal funds after the expiration of the

authorization.

SECTION V. DEFINITION -- LEAD ABATEMENT ACTIVITIES

a. For the purposes of Sections I-IV, lead abatement

activities means activities engaged in by workers, supervisors,

contractors, inspectors and planners engage in the removal,

disposal, handling, inspection and transportation of lead-based

paint and materials containing lead-based paint from public and

private dwellings, public and commercial buildings, bridges, and

other structures or superstructures where lead-based paint presents

or may present an unreasonable risk to health or the environment.

V240.00
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STATEMENT OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS*

ON H.R.

SUBMITTED TO ThE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HFAL111 AND THE ENVIRONMENT

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE

JULY 26, 1991

allaglligaiffl

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views on H.R. 2840, the "Lead

Contamination Control Act of 1991," and the issues surrounding the problem of lead in the

indoor environment.

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* is comprised of more than 800,000

members involved in all aspects of the real estate industry. While we do not support all of the

concepts contained in II.R. 2840. we feel that it provides a starting point to stimulate discussion

among the alfccted parties concerned with the overall lead problem. We look forward to

working with this Subcommittee and the Congress to fashion a workable solution to address the

serious health problems facing our nation's children as a result of their exposure to lead.

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* strongly believes that every

individual should have the opportunity to live in safe and decent housing where risks to health

from pollution are minimized. We are committed to supporting efforts to identify and reduce the

potential health threat that lead may pow, while at the same time protecting the value and

salability of homes, as well as. the stability of tne marketplace.

We further support increased education of all homeowners about lead so that they will

become aware of. and motivated to test for, potential health hazards. Homeowners contemplating

6,15
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the sale of their homes should also recognize their responsibility to disclose to real estate brokers

or agents, and to potential purchasers, lead hazards that present a significant risk to health.

Notwithstanding, we believe lead should be viewed as a public health issue and that

legislative and administrative efforts should be broadly directed at the general public, rather than

focused on the real estate transaction.

LEAD HAZARD INSPECTION TIED TO ME POINT OF SAIE OF PROPERTY

The rationale behind the sections of H.R. 2840 dealing with lead hazard inspection and

disclosure is that the real estate transaction process is the most logical place to alert homeowners

to hazards posed by lead in the home environment. While at first glance that may appear true,

the facts show the opposite.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has estimated that of the

77 million privately owned and occupied homes built before 1980, 57 million contain lead based

paint. Of these 57 million, an estimated 9.9 million are occupied by families with children under

the age of 7. Of those 9.9 million, 3.8 million pose "priority hazards" in that they have non-intact

paint and/or lead dust. This 3.8 million represents 6.7 percent of the 57 million homes with lead

based paint.

Approximately 3.4 million homes are sold annually, and an estimated 3 million of those

homes were built prior to 1980. Of those 3 million, 74 percent (2.2 million) can reasonably be

expected to contain lead based paint. Expressed as a percentage of the total 57 million homes

containing lead, that 2.2 million estimated turnover figure represents a 3.8 percent annual

transaction-based testing and possible abatement rate, auuming all homes with lead based paint

are actually abated.

G
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In addition, of the 2.2 million home sold annually that contain lead based paint, we can

assume that 6.7 percent (148,000) represent those with "priority hazards" and children under the

age of 7.

If the goal is truly to alert those at risk, tying testing to the transaction process is not the

most effective way of doing so. Assuming that in an average year there are 3.4 million home sales

in the United States, in a perfect world it would take approximately 25 years to turn over the 57

million homes at risk. And that 25-year figure is misleading since some homes may turn over

more often, and the fact that the 3.4 million sales per-year includes homes built after 1980, which

aren't covered, as well as previously-occupied homes. In other words, relying upon the home

transaction process to alleviate the problem will be a very long, slow process and more

importantly, will leave another generation of America's children at risk.

At this Subcommittee's April hearing on lead in the indoor environment, many Members

took the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to task for the fact that they were allowing

municipal water systems un to 20 years to comply with the new lead in water standards. Yet, if

this legislation is enacted in its current form, it will take that long, if not longer, to ultimately test

every home in America for lead based paint and related lead hazards.

Congress needs to develop a faster, more reliable method to identify both the homes at

greatest risk and those with children nder the age of 7. Reliance on the home transaction

process to force Americans to test their homes is a scattershot, inefficient approach to the

problem.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON 110VSING VALUES AND AFFORDABILI1Y

The major concern which the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* has with

H.R. 2840 is the potentially devastating effect it will have upon housing prices and home sales
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across the nation. While we grant you that no one can, or is implying that you can put a price

upon the lost intellectual capacity of a child caused by lead exposure, the fact remains that this

legislation will have a detrimental effect on a real estate market that has already suffered a

precipitous decline, with serious impact on the nation's banking system.

HUD estimates that the average cost per-unit to remove lead is $7,700 with a range

between $5,500 to $12,000. This cost reflects neither the cost of testing, estimated at $375, nor

the relocation expenses that may be incurred in cases where it would not be safe for the family to

remain in the home during the abatement process. This time can be as much as three to four

weeks for a 3-bedroom home. Granted, some costs may decrease somewhat over time if the lead

inspection and deleading industry attains certain economies of role. But nonetheless, the cost

will still be steep for the average American family.

For many of these families, the money they have invested in their home is their biggest

source of savings and investment. In fact, many Americans rely on the eventual sale of their

home to provide retirement income or to provide some inheritance for their children.

We should also not forget that the cost of lead testing and possibly abatement, if called

for during the real estate transaction, will impact the affordability of a home, and particularly

affect lower income and first-time homebuyers, who are typically families with small children. lf,

as often happens, the seller and buyer split the cost of an average abatement ($7,700), the cost to

the first-time home buyer would be $3,850. The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

REALTORS estimates that a typical starter home is priced at $81,100, and that the potential

first-time homebuyers typically only have 80% of the income necessary to purchase a such a

home. In fact, these additional costs for testing, and possitoy abating lead paint will no doubt

price some of these first-time purchasers out of the market.

6'1S
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While H,R. 2840 does not mandate lead abatement, the practical effect will be to force

many homeowners to delead in order to market the home, especially to potential buyers with

small children. The cost of delcading does not increase the value of the property, and is

therefore not recoverable and would reduce the potential selling price/value by the cost of the

deleading. In other words, thc seller will be left with the option of deleading or dropping the cost

by the price of the deleading, which as we've seen can be upwards of $12,000.

Extrapolated over the 57 million homes in the country with some lead problems, the

devaluation would seriously exacerbate an already beleaguered real estate market and the

economy in general. In fact, a rcport by the Environmental Defense Fund estimates the cost just

to abate lead hazards in the 24 million homes and apartments that most need it to be $240

billion!

This legislation also raises a fundamental issuc of fairness. Why sh)uld the current

homeowner bear the brunt of alleviating a condition hc or shc did not cause? In the case of

older homes, it may have been the homebuilder or a previous homeowner, many times removed,

who may have been the source of the problem by having the home painted with lead based paint.

Thcrc is also the long-standing responsibility of the manufacturer of lead based paint. The paint

manufacturer, the homebuilder or the previous homcowncr who caused the problem could just as

rightly be required to indemnify the current owner for somc part of the deleading cost. Such a

policy is utilized undcr Superfund law whcrc the person responsible for contaminating a property

with hazardous waste is required to finance the clean-up.

Wc are also concerned that, over time, large numbers of owners of homes with lead

hazards may press for lower local tax asscssments based on the lowered value of thcir home.

While a reassessment would provide short term property tax relief for the affected homeowner, in

areas with a preponderance of older homes, such as New England and the Midwest, the result

6 1 9
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may be an eroded tax base for already hard-pressed communities. The lower tax basewill

ultimately affect the delivery of local services, such as education, police and lire protection and

the like.

MULTI-FAMILY PROPERTIES

The effects of KR. 2840 would be even more dramatic on owners of multi-family

properties. First, owners of lead-affected properties would be at a distinct marketing disadvantage

in attracting families with small children, versus owners of post-19F0 properties or pre-1980

properties without lead. If they decided to delead to increase the marketability of their

apartments, the owners would be forced to increase rents to recover the cost of deleading. They

would also have to absorb the cost of relocation of tenants from individual units during the

abatement process. The cost of deleading a 2-bedroom apartment can run as high as $10,000.

Combined with the 1986 tax law reforms limiting passive losses on real estate activity, the

expenses associated with lead testing and abatement may simply force marginally profitable

landlords to sell their properties at a greatly reduced cost, hold on to their properties, thus

delaying testing and abetment or, in extreme cases, abandon their investment altogether. This

will be especially true in large urban areas where landlords are prevented from passing their

deleading expenses along to renters due to rent control laws. Foreclosing on and marketing

multi-family properties with lead hazards is certainly not something the already-strapped

Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) are

equipped to deal with.

In older, inner-city multi-family buildings with lead based paint problems, one should

expect that there will be some loss of units due to abandonment or demolition. Removals or

-"v'ersions of rental units to commercial is a prospect as well, depending on zoning and city
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government policies. Excessive code enforcement in the last decade has resulted in the removal

of many downtown single-room occupancy hotels, which is onc strong factor associated with

homelessness. Certainly, lead based paint abatement will increase the prices of rental housing in

the inner cities, with the greatest impacts on moderate to low-income renters. It is fair to assume

that the worst impacts will be in the most depressed areas.

SELLER DISCLOSURE

Thc NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* strongly supportithe concept of

mandatory seller disclosure, and we agrcc with the sponsors of H.R. 2840, that sellers, lessors and

their agents should bc required to notify potential buyers and lessees concerning all known lead

hazards in the homc or apartment. At our April 1991, Mid-Ycar meetings we adopted policy,

"encouraging State Associations of REALTORS* to develop and support legislation or regulation

requiring mandatory property condition disclosure by the seller."

Unfortunately, only two states, California and Maine, have enacted seller disclosure

legislation to date. However, we arc encouraged by the fact that several state legislatures

considered similar legislation during 1991. Both Maine and California specifically include lead

based paint on their mandatory disclosure forms. In addition, many of our state REALTOR°

Associations have developed sample forms for REALTORS to use in the interim. We have

included some of these forms for your consideration (Appendix A). You will be pleased to note

that they include lead based paint.

We would be very interested in working with this Subcommittee and Congress to develop

incentives for states to expedite the process of adopting mandatory seller disclosure. The seller

has the most intimate knowledge of his home and the disclosure requirement included in H.R.

2840 appropriately places responsibility on him or her.

.6 5
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TAX IMPACTS OF ILL 2840

We realize that given the current Federal budget deficit, it is impractical to expect the

federal government to absorb the massive costs that lead abatement will generate. However, it is

also unreasonable for the Congress to expect that this enormous financial burden can be absorbed

solely by the private real estate sector in any reasonable period of time. In addition, we recognize

the enormous costs the federal government already faces in abating lead in HUD, RTC and

military housing properties.

Current Internal Revenue Service (IRS) practices provide a basis for treating the cost of

lead abatement as a capital rather than an operating expense. As such thc cost would be

amortized over the life of the property, rather than expensed in thc year the expense occurred.

Legislative or regulatory changes would obviously be needed to permit lead abatement to be

classified as a current operating expense, and deducted in the year the costs are incurred.

Congress should consider the use of incentives to motivate homeowncrs to test for lead

hazards. As a means to that end. perhaps Congress could allow homeowners who itemize

deductions on their federal income tax return to dcduct thc cost of lead testing and abatcmcnt

with othcr medical deductions. Another option could be thc development of lead tax credits,

similar to energy tax credits, for testing and abatement of lead hazards. The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts requires mandatory lead abatcmcnt at the point of sale for families with children

under the age of 6 and offers homeowners tax credits for some of the lead abatement costs they

incur.

Congress may also want to consider an excise tax on lead producers, pipe manufacturers

and the companies that manufactured lead based paint prior to its prohibition in thc Seventies, to

help fund abatement for properties with high-priority lead hazards and children under the age of

seven. Such actions would follow thc precedents set in recent court-imposed settlements for

G52
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claims against asbestos manufacturers. Some of the monies generated could also go to fund an

aggressive screening program to facilitate early detection of the children most at WA. Current

statistics would indicate that less than 5 percent of children aged 6 and under are currently

screened for lead exposure.

. . .4 STI I ; .0 D4.11 . 111: 'it
Another major impact that HI 2840 will have on the real estate transaction is the

disruptive effect of testing on a property before it can be sold. Homes containing excessively high

levels of lead may have to be removed from the markct entirely until an appropriate abatement

strategy has been developed and completed.

In those areas of the country with a preponderance of older homes, it is becoming more

common for a prospective buyer to request a lead test prior to closing. However, there is a

significant dearth of qualified lead tcsting companies and delcading contractois in most of the

United States. H.R. 2841) will literally require the creation of an extensive lead testing and

abatement infrastructure. While the legislation allows for extensions for states without an

adequate number of lead inspectors, we feel the legislation should also allow states extensions if

there are not enough certified deleading contractors as well. In many casez, an inadequate

abatement job can actually create morc risks for thc residents of a home than leaving the

property as is.

Until an adequate lead inspection infrastructure is created, delays may occur when there

are problems in obtaining or deploying testing equipment and ensuring an accurate and a timely

laboratory analysis of thc samples taken. These problems can be compounded if lead based paint

is found and retesting and abatemcnt is negotiatcd by thc parties prior to the signing of a

contract.

6053
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The federal government should carefully consider moving ahead, keeping in mind the

controversy generated by the chemical Tris a number of years ago. In that case, the federal

government required manufacturers to treat all children's sleepwear with the flame-retardant Tris.

Only later was it discovered that Tris was a carcinogen, and the chemical was promptly banned --

after subjecting children to the danger of cancer and costing consumers millions of dollats.

The parallel to lead based paint is that hasty actions may have unintended consequences.

Lead paint, like flammable sleepwear, is clearly dangerous. But the process of eliminating one

risk may be even more dangerous than the proposed solution. A poorly performed lead

abatement, as HUD reports, may increase the lead risks in a home.

The abatement industry is new and inexperienced. The demands placed on the industry

may well strain the capacity of quality firms while attracting firms willing to do a quick job for a

fast buck, while preying on parents' concern for their children. Licensure of firms may add to the

problem. While keeping out abatement firms that may do a quality job, licensure will protect

already existing firms from competition -- an incentive structure with generally undesirable

outcomes, such as bribing inspectors and the emtrgence of black-market firms. These latter

outfits may deceive a public that is generally ignorant of the potential hazards involved in lead

abetement. As a :mull, thousands, perhaps millions, of dollars may bc spent on shoddy abatement

jobs tcross the country without a decrease in lead exposure or dangers. There simply must be

some mechanism to police abatement firms so that such things do not occur.

,7UBLIC EDUCATION

A public education program addressing lead hazards and the law's requirements, will be

sorely needed to ensure that the situations noted above do not occur. We are glad to see that

real estate agents are one of the groups included in this public education initiative. The
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS. will do all it can to assist the federal

government in raising the awareness of our membership and clients concerning this vital problem

and we appreciate your assistance in this regard.

In this regard, we note that legislation has been introduced in the Senate, which calls for

the lender to distribute brochures to potential purchasers on radon during the loan application

process. It would not be an additional burden to include lead based paint as another major

environmental hazards for homebuyers to be alert for. Assuming the Senate legislation is passed,

it might be more appropriate to include the information called for in the lead disclosure statement

in the brochure that would be mandated for distribution by lenders. This would alleviate the

redundancy of having such information passed out by the real estate agent.

REIMULREALZEIATEACtENLi

Several factors will make it difficult for real estate agents to clearly understand and

perform their functions regarding the presence of lead under H.R. 2840.

First, the legal obligation of a real estate agent to a customer relative to undiscovered or

latent material defects of a property is usually, and more properly, established by state, not

federal, law.

Second, the problem of lead is particularly difficult since tizting is not yet standardized.

Thus, even where the broker's legal duties can be specifically prescribed, satisfactory performance

thereof may bc inhibited by the difficulty of obtaining reliable test data or uncertainty in the

proper use of such data in ascertaining the potential risks faced by a customer.

Finally, real estate brokers and sales people are employed to function as property

marketing agents, not as experts in technical issues regarding the implications of environmental

conditions such as lead . Thus, although licensed by the statc to perform a marketing function,
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real estate agents may nevertheless be looked upon by prospective purchasers as a source,

perhaps thc only source, of environmental information and counsel, which the agent is ill-trained

to provide.

In those instances where a broker has knowledge that lead hazards exist in a home, we

recognize his obligation to disclose that fact to any prospective buyers. In some circumstances, it

may be prudent, helpful or even legally or ethically necessary that a broker provide a buyer and/or

seller with information regarding the possible presence of lead in a home, and the consequences

which may result from extended exposure lead hazards. But in no case does or should the

broker's legal or ethical duty go any further, since he is ordinarily not trained, nor required by law

to be trained in technical matters such as lead discovery, abatement strategies, or health hazards.

The broker is not a qualified source of professional guidance for a homebuyer regarding the risks

rittendant to lead in a particular home, even though buycrs often may not properly evaluate and

dcal with those risks.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, wc appreciate this opportunity to present our views on this subject. While

we have concerns about the implications H.R. 2840 could have on the affordability and availability

of housing, we sincerely wish to work with the Congress, and othcr interested parties, to help

lessen the risk to our nation's children from exposure to lead.
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SELLER'S DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
REALTOR' FOR DISTRIBUTION TO SELLERS AND LISTING BROKERS LentuNIT,

INSTRUCTION SHEET

A. PURPOSE
The Seller's Description of Property is intended to supplement the usual listing information obtained

by brokers and to assist the brokers in communicating information concerning residential property
from the seller to prospective buyers. It is also intended to provide a measure of protection tor seller
and buyer ensuring that information concerning the condition of the property is communicated.

B. RECOMMENDED USE
It is recommended that the sellers fill in the form. If the setters are unsure of any factual informa-

tion or about legl questions addressed by the form, the seller should check the "UNKN" (unknown)
block. II Items do not apply (e.g, security system) the seller should Indicate "NA" (not applicable).

Certain questions have been omitted. which apply only In limited locations le.g. contamination of
local water. overnight parking restrictions, proximity of nuclear power plants, etc.). If applicable.
such information can be provided by sellers in the space provided for additional Information (third
page) The inclusion or exclusion of information on this form is not !Mewled to establish any obligation
of the broker or seller to disclose such information. However, the Consumer ProtecliOn Act
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 93A, obligates a broker to disclose properly defects he/she Is
aware of which affect the property's value or may affect a buyer's decision to purchase.

It is recommended that a COpy of the form be retained by the sellers. Before a buyer signs an
Offer to Purchase a property it is suggested that the buyer be given a copy of the form. The parties
may want to attach a copy of the form to the Offer or Purchase and Sale Agreement.

C. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. 0. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE FORM? WHY IS IT HELPFUL TO THE SELLER AND

BROKER/
A. The form has been developed to get the best and fairest price for the seller's home and

to protect sellers from claims that the condition of the property was misrepresented. The form deals
with matters that are most frequently misunderstood by buyers and, therefore, beCome the source
of claims. Rather than obtaining the information from the sellers orally. a written form reduces the
risk that the Information will not be accurately reported. Generally, hums who are advised of problems
are not discouraged by disclosures Rather. it is the surprises which cause problems. Sellers We not
being asked to make representations when they are unsure of the accuracy of their responses, since
all the sellers nemfoo le explain their uncertainty or indicate "unknown" as the answer.

2. 0. IF THE BROKERS HAVE QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS. WHOM SHOULD THEY CONTACT?

A. Questions, commments and feedback concerning the use of the form should be
addressed to the Massachusetts Association of Realtors. P.O. Box 9036. Waltham. MA 022549036.
Comments should be in writing so continued improvement and revision of the form will be possible.

Cupyrignt owned by MAR. Anyone wis.liag to reproduce any nart ef Clis document
must contact MAR for permission.

Thls form is intended for voluntary use by members of the Massachusetts Association of Realtors.
Its use Is not moulted, but is entirely discretionary.
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National Food Processors Association
1401 New 'fork Ave., KW.
Washington, D.C. 20005
202/619-59M
f AX 202/614-5912

,TE8TIMONT FOR THE RECORD

on H.R. 2840

THE REDUCTION OP LEAD IN THE ENVIRONMENT

ACT OP 1991

The National Food Processors Association (NFPA) is the

science-based association of the food industry whose 500 member

companies manufacture the nation's processed-packaged fruits and

vegetables, juices and drinks, meat and poultry, seafood, and

specialty products.

During the past 16 years, the food industry has

significantly reduced the potential for human exposure to lead

through food products. This achievement is the result of a

voluntary cooperative effort between the NFPA and the Can

Manufacturers Institute (CAI). This effort involved the

development of new can manufacturing technologies for metal

containers including development of the two-piece container (with

no side seam) , the welded side seam three-piece container and the

tin soldered three-piece container. These developments required

commitment of significant resources by container manufacturers.

Conversion to full scale production of two-piece and welded

containers required replacement of existing can manufacturing

lines with new equipment and a commitment by the food processing

industry to purchase the new containers as they became available.

Economics dictated that new containers be sized to fit existing

can filling and closure equipment to reduce conversion costs for

the food processing industry and thereby encourage more rapid

utilization of the tecanology. Changes in the configuration of

some of the new cans required extensive testing to assure the

continued safety of thermally processed foods.

I I IN (> I II %)AT1II
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The dramatic results of this national effort are illustrated

by an 86% reduction in the average level of lead in canned food

products and an overall reduction in the use of lead-soldered

cans from 90.3% of total domestic production in 1979 to just

3.07% in the first quarter of 1990. These statistics clearly

illustrate the willingness and the ability of the industry to

respond to concerns about the safety of the food supply. The

food industry is now completing the final step voluntarily to

eliminate the manufacture and use of lead-soldered cans within

the United States. Based on information provided by our members,

NFPA and CMI understand that the food processing industry will

cease the production, packing, and distribution of foods in lead-

soldered containers by theend of July, 1991. This applies both

to domestic production and to canned foods imported by our

members. Our joint membership represents about 90-95% of total

domestic canned food production.

Lead fevels ir canned foods now are approaching background

levels for lead present in the environment. In addition, lead

levels in most products are below the limit of quantitation for

existing analytical methodology. More sensitive analytical

techniques can be expected to quantify extremely low levels of

naturally occurring lead in food products. Thus, even the

eventual eliaination of all lead-soldered cans for food use will

not yield significant additional reductions in lead exposure from

foods.

H.R. 2840, Section 2828, would require that 12 months after

enactment, a food product would be adulterated if it is packaged

in a can or other container that contains solder or flux with any

lead content. This would eliminate the use of lead-solder which,

as we have noted, the U.S. food industry has voluntarily

eliminated. However, the bill would also eliminate the use of

tin solder containing any detectable lead. This would eliminate

the production and use of any three-piece containers using tin

- 2 -
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solder as all tin solder will contain minute quantities of lead.

Current industry specifications for tin solder used for food

containers establish a maximum lead content of 0.05% lead in the

tin solder with most product in the 0.02% to 0.03% range. This

is the lowest level achievable with currently available

technology. Such overly stringent measures would eliminate the

only material available for three-piece containers, and are

unnecessary for the protection of public health, since exposure

is minimal.

The bill also would classify a food product as adulterated

if it bears or contains any lead. Virtually all foods contain

minute quantities of lead absorbed from the soil, water or air,

while grown in the field. Lead is ubiquitous in the environment

and can be expected to be found with more refined analytical

methods which detect and quantify lead content at the part per

billion level. As a practical matter, this minute exposure to

naturally-accurring lead is not a threat to human health,

therefore, it is unnecessary to classify food products as

adulterated within the meaning of the Federal Food, Drug, and

Cosmetic Act.

We hope the Subcommittee will give serious consideration to

these comments. The food processing industry, along with the can

manufacturing industry, has made significant progress in reducing

human exrosure to lead through food products and is prepared to

take, in concert with FDA, the additional steps required to

protect human health.

- 3 -
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Aecyclers of Copper Alloy Products
300 West Washington Street: Suite 1500 365 Moln Street
Chkogo, IL 60606 Noshus NH 03060
Phone: (312) 836-2713 Phone: (603) 889-2233
1,8X: (312) 236.8772 ffIXI (603) 8864700

Chairman Waxman, members of this distinguished

subcommittee, my name is Allan B. Silber and I am the

Chairman of the Recyclers of Copper Alloy Products (RE-

CAP). In addition to my representation of RE-CAP, I am the

Vice President of a small ingot manufacturing plant in New

Hampshire, which my grandfather started 90 years ago. I

also serve as President of the Brass and Bronze Ingot

Manufacturers and as Vice-Chairman of the U.S. Department

of commerce's and U.S. Special Trade Representative's

Industrial Sector Advisory committee on Non-Ferrous Metals

and Ores.

On behalf of the members of RE-CAP, I appreciate

the opportunity to present to this Subcommittee our

perspective on the issues important to our industry that

are raised by H.R. 2840.

Before I continue, let me describe very briefly

the nature of the organization / speak for. RE-CAP is a

coalition of associations whose members throughout this

century have played a critical role in the closed loop

recycling of secondary metals. Our members include the

American Foundrymen's Society, American Pipe Fittings

Pnnted on Recycled Paper
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Association, Brass and Bronze Ingot Manufacturers, Copper and Brass

Fabricators Council, Copper & Brass Servicecenter Association,

Copper Development Association, Institute of Scrap Recycling

Industries, and the Non-Ferrous Founders' Society. In addition,

RE-CAP also works closely with a number of other ortanizations,

including the Plumbing Manufacturers Institute, although they are

not formal members of the RE-CAP coalition.

RE-CAP's members cover a broad range and include copper

and wrought copper alloy producers, scrap dealers, ingot

manufacturers, and non-ferrous foundries. These industries depend

upon one another for economic survival. For example, scrap dealers

collect and process used automobile radiators and other copper

alloy scrap, including old faucets, for sale to ingot

manufacturers. They melt the scrap and alloy it to exacting

specifications. The alloy typically will include large quantities

of copper. The copper alloy ingots are sold to non-ferrous

foundries, who then cast the ingot into brass and bronze plumbing

components that are subsequently machined (and in some cases

polished, buffed and plated) to achieve their final configuration

for the faucet manufacturers.

The production of quality ingot metal alloys is not a

simple melting process, but is a fully developed, carefully

supervised, and scientifically controlled refining process. When

an article of copper or copper alloy has served its initial purpose

3
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or is no lowi.er fit for service, such as an automobile radiator,

it is ready to be converted into somethinv else useful. The metal'

value is continually present in such discarded equipment, even

though the equipment is worthless as such. Although copper does

not last forever in any one form, it is continually being

recovered, refined, realloyed, reworked and otherwise used again.

This closed loop recycling process has been a national

success story for nearly a century in this country. At least 4

billion pounds of brass and related copper alloys are recycled

annually in the United States. In fact, nearly all of the brass

used by the American plumbing fittings industry comes from these

recycled metals. This successful recycling effort means that for

each and every ton of recycled copper:

-- Tons of metals are not introduced into our

ecosystems;

-- Thousands of pounds of valuable metals are not cast

off into landfills;

Acres of land are conserved and not ravaged to

expose the minerals below the surface; and

Substantial energy savings are achieved.

To manufacture the literally thousands of copper

alloy products that meet a broad range of consumer, industrial, and

military needs, it is important that carefully-specified

4
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percentages of lead be used with the large quantities of copper

already present. Leaded copper a:loys:

Improve machinability;

Are less subject to failure when exposed to very hot

or very cold fluids;

Are spark-resistant and therefore fire-reducing;

Are pressure tight because the lead fills the

microvoids in the cast structure;

Are corrosion resistant as proven over a century of

use;

Have low sound conductance; and

Are self-lubricating to lower the friction

coefficient in moving or sliding surfaces.

With respect to brass and bronze plumbing fittings, !t

is important to emphasize that virtually no virgin metal is

introduced or used in manufacturing these products; they are the

end product which results from recycling scrap metal. The faucet

you use today may have been made from the faucet which your

grandfather used as a child. And your faucet eventually will

become the scrap from which these and other copper alloy products

are made.

Accordingly, and given the interdependence of the

industries represented by RE-CAP, any significant disruption to

this closed-loop recycling process -- whether legislative or

5
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regulatory In nature -- will have tremendous and perhaps unintended

consequences dnwnstream in the manufacturing process. It is for

precisely this reason that RE-CAP has been vigilant in educating

the Congress as to the nature of our business and active in trying

to help draft legislation that does not unintentionally drive our

memLers out of business and would deny consumers proven quality and

sanitary plumbing products for their homes.

With this background in place, Mr. Chairman, I wish to

emphasize that RE-CAP shares the health-oriented goals of your

legislation and commends both you, Congressman Sikorski, and the

other members of this Subcommittee for bringing this issue to such

national prominence. While we have strong reservations with

respect to the current language on plumbing fittings contained in

H.R. 2840, we intend to continue our work with your subcommittee

staff in a good faith attempt to craft a mutually acceptable

solution on this issue.

We also wish to emphasize that several research and

development initiatives are underway which seek to control or limit

the levels of lead leachate into drinking water supplies from brass

and bronze plumbing fittings. Some of these include:

Sodium Acetate Wash. With the assistance of researchers

at the University of Florida, research is underway with

respect to a sodium acetate wash process which may be

11,
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able to selectively remove lead from the surface of

brass, thereby reducing the potential for lead leachate;

platina. Research on plating the inside surface of brass

fittings; and

-- Waterway Surface Reduction. This involves research into

shrinking the diameter of brass waterways to reduce the

surface area from which lead could leach.

The problems with these and other projects, like all

exploratory R & D efforts, are that the time required for adequate

scientific testing, the practicability of commercial application,

and the technological and economic feasibility of the prOects are

largely unknown factors. Thus, although preliminary results in

several instances appear promising, time is necessary to complete

these and other important projects. Consequently, legislative or

regulatory initiatives must take into consideration the feasibility

of our interrelated industries being able to comply, and likewise

should be very careful not to interfere with the closed loop

recycling which these industries use in manufacturing brass and

bronze fittings.

Some current legislative and regulatory scenarios under

active consideration, for many of reasons already stated, run the

risk of:

7
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Crippling the critical plumbing fittings market for

a wide range of copper alloy industries;

Precipitating plant shutdowns and unemployment

across the country;

Threatening the supply of non-ferrous castings for

a wide variety of domestic and military products;

Triggering mass consumer irritation;

Spawning a significant increase in imports whose

alloy content will be unenforceable as a practical

matter; and

Jeopardizing the current productive use of millions

of pounds pf scrap which is annually recycled by the

members of RE-CAP.

With respect to the provisions of H.R. 2840 which relate

to plumbing fittings, RE-CAP believes them to be both impossible

to comply with and a prescriptior for the economic devastation of

the plumbing fittings industries if enacted as currently drafted.

Looking specifically at that section of H.R. 2840 which

deals with plumbing fittings which amends Section 1417 of the

Public Health Service Act (the Safe Drinking Water Act; 42 U.S.C.

300g-6), a number of significant probl&ms become apparent. To

begin with, it is simply not possible for industry to meet a

requirement of 10 parts per billion (ppb), particularly given the

8
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time frame specified (four years from the date of enactment) and

the testing protocol outlined in the legislation.

The fact that certain elements of the testing protocol

to be utilized bx the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

are specified !.n the legislation causes RE-CAP considerable

concern, partirmlarly because the protocol delineated is so

different from that now being utilized by either the agency or by

industry in general. Test protocol should not be mandated via

legislation, and should have solid scientific basis in fact. RE-

CAP is not aware of any generally accepted testing protocol that

recognizes or utilizes the methodology outlined in H.R. 2840. The

test protocol issue will be explored in greater detail by the

Plumbing Manufacturers Institute, which has been working closely

with the National Sanitation Foundation and state and federal

regulatory personnel to dovelop a workable protocol for product

certification.

Another significant concern with H.R. 2840 is with the

10 ppb requirement being applied to water at the tap. Given the

background level of lead in drinking water in the distribution

system up to the hookup to a private residence, this bill is

effectively placing an even lower requirement than 10 ppb on

plumbing fittings.

9
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In the short period since H.R. 2840 was introduced, I

have begun to receive input from major manufacturers which

consistently point to the unworkable, infeasible and ambiguous

standards and protocol which would established by this legislation.

One company stated that there was absolutely no way that

they could meet the 10 ppb standard today using the protocol called

for by H.R. 2840. This company estimated that at the best, and

only if current R & D efforts underway prove successful both in the

laboratory and in a commercial production setting, perhaps within

eight years such a standard say be achievable. The cost to attempt

to do so, however, was almost impossible for them to calculate

without knowing which technology, if any, would be available for

them to achieve this standard.

Likewise, a second company stated that not one of their

products would meet the reqpirements of '.R. 2840. This company

went on to say that the practical business effect of H.R. 2840

would be for them to attempt to move toward other raw materials

that are generally not able to withstand the commercial rigors of

current marketplace uses. Moreover, the cost associated with

retooling, altering other manufacturing processes, and securing

these new materials approached something in the range of $20-30

million for this company alone. The result would be increased

consumer cost and a poor quality product, and a distinct prospect

that this major company would not be able to survive.

10
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Similarly, another company stated that its fabricated
products would not meet the 10 ppb requirement and was unable even
to estimate the cost of attempted

compliance because it is not
known what technology would be employed.

A fourth company, echoing the general concerns expressed
by the first three, stated flatly that they would simply cease
further capital investment and gradually phase-down operations
rather than even attempt to comply with what they regarded as
astronomical costs to achieve an impossible

statutory requirement.
For them, the absence of any proven technology (with an open-ended
cost associated with it to implement),

coupled with the short time
frame for compliance, would simply create an unworkable
environment.

11
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ion

We cannot compromise beyond the plumbing fittings

provisions contained in § 391, the "Lead Exposure Reduction Act of

1991." For almost a year we have worked with Senator Reid's

Subcommittee on Toxic Substances, Environmental Oversight, Research

and Development. After considerable discussion, our members have

agreed to accept the plumbing fitting provisions in S. 391, as

reported on April 17, 1991 by that Subcommittee. This language

already puts the industry beyond what can be achieved with known

technology and materials. The industry cannot agree to commit

suicide by going further at this time. However, it will continue

to develop the very lowest lead leaching products possible as new

proven technology is available.

S. 393. as reported strikes a sensible and workable

balance which should result in continued recycling and reduced

leaching of the minimal amount of lead arising from brass and

bronze plumbing fittings, without precipitating a devastating total

restructuring of the brass and bronze plumbing fittings industry

and its upstream suppliers of recycled secondary metals.

The provisions in S. 391 direct EPA to promulgate a

standard. S. 391 keeps pressure on EPA by directing that the

standard be promulgated within a short time frame. Should this not

occur, S. 391 reauires that the percentage of lead in plumbing

alloys be reduced to 50% below the 8% level set forth in H.R. 2840.

Thus, if your su mmmittee concludes that your bill must

include a provisions which addresses plumbing fittings, we urge

your subcommittee to incorporate the provisions set forth in S.

391;
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